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INTRODUCTION
Chad Evans’s father, Chet Evans, first called me on December 9, 2009 to help his son. I wrote
Chad a few days later and he responded with a three page handwritten letter, in which he closed,
“Lastly, with regards to killing Kassidy, I’m an open book. I’ve made mistakes and poor decisions,
but I did not kill her. I wouldn’t waste your time or put my family through all of this if I had. There
are too many innocent people that need your help for a guilty person to be wasting it.”
I visited Chad on January 5, 2010 and his followup letter of January 7 is the first in this book’s
collection of 275 letters written to me in 2010. It was immediately clear that he could write well and
he has an excellent memory. We initiated a sequential numbering system for all of his letters to me
and vice versa, which makes easier our referencing and cross-referencing. Chad’s letters contained
considerable valuable information about himself and about his wrongful conviction, so I
recommended in July, 2010 that the letters be collected and posted on the website for all to see. Thus,
for the letters written after July, Chad knew about their long-term intended use. Chad expressed
concern that his writing thereafter might be considered more self-serving than if they remained
unpublished. Part of the answer is that much of the information Chad provided was requested in my
letters to him. He didn’t write about his accomplishments on his own initiative. Regarding the
letters’ veracity, the readers will have to judge for themselves.
The letters in this book are all posted as a collection called, “Letters from New Hampshire
Prison,” a “key document” at the bottom of the Home Page of Chad’s website,
www.chadevanswronglyconvicted.org. Each month, the collection is updated with the previous
month’s letters. Prior to posting, I’ve reviewed and edited the month’s letters and returned them to
Chad for final corrections and approval. During the nearly two years since Chad’s letters have been
posted on the website, there have been no communications to me or to Chad that anything he has
written is inaccurate. There has been disbelief, to be sure, but there have been no facts which have
had to be withdrawn because of feedback about their inaccuracy.
There is a saying which is used when evaluating the truthfulness of what someone says or writes,
“You cannot make this stuff up!” That’s my view about these letters and one reason why I believe
that what Chad has written to me and collected here is the truth, as best he knows it. Where possible,
I’ve corroborated with other sources what Chad has written, just as I did when writing the book with
Chad in 2011, EYE CONTACT - The Mysterious Death in 2000 of Kassidy Bortner and the
Wrongful Convictions of Chad Evans and Amanda Bortner. This book is presented as Volume 2 of
EYE CONTACT as it is a valuable supplement. Volume 3 will contain Chad’s 2011 letters to me.
At the top of every page of Chad’s website, is the statement by Daniel Webster, one of New
Hampshire’s most famous and righteous citizens, “There is nothing so powerful as the truth, and
often nothing so strange.” That can be said of these letters and Chad’s case. If what Chad has
written is true, especially what he stated about Amanda and Kassidy Bortner, then he should be
released from prison on the initiative of the State of New Hampshire or released on bail and
scheduled for a retrial. If there is anything in this book that can be shown or believed to be untrue,
feedback can be sent to me, and I’ll post it on the website as received.
Morrison Bonpasse
Executive Director
Chad Evans Wrongly Convicted Committee
71 Sullivan Street
Keene, NH 03431
207-586-6078
morrison@chadevanswronglyconvicted.org
www.chadevanswronglyconvicted.org

January 7, 2010 (1)
Sleep has never come easy for me and it has been particularly tough since we met. I felt as if all
my friends and supporters had given up hope, appeals pretty much exhausted, and there wasn’t much
light at the end of the tunnel. I guess I’ve been preparing myself for the worst and trying to settle in
and do this time. Then in comes a guy who may have a solution. You mentioned hope during our
conversation. As much as I would like to have some, I cannot put into words how scary that is for
me. I once watched a television program where an inmate stated to his attorney. “I’ve been here 5
years. I can settle in and do the time. As an innocent man, it’s having hope that is torture.” I imagine
many people that are in my predicament also feel, “someday the truth will matter.” Unfortunately, “It
hasn’t yet, so why would it start now” also goes through my mind.
Victor Frankel once said, “A man can survive almost anything as long as there is a why.” For me
the “why” is simple, my son Kyle. Once convicted, we are expected to be “good little inmates” and
take responsibility for our crimes even if we didn’t do them. If we speak out against the
establishment, I’m basically assuring myself that they will never let me out of here unless we are
successful in securing my freedom. This is why I may seem hesitant. If I stand pat the best I can hope
for is that the federal courts will agree with me and whack off that extra 15 years the state applied for
and got. Then I’m back down to my original sentence and could potentially get a sentence cut and
leave here in 10 more years.
I decided to take this case to a trial on the fundamental principles that I didn’t kill Kassidy.
Before my trial I was disillusioned that the truth mattered and would win out. I said to myself that I
would rather spend the rest of my life in prison than admit to something I didn’t do. It’s nice to say
things with conviction and stand on the principles of the issue. The only problem is, principle doesn’t
do the time, I do. We only have one short life to live and the most important thing to me is having
some time with my son. My stupidity, naivete, and poor decision making has already cheated him. I
just wanted you to have an idea of what I’m trying to wrap my head around.
I’m still fearful of the media because working with them goes against everything that my lawyers
and everyone else has always told me. “Newspapers don’t care about the truth. They sensationalize
to sell papers. Horror sells better than happiness.” I’m convinced the state was able to get the
additional 15 years added to my sentence because of all the media attention. No judge wants to
appear weak on crime when a child dies. At the sentence review board hearing, Amanda stood before
the judges on her own and basically told them that giving me more time was ridiculous. She told
them she knew Jeff Marshall killed her daughter and that I was innocent. They still slammed me with
those extra years with some B.S. rationale!! Amanda told the judges point blank that she never felt
the police ever cared about what really happened to Kassidy and instead wanted to pin it on someone.
The reporters in court didn’t bother to report any of this. They only mentioned all of the previous
allegations in follow up articles. Another example of how media has affected my thinking and
cautious approach.
There are 35 cases in this prison similar to mine and I was sentenced to the longest term of
confinement by a long shot. None of these other cases had a tenth of the media coverage! Amanda
made a national television appearance on the John Walsh show back in 2002-2003. She went off on
my conviction, the babysitters’ responsibility, how she was coerced by police, etc.
The only thing the local media and papers printed was not her claims but all past allegations. The
editor of the Foster’s Daily Democrat wrote a scathing editorial. Unfortunately, for years it has
seemed that they are more interested in selling newspapers than in presenting the truth. I loved and
served the Rochester community for nearly a decade. This is where I chose to raise my family. My
heart wants these people to know the truth.
It is my experience that I live in a small state that doesn’t want to believe their police officers
rush to judgment or make mistakes. You’ll have to be patient with me while I explore the thought
that the media can help us.

I am grateful that you will have some time to read over everything while in Georgia. I’ve become
more patient as I get older and know this will take a significant amount of time. I imagine you will
line up all of the discovery interviews in chronological order. I think you will be entertained by
Jennifer’s tone change about halfway through her first interview when they started hinting it may be
Jeff. At this point there was a break in the interview and they let Amanda and Jen sit together. Jen
referenced photos she saw of Kassidy and said, “Oh my God Amanda, Kassidy looked horrible, She
didn’t look like that this morning. Jeff couldn’t have done this ... “ Her second statement seemed
different.
I ask that while you review this material, you pay special attention to Amanda’s interviews. She
said some horrible things, some of which was true, much of it false. Whether she was lead to say or
agree to these things by the police in an attempt to “make” their case or not, she said them.
I need your honest opinion on whether or not we can overcome them or not. This stuff takes an
incredible toll on everyone. As I mentioned during our visit, I don’t want to kill my chances of ever
getting out of here needlessly. The only good thing about this state, if you don’t stir up trouble, they
usually let you out on your minimum. (You’ve probably guessed by now that I’m not accustomed to
having hope.)
I know I’m all over the road but if you feel we have a good shot after reviewing everything I’m
the type to usually jump with both feet.
I haven’t read the discovery interviews in a long time. Honestly, they make me sick to my
stomach. It’s always as if I’m reliving things as I read. I find it especially hard to read Amanda’s. She
said some terrible things, but worse for me is how the cops abused her. The reality is, even as much
crap as we’ve gone through since I’ve been incarcerated, I’m still in love with Amanda and miss her
everyday. (I wish I could just hate her for some of the stuff she’s done, because it would probably be
easier, but I can’t do it.) It was like they had this 18-year-old, frazzled, girl that just lost her daughter
and they could take full advantage and did. “Let’s accuse her, and when that stops working let’s tell
her Chad is saying this or that about her. Let’s change the subject when she says something that
doesn’t fit with our theory. Let’s lead her in this direction. When that stops working we’ll accuse
her of being a bad mom and not wanting to help Kassidy. When that stops working, we’ll just tell her
that she already said this or that the day before so she better stay consistent with her story.” Etc. etc.
As you read things jot down any questions you have and I will answer everything I can. Most of
this nightmare is ingrained in my head and I likely won’t need to refer to an interview to answer it.
You’ll have to be patient with me because I seldom find things simple to explain. I have a bad habit
of wanting to explain background on everything so I can bring people as close to the situation and
mindset of the time period.
Having just said all of this, Amanda is much stronger now. She has retracted much of what she
originally said, as recently as 2007. Long after she disappeared from my life and married another
man.. I feel this must be saying something, that she has no ties to me and still wants the truth out. It
seems to put a hole in the state’s theory that I had complete control over some “feeble” 18-year-old
girl and she was just saying whatever she could to protect me. I’m hopeful that if we are able to track
Amanda down and explain all of the great things you are planning to do (website, book, media) etc.
It will provide Amanda with the hope she has been missing and she will answer any question you
have. (Amanda has gotten her hopes up several times, is all gung ho and then peters out, because of
the emotional toll.) Eventually you will get to Ron Rice’s notes of his meetings with Amanda,
perhaps you can even speak to Ron at some point. My appellate defender, David Rothstein, once
stated, “It appears that the majority of the state’s entire case was getting this young girl to say
whatever they wanted and then counting on emotion to convict.”

While on the subject of Amanda, she carries a lot of guilt for the statements she made and
leaving me while in prison. (She’s wandered into my life, several times but gets overwhelmed and
finds it unbearable to hang so she disappears every time. I feel so much passion for her that I always
want to hope and believe. Ultimately, I get turned inside out for months afterward. My poor mom has
to deal with the aftermath. When Amanda is overwhelmed, feeling guilty, or has done something
she’s embarrassed about, she runs. In the past, she has come back through contacting my mom to
“break the ice.” Either that, or my mom will reach out to her and assure her that everything is all
right, that I don’t hate her, I understand what she’s going through, etc. As much as my heart doesn’t
want to, I understand why she tries to move on and put this behind her. This is the longest that she’s
ever been “away.” I have to admit, part of my fear is that Amanda has moved on with her life, has
forgotten all about me and won’t want to help. She’s admitted several times that she has tried to
move on because it is all so painful. I guess it would go right along, with my luck, and she would fit
in with the rest of my disappearing friends; only she has always meant more to me. Exactly two
weeks from today Amanda will be 28 years old. As you can guess, losing Kassidy has taken a major
toll on Amanda that is hard to imagine. In some ways this has probably stunted her growth. I’m still
hopeful that we can track Amanda down. She will be anxious as hell but she has a close relationship
with my mom. If mom can assuage her guilt and help her see that I’m only interested in getting help
from her and offering my friendship if she wants it, I’m hopeful everything will be fine.
Transitioning initially through my mom has always given her a sense of security for some reason.
We failed Kassidy and we can’t ever stop fighting for her. Amanda always stated that she would
never stop fighting for justice as long as she lives. My dad is always saying, “Words are easy, deeds
are hard.” I understand the saying now more than ever.
As I mentioned at our meeting, “My Life’s Story by Amanda Bortner,” was written by Amanda
at the suggestion of some therapist her friend Cathy took her to see while she was in Texas shortly
after my arrest in November of 2000. Within two weeks I was home and Amanda called me from
Texas one night, indicating she felt so much better having gotten away from the police and all the
people pressuring her. She could see clearly now and knew that I hadn’t killed Kassidy. She had
been discussing it with some therapist. At the suggestion of the therapist, she contacted my lawyers
when she got back to NH, who put her in touch with my P.I, a guy named Jon Morgan. At some
point she handed Morgan this paper she created while in Texas. Ironically the PI forgot about it or
something and never turned it over to my lawyers until the start of my trial. I believe my mother or I
have a signed and dated copy of this somewhere. This is what I remember. If/when we find Amanda
you can ask her about it.
You mentioned that you would like to see some of the letters/ cards that Amanda has sent me. I
am unsure of the purpose of this. If it is because you want to get to know us, understand the
dynamics of our relationship and see the incredible love we shared, I’m all for showing you and will
send immediately. If the plan for it is to put it all on a website or something, I’m not sure of this. I am
not interested in hurting Amanda in anyway and just as I would feel more comfortable with her entire
life’s story being on the website only if she approves, I feel the same about this. I have no problem
telling the world I felt she was/is my soul mate, I don’t want to make her uncomfortable.
This weekend I plan to develop the letters we spoke about for Alan Cronheim, Ron Rice, Bob
Fisher, and David Rothstein. I also will be starting the list of friends, not-so-friendlies, bosses, etc.
that we spoke about and you may need to contact. Unfortunately, I have no email addresses but have
some names, addresses, and phone numbers for some individuals. I will send a copy to my mom as
well so we aren’t duplicating efforts. I know we have time before your return in March but the
sooner the better.

One question that I didn’t remember to ask you the other day. I believe that in the article about
Alfred in the Boston Herald, the prosecutor objected to the attempts stating that there was nothing
new presented and you were just rehashing same stuff that has been around forever. (I may be
confusing this with another article.) Anyway, if I am recalling this correctly, how do you handle this?
Because if true, I doubt the courts will give the claim of innocence much play. As you know, the
courts give deference and hold juries in the highest regard. As you can imagine, I want to avoid this
happening in my situation. New evidence is always best, but will be hard to come by in my case. My
lawyers are convinced it is going to take advancements in science or a confession from another
person to get me home. As I alluded to earlier, I’d really like to hedge my bets. It would be great if I
could eat my cake and ice cream too. (Or any other euphemism you can think of) I really would like
to hold off on opening this can of worms until you have read through everything and still feel
hopeful.
I apologize for being long winded. My attorney, Alan Cronheim, once told me he got a great
chuckle when he saw one of my “novels” coming. What can I say; I’m always afraid of forgetting
something. My feeling is, that it is always best to over rather than under communicate.
January 11, 2010 (1A)
Conversation with Nicole.
I’m glad you spoke with Nicole. She is a real sweetheart. I couldn’t ask for a better sister and
aunt to Kyle. A few weeks prior to Kassidy’s death I took Kyle and Kassidy to Nicole’s house in
Belmont NH. Nicole was rebuilding her house with her then husband, Brandon Harvey. I went up
there to lend them a hand with some framing. Kassidy was very cuddly that day. When she wasn’t
sitting in my lap eating, she was playing with Kyle or clinging to Nicole. Also there were Brandon’s
father and grandfather who have both since passed away. I believe my former brother-in-law will
speak to you if you deem it necessary and he will be on the contact list of names I provide you
eventually.
You mentioned a money management class. I sent Nicole, Amanda, and another young couple
that worked for me, Dorothy & Tom Urrutia, to a three week money management seminar. Dorothy
was my former wife, Tristan’s, best friend and I had known them for a number of years. I’ve always
been interested in finances, and don’t believe that our schools do enough to educate young people on
fiscal responsibility.
Financial planning wasn’t something stressed in my family. I’ve watched my parents work their tails
off all of their lives, being underpaid for the work they did, living paycheck to paycheck, and not
putting anything away for their retirement. As the area supervisor for 10+ McDonald’s restaurants, I
viewed it as my duty to educate younger people on more than how to do their jobs. Every time I
promoted someone or gave him or her a raise I tried to encourage him or her to pace themselves.
First. Put a portion away for retirement or a mid term goal. When I promoted a new manager I often
offered to pay for the seminar if they would be willing to attend. I loved both Amanda and Nicole so
it was important for me to talk them into going. That was early on in my relationship with Amanda
and I had no idea if we would make it long term, but I knew that I would always care about her and
want her to do well for herself. Writing about this is bringing back a lot of buried memories. The
gentleman that directed the seminar was a guy named Darren. He was the advisor I used to invest in
mutual funds (before I emptied them for my trial expenses), life insurance and start college funds for
both Brent and Kyle. Just weeks prior to Kassidy’s death I had a conversation with him about starting
a college fund for Kassidy as well. I loved Kassidy and Amanda and even if we didn’t make it, I
wanted them to have the best opportunities.
Secret recording of Amanda by Jeff & Jen
I believe it was done with one of those mini-tape recorders that you can buy at any store such as
Wal Mart. Jeff hid it on his person somewhere. I don’t know if Jennifer was in on the plan to tape
Amanda. I’m not exactly sure of when I become aware of it. Likely, it was when it was turned over
to me in discovery material sometime after September 3, 2001. (Almost 10 months after recording
took place.) The recording took place 1-2 days after Kassidy died (Approx. Nov. 11. 2000).

Amanda, Jeff and Jen were staying with Amanda’s mom and stepdad in Buckfield Maine. This
was shortly after Amanda had one or two interviews with police and they had her convinced I killed
Kassidy. While she was in Buckfield, she called me every few hours and told me that no one would
leave her alone and they were driving her crazy. Within a day up there she called me in a panic
telling me that Jeff kept following her around like a puppy, and that her family hid the phone on her
and they were holding her hostage. They were all trying to convince her that I killed Kassidy. In
hysterics, she begged me to pick her up. Obviously, hearing this made me distraught. I had no idea
where Buckfield was. I arranged to pick her up after she had another police interview in Gray,
Maine. Myself, Bruce Aube, Brandon, and Nicole all went up to Gray in two cars because we had no
idea what the situation would be. It was such a relief to see her. When we got back to Bruce’s house
Amanda unloaded about how Jeff was following her around and trying to make her talk. “Jeff and
Jen wouldn’t leave me alone, it was like they just wanted to hear me say that I thought you killed
Kassidy.” I know at some point Amanda found out Jeff had taped her and she was pissed. She hated
him and has never spoken to him after that time in Buckfield.
The day Kassidy died, I showed up at the Kittery police from my meeting in Hudson NH just
before Amanda’s mom, Jackie arrived at the station. Jackie walked into the lobby and we both started
crying. She hugged me and said, “What did he do to Kassidy, my beautiful baby” Referring to Jeff.
Before the police got to Jackie I think she knew in her heart it was Jeff. My former wife, Tristan,
showed up at the police station for support and heard Jackie commenting about Jeff and his behavior
in the lobby while I was out back This didn’t matter though; the police already had it in their minds
that I was responsible. By the end of the night Jackie was still confused and not sure what to do about
her daughters (Jen and Amanda). The police made it simple, telling her that I was the one that she
had to be concerned about and to keep Amanda away from me. Jackie is a nice lady, and like others,
trusted the police.
I haven’t seen this transcript of Jeff’s secret recording of him, Jen and Amanda, in a long time
and it was painful to read. I could feel Amanda’s pain jumping off the pages. I never paid much
attention to it at the time of my trial for several reasons all of which having to do with my lawyers.
1. They said it was done illegally and therefore would never be allowed in trial.
2. I believe it was Mark Sisti who said it “reeks of desperation” on Jeff’s part, and said that Jeff was
obviously steering things to anything he heard about you and was trying to use this as a means to
clear himself of suspicion.
3. Either Alan or Mark actually listened to the recording and told me that the printed version is much
worse than the recording. Listening to the tape you can tell that Amanda is frazzled, her baby had just
died, she’s under duress and gives off the vibe that she clearly just wants to be left alone.
As previously mentioned, reading this recording was tough but I went through it line by line as
you requested. I can only give you my assessment of what was going through Amanda’s mind based
on conversations with her after the fact (enclosed). I can also tell you what I know to be fact what is
false, etc. The best person to ask these questions to will be Amanda someday when you get to talk to
her. I honestly believe that if you approach her right the first time, she will be glad to talk to you. I
know that she always felt like no one would really listen. Everyone wants an opportunity to explain
themselves as things are seldom cut and dry. Whether she will want to leave the comfort of whatever
life she has started and “dip her toe into this pain pool” will be the question. I appreciate your
thoroughness.
January 14, 2010 (2) [the names here are deleted per Chad’s request]
Regarding the two page typewritten note as well as Post-It notes explaining each document you
originally received: This packet was put together for a former counselor here at the prison,
_____________, _______________ approximately four years ago. ___________ ______________
was the _____________. I can’t remember how _______ and I came upon the topic of my case, but
the officer indicated that some things didn’t “feel” right about my case. The previous case counselor,
____________________ _____________, always felt I was innocent so I assume he must have said
something to ____________.

Approximately a week after my initial meeting with the officer, I was called down to
_________’s office and ___________ was well connected in Strafford county (Rochester, Dover
NH) and was on some committee and wanted to check into my case. ________________ knew
several of the guards in the county jail I was housed and spoke to one of them. Thinking back, I
believe the person’s name was _______ _______ . _________ _______ had followed my case
closely and didn’t believe for a minute that I was guilty. From this exchange, ______________ asked
me to bring my transcripts down to the office for ______________ to read them in between regular
work. This is the reason I put the letter together and all of the Post-It notes. I figured it would help
bring __________ up to speed quickly because all of this could be so confusing. How this stuff made
it into the box you received, baffles me.
Upon learning of my conviction (Dec 21 2001?) I was transported back to the county jail and
officer ___________ allowed me to make a phone call. At the completion of my phone call, the
officer said, “keep facing forward as if you are on the phone and listen to me. I’m so sorry you got
convicted for this. My family and I are praying for you. Don’t you ever stop fighting for the truth
because someday it will be known.” I had never had much interaction with that officer, so I was
blown away. I spent 8-9 months in that Jail and there were several guards who believed in me, but in
particular that were vocal about it to me. Officer ____________ _____________, and Officer
____________. One of them alluded to me being the fall guy. Amanda later spent time at the same
county jail. I went back to Strafford for a court hearing and officer ________ sought me out to give
me a full report on Amanda. The officer came to my cell and said, “Boy, she doesn’t fit with the
class of girls we have over there (on the girl’s side). You can tell she doesn’t belong here. Neither of
you do.” In county jail, the staff is much smaller than prison and you get to know these people more.
The three mentioned I liked and seemed to care about more than just being “key holders” All three of
them supervised Amanda as well while she was there. Inmates that are already sentenced in the
county jail can go out on work release.
Obviously this was many years ago and I don’t know if these officers would speak to you for
fear of protecting their jobs or not wanting to get involved. However, they may be worth talking to at
some point if we guarantee them anonymity at least until we got to court or something. By now,
officer ____________ is probably retired.
Unfortunately, my excitement about getting some help from _____________ ____________ was
short lived, as has often happened to me as I yearn for exoneration.
The two letters that you identified as possibly being penned by Amanda were in fact penned by
her. The list of potential day care providers was taken from my home office by the state police during
their extensive search of my house. Amanda was actively seeking a day care facility for Kassidy
because neither one of us were comfortable with Jeff watching her. Unfortunately, the
October/November time frame is a tough time to find day care as they often fill up in September. The
day care needed to be in Maine due to the fact that Amanda was enrolling, or was enrolled, in a
program in Maine called ASPIRE. As I understand it, this is a program that helps young, single
mothers with job skills, childcare, etc. Kassidy was on the waiting list for several of these day cares.
When the situation with Jeff babysitting Kassidy worsened, I talked to the director of Kyle’s day
care, Cross Road Kindergarten, about taking Kassidy. I explained we have a bad situation with our
babysitter and really liked the things Kyle is learning at her establishment. She was sympathetic but
until Kassidy is potty trained they would not be able to accommodate. The next step for me was to
contact Kyle’s babysitters since birth, Chad and Linda Dallesandri, to see if they could help us out.
Unfortunately, Kassidy died within a few days of me conversing with the dir. of Crossroads
Kindergarten so we didn’t get to Chad and Linda.

I’m trying to recall Crossroad’s director’s name. One of my former co-workers, Gina Warner,
also enrolled her son at Crossroads. After my arrest, Gina was at the school and overheard the
director speaking about my case. Something to the effect of, “I feel horrible, I think they have the
wrong person, Mr. Evans was just in here a week before the little girl’s death asking if we could take
her because he had a bad babysitting situation.” When this got back to me several months later, I
informed Alan of it but he said it likely wasn’t worth pursuing because without exact times, dates,
etc. the state would shred it up. I know it was a small piece in a large case but in my mind it may
have had the jury questioning the logic of the state’s claims. E.g. Why would I have been trying to
get Kassidy away from Jeff and into a reliable day care if I was the one abusing her? Who better to
tell this to the jury than the director of Crossroads? (If she in fact said this?) Who knows what she
remembers all these years later and how skewered is her view now that I am convicted. I’m sure I
don’t need to tell you, but there is a lot of people that believe everything they’ve read. If a jury
convicts you, you must be guilty. Unfortunately, I was one of these ignorant people prior to
incarceration.
The other photocopy you included was written by Amanda soon after Kassidy died. It’s been
years since I’ve seen this and I’m not sure who it was written for, you’ll have to ask her someday.
Even seeing Amanda’s writing and how “all over the road she was” at the time is a painful reminder
of what she was going through at the time. I am not sure but I suspect Amanda wrote it after
speaking with our mutual friend. Jessica Edmonds. Jessica was my best friend Bruce Aube’s
girlfriend. (Jessica and Bruce have since split up.) For the majority of the week after Kassidy’s death
and before my arrest, we (Amanda, Myself, my family) stayed with Jess and Bruce at their house in
Rochester. For the first 3-4 days because the police seized my house, after that, the house was filled
with to much of Kassidy for Amanda to handle. (memories). As you can imagine, Amanda was a
mess. She kept saying, “I have to get my thoughts together.” Then the next minute she was crying
and saying “I can’t think” I believe Jessica told her at one point to put all her thoughts down on paper
as they come to her so she doesn’t forget when she’s talking to the police or trying to figure things
out for herself.
Amanda was going to the police almost daily (doing those interviews in my discovery) and then
coming home to me every night. I knew the police suspected me because of how they treated me in
my interviews but I thought they would be treating everyone like this, you know, searching for the
truth. There were days that Amanda didn’t want to go down to the police station (I didn’t understand
why until I read her interviews months later) throughout it all, I kept encouraging her to go,
explaining that it’s hard but she has to see this through for Kassidy, and to always tell the truth. It
must have been pretty confusing for her. She would leave this guy she loved in the morning, have
these cops and everyone else tell her that he was responsible for Kassidy’s death, get angry, say some
horrible shit, and then come home to this same guy every night and just want him to hold her and tell
her everything is going to be ok.
You again asked about letters/cards from Amanda. I have many of these that Amanda has sent
me here over the years. Most of them are somewhere at my mom’s because we can’t keep much of
that stuff here. I don’t know that any of these are case related. Most if not all are of the love variety,
our daily struggles, life, the anguish of being separated, how we miss each other and want to see each
other, etc. I think she and I both believed we were soul mates and that this nightmare would end and
we would be together forever. (naïve) I’ll have my mom dig through and find them as soon as she
can.

Amanda always had the perfect words and I always wanted to believe them. I live pretty “black
and white” if I give my word people know they count on it no matter what. A big flaw I have is when
others don’t do the same. I’ve since learned this is the source of much heartache and aggravation for
me. I now try not to hold people to standard’s I set for myself. Amanda always stated she was going
to wait for me. As time went on, I was torn. I wanted her because she was my life but I also wanted
her to have a life. My head understood everything then (and much better now) but my heart didn’t
want to. I’ve always been a bit of a romantic and what I shared with Amanda was as passionate as
passion gets. I know many men in prison have dealt with these same issues but it sure felt like I was
the first at the time. After any amount of time behind the “walls” you learn that you can’t “live” on
both sides, that is, deal with things or personalize them as you would at home. Not that I would want
to put Amanda through a prison relationship, but part of me wishes for a “do over” with her too
because I could handle things much better now. I honestly do miss her and would love to have a
friendship at some point.
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My mother went through and found a bunch of misc. documents that she will copy and send to
you ASAP. She also has a copy of Amanda’s trial transcripts. Perhaps when you get back to Maine,
we should make arrangements to send them to you for scanning and review. Amanda’s trial was
much shorter, therefore there is a lot less transcript to send you but it may be important to read as the
state used the same facts and people to convict her of two misdemeanors. Amanda’s attorney,
Patricia Wiberg, was an ardent supporter of Amanda and I and believed me to be wrongly convicted.
My family attended every day of Amanda’s trial and Patricia took time each day to speak with them.
I believe she gave my mom some P.I. suggestions at one point including that she believed there to be
some inconsistencies in some of the key witnesses testimony between Amanda and my trial and
someone should be looking into this.
I appreciate that you want to stay in touch with me every 2-3 days but that is not necessary. I’ve
become a much more patient man since being incarcerated. Some of your questions have already
proven to me that you are working diligently on my case even when I don’t hear from you.
In August of 2001 the state convened a grand jury to determine if I was “witness tampering”
with Amanda. As you know, I was violating my bail condition by seeing Amanda at that time. This
was comical in that it was the cops who were really doing all the witness tampering- telling people
who they could talk to, threatening peoples’ jobs, losing their houses, threatening to take people’s
children away, etc. Witness tampering was a guise that my stupidity of seeing Amanda gave them.
The real purpose of the grand jury was to go on a “fact finding mission” because at this point all the
medicals and such were coming back and they still had no physical evidence tying me to Kassidy’s
murder (with good reason). I’ve never read the transcripts to the grand jury proceedings. I’m not
sure if my attorneys had them or not. It may be another good thing for you to review if we can find
them.
Likewise, I’ve never seen a copy of my Pre Sentence Investigation. I’m not sure if they have
these in other states or if you are familiar so bear with me. This was a series of interviews by a man
appointed by the court post conviction to recommend a sentence to the judge. As I understand it, for
some reason, we inmates are not allowed to read them so I don’t know if there is a way for you to get
a copy or what if any benefit it would have. I do know that there is a copy in my inmate file here.
I’ve asked to see it and was told that I am not allowed to. It is for administration and court use only.
Pretty much any guard can read it but I can’t. This doesn’t make a lot of sense to me.

I watched a television program last evening on the Lifetime Movie Network. It was titled The
Wronged Man starring Julia Ormond. I don’t know if you have access to this channel but it was a
pretty good movie based on a true story. I enjoy movies like this because they always seem to portray
the real emotions of being incarcerated and what everyone on the outside goes through. The movie
was about a man named Kelvin Willis who spent 22 years of a life sentence in prison for a vicious
rape on a 12-year-old girl that he didn’t commit and the paralegal who spent 17 years freeing him,
Janet “Prissy” Gregory. The reason I’m sending this info to you beyond just the entertainment value
is two-part.
1. It appeared that once Mr. Willis was convicted most people, potential witnesses, the court
personal, etc. that Ms. Gregory approached assumed he was guilty. I think this is often the case. In
general, it has been my experience that the general public wants to believe in our system and feel that
it doesn’t make mistakes. Knowing this makes the following sentences even more crucial. Ms.
Gregory was relentless in her pursuit of the truth. She seemed to never take “no” for an answer, tried
to hold others accountable for their action/inaction and was creative in her approach to trying to get
witnesses to speak with her, knowing full well traditional methods would be ineffective.
2. At the conclusion of the movie, Julia Ormond gave a speech about all of the innocent people
sitting in prisons around the country. She encouraged people to become involved and support the
innocence project and their efforts. She stated, that the innocence project has freed 245 wrongfully
convicted people and experts believe that there are as many as 40,000 innocent people sitting in
prisons throughout the country. Hard to believe none of those have come from NH isn’t it?
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In searching through some of the lawyer communication that you wanted copies of, I happened
upon some 2003-2004 articles about the case that I saved. I’m going to get them photocopied for you
at some point. These are a little trickier to copy so bear with me. Anyway, Amanda’s prosecutor from
the A.G.’s office, David Ruoff, made a statement to the reporter that Amanda was never coerced by
the police. She came in and volunteered all the information about me, the police never put thoughts
in her head, Jennifer and Jeff loved their niece Kassidy, etc.
When I originally read this I just viewed it as more lies by the prosecution, covering their asses
to make it look as though I was guilty, etc. Whenever I read Amanda’s discovery interviews I get
infuriated at how they are treating Amanda. I haven’t read them in several years now but from
memory, it seemed there were definitely instances when the police put thoughts in Amanda’s head,
accused her of lying, insinuated that she was a bad mother, said things that were outright lies, steered
her away from conversations that didn’t help their case against me. It seemed to me that the police
took advantage of the fact that Amanda was distraught and just wanted to get the hell out of there.
Amanda would later admit that she said whatever the cops wanted to hear at one point because she
wanted to leave so badly. Also, she wanted to trust and believe the police because she was brought
up to believe in them. Amanda made a comment once to my original investigator, John Morgan. “It
never crossed my mind that the police were lying to me, if they were telling me something it must be
true. You could have told me the Pope killed Kassidy and I would have believed it.” I remember this
because John Morgan shared it with me at my parents’ kitchen table & I thought it was pretty
profound. I don’t believe I had even seen her interviews at this point. Anyway, I guess I bring all of
this up because I’m not sure anymore so I hope you will pay attention when you review these
documents. Do I believe the police coerced Amanda because that is what she told me or do I believe
this because that is what I see and what they did? Am I too emotionally involved in this thing to be
objective? If I’ve been wrong all along and the police didn’t coerce Amanda, what chance do I have
of flipping this wrongful conviction regardless of the fact that much of what she said wasn’t true?
What I mean is, if any member of the general public were to read her discovery and don’t believe
that Amanda was steered into giving the answers that the police wanted, is there any point in
challenging? Several of my friends have read my discovery and agree that they were abusive toward
Amanda and real lenient and “buddy, buddy” with Jeff, but is this what they see or is it what they see
because they are my friends?

I’m thinking too much right now and it is driving me nuts so I’m going to stop for today. I will
just leave you with this one last thought. The Attorney Generals Office prosecuted both Amanda and
me in Superior Court. What is peculiar about this is Amanda’s charges were all misdemeanors that
are usually prosecuted in the lower district courts by the lower county attorneys. Did they give
Amanda’s case the extra attention to take advantage of extra media attention or was it just a matter of
convenience?
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You asked in a recent letter what life was like with Amanda and Kassidy. It’s hard to know
where to begin, so I will just type thoughts that come to my mind.
Amanda and I went on our first date on June 2, 2000. Jeff and Jennifer introduced me to
Amanda. We met at the Applebee’s in Portsmouth for dinner. I had previously obtained concert
tickets to see “Staind” at the Hampton Beach Casino Ballroom, so after dinner; Amanda and I
proceeded on to the show. I believe that I was 28 years, and I would later find that Amanda was 18. I
was a little concerned about the age difference at the time but Jeff led me to believe that she was 20.
In any event, I didn’t think it was a huge deal. I had recently split up with Tristan and was just
becoming friendly with Jeff. He basically talked me into taking her out, and reminded me that it
didn’t matter that she was younger. It was just dinner. I remember thinking to myself during the
concert that it was different being there with a girl who couldn’t go up and legally purchase a beer.
We had a great time at dinner and the show and I could hardly wait to see her again.
The early part of 2000 was a very weird time for me. My marriage had just dissolved and fought
hard to save it. I loved my wife Tristan. I loved having a family with our two boys, Kyle and Brent.
Brent was my stepson but that never mattered to me. I had raised him from the age of two. Tristan
and I fought for custody of Brent with Joe, Brent’s natural father. We tried to provide a stable home
for our sons. Even after we split up, I regularly had both Brent and Kyle together. When Tristan and I
split up, I was determined to change the things about myself that I was sure drove Tristan away. I
wanted my family back. For the first three months after Tristan left in December of 1999, if I wasn’t
with my sons or working I was working out with my friend Bruce in his home gym “The FYC.” I
never really noticed but all the working out and eating right had transformed my body from soft to
pretty muscular. By March or so, I had trimmed my body fat percentage considerably. Around April
or May, I started casually dating several girls. I was losing faith that Tristan was coming back even
though I still wanted this. I was also lonely, depressed, and wanted to get my mind off her and my
sons, who no longer lived with me everyday. I guess you could say bitterness had set in and I was
determined to go out, have fun with many different girls and not get attached to any of them. Love
hurt and I was determined to avoid that again.
At the time of my divorce from Tristan, I felt it was my entire fault. I hated failing. Tristan
shared with me during a visit here years later that she had some responsibility too. It takes a lot for
Tristan to open up like this and I appreciated it. She’s a tough woman. In some respects that is a
blessing. She weathered this situation like a trooper and her support was always admirable. I know I
still bear a lot of responsibility for the failure of our marriage but felt a little relief knowing that some
of it may have been out of my control.
My plan was going along nicely until I met Amanda. I was seeing several girls and having a
great time
not getting attached to any of them. Even though I knew the newness would wear off, it felt good to
have so many women interested in me all at once. Most attractions start physical and my time lifting
weights was helping my self-esteem. Tristan may not have wanted me, but it was obvious others did.

When I met Amanda, she blew me away. Within a week I stopped seeing the 4 or 5 other girls I
was casually dating because I couldn’t get Amanda off my mind. It was more than the fact that
Amanda was beautiful. All of the girls I was seeing were very pretty. Amanda was fun, she had a
good sense of humor, loved to try new things. She had goals and dreams. She shared a lot of the
same values I had. She had ambition, and she had these amazing green eyes that could pierce your
soul. Even though I was determined to never care again, and part of me still couldn’t let go of having
my family back, I was quickly falling in love with Amanda. I guess we had the classic whirlwind
romance.
Amanda just blew me away. Never in my life had I wanted to be around someone so much. I
knew this, but I was still having trouble admitting this to myself. This was something I would
struggle with from time to time right up until Kassidy’s death. It was like I had this inner war going
on inside my head. One minute I didn’t want to admit that I was in love with this girl so quickly even
though I loved her from our first date. The next minute, I was fighting it, thinking that I should be
fighting to get my family back. Eventually, I surrendered this thought and my efforts became about
not upsetting Tristan, so our arranged custody agreement could go through. It was a tumultuous time
for me. I wasn’t accustomed to failure. I overachieved at work, overachieved in public, (for example)
getting elected to the Keene school board at 19 years old. Failing at marriage didn’t set well with me.
I grew up thinking I was going to be married forever and I was always the person you knew that had
the hardest time giving up on things. I wasn’t your typical poor sport when I lost in athletics or board
games. This was something much different. Looking back, I was pretty hard on myself. I thought the
marriage failing was my entire fault. Typical of how I achieved throughout my life, “if I broke
something, I could fix it.” Why not, I was great at fixing two million dollar broken restaurants.
Within a week or two of meeting Amanda she was living with me. We never had an official
“move in” date but she was staying with me every night. It was approximately two hours from her
parents’ house in Auburn where she was staying and my house in Rochester. I made the trip a couple
of times and both times had a great time with her family. There was noticeable tension between
Amanda and her stepfather, Paul. She would reveal to me the reason for the tension at a later date.
In the beginning, my inner-self was fighting how fast everything was moving. “This is too fast.
Is this possible to love so fast? What would people think if this girl is moving in with me like two
weeks into our relationship?” etc. My heart wanted Amanda there more than anything, but my head
was struggling with it. Morals and appearances mattered to me somewhat. A few days into dating
Amanda I remember being over at my good friend, Stephanie’s print shop one day, talking to her
about my dilemma. I showed her pictures of the 4 or 5 girls I was seeing and gave Stephanie a little
background on each girl. I knew it was Amanda that I was “feeling” but I wanted Stephanie’s
opinion. Stephanie picked this beautiful Italian girl I was dating, Rose, who had just graduated from
UNH and had a bright future and a good job lined up. I kept going back to Amanda’s photo and told
Stephanie that this was the girl that I really clicked with. I described Amanda as beautiful,
adventurous, funny, and has a beautiful little blonde baby girl. Stephanie agreed that Amanda was
beautiful but was concerned. Stephanie said, “I’m sure she is a sweet girl honey, but she is young
(As stated earlier, I believed Amanda was 20 and shared this with Stephanie) and she brings a lot of
baggage with her. You have to follow your heart; just be careful. You’ve been through a lot with
Tristan and I just don’t want you to repeat it all.” At the time I followed my heart but this was always
in the back of my mind. In hindsight, I wish I had followed this sage advice.

Stephanie didn’t mean anything negative toward Amanda with her comment about baggage.
Stephanie is one of most caring people you’ll ever meet. I think she was just reminding me that
Tristan had a son when I met her and where there is child there is always an estranged parent.
Especially in young relationships where people are generally less mature and the child ultimately
gets used as a weapon against the other parent from time to time. These situations almost always
equal drama at some point. Amanda was a young mom, hadn’t been to college yet, and had no real
career established. Not that there is anything wrong with any of this; it was just Stephanie’s way of
reminding me that I had been through all of this with Tristan and it is really hard work. My chosen
career, restaurant supervision, required me to work crazy hours. When Tristan and I got together, I
felt it was important that one of us have a normal job to be there with the kids so I worked my butt
off to put her through college without creating long term debt so she could have a career in
something that interested her. Tristan worked very hard and is now an accomplished X-Ray & MRI
tech with a great career and steady hours. Amanda and Stephanie eventually met and liked each
other.
Although .... Amanda was jealous of most any female friend I had. In the beginning I thought
this possessiveness was cute, but later it was frustrating at times. Some of this was probably caused
by the age difference, maturity and the fact that her previous boyfriend had cheated on her. As
beautiful as Amanda was, she had some serious self-esteem issues. I don’t think I really understood
the extent of it until I came to prison and signed up for self-help groups. Amanda certainly had a lot
of events in her life that would lead to self-esteem problems. I also think Amanda put a lot of
pressure on herself to fit in, understand everything being talked about, etc. because all of my friends
were older. We mostly hung out with my friends. I believe this is because I worked a lot, we lived in
Rochester, and my friends were local. She did have several girlfriends that I met and liked. She
would have them over to the house some times. Our approach to friends seemed to be different too.
Both Amanda and I are very outgoing people and make friends easily. But if Amanda gets angry with
her friends, she can easily write them off or cut them out of her life for long periods of time. She
doesn’t seem to have a problem picking up from one area, moving, and making all new friends. I
tend to make friends for life (at least, I did). As Amanda has grown older, it seems as if her
friendships are becoming more intimate and long lasting.
A week or so into dating, Amanda was coming down to see me after work one evening. I asked
her to bring Kassidy so that I could meet her. It was one of my nights to have Kyle so I thought it
would be cool to see them play together. I believe Amanda had met Kyle a night or two prior. I’ll
never forget, I was sitting on the living room floor playing with Kyle when Amanda walked in with
Kassidy in her arms. She sat her down on one of the couches and said, “This is Kassidy”. She was
sooooo cute. She had this short blonde hair up in a ponytail on top of her head, a cute little button
nose and these adorable little blonde eyebrows, and beautiful blue eyes .. Kassidy just sat there
taking the entire room in.
Amanda and Kassidy joined Kyle and I on the floor and all played with the toy we were playing
with for a while. Kassidy was very quiet and understandably clung tight to Amanda. Amanda and I
had plans that evening to make a Greek type salad for dinner, so we had Kassidy and Kyle help us.
Back in those days Kyle loved to help with whatever I was doing. When dinner was ready we sat to
eat. I couldn’t believe that Kassidy had such a good appetite. She ate everything!. Romaine lettuce,
feta cheese, black olives, and even tried the red onion with a little wrinkle of her nose. It took me by
surprise that a 16 month old would try so many foods. Kassidy always had the best appetite and so
much for her size. I used to joke with Amanda that whoever she marries is going to have to get
second job to afford the groceries. The only thing dainty about her was going to be her size. Kassidy
literally ate more than Kyle who was twice her size. As time went on Kassidy continued to try
everything we fed her. I loved that she was so willing to try new foods because Kyle was pretty
picky. On the rare occasion that Kassidy bit into something she didn’t like, she would just spit it out
to the side of her tray on the high chair.

After dinner we had some ice cream. Kyle was sitting in Amanda’s lap eating his and I was
feeding Kassidy hers. I guess it was a chance for us to meet and spend time with each other’s child.
Amanda spent that night with Kassidy and then went back home to Auburn, where her parents were
living. She commuted for several weeks coming down and spending two-three days and then going
back to Auburn for a day or two. Most of the time during this period she would bring Kassidy with
her. We were falling hard and fast and as previously mentioned, Amanda moved in soon after our
relationship started. My head was telling me to slow down, my heart was telling me “giddy up”
Amanda just seemed like everything I was looking for.
Things moved quickly. Of course, for the kids there was a small adjustment period. They were
both young so it helped. In Kyle’s case he went from his mom and dad living together to daddy alone
to daddy with Amanda. For Kassidy, she hadn’t had a daddy figure in her life. There were some testy
moments from time to time in the beginning. Kassidy would occasionally have a fit if Amanda came
up to me or if I approached Amanda. They weren’t like fits I’d ever seen before. When Kassidy was
having one she would scream at the top of her lungs. If Amanda happened to be holding her and put
her down to stand during one of these outbursts, Kassidy would throw herself backwards landing on
the floor and pound the back of her head off the floor hoping that Amanda would pick her back up.
Of course, she usually did. We didn’t want her to hurt herself, but it was clear that Kassidy had
learned very early how to manipulate her mother. I didn’t think it was big deal. I just knew it was
something we would have to work on. If limits or boundaries aren’t set, then children rule the roost. I
think that Kassidy was just used to having mama to herself and was letting me know in those
moments that Amanda was hers. Every child is an individual anyway and I was used to boys, so I
had to adjust too. I soon learned that if I came home and went up and played with, hugged, and
kissed Kassidy before approaching Amanda, she was fine. I would say that by early July everything
was fine. Everyone had adjusted. Kassidy wasn’t throwing those temper tantrums and we were
clicking along.
Some of the reasons that my marriage to Tristan fell apart were poor communication, I worked
too much. I was to “future centered” vs. “enjoying the here and now.” I wasn’t that much fun,
among other things. I really loved her with all my heart but I wasn’t always good at showing it.
Looking back, I didn’t appreciate her for the amazing woman that she was. I thought I was a great
communicator then but I see now, I could have done a lot better. Although I vowed to never fall in
love again, that is exactly what was happening with Amanda and I was determined to not make the
same mistakes with Amanda that I did with Tristan. I worked less, I made it a point to spend time
with her and the kids as often as possible, I went out and bought some toys, a boat, some 3 wheel
ATV’s, etc. I had a friend that had a cottage on a lake in Farmington. I made arrangements with him
to keep the boat docked there, and at least one or two nights a week we would grab the kids and go
out on the lake for an hour or so. It was like I had a new lease on life and I was loving every second
of it. I realized there was more to life than working and saving for the future, etc. The best word I can
think of to describe the transformation is, “balanced”.
When we bought the boat is a good story. I told my brother in law at the time, Brandon, that I
was interested in looking at a boat. He worked at a Marina in Laconia and saw good boats all the
time. He called me about a week after our discussion and said he had found a good one to look at.
Amanda, Kassidy and I drive to Laconia to meet the guy. Immediately when I saw it I had a vision of
us riding in it and loved it. Something else happened. I asked Amanda what she thought. I wanted her
input. I wanted to be sure that she liked it as well. This was new to me, because I usually just decided
these types of things. Without coming out and saying it, this purchase represented the start of our
family.

Anyway, Amanda loved the boat and we bought this little 16’ Glastron speedboat. We were out
on the docks at a marina and while I was signing the paperwork, Kassidy soiled her diaper. There
was no bathroom around so Amanda opened the trunk to my car and laid her down to change her.
After changing Kassidy she closed the trunk with the keys in it. We were hunting all around for the
keys for 20 minutes before we realized that Amanda locked them in the trunk. So then we waited for
an hour for a locksmith. It was comical at the time, and it is now when I think back to it. This was
also something new to me. Prior to this, I was a little rigid. I would likely get upset with such an
incredible waste of time but with Amanda these trivial matters were treated as such. I was groomed
for management early on at McDonald’s and the one thing they preached was to value and guard
your time above all else. “Time is the one asset that we can’t create more of. We all have the same
168 hours in a week. The most successful people in life are the ones that manage their time the best.”
Since I was 18 or 19 years old I had always worked around 60-70 hours a week, more in the summer
months, and always prided myself that I accomplished more than most could if they worked 85
hours. I also prided myself on the fact that even though I worked that much I still spent more quality
time with my boys than most men who worked 40 hours a week.
When I was home at night I enjoyed, playing the name-it-game with Kassidy, doing the alphabet,
wrestling, horse rides, playing peek-a-boo, jumping on the trampoline, doing spin art, coloring,
watching cartoons, going on the boat, sometimes I would take the kids around the door yard on the 3
wheelers, going to the school playground, etc. I remember one day I was home alone with Kassidy
playing with blocks on the floor and Amanda came home and tried to sit with us and Kassidy had a
fit and didn’t want Amanda with us. I remember thinking that was pretty cool. Not because she
wanted me and not her mom at that moment, it was more like I had arrived. It was like a reverse of
the usual pattern, Kassidy getting upset when I went near Amanda. I enjoyed the above with Kyle, as
well as anything to do with ball. Kyle loved to hit balls and I tried to do it with him every night. We
also had an ice cream stand three houses down from us and we would walk there sometimes for ice
cream. Summer months were my busiest as the Hampton Beach McDonald’s was open, and all
restaurants on the seacoast pick up considerably during the summer months. There were a lot of
nights that I wasn’t home until late, but when I was there I tried to make it quality time. I still worked
out at Bruce’s house 2-3 nights a week for an hour or so. I tried to devote at least one quality day a
week to Amanda and the kids, we would sometimes go visit my parents’ house, go to York’s Wild
Animal Park, go out on the boat, go to a fair, go to our friends, Bruce and Michelle, etc. There were a
few off weekends where Amanda and I would do things alone. We spent four days at Martha’s
Vineyard; we went to Bruce & Michelle’s house to go places with them, etc.
When Amanda and I started dating I drove up to her family’s house, in Auburn Maine. The first
night I stayed with Amanda in her room. I was a little uncomfortable with this because we had just
started dating. I was prepared to make the two-hour drive home around l0 pm or so. Amanda’s mom,
Jackie, said no and that I should stay. Jen and Jeff were there as well. We had a cookout. I played
wiffle ball with Scottie. He was a little older than Kyle and loved to play ball. Amanda thought it
was great because no one really played ball with him. Jeff was much more comfortable as he had
been around the family much more because he and Jen had been dating for a while. Jeff was giving
me a hard time because I brought a Boston Cream Cake up for dessert. I was just meeting Amanda’s
family and of course wanted to make a good impression. I had a great time. Her stepfather, Paul,
didn’t speak too much and there seemed to be some tension between he and Amanda (I’d find out
why later). I liked her family. They all seemed really nice. Another time, I went up and stayed over
in a tent with Amanda and her little brother, Scottie. Paul cooked some food on the grill. I always
intended to go back up with Amanda but we never made it for some reason. I always encouraged
Amanda to go visit. Gave her money when she wanted to, etc. Like my mom, Jackie didn’t drive.
From time to time Amanda would say that she missed her mom. I told her on several occasions to go
pick her up and bring her down to stay for a few days. I thought that would be cool. Amanda did
bring her brothers down from time to time.

Life is full of trials and errors and there are so many things that I wish I could “do over,”
(November 8 + 9) being the most obvious. Another thing that I wish I could “do over”. When I met
Amanda I was in process of formulating our custody plan for Kyle with Tristan. I didn’t want
anything to screw that up. I was afraid if Tristan knew that I was seeing someone seriously, she
might get upset, start making demands, etc. I felt that Tristan didn’t want me anymore, but didn’t
really want anyone else to have me either. (This theory seemed to become more true as I got deeper
involved with Amanda. For months Tristan had not really come around. Now all of a sudden, I’m in
a new relationship and Tristan would just show up at the house often after she found out about
Amanda. Tristan was never the jealous type, but she didn’t like Amanda. Often, I have found, people
aren’t fond of their replacement.) In the beginning I had Amanda hide her car when she stayed over
the house. I knew why in my mind, custody of my son, all part of my plan, but no matter how I
explained it, this became a constant source of hurt for Amanda. The first 50 times Amanda brought it
up, I apologized and tried to explain that it had nothing to do with her. I never meant to hurt her. I
was doing what I thought was right and never considered how it could make her feel. I was genuinely
sorry for that. After a while, though, it got old, when Amanda and I had problems, it was usually an
issue similar to this one or the fact that I wasn’t able to fully let go of Brent or something. I always
explained that because I divorced Tristan, it didn’t mean that I loved Brent any less. Brent was a
great kid. Amanda knew this and liked Brent to. She was just full of insecurities and jealousy. I can’t
help but think if I hadn’t asked her to hide her car that she would not have had these issues. (Another
thing I failed at.)
Jeff watched Kassidy occasionally throughout the summer but much more frequently in October,
as Amanda was getting more restless, wanting a job, etc. I believe she wanted to accomplish
something. Amanda had recently signed up for a program in Maine for single mothers called
ASPIRE and I believe it was a requirement that she had a job. She didn’t share a lot of the details
about the program, but I believe they were going to help her further her education so she would have
a marketable skill. I thought this was great. Either way, if we stayed together, I would have
encouraged her to go to school and I would pick up the tab. Since my times with Tristan, I felt it
important that only one of us have a job with crazy hours like McDonald’s. Jeff watched Kassidy
more often then because he was out of work, and it was convenient. Jeff offered to baby-sit. It was
helpful because we were on the waiting list for several day cares. As previously mentioned, late
October, early November is a tough time to find an open slot in daycare. I didn’t see it then, but in
hindsight that is when Kassidy started having those jealousy “fits” again. Right after she came home
from Jeff’s. I was much less patient and understanding then. I thought we were past all of that. I had
adapted a lot and I thought she had. What the hell was I doing wrong?
For the most part, we had a great summer. We did a lot of fun activities; we spent some quality
time together. Amanda would sometimes meet me at one of the restaurants with Kyle and Kassidy in
the evening and we would go do something in that area. For example, she’d drive to Hampton and
we’d take the kids to the boardwalk or go to dinner. She’d come to Rochester if I happened to be
finishing up there, and we’d let the kids play in the Play Place. Kyle loved the tubes to climb through
and Kassidy was more comfortable in the ball pit.

Whenever I happened to be spending the day in one of the Rochester locations, I would sneak
home for a few minutes and bring Kassidy a happy meal and Amanda a salad. If I were only
spending the morning in Rochester, I would stop at the Hannaford bakery or go through Dunkin
donuts and pick up a muffin for Amanda and some chocolate munchkins for Kassidy. She loved
them. Amanda would give me hell sometimes, telling me that Kassidy doesn’t need that “junk.” I’d
just laugh it off and say she was too cute not to spoil sometimes. Her little eyes would light up when
she saw the donuts. I was really happy then. Though I had a hard time initially muttering the words, I
loved Amanda and Kassidy and was glad they were in our lives. Amanda brought out feelings in me
that I didn’t think were possible and certainly never thought I’d have again after Tristan. I loved
doing little things to surprise her. One time I left a new portable CD player in her car. On my way
out the door some mornings, I’d tape a little love note to her steering wheel so when she got to her
car it was the first thing she’d see. Amanda loved cherry pies, Lindt chocolates, nice perfumes, etc.
Seeing her happy and making her feel loved was a priority of mine throughout our relationship. Even
after I was arrested and we were living with various people, I’d find ways to surprise her. I would
swing home with an order of Domino’s bread sticks and a pizza for her and Vanessa’s kids when I
was working for Domino’s in Keene. One night, when Amanda went out dancing with Vanessa and
Mary, I gathered up all her laundry and washed it at work in between making pizza deliveries. I left it
all done and folded in her car at the dance club with a note telling her how much I loved her. I always
left her random cards, trinket gifts, etc. Prior to having my bail revoked in August 2000, I had a sense
it was coming, so I filled out several cards for Amanda and purchased a bunch of small gifts, things
that were very personal to Amanda and arranged for Vanessa to give her one of each every month or
more often if she was “losing it.” While in prison, I tried to always find creative ways to show her
how much I loved her and keep our relationship fresh. I would write” letters almost daily, send her
cut outs, make cards, make collages, write poems, etc. I pretty much worshipped the ground she
walked on. I think if you ever asked Amanda this, she would confirm it as truth.
Amanda did a lot for me when we lived in Rochester too. She took great pride in keeping our
house clean. She helped a lot with Kyle, picking him up or taking him to school; she loved spending
time with him and Kassidy together. I think Amanda felt good about where she was living. Right
before she started staying with me, I was thinking of hiring a part-time housekeeper. After my
marriage to Tristan fell apart, I realized that there were far more important things to worry about or
spend your time on than a clean house and living orderly. Amanda wouldn’t hear of it, stating that
she would be happy to keep everything up. She did a beautiful job even though I had a white German
Shepherd that shed like nothing you’ve ever seen. Kato was the best dog in the world, but man did he
shed hair.
Not caring about the housework was a major sign to me at “how far I had come.” I grew up in a
house where my mother had everything GI clean. I thought my mother was a machine. In addition to
keeping everything spotless, she always ironed our clothes growing up, cooked big meals, etc. In
addition to daily tasks growing up, my siblings and I had weekly duties. Every Saturday I cleaned
the bathroom top to bottom and if it wasn’t “white glove” clean, I did it again. I also dusted the living
room knickknacks. I swear to God my mother had 750 little lanterns. I was glad to see them go when
she remodeled the living room in the 1980’s. When I left home, I assumed all houses and families
were like this. It was an adjustment for me when I found this wasn’t the case. To be honest, once I
made the adjustment, life was a lot less stressful. There are a lot more important things in life than
spotlessness, (such as living.) I think both my mom and dad have always worked too hard all their
lives. Neither one of my parents has the ability to sit still for more than five minutes. Until my
mother’s kidney disease started really taking a toll, I don’t believe she has ever taken a day off and
my dad is even worse. He loves to come see me and is a trooper, but a three-hour visit, sitting in a
chair, is torture for him. When they would come stay for a few days in Rochester, my mom would
spend all day cooking a big meal, catching up housework, etc. My dad would tackle any house
project I hadn’t done yet, which were a ton because I’m not very handy with that type of stuff.

Amanda’s friend Cathy thought that Amanda was submissive to me where she dominated a
previous relationship. I’m sure from Cathy’s perspective it seemed that way. Cathy hung out with us
several times and Amanda alone especially in the beginning. The relationship was new and we both
wanted to impress each other as with all new relationships. But anyone that knows Amanda can tell
you she is far from submissive. We spent extended periods of time with Amanda’s friend Mary
Bullard, my brother Jason, Vanessa Mannson, Jeremy Hinton, and Bruce Aube, among others, and
they would paint a different picture. Amanda was very assertive. I actually enjoyed this, it was the
opposite of what I was used to with Tristan, where it seemed like I decided everything. I made all the
decisions all day long at work. It was nice to not have to come home and make them too. Amanda
would decide what was for dinner, who we would hang out with on an upcoming day off, (other than
when Patriots were playing.) She decided what we would do with free time. Amanda even laid out
the shirt and tie that she wanted me to wear the next day. At times she could also be very demanding
and sometimes “bratty” (Which she often acknowledged in some of her letters to me from jail and in
our visits at the prison.) One particular trip that Amanda, myself, Jason, and Jeremy Hinton took to
New York City to get away from everything was especially strained. She decided where we went,
what clubs we would go to, etc. She was very critical of everything and very hard to please there. I
know she was going through a lot but man was she difficult. I was a little embarrassed but happy that
Jason and Jeremy were so patient and understanding.
When I was with Tristan I pretty much made the decisions and controlled things. It’s not that I
didn’t want her input. It was that she was so easy going and indifferent. Whatever I decided was
fine. (Or at least I thought so at the time.) I’d ask, “Where do you want to go to dinner tonight? I
don’t care.” Amanda rarely responded with, “I don’t care.” In my head, I thought I had controlled
Tristan and probably had to some extent. I wasn’t going to make the same mistakes with Amanda.
When I noticed things that didn’t add up or make sense, I’d ask Amanda about it or give her my
opinion and leave it at that. Kassidy was her daughter and I wasn’t going to lose Amanda because I
was telling her how to raise her. Amanda was very protective of that. I did get on Amanda about
Kassidy being spoiled, having those fits whenever I went near Amanda. I didn’t think that was good
and that Kassidy was seeing that if she threw a fit, she got her way. These conversations were
initiated in the beginning of our relationship and though Amanda listened, saw my point and agreed,
this also became a source of contention for us at times, especially later when Jeff started seeing
Kassidy more often and the fits increased in frequency. Unfortunately, there were times where I was
being selfish, fearing the loss of Amanda because I was telling her what to do over being concerned
for Kassidy’s well being. For example, when I saw Kassidy’s black and blue butt after Jeff admitted
to Amanda and Travis that he spanked her, I should have NEVER let her go back to his house. That
reeked of rage! Instead, I’m showing the bruises to Jeremy the next day and asking his opinion of
what I should do about it. Should I get involved? I’m sure Amanda would have listened to me if I
demanded that we not bring Kassidy back to Jeff’s. Why didn’t I? I certainly never would allowed it
if it happened to Brent or Kyle. The dynamics at the time and feeling that I ruined the relationship
with Tristan were going through my mind. The reality is, I was being a coward. I knew right from
wrong, and that is what I can’t forgive myself for. I had the parenting experience and Amanda
needed me to step up. The night of the 8th I told Amanda on the phone how Kassidy was acting on
the phone and finally put my foot down. “There is something not right going on at Jeff’s house. I
don’t give a shit if you have to quit your job. After this weekend, she’s not going back to his house.
Find someone else.” Unfortunately, I waited too long. Kassidy was dead the next day. When I read
Amanda’s discovery interviews for the first time, I was pretty upset that she didn’t mention this
conversation at all to the police. I thought that it would have been a pretty important thing to
mention. I realize that she had a lot going on at that time but as I recall, she only shared with the
police that Kassidy got hit with the Tee ball and that I didn’t want to watch her anymore. A big part
of not wanting to watch her had to do with these behaviors when she was coming back from Jeff’s
house.

After Kassidy died, Amanda was a wreck. She called me at my house in Rochester one night
after I got bailed out. I told her I couldn’t speak to her until after my trial. She was a mess. She told
me she loved me and that while in Texas it all became clear to her. She knew that I didn’t kill
Kassidy. She told me that she had no one and needed me. She felt like she wanted to die if she
couldn’t see me and reminded me that she had already lost Kassidy. I loved her and wanted to see her
also. How could I turn my back on her? When she got back from Texas sometime in December of
2000, we saw each other. It was occasionally at first. I arranged for her to live temporarily at friends’
houses. Eventually we were together more often than not. I regret it, because it probably doomed me
at trial; but I will never regret the time we had together and the fact that I was there for her. There
was a period while she was staying at Vanessa’s where I honestly didn’t know if she’d make it. I
don’t mean to sound conceited, but I know I was the glue that held her together. I was working two
jobs, Domino’s and C&S wholesale grocers to support us and keep up with all previous bills. I had a
great life style while working at McDonald’s and that created debt. I’d work 12-16 hours some days
and go home and literally force soup or something down Amanda’s throat to keep her alive. Her grief
and (mood swings) were overwhelming. Most days, all she wanted was to die. I knew she would
make it because she didn’t believe in suicide.
She felt that people that killed themselves didn’t get to heaven and that was all she wanted: to get
to heaven to see Kassidy. I just needed to be there and help speed her recovery. At that time, she just
wanted me to hold her. I felt so bad for her. Some days I would literally sit there with her for hours
with my arms around her, telling her everything will be ok, while she stared at the wall. We’d talk,
reminisce about Kassidy and cry a little. I only feel bad that I had to work so much because she
wanted me there. To be honest, I wanted to be there too.
One thing I have realized, my temper flared much more out of hurt than anger. Several times
Amanda mentioned my temper in interviews and there is no doubt that I have one. The state made
me out to be this tyrant that was angry and mean all the time. I don’t think this is accurate. Looking
back, I know that I often felt that no matter how hard I tried; I couldn’t make Amanda totally happy.
This frustrated me. I couldn’t see at the time that a lot of this had to do with her and things that she
needed to deal with from her past more so than me. I was trying hard but didn’t realize it was a
“mountain” I would never be able to climb. At times I felt that Amanda didn’t trust me, and I hadn’t
given her a reason not to. She would sometimes do crazy things such as go through packed boxes of
old letters and things from previous relationships. She would read some of these things from years
past and get herself completely worked up by the time I got home and we’d fight. She would
occasionally go through my desk drawers. At times she would pick up my cell phone and check the
numbers I had called then listen to undeleted messages. It wasn’t upsetting because I had something
to hide; I just felt that I was on trial. At first I just dealt with it. I had been cheated on before and I
also had done some of the same things in the past so I understood. But this got old fast. I wasn’t her
past boyfriends and didn’t do anything to lose her trust. These types of things brought a lot of undue
stress on our relationship. Later, when I was in jail, I found myself acting the same way toward her
often. Not trusting her, not believing anything she said, etc. Maybe it has to do with loving someone
so much and fearing that you are never enough.
I recall that one time she taped over a video of Kyle days after he was born because Tristan was
in it and she didn’t want me to see Tristan or something. Things like this would send me over the
edge. I’d scream at her and ask her if she was “fucking nuts.” I remember grabbing her arms and
giving her a shake when she admitted this to me. I know she felt horrible after she did it that’s why
she admitted it but the damage was done. Things like this, going either way, are what had the
potential to get us physical. When it did escalate, whatever it may be one of us grabbing, her slapping
at me and me holding her wrists, or whatever was always quick and over in 10-20 seconds. I know it
was certainly wrong, but the best way I can describe it is “passion.”

Unfortunately, I never learned that anger was a normal emotion until I came to prison. I would
have never admitted before that I had “anger” issues. Through self-help groups, I’ve learned much
better ways to express my anger. Kyle visits me often and I always have a topic to discuss with him.
Like all dads, I want him to grow into a better man than I am. We talk about things such as how to
talk to people, how to show your emotions, what is a proper way to express anger, “owning” your
feelings, setting goals for yourself, negative self talk, living selflessly, how to take a timeout when
you are upset, etc. One thing I have learned is that we fail boys miserably in this country when it
comes to them stuffing their feelings. Boys are just as emotional as girls, and they aren’t often taught
that it is ok to express this. This is an even bigger travesty because we have so much testosterone
flowing through our bodies.
Looking back, I realize that another time when Amanda and I had issues is occasionally when I
was drinking. I could be real fun when I’m drinking or a real asshole. (Even though I would have
never admitted this.) My fuse is much shorter when I’ve had a few beverages and if Amanda was
going through one of her high maintenance/ insecure things then, it sometimes led to a fight. I was a
binge drinker. I wouldn’t drink often but when I did, I would consume a lot. There weren’t many that
could keep up with me.
I was surprised to read Jen or Jeff say that Amanda kept a photo album at their apartment in
Kittery with photos of her old boyfriends and things from her past in it because I didn’t want it in my
house. The truth is, I never knew about it. Amanda never discussed this with me. I wouldn’t have
cared. That was her past. I didn’t get rid of everything from my past and had no plans to. It’s not that
I “pined” for these girls; it’s just that they had been part of my life at one point and represented
memories. I don’t think she really understood that. In reality, my house was huge. Even if Amanda
didn’t want to tell me about it because she was afraid of my reaction, she could have found 1000
places to keep it there that I would have never seen. There was a sneaky side to Amanda that I never
realized until after I was arrested and started reading my discovery. Why fib about something like
that, why not just ask Jen, “Hey, can I keep this photo album at your house because I’m not sure
Chad would appreciate it in his?” Why make me sound like a dick when I knew nothing about it?
The only thing I can think is she was feeling a little sneaky about herself and her motives and it made
it easier to blame it on me. All through the discovery, I read examples of how Amanda told her
school friends something or someone she just started working with at Old Navy or told Jen I hit her,
as Jeff did Jen, in an attempt to get Jennifer to open up and talk about what may have been Jeff’s
abuse. Every time I read something like that, I was left scratching my head asking myself, “Why
would she say such a thing?” Amanda always acted so happy with me and made me very happy.
Why was she saying all these things to other people? I mean, if she was unhappy with me or upset
with something I had done, why not talk to me about it? I understand venting, but communication
was always very open with us. She had no problem telling me when she was pissed off. If there is
something that needs work in our relationship, she and I are the only ones that can fix it. Amanda
acknowledged to my mom right around the time she went to the John Walsh Show that she had a
problem with talking to many people, embellishing, etc. I wonder because of her childhood, growing
up without a dad and having a stepfather, if this was a way to get attention from people that she
lacked growing up.
Another thing that I learned about Amanda after my arrest was that she was great at telling you
what you wanted to hear and then doing the opposite. The girl flat out had a mind of her own and
anyone that thinks she was controlled by me or can be controlled is crazy. Likely this was the case
prior to my arrest but I was too smitten to see it. I think she always set out with good intentions, but
is easily swayed by events in life. I wanted to hear that she loved me. I wanted to hear that we were
going to make it. I think she wanted those things too, but I knew her actions were not conducive to
this. You can’t tell someone sitting in jail that they are the priority and I will be home at this time so
please call me and instead of being there at agreed upon time, be out partying with friends.

I’m sure that if anyone were to read this, they would question why Amanda and I were even
together. It may all seem bad, but those instances were few. The majority of our time was fun and
exciting. We could talk about anything, and we loved being around each other. She is the only person
in my life, other than the boys, where I was totally happy doing something as simple as fishing
shiners out of a brook all day with a $3.00 net from WalMart. We went to museums, the basketball
Hall of Fame, 3 wheeling, to Martha’s Vineyard together, and had a blast. Amanda could dress up
and be a world class beauty, but was also comfortable throwing on a pair of shorts and playing some
one-on-one basketball. She was fun, and game to try anything. It didn’t matter if it was a new food,
backing up the boat trailer, or driving her own 3 wheeler. She was down with trying. Amanda had a
great sense of humor and a sharp tongue, which I loved. On more than one occasion she would say
something smart-assed or playful so that I would chase her. (It was kind of our flirt) She was
convinced that she could outrun me and I always caught her and we’d wrestle when I did. With all
previous girlfriends, I would go on trips with them as long as I had friends around. Otherwise, I’d get
bored. With Amanda, I was happy to have the time alone.
Even after I came to prison I have always been concerned for Amanda and her mental health. I
saved up money from my prison job while Amanda was in jail to help her get a start doing
something. While in Keene, we talked about education often and eventually she found an LNA
course she wanted to take and I was happy to pay for it so that she would have a career field. It gave
me a lot of relief to know that she would be able to take care of herself.
I always had confidence that someone would figure out that Kassidy had little tantrums when she
and Amanda first moved in during June. Then she went through July, August, and September with no
problems and then Jeff started watching Kassidy more often in October, and her health deteriorated.
I was getting all upset at the return of these tantrums, etc. If the first three or four months were fine
and then you add a new equation to the mix (Jeff) wouldn’t it make sense to start there first? Since
that time, I have often wondered if the tantrums that Kassidy had more frequently starting in October,
were her effort to try and tell us something was going on, whatever it was. Obviously we should have
been more aware and seen something. If only she could have talked .... If she were several months
older at that time, I doubt I would be writing this letter.
I don’t know how to describe it. It must be something out of the Cosmos or something. It
seemed like everything about this case slammed together at one time and the collective worst
possible outcomes for each individual piece came true. The timing of circumstance for each possible
piece and decision was the worst-case scenario. I always felt it was fate that kept pulling Amanda
and I together. Maybe I had it all wrong. Perhaps it was fate pulling us apart.
I believe if Amanda read this she’d agree with this majority of this assessment. I’d like to say
everything but 233 years of trials in this country have shown us that people sometimes remember
things differently, even when they are witnessing the same event.
January 21, 2010 (6)
As much as I feel that Amanda should always want to be involved with seeking justice for
Kassidy and everyone else involved, my biggest fear is that she won’t respond or will tell you that
she doesn’t want to get involved/needs to move on with her life, etc. As much as I know that I need
to completely get over her, I don’t know if my heart could handle such rejection from the person that
made so many promises and I shared so much. More important than this, I need her help. I need for
her to tell the truth, especially now when no one can accuse her of having something to gain. Early
in my imprisonment, we had dreams of a life together, and we were officially engaged for a while;
but she later married another man and is now living with someone else.
The benefit of having you contact her would be it will represent hope to her. She has always
advocated for using the media to tell the truth and this is the approach you seem to use. Having
someone like you get involved may inspire her. [ Here, I go, the guy that takes a week to pick the
paint color of his house because he only wants to do it once. The guy who can’t make decisions in
his personal life- What would be better- have Morrison contact her …….]

If / when Amanda contacts you back, you can ask her/ tell her anything you want. I have no
interest in interfering. I don’t relinquish confidence or control easily but judging by the questions you
ask me, I have total confidence you will ask her the right ones.
January 25, 2010 (7)
I’m glad to see that we are at least on the same page. You are asking about grand jury
proceedings, pre-sentence report, and transcripts of sentencing. As well as Domino’s Pizza job. Our
letters crossed in the mail. I either sent or addressed these topics in last week’s mailings (other than
Domino’s). The Domino’s info., time permitting, will arrive with this packet. I’ve including a small
blurb in contact information I’ve been working on.
I’ll apologize in advance. These answers may seem clipped compared to most but I have to get
this in mail by tomorrow or you won’t hear from me for a week.
I appreciate your honest assessment. I know what I know but if we can’t overcome them, as I’ve
said all along, there is no point in putting everyone through this emotionally, or wasting the small
amount of funds I have to fight a non-winnable battle. If this is the case, I’m better served waiting/
hoping the science improves and then attacking that way. Prison is tough but it is very easy at the
same time. It would be easier to kick back and do the time than stir up this hornet’s nest. The reason I
want to stir it is because it is wrong. I wouldn’t want you to stay on if I can’t get you to at least
99.9% from your current 90%. Look at like this; you are starting with the assumption that I’m
innocent. The general public assumes I’m guilty. If I can’t get you to, or keep you at, 99% what
chance do I have of changing the general public’s opinion? It was poor decisions, selfishness, and not
paying attention that got me into this mess. I’m not interested in continuing to be selfish and keep my
family on this roller coaster if it is hopeless.
What an interesting start to a book. “If I was on this jury, I would have convicted too. Now let
me explain why Chad Evans is not guilty and how the jury got it wrong……” Maybe James Moore
gave you a good start when he wrote about Dennis Dechaine.
I appreciate you not wanting to waste a lot of funds but I’m less concerned with that than I am
with going so quickly that you may miss something. I have discussed it with my parents and you
represent my best hope. Every rock must be overturned, every document reviewed and then you
decide if you believe enough to pursue. Unless you decide otherwise sooner.
With regards to the bench conference and Marshall claiming he spanked Kassidy so hard his
hand stung. I believe that most of that stuff wasn’t allowed in because it wasn’t first hand knowledge
so the judge wouldn’t allow that line of questioning. (It felt like the only hearsay allowed in was if it
was against me.) It is disappointing how much they were not able to ask. I think a lot more questions
should have been asked about Jeff’s behavior and excuses. Then, based on the answers Jeff gave, an
entire new set of questions could be asked. I also think Jeff should have been questioned to a greater
extent on his inconsistencies. I don’t think we asked enough questions.
Alan’s comments that the police decided within “six hours.” Alan would be the best person to
ask this. I believe if you lay all of the discovery interviews up between Jen, Jeff, Amanda, Jeremy,
myself, etc., it was pretty clear where they were going that fast. We were all at the police station for
8-10 hours and the police were pretty ruthless towards the end. Alan told me at a meeting early on
that in his 20 + years of practicing law he had never seen the police jump to a conclusion so fast.
They chose me and avoided all other possible avenues and evidence pointing elsewhere.
The state made a huge deal out of Amanda and I being together [in 2001] and spent thousands of
hours trying to catch us. I wasn’t kidding when I told you that they spent much more time on that
than they ever did investigating Kassidy’s death.
Vanessa was one of my closest friends from childhood and I still feel badly I cost her a job she
loved. The grand jury proceeding she attended was the one where they convened to see if I was
witness tampering on August 17, 2001. I believe there are transcripts of this and I will have my
mother search for them. I know nothing about the original grand jury proceedings where I was
indicted for 2nd degree murder. If there are transcripts of this, I’ve never seen them. I’ll do some
research.

You ask a good question about me seeing Amanda and why the state didn’t revoke my bail if it
was such a big deal. I wish I had an answer.
After one of our visits to my parents home in Keene, my mom noticed while Kassidy was
running around the pool that Kassidy walked a bit “pigeon toed.” As you can probably tell from your
reading, I’m not always the most observant. My mother suggested to Amanda and I that we take
Kassidy to the doctor’s to have them check her gait and make sure that she will develop fine. Within
a week I believe Amanda called a pediatrician and made an appointment to take her to the doctors
office. I have no idea who the doctor was. Kassidy had this large wart on one of her fingers that
seemed to bother her because she was always playing with it. Prior to Kassidy’s appointment I
reminded her to ask the doctor about the wart and if it was hurting Kassidy or not. If so, I wanted him
to remove it. I don’t remember the outcome, if she was to young to have it removed or what. I
believe Amanda was planning to have it done but we never got around to it after the doctor told her
that it did not hurt Kassidy. Unfortunately, I believe I just gave Amanda cash to pay for the visit so I
don’t even have a cancelled check to find the name of the doctor. I don’t know why no one every
followed up on it or if it was even important.
The Cross Road Kindergarten that Kyle attended and I was trying to get Kassidy into, is located
at 18 French Cross Road in Dover. They have a number listed at 749-4278. They also have an email
address located at edgarsupermom@aol.com also www.CrossRoadKS.org I believe the owners
name is Mrs. Edgar. There were several teachers there that I interacted with for Kyle but she is the
one I asked about Kassidy. Yes I did speak to her in person. I believe I was dropping or picking
Kassidy up. I had Kassidy with me on several occasions and the teachers always commented on how
adorable she was. My fear is always the same, will she remember our conversation or want to get
involved if she does. (Society views you differently once convicted.) It has been 9 years and as with
everyone, I’m sure a lot has changed for Mrs. Edgar in that time. You may have to remind her that I
approached her about Kassidy to jog her memory. If it seems it’s a matter of her not wanting to get
involved, perhaps you can remind her that you are just searching for truth and another parent, (Gina
Warner), overheard her talking to another parent about Mrs. Edgar’s believe they arrested the wrong
person. (Refer to letter written last week.)
I think you were provided a copy of some questions that the last P.I., Dave Duchesneau, posed to
me. I don’t know if the questions he asked would help answer your questions in anyway but they are
probably worth reading. I believe you would have received this with your original packet my family
sent to you. It was 7 or 8 pages of tiny handwritten answers. If you have no idea what I’m talking
about, let me know and I will locate my originals and make you a copy.
I will attempt below to give the reasons why I was not responsible for Kassidy’s death, as if I
was presenting it to jurors. This is a really tough request because I’m not very good at discerning
what is important and what isn’t but off the top of my head they would be:
Argument for Chad:
1. I loved Kassidy. I know my actions didn’t always show it but it is the truth. I was impatient,
blind, and sometimes too rough with her but I always wanted what was best for her. My actions
were sometimes bad but often were good too. Physical discipline was rare, but all discipline was
followed by a hug, a kiss and an explanation. I spent a lot of time playing with her, loving her,
etc. I was in contact with my financial advisor weeks before her death about setting up a college
account for her. You don’t do that for people that you don’t care about or plan on killing. Kassidy
woke up the morning of Nov. 9th and sat at the edge of kitchen counter choosing cereal that she
wanted that day. (These are all things the doctors / police alleged would have been impossible if
Kassidy arrived at Jeff Marshall’s house in the condition he described.
2. I kissed Kassidy, Kyle, and Amanda all good-bye around 7:30 am +/- the morning of Nov.
9th. Kassidy went to Jeff’s, and was alone in his care from 8:30am until she died around noon.
3. I know it was reviewed at the trial but the science can’t be ignored. Dr. Michael Baden is one
of the most renowned forensic pathologists in the world. He has over 20,000 autopsies to his
credit and he stated emphatically that Kassidy died as a result of injuries sustained in a period

when she was only with Jeff. Several years later, after an independent review, Dr. Cyril Wecht,
another world-renowned forensic pathologist, agreed with Dr. Baden’s assessments.
4. During my police interrogation, the facts I provided later checked out as being true. I talked
about Kassidy eating a bit of banana, some Popsicle, part of a grilled cheese, and all of these
remnants turned up in photographs of my trash taken by the state police. I spoke of playing ball
toss with Kyle and one of the balls hitting Kassidy in the face. That same ball showed up in the
police photos. I spoke about the symptoms Kassidy was displaying upon picking her up from
Jeff’s house. These symptoms would later be described at trial as being consistent with a subdural
hematoma.(by the state’s own pathologist) My police interview happened mere hours after
Kassidy’s death I had no way of knowing what I was describing.
5. It is undisputed that Kassidy left my house on morning of Nov. 9th alive. For the amount of
abuse which the police and prosecutors allege that Kassidy sustained at my home, there would
have to have been some form of physical evidence found at my house. Yet, there was zero found
in hundreds of man-hours of police searching my house, car, property etc. I went to work and
from there directly to the police station. I had no opportunity to drive all the way up to Rochester
to cover my tracks and hide evidence. There is a reason the police didn’t find a skin sample on
closet door or walls I supposedly threw Kassidy into. They didn’t find a pulled hair fiber or
bloodstain with good reason. Because it didn’t happen at my house!!!! Crudely put another way,
Kassidy left my house that morning fine, there would be no reason for me to believe I had to
“CSI” my house before leaving for work. I had no idea that Kassidy would die later that day.
Quite truthfully, I was relieved when the police informed me on Nov. 9th that they were taking
possession of my house and I couldn’t go there. I thought to myself, “Good, they will obviously
find nothing and then work on investigating rather than just blaming.”
6. I was pushing Amanda to find a day care for Kassidy and even tried to get her into Kyle’s
kindergarten because I did not like the bruises and overall condition Kassidy was coming back
from Jeff’s in. She didn’t come back like that everyday but enough so that it was noticeable. It
was much more frequent towards the end of her life when he was watching her more frequently.
Kassidy was Amanda’s daughter and I didn’t want to tell her how to raise her (I felt that such
controlling had cost me my marriage). But we were starting to fight about this topic. Amanda
wanted to be independent and have a job, which was cool. However, Jeff was not good with
Kassidy and I kept harping on Amanda about this from time to time. I wouldn’t have been trying
to get her into day care if it was me doing the abusing.
7. During the night of Nov. 8th. I would not have called Jeff asking him about Kassidy’s
behavior, if he had done anything to her, etc. Jeff correctly told the police that I called to ask him
these things for the first time, approximately 20 minutes after leaving his house. If I had pulled
over on the Spaulding turnpike and was abusing Kassidy (the state’s claim during opening
argument), wouldn’t I have called police to set Jeff up rather than call him directly? I called Jeff
out of genuine concern because of the condition I had noticed she was in. (eyes glassy, slumping,
kind of in-and-out-of-it. I just told myself that she was tired but something didn’t’ feel right).
8. I had about a 20-minute window when I was alone with Kassidy. During that time we were
driving to pick up Kyle at day care. After that we were home and my roommate Travis was there
until a little past 9 P.M.. Amanda came home at 11 p.m., long after the kids were in bed. There
wasn’t time for me to inflict the abuse that I saw from those damn autopsy photos. If I had in that
20-minute alone period I would have never made it to pickup Kyle in time and Kyle or Travis
would have noticed something wrong with Kassidy. It was rush hour on the Spaulding turnpike
while we were on it., I have to believe if I was pulled over or reaching back and beating a child,
someone would have seen it, called 911 etc. Kassidy certainly didn’t have all of these when she
left our house that morning.
9. The photos I saw of Kassidy are burned into my brain. They showed absolute rage! I will
never get these images out of my head. For the most part, Kassidy was a quiet little girl who was
easy and happy (other than when I went near Amanda) Kyle was a hyperactive and rambunctious,
why would it have been her that evening? Kassidy appeared to die of a vicious, rage filled,

beating. The markings on her little body went far beyond the immature cheek grabbing I did. If I
went into that kind of rage wouldn’t it make sense that I would go after Kyle too? Kyle was given
an immediate physical and didn’t have a mark on him. Granted, Kyle was my son, but I never
beat Brent who like Kassidy I saw on an everyday basis and wasn’t my child.
I’m sure I am missing several more important reasons than what I have listed. I’m not the
smartest guy in the world and am so emotionally wrapped up in this thing it is hard sometimes to be
objective. I’m sure you could come up with other things as you learn the case and would assign them
different weight. You have the experience; I would trust your assessment more.
I have several questions for you.
1. In the copies of the information that you received was there a complete copy of Jeff’s
criminal history? I think you should definitely read all of the police reports.
2. Do you have copies of everyone’s discovery interviews? Reading the trial transcripts is good
but the initial police interviews can be even more telling, both good and bad. I would
encourage you to line them all up chronologically and then read them so you can get a sense
of where police were steering the case. If you are missing any, let me know. Everyone that
testified was interviewed as well as many others.
3. Do you have a copy of the deposition that Mr. Fisher conducted with Jeff?
4. Do you have copies of all communication back and forth from me to Ron Rice? If not do you
want me to copy and send it? The reason I feel this stuff is important is you may find answers
to some of your questions in some of the communication between he and I.
I guess I’m still long winded. Hope this helps some.
January 26, 2010 (8)
I’m sure that Alan has a copy of my taped interview and also of the redacted interview. I’ll ask
my mother to check through all of her Alan bins. We may have to file a motion to get a copy of the
video if Alan doesn’t have one. I saw it during the trial but never received a copy.
Yes, there is a lot I would have liked to have been able to clear up and explain from that
interview. I just read recently that the average person lies 9 times in a 10-minute conversation. There
is some things I just didn’t talk about because I knew they had nothing to do with Kassidy’s death
(squeezing cheeks) and I didn’t want the cops to get off track. There was something much bigger
going on. Also those police intimidated me, and made me feel inferior. They had an air about them
“We’re better than you.” In a way I felt insufficient. I told some fibs about school and such that I
would have loved to clear up. This was biggest thing that sticks in my mind because everything else
was truthful. They weren’t even a big deal but they were big to me because they weren’t truthful and
I’ve always prided myself on that.
With regard to feeding Kassidy the Popsicle.- She loved those ice pops. Many nights I would
hold her and watch her little fingers work the pop up the plastic sleeve. It’s hard to remember exactly
if wrapper was found or not. For some reason I remember this coming up. It was in my office, off the
dining room that I was feeding her, sitting at my desk. It would have been in that trash. I seem to
remember only seeing photos of my kitchen trash can. That can contained the half-eaten grilled
cheese and banana peel.

The summer living in the woods at Gram and Gramps was the best except for the fact that
Kassidy were not there (Kyle occasionally) Amanda’s friend, Mary Bullard, was great. We had a lot
of fun. She was the one friend of Amanda’s that I really got to know and liked. She had a couple of
others that I met several times, Shannon, Emily, & Crystal and liked. Because we spent so much time
together, I really got to know Mary. Amanda was going through a lot and I had to work to try to
support us but I didn’t like leaving her alone a lot. Mary was a great comfort and was very helpful
with Amanda. I was grateful that she was there. (I hope I expressed that to her.) I know she believed
in me. She had seen me put up with a lot from Amanda and I dealt with it all patiently. Amanda
obviously hated life often and I got the brunt of that but I understood. It was hard for her. She wanted
to be with me but she was miserable with life in general. How could she not be? I lost contact with
Mary once I came to prison but I’d love to talk to her again. She was definitely a free spirit and
would have loved Woodstock. Mary is the one who spilled to me by accident how old Amanda really
was. Not that it was a big deal at that point but it’s crazy that I didn’t find out until the summer of
2001.
I first noticed the pinpricks on the bottoms of Kassidy’s feet when I was carrying Kassidy up to
bed. I often gave her airplane rides up the stairs and on this night I felt something rough on her feet. I
was on the stairs and screamed for Amanda. It really freaked me out. Amanda came in and noticed
all the pricks and started crying. I knew she couldn’t have gotten them at my house. There was
nothing she could have stepped on like that. Amanda told me that she was going to talk to Jeff. The
next day I asked her about it and she said that he said he had some carpet strip exposed, and she must
have stepped on it. It is the only thing that sounded plausible but I was dumbfounded that he could be
that stupid. I told Amanda to yell at him to fix it and not let her go barefoot. In hindsight, I feel like a
retard. There was a period where Kassidy was always coming home with a bruise or mark or
something. When I said something to him like, “Hey, she’s a baby, you have to pay more attention,”
it all stopped for a little bit. I just thought he was paying more attention. In hindsight, that is when the
pinpricks showed up, a week or two prior to her death.
God we were dumb. “The dog knocked her over, she stood up and fell off the bed, she drank
window cleaner.” Etc. The make-up on her eye after he had spent a few days with her should have
definitely been a wake up call. Amanda was bullshit. How the hell did we let her go back to him,
over and over? At my house we had witnessed Kassidy do some crazy stuff so I guess his excuses
seemed plausible.
Many people think my dad is the greatest. He is. All of my girlfriends and many of my male
friends have always called him “Chetty”. Tristan said this is because he is like a big teddy bear.
January 28, 2010 (9)
Man, it sure does take a long time for our mail to get to each other huh? The good thing is that
we continue to think on similar path. I’m sending or responding to some of what you are asking for
before I get your letter requesting it. Probably doesn’t seem that way because you are getting the
requests 5 and 6 days later. Actually we have more like a 10-12 day turnaround. You ask something.
It then takes 4-6 days to get to me and likely another 4-6 days until my answer gets back to you. By
the time you get an answer from me your thoughts have moved way beyond the issues I am
answering. Hopefully you have a good system to review the letters you originally sent me to know
that I am answering your questions sufficiently. I have to say, with you I’ve met my match. I thought
I had a good work ethic… I now cringe when my name is yelled at mail call. It’s good I just hate the
feeling that I’m falling behind.
I don’t believe that I have a copy of my interview here. In any case, I haven’t read it since I’ve
been here. I looked over my “chicken scratch.” I can’t believe that was in the box. Those were my
original notes that I took when I first got that interview in county jail sometime after Aug. 2001. I put
them together to go over things with Alan. Because you had those notes, you must have scanned
from the original copies I had back before the trial. I will search for my interview over the weekend.
If I don’t have it I will have someone call or email you to have it mailed to me. Once I have it, I will
begin the process of going line-by-line and making notes.

I reviewed the notes you put together from my interview. Gosh, I can’t believe how retarded I
sounded. Oops there’s that word again. I never realized how much I use it. It was part of the slang
culture. I used it to mean stupid, unsophisticated, funny, etc. I don’t believe I ever used it
derogatorily toward Kassidy. If it was something serious I would say “I think she may be slow.” I
remember once in my living room towards the beginning of my relationship with Amanda, Jeremy
leaned over to me and half whispered. “Is she retarded?” I responded, “I think she may be a little
slow.” Jeremy didn’t mean anything negative, Jeremy didn’t have any kids at that point and most of
the kids he had been around were more active, boisterous, etc.
Here’s an example of substituting
the word “retarded” for “funny.” I was laying with Amanda on the couch once and Kassidy came in
from the dining room with a shirt or blanket over her head. All you could see was these little legs
walking toward us. Amanda and I were both laughing and I said, “Your daughter is retarded.” In any
event, poor choice of words for something that was so cute. I need to stop using it. You don’t realize
how negative it sounds until you read it. I have a friend here who will tell you that it’s my “word,”
and that I overuse it.
Overall, rereading my interview through your notes was appalling to me. I didn’t sound as caring
as I am. I sounded kind of “ghetto” and unsophisticated. I am not all that smart, but certainly better
than they way that interview reads. I remember I was going through a lot emotionally and since my
ordeal with Tristan was very leery and intimidated by police. I think that added to my uneasiness in
there. I don’t believe I “connected the dots” and realized that testifying would give me the
opportunity to clarify some of my comments. So much of what I said looks horrible when I read it,
like the last line. “I hope you ask around and find out what kind of person I am.” What I meant was,
“Hey, you guys are focusing on the wrong person. Ask anyone that has seen me with children. I’m
patient, loving, attentive, etc. Kids always flock to me. Would you like the phone number of Kyle’s
babysitter from birth?” (I realize this correction is idiotic because I wasn’t always attentive or patient
with Kassidy, but it is what I meant at the time.) I had very little confidence and was so afraid of the
state just twisting up everything I said.
I don’t know if this is the right thing to do or not or why I am even telling you but when you ask
me a question I answer them off the top of my head without reviewing notes or anything. The only
time I pick through the notes is when I am trying to find things to send you. My feelings is time may
erode some of the minor details but all of the major ones were life changing and will be correct. It
also seems more genuine. I guess in the back of my mind I think it is a bit of a challenge to myself.
In 2004 when we deposed Jeff, he couldn’t seem to remember much about the day Kassidy died in
his care. I would have thought that everything about such a traumatic day would have been burned
into his memory.

I was paged by Jeff Marshall while he was at Kittery Police Dept. sometime after 2 p.m. (from
memory). I didn’t know what the hell was going on and initially thought that something happened to
Amanda. I left my meeting and on way stopped by my Portsmouth restaurant to drop off soup
cookers because we had to test product going on sale the next day. I believe I arrived at Kittery
sometime after 4 p.m. I sat there in the lobby for a while and finally Sgt. Matthew Stewart from
Maine State Police came out to see me. He informed me that something had “happened” to Kassidy.
I said, “Oh my God, is she ok?” He told me that she was not. “Unfortunately, she is dead.” I was in
shock and unable to comprehend what he was saying. I asked how that could be, I had just seen her
that morning. “I was just holding her in my arms last night. There has to be some mistake. This isn’t
possible.” I remember I was crying and had this urge to puke. There is a bathroom in the lobby. I
went in and dry heaved. I came out and Stewart was still sitting there, calmly. I asked, “How could
this happen? How did she die?” (I was dumbfounded). Stewart said, “Well, that’s what I was hoping
you could tell me. Do you know how she died Chad?” This question pissed me off, it was almost
accusatory. I angrily replied, “How the hell should I know? She left my house fine around 7 this
morning.” Stewart seemed to back off. “Ok, we have to ask these type of questions of everyone to get
to the bottom of it. Are you willing to sit by for a few until I can get an officer to talk with you?” I
asked how Amanda was, if I could see her? I told him, “Of course I would be here to do anything I
could to help.” I didn’t like how he questioned me if I knew anything, but of course I was concerned
and wanted to help. At this point, I still had no idea what had happened to Kassidy. She could have
been hit by a car for all I knew.
I sat there for a while longer. It seemed like forever. Then Tristan arrived. We hugged and cried
as I told her Kassidy had died. A while later, Amanda’s mom, Jackie arrived. She immediately came
over and hugged me, crying, asking, “What did he do to my baby, Chad” I was bawling and said, “I
don’t know.” We embraced for a few. Jackie obviously knew that Kassidy was alone with Jeff. After
a while longer the police pulled me back into the heart of the station. Tristan and Jackie were still in
the lobby at this point and Tristan overheard some of Jackie’s conversation with her brother-in-law.
While out back, I sat there forever in a Kittery cop’s office. I think he was the Chief or
something. His name was Avery. He was really nice. He let me call my mom and I told her Kassidy
was dead. I was bawling my head off. I remember telling Officer Avery how “None of this makes
sense. I just had her last night, she was tired, and a little sick but she seemed fine this morning. She
even picked out her own cereal, Reese’s peanut butter puffs. How can it happen one minute I’m
holding her doing the picture game and the next minute she’s gone.” I think I was thinking out loud,
trying to make sense of things. Officer Avery listened well, seemed friendly, almost empathetic. He
said, “I know it’s horrible.” What I couldn’t see was it was all just a set up. The state cops would
come in every now and then and just say, we’ll be with you soon. (All nice as can be.) Meanwhile, in
separate interview rooms they were compiling their case against me. When you line it all up, it was
like they weren’t even interested in theories other than my guilt. Finally, around 7 p.m., they came
and said, “We’re ready to talk to you to see what you can do to help us with Kassidy.” I went into the
slaughter thinking they really cared about her and whatever might have happened. Once in the main
hallway, I saw Jeff and immediately upon seeing me, Jeff’s eyes went to the floor and the police
whisked him in a different direction. My heart sank, because I knew he had already been talking with
the police for several hours.. I should have left right then. The problem is: I assumed they were
interested in truth. My mind was going 100 miles an hour. I wanted to help Kassidy but I also didn’t
want to get anyone into trouble if they didn’t kill her. I still had no idea how she died.

I was talking with my brother and father during their visit yesterday about some of your recent
correspondence. You’ve noted several times that the state seemed to make a federal case about the
fact that I was seeing Amanda. They certainly did. I think my dad hit it on the head yesterday. “They
made such a huge deal of it because they had nothing else.” Simple statement, but a lot of truth. By
now the police were well aware that my house search had been done and there was no physical
evidence found. They had a bunch of people saying they saw Kassidy with bruises and no one other
than Amanda saying they saw me rough with Kassidy. Even Amanda was “all over the road.” I think
the prosecutors were hanging their case on the fact that I was older and only wanted to be with
Amanda, so I allegedly could control what she said. My guess is they felt this seeing her when I
wasn’t supposed to, showed guilt on my part. I think it would have been natural for anyone to want
to be with the person they love especially when you know they are hurting and going through
something as devastating as this. I really wasn’t all that concerned with what Amanda was saying to
police or even what she would testify to, (obviously before I read her statements). Amanda obviously
would want the responsible person to pay for killing Kassidy. I knew I had done some stupid things
out of impatience and frustration that would be embarrassing but that was it. I had never hit Kassidy
or anything like that. There was something at stake far more important than my ego and reputation.
Kassidy was dead.
Another good point that my dad brought up that I had forgotten all about. When Kassidy died, I
was on probation for a domestic dispute with Tristan. I was already the most likely subject because I
was the male living in the house. Alan informed me that they always look there first because 80% of
the time that is who is responsible. Kassidy wasn’t my child which increased those percentages, and I
obviously have a history of domestic violence as I am on probation for altercation with former wife.
Add in the stupid things I did do and then have an 18 year old, distraught mother that you can lead
anywhere and you’ve made your case.
Documents that I have in the prison are what I believe to be a complete set of trial transcripts and
most of the interviews of the key players. Amanda, Jeff, Jen, Melissa Chick, etc. I also kept copies of
most of my letters to Ron Rice, Alan Cronheim, etc. I also have my appeal briefs, Jeff’s deposition
for the civil suit, and my deposition for same case. They give us a real hard time about having so
much paperwork. I’m already cringing at how much our correspondence will likely be. Unfortunately
the materials I do have are stored all over the place in my 6’x9’ cell. One result is that many lawyer
letters are mixed together, not organized by topic, etc.
The trampoline story was false but based on a true incident. We had a giant trampoline, and as
you can imagine the kids all loved it. Kassidy was too light to really get herself bouncing so we
(Amanda and I would bounce her lightly). There is a safety enclosure to keep you from bouncing off
the edge, but we never installed it that first summer. I don’t know if you’ve ever been on a
trampoline, but it’s very uneven and you don’t control exactly where you land. A little bit of extra
pressure can send you flying. Anyway, on this particular day I was bouncing Kassidy and she was
too close to the edge. She fell backward. Luckily, I was close enough to grab her hand. Obviously,
this second of free fall scared both Kassidy and I and we stopped jumping that day. When Amanda
got home, I relayed this to her. At some point later, I believe it was around my birthday in October,
Kassidy was having one of her fits when I went close to Amanda. I grabbed her cheeks in a palming
fashion to get eye contact (eye contact was my big thing.) Sometime after that she had bruising and
Amanda told that to one of her girlfriends and “melded” the stories of the trampoline fall to the
appearance of bruising, for some reason. I remember asking why she did that and she said, “I didn’t
want her to think you were beating Kassidy or something.” This certainly made my grabbing her less
embarrassing. I wish I could say this woke me up to how stupid that behavior was. Of course, I had
no idea how the “trampoline story” would acquire a life of its own. Unfortunately, it just gave me a
cover. I never set out to hurt Kassidy, but I did leave bruises. I believe there was a time when
Kassidy did actually fall off the trampoline when she was with Amanda. In fact, Jen might have
even been at the house that day. Anyway, I remember she landed on one of her legs and limped for a
few days but seemed ok.

Regarding the eye contact thing above. Mentioning it brought me back to that time in my life.
Eye contact was this huge thing to me. In the contact information that I provided, I gave you the
name of Chad and Linda Dalessandri, Kyle’s day care providers since birth. I recall picking Kyle up
from them one particular day and he was running toward the road. I said, “Kyle stop” and he stopped
dead in his tracks. I then said, “Look in daddy’s eyes.” Once I had his full-undivided attention, I said,
“You don’t go near the road, there are cars driving fast and you could get badly hurt.” Chad and
Linda both were present and said, “Wow, we found the magic words with Kyle, someone can get his
attention.” My point with this example is it was probably my biggest form of teaching and
discipline. If I had your eye contact, I knew you were listening. I believe in some of Amanda’s
statements she alluded to the difference between Kyle and Kassidy. I should have known it was
wrong to grab Kassidy’s cheeks so firmly, but I didn’t do it with malicious intent. I started this
because I was trying to get her attention. I wanted her to make eye contact with me. I didn’t grab
Kyle’s cheeks because he would just automatically just look me in the eye when I talked to him. To
this day I still do this with Kyle. When we are at visits and I want to make sure he is listening to
something that I feel is very important I will say, “Look me in the eyes” those are like key words to
him that something is serious.
The time frames you provided for Jeff, Amanda, and me were pretty good but I would adjust
them slightly.
Jeff:
8 Nov. 2ish to 5:30 I believe you will find in discovery where Amanda punched into work before 4
p.m. Her time sheets from Old Navy where in the packet. (unless I’m confusing times) I know she
dropped Kassidy off 1-2 hours prior to work because she had to go dress shopping. That next
weekend, all Colley-McCoy area supervisors were supposed to spend a weekend in Maine as sort of
a thank you from the owner for a great year. I had just given her money the morning before to find
something she wanted to wear to dinner.
9 Nov. is good. Kassidy was there prior to 8. I think but Jen was there also until 8:45 or so.
Chad
Nov. 8. I was alone with Kassidy in car 5:30-6. At 6 we picked up Kyle. Travis came home around
7P.M. +/-from work. He left later than he stated I believe it was around 9 p.m. because his lady
friend, Irene Ricci, called my house and I was in my office and noticed time on caller ID. You will
have to refer back to the original packet you sent for time on caller ID. I want to say it was a little
after 9 p.m. that she was calling, looking for Travis and I informed her that he just left.
Then I was alone with Kyle and Kassidy again until Amanda got home from work 11p.m.ish. Both of
the kids were in bed for those two hours.
Nov. 9. the only time I was alone with Kassidy was when I gave her cereal on kitchen counter.
Amanda was upstairs picking out clothes for the kids.
Amanda’s look accurate.
You asked about visits. Tristan doesn’t really visit anymore but she did for the first 4-5 years
bringing the boys up at least every other week. My friends, Mandy Allard, Jack Loftus, Bruce Aube,
Jeremy Hinton, Vanessa Mansson, Brandon Harvey and Amanda all visited me occasionally but they
have all petered out over last couple of years. I can’t think of any others off the top of my head. Most
of my friends have just stayed in contact through letters and occasional phone call. I don’t call many
people other than Kyle and Brent and parents much during winter because phones are outside.
Regarding documents, I want you to have access and review anything you want to see. I’m
certainly not withholding anything. Some of them are just scattered about. We will work to find
anything that you don’t have.
January 31, 2010 (10)

I will write a letter or have my dad call Mr. Fisher asking him about Ms. Wiberg. She’s a great
lady and would surely help to answer any questions you many have. Amanda moved around so much
I doubt that she ever received a request of what to do with her records. Hopefully they were sent to
another lawyer’s office for storage. I’m confident that Amanda will have no problem giving you
open access. My mother is currently trying to put everything she has together on Amanda’s trial for
your review when you get back. Unless you want them mailed to you. I don’t know if you brought
your scanner down to Georgia with you. It would be good to see if you can find major differences. I
know Patricia seemed to think there were some.
While she was living with my parents in 2004 I paid for her to take an LNA course. My prison
job paid more back then and I saved up to send her when she got out of jail. I believe that was
through the Red Cross. I wanted her to have a good career. If she was financially secure it would
give me great relief and
also relieve a lot of stress on our relationship. We discussed several different options and LNA
interested her the most. I had hoped she would use it as a stepping stone into nursing. Many places
are so short on nurses that once you get your foot in the door, they will pay for nursing school if you
display any aptitude at all and agree to stay working for them for a year. LPN first then RN. She went
to work for Genesis in Keene where they offered such a program.
I understood her need to move on and often encouraged it because I wanted her to have a good
life even if it killed me not to have her in mine.
You asked about cigarette burns. This threw me off and I had to think for a minute who Robert
Conley was. I only met him once for like 30 minutes. Amanda described him as Paul, her
stepfather’s, brother. I’ve never heard about cigarette burns. I certainly have never smoked. I think it
is the most disgusting habit in the world. The only burn on Kassidy’s foot that I can recall was one of
Amanda’s girlfriends, Emily or Crystal, had Kassidy overnight and after they were done using their
curling iron left it on the floor. I think Kassidy stepped on it. The only time Amanda smoked back
then was when we were out drinking and that was only occasionally. She knew I hated it. The burn I
remember and questioned Amanda about when I saw it/looked long like it was from the long bar on a
curling iron. I’m sure that was just an accident. I had friends who used to think it was cool in high
school to play chicken with a cigarette, they would light one and put it between their bare arms. The
cigarette would burn the skin on both participants. The first person to move lost. I know what a
cigarette burn looks like. If I had seen one of those on Kassidy, there would be no disputing it was
intentional.
Just reading what you wrote about the cigarette burns made me think of another thing that turned
my stomach. Originally, I believe it was Angela Blodgett thought that Kassidy’s private parts were
enlarged and red. When I found this out, I believe it was through Alan, it made my blood boil! That
kind of abuse is nothing but intentional. I was told that a rape kit was done and I’m ashamed to admit
for a few minutes I felt a little relief. This was where they would find physical proof that it wasn’t
me. I still have weird feelings about this. What kind of person am I that would wish for to have
suffered through that so it could prove that I didn’t kill her? In any case, nothing was found, to my
knowledge.
I’m just thinking out loud. I’ve been typing all day and am starting to miss words so I’m going to
wrap this up. You mention at the end of this letter that you are just getting to Amanda’s second
interview in Gray, Me. What’s interesting about this interview is what is missing. The police started
Amanda off in one room talking for 10-15 minutes. She had a laundry list of things that she had put
together about Jeff that she didn’t want to forget. She talked all about being born in Alaska, etc.
After she got all that she wanted to say out, they moved her into another room, where they felt she
would be more comfortable and essentially started the interview. I know this because Amanda called
me and begged me to pick her up. So Nicole, Brandon, Bruce and I drove up to pick her up. On the
way back, she told me she told them all about being born in Alaska and she cleared up a lot of things
she wanted to from her first interview. Namely Jeff. The only thing I encouraged her to do was tell
the truth, good or bad. We owed that to Kassidy.

Several months later, when I get my copies of discovery none of that is in there. Nothing about
Alaska, nothing about Jeff, no switching of rooms. I couldn’t discuss this further with Amanda
because
1. At this point I was ordered not to.
2. I was in jail.
I did let her know about it prior to her trial though and she informed Patricia.
A few Misc. notes from other letters I wrote today.
Thinking about what Cathy Nuernburg said, You could probably get a better picture of Amanda
“pretty much running things” by talking to Amanda herself or her friend, Mary Bullard. Mary was
with us for an extended period & saw our relationship 1st hand. I only looked at page 937 of
discovery: the Jen interview, but she was noticing Kassidy behavior and health seemingly going
down hill. (Bolster your theory?) Not getting Kassidy into a day care was less about bruises than it
was about availability. It’s extremely tough to get a child into a program in late October or early
November.
I’m not positive, but for some reason I remember Amanda either not going to an appointment
once or canceling because Kassidy had a small bruise on her chin. I think it was when Jeff’s dog
allegedly knocked her over. I remember thinking that I was getting accused and blamed by cops in
my interview and it wasn’t even me the reason Kassidy didn’t go. At the time Amanda didn’t take
her I gave her hell. Jeff wasn’t watching Kassidy because we were hiding her and all her bruises. He
was watching her because he always offered like it was no big deal. He was out of work and offered
until Amanda could get her into a day care. I always had confidence that the police or someone
higher up would see the big picture. Kassidy lived with me June, July, August, September, and there
were no problems. Jeff starts watching Kassidy more often in mid-October and her health declines
significantly. I’m losing my patience because she is having hysterical fits much more often. I think
she’s being bratty when realistically she was probably just trying to tell us something. October on is
when people notice, bruising, her acting spacey, acting tired, loss of appetite, etc. These things were
not going on all summer when it was only me, Amanda, Kassidy, and Kyle. What’s the common
denominator with her decline in health and acting up around October? Jeff Marshall. The majority
of my friends didn’t have children so that sometimes made it tough.
Of all my friends without children, Bruce Aube spent a lot of time with Kassidy, myself and
Amanda. He really took to her just the way he had with Kyle. I know her death really bothered him
greatly.
It’s tough to look back and realize that I had a temper, After my marriage to Tristan failed I went
to a place, I believe it was Strafford County Guidance and met with a man named Gray. I’m told he
left job soon after I stopped seeing him in 2000. You would have loved Gray. A good man right out
of the 1960’s. Prior to seeking him out, I always believed you were weak for going to these places.
Gray helped me a lot. I wish I would have continued seeing him. Anyway, anger is a natural emotion
that I didn’t learn to deal with properly until I took a lot of self help groups here. Hurt is always the
biggest catalyst for anger (for me anyway).
January 31, 2010 (11)

I think it is a great idea to start numbering letters. Thanks for the tip. As soon as I figure out how
many I’ve sent I will start the numbering process. Perhaps it would make sense to start with number
1 here? I have enclosed the edited copy of Jeff’s secretly taped conversation. Will I get another copy
of it? Excuse my ignorance for a minute, if this was never allowed in during trial or anywhere during
record, why do we want to include it? As I read it, it seems more damaging than helpful. Putting my
attorney “hat” on for a minute, if you find something that could lead to a new trial, wouldn’t sharing
this lead to it being allowed in? It seems more prejudicial than probative. The only way that I see
something like this being helpful is if we somehow present a cover page to this secretly taped
conversation stating how it was done. I know I have to avoid being petty. You did a good job of
editing. I’ll try to be more objective in future letters. I’m fairly certain that Jeff did this recording on
his own. I may have read it somewhere but I believe it was Amanda who found out at one point.
(likely from Jen) that Jeff bought some recording device to tape Amanda. I realize it was transcribed
by NH State Police. I know the recording took place 1-2 days after Kassidy’s death because 1. It was
the only time prior to my arrest that Amanda was with Jen and Jeff at her parent’s house in
Buckfield.
2. I was on the phone with Amanda several times a day and during one of the conversations, Amanda
screamed at Jeff, “Leave me the fuck alone. I already told you that I don’t want to go for a walk with
you.” Amanda proceeded to tell me that Jeff wouldn’t leave her alone and kept trying to get her to
say that I killed Kassidy. “He keeps following me around like a puppy, trying to get me to talk.”
I believe all missing documents, recordings, tapes, grand jury stuff, must be in Alan or Mark’s
offices. I will try to hunt it down. If they don’t have it we may have to make a list and petition the
court. Wouldn’t they have that stuff? I’d like to wait until you have made final list of what you need
so we only have to go to the court once.
1. Organization and one request is good.
2. If we have to go to the court the attorney general will be notified.
During my re-editing I address “chasing” Amanda. The only time I recall chasing her up the
stairs in a serious manner was I said something to Amanda once that was insensitive. She ran up the
stairs crying. I immediately realized my mistake and followed her up the stairs to apologize. I chased
her on many other occasions but they were always of the playful variety I mentioned in another
letter.
I’m sure that to Cathy Nuernberg, it did seem that Amanda was submissive to me where she
totally dominated a previous boyfriend. Cathy really only saw Amanda and me toward the beginning
of our relationship. I was older than Amanda, had an established career, and a house. This was new
to Amanda. She wanted to impress me I’m sure. I remember she made it a big deal that she was
going to keep my house clean. I didn’t care. After my split from Tristan I realized there were more
important things than a clean house. I would have been just as content to hire a cleaning lady.
In time, Amanda dominated our relationship too. If you ask Amanda, I’m sure she would agree.
She decided what we would eat for dinner, who we would hang out with, what we would do with
free time, etc. If Amanda wanted something, she got it. (except a Kirby vacuum). Once during a visit
here she said, “Wow, I was pretty bratty then. You put up with a lot huh?” Amanda become
incredibly demanding after Kassidy died. I knew she was hurting and I did everything I could to keep
her happy.
Regarding the Exeter Inn function. When the police mentioned a “company party” to me at the
Kittery police station, I was drawing a complete blank. I couldn’t think for the life of me what they
were talking about. This event was made into a much bigger deal than it was. It was an argument we
had, and we had both been drinking, It was physical for like 15-20 seconds and then done. I was at
the Kittery police station because Kassidy was dead. I was trying to think of everything that I could
that involved Kassidy. When they asked about that party, I remember trying to think if Kassidy was
with us somewhere that I had forgotten about. I now know Police were trying to gather any info they
could to help prosecute me, but at the time, I didn’t.

My full name is Chad Emery Evans. I’ve been called Chad all my life. I think you are wondering
if my first name is Chadwick? My mom didn’t like that so shortened it to Chad. Chad is the legal
name on my birth certificate. As far as I know Jeff’s name is Jeff. Jeffe was either a typo or someone
trying to spell Jeffrey and fell a few letters short.
January 31, 2010 (12)
I quoted Victor Frankl because I read Man’s Search For Meaning. As you can imagine, your
mind goes through a lot in here. I have taken some college classes here 4 or 5 of them. I had to work
harder than most to accomplish it, but I earned all A’s. What they offer is pretty limited but I took
Humanities II, Human Growth and Develop.m.ent, and another course I can’t remember name of
from NH Technical Institute when I first got here. It was great because it only cost us $3.00 a credit +
books then. Last year I took a theatre history and performance art class. I really enjoyed it and joined
the theatre group here. This is something I would have never done prior to coming here. I enjoy
taking college classes because they are challenging and fill your time. I haven’t taken any since then,
because they are all now $300.00 each. The grants the prison was writing haven’t brought down the
cost yet. $300.00 is reasonable but not if you are making $2.00 per day. I can’t justifying spending
that kind of money on myself. Any extra money I have always goes to providing for Kyle. He’s
already cheated enough by my being here. I feel guilty when I wear through a pair of sneakers, and
have to ask someone to send me a pair. I know my family doesn’t mind but I do. They do so much
for my son now. The “theatre history” and “voice of reason” courses were through New England
College. Occasionally we can take high school classes if they are not filled up with the younger
people that need their diploma.
I’m sure you read Jen’s statement carefully. I don’t believe it is in there anywhere that she was
with Amanda. There was a break in the initial interviews and they let Jen see Amanda. I know
Amanda was going crazy and obviously the police could see this to. She was asking for me but they
weren’t going to let that happen. There was a secretary in the room with them but she was sitting off
to the side. Ron Rice tracked the secretary down in 2007 because we wanted to verify Amanda’s
recollection that Jen said to her, “Mandy, I just saw pictures of Kassidy, she looked horrible. She
didn’t look like that this morning. Jeff couldn’t have done this.” Unfortunately, the secretary
couldn’t hear what the girls were saying. You make a great point about people tailoring his/her
statement to what the police want to hear. I never thought of it this way. How do we get the general
public to see something like this? I know many people in this case felt manipulated, threatened, and
coerced by the police. When appealing to public, we have to find way to show them. If not, where
will the outrage come from?
In 2007 Amanda met with Ron Rice before and after she stopped seeing me. She assured him
that she wanted justice for her daughter. I’ve seen notes of their conversation transcribed. You should
have them as well. He met with her at the apartment she shared with her then-husband. I’m sure he
has the tape recording. I have sent those letters you got to Mr. Fisher and Ron Rice. I think you
meeting them sounds like a great idea. Not to sound petty but when that time comes can you try to
arrange it in the same day. It would just be helpful where expenses are concerned. Your hourly rate is
more than fair it is the mileage expenses that add up fast. My dad gets social security and maybe this
year a little syrup money and my mom makes $10.00 an hour. I am a little embarrassed to talk about
it but it’s even harder for me to ask my parents for anything. They are at a point in their lives where I
had always planned on taking care of them. Instead, I sit in here, nearly 40 years old, feeling like a
failure, and needing to depend on them.
I didn’t mean to offend you in anyway. I’ve pretty much had to do all the strategizing and make
all the decisions until now. Part of that is my personality, part of it out of need, part due to the fact
it’s hard to put your life in someone else’s hand and have complete faith when you’ve never seen
them in action.
I know nothing about Facebook as it came out long after I came to prison. It was Jason who
looked it up and sent info to me.

January 31, 2010 (13)
I looked up Pg. 39 of Amanda’s statement and don’t know who Kim and Trevor are. Can’t find
a reference to Holly McLeod. No idea who she is.
I went to our main office in Windham NH and met with Peter Napoli about taking a leave of
absence while this investigation went on. I worked hard to build McDonald’s up, I wasn’t going to
have it ripped down. I was a company man. I believe the meeting was prior to my arrest or shortly
after. We spoke for about 20 minutes. Police still had my company car at this point with many of my
individual restaurant files for ongoing projects. I’m not positive but I believe a combination of Larry
Lane and a promotion for Gina Warner replaced me.
I have reviewed your theory of my case and think it may have some merit but will need to be
worked on. Obviously, I have some questions and concerns with it. I am familiar with SBS and the
article you sent me was mentioned in a Wisconsin Law Review article that I stumbled upon last year.
(copy of article enclosed). I was excited when I read the law review article and forwarded a copy to
Alan Cronheim who quickly brought me back down to earth. Alan thought the article provided many
good points and advances but weren’t the type of things that could get me back into court as newly
discovered evidence. It was the kind of information that if we could get back into court could offer us
some more alternative theories and possibly show that I wasn’t Kassidy’s abuser. You are the expert
so I’ll defer to that often but I’m going to think out loud for a minute.
The best we may be able to hope for is to prove that it wasn’t me. When you line up the police
interviews their objectivity is a joke! You skim over some of the stuff in your interview recaps but I
encourage you to reexamine them when time permits. A beautiful, innocent, young child has died
and society wants someone to pay. We may be able to get them to the point where they believe the
wrong person is being punished but they will still want to know who was responsible. I know I
would. I am hopeful that as you read on and start thinking about some of the things that don’t add up,
you will question these things.
Even if we come to the conclusion that Kassidy died of SBS, and can prove this theory, someone
still shook her. How does this clear me from suspicion? Instead of hitting her, the prosecutors will
just claim I shook her. Another thing, when you see these horrible pictures of Kassidy, lying there,
dead, you may change your mind. She is covered in bruises! These images are burned in my brain! I
can tell you this, I gave her a bath that evening of Nov. 8th and I didn’t see anything like that!
Bruises on her cheeks were one thing but my embarrassment be damned, if she looked like that, even
I would have been smart enough to take her to the hospital. As it was I was contemplating it due to
her behavior that night, (glassy eyes, lethargic, etc.) If I hadn’t spoken to Tristan and gotten some
assurances that she was probably just sick, I likely would have. Tristan, told me to keep a close eye
on her so I did, I babied the heck out of her that night.
Keep working the theory. You may be right, just keep an open mind as you read. I was looking at
Jen’s initial interview and she was saying some interesting things about Kassidy’s behavior. Another
thing, confirm this with Amanda but some of those bruises on her face came from him also.
Specifically, when I was out of town once she came home with similar bruise pattern on cheeks and
3 small ones on her forehead. Jen could have very well been describing symptoms from the “fall”
from Jeff’s truck, lethargy, loss of appetite, staring off, etc. Later, at my trial, these were all theorized
as being the result of what I had done. I remember them testifying and being very righteous but prior
to that, especially in Jen’s initial interview, She wasn’t so certain. She described some of the very
symptoms (as many of us did) that could have contributed to Kassidy’s death. I had no idea how
serious this fall was. At the time, Jeff told me she fell but he caught her. The bump was very
significant but he was so adamant when he described it that I never really questioned its legitimacy.

I believe she had an older hematoma in her brain. Likely from this fall. Perhaps that had more to
do with her death than we realized. If we had just sought medical treatment. I recall the police kind
of glazing over it when Amanda told them about this fall from Jeff’s truck. Likely not picking it apart
with greater detail because they didn’t think Jeff killed Kassidy. I understand that you are going at
the case with a different approach but as I review your notes, I understand why you would focus on
the negative of me, because that is what we must combat. For example, Travis stated to the police
that Jeff said, “Kassidy’s ass might be a little sore. I smacked it.” (This was while I was out in garage
at house preparing to go up to Maine with Jeff to get 3 wheeler.) a day or so after this statement I saw
Kassidy’s butt for the first time. Amanda hid this from me at Jen’s request because she was afraid I’d
kill Jeff. Jen, Amanda, Travis, and Jeremy all saw this bruising. It was horrible. (Yeah, I know, I
should have my fucking head examined for letting Kassidy go back to him). I ask you this, how
much rage does a man have to have to black and blue a baby’s butt through her diaper? This seems
like the kind of rage capable of murder if you ask me. If you read through the original notes my
father sent you, I’m sure there is something in there that I wrote much closer to the event.
I can’t begin to describe to you the dynamics of the situation at that time. I was involved with
Amanda, fighting for custody of Kyle, working a lot, living my life, not wanting to control my new
girlfriend and screw that up like I had with my wife, etc. As I sit here typing, It’s like reliving it and
things come back to me. Regarding those bruises I discussed coming from Jeff on previous page, I
recall Jeremy staying over to my house one night prior to an early morning golf outing the next
morning for McDonald’s. We watched Sunday night football at Bruce’s and stayed at my house that
evening. (I know I’ve written about this somewhere) Jeremy came into our bedroom that morning,
because I didn’t wake up. Kassidy was sleeping between Amanda and I. Later that night Jeremy and
I returned, and Kassidy came into the living room and had two prominent bruises on her cheek.
Jeremy leaned over and asked me what happened to her. I had no idea as I was with him all day but
called Kassidy over so I could pull her diaper open. I showed him her butt all black and blue. His
eyes went up in disbelief. I told him that Jeff had spanked her and asked his opinion of what I should
do. He said something to the effect of, “I’d kill anyone that did that to my kid.” I said, that I was
thinking same thing but this was Amanda’s baby and I didn’t want to control her. (Jeremy was
friends with Tristan and I and knew I made all decisions in that relationship. At the time I felt like I
caused the relationship with Tristan to fail and wasn’t going to repeat same mistakes.) Anyway,
Amanda came into room all upset because we were whispering and she thought we were talking
about her. Turns out Amanda had spent the day with Jen and Jeff. Jen and Amanda did a landscape
clean up job, and Jeff took Kassidy home with him, so he could do some billing or something like
that. Once there, more bruises occurred somehow another time. He told me that he teased Kassidy
by saying, “Mama’s here,” and Kassidy excitedly walked off the edge of the bed and fell to the floor.
This is believable because she would fearlessly walk off the edge of something. In reality, Amanda,
“Mama,” was not there at the time.
February 3, 2010 (14)
After spending several hours last evening reviewing the recap you put together of Jeff’s initial
statement to police, something struck me that really hadn’t before. I believe the pattern you described
in one letter, on how people try to trust/ please the police and tell them what they want to hear,
brought me to it.
When you read Amanda’s first police statement, the cops kept coming at her with things and
asking questions that they were learning from others. By page 46 of Amanda’s interview you can tell
cops have their mind made up about me. At this point Amanda is answering a lot of questions with
exactly what the police want to hear. So the cops go in to Amanda armed with this new information
about my splashing of water on Kassidy’s face, and almost get her to agree to something that she was
there for and knows was a completely innocent attempt to get Kassidy out of hysterics so that she
could breathe. Amanda was likely so unsure of herself that she was questioning if I had put Kassidy
under faucet or splashed her.

February 7, 2010 (15)
You know what you are doing with them and I probably just get too anal anyway. I don’t know
if I am just extremely slow or what, when I review one of your recaps it typically takes me about
three hours. I read all your notes and then go look them up on the page your reference to see their
context and if there is anything else I want to add. I inevitably read the entire page and make
additional comments as I see necessary. Of course, rereading always leads to thought and transports
me back to that time period. Anyway, I’m slow. :)
I really didn’t feel that Judge Nadeau was giving me that hard a time about being remorseful. As
I recall, she said the day of the sentencing was the only day she saw remorse from me. Perhaps, I will
have to go reread it. Maybe I’m nuts, but the sentencing hearing didn’t seem all that bad, at least
from Judge Nadeau. She was calm and nice and wasn’t chastising me, as often happens, especially in
cases such as this. It may have been because I was numb to the entire thing, but I got the feeling that
she was taking me to task on the remorse stuff because she had to focus on something. I had just
been convicted. I know she was a former prosecutor with the AG’s office but at the time I had the
feeling that she didn’t necessarily believe everything in the prosecution’s case. I recall one time
about a week after my conviction, I was sitting in the county jail with Alan and I was crying, and he
was crying. I said, “I didn’t kill her Alan,” and he said “I know.” He went on to tell me that he
understood why I was having trouble sleeping, but questioned when he would be able to. Then he
said something that I didn’t understand at the time, “I feel pretty confident that Judge Nadeau would
have been comfortable with a not guilty verdict.” At the time I said, “Yeah. Well, she wouldn’t have
had a choice.” Alan is a pretty pessimistic/realist guy. For years, I mulled that comment over and I
think it was his way of telling me that she would have been fine with a “not guilty” verdict because
she didn’t believe it all either. He always told me that no judge in NH would set aside the verdict or
overrule a jury in such a high profile case or one that involves the death of a child.
It is sad. I really believe the jury members felt they had a choice - punish the person the police
thought was responsible for Kassidy’s death or punish no one. No matter what the evidence supports.
The death of a child is horrible. Even more so when/if murdered. This is the biggest thing I fear
about this case. Even if we can prove her death was really result of SBS or the fall from Jeff’s truck,
the “people” want someone to pay. On top of that, we have autopsy photos that surely look worse
than just an accident.
I know of no cases of wrongfully convicted people in NH. Certainly none working their way
through the courts. I know several people here that claim they are innocent but the courts quickly
shoot them down. Justice in NH is perfect. The police always pick the right suspect, the prosecutors
always prosecute “above board,” and the juries never make mistakes. I’m not sure how it is in other
states. Here, sadly, it is often about winning at all costs rather than justice. I know juries often get it
right but often isn’t always.

I don’t recall the circumstance of the plea bargain discussions. It was early on and it might have
been Sisti just throwing things about as I would later learn that plea bargaining seems to be his
specialty. I think I was on the phone with him (which is rare as I mostly dealt with Alan) right before
I was indicted for second degree murder and all the separate assault charges. I was originally arrested
and charged only with manslaughter which by NH statute is punishable by a 15-30 year sentence. I
think the state offered that sentence because Sisti asked and I said, “I’m not taking a plea bargain for
something I didn’t do.” All I remember is thinking it must have pissed state off because I was soon
facing 2nd degree murder and a ton of assault charges. We never discussed plea bargain again until
one day in the middle of the trial while sitting in a side conference room. It literally felt like we were
kicking ass but I still had an uneasy feeling. I thought by reading the statute now I was guilty of 2nd
degree assault for grabbing Kassidy’s cheeks, even though I was acting with Amanda’s permission as
a parental figure, and the accumulation of just those charges, if found guilty, I was facing something
like 50-90 years. I asked Sisti what he thought they would offer for a plea bargain now. He said,
“They would probably start somewhere in the neighborhood of 25 years and we’d try to work them
down from there. I can go check with them if you’d like? We’ve never seriously pursued because you
said you didn’t do this and we were going to fight it to the end.” Sisti, told me they would want the
25 years because of the 2nd degree murder charge. To that point in trial, I didn’t think for a minute I
would be convicted for murder but was worried about all those separate face-grabbing charges. Sisti
told me, “Relax about those. Up until a few years ago, that face grabbing was a misdemeanor. You
aren’t going to do 50 years for those. They charge you with all of those to scare you into bargaining.
In fact, you’ve already done enough time for those.” (I was already in jail awaiting trial for 4
months). He mentioned that you can walk into any WalMart and see a parent grabbing their kids face
to get their attention. (The problem was that not all parents had children who bruised easily.)
I’d like to talk to both Dr. Wecht and Dr. Baden, and perhaps even Dr. Plunkett, about the
particulars of Kassidy’s injuries that you talk about in letter number 33 with Dr. Plunkett’s case
study. I would like to research further to see if their is a more recent case study with updated
information that could be used to help us. Unfortunately, this study was around at the time of my trial
and I don’t think the courts would be sympathetic that we were unaware of it.

Lie detector test- The police put Amanda up to asking me while we were staying at Bruce’s
together and I said, “Absolutely.”. I’m sure I told Sgt. Stewart the same thing while in the parking lot
of Kittery PD after my interrogation. I told him to hook me up right then and there. He replied that
he can’t because I had requested an attorney, unless I was willing to rescind request. I said, “Oh no, I
want an attorney there. You’ve spent the last 3 hours twisting me and blaming me. I’ll answer any
question but I want someone there to protect me.” The discussion ended then, and they took my car.
The only other discussion about a lie detector was in Alan’s office. I was irate and told Alan that I
should take one. He said, “There is no point in taking one now unless I want to prove something to
myself. So if you have an extra $600.00 kicking around, do it. But it won’t help you at all. The
police already have their man. If you fail, then you proved them right. If you pass, they will just say
you are an accomplished liar.” It was a no-win. I was still naive and thinking that if I passed we
could show the cops. As Alan described, I learned this is not the way things work. I’ve heard of
people passing while lying and failing when truthful. That’s why I wanted brainwave test. I had no
idea it was so expensive. Hard to do either in here.
February 7, 2010 (16)
My mother has a complete set of discovery materials from Alan’s office. I have asked her to
check for those pages and also send you the pages that you are missing from Jen’s 1st interview. Not
sure if Alan handed over sentencing transcripts to her so we’ll see.
I don’t think anyone has my PSI (Pre-Sentencing Investigation). For some reason they make
a huge deal of them here. I will add that to Alan’s list and we may have to petition court at some
point. Unfortunately, my mother informs me that we only have a few of the many letters written to
the judge on my behalf. Many were mailed directly to Alan. He “weeded” through them and sent the
ones he felt appropriate to the judge. I don’t think he made copies prior. Alan wouldn’t send any that
doubted the verdict or held Marshall responsible. In reality, it is a huge deal to challenge a jury’s
verdict. I sometimes wonder if I would have been better off just having a judge trial. Anyway, at the
time of sentencing, Alan was in “preservation mode” and didn’t want to upset the judge in anyway
because he wanted me to get the best sentence possible.
I’ve never written to Amanda’s mom, brothers or stepdad. When Amanda was visiting me in
2007, I talked to her about bringing her mom up to meet me face to face at some point. I’m sure she
had a lot that she wanted to say to me and I just wanted to let her vent and hopefully have the chance
to apologize for failing to protect Kassidy and to get her medical treatment. I wanted to look her in
the eye and answer any question, and make sure she knew the truth. The entire time I was with
Amanda - while Kassidy was alive and after her death, I always encouraged Amanda to stay in
contact/visit her family. I always wanted to have a relationship with them too. I have no problem
writing to them. I’d much prefer a face to face but we’ll see. Those can sometimes be arranged here.
At trial it would have been Delker asking me questions I am sure.He was the lead guy and he
often had a style similar to sisb’s. Incidentally, I don’t know if I’ve ever told you this or not, N.
William Delker is married to Annmarie Timmins, of the Concord Monitor. Ironically, she does the
crime/ court reporting. I’ll try to dig up an article of hers so you can get a sense of her style. I have
no idea who Steven Kambaritis is and have never looked at his case. I don’t know that he is still here.
Maybe they shipped him out of state or he’s in Berlin. I’ll try to find out. I didn’t appeal my
sentence to the sentence review decision, the state did. The panel did convert two of my suspended
sentences into “on & after’s”. It is an important distinction because it is one of my challenges to the
enhancement. Jan 1, 2002 the state was given the right to appeal sentences they didn’t feel
proportionate. Prior to that, only defendants had this right. I was arrested in 2000 and tried in 2001. I
should have been sentenced under laws at that time. But because I was sentenced in 2002, the state
was able to “weasel” the state supreme court. It was really a sad situation because the chairman of
the review division screwed up. He originally denied the state’s request for review but when he did,
he gave a reason for the denial vs. simply stating DENIED. When he gave his reason, (I believe it
was judge Murphy), he gave the prosecutors a way to appeal to the state supreme court. They
claimed he over-stepped his authority by sharing his reasoning. The court ordered the division to hear

the state’s request to increase my sentence. From there the division smoked me. It sucked because
Chris Johnson, Alan, and David Rothstein all did a great job of putting up a defense there. Alan even
quoted Phil McLaughlin, who was the AG at time of trial as saying that he thought my sentence was
fair. Amanda showed up on her own and spoke, etc. By the reasoning the division gave, it was clear
they weren’t even listening to the testimony. We may as well have not shown up to the hearing.
What I find especially sad is that Kassidy was AMANDA’S daughter and the state never included
her. They never informed her of the hearing.
Amanda was right about one thing during my sentencing, “Everyone cared about Kassidy when
she was dead, but no one did when she was alive”.
I have no idea whatever happened to the letter I wrote to Jennifer Saunders. I wish I kept it, but it
is so hard to keep things in here. Not sure if it was even sent. I only spoke to Ms. Saunders once. She
called me at my parents’ house prior to trial. I said, “I have a lot to say but better not” or something
to that effect. I think she quoted it in one of her articles. Saunders mentioned this to my friend,
Stephanie Chick, during or after trial. (Stephanie’s dad worked at Foster’s) Our conversation was
very brief but Stephanie said that Jennifer was surprised at how polite I was and nice I sounded. It
wasn’t at all what she expected.
I have to apologize, I don’t reread everything that I photocopy and send to you prior to sending.
You asked in the very beginning to see all communication to attorneys, Amanda, documents
pertaining to case, etc. As I run across them, I just put them in a pile and then copy and send. Or, I
will scan real quick and think I know the gist of something.
With regards to my comments about the “state’s doctor”. I’m not sure to what I was referring,
perhaps it was a mistake. I seem to remember Dr. Greenwald or the specialist from Boston,
(O’Connell?) testifying that one of the apparent fractures looked to be 6- 9 months old which would
have been before I was even in the picture.
Not sure if this matters but you mentioned that you Googled Jennifer Saunders at the Foster’s
newspaper.. Maybe she left or got married?
With regards to the Maine McDonald’s outing. It’s amazing how time can erode your memory. I
asked my lawyers to confirm this stuff then with my bosses as it would have been in their planners. It
was a reward, a weekend get away for the area supervisors and our spouses for a great job over the
summer (profit numbers are always 2 months behind). When they took us out in NH it was to North
Conway. In Maine, Peter Napoli was partial to Kennebunkport. So I’m sure that is where we were
headed. I know Amanda was dress shopping on the 8th as we usually have a really nice dinner
function. My role that weekend was to party and have fun. Kyle was staying with Tristan and I
believe that Amanda was going to bring Kassidy up to her mom’s. Either that or Crystal Martin was
going to watch her. I’m not positive because Amanda was handling those arrangements. The best bet
is for you to add that to your list of questions to ask Amanda when you see her. Then you can
confirm with the other person if you think it’s important.
I’m not sure if my dad is still friends with the editor of the Keene Sentinel. I’ll ask and get back
to you.

The first message I ever got from Patricia Hocter of DCYF, was on the morning of the 9th. She
claims that she left a message a week or two prior but Amanda, myself, or Travis never heard it. I
think the allegation during trial was that I never called her back, and this shows that I’m guilty
because if I didn’t have something to hide I would have returned the call. The thing is, I did return
the call. I had no idea what the heck DCYF even was at that time. It was a Rochester number so it
would have never shown up in the phoe records that I called from my house. Luckily, I was running
late so I waited to call her from my car phone. I described this to Alan and Mark at the time. I told
them that I actually called her twice. The first time I got some automated system that hung up on me.
The second time I called I left a message in the general mailbox for Patricia Hocter. What is
unfortunate was nobody could find that I did return her call so my attorneys decided to ignore the
issue rather than give it more importance than it warranted. After my conviction it was Jason who
was reading through my Discovery materials and he found the pages of my Sprint PCS phone bill
and saw that I clearly made calls to the DCYF phone number lasting several minutes, just as I
described.
I have a call in to Dad and Jason to keep their eyes open for a T-ball for you to bat around. I
remember it was Brent’s ball. Correct, it was a plastic bat. It may be a month or two before stores
stock T Balls around here. Not quite baseball season. We’ll send to you as soon as we get it.
Amanda and I were “caught” talking long after my trial. They tried making a big deal of it even
though there was no condition saying that we couldn’t have contact. I believe it was prior to
Amanda’s trial and her prosecutor, David Ruoff, made a deal of it during her trial or sentencing.
My 12-02 letter to Alan was indeed Dec. 2002. Alan “officially” stopped being my attorney after
sentencing. That is the typical arrangement I believe. My appeals were handled by the Appellate
Defender Program.
Mandy Allard was a good friend of mine. I’ve known her for years. Her mother worked for me in
Rochester and later her mom was my administrative assistant after I got promoted to area supervisor.
I became much closer to Mandy after Tristan and I divorced. She would come hang out at times,
helped me with Kyle until I got home, etc. She became friends with Amanda and lived with her for
several months prior to her trial. Amanda was having a hard time, and acting out; and the rooming
arrangement didn’t end well.
There are two published opinions at the NH Supreme Court for me. One for the direct appeal of
conviction and one for the sentence review. As well as one or two opinions that I believe were
designated “3JX” and were unpublished. They involved things not directly related to this case.
($15,000 worth of firearms that were confiscated by police that I was trying to get released to Tristan
so she could sell them and have the money to help raise our sons). As with everything else in my life
after 2000, I had the worst possible timing and luck.
Will Peirce photo request. He approached my dad at the sentencing of Amanda. I believe Sisti
happened to be in the courthouse that day and my dad relayed this to him. I know I talked about this
with Ron Rice
but will have to review my notes with him. I’m drawing a blank. For some reason I believe that
Pierce backed away from his statement after he made it. Pierce would make an observation that
clearly didn’t look good for Jeff but then if you commented on this fact, he would defend Jeff and
say he believed they got the right person. I believe my parents have the photos of Kassidy’s body at
their house. They were last sent to Dr. Wecht for a re-evaluation.

Regarding the letter to Alan 2003 “I can see now that I deserved punishment ••••“ I was referring
to grabbing Kassidy’s cheeks. The statutes say this is a crime when you grab enough to bruise and I
did it, but at the time I didn’t realize that Kassidy was likely an “easy bruiser.” Now, I think my
holding her cheeks was no different than for any other parents or adult caregivers. Overall, I was
referring to failing to protect Kassidy and seek medical treatment. I didn’t protect her when I kept
allowing Amanda to bring her to Jeff’s even though I had a gut feeling that something was very
wrong. I listened to certain excuses because they seemed plausible but I too easily told myself that
Kassidy wasn’t my child. I was being pretty selfish. I was so afraid of losing Amanda that I didn’t
want to “rock the boat”. At that time, I needed to “man up,” and I didn’t. There were times that I was
an asshole and very impatient with Kassidy. The hardest thing to face is that I didn’t take her to the
hospital. I can slice it up anyway I want but at the end of the day, if I had seen Kyle all lethargic and
eyes glassy or eyes rolling in his head~ I would have taken him to the hospital. I don’t know what I
was waiting for with her. I remember Amanda asking me why I didn’t take her to the hospital the day
after she died and all I could think of was the night I came home and Kassidy had arrived from Jeff’s
all dehydrated. Amanda was crying and telling me how Kassidy’s eyes rolled up in her head.
Immediately I said, “Let’s take her to the emergency room” and Amanda replied, “No, we’ll take her
in the morning if she is not better. Right now she is better than she was.” That next morning Kassidy
was fine. I guess I just thought it was one of those situations on the 8th. I was the older parent with
more experience. I should have known better. They both needed me to lead and I didn’t.
The thing that I have worked hard to change and continue to work hard on is my temper, and
finding constructive ways to vent my anger. What I didn’t need, when learning to deal with anger,
was to be wrongly convicted of a heinous crime. I’ve enrolled in every possible self-help group in
this place, and make it a point to “keep” something from each one of them. I try to hold onto one
little piece of knowledge from each. It’s sort of like an alcoholic who has to avoid alcohol, I’m an
alpha male and I have to always be aware.
Unfortunately my federal deadline on the sentence review issue has expired and that issue is
going forward. I don’t have a date yet but will inform you when I get one. We did ask for a 90 day
extension three times and were granted all. Unfortunately, My federal judge is retiring soon and is
clearing up his docket.
You referenced Dr. Wecht’s report. It was not as helpful as I would have liked but it was in one
respect. He spells out how it was a very close case and would kill any future state claim that they had
“overwhelming evidence” of my guilt. I read a little further into your letter and see you have summed
up Dr. Wecht’s report.
It is especially interesting when you consider the Dr. Plunkett paper you sent me. We didn’t ask
Dr. Wecht about the easy bruising phenomenon or explain the extent of Kassidy’s injuries. We
should add it to the list of questions. (perhaps we should include a copy of Dr. Plunkett’s research
paper?) As I understand it from Dr. Baden testimony and a conversation we had., Fat Emboli is an
extreme amount of fat that was dislodged from her body (perhaps a whack on the butt?) and released
into her blood. It was so much that it could cause a heart attack or suffocate when reaching lungs. He
surmised that it was a whack-on-butt because red blood cells hadn’t formed-under two hours.
February 8, 2010 (17)
Good morning. I hope you took a little time off yesterday to watch the Saints win the Super
Bowl. I caught some of it. It wasn’t the Patriots so it wasn’t as exciting but I was glad to see a win
for the city of New Orleans. I had to stop typing around game time because otherwise I might have
gotten lynched.
Some Misc. notes from Trial Transcript review- It says here Jen started at Perfumania Oct. 15 yet Chronology says Oct. 1 and I believe she
said Oct. 1 during first interview. [Does it matter?]
- You note that Pierce said truck incident with Kassidy falling out of truck window happened
two days prior to death. I wonder if there were two episodes. I remember some question of

this during trial. Pierce claims he witnessed Jeff catch her. However, Kassidy most definitely
had two significant eggs from alleged fall from Jeff’s truck just a week or two prior to death.
You had question about my conversation with Travis at Portsmouth McDonald’s. I believe
what I told him was I had no idea what hospital Kassidy might be at but after I go to police
station I’ll meet you. Just call around. [at that point, I only knew from my conversation with
cop on my cell phone that something had happened to Kassidy and they wanted me to go to
police station. I had no idea that she was dead. For some reason, I had it in my mind she got
hit by car or Jeff got into accident with her or something. I knew Travis really cared about
Kassidy and would want to go see her if she was hurt or whatever.
- As far as I know, there were no tests done on anything at Marshall’s house. As I recall, there
was a Wendy’s napkin with a bit of “purge” a blood stain on the bed. Also, during review of
discovery I saw where they did a rape kit of Kassidy and the results came back negative. I
also saw where they took fingernail clippings and there was never a report provided on the
results of the clippings. I thought this could have been a huge deal and told Alan. I was really
excited about these possibilities. Alan wasn’t as optimistic.. The entire thing is disheartening
because you would think that the state would be concerned about truth but they were not. I
know I sound cynical but I really believe it to be true. It’s about making the case to them, and
they knew that their theory about me was correct.
- I believe that one ball was found in Brent’s bedroom. Under the bed if I remember correctly.
More about the wiffle ball routine in a minute.
- 189 Lethargic before 5:30 [What Chad say about her condition during + after bath and about
popsicle?] It seemed like Kassidy was kind of in and out of it right from the time I picked her
up at Jeff’s. That is why I started calling him 20 minutes after I picked her up. She would be
kind of slumped and drooling one minute and then wide awake a few minutes later. As I
recall, Kassidy seemed better and more active after her bath. I thought maybe the bath water
helped wake her up some. She wasn’t acting so tired. I mean. She wasn’t crabby tired, just
slouching, eyes half open, eyes glassy. When I was holding Kassidy in my office chair and
she was eating the freeze pop, she was working it up the wrapper herself.
Misc. Notes
For the chronology, my release date is July 29, 2044. This includes the extra 15 years I’m
currently appealing. Also, you mentioned that you were not sure if Amanda dropped Kassidy off at
Jeff’s on Nov. 8 2000 at 1 p.m. or 3:30 p.m. I believe in the discovery you will find the time when
she punched into work at Old Navy. I know that she dropped her off early that day because she was
going looking for a dress for that weekend’s McDonald’s event. I think you will find it was closer to
1 P.M.
I had a nightly routine to play ball with Kyle. He had a little plastic wheelbarrow filled with
various balls. I’d estimate 12-15 plastic wiffle balls, some rubber balls, a tennis ball or two and the
one T-Ball. The wheelbarrow is where we would store the balls to keep them, all neat vs. always
scattered, all over his room. On a typical night we would empty the wheelbarrow and refill it 4-5
times. Kyle liked hitting the balls and would do it forever, it seemed, without getting bored.
Typically we would go outside and hit them in the front yard but it was November, dark and cold,
and I was alone with Kyle and Kassidy, so we had been playing in his bedroom. Most nights I only
throw the wiffles in the house but somehow the T ball was in the bottom of the wheelbarrow and I
threw it. Like most boys, Kyle liked hitting the T-Ball better because it went further. I never
anticipated that he would “get hold” of it as well as he did. I should have known better because Kyle
has incredible hand / eye coordination even though he was 3 ½ years old!

I was sitting on the edge of Kyle’s bed, pitching the balls to him who was using one of his walls
as a backstop. We were probably 6’ or so away from each other. I had Kassidy sitting on my lap, I
believe more on the right leg because I’m left handed. Kyle hit the T Ball right back at us and I
couldn’t react quickly enough. It hit Kassidy right in the face. I want to say left eye, but I’m drawing
a blank. I don’t have the papers here, but I believe I wrote about it to Alan in one of those first 30
pages that we sent you. You can check that or I can track it down. Maybe it was in my interview to
police that I talked about it. (I don’t have a copy of my interview here and haven’t seen it since my
trial.) Worst-case scenario, we can check Dr. Greenwald’s trial transcript because she identifies the
eye. It is the one opposite the eye with the fading mark and scratch from the kitten.
The real kicker is that I didn’t even want to play ball with Kyle that night because Kassidy was
acting so strange, but he was hyper that night and relentless. “Daddy, I want to play ball!” I figured
I’d appease him for ten minutes and then pop in a movie for the kids. That night was full of bad
decisions for me, starting with my picking Kassidy up because of my offer to Amanda earlier in the
week, because I didn’t want her with Jeff any longer than necessary.
The 2006 decision appealing additional 15 years that sentence review decision gave me was the
last decision that court issued involving me. Ironically, Alan Cronheim is Mr. Pessimistic (he
considers himself a realist), but he was sure we were going to win that appeal. It was shocking how
they twisted the law up to make it read the way they wanted. How you can add 15 years to
someone’s sentence and call it a “procedural” rather than “substantive” change is beyond me. You
don’t get much more substantive than an extra 5,479 days in jail! Alan always defends Sisti, the
justice system, etc. When this decision came out he shocked me by the strength of the criticism of the
decision.
David Rothstein is appealing the additional 15 years in the federal district court in Concord. No
date is set yet but I will let you know when I get one. David was kind enough to put this issue on
hold so I could search for evidence to attack the underlying conviction. (Because of ADEPA
standards you can only have one federal appeal ??) No evidence found yet so nothing available to
appeal conviction. Federal judge waited a year and demanded we move forward.
I love the paper written by Dr. John Plunkett. Things like this get me excited. I wonder if there
has been a further study done since that time. Is there anything newer available? If this was produced
prior to my trial then judges will just say to bad for me that I didn’t use it. The only problem is all of
these type of studies are sort of like the Wisconsin Law Review. They are like “alternative theories”.
They could be really helpful if I could get back into court but they aren’t the type of things that could
get me there. We also have a big problem with Kassidy being battered. All of these children died of
obvious accidents. I’m now considering that this fall from Jeff’s truck may and to a lesser extent the
falls from the beds in his and my house may have contributed. I don’t believe the ball that Kyle hit
was the cause as Kassidy was displaying those symptoms prior to playing ball. I noticed them within
20 minutes of picking her up from Jeff. The only other possibility, did she have a fall when she was
with Amanda prior to going to Jeff’s. I don’t believe anyone ever asked her. The fall in my driveway
when we arrived home seems more significant to me than the T ball hitting her. Especially in light of
some of the SBS articles you recently sent me. One of them said a 2’ fall from a couch more
significant than being shaken.
It seemed like a lot of the children that died from accidents had subdural hematomas, cereberal
edema, were comatose, and had some retinal hemorrhaging. Kassidy also had these (items) listed by
the pathologists. I’m not sure what cereberal edema is but I am familiar with the others. Perhaps
Kassidy’s was an accident. As you suggest maybe we can approach Dr. Wecht at some point. Should
we include a copy of Dr. Plunkett’s research paper when we submit questions? I recall that Dr.
Greenwald said that she didn’t see obvious signs that Kassidy bruised easily, and I don’t recall Dr.
Baden addressing the issue. Should be added to the list of things to review with Baden/Wecht in the
future.

Thanks for all of the good feedback. It’s real easy in here to take the weight of everything on
yourself. Belittlement is a way of life. It’s like they want us to take responsibility for what we’ve
done as well as the things we haven’t. “If you were convicted, you did it” mentality is prevalent.
Some days I feel like such a piece of shit for ever losing my patience with her, failing to seek
treatment, and letting her go back to Jeff’s even when I knew deep down something was not right,
that I feel like what does it matter you know? I will try in the future to be more specific for what I am
apologizing for.
I don’t recall ever seeing photographs by Chief Strong or Detective Hacket, nor do I recall seeing
any reports from either. I wonder what if anything would still be available at the Kittery Police
department. Your sentencing recap notes look good. Nice job. I didn’t re read the hearing. Living it
once was enough.
I love quotes but have a horrible memory for things like that. I have many of them written out
and will start thumbing through them to find 15-20 good ones during my free time.
February 9, 2010 (18)
My Ron Rice file will be coming soon. No need to apologize. I’m happy to send it especially if
you find some nugget in there that may help in some way. I’m told our state pay will be into our
accounts in 4 days and when that clears I will have money to copy and send.
To be honest, that is the number one reason I feel like giving up sometimes. This was the death
of a baby. Everyone gets his or her guard up at this. If it’s hard for a seasoned officer of the court to
wrap her head around it, how are we ever going to get regular people beyond this fact of Kassidy’s
age? I need people to look at evidence rather than age and it is just not natural. The public wants
someone to pay! I’m the one that was convicted, I must be guilty. It’s sort of like how some jurors
look at things. “well, the police charged him so he must be guilty of something.” Regardless of who
caused the injuries, there is no disputing that I was the father figure that didn’t protect her or get her
medical treatment. That is enough for many people to want to hang me. As much as it makes me
want to quit at times, it also is the thing that makes me want to keep going too. A young child has
died, all the more reason to make sure that the wrong person is not being punished.
I believe I said in previous letter that Popsicle wrapper was disposed in my office trash. My
office was downstairs, off from our dining room. I guess it is possible it was in upstairs trashcans.
Each bedroom had a trash. More than likely it was in the office trash. We will have to check
photographs to see if they had one of my office trash. Perhaps we’ll find something the police and
lawyers missed.

I thought Amanda was 20. (Other times I felt she was 25 and also 16 depending on how she was
acting  ) It was Jeff who originally led me to believe me she was older than she was. The only way
I knew she wasn’t 21 was that first date when we went to Applebees, she and I went to Hampton
Beach Casino after that to see Staind and she wasn’t old enough to buy beer. It really wasn’t a huge
deal. I guessed 19 or 20. What is funny, is when I found out how old she was, I was pissed. I asked
her why she never told me she was 18. She told me for the longest time she thought I was 25 or 26
because that is what Jen and Jeff told her. She didn’t find out I was 28 until she went through my
wallet one day and saw my license. I found out from Mary when we were all camping in Vernon.
One time it came up because Mary was talking about how she was older than Amanda; she was born
in 1980- or 1981. I stopped piling the wood and immediately stared at Amanda who was giving Mary
the cut sign. Amanda looked like a “deer in the headlights.” Mary apparently didn’t know that
Amanda’s true age was a secret. I have no idea why Amanda was keeping it or for how long. She just
said, something to the effect of, “You’re older than I originally was told but I don’t care. The only
thing that matters is that we love each other.” Later while in jail, (sometime after August) I read in
Amanda’s interview that she was 18. It was like a dagger going through my heart. I was misled and
now people were going to think I was a cradle robber as well as a murderer. Really, there is not too
big a difference between 18 and 20 but psychologically there was to me at the time. There was 10
years between us but we both started out thinking it was more like 5 or 6. I suspect Jeff knew I
wouldn’t have gone on that blind date with her if I knew she was 18. He was bugging me to take her
out for a couple of weeks so it must have been important to him for some reason.
February 14, 2010 (19)
Thanks for the entire CPR article. The small print is fine. It does seem that there could have been
any number of things that caused or contributed to Kassidy’s death. One of my greatest fears is that
the courts will just dismiss as things that could have been explored at trial. I’m not as optimistic that
the truth matters to them as much as it does to you and me.
You asked who was still with McDonald’s organization that was closest to me. I’m not really
close to any of them anymore. After nearly 10 years locked up, most of my friends have disappeared.
My closest McDonald’s friends were Dan Frazier, Larry Lane, Jeremy Hinton, and Jack Loftus. Of
the four, only Larry and Jeremy, who worked with me on the seacoast, know Jeff Marshall. As
mentioned previously, they were all some of my best friends but have distanced themselves which is
painful.
The bruises were from the weekend of October 24, 2000. we had a McDonald’s golf outing. I
think Amanda and Jen were doing a landscape clean up job for Jeff that day and he took Kassidy
with him to do some “billing”. (Odd to leave the two girls cleaning up leaves while the big, strong
man, and company owner takes the baby with him to do bills don’t you think?) I recently read, Jen,
Amanda, and Jeff’s interview recaps that you provided and know that one of them talked about this. I
believe it was Jeff. He didn’t like taking her to job sites because she would wander around. This
statement alone is interesting. Jeff often described to the police that Kassidy would sit there and do
nothing.
The letter to Chris was indeed to Chris Johnson. He is David Rothstein’s boss and in charge of
the Appellate Defender program. Chris, worked with Alan on my sentence review hearing. Chris and
Alan both presented evidence to the division in support of not increasing my sentence. Interestingly,
the judge in charge of my hearing, Patricia Coffey, was later disbarred or something. It was clear by
their ruling they had their minds made up prior to the hearing. No logic seemed to be used.
The financial planner I used at Secure Planning Inc of Portsmouth was the owner’s former son in
law, Darren Janakis. This is the man that I set up UGTMA accounts for Kyle and Brent and who I
spoke to around October of 2000 about getting together soon to set one up for Kassidy. As I recall, I
was not happy with the way the boys’ funds were performing and wanted to research something
better for her.

At the end of letter 36 you ask who has photos of me, Kassidy, Amanda, family etc. The answer
is all of us in my family do. I’m a little confused, though. You mention that you don’t need them now
as you have no way to scan them and the very next line you ask us to get them to you. I’ll assume
that you want them for your March 24th meeting and will instruct as such. As with everything else in
this case, (you know, my cosmos lined up quote), we have the worst case scenario regarding pictures
of Kassidy. Amanda had almost all photos of Kassidy in a large envelope that we kept in our camper
in the woods while living on my grandparents’ property in Vernon Vermont. They were accidently
destroyed in a fire. It was a horrible accident. It was really too bad because we had some awesome
shots of Kassidy. She was really a photogenic baby and Amanda was constantly taking pictures of
her and Kyle too.
I appreciate you finding cases like this, the Frank Pickert case, especially as you point out, if
something sticks out that we can use. In this case, the police tactics seem familiar. It seems like a
common theme, to rush to justice when a young child is involved. I remember thinking it the entire
time my investigation was going on. It seems like the media jumps on something horrible (If I
remember correctly, 3 stories from the time Kassidy died until my arrest a week later in Foster’s),
then the public becomes outraged and the cops need to react to satisfy the masses. Logically I would
think it is just the opposite that should happen. Because a child is involved, time should be taken to
make sure that all avenues are investigated and the right person is charged.
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Regarding Jeremy’s comments about Brent being behind in school- Brent did struggle early on in
school. Tristan and I both spent a lot of time with Brent at the dining room table helping him with his
homework and understanding concepts. I can’t recall the exact designation, but Tristan had a meeting
with the Brent’s school after she and I split up and they set Brent up with an IEP. After that Brent did
much better and had more confidence. Tristan really did a great job with him. There were times that
Tristan or I would be helping Brent with his homework, for example, math, and Kyle, who was also
in the room, would blurt out the answers. We thought we had a little brainiac on our hands, but we
were concerned about Brent’s self worth if his little brother could answer questions that he couldn’t.
Brent’s a great kid. Tristan knows how much I love Brent.
Ironically, the last several years Kyle’s grades have suffered. It’s like the two boys have
switched roles. Brent now does fine where Kyle struggles more. Kyle is actually very smart but
struggles with his organization, getting assignments done on time, etc. Like many boys his age, Kyle
questions his need for school. He considers it boring. It’s another subject all together but one I feel
strongly about, Academia is failing our male children. Study after study shows that boys and girls
learn differently yet schools continue to try and teach them the same. I just do whatever I can to try
and challenge Kyle and keep him interested. I learned from one of Dr. Leo Sandy’s parenting
seminars that for many children schools are not enhancing their self worth and that is why they
struggle. If you don’t feel needed you aren’t going to see the rewards of applying yourself (self
concept, self esteem, self worth).
I must say, I never really thought of it in terms that you put it, but in the event that Kassidy was
learning disabled, as noted by many including myself, I was certainly fine with that, and don’t
believe there is anything wrong with this. I myself struggled early on in school. I had to have help
from a “Chapter I” teacher for the first several years of grade school because I needed extra help to
learn how to read.
I have submitted your phone numbers for approval. It usually takes two weeks or so for approval.
This is just as well. All of our phones are outdoors so it’s pretty cold to be talking mid February with
a blue jean jacket for a winter coat. The cold isn’t as bad as the wind. They only sell us those brown
“Jersey” gardening gloves. Don’t mean to complain, this place just has some things about it that
make no sense.
When I was growing up, my dad owned a rubbish removal company. I used to ride on the back
of the trucks all winter with shorts on but now that I’m an old fart, I’m not a big fan of the cold.

Mention of the October 23 golf game and Kassidy falling from the bed. Yeah, I can think of
several times that Kassidy fell from the bed. She mainly slept in Brent’s old room and that bed was
box spring and mattress close to the floor. She rolled off that one morning and I heard a loud thud.
She immediately started crying and because of the thud, she had to have fallen head first. The carpet
was pretty thin in there.
As previously mentioned, I wrestled with the boys a lot. They used to love wrestling on my big
bed. Kassidy joined in sometimes. I remember one particular time, all three of them, Kassidy, Kyle,
and Brent were bouncing up and down. Brent bounced too hard (trying to touch the ceiling!) and it
bounced Kassidy backward right off the bed. She hit the floor pretty hard but carpet was thick there
and I’m not sure if it was head first. Another thing to add to your questions for Amanda. I’m sure it
happened. For some reason, she lacked instinct to protect her head by putting her hands out to break
falls.
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I am not sure what document my mom sent you that were from Amanda or Kevin Couronis as I
don’t have either of them here. I haven’t spoken to Kevin in at least 5 years but I think he would be
ok with you contacting him. He always believed in me. I always fear that one of my friends/former
friends won’t give you the time of day.
I know you didn’t ask for my opinion on your business name change but is it ok if I give it
anyway? Good, I’m glad you want to hear my opinion. :) Now remember, this opinion comes from
someone who overthinks everything. I agree, Bonpasse Exoneration Services describes what you are
doing better and will likely bring more people to you but ••• I don’t like the change. People in my
position really need you and your new title, “Exoneration Services”, makes you sound like a “hired
gun”, sort of in the mold that the state referred to Dr. Baden. You and I both know that have a lot of
integrity and your opinion doesn’t come attached to a price tag but perception is everything. When I
hear, “Private Investigations”, I think of “Digging for the truth” when I think of, “Exoneration
Services”, I think of, “Hey, somebody who can get somebody off.” Realistically, your intention is
probably to say, “Hey, I’m pretty organized and pretty good at bringing the truth to light.” Maybe
I’m overly critical but I’m not sure your new title gives off the vibe you want. Maybe I should poll
some people here for you (he he). Also, you may not be doing a lot of PI work right now but why
“pigeon hole” yourself? In my humble opinion, you are the best PI I’ve seen in action. There are a lot
of incorrect preconceived notions out there. For example, before I got into this mess, I assumed most
defense lawyers were sleaze balls. The media, TV shows, jokes, or something gave me that opinion.
The reality is, once I got involved with Alan and Mark I quickly learned it was the some of the
prosecutors that had no integrity. The defense lawyers were under such a microscope they were
concerned about doing everything right. Delker badgered Amanda during her “untaped“ interview,
“There is no way it could have happened that way, you better tell us the truth. Tell us that Kassidy
was just laying there.” etc. Can you imagine if a defense lawyer went after people like this?
Prosecutors have the media and the cops as their personal assistants, not to mention, judging by my
case, they have unlimited resources to prove their case. I know I’ve gotten off track a little. I just
wanted to give you my two cents. I know how much integrity you have, I don’t want a simple title
such as “exoneration expert” or “defense lawyer” to affect it.
I don’t recall being asked to testify at a grand jury. I don’t think I even knew about it while it was
going on. I was told about my upgraded charges after the fact.

Regarding Jeremy and others being called to testify on my behalf at my trial. I remember being
upset that the state was calling everyone of my friends as witnesses. I understood my lawyers points
that we got a chance to ask them questions also but I didn’t like or believe their dismissal that the
jury doesn’t care which side calls the people to the stand. True, the state puts their case on first but
why didn’t we call some of these people back to the stand? To me, I was afraid it would look to the
jury that I had no friends, another sure sign that I was an evil monster, if no friends were called on
my behalf. The only person we call is my “hired gun” (see above). It just gave the impression that
these people were all willingly testifying for the state because they had something bad to say about
me.
You are confusing my two friends named Bruce. Bruce Aube was intervied. His girlfriend,
Jessica Edmonds was not. Bruce and Michelle Truell of Unity NH were only interviewed at grand
jury.
I’m not sure what the date of the Red Sox, Yankees game we went to in the summer of 2000 or
2001. I will try to think of it. Better person to ask is Jeremy. I just spoke to him last week wish I had
read this letter then. I suspect I will talk to him soon so I will ask him.
With regards to other dates, I know that Amanda and I went to several concerts. The
first being June 2, 2000. After dinner on the night of our first date we went to see Staind in Hampton
Beach. We also went to see 3 doors down at Hampton Beach later on. We also saw Three Doors
Down and Creed at Great Woods in Mansfield Mass that summer.
There may have been other shows. July 4, and Labor Day were very busy times because I
supervised the restaurant right on Hampton Beach. I spent all day at the beach. On the weekend of
the 4th though, Amanda and I went out on a friend’s pontoon boat. Either before or after the actual
4th. I kept my boat docked at the friend’s house. His name is Glen and his girlfriend was Deb. I can’t
think for the life of me what their last names were. I met Glen through Jeff Jacobs, an electrician
about my age who did a lot of work in my restaurants. We all did a lot of hanging out that summer.
We had a lot of great times together but once I was charged they are some of the people that
wished me well but isolated themselves from me. It was a little hurtful but it wasn’t like we were life
long friends. They probably pulled away because they didn’t want to be interviewed and as I recall
they never were. They were around me with Kyle and Kassidy, as well as their children on several
occasions. I think on the 4th my
folks had Kyle for the weekend and Jeff/Jen had Kassidy for the night of the boat ride. I know I
worked Labor Day and I believe that Amanda brought Kassidy and Kyle down to meet me at the
beach. We walked the strip for a little while and ate dinner.
The following weekend was the annual seafood festival. It is super mobbed at the beach but the
restaurant isn’t overly busy. I worked for a while and then Amanda, Kassidy, and her friend, Crystal,
came down to meet me. We walked for a while and bought some kind of seafood snack. I remember
pushing Kassidy in the stroller for a while but it was so mobbed I was afraid she was going to get
trampled so I picked her up. You literally couldn’t go 5 feet without running into someone.
You mention having Barbara Hamel interview. What is that? Not sure if I am aware of it. Sounds
like one of my ex-girlfriends, from high school. Her name was Barbara Brooks then. It is pretty hard
to remember back to specific days of 2000. I wish I had taken better notes of the times, trips to
Martha’s Vineyard, canoe trip, etc. Not only is recollection shaky, but it was so long ago, it will be
hard to verify or find documentation to back up dates. I split the Martha’s Vineyard week with Larry
Lane and his girlfriend, Kim Grace, if we make contact with him at some point, he may have better
recollection. I do know for that particular trip Kassidy was with Amanda’s mom. This trip had to
have been real early on in the summer.
Ok, I hear you are hesitant to label a “mistaken representation” as a lie. I agree lies are
intentional. However, can I refer you back to the cops initial interviews of me, Jen, Amanda, etc. etc.
the cops sure did make a lot of “mistaken representations” about Kassidy’s injuries, and what caused
them, and when they told Jeremy that Jeff Marshall had taken a lie detector test, when, in fact, he
hadn’t.
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It was very sad what the police tried to do to Bruce. I haven’t spoken to Bruce in a long time. He
is a high character guy and one of the few people that you will meet in the world that is as honest as
they day is long. If he knew of something, he surely would have told the police because that is what
you do. I haven’t read your notes recapping his interview yet but I remember at the time, thinking,
“Wow, Bruce you know me better than anyone, don’t question yourself.” It seems like they really
tripped him up. I remember at that time thinking that Jeremy was like the only person that the cops
didn’t fool, including myself. I really miss Bruce. I spoke to him a couple of years ago, when Ron
Rice was more involved. I wanted Bruce to meet with Ron. He was hesitant to get involved but
would if it would be beneficial but Bruce just didn’t see how it could be helpful to talk to Ron when
he could read everything from the reports. “I just don’t see how I could possibly help and add to
anything I’ve already said. Chad, you’re family is paying for this guy and I don’t see the sense in
rehashing what little I know.”
Morrison, I’m sharing this with you so we can vary the approach. I recently requested that you
and I speak before you try to contact, Jeremy, Bruce, Tristan, etc. I hope to have your number
approved within the next week or two and we’ll discuss in more detail. Bruce is as straight forward
as they come. If you meet him, you will love him. If we give him the sense that number one you
aren’t expensive, we are seeking truth, and we are taking a completely different approach, he may
speak. You may have to remind him of the friendship you observed between us through the interview
and acknowledge that they put him through the ringer and we have no intentions of doing the same.
My general impression is most of these people need a little hope. It’s been a long time but I
shared something special with these people. Sometimes a simple reminder of those good times and
the person they remember is enough to get them hungry to help. I believe the note that Bruce said
Amanda wrote had something to do with her recollection of events. As you can imagine, she was
kind of numb to everything just days after Kassidy died. I don’t recall seeing it. At the time, I believe
it was Bruce’s girlfriend who suggested that she jot things down as she remembers them. That way,
she has no one pressuring her and she can write what she wants. I always told her to be honest but
thought it best if I steered clear of the situation. She would go off into Bruce and Jess’ bedroom
sometimes alone sometimes with Jess. Most of the time, Amanda wanted to be just left alone with
me. I would just sit and hold her. I guess it was comforting to both of us.
This entire thing was pretty tough on Bruce. Even though he didn’t have children/he really took
to Kyle and Kassidy. I think it was just Bruce’s nature but he mulled this allover in his mind a
million times. He is a math guy and is always trying for things to make sense. He apologized to me at
his house for not being stronger. (He was a little standoffish) I told him we were fine (I had no idea
what police put him through for several months) I think he has gone back and forth several times
since Kassidy’s death. He is a guy that wants so much to believe in the system. They couldn’t have
gotten it wrong. Several times when he has visited he has asked me questions and I always answer
whatever he asks. For example, he asked me once why after it first happened were Amanda and I so
secretive? I tried to explain Amanda’s state of mind. She didn’t want anyone around, but she didn’t
want to be alone. She liked having everyone at Bruce’s together but mostly wanted to be off in a side
room alone with me, curled up together in a chair. I don’t quite understand it all either. I know it
seems crazy but how do you explain the worst kind of grief imaginable, the death of your child?
Maybe he thought she and I were plotting or something but mostly we were just trying to get
through, sharing stories about Kassidy etc.
There were three people in the car I pulled out: Mitchell Hartford, Christian Pare and PJ Rogers.
I’ve never heard from them. Anyone would have done what I did. PJ’s mom used to send me the
nicest Christmas card every year thanking me for the gift of her son. I didn’t think it was a big deal.
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My mistake with Michelle Manchanda, sorry. Michelle and Jason are the parents of Malana.
Malana is my 11 year old niece, born in August 1998. As you can tell by her birth date, Malana is
approximately 6 months older than Kassidy was. She and Kassidy played together once when we
came to Keene to visit. We were all swimming. Malana was too young to remember Kassidy, but
they were extremely cute together. Two little blonde girls playing in the kiddie pool.
I’ve glanced through the by-laws that you provided and intend to read them more thoroughly
after I’ve finished typing for the day. They seem pretty official. Is it common for all organizations
such as ours to have them? I didn’t realize we were incorporating. Are you planning on doing this
right off? Should we plan on trying to contact people from the other side first? My fear is once
incorporated or web site goes up, it may make it more difficult to get information and truth from
people. You’ve been through this before, am I worrying for nothing?
I remember something I wanted to type in last letter. When I mentioned these people need a little
hope, I thought another thing for them to hear, particularly the people who are not my friends, is “I’m
going to write the book regardless, so talking to me for a few minutes will ensure that I have the
record straight.” I know if someone said this to me, I may be more inclined to listen to what they feel
is the truth and correct them if they are wrong. All we are looking for is to get a foot in the door.
Once you get people talking they will usually let their guard down. I keep thinking I would have
made a good PI because I don’t take no for an answer. Maybe that is the persuasive thing you were
asking about. I would be creative. Not to say you are not, I’m just thinking back to Jon Morgan and
getting frustrated. If he knocked on someone’s door and they
didn’t want to talk he was fine with that. Me, I’d stick my foot in the door, show a family photo if I
had to and remind them that though this is uncomfortable - a man’s life is at stake. Maybe I’ve
watched too many movies but I would do whatever I had to bring people into the reality of the
situation. Ok, back to By-Laws, I agree, it would be much better if I could get a non-family member
to be the president. This way the public
sees it as more than family members.
Which brings me to my next subject, I think we may have a different opinion on how a book
should be written. While I agree that I need to have input and tell my side of the story, I think the
majority of it should be written from your perspective. Perhaps I am wrong but I believe this will
give it more credibility. It’s like when you corrected me during our first meeting, when I said, “Why
would I lie?” I have a vested interest
in painting a rosy picture. I’m the guy convicted, serving a 43-life sentence. Whatever you write,
good or bad, carries weight because you don’t have anything at stake. Maybe I am mistaken and you
intend to write like this and you just expect question and answers from me as well as commentary.
Whether we like it or not, as a convicted felon who doesn’t believe his conviction is just, I have some
credibility issues in most
circles.
With regards to the emails you sent my mom. I had told a few friends who stay in contact with
me: Jaime, Courtney, etc. that I had a new person interested in my case and trying to help free me
from this wrongful conviction, but I have not told any of them that you would be contacting them
because I had no idea who you would contact and when you would start. To be honest, I assumed
you wouldn’t contact anyone until you got back to Maine.
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Thanks for the understanding. I will try not to stress out. My personality dictates achieve,
achieve, achieve. I really want to keep up with you because I fear if I fall too far behind you may
miss something when you get your responses because you’ve moved so far beyond that issue. (ok,
deep breaths)

Regarding the annotations, I apologize. What a mess. I looked at them when I was done and said,
“SHIT”. Some of what I wrote was so important and others not so much. The thing is, I didn’t know
how else to effectively add my comments. Maybe I should have asked you to double space so I
would have space to comment. I know enough of it was important enough to write so I need you to
read it. If it is too small or simply too busy, to read, let me know and I will type all the comments out
and try to line it up somehow
so you know what I am talking about. I guess I kind of envisioned you adding some of what I wrote
(whatever you deem important) in italics like you did with the secretly taped interview of Amanda by
Jeff. Some are just notes to you, others might be valuable.
You’ll have to decide how to use them. I know you explained they were just some things you
were thinking as you read, not necessarily everything, I have a big confidence issue. If I don’t write it
down I always feel like I will forget it, although I rarely do. Weird huh?
Jan 20 letter- Aidan is Kyle’s half brother. His father is Bill Mellencamp and was married to
Tristan after she and I divorced. Tristan’s maiden name is Wentworth.
With regards to me being a poster child for ADHD, I never thought of it that way but sometimes
I probably am too willing to accept responsibility. I haven’t seen my interview with police in 10
years but I’m sure at some points I was minimizing, because I thought they were focusing on things
that had nothing to do with Kassidy’s death and I felt if I talked about certain other things they would
be even more off track. (palming her cheeks, splashing water, time outs, etc.) But you are also
correct. I felt badly about what happened. I felt responsible for failing her, being selfish, etc. The
funny thing is, I think I did exaggerate a few times because the cops wanted to hear it. It’s crazy to
try and explain but I remember at one point I think I told them I flicked Kassidy in the mouth lightly
because she swore. I can’t remember a time that ever happened. I don’t know why I would even say
something like that other than it was going through my mind, “Ok, if I tell them something that I did
that was bad, which is obviously what they want to hear, we can move onto what really happened.”
The problem, as you know, is that I was not running the interview and no matter what, they
weren’t going to look elsewhere. I just wanted to get the hell out of there so I could see Amanda. I
was so worried about her. I couldn’t really tell them that though because I had played off our
relationship as being no big deal earlier. COMPLICATED!!!!
Yes you read it correctly. I have taken anger management at the prison. I am definitely angry for
the reasons you list. No matter what the situation though I try to set a good example for Kyle. If I
encourage him to get involved with his community, make self-awareness and improvement as well as
education important, shouldn’t I model the same? We can always improve and I try. I am short
tempered at times, but usually that involves a bad day and alcohol (before prison, and mostly before
Amanda). I’m definitely not the monster they made me out to be.
Responding to your question about Kassidy having a similar bruise pattern with Jeff. There were
several times I was out of town. With McDonald’s we would have store manager conventions all
over the country once a year and assistant manager conventions locally. I can’t recall exactly, but I
think in 2000 our convention was in Philadelphia. I want to say it was August, but I really have no
way of verifying. Maybe the Corporate office in Westwood keeps such records. I don’t know anyone
in Corp but Jeremy may be able to help or perhaps a random call.
Occasionally, I would go home to Keene for an evening by myself. I recall once in September of
2000 I went home because Vanessa and I met up and had a drink together. I don’t know why Kassidy
would have been with Jeff while I was out of town. (Another good question for Amanda) I know
that she would sometimes go visit them and Jen and Amanda would go out to a store and for
whatever reason leave Kassidy with Jeff for short periods. Occasionally Jen and Amanda would be
out doing a landscaping cleanup job and Jeff would keep Kassidy with him. I’m sure this happened
more than once.
I’m almost positive that I noticed the bruises on Kassidy after I came back from my overnight in
Keene in September. I cannot recall exactly why Kassidy was with Jeff. Amanda may have been
going out with one of her girlfriends. (I know the state would like everyone to believe that I would
not allow Amanda out, but nothing is further from the truth).

If Kassidy hit her head at 9am, I would say by 2 or 3 P.M. she would be bruised. Obviously, the
next day would be far worse.
With regards to Jeff’s secret taping of him and Amanda. Ok, that’s fine. I just didn’t think it was
part of record because it was illegal taping and it was NEVER brought up anywhere.
No, the Kirby vacuum cleaner that Amanda wanted had to wait, because I had to have something
to hold over her head. I friggen’ couldn’t say no to anything else she wanted. (LOL)
Golf outing- Yes it was the 24th of October. Actually, it was an annual event put on by
Automatic Rolls and Martin Brower, two of our suppliers. Usually it was held earlier than October. It
was a “best ball” tournament. It was basically a booze fest. Four of us would get together on a team
and play whatever ball was hit best. I don’t have a handicap because I never played that much golf.
I’m into more active sports, basketball, etc. They always put a good golfer with the less experienced.
By the end of the day, the good golfer was usually frustrated with me because I did better than them.
I could drive the ball a mile and putt well. It was my mid-game that needed work. I had never played
golf until high school. Dan Frasier took me out to the local golf course in Keene. Dan introduced me
to a lot of the “finer” things in life. Golf, a good steak, a nice suit, a good wine, strip clubs, etc. I
wanted to learn to play golf because it was about finesse vs. just brute strength. I found it very
challenging. I only played a few times a year but had fun. The golf outing was held at the Overlook
Country Club in Hollis NH. I can’t recall the football game you asked about right now, but I will try
to find it out.
With regards to Jeff I know during our trip up to Maine to get a 3-wheel ATV, he said that his
mom “beat his ass as a kid.”
Regarding sexual abuse of Kassidy. The detectives asked Jen and Amanda during their first
interviews if they thought either Jeff or I could have sexually abused Kassidy because her genitals
were red and enlarged. I was appalled at the idea.
Kyle was born in July, 1997. Brent born in June, 1993. I did have meetings with my bosses
typically three times a month. Usually in his Hudson Office. I met with my store managers. Usually
once a week. Usually in my Portsmouth Office store. I have made a note and will try to come up with
more notes and dates of Amanda and Kassidy’s day by day life with me. It will be tough though so
bear with me.
I like your mission/goals/methods statement you put together. I can’t see anything to add to it
(big surprise right?) Good Job.
I am glad you got a chance to speak with Jaime Dodge. She is a real sweetheart. She has stayed
in contact since I got here. We can only keep 10 personal letters in our cell so most of mine get read,
saved for
a little bit, read again and then trashed.
I am glad you got a chance to speak to Mr. Fisher today. He is a nice man. He thinks you have a
nice beard. I’d say he’s a pretty good judge of character. :) I wish I had been a better judge of
character way back when...
You asked about my family. Tammy and Ronny are my half brother and sister. My dad was
married once before to a lady named Elizabeth. They divorced and my dad met my mom while they
worked together at the book press in Brattleboro Vt. My mom and dad married May 23, 1970. They
bought a house in Keene, N.H. and my dad started a rubbish removal company.
I came along Oc. 15, 1971. Jason was next in Feb. 1973, and finally Nicole was born in
Jan.1976. Tammy was born in July of 1962. and Ronny Dec.1st two years later.
Well, Valentines Day is almost over. I hope you remembered to do something special for your
wife.
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That is interesting that you met the people that wrote the book, “Picking Cotton” Did you know
they were going to attend the book festival?
I appreciate the eye contact information you sent. Some of it made a lot of sense. I also like the
title of the book you plan to write, it does seem a little long though?

I spoke to one prison artist about creating the drawing that you requested. This guy, Dave, is
really good but is a bit of a perfectionist. We have some people here that can draw quickly but I have
no access to them right now. Dave is a little slower but should do well. I have asked him to complete
a drawing. If it is not enough or doesn’t fit what we are looking for I will have others done.
Hopefully some of the other artists that I know will be out of SHU, living in my unit, etc. It seems
like I have seen some parents on television palming their children’s faces in this fashion. I have
enlisted a couple of my friends here to keep their eyes open. (no pun intended).
While I was growing up my dad always emphasized eye contact as a show of respect. He would
say, “When a person is speaking look them in the eye. This shows them that you care about what they
are saying.” Whenever my dad spoke I made it a point to look him in the eyes. He is the person I
respect most in the world. Throughout life I have always tried to do this and I think it has only
enhanced my relationships with people. We have ears and can obviously hear when someone is
talking around us. But when you care enough to drop your pen, push back in your seat and look
someone in the eye, it tells the person that is speaking that they matter to you. I’ve also always felt
that a person’s eyes can tell a story.
Anyone that had seen me interact with Kyle prior to coming to prison will be able to verify that I
always started a correction to him with, “Look in daddy’s eyes….” I remember one time in particular
when I was picking Kyle up from his babsitters, Chad and Linda Dallesandri, Kyle was running
around out front and almost ran into the road. I said his name and he stopped dead. I said, “Look into
daddy’s eyes, (which he immediately did,) you can’t ever run into the road because a car could
accidentally hit you.” He replied, “Ok daddy.” I remember this because Chad and Linda were
standing there in amazement. “Wow, someone knows how to get Kyle’s attention.” It was almost 10
years ago so I doubt they would remember the incident but I do. Chad and Linda were child care
providers and parents that I respected and I think it reaffirmed in my mind that eye contact with the
children is a good way to get their attention.
In my chosen profession, McDonald’s Restaurant Supervision, I learned early on from my boss,
Dan Frazier, as well as personal experience, that eye contact saved a ton of frustration. In the middle
of a $3,000.00 lunch rush it doesn’t take much to throw a hitch in production. If you have 18 people
trying to serve 550 customers there is a ton of background noise, timers, buzzers, fryolater’s, grills,
etc. Eye contact is a must or you will repeat the same order 2 - 3 times. Every second counts during
those rushes. People expect their food hot, they expect it fresh, and they expect it fast. If you have to
repeat every directive you give, you will never keep up. It is one of the first things I taught shift
managers. When you are running the shift, especially during lunch rush make sure you call out your
grill people’s name and they are looking at you prior to yelling out your order or you will have to
repeat everything.
Ironically, I attended a parenting seminar on February 5, 2010 on ADHD run by Dr. Leo Sandy
of Plymouth State University. We watched a video on children with disabilities and one of the things
the speaker addressed was eye contact. “Human reaction dictates the first thing we do when faced
with anxiety is look away. How ridiculous is it for parents to say to their child, ‘you look at me while
I’m yelling at you.’” This immediately hit home with me, of course. I am a 38 year old semiintelligent man, who doesn’t understand how it took some teacher from a private school in
Connecticut to see this. It wasn’t that I expected Kassidy to respect me. She perhaps had no idea
what that meant. I just wanted her full attention. I didn’t realize that when I raised my voice it likely
caused anxiety for her and that is why she would look away or make it seem like she wasn’t paying
attention. How could I have missed this???? Both Kyle and Brent would just look right at me the
minute I said, “look into my eyes….” No further action necessary. I tell them what they are doing
wrong, what the outcome for that could be, how they could get hurt or whatever, end of exchange.
With Kassidy it wasn’t like that. I know that people are different. I can’t explain why I thought the
same “cookie cutter” approach would work with all the kids. The only thing I can surmise is that it is
what I knew.
A few other misc. notes-

I apologize if I offended you in anyway having my mother email you using the contact list I
provided. I’m sure you are aware of how a message can be mixed up by well intentioned people.
(The old telephone game). My concern was we may only have one chance to contact these people so:
1. I wanted them to know that you were who you say you were not some media outlet or something.
Some people are very protective of me. I know that when Sharon English first got the message, she
asked her son, Jarrod, “Who is this guy, is he real, who hired him. I just want to make sure he isn’t
someone trying to hurt Chad.” I figured the intimate contact info would eliminate some of that. If I
told you something about our relationship that only they and I would know, they would make the
connection that you were on my side. 2. I haven’t talked to some of these people in over 10 years and
have no idea what their reaction to me is or how they feel about me now. I had hoped that by sharing
a memory with them it would remind them of the Chad they knew. If they are reminded of
something that we shared it would help make me real to them vs. just the guy they knew that is now
sitting in prison. I don’t know. I’ve just lost a lot of faith in people in general.
I had also assumed the reason you wanted the contact info was to ask each person specific
questions about my relationship with them, what they have witnessed from me, etc. I don’t know if
that is going on as well but from what I understand it seems like it has been more about introducing
yourself, “rallying the troops”, and putting together a team. Which is ok. To be honest, I’ve been
touched that you have had any positive response. I just want to be careful. I don’t want to bug people
too much because I know they all have their own lives. Maybe it is my pride. Maybe being
convicted has taken its toll on me, but I just don’t want to be a burden to people and don’t feel that
I’m worth causing problems for them. I know how I would react if the roles were reversed and that
would be to put all out effort into helping. I’m just not sure I am worth all of that. Having said that, if
people have some information that could be helpful I would like to get it before they disappear. I just
don’t see many people sticking by on my behalf. “Out of sight out of mind” and this is a horrible
thing to attach yourself to.
Again I apologize, I’m sure your methods are great. I just have a hard time trusting. As you can
see from lawyers, to girlfriend, to past P.I.’s, I haven’t had a lot of luck. I have so much at stake and
am not there with you speaking to these people and as I mentioned. I fear we may only get one
chance to talk to some of them. It’s hard to give up that kind of control and assume everything is
going the way you would want it to.
On a completely separate note, last Wednesday I had a basketball game and I was posting up on
a guy that is approximately 6’2” and weighs 260. He got the ball and turned into me when he did he
lead with his elbows and caught me in the chin. It hurt like hell but hurt a lot worse the next day. I
mention this because it never bruised. I think I’m becoming more aware of things and I immediately
had horrible feelings about myself and wanted to scrap this whole thing. I was thinking back to poor
Kassidy and the bruised cheeks that I caused. I know I have thought of it before but this was a very
REAL perspective to me. After I processed this emotion I decided to hold off on giving up until we
find out if she bruised easily, (Anemic?), if length of time of the “palming” affected the bruise
outcome, In other words, if I held position for 20 seconds with steady pressure, would that make it
worse, than a swift grab with more pressure. etc. I think I am going to do an experiment, having a
friend hold my face in a similar manner to see if I bruise. The only thing I am not sure of is if it
makes a difference between child or adult. The bottom line is that I grabbed Kassidy’s cheeks too
hard, and 3-4 times left bruises. I would not be surprised if there was some explanation which
includes some temporary or long-term propensity for easy bruising, but that doesn’t affect my
conclusion that I palmed her face too hard on those occasions. I didn’t kill Kassidy but I am pretty
disgusted with myself right now.
February 18, 2010 (25a)

Interesting that you have Barb (Brooks) Hamel, Craig Gautreau, Corey Merrill, All in one letter.
I am going to add Melissa Chick into the mix, as well. I don’t know what it is with these people.
Some of what they say is the truth, but much of it is pure made up crazyness. I almost hate to address
all of these people together because I don’t want you to think I’m down playing my actions.
Fortunately, there are many names I can provide for all but Melissa Chick that can verify this.
Barbara Hamel was probably my first “love” she is incorrect about when we met and how long
we were together. We didn’t meet until I was in 9th grade. Which was high school. I know this
because November 1986 is when I started at McDonald’s as a 15 year old. Can you believe that I
cannot remember if she was one or two grades ahead of me in school right now? Like every
girlfriend previous to Tristan, She was older than I was. We were a bad mix from the start but for
some reason kept getting back together. She is correct in that she definitely knew how to push my
buttons. I think she enjoyed keeping me on a Yo Yo. I thought I loved her and she kept toying with
me, using my insecurities, saying sweet things one day, horribly mean the next. I didn’t know which
way was up or down where she was concerned. She remembers the break ups differently than I do.
She would break up with me often citing that I wasn’t a challenge. She loved confrontation and I was
kind of a “yes” man. I always wanted to please her. I lost my virginity to this girl and was convinced
starting at 15 years old that I would never find another like her. I would start moving on after we’d
split up and she would decide she wanted me back. I dumped a lot of nice girls to go back to her. I
think it was really that I hated giving up on things. I always felt that we could be great together not
realizing how bad we really were. We had some great times and I always clung to those great times.
If you ever talked to her best friends of that time, Becky Healey, or Ellen Lounsbury, I am confident
that even today, after I have been convicted of this horrible crime, they would paint a very different
picture for you, than was presented by Barbara. Actually, you will be talking to Vanessa Mansson.
Ask her.
On a different subject, in response to your question, I did get in a fight with a guy that was 3
years older than me in 1987. His name was Brian Eschelman and he formerly worked at the
McDonald’s. He thought I had keyed his car or something which was ridiculous. I came out of work
one evening and he and 15 of his friends were waiting for me. We drove to another parking lot. Brian
punched me in the head and I “lit him up.” One of his friends jumped in and I beat him up too. An
hour later, the Keene Police tracked me down and arrested me. When I went into the police station, A
bloody Brian was sitting there on the steps. Of course, I had no friends there so it was my word
against his. I think the charges were dismissed because Brian didn’t show up to court later.
I was involved in a motor vehicle accident with my Corvette. I had been drinking and it was a
male passenger that I was with who jumped in the front seat. I never asked him to, it was his idea
because he didn’t drink. I was 17 or 18 and obviously making some dumb decisions.

The gun incident is also partially true. There was a man in Keene named Brett O’Neil who was
two years older than me and stood about 6’2 and weighed 250-260. One night he was at a party with
three of his friends and thought it would be a good idea to jump Jason, my little brother, because
Brett liked Jason’s girlfriend. They beat the shit out of Jason, broke ribs, his face was a mess, etc.
After the beating was over, Brett tried apologizing to my brother. Jason was always pretty defiant.
He said something to the effect of, “Fuck you man, you know who my brother is, that is the only
reason you are apologizing. You’re dead and you know it.” I was at Barbara’s. I believe I was 18,
my mom called me, crying. I went home and saw this mess that was my brother. This is the type of
thing, messing with my family, that made me very angry. As luck would have it, I saw Brett two
days later while I was driving down West Street in Keene. Dan Frazier was in my passenger’s seat.
Dan and I had been target shooting two days before. When I pulled up beside Brett’s car, I told him
to pull over, “I am going to fucking kill you.” He was obviously scared. He tried apologizing for what
he did to Jay. I informed him that I didn’t want to hear any of that, and to pull over. He showed me a
gun obviously thinking it would get me to back off. I then pulled my gun up by the holster strap
swinging it like a pendulum, and said, “I don’t care. We can play with guns if you want to.” I think
this freaked him out. He sped off and I chased him until he got to some dirt road that I couldn’t fly
down with my Corvette. I never actually pulled my gun. Barbara knows I didn’t get into the fight,
and knew why I was chasing Brett. I left her house to go see Jason. I don’t know why she twisted it
this way.
With regards to the work incident, I have become angry at work at times. I don’t recall specific
incident Barbara was speaking of with the customer, but I learned from Dan Frazier that it was best
to go out back and punch a 50 pound shortening block if you get upset.
The very next paragraph in her interview is about my becoming angry at work again. I remember
the Drive-Thru incident well where she speaks of me not letting her use a chair to take orders. One of
the girls that I dated during one of Barbara and my hiatus’, Amy Silver, was also in the Drive-Thru
and informed me that Barbara was complaining how tired she was from previous nights’ activities
and actually said, “Watch me piss Chad off.” Barbara could not handle the fact that I was younger,
that I was her boyfriend, and that I was an assistant manager that she had to answer to. She often did
whatever she could to push my buttons. I believe it made her feel in control. It is a horrible dynamic.
After Barbara, I learned that I never wanted to be my girlfriend’s boss. I hated it. No matter how nice
I was, she took everything personally and challenged everything. When I started dating Tristan, I
quickly asked her to give her resignation. Tristan was a great employee and a lot more mature than
Barbara, but I never wanted to take that chance. I was willing to sacrifice Tristan’s work abilities to
have her in my life personally. Back to Barb. She may have left for the day. I don’t recall. I’m sure I
apologized. It was easier for me to just apologize and take the blame than put up with her attitude. It
is interesting, though, that she admits here that I came to her and apologized and in her last sentence
says I wouldn’t take responsibility for my actions. ???????? I won’t take any responsibility for my
actions yet she seems to severely minimize her role in our problems. I’m not sure if all cases are like
this, but it seems to be a common theme with mine. When you are charged with something horrible,
it seems like people come out of the woodwork to say anything bad about you they can recall or
make up. Talk about your life being put under a microscope.
Also interesting, Barbara could make my blood boil like no other and I was glad to see that in her
report she never lied and said that I hit or something. Hitting girls really isn’t my thing. I guess I was
smart enough to realize (or afraid) that I could seriously injure them. Too bad I wasn’t smart enough
to realize that I shouldn’t grab them, restrain them, etc. It seems like I always gravitate towards the
high maintenance women that enjoy a little drama in their lives. I’ll speak more on this when I type
up my chronology of girlfriends.

My recollection of Craig Gautreau and Corey Merrill is similar. We were all housed together in a
single cell along with another inmate named Adam Tuttle who incidentally is still here. I was with
them for about 5 days after my initial arrest. I didn’t know I was with them in almost a protective
custody state because they had all molested young children and obviously my stuff was very high
profile. I don’t remember much of his interview. I think I have it somewhere here. If I remember
right, it seemed like the police led him a lot in their interview, and were trying to get him to back
Merrill’s statements. He is a very rough around the edges guy and out of the two it made sense to put
Merrill on the stand. He was more clean cut and well spoken. I confronted Gautreau here once about
his false claims and he basically ran from me and right to a cop. While I was in a cell with them they
all acted like they were my best friend. Kassidy had just died. I was arrested with no one to talk to. I
didn’t know any better and talked to them some. I remember specifically talking about picking
Kassidy up from the babysitters and how she was acting, etc.
Corey Merrill also was trying to get a deal. He had nothing to say to the police when they first
approached him. Then, after several months and having the chance to read the newspaper accounts
he seemed to piece together things and ad lib. The county jail situation when they brought him back
from prison to testify during my trial was no doubt a set up. They put us in the same area knowing
full well they should not have. I avoided him like the plague. My lawyers asked for tapes of the
incident where I allegedly threatened him and, of course, they had no tapes available. The guard that
said she heard me say something was fired soon afterwards, and the two senior guards on duty that
were also present said that they heard me say nothing. When Merrill was at the prison with me he
tried apologizing several times. He said that he didn’t want to say anything or testify, but the cops
were threatening and pressuring him. I replied, “I don’t even care, what hurt me is I helped you when
we were housed together for that week and then you lied. Why would you lie?” His only reply was
they made him. I just told him that he would have to live with those lies and the fact that Kassidy’s
real killer is out there.
Regarding William Modlin, it’s interesting that the interview took place fully a year after
Kassidy died, and that Jeff Marshall encouraged him to contact the police. You can ask Jeremy and
Jason about him. It would seem he had all kinds of great information about me. The state would have
used him if they could have, but he would have been shredded by my lawyers under crossexamination. Will was at my house one time. I had an end-of-summer party and invited everyone.
My 40 year old administrative assistant, Melissa Allard, was there. Jeff was also there. My children
were not. I don’t believe he had ever seen me interact with my boys. Certainly he was never at my
house with Tristan and the boys. I know McDougall and Larry Lane would never talk to him about
not testifying. They would NEVER put McDonald’s in that position. The claim about notes on the
paychecks was ridiculous. During that year before my trial, I kept in touch with a lot of former
colleagues, and no one ever said anything about corporate messages about me being sent with
employee paychecks. The only thing that he said that was truthful was that Kassidy was at the
downtown Hampton McDonald’s a week or two prior to her death. I remember sitting there feeding
her French Fries. The dining room there was the size of your average living room, i.e. tiny. Can you
imagine me yelling at her there??
You asked for my assessment on the police that worked on my case. I think they all jumped on
the same bandwagon. It’s like, none of them were independent thinkers. Something horrible had
happened and these people were so sure I did it, that they put their blinders on. The only cop who
might have been slightly different was a cop named Paul Callahan from the Rochester PD. I dealt
with him on a few minor theft issues from our restaurant when I first went to Rochester. I believe his
wife was a lawyer or something. He was a real nice guy who was going to school for something.
Paul and I talked several times about going out to the local gun range and shooting. He seemed like a
good guy. I think he did stick with them and is now a captain there or something. Rochester PD had
a very limited role in my case. He was actually one of the officers that showed up at my house with
the DCYF lady after Rochester was informed that Kassidy had died.
I am glad you had an email exchange with Darren Janakis although it was unclear to me what
that exchange was.

February 19, 2010 (26)
Amanda did get married, I believe June 8, 2007. Right after she started visiting me. (She
disappeared again soon after.) His name is Craig __________ and his stepmother, Kim __________
who lives in Keene was provided to you with my contact information. Ironically, Kim is a supporter
and believes I am innocent. I knew Kim professionally from my years as an assistant manager at the
Keene McDonald’s.
I remember Halloween night well. Kassidy was too sick to go out. I believe it was right after she
fell from Jeff’s truck window. [wow, events can help with dates can’t they] Tristan and I ended up
taking Kyle and Brent out alone in Milton. The plan was all along for us to take all the kids together.
Tristan and Amanda both cared about the kids. Amanda stayed home with Kassidy and I went to
meet Tristan and the boys. Amanda encouraged me to go but I know she wasn’t too happy about me
spending the time with Tristan. It’s funny that Melissa mentioned that Amanda was going to go trickor-treating with her and Kassidy. The plan was always for us to go out but Amanda had a habit of
making 100 different sets of plans. She didn’t like to say no to anyone. I can hear Melissa asking and
Amanda replying, “yeah, that sounds awesome, we’ll have to do it.” She never wanted to
disappoint people. Looking back, that is probably half the reason for all of her mis-statements.
I did discover that Amanda had not graduated high school when she previously told me she had.
I’m not sure how I learned it. She must have slipped up or something. Obviously she was ashamed.
What upset me is that she didn’t just tell me the truth.. I wouldn’t have understood her dropping out,
as she was pregnant with Kassidy. I just HATE being lied to especially when I am in love with
someone. I am too insecure for that. If they will lie to me about something stupid, what else are they
lying to me about? Is she lying when she says she loves me? Is she lying when she says that she
wants to get married? Etc. etc. Amanda didn’t ever want me to find out anything “bad” about her.
Like I would break up with her or something. I was older, good career, had some college, etc. and I
think that intimidated her some or something. I tried to always be aware of this but she was always
super sensitive. The ironic thing is Amanda is far from dumb. Actually she is pretty smart and I
always told her I felt that.
The thing about this overnight with Kassidy staying at Melissa Chick’s, I don’t believe it ever
happened at least not alone. Amanda may have stayed at her house on the weekend of my birthday. I
heard several descriptions about that weekend, so I have no idea where she actually went. I think
Melissa claim of having Kassidy alone, over the summer, and seeing all the bruises on her stomach
was part of a manufacture job with police. Before the state met with Melissa and Tracey Foley in
November of 2001, they were aware that they had problems with their star witness, Jeff Marshall.
Melissa never mentioned this overnight stay during her first interview with Police almost a year
earlier. Similar to Tracy Foley’s recollection during her Nov. 7 2001 2nd interview of Amanda having
bruises on her jaw and Amanda saying she hit a door. I just don’t believe it. I don’t recall ever seeing
a bruise on Amanda’s jaw and I certainly didn’t hit her or anything. I asked Amanda if Kassidy ever
stayed with Melissa during the summer and she said. NEVER Melissa admitted that she was also
friends with Jennifer Bortner. Could it be that she and Jen had contact with each other and Jen
described the bruising and photos that she saw on Kassidy’s stomach Nov. 9th.2000? I was already
charged at this point. It is not out of the realm of possibilities that she wanted to do the “right thing”
for Kassidy. It’s not as if she would have been the first person in this case to remember something
that didn’t occur. I do believe that Melissa cared about Kassidy a lot.

I don’t believe that Melissa heard my phone conversation with Amanda where she claims I was
nasty. I explained this to my lawyers at the time. The only speaker phone I had was in my office and
when Amanda and I were bickering she was in the kitchen on the cordless because I could hear the
dishwasher and the sink. I think it is more likely that Amanda being an 18 year old girl, was having a
“poor me” moment and relaying the conversation to her friend. I have no idea why they would make
up a story about looking for a ring. I could care less who Amanda had over the house. She knew she
could do whatever she wanted. She had her little brothers down once for almost a week and never
asked me if it was ok. I DIDN’T CARE! Especially in the beginning, I often came home and a friend
of hers was there. I liked some of her friends, didn’t care for others. Typical with any relationship. If
I didn’t like them that was my problem, it’s not like I forbid her from seeing them. Melissa’s story
that I was talking to her about Kassidy after her death were mostly false. She came into the kitchen
and we were both obviously upset. I just kept repeating that I couldn’t’ believe she was gone. One
minute I’m holding her doing her ABC’s and it seemed like the next minute she’s gone. My father
was sitting right there at the table. The mall trip was a little different than she described [interview
recap]
It was Mary Bullard when we were camping all together in Vermont during the summer of 2001
that told me Amanda’s real age. It was upsetting because. 1. It was another thing that Amanda
deliberately lied to me about. 2. It made me feel like an even bigger “cradle robber”. I was already
charged at this point and kept thinking this will look great to a jury.
February 21, 2010 (27)
Enclosed in your letter were notes on Travis’ interview recap. I know I am far behind
commenting on the recaps you provide. I just haven’t figured out a good way to do it yet so that you
don’t need a magnifying glass. My dog’s name was Kato. He was a beautiful white German
Shepherd. I got him as an 8 week old puppy shortly after I bought my house in Rochester and Mary
and I moved in. He was our “child”. I swear he was almost human. Dates tend to blend together after
a few years in prison. I think I bought the house in 1994? I was a big Bruce Lee fan and though I had
never seen an episode of The Green Hornet, I loved the name Kato and that is how he got it.
Interestingly, I got him from a girl that I used to date on and off while living in Keene, Sarah Walsh,
who lived with a friend for a short while in Rochester.
Regarding my house- I stayed at my house for a short time after I was released from county jail
on November 16, 2000, but because of the media attention, I had a real hard time finding work and
had to go to my parents in Keene, which is on the other side of the state. For a while Travis Hunt
continued to stay there with his sister and her boyfriend while I was in Keene. After my arrest for
violating my bail condition, I had my bail revoked and was sent to Strafford County jail on Aug. 20
or 21, 2001. While in jail I became friends with a man named David J. Haycock, (DJ), and he moved
in to my house. I think he stayed for well over a year and my parents received one or two months
rent. Finally, we had to get Mr. Fisher who was helping me with my civil case at the time, serve
paperwork to get him evicted. At some point after that Amanda stayed there with Mandy Allard.
Actually, I believe Amanda stayed there twice, once after my conviction, before her trial with Mandy
and, again for a short while after she completed her sentence.
We held onto my house for a lot longer than we should have. My mom had a hard time parting /
letting go. I think she was convinced this case was going to be flipped and she wanted me to have my
nice home to go back to. I think she viewed it as- “if I give up on the house, I’m giving up on Chad.”
It’s a hard thing for a parent to deal with. I understood her pain. The weight of a $900.00 monthly
house payment on two people making $10.00 per hour, was sinking them after a few years. Not to
mention, they had their own bills. It was breaking my heart to watch but how do tell your parents
what to do? Finally, I was able to convince my mom that the house meant nothing to me. It was just a
material thing that was burying them. Though I loved the house and was proud of it and the fact that
I bought my first house at 21, even if I got out of jail the next day, I would not want to go back there.
In fact, I wouldn’t even want to go back to that area. I think I was able to help her see that giving up
on the house was not the same as giving up on me coming home. With this, she was able to let go.

In a previous letter I wrote more specifically about dates that Amanda was there. I was NOT
witness tampering. That was just the excuse the prosecutors used in order to convene a grand jury
and try to gather evidence because they were lacking that. I was in jail during the trial but was
allowed, as all inmates are to wear civilian clothing in front of the jury. Which seems like a farce to
me. This is supposed to make it so the jury isn’t prejudiced against you because you get to wear a
suit rather than county jail clothing? As if being the person charged in the first place doesn’t
prejudice the jury against you. I think it may have been Jon Morgan who commented during the
upgrading of my charges during the grand jury. “They upgraded to 2nd degree murder and added all
of these assault charges to get you on something. How is a jury supposed to look at all of these
charges and not conclude, well, he must have done something for the police to charge him with all of
this.” Originally I was arrested on a single count of manslaughter.
February 21, 2010 (28)
Stanley Staley was one of Jeff’s friends. In fact, I believe he is the guy who had an altercation
with Travis Hunt outside the courtroom. I’ve never met him but from what Jeff told me prior to this
situation, Staley was someone that no one wanted to mess with.
Regarding the letter from Amanda to the Strafford County Superior Court- I believe this was
where Amanda was feeling extremely pressured by the police, knew she had said some things that
were not true, etc. I believe Amanda’s friend, Cathy, told Amanda that perhaps she should get her
own lawyer and I believe Vanessa may have helped her with this because Amanda requested her
help. The police and prosecutors were hell bent on the fact that I was “convincing Amanda” and
working her over. This just wasn’t the case. They were convinced they would find my finger prints
allover the envelope that Amanda sent to the court and the paper itself. It all turned up negative
because I had nothing to do with it. I came home to Vanessa’s one evening and Amanda was asking
Vanessa questions about a lawyer or something. I wanted nothing to do with it. There was NO WAY
I was going to give her advice and give the state the opportunity to say I influenced her. (It turned out
that I gave the state this ability anyway just by being with her, but I knew my motives for being with
Amanda were pure, so I naively wasn’t concerned). Anyway, the only thing I told Amanda was do
whatever is right for you and always tell the truth. I still naively believed the truth would win out. As
I stated, I wanted nothing to do with the conversation so I grabbed Hannah and Johan, (Vanessa’s
children) and walked with them to the convenience store to buy some snacks. By the time we
returned to Vanessa’s apartment, they were done discussing whatever it was they were discussing. I
know you will want a date of this event but dates are hard for me. I can tie it to events, taking the
kids to the store, much more easily. I am not even sure this is when Amanda was doing her
paperwork, it is my guess. Thankfully, they didn’t include me.

It’s ironic. The above paragraph is the perfect example of the problem I have with this case and
the police. It’s like these people had blinders on and were not willing to look beyond their theory
that, “Chad Evans did this”. My motives for being with Amanda were because I loved her, because
she lost her daughter and I was concerned for her well being. She had no one else that she trusted,
could depend on, or wanted to be around. For the longest time I wanted to be a police officer
growing up. I hope I would have made a better one than these people that approach their job with
tunnel vision. In their minds I could have only been with her because I wanted to convince her of
something. The fact that my finger prints weren’t all over her paperwork should have told them
something, just like 100 other things in this case before it should have. They had this one thought in
their mind, me, and pursued it with abandon, ignoring anything that might point in another direction.
During one of your interview recaps of Amanda, she stated to police something to effect of, “yeah, I
don’t know why I want to be with him, it’s not like you guys would lie to me.” you correctly made
the statement in brackets that she wanted to be with me because she knew what was in her heart even
though she had all these other people (friends, family, and police) trying to convince her otherwise.
Ironically, it was this pressure by the police that caused her to seek legal counsel. THEY were doing
to her, the exact thing they were convinced I was doing. What were their motives beyond solving a
case? Because I am accused, I’m automatically all bad. Every action is put under a microscope What
about their accountability?
Why is clearing a docket more important than truth? You mentioned there are too many games
played by lawyers and why not just let people get up and tell the truth. I agree but what about the
games the police play, the things they ignore, etc. while they are searching for THEIR version of the
truth?
Glad to hear about the website domain name. It is cool that they were having a 2 for 1 sale. I
totally understand about reimbursement and expect that with out of pocket expenses.
You asked about Thomas McNeil. I find this interview to be very interesting. I don’t know who
Mr. McNeil is but I suspect that as one of Jeff’s former neighbors, or friends he may be a good
person to talk to. He mentions thinking that Kassidy may be a little slow. He saw her 4-5 times and
didn’t observe bruises. Most interestingly, the police were told by someone that he may have
witnessed Kassidy’s fall from Jeff’s truck. I’m pretty confident that it would only be Jeff that
provided Mr. McNeil’s name to the police.
You asked about the trampoline- I can’t recall specific dimensions but I would guess it is 3-3.5
feet high and 18’ in diameter. I bought the biggest one that was sold at the time. We still have it. My
parents set it up every summer in the door yard for Kyle. He still loves it and can do some pretty cool
flips. When my brother sets it up this year I will have him take some clear photos for you. It was
used in every combination imaginable. As you can imagine, everyone loved it. Kyle and Amanda
were the most athletic on it. She showed him how to do some amazing flips.
Kassidy mainly enjoyed bouncing. She would run around the edges more than the middle
because there was less bounce. She enjoyed the middle if someone was holding her hands sort of as
you would when playing “Ring around the rosy”. This helped her maintain her balance. Amanda
would sit in the center holding Kassidy’s hands and they would bounce to their feet and back sitting.
It was pretty much the only trick that I could do, besides going very high due to my weight
advantage. It was very relaxing. I loved bouncing with the kids for a few minutes after work. The
only problem we had was once we let Kyle on it, he never wanted to get off. I did jump with the kids
sometimes but I was a little leery because one time I jumped up and bounced on one of the kids.
Sometimes it is difficult to control where you are going. I purchased the trampoline for the boys at
their combined birthday party after Tristan had moved out but as I recall, she even came over and
jumped on it a few times. Brent jumped on it some but he was a very different child than Kyle.
You asked about injuries to Kyle. I can remember lots he was” wild child” I’m sure my family
and Tristan can think of even more. Kyle was the kid that was going to test every limit. At 4 or 5
years old He was strong enough to shimmy up a door casing. I recall one time he was running on my
parents’ pool deck and fell down scraping his hands and both knees.

The spring after Tristan and I split up I met Dorothy Urrutia, Tristan’s best friend in high school,
at the Rochester commons park with Kyle and her kids. We were pushing the kids on the swings and
some older kids were jumping off the swings as they went up. I said to Kyle, “Don’t you dare do
that,” because I knew that little shit was fearless and would jump. I was talking to Dot and the next
thing I knew he jumped from like 7 feet up. He fell face first and cut his mouth up. I freaked! Blood
came pouring out of his mouth. He was screaming. I went into hysterics. Dot had to slap me across
the face to get me to calm down. She told me to get towels and I ran to the car. It turned out it was
just a small cut on his tongue but I was sure it was more. Kyle had tons of scraped knees, elbows,
bruises, etc. from dumping his bike or falling off his skateboard while learning. He’s had bruises on
his chin from running into things, etc. In later years, he has broken bones playing sports.
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I do not know anyone on the “Child Fatality Review Committee” roster that you sent me.
Regarding the Keene Board of Education. The only name that I recognize is Neil Donegan. He
served at the same time I did. There were 2 attorneys on the board with me. Ted Parent and Ed
Burke. Vanessa worked for Ted for a while. She may have a feel if he & would help. Because I was
promoted and transferred to Rochester NH I had to resign my position early. I think I served for a
little under two years. Unfortunately the only person I was really close to on the board was the
chairwoman. I believe her name was Cathy Kendall. She was a great lady and was really showing me
the “ropes” I was sad to learn that she had died several years after I left Keene. If anyone would have
helped from that board it would have been her. (story of my life) I believe she was only in her 40’s so
it must have been cancer or something. I was elected to the board I believe in 1991 or 1992. It was so
long ago, hard to recall. My mom probably has article somewhere. I know I was in my teens and the
youngest school board member ever.
The biggest reason I decided to run was the last year or two of high school were a bit rough in
Keene. The contract negotiations were a huge battle and the students were right in the middle of it.
The teachers adopted a “work to rule” attitude and were not doing any of the extras that it takes to
make a school run. We almost didn’t have a yearbook my senior year because no one wanted to step
up and be the advisor.
Teachers were doing the bare minimums as spelled out in their contracts to “show” the public
how valuable they were. They wanted more money and the taxpayers weren’t interested in budging.
Somewhere in the middle of it all the kids seemed to have been forgotten. I wanted to be on the
board, as a recent graduate to give all kids a voice. The first year, it was a much bigger task than I
anticipated and was in a little over my head but I learned quickly. It was frustrating. My only
experience was in the private sector where change can be made immediately. In public service, it’s
like you have to jump through hoops to make change happen. I felt very strongly about kindergarten
being available to all children. At that time it was not a requirement in NH, though we were lucky in
Keene. I also felt very strongly about student/teacher ratios and increasing our statewide test scores.
Keene had one of the best public school systems in the state but I felt strongly that the pay structure
for teachers should be altered somewhat. I believe in a merit based system. I felt too many teachers
were doing just enough to get by and getting a 3% raise and then you had some excellent teachers
that went above and beyond the call of duty and they get that same 3% annual raise. Where is the
incentive to make the best students possible? Even for teachers that go into it because they love
children, teaching, or whatever, not getting recognized/rewarded for doing more than is required can
get old quickly. I knew the union and “fat cat” administrators would give every excuse of why this
couldn’t work so I was planning to tie it to annual bonuses. I was still working out the particulars
with Cathy when I had to resign, but I think it could have been awesome. I remember feeling pretty
good because she said fresh ideas like these are what the board needs. It would have required some
selling and some honest work from department heads and administrators but they payback could
have been huge.
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You asked why Dr. Greenwald couldn’t see bruises on Thursday, November 9th, to the back of
Kassidy’s head and to the top of her foot that I saw on Wednesday. Good question. I suspect I may
not have seen them Wednesday but was describing something I had seen earlier and remembered
they were “accidents” that happened while in Jeff’s care. She limped for several days at one point
because as I recall, Jeff told Amanda that he tripped over the dog while running to get the phone and
landed right on her foot. The black and blue to Kassidy’s head as well as the two large lumps were
the product of her falling from Jeff’s truck window. I don’t have a copy of my interview, so I can’t
be sure although I suspect this is correct. It was incredibly stressful in the interrogation room and I
recall trying to think quickly at times to give them an answer.
At the time, I believed many of these things that happened at Jeff’s to be accidental. Many of the
excuses just seemed clumsy and dumb luck.
With regards to Tracy Foley saying that she saw a bruise on Amanda’s jaw and Amanda telling
her that she hit it on a door. I honestly can’t recall. I don’t remember seeing a bruise on her face. It
seems like an odd place to hit a door. The only door I would think that is possible with would be one
of our kitchen cabinet doors. We had very low ceilings and I hit my head on the cabinet door that
opened in front of the main door coming into the house more than once. Maybe I grabbed Amanda or
something and just don’t remember it. I’m sure this is what both Tracy and Melissa were alluding to
(I haven’t read their interviews or your recaps yet.) What I find interesting is why are Tracy and
Melissa bringing it up a year after Kassidy died rather than the first time they spoke to police
immediately after Kassidy died? Is it because they had also charged me with simple assault of
Amanda and she was backing away from her statement that we fought on the night of the 8th (the
mug incident)? Were they saying this because I was charged and they wanted to do the right thing for
Kassidy and help make my conviction stick? Reading this just reminded me of something else.
Earlier today when I was typing letter # 28, I read that Jim White sent Amanda’s application to the
court to the forensic lab looking for my finger prints. I believe he did this on May 22, 2001. They
assumed I had something to do with it.
The more I think about it, the more I think Amanda may have applied after one of her several
trips to Texas and her friend Cathy suggesting it. Anyway, the thing that just struck me, I’m 99%
sure that I hadn’t even seen any of my discovery at that point. I remember the state was dragging
their feet on turning over our discovery. Maybe Alan will know when we started getting it from
them. I know the lawyers made a stink at one point. Anyway, my point is, I hadn’t even read what
Amanda had said in her interviews. Why would I be the one advising her to get a lawyer. If I was
going to do that, in the very beginning, instead of encouraging her to go to see the police for all of
these interviews, why wouldn’t I have encouraged them to do it then (line above her not them) or not
even go to interviews. It just seems like another example of how the police just want to think the
worst and don’t ever ask themselves if something makes sense.
I wasn’t reading closely enough and now see that you included the 2 pages from my interview. I
think it was exactly as I described above. I just found out a few hours earlier that Kassidy was dead.
My emotions were all over the road. I couldn’t even think straight. I think I was describing things
that I had seen but not necessarily on Wednesday.
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Tristan and I were married 11/24/1996. Brent Lincoln, her eldest son, was born in June 1993.
Tristan’s maiden name IS Wentworth. It is also the name she currently goes by.
I believe we had a combined birthday party for Brent and Kyle at my house on Sunday June 25,
2000. Tristan was having another one for Kyle at her house on his actual birthday. I wanted to do
something for Brent which is why we had it then. If I remember correctly, Larry Lane and his wife,
Janet, had recently split up. Larry helped me set up the trampoline for the kids. We had a cookout. I
believe Jen and Jeff were up visiting and I think Tristan came by but didn’t stay long. She was going
to do her own thing. Likely, on that particular week, we weren’t getting along.

I was surprised that Tristan said to the police during her interview that I had changed a lot after
she left. That I stopped working 90 hours a week, valued time with the family more, etc. I wonder if
she regretted or resented that I didn’t change earlier. I guess I needed a wake-up call. Sometimes I
become purpose driven. I like to think I could have changed without her leaving. I was guilty of
trying to prepare so much for tomorrow that I wasn’t enjoying enough of today.
Back to the kids... I think I grilled up some steaks, chicken, burgers, etc. I believe Amanda
picked up some cold salads and a cake at Hannaford’s. Yes, Kassidy was there. It was the first time
any of the kids had seen the trampoline. She didn’t know what to make of it the first time we plopped
her onto it. She went running right for Amanda. There is a special safety cage that we installed after
Kassidy died. I wish we had put it on prior. Another irresponsible decision. We never let them play
on it unsupervised, but it only takes a minute to bounce off the wrong way. (as happened several
times)
Typing about Tristan above, my failed marriage, and working so much got me to thinking. There
was a lot I wanted to do back then but it seemed like work was always so demanding. I couldn’t
settle for mediocrity. (At least not until my marriage fell apart and I got my life more balanced.)
Being the best helped me get ahead at work, but it was also very costly. It cost me time with Kyle
and Brent. It cost me with Tristan. It also cost me with some of the other things I wanted to
accomplish. I liked the challenge of being on the Keene Board of Education and wanted to be
involved with politics in some capacity in Rochester. I wanted to volunteer more for causes I
believed in more than just a few times a year. It seemed the job always called and another promotion
was just around the corner which would allow me to take even better care of my family. I wish that
achieving then wouldn’t have been so important to me.
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You asked about Jeff Marshall’s landscaping contracts. I believe he peaked with 9-10 restaurants
a year, possibly two years earlier. I notified him, in October, after he did his fall cleanups that he
would not be doing any of my restaurants the following year. That is not how contractors are
typically notified, but I felt it only fair to let him know ahead because Jennifer was Amanda’s sister.
That is an interesting question you pose of whether this may have made him resent me in the fall of
2000. Perhaps enough to quietly get back at me and blame me with the cops??? I thought I was
doing him a favor by letting him know ahead that I wouldn’t be hiring him again. That way he could
line up some other commercial accounts.
The standard procedure we follow is every year we accept bids for each individual restaurant
(March- April). We sign a seasonal contract that includes a spring up, weekly maintenance, and fall
clean up. It makes sense as a supervisor of multiple restaurants to use as few outside vendors as
possible. This way they learn what you like and you presumably spend less time explaining yourself
and following up, certainly with fewer people.
What it comes down to with the owner was costs. He was very cost-conscious. Jeff was cheap,
but he was difficult to work with. My direct supervisor, Bob McDougall, couldn’t stand Jeff because
of all the follow up necessary, but he is a “company man.” I informed Bob McDougall that I would
landscape myself before I ever hired Jeff again. My restaurants were not looking as I wanted them,
and every week it seemed like I was taking him for a walk-through at one of the restaurants. Jeff
started out the season well, but by June, everything seemed to decline. Peter (Napoli, the owner) may
have looked at it as we are saving a few bucks, but I was viewing it as causing aggravation. I would
have happily spent an extra $10 a week to a competent landscaper and only have to tell him
something once or twice.

This would have allowed me to spend time in the restaurants doing what I felt was important,
working with people. In fact, I called Jeff the morning of Kassidy’s death to again remind him not to
forget to cut the tree line back in Greenland. It wasn’t like he was busy. He required this type of
follow up. As I recall, Jeff landscaped Rochester, Greenland, And Portsmouth for me. He did several
others in Seacoast for Larry Lane. The year before, we scaled him back some, because everyone
agreed he was doing horribly. He did better, but in 2000, he was in over his head again. The price
depended upon the size of the restaurant and amount of work to be done. Rochester was my biggest
and I think the spring clean up, which was winter clean up, planting flowers, and spreading bark
mulch, was around $2000. Weekly Maintenance, which includes, edging, weeding and mowing, was
between $100.00 - $125.00. Three times a year we’d pay him to trim all hedges, etc. You can see
how losing at least 3 restaurants can be significant. I can’t recall if he ever did my Methuen stores.
When I resigned in November, the summer landscape season was over so he wouldn’t have been
doing any restaurants except the on call jobs like the one I needed in Greenland. For the 2000
summer season I believe he did Rochester, Greenland, Portsmouth, Newington, Kittery, Maine,
Exeter and Newmarket.
You asked if I have any second thoughts on resigning. At the time I felt it was the right decision.
Now I regret it if for no other reason than the paycheck. No one asked me to resign or take a leave of
absence. I was a company man and wanted to do what I felt was right. I know Peter definitely
wouldn’t have liked the media attention and I’m sure that he was thankful that I decided to take a
leave of absence until this was resolved. He always called me his second son. I came up through the
ranks with his son Sal. I assumed he meant I was like a second son to him. I ran great restaurants,
developed managers, and made lots of money for him. I worked hard to build those restaurants up. I
didn’t want any part of them failing. Immediately after this happened I couldn’t concentrate on
something for 15 minutes. There is no way that I could effectively do my job. There were 250 +/employees working in my restaurants that I felt directly responsible for. If I
couldn’t focus, how could I lead any of them? In hindsight, I wish I would have just taken some
vacation time to see if I could handle it. I made a snap decision.
The computer survey work was a project for Bruce Aube. He worked for a company in
Portsmouth NH called Delehaye Media Group. Right before Amanda got her job at Old Navy she
was getting restless. She wanted to do something, make her own money, etc. We were talking about
it one night over at Bruce’s and he said he had some marketing surveys that she could do. I think she
was getting paid like 25 cents for every survey she coded. As I recall they were simple surveys with
five possible answers that she had to put into groups. There were literally thousands of these surveys
that needed to be sorted in piles and then keyed. I don’t believe that I did any of the computer stuff. I
did a lot of sorting for Amanda. I was happy for her and wanted to help her accomplish something. I
gave her money every week and whenever she asked for it, but it wasn’t like we had a joint checking
or anything yet. She wanted to earn her own money. When she got her check I deposited it because
she didn’t have a bank account down there. She told me I could keep it because I always paid for
everything but I didn’t want it. She had been moody so I thought this would make her happy. (to do
something on her own). I believe I encouraged her to do something for Kassidy. The surveys came
in batches and had deadlines. If she was close to a deadline Jeff would watch Kassidy for a while. I
would guess Amanda brought Kassidy to Jeff’s a couple of times a week during the survey project in
October. Sometimes she stayed overnight. Other times it was just several hours. Sometimes Kassidy
would just sit and watch cartoons while Amanda worked. In hindsight, it would have been better if
she just worked on them less and kept Kassidy home.
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You seem upset in this letter about me taking the 5th during the deposition in Jeff Marshall’s
lawsuit against me. I previously wrote to you about my tactics for the deposition. Some of it was
legal maneuverings. You already acknowledged that Mr. Fisher and Mr. Cronheim suggested I say
nothing. At that point we were very hopeful for my federal appeal. Part of it you may recall I
admitted was my defiance towards Jeff. How dare he be the last person to see Kassidy alive for
several hours, and then sue me because I tell people my true feelings and observations. I wasn’t
going to do anything to help him hang me. As you noted, there were parts of the deposition where I
was frustrated and wanted to answer. There were other times where I was HAPPY to take the 5th just
because it was frustrating Marshall”s camp.
But there is another thing that I haven’t discussed with you because I haven’t been able to put my
finger on it until now. Depositions scare the hell out of me. Once you say something there it is locked
in stone forever. What if I forget something and then remember it later? Too bad. Ever since this
entire thing started I have not been allowed to be human! Everything I say or do is put under a
microscope and I feel like there are people standing over my shoulder waiting for me to screw up, or
forget something that I did so they can say, “Aha, we’ve got him. He minimized this so he must be
lying about everything!” For example, you asked if I ever lightly swatted Kassidy’s butt. I don’t
recall doing this. It is not something that I do. I thought it was much more effective to get kids to
look you in the eye and communicate to them. Having said this, what if I did do it and just cannot
remember. Maybe 10 people saw me do it. If I am asked during a deposition, “Did you spank
Kassidy?” If I say, “No” which is what I believe to be correct, and ten people can verify that they
saw me do this in Wal Mart’s parking lot, then I’m a liar. If I answer the question, “I don’t believe
so”, it looks pretty lame. I mean, it’s a pretty straightforward question, I should remember if I did or
didn’t but it was 10 years ago. Personally, I don’t understand why I remember some things so clearly
and others I don’t at all or until someone reminds me of it. For example, I had completely forgotten
that I babysat for Janet Lane’s daughters, Chelsea and Taylor until you mentioned it.
In this same letter you apologized to me as an attorney for the harm this profession has done me.
The biggest harm to the accused is lawyers on both sides make the laymen feel like they are trying to
trap you with everything you say. It seems more like a chess game to these people than a search for
truth. (And I suck at chess!) You mentioned during several of your recaps why do the lawyers play
such games and object so much, etc. I wonder the same thing about the police when they are
interviewing a suspect. Why don’t they just ask the question and make you feel comfortable giving
them an honest answer? Why do they have to steer people? Why do they “frame” their questions
during the interrogations so that it will be helpful to their case during trial? Why is it perfectly legal
for the police to lie to you during an interrogation (As they did in my case to multiple people
numerous times)? No one questions their integrity yet EVERYTHING a suspect says is analyzed and
put under a microscope. If the suspect, who is under immense pressure and stress, forgets something,
downplays it, or simply is confused about the question, he/she is toast, and EVERYTHING they are
saying from there on out must be a lie.
How many people are sitting in prisons because “solving” a case was more important than
finding out who really did it?
You have my word that I will answer every future question to the best of my ability. Please just
try and remember for 10 years now when a question is asked of me. It is not only that question that I
have been facing. I am also asking myself, “Where is this question coming from, and what are this
person’s motives for asking it?” Morrison, everyone’s motives for asking questions are not as pure as
yours are. I have to warn you, I am not a quick thinker and don’t feel that I do well under pressure.
Sometimes you ask a question in your letters and I literally have to think for several minutes before
the answer comes to me. I’m not sure how well that will go in a deposition. I’ve always been able to
write much better than speak. I get tongue tied very easily. I’m human and forget things.
You wrote me, “You told Mr. Brown you denied hurting Kassidy what was the problem with
denying them under oath?” It was another legal decision. I had to “pan” through all kinds of
information in my head at that time. I believe I was thinking back to my sentencing hearing and what
my attorneys told me I could or couldn’t say, etc. I just didn’t want to lock myself into anything.

Let me tell you about spanking for a minute. I am a blockhead in a lot of senses but occasionally
someone will say something profound to me that registers immediately and effects change. When
Kyle was born I was the happiest man in the world. He was the most beautiful, perfect baby. At the
time that Tristan was pregnant I had just gotten promoted to general manager of three restaurants and
Larry Lane was my friend and mentor. We were on our way to a meeting or one of the restaurants
one day and we were talking about discipline. He said something that made such sense to me that I
adopted it. He said, “Sometimes you have to give a child a pat on the butt or something for discipline
but anymore than one such pat and it is for you not for them.” We then discussed a situation in my
Rochester restaurant where we witnessed this woman slapping her child on the bottom 4 or 5 times.
He cited that as an example. One whack was sufficient to correct the behavior. The other 3 or 4
whacks the mother administered were because she was frustrated. I don’t recall what Kyle did but I
remember I did pat him on the butt once. It didn’t hurt him but seeing those tears rolling down his
cheeks KILLED ME! When he turned and looked at me, it was as if I had betrayed him. I hadn’t
done it previously and I never did again after that. This is why I am pretty sure I never spanked
Kassidy. I thought that getting their attention through eye contact was more effective. I grew up in
the 1970’s where it was much more common to spank your children. I got my share of spankings,
quick slaps, etc. That’s how our mothers dealt with us. I may have been the same way had what
Larry
said not make such an impact.
What kills me is that I grabbed Kassidy several times hard enough to leave bruises. I don’t know
why I wasn’t smart enough not to grab her again after I saw bruises. She was likely trying to tell us
something with her behavior, but I think I viewed it as my personal challenge to “change” her. I
thought it was just a spoiled behavior because Amanda would just always give in to what Kassidy
wanted; and I knew that wasn’t doing Kassidy any favors. As difficult as it is to say no to your
children, sometimes they need to hear it. Kids need limits and boundaries. I knew it was important
before and I’ve learned even more about it through parenting classes here. If a child grows up always
getting everything they want, they ultimately become unhappy. They don’t grow into well adjusted
adults. I think this is when area where the age difference hurt Amanda and I. Because she was
younger and less experienced, I was the jackass who thought he had all the answers. The truth is,
Brent and Kyle could be defiant at times, but I was out of my league dealing with a child like
Kassidy. I had never seen such defiance, temper tantrums and all out fits. Don’t get me wrong,
Kassidy was a great kid, but when she was having one of her moments it was like something I had
never seen. Unfortunately, I’ve learned a lot more about “free will” and patient dealings at the age of
38. vs. when I was 28.

I know I am off topic but while I am on the subject let me give you another example of how
someone said something profound to me that made an impact. After my domestic assault with
Tristan, I was arrested and court ordered to go to anger management or batterers group of something.
(It was useless) Anyway, I even went to counseling on my own because I really loved Tristan and I
wanted to understand how I was capable of hurting someone that I loved. This counseling was
helpful but still didn’t entirely change me. (Before you ask, I went to see this guy named Gray [first
name] in Rochester after Tristan and I split up.) Anyway, even after Gray, I had a few episodes with
Amanda where I grabbed her, like the Exeter Inn evening. I couldn’t get this temper thing under
control. I felt such passion that if Amanda did something I had to discuss it or deal with it right away
vs. just walking away when I got upset. It was after my arrest and during a supervised visit with the
boys by Alex Patel of Family Strength that things finally clicked with me. Tristan was working so we
met at the condo of Tristan’s friend Melissa, so that I could play with the boys outside for a few
hours. (I’m sure this was in late April early May, 2001.) We played on the jungle gym, hit baseballs,
etc. After the visit was over we walked the boys back to Melissa’s condo and Alex and I were
walking toward our cars. Alex (female by the way) was shaking her head and said, “I just don’t get it
Chad. I see you with these two boys and I just can’t see the monster that killed Kassidy.” I think she
was believing in me but being very cautious. She quickly added, “Did you have a bad night or
something.” I said, “No, I did not kill Kassidy.” Alex was being all nice and said, “Well, what’s the
deal with Tristan. I mean you assaulted her.” I replied, “That’s different. She came home at like 1:30
in the morning. I lost my shit.” Morrison this lady did a 360. You would think I just stole her purse.
She went from nice to attack mode. She said something to the effect of, “So what if she was, you
don’t own her. WHO ARE YOU TO FORCE YOUR WILL UPON HER?” After that I said, “No
you’re correct, I had no right.” The power left her eyes and I got the hell out of there! It was a long
two hour ride back to Keene that day. I had never heard it put that way before.
WHO WAS I TO FORCE MY WILL? I never looked at it like that before. I am a fairly smart
guy, why did it take so long to sink in? I felt horrible all the way home. I remember bursting into
tears at one point thinking of how much stronger I am than Amanda and Tristan and how I hurt
(Tristan) or scared them (Amanda). I didn’t think I was forcing my will on them at the time, but isn’t
that the root of what violence is, especially when the person is smaller and physically weaker than
you? From that day forward, I have never grabbed, retrained, or touched any female in a threatening
manner. I never will again. I’m not immune. Like an alcoholic has to deal with his sobriety one day
at a time, I realize that controlling my temper is something I always have to be aware of.
I am happy to say, that Amanda went through every stage of grief that summer of 2001. She
could get physical at times when she was feeling particularly upset. I never did anything more than
walk away when she was in those moments over those last several months we had together. I realize
that it is how I should have always been, but it took one profound statement by Alex Patel to effect
change.
All that being said about how I related to the adult women in my life, I never struck Kassidy. She
was a child.

By the way, I met with Alex and the boys weekly for the time I was out. Usually at their office in
Dover, sometimes at Tristan’s apartment complex in Dover or parks. Alex was always very nice and
I got the feeling from some of the comments she made that she didn’t believe I was guilty. For
example, one time when I was leaving their office, she said, “I don’t know Chad. From what I am
have read in the newspapers it’s going to be awfully hard for the jurors to not find reasonable
doubt.” This was a lady with a masters degree specializing in her field and has dedicated her life to
children and families. This was a woman who would have led the bra burning brigade of the 1960’s
and chastised me months earlier for my altercation with Tristan. I would have expected her to spit
venom at me like everyone else, but I had the feeling that she really believed in me, possibly from
my dealings with the boys. I mean, anyone can put on a show for a few weeks but she would see
through it if it went on for months. I mention all of this because when my trial came up, I told Alan
to contact her because I felt she would be good for me. Alan indicated to me that he would and later
reported to me that Alex indicated that it would be best for me if I didn’t call her to the stand because
she wouldn’t have anything helpful or good to say. This bothered me. I guess it is possible that I
misread her but I doubt it. As you can imagine, she works with the state often. It was as though they
told her not to testify or something.
Your next paragraph, at the bottom of page 1 of letter 54, hits it right on the head. The attorneys’,
advice, the legal game, etc. I understand that the “people” don’t have the patience for legal games.
The problem is the courts are the ones that sentence you and ultimately set you free. I’m still not sure
how this campaign can work. Even if we are successful in making 100,000 people into Chad Evans
supporters, How does that help us? If the courts won’t throw out the decision? I re-read the Frank
Pickert case this weekend that you sent with letter #37. It was amazing to me how much this case
reminded me of mine. The police tactics, overzealous prosecutor, not following actual leads, etc.
Fortunately for him he was found innocent. But as he admitted, the jury deliberations were the
longest and scariest hours of his life. There may be one HUGE difference between him and me. I
have done things I regret. I did have some violence against my wife and girlfriends. I did grab
Kassidy’s cheeks hard enough to make them bruise, even if she WAS an “easy bruiser.” I was vocal.
I have yelled, etc. When I talked about “opening this can of worms” in a previous letter and you
corrected me and said it was opening the door to the truth. I agree, and you are correct. But with my
prior bad acts can we overcome this obstacle? Alfred and Dennis are still sitting in jail and they did
NOTHING wrong. I have done things wrong. NO, I did not kill Kassidy, but is anyone going to
believe that with the stupid and impatient things that I did do? I’m sure I held Brent or Kyle by the
chin real early on to get their attention, but I don’t recall doing it, and I certainly never caused a
bruise by such holding. As I’ve said before, Brent and Kyle just seemed to automatically know that
me saying, “look into daddy’s eyes” was my form of discipline. I’d say it, and they would stop
whatever they were doing and listen.

I think Tristan even joked about it in her interview, that she had to do the disciplining because I
wouldn’t. As a matter of fact, I’ll give you an example. Most Sunday’s during football seasons I
would go over to Bruce’s house to watch the Patriots. We had been doing this since our single days.
One particular Sunday, while Tristan and I were married, she was working as part of her college
program. She came over to meet us at Bruce’s house after she got out of work. Kyle and Brent were
crawling all over the furniture, sliding across the coffee table, etc. Tristan was slightly irritated and
not pleased with me. She snatched Kyle off the table, stopped Brent from jumping on the couch and
gave me the STARE. I think I said something like, “What’s the big deal, they’re just acting like little
kids.” She said, “We’re not raising little animals. It wouldn’t hurt you to get after them once in a
while.” I know Tristan was frustrated with me. I think she felt at times like she had three little boys at
home. That’s kind of how things went and likely why she made the comment to the police that she
had to the disciplining. I already expressed to you I didn’t like to fail and tried changing almost every
aspect of my personality after Tristan left. At first, I was hoping she would give me another chance.
After that, I wanted to just make sure I didn’t lose the next woman I met for the same reasons. Who
knows, maybe I became more demanding with Kassidy because I thought that was part of the
“package” that needed changing. However, “demanding” is not the same as hurting, and wanting to
help nurture a child to become a better person and family member is not the same as how the police
and prosecution characterized my motives, i.e. to hurt and get rid of Kassidy.
It’s strange because I was just the opposite with Amanda. I was much less critical of her than
Tristan. I always worried about her thoughts, wanted her opinion, was careful not to “step on her
toes” when it came to Kassidy. I had some strong opinions about Kassidy, but was careful how I
shared them. I wanted to help Amanda raise Kassidy, but I tried to not be forceful. I would throw my
opinion out and let her deal with it anyway she wanted to, especially in the beginning. For example, I
might say, “Hey, if she’s having a fit every time you set her down, she is running you. She knows that
by crying you will pick her right back up.” Even at the end I wasn’t very demanding. When I showed
Kassidy’s bruised butt to Jeremy I asked his opinion of what I should do. Kassidy wasn’t my
daughter. Amanda came in from the computer room when he and I were whispering and was pissed
off, thinking we were talking about her or something. On the night of the 8th I was my most forceful
with Amanda. I said, “We have to do something different Amanda, I’m serious. I realize she is your
daughter but Jeff is not good with her.”
I will try to track down Mandy Allard and Kevin Couronis and get back to you as soon as I have
some contact info for you..
You asked about Bob Fisher. He last visited me here several years ago. We speak on the phone
every once in a while. The last time was several months ago. I think he is a great guy, believes in me,
and is pretty straightforward. I wouldn’t hold his entire deposition performance against him. Part of
his performance was my fault. I had been handling the Jeff case with the help of my inmate friend,
Steve Gordon, prior to Mr. Fisher coming on board. I definitely had a direction that I wanted to go
(Give Jeff Nothing) and Mr. Fisher was just trying to follow my lead. Remember, I never anticipated
a campaign such as yours. I was pretty defiant at times. He has stood by me and loyalty means a lot
to me. With regards to a campaign for truth, I think he would be all over it. I honestly don’t believe
he likes the games lawyers play. (himself included). Mr. Fisher would love it if things could be so
simple as everyone just gets up and tells the truth.
If we can ever get Alan Cronheim onboard he is the person to represent me. He is highly
respected by all attorneys and judges, has a great legal mine, doesn’t come off arrogant, etc.
Napoli Group is the former Colley/McCoy that I worked for. Peter Napoli bought out Rick
McCoy when he decided to retire. I believe I included Jack Loftus in my contact info. I haven’t seen
Jack in a few years but he used to come and visit often. He and I became very good friends after
Tristan and I separated. We would have dinner together a couple of times a month. We visited every
time I went to our main office. I went to several of his hockey games, etc. Jack stays very busy at
work. I miss his friendship. The last several letters I have sent him have gone unanswered. I am
hopeful it is just because he is busy and the fact that most people lose contact over time.

Interestingly, Jack has a relative that is a cop or prosecutor in Maine that was knowledgeable
about my case. They told Jack they felt I was guilty. I don’t think Jack believed this.
You asked about my taking a lie detector test. It is true that prison is MUCH different than
county jail. I was supposed to participate in the John Walsh show taping in 2001, but the prison
officials wouldn’t allow them in. The show faxed releases here for me to sign and everything and
then the day or two before the taping they decided they weren’t going to allow it. They always cite
“security” as the reason. However, we have a different warden now and he seems more reasonable.
He did allow the interview of Pamela Smart (but that was in NY prison so maybe they had something
to do with it.)
They do administer lie detector tests here but it is only as part of the treatment for the sex
offender treatment program. I’m not sure, I think they do them a few times a year for that. I’ve got to
be honest -the prospect of a lie detector test now scares the shit out of me. I wish I had just taken it
several years ago before I knew what I know now. My opinion has changed about them in the past
year and I haven’t been as eager to take one. There are only two people here that I am/was absolutely
convinced were innocent and both of them FAILED the lie detector test. In one of these gentleman’s
cases he was convicted of molesting his nephew over a three week period (This was approximately
15 years ago.) He had multiple people, including his parents say that there was no way it happened
and that he was only home for a day or two for the entire summer. The police went after the nephew
similar to the fashion of the police in the Gerald Amirault Case in Massachusetts two decades ago.
Anyway, I was positive this inmate was innocent because he was living in NY City at the time and
SHOWED me his time card records from the restaurant where he worked, tickets where he went to
the theatre with friends, events he attended, credit card receipts from places in NY, etc. To be guilty
he would have had to drive from NY City after work, do his molesting and get back to NY to make it
back to work the next day. Fortunately for him, he is at the tail end of his sentence and will be going
home soon but if innocent he spent 15 years of his life here. Until a year ago I just knew he was
innocent. Now, because of the polygraph failure, it leaves that little bit of doubt in my mind. My
understanding is that lie detector tests measure your emotions. I KNOW I did not kill Kassidy, but
what if I am asked that question and I fail? Then what happens?
Let me give you another example. Someone asks me while hooked up to the machine if I held
Kassidy’s face under a faucet. This absolutely did not happen (actually once, washing her hair in
kitchen sink, but not in the abusive sense that was meant by police during questioning). Just hearing
this question is going to make me picture that happening to her. How is picturing this not going to
spike my emotions and show that I am lying? I certainly never did it, but that is malicious abuse and
picturing that happening to someone you love, I would think, would evoke emotions in anyone.

I am not saying that I won’t take one, but these are real concerns I have. Part of me thinks it only
fair for me to take it if Marshall takes such a test, too. The only problem is that he wasn’t convicted
of this horrible crime, and his life wasn’t turned upside down. Part of me has the past 10 years of
lawyer advice in my head telling me I have more to lose than gain by taking it. If I pass, the courts
and prosecution aren’t going to care. Part of me wants to take it right now, that way if I pass my
supporters can trust with more conviction. If I fail they can jump ship and I am back to where I was a
few months ago, alone. But at least in this case I would have found out early enough that we didn’t
waste a lot of people’s time, waste money, and made a huge public spectacle. I am not worrying
about failing because I am guilty. I am worried about failing because these things aren’t 100%
accurate. I fear that like I have done with the two people here that I was formerly convinced were
innocent, the supporters if not jumping ship completely, would have serious questions in their head.
It is sort of like visiting a sex shop or using the word “retard,” society puts its own amount of
emphasis and taboo on certain things. The public perception is that these tests are always right. If I
fail it, no matter what the physical evidence supports and my KNOWING that I didn’t kill Kassidy,
they will assume I am guilty. Must be what Alan was talking about when he said I have more to lose
than gain. [I just read what I have typed so far. I sure do have a lot of “part of me’s”, don’t I?] This is
why I prefer and was interested in that brainwave technology thing. It seems that it removes the
emotion and just goes to the different sections of your brain where answers are stored, when the “lie”
region of your brain is activated, etc. This was a nice thought but I had no idea how expensive the
brainscan is. I thought I read somewhere $1500-2000, and I thought the scanner machine was more
portable. There is no way we are going to get this place to agree to let me go out somewhere and take
that test.
By the way, what is that false positive thing you were talking about with polygraph? I didn’t
understand.
Lastly on the subject, I have to respectfully disagree with your assessment that had I taken the test
and passed the police likely would have slowed the path they were on. (Can’t find your actual quote).
I was there. I don’t think these cops cared. I saw them ignore certain pieces to the “puzzle” and
“cram” other pieces in when they didn’t fit exactly as they felt they should. The police told Jeremy
that they were sure that Jeff wasn’t responsible for Kassidy’s death because he was taking a
polygraph test. (At first, they actually told Jeremy that Jeff had TAKEN the test.) However, when
Jeff decided on the day of the test not to take it, the police conveniently forgot about their reliance
upon the expected success of that step. They were on a runaway train and it didn’t matter what I did
to prove my innocence to these people, they were convinced and there was nothing I could do to
derail it. You must have read some of these cases that you have sent me or some of the true crime
novels we spoke about? These cops get something in their heads and that is it. It is a common theme.
February 23, 2010 (34)
Believe it or not, I had to think for a minute of who was in my wedding party. Jason was my best
man. Larry Lane, Bruce Aube, and Matthew Skids I believe. Matt was a shift manager that worked
for me in Rochester while going through high school. Tristan’s little sister, Tiffany, was maid of
honor, Dot Plaisted (Urrutia) my sister, Nicole, and one of Tristan’s college friends were also in the
party. I was in several weddings as a child. I had older cousins that got married. In the late 90’s I was
the best man for Pat Surrell, when he got married. Pat was a friend of mine from my days at Keene
McDonald’s. He was a few years ahead of me in high school.

When I got promoted to run Rochester, Pat came up and was my assistant for several years
before transferring back to the Keene area. I can’t recall any others at the moment. I had forgotten all
about the fact that I babysat for Janet & Larry Lane’s daughters, Chelsea and Taylor until you
mentioned it. As I recall I babysat for them several times. At least once alone for several hours and
also with Tristan or Mary. Janet & Larry knew both Mary and Tristan. Chelsea and Taylor were
young then, both born in the late 80’s, early 90’s as I recall. They were peaches. I loved hanging out
with them. The girls had regular sitters so we didn’t watch them often but it was fun when we got the
chance. Janet or Larry would likely know more about when it was. I’m drawing a blank. I know I
watched them at my house. I had been to their house for birthday parties also. They visited us in the
hospital and several times at our house after Kyle was born. I can’t recall if we had an overnight with
them but I doubt it. Surprise! We had McDonald’s for dinner one of the times. Actually, I remember
hanging out with them at their house one day after they built their house in Barrington. They had a
pool and we swam all day. Me, the girls, Kyle and they may have had a friend there with them. This
was shortly after Larry and Janet split up.
Babysitting from 16 onward.... Well, we had younger second cousins, Jennifer and Erica Holland
that came to our house in Keene to stay from time to time. (Mostly Jen). I would take her places, buy
her toys and lunch. Sometimes I would babysit her if my mom wasn’t home. When David Grundy
and Polly were married they soon had a daughter, Melissa I would watch her sometimes. (Polly lived
beside us growing up and she used to babysit us sometimes.) Melissa was a little sweetheart. I think
she was the first diaper I changed myself. (Don’t tell her this. She is in her 20’s now and has babies
of her own.) I babysat for Dot & Tommy’s kids several times. Their boys, Shawn and Tyler were
separated by months in age from Brent and Kyle. I had them all at the house on several occasions. I
recall one time that I had all 4 boys overnight shortly after Tristan left. We had Pizza, watched
movies and a huge pillow fight. We tore the house up! As you can imagine, the boys all had a blast.
This wasn’t really a babysitting experience but when ever we got together with Mary’s family in
Salem NH, I was like the children’s entertainment. I played with the little cousins the entire time.
Mary’s sisters, Beth and Terry, had children and I loved playing with them. Especially Beth’s
because we saw them more often. It’s hard to remember because it’s been close to 20 years, I believe
she had a little girl and boy. They were adorable.
I’m not sure how this is going to sound, but one mother down in the visiting room calls me the
“Pied Piper” with his flock. When Kyle and his friends were younger, I spent the entire visit being
the “jungle gym.”. I gave “horsey rides” until my knees bled. I gave helicopter rides, played games
such as red light/green light, freeze tag, duck-duck-goose, we even invented a football and hockey
game when we could get away with it. I am not sure how this is going to sound either but all of my
older friends little girls that had crushes on me at one time or another. Dan Frazier had two
daughters, Meagan and Chelsea, and Chelsea, the youngest thought I was her boyfriend.
For the longest time, she had a picture of me on her bureau that she wouldn’t let anyone move.
Taylor was similar when she was very young. Probably the biggest was Malana. She considered me
to be her boyfriend. She used to get all upset with Amanda when Amanda was living with my mom
and Amanda would talk about marrying me. Malana would say “You’re not marrying uncle Chad,
he’s my husband.” I guess I’m a magnet for all the little girls. Seriously though, I’ve always been
comfortable around little
kids. To be honest, I would often rather be around them than adults. They are a lot more fun. I just
love the way they view the world and watching them learn new things is awesome.
Other than Tristan and Amanda, I can’t recall other girlfriend’s that have children. After high
school my relationships usually lasted several years. I went out with all older girls right up through
high school and after until I met Tristan. Tristan and Amanda were the exceptions and they both stole
my heart like no one before them.

Oh crap, I almost forgot. I babysat with Amanda, as well as alone, for Vanessa’s children, Johan
and Hannah. They were a ton of fun too. I think Johan had severe ADHD. He could really fly off the
handle sometimes. He loved to wrestle with me but he could get real angry quick so I was always
aware of his actions! facial expressions. Even after I was charged, Vanessa NEVER hesitated leaving
the kids alone in my care. I can’t understand how I could have ever become so frustrated with
Kassidy when I never even
raised my voice to Johan. I do recall one time, soon after we started staying with Vanessa, Amanda
was spacing out on the couch sitting with Vanessa as I was wrestling with Johan. I picked him up and
exaggeratedly tossed him on the loveseat with a knee drop. Amanda screamed at me, “Stop playing
so rough. This is what you do and you don’t even realize that you can hurt the kids.” I think the
outburst was prompted more about the thoughts running through her head about Kassidy, than those
minutes wrestling with Johan. I felt like a first class retard. I was roughly playing with a child,
months after Kassidy was beaten to death. This is why typewriters suck. I would have liked to
mention with the babysitting info on the previous page. Amanda’s friend, Crystal, had a young son. I
believe Amanda and I had him over a few times. I know we had Amanda’s little brothers over to the
house once for a week or so while Jackie was away on a trip with Paul.
My dad didn’t hold my chin or palm my cheeks often but when he did I knew he meant business.
My dad had a rubbish removal company when I was growing up. There was this one really old, bossy
couple that we did work for. We’d go there to pick up their trash and the next thing you know, we are
installing their air conditioners. I always thought the old man was unfriendly. He was bossing me
around one day and I basically told him to pound sand. My dad heard me and immediately grabbed
my checks so I was looking
directly in his eyes. He told me to NEVER talk to him like that. Thinking back, the old man had an
accent, and he may have been a holocaust survivor or something. For the most part, my dad didn’t
get upset, lose his patience or things like that. When he grabbed my chin it wasn’t always a bad thing
either. He would sometimes do it if I was being too hard on myself or had a bad at bat in baseball,
etc. My dad was always
one of the most patient loving men I knew. I can only think of one spanking he gave me growing up.
It was when Jason and I were playing with matches when we were really young.
February 23, 2010 (35)
I am glad you had the chance to speak to Gram, Ronny, and Brandon Harvey. They are all great.
Wait until you meet Gram. She is a sweet heart. Thanks for the enclosed two pages of trial
transcripts that show when Jen started at Perfumania. I wrote to you yesterday about testifying under
oath and this is exactly the problem I have with it. Any thing you say under oath becomes “etched in
stone”. In an earlier interview with the police Jen told the police she started on October 1st. Which
may actually be the truth. But because she testified under oath that it was Oct. 15th, this now
becomes the accepted truth. Incidentally, I was shopping in Kittery with Bruce one day and I stopped
into that store to buy Amanda a gift. I figured her sister would know her better than anyone and
would know the scents she would like best. Jen thought this was very sweet and was jealous because
in her words, “Jeff would never do anything like that.” I mention this because during the same
conversation she said that he better buy her a $2000.00 diamond ring before he plans on buying a
new truck. Bruce had never met her and just sat back taking it all in. When we left he said, “Geez
that’s Amanda’s sister? I can’t believe she just said all of that in front of a stranger.” or something to
this effect. It’s funny because until he said that, I never really paid attention.
The most interesting for me in your letter #59 is the fact that under oath Jen said in those
two pages you sent, that the first bruises she had seen on Kassidy were two weeks prior to her
death. This time frame is smack in the middle of when Jeff started watching Kassidy more
frequently. In June, July, August, September, when Kassidy was around me and Amanda and
much less frequently with Jeff, Jennifer did not notice bruises! ! !

What a great idea to do a reverse chronology on Kassidy’s injuries. I would have never thought
to do something like this. Nice job. Somewhere I read where you wrote about all these bruises that
Kassidy had on her body when Dr. Greenwald saw her and no one reported seeing nearly that many.
I think you gave a couple of options as to how that was possible. I know I bathed Kassidy the night
before and didn’t see 55 bruises all over her body. I know Amanda dressed her in the morning and
didn’t see 55 bruises. We have to study bruises more but my understanding from conversations with
Dr. Baden and doctors’ testimony, it takes several hours to have a bruise form after contact. I believe
red blood cells go to the affected area and that is what causes the bruising. If you recheck Dr.
Baden’s testimony I believe this is how he came to believe that Jeff was responsible. He testified that
the amount of fat emboli that was released into her bloodstream was immense and that her injuries
occurred less than 2 hours prior to her death and that is why no red blood cells went to the area. I also
understand from different police and medical professionals that your body bruises differently (faster)
after you die. Both Polly and Amanda have indicated that damage can be caused in people just prior
and after death. (Nursing homes) How many of these bruises were caused by resuscitation attempts?
I’m not sure of anything. It is all confusing to me.
February 25, 2010 (36)
I am enclosing this article that I read in the February 18, 2010 Union Leader. It really has
nothing to do with my case but I found it interesting because of the people involved. Nationally
recognized criminologist, Jack Levin giving his opinion on thrill kills. Interestingly, Professor Levin
speaks of James Parker and the Dartmouth Professor murders. Jim is one of my closest friends in the
prison. He is such a nice, talented kid. He is a natural at everything he does and is very brilliant.
From what I can see he grew up in a very loving, nurturing home. This kid runs around saving
insects. You would never think he was capable of such a brutal crime.
I don’t know if it would be worthwhile to get the opinion of Professor Levin or someone else in
his profession when we get to that point.
February 25, 2010 (37)
I am skipping a few letters to answer this one because it had the credit card bill and felt it might
be important. My dad is going to try to check in storage to see if he can find any of my old bills. That
would definitely help a lot with putting together a calendar for that time frame. I am enclosing some
hand written notes from the credit card statement that you enclosed with #60. Sorry they are sloppy
but I think some of the info will be helpful. I wonder if some of the vendors I purchased from can be
contacted or if it really worth it to take that step. It was 10 years ago so they may not have records.
Regarding the doctor appointment where Amanda took Kassidy with her pigeon toe issue. I’m
really not sure where it was. Amanda would be the much better person to ask. All I know is I gave
her some money for the appointment. It may have been Auburn or possibly a pediatrician in the
Sanford/Springvale area as she lived there much longer with Kassidy.
The computer phone print outs were very confusing and hard to decipher. I’m not so sure they
weren’t put in to make it hard to understand because at trial, the state had much clearer, one page
bills they were using. I know that I immediately turned my home and cell phone bills over to Alan
when I got them, so we used those to work from. They were much simpler and easier to use.
Hopefully those are still around somewhere. Either in his office or at my folks house. I never really
looked at these records you sent me when I got them in the discovery. It looked like a bunch of
jumbled garbage. As I recall, there were 100’s of pages of them. Would you believe I spent
approximately 45 minutes trying to understand and pick them apart last evening. Page 6 looks like a
combo of some of the calls on the other pages except the duration and times the calls were made are
not exact. Let’s say a little prayer that MY original bills can be found.

I am not sure what this handwritten note from Nicole is that you are referring to. Merle and
Sharon are Tristan’s mother and father. Glen was my friend that owned the house on the pond where
I docked my boat. Dot has to be Dorothy Urrutia. Tammy and Tony Napolitano are my sister and
brother in law. Mandy must be referring to Mandy Allard who we just tracked down. Ken Valenti is
a childhood friend in the Keene area. I didn’t have a ton of contact with him when I moved to
Rochester. Probably a few times a year. Tom Mikoski is a former assistant manager of mine and also
lived with me for a while at my house. He lived with Tristan and I for a short time.
You referenced a handwritten note from Amanda. Where did you find that? I don’t recall this
exact note but she often left me notes like this. This is what we both did. It was not uncommon to
find a note like that on the kitchen table if I got home late and find her upstairs in the tub or in the
bed waiting for me. I’ve got to tell you, reading this was extremely difficult. It brought back so many
good memories and all that I miss. Can you see the passion I was talking about? We did everything
hard. Make love, fight, play, etc. If you ever end up meeting Amanda, do me a favor and show it to
her. It’s good for both of us to have memories of the love and passion we shared. It’s easy to forget
about these things when you move on to someone else but I believe you are lucky if you find that
once or twice in your life. It’s funny, I am not sure if Amanda has kept some of our old letters, cards,
gifts back and forth or not. The last time she came to visit, around in 2007, she indicated that she
was reading some of the old things I had written to her and it made her miss me. She indicated that
no one had ever made her feel the way that I did.
THIS SUCKS!!
February 26, 2010 (38)
This is a 5 part letter that is full of good medical information. I know it is your desire that I
become an expert on the medicals and I will try but this stuff as well as legal stuff intimidates me a
bit. I read something and understand a lot of it but 10 minutes later I couldn’t explain it. This letter
will be important to review again if we are going to try and understand her injuries and make sense
of them for alternative theories.
I see that one of the studies listed in the packet sent was authored by M.J. Greenwald, Tramatic
Retinoschisils in battered babies. I wonder if this was the same M. Greenwald, forensic pathologist
for the state of Maine that testified in my case. I tend to think that it is because of the initials and the
term “battered babies”. I wonder what this study is about?
Some Misc. things that struck me while reading this Toni Blake info.
-Chronic subdural hematoma’s are possible in children.
-Children can die of short falls 1-4 feet.
-Thrombocytopenia-Low blood Platelet, decreased bone marrow production- varying
degree of ANEMIA or leukopenia (?) Could this have been a problem for Kassidy,
easily bruise
-Petechiae- Causes, I remember seeing that in the autopsy report. Is it common?
-Several mentions of bilateral hemorrhages as opposed to? (other types?)
-Metaphaseal Fractures- What are they? What causes them? Did she have?
-Edema, mentioned in many case studies. What is it exactly? She had? Medical Dict.?
-Obvious closed head trauma (no knife or gun wound.) Morrison assessed problems were
deep. How long could they have been existing? How simple could a rebleed happen?
-Rebleed common during hematoma. How much is to much? Does this cause death?
-Biomechanics 101-Was Kassidy’s Translation or Rotational Fall?
-3-4 ft. fall produces a force greater than can possibly be created by human shaking.
-Impact creates force 50-100 times greater than shaking alone. (fall from Jeff’s truck)
Is it possible for this fall to cause her death 9-10 days later? (No medical care) Dr.
Plunkett study showed all children dying of head trauma 1-2 days after fall.
-Good Investigation checklist and medical definitions provided.
-Dr. Plunkett 2001 study, Funduscope Examinations- short falls can kill and retinal hemorrhages
are not

pathonemonic for non accidental trauma (?) contradicts theory that decomp begins
immediately after the SDH is formed.
Childhood Head Injury- A Short Bibliography of Must Read Articles Many of these case studies
should be read. Ex. Root, I. Head injuries from short falls. The American Journal of Forensic
Medicine and Pathology 1992; 13(1):85-7 Many others listed here and may possibly lead to answers.
My best friend here, Jeff Gelinas, is a VERY intelligent guy. In fact, As you can see by the
prison’s testing/scoring upon entering, he is one of the smartest people here. Jeff wants to help
anyway possible and is always coming up with good ideas. He has recently started reviewing all of
our correspondence and is reading my case info. He has approx. 2 years left until he maxes out and
wants to stay involved if I’m still not out. It’s too bad Jeff is now a felon because he would be the
PERFECT leader for the committee. He just recently started reviewing and has come up with a few
good ideas already, I encouraged him to write them down as he formulates his thoughts and we can
figure out what makes sense. I’ve asked Jeff to pay particular attention to the medicals as well, this is
where we may find something. I’m not trying to make your job more difficult by giving you more to
read and consider but hey the guy is interested in helping. I’m a big fan of Synergy. It’s been an eye
opening experience to get your take on things. I hope to get the same from Jeff.
February 26, 2010 (39)
I did give Nicole a $500 contribution to an IRA for her wedding. It was through Darren. I was
forever preaching about saving for tomorrow and thought this may encourage them. In my
experience people always intend to start something “tomorrow”. They all have great intentions but
tomorrow comes and you need the money for something else.
If you don’t make it happen, it won’t. Then you are 65 years old and scratching your head with
nothing saved for retirement. I love my parents dearly but I never wanted to make the same mistakes
of living from paycheck to paycheck with NOTHING for retirement.
Nicole and Brandon had a small, informal wedding with no wedding party that I recall. Nicole
told you that in addition to her and Amanda, I sent two of my McDonald’s employees to the money
mgt. class. I believe I already wrote to you about this previously. I sent Dorothy and Tommy Urrutia.
Tommy was one of my assistants. I paid for them to go, not McDonald’s. Often when I promoted
people I offered to send them
to this money mgt. seminar informing them that I would pay for it. It’s just something I felt
passionate about. Too many people have no clue how to budget, how to save for the future or their
children’s college, etc. I recently wrote to you about my years on the school board. I’m enclosing a
newspaper article about personal finance being taught in NH schools. The timing of this article is
funny because it is another item
that I was very passionate about while on the board. Economics was required but I felt STRONGLY
way back in 1991-1992 that personal finance should be included in the curriculum. I viewed sending
people to these money mgt. seminars as a good investment. It was my way of saying that I believed
in them enough to make a personal investment.
You have to understand, many of the managers in the system have had hard lives, haven’t had a
lot of success prior to the job, etc. Many of the best managers are kids that come straight from high
school and have very little life experience. These seminars were short money, under $100.00 and
they could bring their spouse. I viewed it as a great bonding experience. I think it was only 3 or 6
sessions over several weeks. If they finished it, as was the case with Dot and Tommy, I paid for
dinner out after the last class. If they paid attention in the class they would have the tools necessary
to develop life long good habits.
The Education IRA’s I started for Kyle, Brent, and Malana were actually called UGTMA’S
(Uniform Gifts to Minors.). They preceeded what is now known as an education IRA. I did start
them through Darren

Unfortunately, they are very minimal at this point. I had to take several thousand out to make bail
originally. I figured I would be able to replace it , but was never was able to do so. My accounts were
with Secure Planning which Darren’s then father in law, Ed, Owned. Darren no longer works there,
but my life insurance accounts are still there.
Also sent Jeremy and Melissa Brundage to Darren, though I cannot recall if I sent hem to his
money mgt. seminar. In 2000, my financial picture was fairly good, I had a house with approximately
$60,000
in equity, Ira’s with close to $40,000. $10,000 each in mutual fund and McDonald’s stock. A large
collection of mint comic books, and approx. $15,000 worth of firearms. I can’t recall exact costs. But
I liquidated all accounts, except IRA to pay for lawyer etc. As I recall, the Sisti bill was approx.
$100,000 including expert witness. Jon Morgan was $5000-$10,000 with the initial falling in with
Sisti’s bill. Mr. Fisher I believe was in the neighborhood of $5,000. Ron Rice got the bulk of what I
had left, $10,000-$15,000. My grandparents gave me a $75,000 loan which was mostly recovered
with sale of my house. I had them institute a lien so they could recover. Any other assets I had were
transferred in trust to Kyle. (IRA) etc. Unfortunately, with the recent crash in stock market, it has lost
half its value. In essence, I have no assets. I lost the firearms to the state in court. Long story. I will
review materials about child development and comment.
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Regarding the 3 pages of info. you sent me that Amanda had written. I am not sure who these
notes were to. I believe they may be the notes that Bruce was referring to in his interview with the
police. If so, it was within a few days of Nov. 9, 2000. I think she was just jotting down thoughts as
they came to her. More importantly, I believe you have pinned down a time frame from the (1st)
falling out of Jeff’s truck.
Nice job. I have to dig out that first 30 pages of info that my dad originally sent you because I
think I may have listed some dates in there as well. I’m still confused about there being more than
one fall from Jeff’s truck. I always believed there was only one. I must be an idiot for never seeing
this but he’s an even bigger idiot for letting that happen TWICE!
I can’t recall the problem with Amanda’s car, but VIP had it for 2-3 days. I do remember a two
night stay around the time she had the “eggs” on her head from “falling” out of Jeff’s truck window.
In fact, I think it may have been 3 nights. Which would fit with the dates of Oct. 26-29. Let’s assume
these dates are correct for a minute. I remember coming home from work on the 27th and asking
where Kassidy was. Amanda

informed me that Jeff had a lot to do and would drop her off tomorrow. The next day would have
been the 28th. Amanda still didn’t have her car. I asked her if she wanted me to drive down to Kittery
to pick her up. (She was upset that Kassidy had not been brought home.) Amanda said no and that
Jeff kept her because it was late and he’d bring her back tomorrow. (the 28th). The morning of the
28th. I took Amanda to VIP to get her car and paid for whatever was done. I think it had something
to do with brakes and exhaust. Apparently from Amanda’s letter, Jeff brought Kassidy home that day
at 4 or 5 P.M.. I must have gotten home at 7 or 8 p.m. that night. Amanda was very upset when I got
home. She was crying and holding Kassidy sitting in a dining room chair. It was sad to see. Kassidy
had these two huge bumps on her head and she was just acting really tired. I remember she was just
snuggled up on Amanda’s chest. I saw the eggs and said, “Holy shit, we should take her to the
hospital. (After she described to me slurping cereal from the bowl, her eyes rolling, and acting all
tired.) Amanda, said not and that Kassidy seemed better at the time than she was before. “If she isn’t
better in the morning, I’ll take her.” She asked me to go to the store and get more pedialyte. Which I
did. Amanda and I both thought she must be dehydrated because she was so quiet and drinking so
much. We both took turns holding Kassidy, rubbing her back and feeding her fluids. It quite possibly
could have been the 29th Kassidy came home, too, as it appears that I spent $4.49 at the Brooks
Pharmacy which could possibly be pedialyte. All I know for sure is that Kassidy was gone for several
days in a row and Amanda was pretty upset about it. Jeff kept saying he was coming and didn’t show
with her. I don’t know exactly when we discussed it but both Amanda and I surmised that Jeff kept
her so long because of the fall from his truck and eggs on her head. We need to check a 2000
calendar. In the 4th paragraph you indicate that 10/26 was a Thursday and in the 6th paragraph
indicate 10/29 was a Saturday. In any event, Kassidy seemed much better in the morning and we
never did take her to the hospital.
Not to add more confusion to the issue, but it’s important enough to mention. I believe it was a
few days after Kassidy came home from Jeff’s and this fall from his truck episode. I came home
from work and saw one of the saddest things in my life. Amanda was sitting on the dining room floor
holding Kassidy and crying hysterically. Big clumps of Kassidy’s hair was coming out of her head
(close to where the eggs were)
Amanda was rubbing Kassidy’s hair and looked up at me to say, “What’s happening to my baby?” It
was like a baby holding her baby. At some point, I asked Nicole, who went to hair school, if she
thought trauma such as falling out of a truck could cause hair loss? Nicole thought it was very
possible, and we felt reassured when she explained how hair grows and that it was likely temporary.
I hope this helps some.
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You asked about taking a photograph here of how I held Kassidy’s chin or “palmed” her face. I
don’t believe that would be allowed in the visiting room. Using Dillon wouldn’t work as we can not
take photographs with other people’s visitors. I can’t imagine how to ask her for something like this.
If a photo is to be used, it will likely need to be done by someone outside of here.
You asked about Photographs of Kassidy taken on Oct. 1, 2000 by Jackie. I was not there, that
trip. I believe Jackie had Kassidy overnight for some reason. Jackie, testified at my trial that she took
one of the large photographs of Kassidy on Oct. 1st. Jackie observed no bruising. I met Jackie soon
after I started dating Amanda. I went and spent the night at their house a few times when they lived
in Auburn, Me.
You asked about photographs. I know my mom is planning to have a bunch of them for you on
the March 24, 2010 meeting. Unfortunately, we don’t have many of Kassidy as they were lost in a
fire. I asked my mom to get them all together and have David scan and send them as J-Pegs if she
gets them done sooner.

Just a thought, many of my contacts are in the seacoast which is quite a haul from Keene. Would
it make sense to have a second meeting closer to them? I know it’s a lot to ask people to drive two
hours each way and then sit for two hours. Some of these people wouldn’t get home until 11:30P.M.
and will need to work the next day. I’m not sure any of these people will think I am worth this kind
of sacrifice. If we can get a few more people to attend that wouldn’t otherwise, it may be worth
considering.
You asked what type of evidence do I think might be found in Jeff’s basement? The state
executed a second search warrant for my house, collecting a meat tenderizer, hair brushes, grill
cleaning brush, kitchen utensils, etc. Basically they were looking for anything that could have caused
the pin pricks on the bottom of Kassidy’s feet. They searched my house and garage as well as entire
premise on the Nov. 16th the night I was arrested
Actually, I was quite happy when I found out what they were looking for because I knew IT DID
NOT HAPPEN AT MY HOUSE! I am the person that DISCOVERED the pinpricks. Of course,
nothing matched from my house but instead of this being a sign to the police that they were on the
wrong track, they just swept it under the carpet as unexplainable. It felt like this was my entire case.
Anything they can remotely get someone to say about me has to be fact and if something doesn’t add
up or fit, they ignore it.
You mentioned the Patricia Hocter of DCYF info. I apologize, I believe I am confusing you. I
believe the jury heard that I left a message for her to call me back on Tuesday but the state was trying
to claim that I was avoiding her. What my phone records prove is that I called her within an hour of
her leaving the message. I don’t consider that avoiding. On the morning of the 9th, I helped Amanda
get the kids ready. I then worked on my home computer for approximately 30-60 minutes. I went up
to take a shower and the phone rang. After I got dressed and ready to leave, I listened to my message
and then called her from my cell phone as I was already late. I left the message to call me on Tuesday
because I had no idea who she was or if it was important, and the next day I was going to be busy
with labor audit preps and something in my Methuen I store.
I was leaving Friday evening for Freeport and wouldn’t be back until the following Tuesday.
What really happened is that DCYF inexplicably delayed the response to Tristan’s call. Tristan made
that call to them on Oct. 31 and they never made an inquiry until Nov. 9th, 2000, the day Kassidy
died! Patricia Hochter claims she called on the 6th or something like that and left a message, but
there were 3 adults who lived there: Me, Amanda, and Travis, and none of us heard a message prior
to the 9th.
I wish someone had shown up at my house when the bruises were first reported. Maybe it would
have been hard to explain the cheek bruises which I had caused, and I would have been in some
trouble; but Kassidy would be alive!! It would have been a huge wake up call! My house was 3
miles from DCYF office.
Mary Bullard camped with Amanda, myself, and Jason part of the time in summer of 2001. She
contacted my family once years ago and said she believed in me. I wrote her a letter with the address
she gave and don’t recall receiving a response. It’s too bad. I really liked Mary. Of all of Amanda’s
friends, Mary and Crystal were the most down to earth. She had a few others that I only met a few
times and thought were very nice, but I know Mary and Crystal more. Mary would be a great person
to talk to if we can find her and she is willing. I heard that she has a couple of children now.

You asked about my $15,000 firearms collection. I did lose them to the police as part of the order
relating to Tristan. However, I was trying to transfer ownership to my dad or Tristan so I could
someday pass my hunting rifle onto Kyle and the rest could be sold and Tristan could have the
proceeds to help with raising the boys. The district court judge in Rochester ordered they be turned
over to my dad. The judge saw that I was doing a 40-life sentence and I believe saw what I was
trying to do. I imagine, as a district court judge, he saw his share of “deadbeats.” At the last second a
prosecutor showed up and objected. (We even had a letter from the NH State Police stating they had
no problem with firearms being released to my dad.) Anyway, another hearing scheduled, a new
judge on the case and he rules in favor of state. I take it all the way to the state supreme court trying
to get the guns released to my dad so Tristan can have the money. She even showed up at court
saying that she needed the funds to help raise our boys. Anything would have been better than
destroying them. Asst. Atty. Gen. Delker apparently couldn’t let anything go, even when you are
trying to do the right thing, “gotta win at all costs”; He wrote the brief that had absolutely nothing to
do with my murder conviction and the court ruled in their favor. How screwed up is this? So much
for a legal system trying to help a single mom who was too proud to ever ask for an ounce of state
aid. I hope Delker is proud of himself. All my guns were ordered to be destroyed. I had an uncle who
was a Windham County VT. Sheriff for many years before his death. Uncle Richie, was the guy that
got me interested in guns as a child. He guessed that my collection was now sitting in some cops
living room.
I had a 30-06 hunting rifle, a couple of 22’s, A Mosberg 500 Stainless Steel 12 gauge shotgun, a
colt 380, a Glock 10mm, a Remmington Super Red Hawk 357 Magnum, a Colt SP-1 AR15, A Poly
tech Legend AK-47 with a hand stamped receiver, Two SKS’s. I also had several guns they did not
have that have since been sold and money used for various causes. I liked to hunt but never shot
anything. It was mostly the experience of being with a group of guys and being alone with nature.
My uncle Richie was from NY City
and he had a large collection of guns. Richie was David Gundry’s stepfather. Richie, myself, and
David’s brother-in-law, Bobby, shot as often as possible at Bobby’s in Dover Vt. My mom was dead
against the guns and my dad never had one while I was growing up. I was able to get away with
shooting as long as I was with Richie. My parents saw that this was a passion that wasn’t ever going
to fade so they bought me a Stevens .22 when I was 15 or 16. When I turned 18 I went on a buying
spree with Dan Frazier.
He loved guns as much as I did. We bought a bunch of different guns between us and went target
shooting as often as possible. It was a blast to shoot skeet, old cans and the like. We went to a gun
range in Sullivan NH but our favorite place to shoot was an old sand pit between Keene and Sullivan.
You asked about my recollection of a conversation with Travis at Ports. McDonald’s, “I only
knew from conversation with cop on my cell phone, something happened to Kassidy and they wanted
me to go to police station.” As compared to your recollection from a letter that I wasn’t sure who was
hurt. I can’t say with 100% certainty that I knew it was Kassidy, but I am pretty sure that as I pressed
the cop more on the phone he went from saying that there was an accident to it involving Kassidy. At
first they didn’t seem to want to give me anything. As you can imagine it was a confusing time. My
heart leapt when I was told there was an accident and it was a Kittery cop on the phone. Both
Amanda and Kassidy were in Kittery that day so I was scared shitless.
I probably confused things. At first he said only the word accident and then I think when pressed
he said Kassidy. I kind of assumed a truck accident with Jeff. He didn’t say anything beyond that and
I just gassed up my car and headed in that direction from Hudson, NH, about 60 miles.

You asked about the scratch under Kassidy’s eye. It was Kassidy’s kitten. As I recall, the
scratches and the mark were caused a day or two prior when Amanda and Travis were both hanging
out in the living room with Kassidy. We had a glass coffee table and, according to Amanda, Kassidy
fell forward, hitting her eye on the corner of it. While on this subject, I just remembered Kassidy got
a bruise once in the middle of her forehead, from the glass top kitchen table. Kassidy was chasing a
ball around with Kato, tossing it and he would bring it back to her, dropping it at her feet. The ball
rolled over to the kitchen table once and Kassidy ran after it. She ran smack into the edge of the
octagon table as it was all glass and you could not see it. She fell on her butt and started crying. It
bruised quickly. Within an hour or so, I’d say.
It had to be close to November or so when this happened because she would have been too short
otherwise. Perhaps it was the metal frame under the table hard to tell for sure. I wonder if this was
the bruise on the forehead that I think it was Heather Hamilton or Tristan said she had seen. I think
that table may still be around. It’s funny that you ask if I know any pediatricians that may be able to
look at this SBS and child injury info. Up until approx. a year ago I was in here with an inmate
named Philip Horner, who was a pediatrician. He happened to be Kyle’s first Dr. in Rochester. He
“caught” his case soon after Kyle’s birth and we switched to another practice. I wasn’t exactly
friends with Phil, but I could have gotten him to look at this stuff, explain it, and offer some
opinions. Story of my life since 2000, a day late and dollar short for everything. I don’t know any
others, but will keep my mind open for ideas on how we can get one.
It’s interesting to find that BonPasse means Good Travel or Good Way. I wonder if Evans has any
cool meanings.
You mentioned the “cradle robber” aspect of my case and the age issue being part of my
situation. It’s really bizarre because Amanda was 18 at the time but you wouldn’t know it. She
looked older, acted older most of the time, and had more “take charge” in her than in any previous
relationship. Incidentally, all of my relationships prior to Tristan and Amanda were with older
girls/women. Something about those two made me go in the opposite direction.
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I didn’t have a large pool at my house. I was referring to the times we went to my parents’ house
in Keene. They have an 18’x36’ inground pool. Kassidy was fearless and would walk right to the
edge and jump into my or Amanda’s arms in the pool. It was different than Malana, who was 6
months older and much more timid to do things. Kassidy just had absolute trust, it seemed. Amanda
described her jumping from the top step. Sometimes, I would stand Kassidy on the kitchen counter to
pick a cereal and then she would just turn and jump into my arms. No fear of heights. Many kids
would look down and feel timid, both Kassidy and Kyle were fearless and absolutely trusted us. You
asked about safety precautions for the pool, we kept gate closed and never let the kids outside to play
unless one of us adults was with them. There was a kiddie pool on the deck that Kassidy and Malana
played in unless one of us was in the big pool and they wanted to go in. We had arm floaties for all
the kids. Several times we took Kyle and Kassidy swimming to Baxter Lake at Glen & Deb’s where
our boat was docked. You should have seen Kassidy get excited when I pulled her and Amanda on
the raft in my parents pool.
I answered questions about Kato in a recent letter so I will leave that alone for now. I will
elaborate on other pets. The first dog I remember having was a beagle. Then we had a yellow lab
named Sunshine when I was 5 or 6 years old. Sunshine had to be put down because his collar had cut
into his throat. He was an outside dog. I had to feed him and clean his poop everyday. All of us kids
were afraid of Sunshine because he would jump on us, scratch us and knock us over. He was a great
dog but scary to us little kids. I was devastated when he died. Next, we had parakeets and rabbits. I
had an all-black rabbit named Moonshine. Because he was dark and that was the opposite of
Sunshine. I was probably 8 or 9. I went out before school one morning to feed the rabbits and saw
that they were all missing. It looked like something had chewed the side of the wooden hutch frame.
We had another small puppy for a while but had to get rid of him because he kept biting everything.
He was hyper.

Next we tried goldfish. They kept dying so we gave up on that experiment after 1-2 years.
Around the age of 12 or 13, we got David Gundy’s German Shepherd, Max. She was awesome,
smart, fun, loved attention, etc. Max was the best. As I recall we had Max for several years and then
David moved to a house on Victoria Street in Keene and took him back.
When I was in 9th grade, my cousin, Timmy, and my former best friend, Regan, both shot
themselves. I went through a period where I was questioning life and no longer cared if I lived. A
school guidance counselor found out, talked to my parents and they brought me home “Babbit”, the
cutest little rabbit. He was like a kid. He was a house rabbit. He would sit on my chest for hours
letting me pet him. Then he’d dump a few turd pellets on me and hop off. Babbit lived for a long
time. I had him all through high school, took him to Rochester and he was alive for my first year with
Tristan.
I was away at a convention and I came back home and he was outside in Kato’s dog kennel dead.
I was heartbroken. He lived over 10 years. He is buried in my oId yard in Rochester. Mary always
had cats and we got Kato together around 1994.
I think I had an essay about sociopaths somewhere in the stuff I sent you and it said they often
abuse animals. I had a big discussion about it with Seth Bader, an attorney here, who is doing a
natural life sentence. The only time I ever hurt an animal was when Kato attacked Brent in front of
my bedroom door. He broke skin on Brent’s arm. I punched him in the head and he yelped and went
flying down the stairs. I felt horrible for both Brent and hitting Kato. I found out from a trainer that
Shepards are very territorial and he liked to camp right outside my bedroom door. So we eliminated
this by not allowing him up stairs for a long time. Kato was great with Kyle but did not like Brent for
some reason.
You asked about visiting Kyle and Brent at Family Strength office in Dover. Alex Patel was the
case worker who sat in on our visits. I’m not sure if they were court ordered for there. Until the
criminal case was finalized I could not have unsupervised visits. So they must have been. Tristan was
usually in attendance and very supportive at that point. I think the visits were two hours long. We
played, cuddled, colored, etc. If
it was nice out, we made arrangements ahead to meet at park or school play yard. We tried to make it
as normal for the kids as possible. I usually visited once a week and this went on from December
2000 until August 2001 when I went to jail. It was interesting because as I recall, we were supposed
to have a single visit or two with Family Strength sort of to break it to the kids that I couldn’t see
them for a while and that it was nothing they did, how much I love them, etc. After seeing us
together Alex wrote a report or something to the Dover court or DCYF saying that she thought after
watching me interact with the children and our obvious bonds that it would do the kids more harm
than good not to see me. She supported visits. I guess DCYF went along with it but were too busy to
supervise them so they stayed with Family Strength for the most part with an occasional supervised
visit by DCYF.

You asked about me being learning disabled. I don’t know what it actually was, but in first grade
I was behind where other kids were, so they put me in Title I or Chapter I. to catch up. The first year
or so I had a horrible teacher, and then Mrs. Peasley came in; and I was soon ahead of the other third
graders. I have always had to work harder than most to get ahead. I struggled with understanding
concepts sometimes. I could always count money faster than anyone else, but in high school
struggled with Algebra. I really believe this was due to having a poor teacher who didn’t have
patience to explain things. Wrong profession to get into if you don’t have patience. During my
freshman and sophomore years I had several “bad” teachers that helped turn me off to school for a
while. They didn’t want to teach and I’d be damned if I was going to be made a fool of for asking
questions, so I just started taking easier classes. It was another great reason for me to get on the
school board. Try to change some of these shitty teachers out so no kid is made to feel stupid and
falls through the cracks. I liked school and worked hard in junior high school. I couldn’t get out
quick enough in high school. My mom was pretty strict when growing up and not so much by the
time I reached high school. I think I may have benefitted from some direction and a kick in the pants.
I’m sure they were reluctant. I was the typical teenager with all the answers. I think there are many
reasons I didn’t enroll in college. I lacked a little confidence, lacked a push in that direction from my
parents, screwed off in high school some and didn’t have the grades. Mostly I had a good career
waiting for me at McDonald’s if I wanted it, and was already making a lot of money. When I was 21,
I could be a state trooper if I still wanted to and no degree necessary for that. I don’t mean to sound
critical of my folks, I just planned to have a more “hands on” approach with Kyle and Brent too as
much as I’m allowed.
You explain your view on the contact info I provide you with. I am glad you view it as
preliminary contacts that you are making with people. Me, I’m a little more skeptical and don’t have
a lot of faith. You never know when you are speaking to someone for the first and last time. Thus my
“last chance” attitude.
You asked about Bruce & Michelle. The Bruce you have found on the web is Bruce Sr. They
were next door neighbors. I’m not sure about contacting them. We met under unusual circumstances
and they become very good friends of mine and Amanda’s all the way through trial. I know they
believed in me but have never responded since I’ve been here. I think I know why. I will explain
when I call you soon and we can decide if we should attempt approach or not. I think they cut ties.
You found that Creed played in Great Woods on Aug. 22, 2000. Ok. Mark that date down. I went
along with Amanda, Glen and Deb, Michelle and Bruce, and possibly two more people. Either Jen &
Jeff, or Jackie watched Kassidy, I’m sure. Kyle would have been with Tristan. The reason you can’t
find 3 Doors Down in Great Woods is because they were the opening act for Creed that night. If you
want, look for 3 Doors Down at Hampton Beach Casino Ballroom because I took Amanda there that
year. As a matter of fact, I wonder if the Casino has a listing of shows in Hampton that summer
because I believe we went to a few shows including one comedian. Usually with Glen Varney and
his girlfriend, Deb, or Bruce & Michelle. I believe Glen’s place was on Baxter Lake in Farmington,
NH. It likely was the weekend of July 1-2 that we went on Glen’s pontoon boat.
You asked about the car rescue info. Robert Hartford and PJ Rogers were from the
Milton/Farmington, Rochester, area. I think PJ’s mother’s name may have been Sherry and I think
she lived in Milton. Tristan knew at least PJ so he must have gone to Nute High in Milton, NH with
her. Isn’t there a website something like classreunion.com. Nute is pretty small, maybe they would
know. I’m not sure of the year of the car crash. Must have been 1997 or 1998. I think my mom has
an article.
You asked a few paragraphs ago how many students were in my class at Keene High School. As
I recall, it was in the high 300’s or low 400’s. No idea how many went to college.

You shared with me your thoughts about why it may be more effective approach to say that an
innocent man shouldn’t have to pay for someone else’s mistakes rather than “an innocent child is
growing up without a father.” I see your point and agree somewhat. My approach was aimed at
getting sympathy for Kyle not for me. On the whole, I like your approach better. The bottom line for
me is not rolling over and taking “NO” too easily. I understand that not everyone will talk but I
firmly believe that most will if they are approached in whatever manner it is that triggers them.
I’ll get back to you on convention info. I’m going to ask Jeremy to help. I don’t know how
successful I will be finding a date but we’ll see. McDonald’s Corp has a corporate office in
Westwood/Dedham Ma. They have a training and PR department. Worse case scenario, we can
check with them as it is the corporation that puts on these conventions. All restaurant managers
attend and we fly there unless held in Boston.
Jeff Marshall’s mother went everyday to my trial. She had never even seen Kassidy to my
knowledge. I don’t expect that Jeff would tell the police that “mommy” beat his ass, but he said it to
me on the way to pick up Amanda’s 3-wheeler in Maine. He was using it as justification for spanking
Kassidy’s butt black and blue. I didn’t know about this until a couple of days later. Regarding Jeff,
you still give him too much credit. Just look at the injuries during this 2 week period when Kassidy
was with him. First, he black and blues her ass. I find out about it and threaten him. Then the very
next week, Thursday 26th until Sat or Sun he has her and she “falls” out his truck window. The next
week, she is limping because he “stepped” on her.
At the very end of the letter you ask me to fill you in about the time I came home and found the
house empty and called Vanessa and asked her to go out for a drink. Can you give me more
information about this? I suspect it was one of the times that I was headed to Keene for a day or two.
I know she and I went out to a local bar in Keene and had a couple of beers, I want to say it was in
September or so. It was still fairly warm as I remember. If I was going away, sometimes Bruce or
Jess would come take care of Kato for me. I did the same for their dogs. I would drink anything when
going out. I enjoyed beer and CC & Ginger Ale the best. It depended. I wasn’t choosey.
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It wasn’t Dr. Sandy in the video with the children with disabilities. He was just showing it to us.
It’s a video that was made 20 years ago and recently remade. The school, from my understanding is a
private school for children with learning disabilities in Connecticut. I will ask Mrs. Kelley to email
Dr. Sandy and get the name of the video.
It’s frustrating that we may never know what happened to Kassidy. I fear that if we can’t show
that, how will we ever be able to prove it wasn’t caused by me? Regarding the bruises on Kassidy’s
cheeks? Yeah, she could let us know if it hurt by crying The problem is, I typically held her face to
get eye contact when she was having already in the middle of her crying, screaming, tantrum. I was
usually frustrated and thought she was just being spoiled. She may have been crying more because it
was hurting her, I don’t know. If I had palmed her cheeks when she wasn’t crying and she started, I
likely would realize by the type of cry if I was hurting her. In the heat of things I obviously palmed
her (single hand) harder than I had intended. Sometimes, the next day or several hours later I would
see red marks formed. I would try to be more careful but a time or two later she was bruised again. I
estimate I bruised her cheeks 3-4 times. I palmed them probably a total of 10-15 times. (guessing)
Much more after that first week in October when Amanda began doing surveys for Bruce and Jeff
had Kassidy more often.
Asking my friends with children about their bruising, how long it takes to form, etc. is a great
idea and I will get right on it. Thanks.
I think you are right on with a bunch of us doing a lot of wishful thinking but the hidden reality
was far different.

You asked about my office at the Portsmouth McDonald’s. It was just a small office built in the
backroom of the restaurant. All supervisors had them. Usually, they tried to center them in the
middle of your area. I would typically have meetings in the middle of the week, Tuesday or
Wednesday as it was a slower time and the managers were less likely to be missed for several hours.
I liked to have the meetings in Portsmouth or Rochester because both of them had large indoor
playplaces with large birthday party rooms. The perfect place to have a 2:30-4:30 meeting.
Especially with 9 to 10 people discussing upcoming strategies, restaurant operations, hot buttons, etc.
You asked about the college courses. The money mgt. seminar was run through Franklin Pierce
College. McDonald’s mgt. training program is college accredited if you complete the entire program.
It is regional training and then you go out to Oak Brook IL for two weeks of intensive training with
150 or so other potential restaurant managers from around the world. I believe I finished third in my
class. I had a certificate somewhere, but who knows where that may be now. The other college
classes here, I have already written to you about.
Martha’s Vineyard trip- I believe that Amanda and I went first. We did not see Larry and Kim
Grace as we were leaving. He kept an eye on my restaurants while I was away and I did the same for
him. Janet and Larry had separated and I set Larry and Kim up. I really liked Kim, but was blown
away when I met Amanda. I thought they would make a great couple. Larry is a little more laid back
than me, and I could see that potential.
To my knowledge, NO ONE has contacted Mrs. Edgar. I agree that it is worth following up on
but think it may be best to do it after you have something else to show for it. It has been 10 years, she
may not want to get involved. I always thought it was helpful. I forgot where I originally heard about
it. I believe there was an error. I don’t think that Tristan heard it. I think she is the one who told me
that my former co-worker, Gina Warner heard it from Mrs. Edgar. I don’t know why my attorneys
cared so much that Mrs. Edgar, “May not recall the exact date”. In my view, the state did all kinds of
that, just being close with a date. This was a reputable lady who could have said I was concerned
about Kassidy. Gina managed the Dover McDonald’s while I was in Rochester. You can tell her,
“Chad tells me that you and he worked very closely and on many special projects together over the 8
years he was on the Seacoast. He visited you in the hospital when your son Aidan was born and you
visited he and Tristan when Kyle was.” You may find it helpful to mention that you have already
talked to Janet Lane. Janet, Larry and Gina all came up through McDonald’s together as teenagers.
I’m glad you had a good talk with Alan. He must be thinking I’m nuts to try the media route. I
don’t believe I told you this but there were two attorneys from the AG’s office who prosecuted my
case. Actually three. Chris Carter was the lead prosecutor in the beginning then he went into private
practice. N. William Delker then took over and was the lead and his co-prosecutor, was Simon
Brown. I think Delker seemed to want to win at all costs. I mention all of this because I feel
differently about Simon Brown. He is in private practice now. I think Mr. Brown definitely hates me,
but that is because he feels I am guilty. During the entire case, he is the only one besides Alan who I
felt was doing what they believed was right for KASSIDY. I think Simon would try to do what
JUSTICE calls for.
MISC. ARTICLES- None have to do with me directly but may be useful in some sense.
-Jason sent me an article from the Keene Sentinel about a man that several people are convinced is
wrongly convicted and they are trying to help him. There is a former Keene police officer named
Dan Dumaine that is trying to help him. Anyway, I went to school with Dan’s daughter, Holly, We
were friendly. I believe that Dan is also a state representative. Also there is a captain Healy from the
NH State Police here (retired) I believe that he was involved in my case somehow. Either way, this
SCAN technology they are talking about sounds interesting. Jeff’s initial statements to the police
were hand written. I wonder if they could be helpful?
-An article titled valuable lesson- another big hot button of mine on school board.
-Article “Revealing the bodies deepest secrets” wonder if any of this “stuff” could help us with
Kassidy. (We know deep injury) It mentions a Tomography Machine. These are in several of the
cases of children who died in Dr. Plunkett’s 2001 report.

March 2, 2010 (44)
I found two television shows that show face palming similar to me with Kassidy.
Sunday Feb. 28 2010, the movie, “GI Jane.” AT approx. 7:10 P.M. Demi Moore’s face is being held
in a palming fashion by The Master sargeant, (Viggo Mortenso) Right before he punches her out.
This was shown on TNT. Was in theatre several years ago. It was a fight towards the end of her basic
training.
Sunday FEB 28, 2010 9P.M. RTV (RETRO) Old Mike Hammer episode starring Darren
McGavin. During the first 6-7 minutes of the episode a character named Mimi grabs the face of a
male for 10-15 seconds in palming fashion. The episode didn’t have a name but it was about a man
named Herman K Berman that stole the college money he was in charge of and left the country. Not
sure of the star’s real names in the episode but believe there was a George G. and perhaps Nina
Taylor. It was an old black and white show, probably from the 1950’s.
Also on this night: I saw a preview for a movie that hits theatre’s on Friday March 5th.
BROOKLYN’S FINEST starring Richard Gere, Ethan Hawke, Wesley Snipes and others. In preview
I did not observe face palming but I did see Richard Gere’s character, a policeman, stop a black
suspect in a store and say “Look into my EYES”. As you know, I often said this.
I know these are not displays with children but they appear to be examples of the type of
behavior I had with Kassidy. I don’t have time to watch a lot of TV but am encouraged, and will
keep my eyes open. I have friends on the lookout also.
March 5, 2010 (45)
You asked about my relationship with Tristan (Wentworth). I met Tristan in 1995 and within
days we were flirting. She was a year removed from High School and 5 years younger than me.
Which made her a 15 year swing from what I was used to with Mary, my previous girlfriend. Tristan
was the first girl younger than me that I recall having a serious relationship with.
Tristan was fun, adventurous, had the physical features that I was always attracted to, olive toned
skin, piercing green eyes, long brown hair, and a body as hard as a rock. She is beautiful. Tristan was
game to try anything and I loved it! She was a tomboy not worried about her nails, would shoot
baskets, wrestle and then could put a dress on and look beautiful. Tristan was great except for one
thing. I couldn’t see it for the first year but she agreed with everything I said and anything I wanted
to do. It’s fun for a while to have someone agree with you but communication is important to me. I
wanted to know her thoughts, desires, goals, wants, etc. It gets boring when that is missing.
Tristan and I started secretly dating around Valentine’s Day 1996 and she and Brent moved in
with me soon after Mary moved out. Tristan left her boyfriend, Joe, who was also Brent’s father. We
just really wanted to be together. It seemed so romantic at the time, like we were meant to be
together but ultimately, I think it caused its own set of problems.
I was the general manager of Rochester, WalMart, and was in on the negotiations for the Kittery
McDonald’s we were purchasing. We were at a dinner meeting for Kittery when I got a page from
Tristan. She hardly every paged me 911. I called her back and she sounded all excited. She told me
she had to talk to me when I got home. I said, “No way, tell me now. What are you so stoked about?”
She told me she was pregnant. It was the last thing I expected her to say. I had to ask her two times if
she was sure. I wanted to jump through the phone and kiss her I was so excited. I remember walking
back to the table on cloud 9. I don’t think I was ever so excited in my life. I couldn’t wait for that
damn meeting to end! I immediately told Larry Lane, who was there at the meeting. It was just
amazing. We weren’t trying or anything. I was in shock.
Within two weeks of learning that Tristan was pregnant in November 1996, we planned an entire
90 guest wedding. Tristan took care of the table centerpieces and girls dresses and I arranged
everything else; the facility, the meal, the DJ, photographer, videographer., etc. Of course, I ran
everything by her and she kind of rubber stamped it.
Kyle was born in July, 1997. Most amazing day of my life.

In many senses I was very mature at the time I got married. Good job, nice house, always
planning for the future. Etc. However, looking back, in many ways I was very immature. I loved
Tristan so much but often was too cool to show it in front of friends, I partied a lot. The few times
she did speak about something, I just disregarded it anyway. I had trust issues and dwelled on them.
Tristan was everything I wanted and could handle. Tristan and I were so busy me working and
planning our lives -her with school and the kids. Another sign of me being selfish and immature my
wants, my needs. I was always so good at putting others needs before my own and I wasn’t even
doing it for my wife the way SHE needed me to. I was still doing it for her in my way, but that just
doesn’t cut it. I took what I had for granted at times. I would find better ways of working through
whatever was in my head.
Tristan left for a few weeks in 1998 I believe. I talked her into coming back. It woke me up. I
started making MAJOR effort. By then it seemed too late. Tristan barely responded. My attempts
were genuine but I think she had resigned herself to being free. I see now that she was in
relationships with kids since 16 years old. I couldn’t see it then. Best thing I could have done would
be to let her go be her for a while. I was so intent on keeping our family together. It probably would
have happened if I hadn’t held on so tight. Let her go for a while and she probably would have come
back and settled down fine. I had no confidence in myself to do this though. I couldn’t see that I had
value and that she may still be attracted to my good qualities.
My sense of loss and desperation became too great. I lost my objectivity and spiraled out of
control. We had a few acts of violence in that last year. We had fights were we would grab and push
each other. I remember a couple of times throwing her on the bed and sitting on her/holding her
down. Tristan literally fights like a dude. I mean, she has no problem punching you right in the
mouth. She literally has hit me harder than any guy has. I’m kind of proud when I tell you that other
than the weight difference, I would put her in the ring with Layla Ali, Muhammad Ali’s daughter,
who happens to be the women’s heavyweight champion.
We had a bad episode when I was arrested. I was watching the boys. She went to dinner with
some “friends” (For months I had doted on her come home early from work, not gone out w/ friends,
all I wanted was for her to love me back). Tristan didn’t show up until 2 or so in the morning. I was
out of my fucking head. I was drinking which just added to my crazyness. 2ish she comes home. I
was bawling my eyes out and out of control. I dragged her up the stairs by the back of her shirt to
show her our two boys sleeping peacefully in their beds. I wanted to remind her of her commitment
to them; of the commitment she made to me. She hit me and I slapped her in the mouth which
chipped the cap on her front tooth. We fought downstairs for several minutes on the couch. I finally
came to my senses and stopped. I went to bed. She went to the cops. I got arrested and charged with
chipping her tooth and some charge for keeping her there against her will because I pushed her onto
the couch. Either way, temporary DV restraining order, they moved my guns, etc.
A couple weeks later she came back and I worked 3 times harder to make it up. We went along
for a while but her heart wasn’t into it. I think she may have resented me (I don’t blame her) She
wasn’t reciprocating in anyway which made me even needier. I went to court ordered batterer’s
group which was a joke. I was completely drunk at company Christmas party, December 1999. We
went back to our room and got into a huge fight about something. I sat on her, we grabbed each
other, pulled each others hair. We wrestled. I slapped her. I could see the fear in her eyes for the first
time and stopped. I never hit her again after that. Tristan is the first and last woman I ever hit prior
and after that, I did some grabbing and stuff but my self control was lost with Tristan. She had truly
seen my best and worst.
I hated myself after this. How could I hurt someone that I love so much? I feared I had a problem
and didn’t want to be this way. I enrolled myself in one on one counseling with a man named Gray at
some local counseling place. Even if Tristan and I didn’t work out, I wanted to be better. No matter
what a woman does, I should always know to walk away because I am bigger and stronger. I
certainly didn’t want to be a bully. Tristan is pretty amazing. I still love her and miss her friendship. I
hope someday she will forgive me and will remember our many good times shared together. I wanted
to give her the world. We were extremely close once. I pray that one day we can be again.

I think I have shared that this entire process continues to be a learning experiences for me. For
instance, when I shared that my exchange with Alex Patel on the playground after a visit one day
helped me to see that violence against others/ hitting them, is just a barbaric way of forcing my will
on them. That is not who I am so understanding this brings change. It makes so much sense.
Likewise, Larry Lane taught me something that made sense. He said that if you spank a child more
than once, you are doing it for you. Hitting has NEVER really been my thing anyway, but this made
so much sense to me it became law in my mind. I guess that is how my mind worked.
What this exercise has taught me is that I have a problem with Alcohol that I didn’t realize I had.
While I was thinking about all of these past relationships, it seems when I was at my worst or lost my
inhibitions or control is when I was drinking. I have a powerful mind. Knowing that this is a problem
for me is enough to keep me from ever drinking again. (given the opportunity or chance to prove it) I
am not an animal and have no desire to put myself in positions where I have the potential to hurt
those that I love most in the world. I am just a flawed human being that is learning about my
deficiencies and what I need to do to improve on them.
March 7, 2010 (46)
For the past week I have been sicker than anything I remember in the past 15 years. I’m still
recovering from pneumonia or the flu, but I can’t stand getting any further behind so I am going to
attempt to answer a few letters today. A few misc. items first. You asked recently who “Tinky
Winky” was. Tinky Winky was
the purple TELLITUBBY doll that Kassidy absolutely loved. Tinky has an upside down triangle on
top of his head that Kassidy hauled him around by everywhere she went.
You asked me about the incident where I brought Kassidy upstairs and then left the house to cool
off. I can’t recall the incident at this time. When you send me the notes you took of the event once
you retrieve the originals from the crate at my parents’ house, I will re read the entire thing and it
may “jog” my memory. There likely is something that I will be able to tie it to but I don’t know for
sure.
You asked about meeting Jeff at a Sears parking lot to transfer Kassidy. I recall the incident well.
It was one of the nights that Amanda and Nicole were going to their money mgt. class. So this was
Mid to late October. I’m not sure why we were meeting there other than that the Spaulding Turnpike
was how I returned from any of my restaurants so we met there. I’m not sure where he was prior to
the Sears parking lot, but I suspect I was returning from one of my restaurants in the lower seacoast
or Methuen. Otherwise, I likely would have had Amanda drop her right off to me because as I recall,
Jeff was only watching her for a short while that day. I think that is one of the things that surprised
me about Jeff yelling at Kassidy that day. She had only been with him for a short while. What could
she have possibly done to upset him. Jeff was in his pickup and didn’t see me pull up two spaces
from his passenger door. I walked up to the truck and heard her crying hysterically and him
screaming something to the effect of “Stop being a fucking brat today.” I cranked open the passenger
door and he looked like he had seen a ghost or something. Kassidy immediately stopped crying and
put her arms out and ran to me (she wasn’t in a car seat). To be honest, it felt really good to have her
run to me like this, and this is what makes the entire exchange memorable. As I buckled her car seat,
I asked Jeff what his problem was and why he was screaming at her. I don’t recall his answer or if he
even really gave one. It’s hard to explain,
Jeff is a much larger man than I was, but he seemed to be intimidated by me. I always had an A
TYPE personality or something because this is kind of how it has been all my life with many people.
One of my former bosses, possibly Dan Frazier, called it “COMMAND PERSONALITY”. You
could just walk in and tell who is in charge without hearing them speak a word, by how a person
carried themselves.
Anyway, I would have to read the note again, but I likely took Kassidy to the Newington NH
McDonald’s as it is right near the Sears. I don’t believe I had Kyle that night. Typically, I don’t
believe I had Kyle on Thursday evenings, when their money class was.

The more I think about it, this might have been the time where Kassidy and I were home alone
playing and coloring on the floor in the dining room when Amanda arrived home and tried to join us
and Kassidy kind of pushed her away and only wanted me.
I believe Amanda spoke about this somewhere, either in her MY LIFE STORY or said it to the
police in one of her interviews. We should check this out to see if it lines up.
Also, you can call Nicole anytime. You may want to ask her what she recalls about one of the
pick ups or dropoffs of Kassidy at the Newington McDonald’s. Nicole picked up Amanda in
Rochester when her car was at VIP being repaired (I think we determined that this was Oct. 26)
maybe this was the day. Actually, scratch that, it wouldn’t have mattered which class it was because
Nicole always came to Rochester first to
meet Amanda. Anyway, there was a pick up or drop off by Jeff or I that was memorable to her for
some reason. It’s all a little fuzzy to me right now. I know Nicole talked to me about it once and
think it may be better for you to get the impression from her as it was her impression.
Thanks for the info on the Dennis Dechaine case. I hope things work out for him. You obviously
know much more about the case than I do but from my reading, probably due to the way the reporter
is writing, I have some doubts about his innocence. Not so much because he didn’t tell his side at
trial but because a repair bill and notebook belonging to Dechaine were found in the driveway at the
site of the abduction and,
even bigger, Cherry’s hands were bound with yellow plastic rope, the same yellow plastic rope found
in his truck and evidence tech’s finding it had been cut from a piece in his barn. Unless it was the
cops, it would have to be a mortal enemy that set him up. I have to admit that the lack of his DNA
seems pretty compelling and this timing stuff that the pathologists were asked to testify about is
confusing.
With Regards to Mrs. Edgar of Cross Road Kindergarten, I will have to think about who would
be best to approach her and get back to you. Gina Warner, who I believe heard the conversation
would seem like an obvious candidate. We were friends for my 8 years on the seacoast. The last
time I saw or heard from her or Larry Lane was when they showed up for my verdict or sentencing. I
can’t remember which. We’ll talk more on the 24th. I always went to the day care when picking up
or dropping of Kyle so it had to be one of those times I spoke to Mrs. Edgar about Kassidy.
March 7, 2010 (47)
You asked many questions in this letter about Jeff’s babysitting. You asked for every time they
babysat, when was the first instance, for what reason, where Amanda were going, how many days
and overnights Kassidy had with Jen and Jeff, how many hours each, etc. Without us coming up with
more information on the timeline, this is going to be very difficult to accomplish. I know in some of
the earlier documents I produced that your next several letters address, have some of the times they
watched Kassidy, but I cannot go any more than out of my head and have it be accurate without some
supporting documentation that may jar some dates and times for me. My mom and dad are checking
in storage for some of my old bills from storage but this is a request that we will have to put on hold
for a while to see if we can fill in some more of
the time line as this will help with answers. What I CAN tell you for sure, Other than the time
Kassidy “fell” out of Jeff’s truck window, she didn’t stay with Jen or Jeff for more than one night in
a row typically. I can only think of one other time, and that is the weekend I went to get the three
wheeler with Jeff in Maine.
I believe I went to Bruce and Michelle’s that weekend and Amanda was supposed to meet up
with us and didn’t. I’m not sure what she did that weekend, which is another example of my not
controlling Amanda. She was a free spirit in many ways.

Jen and Jeff would watch Kassidy if we were going out with Glen & Deb, or Bruce & Michelle,
to do adult things (clubs, concert, motorcycle rally, excessive partying, etc.) This would be an
example of an overnight. They also watched her for several hours if Amanda had something going on
and I wasn’t around or for things such as her working on surveys several times, Amanda working at
Old Navy, etc. Jeff also watched Kassidy several times while Jen and Amanda did some of Jeff’s
landscaping. (Jeff loved doing the books while the girls were at a site doing a clean up.) I know
several times Jeff watched Kassidy while the girls went shopping for several hours. I thought it was
ridiculous that he would leave the girls at a site while he went away, but I didn’t make a big deal
because I know Amanda enjoyed the time with Jen, and Amanda felt good about helping Jeff’s
landscaping work, because of all the times they watched Kassidy. When I first met Jen, months
before I first went on a date with Amanda, she would come and do the landscaping with Jeff. I
remember watching her in Rochester one day. She was working her ass off! Jeff was doing very little
landscaping and a whole lot of socializing with me and others. I guess she did this for him all
summer. It wasn’t until near the end of the landscaping season that I found out that Jeff never even
paid her anything. I was shocked. I mean, he fed her and stuff but she didn’t have a salary she could
call her own. Amanda told me that Jen was kind of jealous of her because I so freely gave money to
Amanda. I know this along with the fact that I was always surprising Amanda with misc. gifts caused
problems in their relationship. Amanda once told me, “Jeff has a fit and will barely give Jen $50
when we are going shopping. I’ll always buy lunch and stuff because you give me whatever I ask for.
Then Jen goes home and they sometimes fight because he doesn’t treat her like you do me.”
I’m sure the fact that Jen’s little sister was doing better than she rubbed Jennifer the wrong way a
little and she let Jeff know about it. Both of the girls were a little materialistic. I didn’t think so at the
time but I definitely grew to see it. At one point in the summer Amanda told me that she thought that
Jeff was hitting Jen and she was worried. I told Amanda that Jen could stay with us as long as she
needed to. She was going to talk with her. Months later I read in discovery how Amanda put Jen at
ease by telling her that I hit her, in order to try to make Jen more comfortable talking with Amanda
about possible abuse from Jeff. One unintended result was that Jen came to think that I really was
hitting Amanda, which wasn’t true.
March 7, 2010 (48)
You asked who Carter was in article I was quoting to Alan from Foster’s article where Carter
claimed state had some crucial evidence. Chris Carter was the first prosecutor on the case. He went
into private practice and Delker became the lead.
You asked about Canoe trip. Nicole, Brandon, Dad, Jason, myself, and Amanda went on a 2-3
day canoe trip down the Saco River. We have photos from the trip that you will get. I’m thinking that
it was early summer. I know Nicole, Jay, and myself always wanted to go on a trip like this with our
dad. This was like a dream come true. Then, to top it off, I got to take this beautiful girl with me that
I was way into to keep
me warm at night in my tent. We had a blast. Amanda can be model pretty and then get all tomboy.
What an attractive feature. We all had a blast. Immediately when the trip was over we talked about
doing it again the next year. Kyle would have been four then and would have enjoyed it. I’m praying
we have luck finding my old credit card bills because it will help us pinpoint a lot of these dates.
I went canoeing with Amanda a few times in the summer of 2001 while we were on the “lam”.
We would rent a canoe in Brattleboro and spend a few hours on the Connecticut River. I loved taking
the kids on our little 16 foot ski boat but was scared to death to take them in a canoe. They tip too
easily and I wouldn’t take them in them until they could swim a little. At 3 years old Kyle could
swim the length of my parents’ pool underwater (the kid is a fish) and I wouldn’t take him. I didn’t
have enough confidence in my swimming to save them if canoe tipped. So no, we wouldn’t take the
kids canoeing yet. I may have attempted with Kyle the next year. Even on our trip down the Saco,
Amanda and I flipped our canoe and it scared the shit out of me. The water was pretty low and we
still managed to tip over.

You asked about when I purchased my boat and mentioned weekend of 26/27 of August. Where
did you get this date? I think it may have been a weeknight and sooner than this that I bought it. The
reason I’m fairly confident of this is I had it parked at Glen’s house on Baxter Lake and took a
couple of the Hampton kids that worked for me for the summer out on it for a couple of hours. They
were Irish exchange students
who land at the beach after their school year ends and they work two jobs to save money. I can’t
remember when they leave to go back to Ireland but it’s somewhere around the beginning of Sept I’ll
bet. I should have asked Jeremy. He would know.
I had been on the boat many times before I took them out as I recall. This is why I am betting I
bought it earlier than what you have listed. You asked about my boat and I could have sworn I
answered this already. I took a 30 minute break, and can’t find it anywhere so here goes. It was a 16
foot, I believe Glasstron, with an 85 horse Johnson outboard motor. I had a trailer for it but most of
the time kept it docked at my friend Glen’s place on Baxter Lake.
You asked about bruises caused by me on Kassidy at time of death. I believe you are correct
there were none, but all of this is starting to run together. There may have been some on the cheeks.
You’ll have to make yourself a note to check autopsy photos while in Keene on the 24th, AFTER the
meeting. I’m sure they will be quite hard to take. I apologize but you’ll have to view them alone.
You asked about reference to Heather Hamlin. Wasn’t that Jen’s boss? I believe she managed
Perfumania. I believe I was acting pre-emptively. She was a little flirty. I usually am too.
You asked about the 2 page forwarding letter than began with “As I was getting these documents
ready for you”. You coded it (CE010000J). I believe I addressed this already. The document was
originally produced for_______________ _____________, a counselor here who was going to try
and help me.
From my old notes enclosed you asked about a time that Jeff said to Kassidy, “Mama’s here.”
Amanda wasn’t there. It was a cruel trick by Jeff. He got the idea from seeing how excited Kassidy
got when Amanda did show up to pick her up. I believe this was a separate incident from when
Kassidy was standing on the bed with her pants around her ankles. You asked how I knew it was the
Thursday the 12. Well, I’m not positive but it looks like even back then I was using some of the logic
you employed. Tying the event to a date or event I am likely to remember. In this case, I was
associating it with my birthday. I may well be off by a few days but It was around my birthday I
noticed it.
At the bottom of the letter you mentioned that this is hard work. You are correct. It is brutal. It’s
difficult to explore. I’ve lost my ability to sleep soundly again. All that I miss and had numbed
myself to is now throbbing again. You are doing a good job making sense of everything. I know it is
tough but you are grasping stuff that I didn’t think any outsider would be able to. Thank you.
P.S. Attached I have “decoded” as much of the paper titled “My Interview” that you included. I
have retyped it. The confusing thing is I don’t know why it is titled My Interview. Unlike the paper
you sent me a couple of months ago, this doesn’t appear to have anything to do with my interview. It
is just a bunch of Misc. notes that I must have shared with Alan or planned to at one point. I have a
good/bad habit of writing things down as they cross my mind. Often they don’t make sense. They are
just thoughts I’m afraid I may forget. Sometimes this can be very helpful. Other times not so much.
In the next several letters you sent me you are addressing (and starting here) you are addressing a
folder that no one was ever meant to see. Not necessarily bad stuff just my personal thoughts that
much of it I never shared with anyone and if I did, it was most likely Alan through our phone
conversations or meetings. I had a folder of 20 something pages full of my chicken scratch that I kept
for myself and was supposed to be destroyed. Instead, my mom somehow included it with my case
shit. I’ll transcribe and explain it all to you to the best of my ability but some of it I may not want
included anywhere. If we run into any such thing, I’1l let you know.
Don’t worry, you’ll always get the truth and then we can decide from there what is important.
MY INTERVIEW
Retyped 3/7/10

-Me frustrated-Snapping at my family. Trying to tell them I’m going to lose this and going to jail.
(bad feeling). I’m snapping at wrong people.
-Oct 19-22 he (Jeff) had her entire time. Spanking, black & Blue Butt, etc.
-He knew Bruce’s last name. He told me he knew my ex wife. Because he went to school with Joe
(Brent’s father). I said, you must know my best friend Bruce. “Bruce who?” “Bruce Aube”. I
described Bruce, real strong guy. He said, well, I didn’t hang out with Joe. I just knew him. We
talked a lot about McDonald’s. He seemed really nice. (I’m talking about a guy they put in a cell next
to me in county who was playing me.
He wrote down as many things as he could and then contacted the cops. His name was _____
something. Just as quick as Tristan told me not to trust him. I stopped talking to him. Then they
moved him. He talked to state police trying to make some deal. Said Bruce threw something in river.
Cops knew it was bogus and never proceeded beyond statement. My lawyers were praying they
would put him on stand. Bruce vs. him.)
-Leg 3 weeks ago. -Limping 2-3 days again.
-Travis went to store came back before leaving came up when I was reading her a bedtime story. (We
had a Mobil convenience store across street from my house.)
-From Perfumania (Asked Amanda) not only Kassidy’s condition before bringing her to Jeff. Asked
about Day care situation. Told Amanda Jeff didn’t want to watch Kassidy anymore and I didn’t
believe he should.
-Will Modlin feels threatened by McDonald’s but just reapplied. (For a job)
-(Jeremy informed me of a conversation he had with Jeff after my arrest in one of the restaurants). “I
feel really bad for Chad. I mean, he is still my friend and everything.”
-Before I met Amanda paper (I wrote) pg. 2 first Paragraph lists all times Jeff had Kassidy in --- ---pg.5 halfway down + 6 my conversations with Jeff picking Kassidy up and her behavior.
Pg.8 My phone conversation with Jeff
Pg. 9 my actions after phone call.
-Jackie Conley didn’t help her daughter get bail. 1st interview cops told her that Jen was fine with
Jeff. She never visited Amanda in jail either.
-Witness tampering charge (bullshit) I knew all about what her friends as well as Amanda had said to
them through my discovery. I being a guy of moderate intelligence can see that in some cases it was
saying same thing but I never tried to get her to go change her friends’ minds. I guess what I’m
saying, I would not have only been concerned with her mind and what she said. I would have
followed through and done the rest as well if I had that kind of pull and desire. I always preached
truth.
March 9, 2010 (50)
Most of the answers you are requesting for this letter are included right on your letter as they
were quick and easy. There are just a few things to address here.
You have done an AMAZING job digesting all of this material. I am always awed by how much
you have picked up so quickly. However, I am a little concerned about some of the questions you are
repeating in recent letters and some of the letters I have yet to answer (I have up to #80 now). I am
aware that some of it is because of the 16 day turn around. The questions about Kato and the boat I
bought are examples of this. But there are other questions that go beyond the turnaround thing. I
guess my concern is that you may be working so hard that you are pushing yourself to absorb and
you may have reached saturation point. It’s not that I mind re-answering questions, it’s that I don’t
want you to miss something that may be a crucial detail. I’d rather you stepped away for a day or two
if needed and give yourself a mental break so you can absorb greater details. I can’t afford for you to
miss anything that you may deem important. A few examples of what I am talking about.
1. In a letter that I read last night and haven’t answered yet you are asking me about Cross Road
Kindergarten and telling me that you can’t find a listing in Somersworth. I wrote to you 1-2
months ago with a big thing about Crossroads and gave you the address and phone number of
18 French Cross Rd. Dover, NH 03820 603-749-4278. I’m sorry, I can’t give you the exact

letter number that I wrote it in. It is hard for me with my physical limitations to look these
things up. Now I’m a bit concerned and feel that I need you to find and re read that letter, it
may have other info that you need to know on it.
2. The next letter I am going to answer you are asking again about the cat scratches under
Kassidy’s eye, what was kitten’s name, why did we get it, etc. No problem re answering but I
wrote a detailed explanation about the kitten approximately a month ago and I explained that
it was Kassidy’s kitten. Amanda said that Kassidy loved “kitties” and she wanted to get her
one. I wrote, “How can I say no to that.” I thought that might be pretty important to know
because if I am the monster that is going to beat this child to death, it is unlikely that I am
going to be softened by a request for her to have a kitten, especially when I am not that fond
of cats.
There are a couple of other examples but I think you get the point. I don’t want to seem nit picky.
You’ve absorbed way beyond what I thought possible. I just want you to know I will still think you
are super human even if you take a day off. I know you say that it is ok to not re answer some of the
things that you’re asking but that just doesn’t work with my personality. If you ask, it tells me that
you need to know and I need to answer. Otherwise we may miss something crucial. My mind is just
pretty “black and white”. No matter how hard I try, I struggle with gray. I’m the guy that will drive
people nuts repeating the same thing over and over again, 10 different ways making sure they
understand where I am coming from. All my ex’s and mother will verify this for you.
March 9, 2010 (51)
You asked me to check around the prison to see if a private polygraph test had been
administered.
Go ahead and get your questions ready or what you think should be asked. If it is possible and I
am going to do it, I want to do it now. Long before we ramp up any media or public attention. If I fail
for some reason then we can just call it quits or whatever. I don’t think you can recover from the
perception of a failure. I know with the two guys that I know here that I was convinced were
innocent, and then they failed the test, I now question if they are innocent even with actual physical
proof that one of them had to be.
You asked if I talked to any inmates that took one and how the New York person explains the
failure.
This gentleman took the polygraph here that is required as part of the sex offender treatment
program.
The only way he describes the failure is nerves. I believe they come in several times a year.
I don’t know the exact date of June 1990 that I graduated from high school. Someone in the class
will,
though.
You asked for date and location of rescue of people from burning car in Rochester. It was right
in front
of my house at 191 Milton Rd. 10 or 11 P.M.. I don’t know the exact date. You’ll have to get it from
my mom when you see her on 24th. It had to be sometime between 1997·1998. Brent was young. I
think Kyle was born either that or Tristan was pregnant.
Enclosed is a list of members of your class of 1990 at Keene High. Any friends there that you
would like me to contact? I will have to think about this and get back to you. I didn’t hang out with a
lot of people in my class once we got to high school. I hung out with some people from Monadnock,
some older kids, and wasted a bunch of time with Barbara. I’m sure someone on this list would be
interested. I will study it and get back to you.
Thanks for letting me know about the Facebook page. Does this mean that I am a regular
member of Facebook now for all to see or is it just the class of 1990 that can see me? As you can tell,
I know nothing about it.
Glad you had a chance to talk with Aunt Cheryl (LaValley) she has always been one of my
favorites.

You asked about the Kitten - We got a kitten for Kassidy. She loved it. We didn’t have it long
before she died. For the life of me, I can’t recall its sex or name. It was a cuddly bugger as most
kittens are and it scratched the heck out of everything.
I believe that Jeff had a cat and an older, large, mutt dog named Jake.
You asked my dad’s middle name. It is Chester Ronald Evans. I hope this helps.
March 13, 2010 (52)
In a recent letter you asked me about a parenting seminar that I attended with Dr. Leo Sandy. I
was discussing a video that we watched where the instructor said that most people (children)
automatically look away and avoid eye contact when there is confrontation. You’ll have to refer to
the original letter for the exact comment. You asked if Dr. Sandy was the one that made that
comment and I replied that it was
in the video and I would try to get Mrs. Kelley to email Dr. Sandy. The name of the video is “How
Difficult Can This Be” F.A.T. City. w/presenter Richard Lavoie.
The video was originally created approximately 20 years ago at a school in Conn. for special
needs children. It was recently redone with the same presenter. In group we watched part of the
original production and that is where I got the quote from.
The other item that I wanted to review is an item to ask Dr. Wecht about. I’m sure you have a list
started somewhere of things to ask him, could you please add this to that list. I have a friend here,
who takes medication to help suppress Gran Mal Seizures. As a baby, he had a traumatic head injury,
he fell down a flight of stairs and soon after started having Petit Mal Seizures. He described these
seizures as moments of extreme spaciness. He said at first the seizures as were barely noticeable. It
sounded an awful lot like some of the spaciness and staring at the walls that Kassidy did, especially
the after the fall from Jeff’s truck window.
The difference between my friend and Kassidy of course was that he didn’t fall at the
babysitter’s house, and then have the babysitter wait two days until bringing him home to his mother.
AND, his mother and father were smart enough to bring him to the hospital vs. assuming that he was
ok because this accident happened a day or two earlier and he seemed to be doing ok. (That wishful
thinking thing you were talking about). My friend has a 2 year old son, who really seems attached to
me. Approximately 4-5 days ago, he said his mom wanted to get involved and help somehow,
(apparently, she believes in me.) I gave her your email address. If she contacts you it may be a good
thing to ask her for more info about Jordan’s head injury as he was so young and likely won’t know
all the details of the accident or the symptoms of injury. I cannot remember her name at this time but
I will get it to you.
You asked about Bruce T. The Bruce listed here is Michelle’s father in law and he is married to
Charlene. I was friends with Bruce Jr. and Michelle. We were close for a while but I have not heard
from them since coming to prison. After you read the grand jury stuff you can decide if you have
questions to ask them. They may read the book, check out website but I doubt they will get involved
until then. We were hard and fast friends and likely would be today had this not happened. We only
met a year or so before this happened so I’m sure it was easier for them to write the friendship off.
I’ll talk more about them on the 24th when we meet.
Thanks for the Facebook info. Regarding the football team photo. I don’t know that I am in this
photo although I appear to be #53. I only played until 10th grade. I was the center on offense and
“bull Tackle” on defense. The bull tackle in our defense was the guy that was the most nuts. He
would float on the line looking for the gaps to get to the quarterback. I had a scare my sopohmore
year where the Dr.’s thought
I had spinal meningitis. After upwards of 10 spinal taps it was never confirmed but the doctors
advised my parents that I shouldn’t play football again. I focused on work instead.
March 13, 2010 (53)

I apologize for falling so far behind. I’m finally starting to recover from whatever “bugs” entered
my system. I hope to answer up to 87 this weekend. Thanks for sharing the story about the little boy
that drowned in your banana boat. How horrible for you. I’m sorry that happened. It’s situations like
that and Kassidy, that make me question if there truly is a loving God. I HATE the weak answer that
people give me about “free will”. Did you ever canoe after that? I’m not surprised that the parents’
marriage ended sometime thereafter. I have heard many situations where it creates incredible stress.
In fact, when I got my final “dear John” letter from Amanda she mentioned loving me so much, but
seeing me brings back all the feelings of missing Kassidy right to the surface.
So you cleaned some indoor McDonald’s playplaces huh? What a job that is. Dust and lint like
you wouldn’t believe unless you saw it. When Jeremy came to see me last week he informed me that
the old Rochester McDonald’s I ran was torn down and rebuilt. This surprised me because that
playplace was added on in 1995 for approx. $250,000. Not to mention all of the other investments
made there in my time of running it.
You enclosed a copy of the 10 page summary I sent to my attorneys. I will make comments and
return to you. You also asked for answers to some specific questions which I will attempt to clarify.
What did you mean when you wrote that Jeff was “a bit of a chick”? I really need to find a less
derogatory way of saying this. What I am referring to here is that Jeff had a habit of saying things
because they sound good but not really meaning them. Much the way I have seen many girls get
together and say, “Oh my God, you look so good, that dress looks so good on you,” or say, “Call me,
we’ve got to get together.”
Then, the second said girls are out of earshot they say, “Wow, I can’t stand her. Does anyone like
her?”
Pg. 6 You asked for our kitten’s name and where the scratch was located. I can’t recall kitten’s
name. Perhaps you can add that to Amanda’s list of questions for when you talk to her. She will
likely remember as it was Kassidy’s. It may have been “Kitty” because that is what I remember
Kassidy calling it. I believe scratch was under the right eye, same as coffee table.
Pg. 16 You wrote that you called Tristan to ask her to call friends about plans that evening
Kassidy died. I didn’t have Kyle on Thursdays as I recall. Typically on Thursdays at least during
football season, I would meet Jeremy at Banana’s and sometimes Bruce (perhaps that night) Bruce
worked in Portsmouth at the time and that is where we got paid by our bookie. That was a pretty
good week for me, I think Bruce and I were getting $800 each. (He was my partner.) Occasionally
we paid. It was actually quite relaxing because I never felt like I HAD to bet. I just enjoyed the
challenge. I believe Amanda was planning to pick Kassidy up at Jeff’s that evening unless she called
me. In that case, I would pick up my cash and then get Kassidy and feed her dinner. I THINK
Amanda was planning on getting out of work around 4-5 P.M. that day.
Pg. 16 Do you remember who the police officer was who talked to you before your interview? I
believe he was a Kittery cop, maybe a captain, Ron Avery.
Pg. 18 What does “Jeff testing Kassidy through the window mean?” Jeff described to me once
how he put Kassidy into the corner once for a timeout and then went out to get the mail. He watched
her from outside the window to see that she hadn’t moved from where he put her. After a few
minutes Kassidy wandered away and he went and he told me that he yelled at her for moving. I
expressed that I thought that was “uncool” and he backed away as he always did, saying, “I only did
it once.”
Pg. 18 Jeff putting her in the corner and calling her bad girl all the time. I remember this being
one of the things that really upset Amanda and I was surprised that she never talked about it to the
police. Likely she didn’t because they tended to shut her down whenever she spoke ill of Jeff. Maybe
she did in that missing portion of interview from Gray, Maine. Anyway, Amanda relayed to me once
that she yelled at Jeff because he was pissing her off. He kept calling Kassidy a bad girl all the time.
To the point that Kassidy would sometimes just randomly say it. I don’t believe that anyone at our
house ever used these words. Knowing Jeff, he saw that it got under Amanda’s skin, and used it more
and more frequently to get a reaction from Amanda. He would describe it as teasing.

Unfortunately, I didn’t see much interaction between Jeff and Kassidy. When we were all
together, it was Amanda and I or even Jen who interacted with Kassidy. You know, come to think of
it, that should have been another sign to us. Another sign that I missed. I always interact with
children. He never did when we were all together. Kassidy definitely wanted nothing to do with him
when we were all together. Amanda was around Jeff and Kassidy much more frequently. You should
add that to your list of questions to ask her. When you make contact. I’m sure you’ve got a list going.
Pg. 18 Amanda going to Maine DHS about Aspire program? The reason this was listed was
because I KNOW that Amanda went there on several different occasions WITH Kassidy. Just trying
to show that Kassidy wasn’t always covered in bruises because she wouldn’t have taken Kassidy
there. DHS would have definitely reacted to a bruised baby. It is another set of questions you will
have to ask Amanda about. All I know is that she had certain requirements she had to meet for the
ASPIRE program. She would tell me at night sometimes that she had a meeting that day.
Unfortunately, I never paid much attention to it because I didn’t realize how important those trips
might some day be.
Pg. 19 You asked about food stamps and the Aspire program. This still upsets me to think about.
I had no idea about any welfare assistance program. I only knew what Amanda told me about
ASPIRE, that it was a program for young mothers in Maine, that will pay for them to go to school as
long as they have a job. I mean, I didn’t check into it or anything. Several months after Kassidy died,
Amanda told me that she got food stamps for a couple of months with the program. Amanda said, “I
knew you would never let me use them so I gave them to Jeff and Jen.” I was dead set against abusing
such programs.
One time in October I arrived home and found the refrigerator full of food. I knew I hadn’t given
Amanda any money that day so I asked her about it. Amanda launched into this elaborate story about
how Jeff had signed up for, and won, this $1,000.00 grocery shopping spree. He and Jen never would
use it all as it had to be spent at once so they gave us a bunch of food. I thought this was nice but told
her to take the food back, I make plenty of money and don’t need people’s charity. (That was then.
A few years in jail has softened me towards charity). Amanda got upset and told me that I would
insult them if I didn’t accept the food. I eventually relented. The next day or so I saw Jeff and told
him the gift was unnecessary, but that I appreciated it. Without batting an eye he said, “YOU’RE
WELCOME.” Imagine my surprise when several months later Amanda hit me with, “Remember that
time, I told you, that Jeff won a $1000.00 shopping spree? He really didn’t. It was food stamps I was
getting that we used. I was giving them to Jen and Jeff because I knew you would never let me use
them. Jeff told me I should just tell you that he won a shopping spree, and they were giving us some
food.” I remember feeling like I had just been run over by a Mack truck.
I thought to myself, “Who the hell are these people I got into bed with?” Amanda and I fought about
it because I was hurt that she so easily violated my trust. To her credit, she admitted it to me because
it was eating away at her. I thought back to Jeff on the other hand, he was in his glory telling me I
was welcome for his gift to me. He was very jealous of me and this was a way to get one over on my
core values.
March 13, 2010 (54)
You asked me to review the times and people that I know that have run into a juror. As I
understand it, Jeremy Hinton was working at the Newington NH McDonald’s shortly after my
verdict, and one of my jurors recognized Jeremy as being my friend and sought him out. They talked
briefly at the end of the counter and Jeremy asked how they could look beyond Jeff. The juror
responded something to the effect of: “We had things in the deliberation room that you guys never
saw.” Jeremy stands behind this story today. He is one of the more truthful people I know.
Dorothy claims to have run into one of the female jurors at Wal Mart soon after I was found
guilty. I don’t really know the extent of their exchange. If you can not get hold of Dot, Tristan may
know the content of their exchange. Dot was Tristan’s best friend and I’m sure the information to me
came through Tristan. My sister has Tristan’s email and will pass it onto you.

I believe there was a retired teacher on my jury that was a family friend of Stephanie Bolduc’s
parents. Stephanie had an exchange with her once, but the lady didn’t really want to talk about it and
Stephanie was afraid of getting me into trouble for bugging a juror.
ON a separate note.
In letter #52 I wrote to you about an inmate here that I am friends with. His mother’s name is
Robin. He advised me that you would be better off talking to his dad who was taking care of him at
that point in his life and is VERY familiar with my friend’s injury, his symptoms, etc. He informed
me that his father is a personal injury attorney and somewhat of an expert on head trauma. The
father has represented several substantial head injury victims. I know Jordan has previously
mentioned to me that his dad teaches at a local college as well. I asked my friend to mention my
situation to his dad and ensure that he didn’t mind answering some questions. Incredibly, I forgot to
ask Jordan for his dad’s name.
March 13, 2010 (55)
I thought you had received my two letters of Jan 25 and responded but figured better to be safe
than sorry. The info on the website page wasn’t a photocopy so I figured you were missing that.
Thanks for the 4 pg. biography of Maximilian Kolbe. Interesting. I’ll ask Rev. McCrae about him
when I see him. Unfortunately, I don’t see Gordon that often.
That is interesting that you re-established the Lucy Stone League. I’ve never heard of this group.
You sure do have your “fingers” in a lot of pies.
You asked about Amanda’s brother (s) spending time at our house for about a week.
Morrison, I don’t mean to pawn these things but please add this to your list of questions to ask
Amanda when you talk with her. (Hopefully, you have a document started somewhere in your
computer titled “Questions for Amanda.”) I just want to make sure we get it right.
I recall both Scottie and Josh staying with us but I’m not certain if it was for an entire week or if it
was even together. One of them may have just been a few days visit. I remember liking them. Josh
reminded me a little of Brent. Jeff used to call him the “unabomber”. I just thought he was a quiet,
loner, type. He liked video games, was real attentive to Kassidy. I was the “cool” sister’s boyfriend
that him drive my car once. We walked to Lone Oaks and got ice cream. I can’t remember what we
bought, but I remember we took the kids to the store and got them some stuff. This made Amanda
pretty proud because the boys didn’t really have much. It may have been games or clothes, sneakers?
God, I wish I paid more attention. Another question for Amanda.
She would likely know. I think Josh stayed longer than Scottie. Scottie was your typical little boy.
Loved to play ball. He was several years older than Kyle but couldn’t hit the wiffle ball nearly as
well because no one worked with him. I believe they both enjoyed the trampoline. This would make
it sometime after July they stayed with us. I know I was real busy at work so I didn’t get to spend as
much time with them as I would have liked. Summer time is super busy in the seacoast restaurants.
Especially July and August at Hampton Beach. Please Ask Amanda. She can likely fill in some of
these gaps if she has a little time to think.
March 14, 2010 (56)
I wrote that Jennifer was “bagging” on Jeff and you wanted to know what that meant. it is slang
for giving a hard time. ex. “We were bagging on Morrison because he had to drive off the ladies tee
when playing a round of golf.” (LOL). Responding to my letter 36 and Jack Levin article, you
mentioned that you were open to various possibilities, not knowing what happened on the 8th or 9th.
I don’t know and we may never know exactly.

I felt especially sick to my stomach when I was originally putting together that 10 page letter for
Alan back in 2001 and all the details of the things Jeff said to me or Amanda, or did were all grouped
together in one place. (holding a pillow over a face, spanking her butt black and blue, applying make
up to her face, etc.) So many things that should have stood out to me and didn’t. For example, who
the hell makes statements like, “I told you not to beat her to hard unless I was around to watch?”
When I read this now I am mortified that I ever let her go back there after he would say things like
that. At the time, I just thought he was some kind of social misfit trying to be funny. When I would
give him a look after such a statement, Jeff would ALWAYS follow up with, “I’m just kidding.”
On a recent letter you commented on the dynamics of my and Jeff’s relationship and the fact that
he may have been angry that I was terminating his McDonald’s landscaping contracts for the next
season. Jeff seemed to be jealous of me. On several occasions he commented that I got the smarter
and prettier of the two sisters. He was jealous that I had a nicer house, provided better for Amanda
than he did of Jen, etc. As previously mentioned, I know that I was a source of contention for their
relationship, etc.
You asked about my mom making the suggestion that we take Kassidy to the doctor’s because
she walked pigeon toed and me following up to make sure Amanda took Kassidy to the doctor’s and
gave Amanda money for the appointment. No, to my knowledge, Amanda wasn’t receiving any state
aid then. The Aspire program came later (Sept-Oct.) Even then, it was my understanding that Aspire
was to help Amanda with school which I felt was very important. No matter what happened with
Amanda and I long term, I thought it was important that she be able to provide for Kassidy. At one
point, maybe around my birthday, I knew that Amanda’s mom was getting some type of check for
Kassidy but I think Amanda described it to me as the state garnishing Kassidy’s father’s wages or
something. I certainly wouldn’t have had a problem with that. If two people have sex and make a
baby, they should both be financially and emotionally responsible. In this instance, the father was an
adult at the time of conception, and Amanda was not.
I gave Amanda money for Kassidy whenever she wanted or needed it. No problem. What bothers
me, is I thought I was observant and I didn’t notice the pigeon toe problem. My mother did. Even
when pointed out, I had trouble seeing it.
You asked about 3 wheeler purchases and some tie downs purchased at MVP Sports. There were
actually (3) 3-wheelers purchased. The 250 SX that Jeff took me to get somewhere past Auburn,
Maine. That was the one I purchased for $1000 for Amanda. It was an automatic with, reverse and
easier for her to handle. I also thought it would be a good one to take Josh out on when he came to
stay with us again.
If you check the chase bill (I don I t have it handy) I purchased the next one on the same evening
as the MVP purchase date. In fact, it was in the same parking lot as the MVP off of Rte. 1 in the
Saugus area. (It may have even been the first one purchased check the date). This was a 200x clutch
machine. I think I paid $1200 for it. Bruce borrowed his dad’s truck and we drove down and met the
guy. This is the one I would use.
The third one I paid $500 for. It was kind of a beater 200x. I never drove it. Jeff met the guy at the
Greenland McDonald’s for me and dropped it off at his house with the intentions of dropping it off at
my house. Within the week, Kassidy died and I never talked with Jeff again. Amanda just told him to
give Josh the 3 wheeler and I assume he did. I taught Amanda how to ride them in my door yard.
Kyle and Kassidy were small and giving them rides around the door yard was thrilling to them. A
few times a week, I would drive them around. At first, Kassidy didn’t like them because of the noise
but she warmed up to it. I would sit them in front of me and drive around the house in a circle. There
were railroad tracks across the street from my house which led to some excellent trails and gravel
banks in Rochester. I probably shouldn’t admit this but Amanda and I had the most fun and got the
most use out of them when we were living in the woods in Vernon after Kassidy’s death. There were
hundreds of trails in Vernon and we would go ride them sometimes for hours. Just being alone
together.

I tried to do whatever I could to spend time with her and keep her entertained. If she was busy,
she wasn’t as haunted by what happened to Kassidy. She could be very sensitive at times. Whatever
Amanda wanted, she got. She pitched a fit once about wanting the trampoline out there in our 1ittle
paradise. I was against it because we were supposed to be laying low. I wasn’t supposed to be with
her but she wouldn’t let me stray 5 feet away. Anyway, she won. I had my brother, Jason, helping me
drag the trampoline out in the middle of the woods. Luckily, Tristan couldn’t use it at her apartment
complex in Dover so it was only in storage.
Back to the 3-wheelers. There was a state surplus auction sometime that fall at White’s farm in
Concord. I went to the auction with Jeff but the 3 wheelers there were junk. I think that auction is
what inspired me to go hunt around and find these other ones. I remembered how much fun I had on
them when growing up and the “new” Chad was all about fun. Where with Tristan I was all about
planning and the future, I was now
about living in the moment. I bought a boat, some 3 wheelers. Next up was going to be a bulldozer
because I wanted one to level out the gorge out in back of my house.
I’m sure that by April I would have been at Disney World with Amanda and the kids. Likely by
the next year I would have had more toys. I had done a complete 180. I was going about life
completely different. I am not trying to make excuses but I think the intensity of my new busy life,
bowling, 3 wheeling, boating, lifting, etc. was the reason that I was much less observant than I had
previously been.
I was just so different. I remember once before we found Chad and Linda to babysit the boys, we
had Brent being watched by some lady in Somersworth. (Kyle wasn’t born yet.) Brent came home
once and said the lady spanked him and I flipped. We immediately pulled Brent out of this ladies
care. Tristan was much less vocal then. She had to keep me from freaking on the lady. When I think
back to that, it just doesn’t make sense to me that I could have been so ignorant when Kassidy was
coming home with bruises and stuff. I know that I cared about and loved her. What was my problem?
Was I really that wrapped up in myself? Was my guard that far down because this guy was
practically Kassidy’s family? I just don’t get it.
My field service Rep was Dick Bisbee. He worked for the McDonald’s corporation and would
have visits with my restaurants every couple of months or so. Some visits announced, some
unannounced. For the most part the corp. people left us alone. Their main purpose was to help owner
operators with operations, make sure they are doing things right, etc. In the Boston region, our
company was bigger than the corp. But they still had to make appearances etc. Usually when these
reps were around it was a “dog and pony” show. Dick Bisbee was a laid back guy and loved
spending time with me because my restaurants were run so well. We’d spend a few hours in a store,
he would tell me how great it was, and then I would take him out drinking. Dick was one of the
better Corp people I ever worked with. He wasn’t always trying to bust balls. A lot of those guys
working for Corp were jealous of the freedoms and pay we received. I knew Dick fairly well. He was
in his 50’s and had recently transferred with his family from Arizona. He was a pretty good computer
guy and once while we were in Rochester, I swung him by our house so he could download
something to my computer. Like me, he was a big fan of pretty women. Amanda and Kassidy were
home when we got there. He couldn’t get over how beautiful Amanda was. When we left he
commented on Kassidy being cute and how lucky I was. I only knew Dick for a year or so.
You asked about my neighbor, Gary Hillsgrove. At my house, I really didn’t have neighbors.
Gary owned the land beside me. Across the street was a closed business and there were no houses for
several hundred yards in either direction. I don’t believe that he felt I was responsible for Kassidy’s
death..
Regarding Americorp Int. and my $299.25 charge. They make emergency lighting, sink guard?,
Corner guards? clock guards? It doesn’t ring any bells. Likely it was something for one of my
restaurants.
Always buying kids stuff at BJ’s. Kid’s videos, cereal, snacks, Kyle loved beef jerky, Kassidy
loved Swedish Fish, muffins, toys, etc. I just loved the store.

Regarding voting. You know I cannot recall if I voted or not. Is there a way to check this? I was
registered independent. I voted for the person not the party. I couldn’t stand Bush and I liked Gore’s
environmental policy. I believe I voted for Gore at East Rochester School. Politics interested me but
on the grandest scale politicians and the media, confused me. It was as if they all talked out of “both”
sides of their mouths.
You asked how I got started with bowling. The same way I did most things with Bruce. We sat
around his house and talked about it and then did it. “Hey, let’s go learn about wine. Hey let’s go buy
some single malt scotch and good stogies. Hey lets go bowling!”
We went and loved it and the next thing I know it is my birthday and Bruce bought me balls, a
bag, shoes, etc. That is how he and I rolled. We bowled at random times. No set schedule. I know
we took Kyle a couple of times but the majority of the time it was nights that I DIDN’T have Kyle.
At times we bowled in lieu of working out. Other times we did it on a Saturday night. etc. Kassidy
was much easier in the bowling
alley than Kyle. She was content to just sit in your lap and watch or roll the occasional ball. Kyle was
all over the place. I didn’t mind this but Bruce didn’t have any kids so I didn’t want to subject him to
it. Kyle was like curious George.
I believe Amanda and I took the kids ourselves once or twice. We set up the bumpers and let them
go. Good memories.
You enclosed a copy of Jeff’s written statement and asked me if I had ever heard of such a
statement. I believe THIS is the statement I saw in Jeff’s hands on the night of Kassidy’s death at
Kittery PD! I walked down a hallway and saw him writing. Then we almost passed as police were
bringing me to an interrogation room and he was holding it in his hands. Jeff looked like a deer in the
headlights when he saw me and the police quickly pushed him in another direction. I don’t recall
seeing any other handwritten statements. I KNOW the police never asked me to fill one out. Why do
you think this is? Do you think it was because right off the bat they were convinced he wasn’t
responsible?
You asked about Amanda’s car. No, this wasn’t my personal car. It was hers. She had an off
blueish Corsica or something like that when I met her. In fact, she had just purchased it several
weeks before. It was one of those $500.00 beaters but she loved it. That is one of the things I loved
about Amanda when I met her. She didn’t have many material possessions, but she didn’t care. Early
on I made a crack about buying her a better car and she said something to the effect of, “I love my
car, it’s fine.”
I don’t know if she was showing me her “good” side or what because she didn’t stay that way.
But at that time, I was very impressed by her happiness and not looking for “something for nothing”.
Later when I saw that she told the cops in an interview that she liked me for security it broke my
heart. I thought she was in it for real love. However, she hung out, long after I was locked up and had
nothing to offer her. Those interviews were really a mind trip for me.
My Administrative Assistants name was Melissa Allard. (Mandy’s mother). My office was in
Portsmouth but Melissa worked mainly out of Rochester. I know that she had met Amanda and I
believe Kassidy. Occasionally Amanda would come into the Rochester store when I was there.
Melissa absolutely loved it when Tristan or I would bring Kyle in. Melissa loves kids and I can’t
imagine her not making a big deal of Kassidy too when she came to visit. Melissa probably averaged
10-15 hours a week of work for me. More when I had an audit to prepare for and towards the end of
each month. A ton of figures to collect and track.
You asked about gift certificates I would hand to managers when I caught them doing something
good. I had a philosophy, about people. It is one I use even today especially with Kyle. It is so easy
to catch people doing something wrong. But so much more important to catch them doing something
right. If I want to encourage good decision making and ultimately, get more of it, praise people for
the good, I don’t think I have ever met anyone that said, “Wow, that pat on the back I just got really
sucked.” With my managers they were responsible to help me manage $10 million + a year in sales.
With Kyle, I always want for him to make the best decision possible and if he makes a bad one,
which he does from time to time, I hope he learns from them.

I had a monthly expense report that I turned in and McDonald’s was great about reimbursing me
for these rewards I gave my managers when I remembered to turn them in. You mentioned that I
appeared to be a good manager of people. I tried to be. I ALWAYS believed that happy, motivated,
well trained people were the most important asset to any business. I always prided myself on the fact
that I could get people to achieve more than they thought was possible for themselves.
March 14, 2010 (57)
I believe it was Ron Avery of Kittery PD that sat with me before the start of my 7:15 interview.
You mentioned I have a Facebook friend, Cynthia Mayranen-Provencher. That is awesome. I know
she indicated she was in my class. I wish I could remember her. She seems to be open minded which
is more than I am used to.
Regarding the cat scratch to Kassidy’s eye. I could have sworn the cat scratch was under the right
eye, same eye that hit coffee table. If my police interview says the other eye, we better go with that
as it is more likely to be correct being so close to the event. The only other option is you looking at
the autopsy photos to see what you can determine.
Some good thoughts on who else may have seen Kassidy. I will ponder some and get back to you.
You asked about Peter and Sal Napoli. Sal finished college and sold real estate for a while before
coming to work for McDonald’s. I was a restaurant manager before Sal even started. Sal was “fast
tracked” as the owner’s son. When I was a restaurant manager just before being promoted to general
manager of 4 restaurants, I went to work in Ayer Mass with Sal for a few weeks to show Sal the
ropes. I was like the star manager of the company, close to the same age as Sal. Pete would often say
Sal and I were the young blood that would run the company some day. Sal was a great guy. Sal and I
were promoted to area supervisor at the same time. A year later he was promoted again. I didn’t care,
he was the owner’s son. I thought it was nice he made the attempt to try each position for a while. He
likely has 15 years in with the company now and is basically running it. Hard to believe, I would be
on my 24th year right now.
I will check into Pat Surrell and see if he is still with McDonald’s if not, his wife, Ila, may be. I
will try to track him down.
March 14, 2010 (58)
You asked about McDonald’s. I first started working at McDonald’s as a 15 year old high school
student in Nov. 1986. This was at the Keene McDonald’s which happens to be one of the busiest in
New England. My dad had a large rubbish removal company in Keene that he sold several years
earlier. I grew up on those trucks and I always thought I would take the business over and create a
garbage empire when I was old enough. I always had vision for where I wanted to be. I quickly
showed an apptitude for the job at McDonald’s and was qUickly promoted to crew trainer, crew
chief, and shift manager all before the age of 16. I was the youngest shift manager at the company I
couldn’t officially run the fryolators but I could be in charge of 20 people at a time. Within a year I
had pretty much gotten my entire family hired. In 1987 McDonald’s was launching salads for the
first time. We needed someone that could make a great looking salad quickly. I suggest to my mother
she should apply. She exceeded expectations and was quicly moved into other positions. Within a
year she was the administrative assistant, responsible for the record keeping and counting all the
money that came through the restaurant.

Soon after, we had an opening to work third shift doing some general clean up and fixing
everything that we break during the day. My dad has always been super “handy” so I talked him into
coming out of his semi retirement after the sale of the rubbish route and he stayed on for over 20
years. After seeing everyone in the family’s work ethic, Dan asked if we had anymore Evans’ at
home. I told him that I had a little brother that would be turning 15 soon. Jason was hired that day
and went through the ranks all the way to restaurant manager. In fact, he came to work for me in the
seacoast for several years. Jason was an exceptional manager but didn’t like the politics involved
with McDonald’s. He is more of a free spirit and works much better on his own than having a time
clock he is married to. Nicole also worked for McDonald’s for several years establishing a “kid’s
night” theme and many activities around kids. That has always been Nicole’s area of specialty.
You asked about cars. My first car was a white 1979 Mazda RX-7. A little sports car that I loved.
I bought it several months before my 16th birthday and watched the days tick by. When I was a Jr. in
high school I was an assistant manager for McDonald’s. Making around $400 a week and was pretty
sure I was going to do McDonald’s for a long time. I found a beautiful Maroon 1985 corvette with a
complete ground effects package. It was the most beautiful car I had ever seen and I wanted it. It
looked way different than any Corvette of that time. Like a fool, I ignored my father’s advice and
bought it. I had a weakness for cars and guns. Anyway, I was the cool kid in school with a beautiful
Corvette. I loved the car. I had it for 2+ years until one night when I was being stupid and immature.
I had a few drinks and was sliding through McDonald’s parking lot racing a friend. I didn’t quite
make the corner at the end and slid into a tree. It caused thousands of dollars in damage, was fixable,
but I didn’t want it anymore. I sold it to my friend Rob Dettleback and stepped away from material
things for a while. The mistakes of youth. I thought I knew what I needed and wanted but was really
just showing my immaturity. It was a good time and a great lesson for me.
You asked for some quick quotes involving my case. How about this one? I am not sure who
Amanda said it to, may have been John Walsh, when responding to why she said so many things
about me that were not true. “I just wanted to get out of there (police station) and figured I could just
fix it later.” Or my personal favorite by her, regarding the police, “I believed them. They could have
told me that the Pope killed my baby and I would have believed them.” I will try to type more
tomorrow.
March 15, 2010 (59)
I wrote to Barb Mackenzie as you requested. Unfortunately, as the payroll supervisor she doesn’t
have much knowledge of conventions, outing, events, etc. I also asked if they might have some of
my old expense reports as they would be extremely helpful. As I suspected they were tossed out in
the big office move from Windham to Hooksett a few years ago. I’ve attached the letter so she sent
so you can read it yourself. I asked her about store openings or purchases as those are usually a big
deal. She reminded me that we purchased Hampton Rte. 1 and Seabrook in March of 2000. Hampton
was my restaurant and we demolished it and made a brand new one a mile or so down the road. I
remember that the grand opening of the new restaurant was just before I met Amanda because I was
seeing another girl who came and had breakfast at the restaurant with me right after the grand
opening. The significance is a new restaurant always requires a significant amount of a supervisor’s
time for the first few months and can be quite stressful. Staffing was an issue at the restaurant and we
had very new crew. This would have been the June- July- Early August time frame that I spent a lot
of time at the restaurant. The peak of the summer with me is my busiest and most stressful time of
the year. End of June-July-August, Kassidy was living with me and wasn’t all bruised and battered.
Of course, Jeff wasn’t around either. I asked the same questions of Jeremy. Hopefully, he will be
able to be more helpful.
I am enclosing a copy of a letter that I wrote to Larry Lane. As with my letter to Jeremy, I feel a little
strange sending a copy of it to you but I feel it is an important part of you getting to know and
understand me. Hopefully the better you know me it will translate into a great book. :) Mending
fences is a tough thing to do sometimes.

I am also enclosing an article about Bob Curley. He is the father of Jeffrey Curley, a young boy that
was murdered nearly 13 years ago. It has nothing to do with my case but I think it is interesting that
Mr. Curley is against the death penalty. I am very familiar with the case because it happened in
October 1997, right after Kyle was born. The morning the story broke I was holding Kyle and
feeding him a bottle. This story came on the news and I was horrified. Having a son made it so real
to me, much different than it would have been had it happened a year earlier. I could FEEL Mr.
Curley’s pain. I actually cried for the Curley family, the little boy in the little league outfit, so
innocently holding a baseball bat, and looking down at Kyle, so peacefully suckling on his bottle, I
cried for him also. All I could see was Kyle someday wearing that baseball shirt and being in a
photograph just like Jeffrey. Jeffrey’s body was found several miles from our house in a Maine
river. This case has always haunted me. So many times over the next few years, I wanted to reach out
to Mr. Curley. Now, I sit here with society viewing me the same as Jeffrey’s killers. I have VENOM
for those two men and what they did to that child. Even Sicari who was just the “driver.” He could
have stopped Jaynes at any time. On a different level, because I had no knowledge of an ongoing
crime, I still feel very badly because I could have insisted we take Kassidy to the hospital at any
time…..
March 16, 2010 (60)
You wrote, “Kassidy’s car seat was at Jeff’s on the 9th and police retrieved it on the 10th. I
assume that the plan was for you to pick Kassidy up.” I believe that Amanda had planned on picking
up Kassidy that evening after work. I’m sure that she left in with him in the event that Jeff had to
take her someplace. I don’t believe Jeff had his own seat. She may have left it in the event that
something happened at work and she needed me to pick Kassidy up. I had plans on the night of the
9th to meet Jeremy at Banana’s to have a beer and collect our weekly winnings from the bookie. Kyle
was going to be with Tristan that evening.
Speaking of car seat, what happened to the car seat on Wed. the 8th? Did Amanda forget to leave it?
When I got to Jeff’s he informed me that Amanda did not leave Kassidy’s car seat. It is unfortunate
because if someone had informed me sooner I could have made arrangements to leave my Hampton
Rte. 1 restaurant sooner and swung by Amanda’s work to grab the car seat. Likely, she never realized
she didn’t leave it or she would have called me. Jeff knew and sputtered about Amanda being dumb
for which I gave him “the look.” I reminded him that he could have called me. Because I was now in
a press for time to pick up Kyle from day care, I didn’t have time to drive all the way over to Old
Navy. I had Kyle’s booster seat but I didn’t put Kassidy in that for fear that it would make things
worse if we did get into an accident. It was just a seat that made him seat higher. Because Kassidy
was so much smaller, the seat belt would have been going right across her neck. I did what I thought
was the best thing I could under the circumstance, I belted her in the back seat and put the shoulder
harness across her body and under her arm (otherwise it would have been going across her throat). I
folded up my coat and put it between her and the shoulder strap to take up the excess slack and
protect from the shoulder strap irritating her under arm. You know, a big deal was made of this, like I
was a bad guy for taking her without the car seat. Jeff made the point to the cops knowing full well it
wasn’t there and Amanda seemed upset that I didn’t put her in Kyle’s booster. Kyle’s booster would
have broken Kassidy’s neck if we had gotten into an accident! I wasn’t the one that forgot to leave
the car seat! I guess it just adds to my monster perception.

Did the police ask if they could search your house? It’s interesting that the search of Jeff’s house
was voluntary. Yours was made to appear as involuntary. I remember at some point Sgt. Stewart
saying that they would like to search my house and car and I said, “Yeah, go ahead, I’ve got nothing
to hide.” You asked a while back about the top 10 reasons I wasn’t guilty. This is where I came up
with one of my points. It is an undisputed fact that Kassidy left my house the morning of Nov. 9th
alive. This being the case, I would have no reason to fear anything when I left my house for work
that morning. I didn’t wash the walls trying to eliminate skin, or saliva samples, I didn’t vacuum the
carpets, dispose of any materials, etc. Later that evening, when the police informed me that they were
going to search my house, property, and cars, I was fine with that, in fact, I was happy because I
knew nothing happened, and if they didn’t find anything, they would start looking somewhere else.
Their search turned up ZERO physical evidence over three days but they still were not interested in
looking at anyone else. Certainly, if I had pulled Kassidy’s hair and caused the thinning that they
suspected, they would have found pulled hair strands somewhere, If I threw her in corners or into the
closet as they got Amanda to agree to, there would have been saliva, blood or skin cells, If I had
caused, rather than found, the pin pricks on the bottom of Kassidy’s feet there would have been
something found, etc. I WAS the SUSPECT, yet nothing was found! There is a reason for this, and it
isn’t because I am this great crime scene technician. All of these points occurred to me AFTER the
fact, when I realized how obvious it should have been to the police that I would have no reason to try
to “Cover anything up.” Kassidy left my house seemingly tired, with little bruises around her eyes
from a Tee-Ball and a coffee table, but other than that she appeared to be fine. Then Stewart
informed me that they were getting a search warrant and I wouldn’t be able to drive my car or go to
my house. He was a bit condescending about it. I just replied, “I told you that you could search them,
a search warrant wasn’t necessary.” I think he said, “It’s procedure.” Obviously, at the time I didn’t
know that it wasn’t procedure and that Jeff volunteered his house as well. They probably did this all
as part of how they framed interviews and stuff for later use. We obviously know now that at the
time of my interview I WAS the suspect. I believe my exchange with Matthew Stewart took place as
we were heading into the parking lot. Around the same time that he and I were discussing the lie
detector test and me telling him, “Wheel the machine in right now and hook me up, but I want a
lawyer there because you guys are trying to pin this on me.” He replied something to the effect that
he couldn’t give me a polygraph because I had asked for an attorney. I’m not sure if anything was
asked to me about searching my house and property during my interview.
It was my dad that answered the door the night the police arrested me. My entire family (Mom,
Dad, Jason, Nicole) was at the house with me and Amanda was upstairs. Amanda and I were
upstairs, cuddling, crying, talking. It’s kind of ironic because it was just after Amanda’s second-tolast interview with the police earlier in the day. They had her all talked into leaving me. In the
interview she told them she wanted to get away from me, and they enlisted Melissa Chick to help
her. I think while Amanda was with them and for several hours afterwards, she may have been
convinced I was guilty; but by that evening she was again cuddled up and telling me she loved me
and knew I couldn’t have done it. I think Amanda went back and forth until she went to Texas with
Cathy Nuernberg. Here, in New Hampshire and Maine, she faced incredible pressure from everyone.
There, in Texas, she was able to get away and just think.

When Amanda contacted me from Texas after I was bailed out of jail, it was like the old
Amanda, an incredible weight had seemingly been lifted from her. I’ll never forget the gist of the
conversation. “Hello, honey, it’s me, Amanda.” I replied, “I can’t talk to you, I’m sorry but if I do I
will go to jail. Good bye.” She said, “Wait, don’t hang up. Everything is so clear to me now. I don’t
have the police trying to force things into my mind. I know that you didn’t kill Kassidy. I have always
known it. They just made it so hard. I know that you loved her. I’m so sorry that I ever listened and
believed them. I love you.” I replied, “Well, I’m glad that you know this. It’s important to me that
you at least know the truth. I wouldn’t intentionally hurt Kassidy. But I have to go now. Who knows
if they are listening to my calls.” At this Amanda started crying. “Don’t go, Chad, I need you, you
are all that I’ve got. My baby is dead and I have no family. I can’t lose you too. I feel like I’m going
to die.” At that point what could I do? I loved her. We started talking and seeing each other after she
got back on Dec. 19th for her police interview. I helped her find places to stay and we would see each
other infrequently at first. But within several months, that infrequency wasn’t enough for her and she
needed more. It was clear that she was grieving deeply and the only thing that gave her any sense of
comfort was being around me. I wanted to be there for her. I wanted to help get her through this.
That is what you do when you love someone. This eventually cost me my freedom.
Yes, Amanda was there with me the night I was arrested. Afterwards, if you recall, she drove 30
minutes to Tracey Foley’s house and made the excited utterance that Judge Nadeau allowed. I have a
different take on that supposed utterance. I think Amanda was just distraught over me having been
arrested. She had been worked over by the police one last time earlier that day and was
overwhelmed. When Amanda said to Tracey “And you knew” I think she was referring to Tracey’s
claims that our age difference was too large, rather than the state’s assertion that Amanda was
referring to my abuse of Kassidy and Amanda. I am going completely from memory here and would
need to read the statement. Tracey’s interview, which I haven’t done for years, to really dissect it.
You asked about trip to Cape Cod and Bob McDougall meeting Amanda. Yes, we were coming
back from the Martha’s Vineyard trip and we stopped by the main office. I wanted to pick up a few
things for my restaurants and it was on the way home. I showed Amanda around the office. Bob had
also met Amanda at the night of the Exeter Inn Party.
Report from Kristine Keeler of DCYF that you had planned to go bowling with Bruce on
Thursday evening the 9th. I don’t remember this specifically but this sounds about right. We had just
taken up the bowling within the last two months and did it often. I know I was first stopping by
Banana’s with Jeremy to have a beer and pick up our winnings. Then I would have met Bruce in
Rochester, he may have even been planning to meet us at Banana’s. Bruce worked 3 blocks away
from Banana’s. If Keeler is correct about us going bowling, which I assume she is, and got the
information from me somehow, Amanda would have picked Kassidy up at Jeff’s and met us at the
bowling alley. Amanda loved to bowl with us. We had a lot of fun. She was competitive and loved to
rub it in if she bowled a string better than me.
Yes, Tristan would have picked up Kyle on Thursday the 9th. Thursday was her typical day.

Enclosed is a report with all neighbors in Rochester would any of them have seen you with
Kassidy? Should I contact any of them? I don’t think it would do much good. I didn’t really have any
neighbors. There were no houses for several hundred yards. When facing my house, to the left there
was a trailer park a couple of thousand yards away. To the right, the closest house was a couple of
hundred yards. Across the street was a large white building that housed a weekend flea market and
Short’s Wholesale Supply, a vinyl siding place. My house was pretty secluded by trees. Steve Short,
may have seen Kassidy and Kyle, but he passed away. I know he was fond of Kyle but I can’t even
remember when he died of heart attack. The house to the right, I think it may have been 185 Milton
Rd. would be the only people that may have seen the kids. In the summer we walked by the house
one to two times a week, taking the kids to Lone Oaks Ice Cream Stand. It was close to our house
and had awesome ice cream that the kids loved. You know what’s sad, I can’t even remember what
flavor of ice cream we got the kids. I know we used to get it in a cup with the cone on top because
neither one of them could eat the cone fast enough without it melting all over them. Other than Mr.
Short, and Gary, I didn’t have much interaction with neighbors. It’s one of the reasons I bought the
house. I was young, single, and wanted to be able to crank my stereo as loud as I wanted. Once
Tristan and I got together and had kids we talked about moving because the main road we lived on
was so busy. There was a house I was super interested in but Tristan and I were splitting up when it
finally came on the market.
I know that you paid for the burial clothes for Kassidy. Were you with Amanda for those
purchases? Did she have your credit card generally. Do you know who was with her for those
purchases. Do you know how the Andrews funeral home in Bryant Pond was paid? Amanda and I
were together for purchases of clothes for her and Kassidy, a few days before my arrest. We were at
the TJ Maxx in Somersworth NH I believe. In my discovery there was a friend of Jen or Jeff’s that
spoke to the police about running into us there. You will find the exact date of the purchases in her
interview. As I recall the girl said Amanda and I were laughing and joking which was ridiculous.
Yes, I purchased the clothes. On Thursday the 16th, during the day Amanda, myself and Melissa
Chick went to the Fox Run Mall to purchase shoes and a doll I believe. As I recall Amanda had spent
that morning at the Kittery Police station and was acting a little cold towards me. We went to make a
purchase and she said, “I can buy those for my daughter” as I pulled out my credit card. This was odd
because I always just paid for everything. I didn’t know it at the time but the police had obviously
filled her head with a bunch of stuff that morning. I paid and we left. The girls drove together and
needed to bring the clothes to the funeral home or something. We hugged and kissed in the parking
lot and several hours later, Amanda returned home.
Amanda and I did have a conversation upstairs in the bedroom before my arrest. As I recall, it
started as she and I went for a drive and actually sat out front on a bench in the Lilac Mall in
Rochester. We sat on a bench and she said that she was confused and maybe we shouldn’t see each
other for a while. “The police think it would be best. They think that seeing you is clouding my
judgment. I’m so confused. I love you, but I’ve got to do what I can to help my baby. They are right, I
owe it to her.” I sat there dumbfounded and said something to the effect of. “I think they are just
trying to split us up to get you to agree to whatever they want but you do what you need to do. You do
have to do whatever you can to help Kassidy. We both owe her that. Just tell the truth.” I don’t think
she expected me to be so understanding and it made it harder for her to leave. What was I supposed
to do? I knew the police were putting her through the ringer. I didn’t want to do the same thing. After
she said that she thought it was best for us to separate for a while, she didn’t make any effort to
leave. She just kept cuddling and telling me she was so confused. Several hours later I was arrested
and I guess the decision was made for her. That night I was arrested I was so worried about her. I
was glad when I heard she went to Texas with Cathy. I knew Cathy would look out for her. From her
contacting me it was clear that getting away was good for her. She was able to clear a lot up in her
mind with no pressure from anyone. The only problem was I was weak and saw her against my bail
condition. She could have been a great witness for me. However, by seeing her, the state was able to
assert that I brainwashed her.

Amanda did use my credit card on occasion but for the most part, I gave her cash when she
needed things for her or Kassidy or was going shopping or whatever. In 2000, stores were starting to
be less accommodating to credit card users if your name wasn’t on the card. It was clear that looking
at Amanda she wasn’t Chad Evans. Come to think of it, I don’t know why I didn’t just get her, her
own card. I did it for Tristan early on. I have no idea who paid for funeral homes as I was locked up.
You asked about Kassidy’s “in toed” gait. Evidence Pg 1099. I supported Kassidy getting
checked for this problem after my mother pointed it out to us. In fact, I paid for the check up. I have
no idea if Kassidy was ever checked for the problem previous to that but I doubt it. I think the Sept
1999 date that the police report Amanda took Kassidy to See Dr. James Timoney is incorrect. First of
all Kassidy would have only been 7 months old. Highly unlikely that she would have been walking
then thus, no one would have noticed a problem with an “in toed” gait. 2. When Kassidy was 7
months old, Amanda’s family lived in Sanford Maine. Which is quite a distance from Auburn. As I
understand it, Amanda’s family had recently moved to Auburn shortly before I met Amanda on June
2, 2000. I believe Kassidy saw Dr. James Timoney sometime between June and October of 2000.
Likely, in July or August of 2000. There are plenty of doctors outside of Auburn Maine. I think
Kassidy went there because that is where her family lived and that was the last Pediatrician that
Amanda had taken Kassidy to see.
Crystal Martin summary- Important for several reasons. It seems to clear up the injury on bottom
of Kassidy’s feet. Crystals son and Kassidy had bath together….. NO, The burn on Kassidy’s foot
was separate from the pin prick type abrasions I found on the bottoms of Kassidy’s feet. This burn
was more on the side/top of one of Kassidy’s feet as I recall. The abrasions were all over the sole of
her foot. You asked to try and narrow the date from the information that Crystal gave. If Crystal’s
information is correct, I believe the date of the overnight and bath with her son would have been
during the weekend of Oct. 8th. This might have been the time I went to Keene to meet Vanessa for a
drink. Amanda and I were supposed to do something but she ended up going out with some other
friends. What is interesting about this is that Oct. 1 Jackie, saw Kassidy, no bruises. Oct. 8th, Crystal
sees Kassidy, no bruises.
Crystal said that she spent the night at your house in August, Do you remember anything about
that? I recall coming home and Amanda informed me that her girlfriend Crystal was coming over
that evening because Amanda wanted her to meet me and hang out. (So much for me controlling her
as Cathy asserts) Crystal arrived and we sat around and talked in the living room for a while. We all
had a few drinks. The girls talked about some of their mutual friends. I know at one point I excused
myself and went to bed. They stayed up talking. I’m not sure where Crystal slept, it was likely that
Amanda fixed up the couch for her or she stayed in Kassidy’s room and Kassidy slept with us as she
often did. I believe that I left for work in the morning while they were all sleeping. I brought muffins
for the girls and chocolate munchkins home for Kassidy and Kyle. I’m thinking this was a Friday
evening. For some reason, I think the kids were still awake when Crystal arrived. I know there were a
few occasions when I saw her with the kids. In her interview here, she never mentions that she came
to Hampton Beach with Amanda in September and we walked around with Kassidy during the
seafood festival. Also, I am almost positive her son’s name was Thomas. I remember Crystal coming
to the house once or twice with her son and Amanda and her were going to spend the day together,
shopping, playing with the kids, etc. I was at home with all of them for a little while because I
remember playing with Thomas. He was a wild child and they didn’t think I would be able to wear
him out. We wrestled a little, chased Kato around, swung on the swings, etc. As I recall, I pooped
him out. As often is the case in these police interviews, it is intimidating for most people. You are
tying to think of things as you have cops staring at you. Many things were missed by a lot of people.
The funny thing is the courts never seem to want to leave room for this “human” element. Most
judges and lawyers don’t ever get into trouble with the law and therefore have no idea how it feels to
be questioned or interrogated. That is one of the things that I really appreciated about Alan. He really
understood this.

Where do guests stay? Incidentally, Travis said his move in date was a little over a month ago, so
I set it as Monday Oct. 9th. Do you remember anything special about the date of his moving in? We
had overnight guests throughout the summer. Brandon and Nicole at times, My parents, Jeremy
occasionally, Amanda’s brothers, Some of Amanda’s friends- Crystal, Kathy, perhaps Emily once.
Usually people would just stay in the kid’s rooms and the kids would sleep in our room. They were
both little so it was no big deal. All rooms had at least a double bed. My parents always stayed in
Kyle’s room and if he was there he stayed with them. Travis was off a little on his move in date. He
moved in earlier than he stated. He lived at an apartment in Rochester with his sister and her
boyfriend but I think their lease ran out or something around the first of September. Travis was
working for me in Hampton Beach a lot that summer and by the time of the seafood festival, he was
living with us in the basement room. I can’t recall the exact date but he was off by at least 3-4 weeks.
It was earlier than he thought. I remember at least once where Bruce and Michelle came to stay with
us towards end of September and it worked out perfect because Travis was staying at a girl’s house
for the night.
Crystal said that Amanda told Crystal that she hadn’t seen you since she had been back, which
was untrue. Yeah, this was untrue but likely it was true for Crystal as that is likely what Amanda told
her because we were not supposed to be together. What is interesting is I remember that night of Jan.
4th well because Amanda and I got into an argument. I was staying at Jeremy’s apartment that
evening and Amanda had planned to come and meet me, (She was staying with Bruce and Michelle
at the time). Amanda called me up to inform me that Bruce and Michelle asked her to babysit. I was
a little disappointed because I made plans to make dinner for her, spend time alone as Jeremy was
out, etc. However, I thought it was cool that she was helping out with Bruce and Michelle. They had
a young daughter named Ashley that we all called “doodle bug”. Anyway, later that evening, I called
Bruce and Michelle’s to see how the babysitting was going and Michelle answered. She told me that
they never asked Amanda to babysit and that she had been talking to some of her girlfriends earlier
that day. I was really mad and hurt when I found this out. It’s not that I cared that she wanted a night
out dancing with her friends, it was that she lied to me. Here I am seeing this girl, because she feels
like she is going to die if I’m not around her. I’m risking my freedom and she is lying and betraying
me. The thing is, it was stupid because I didn’t try to control what she did or who she hung out with.
Amanda would tell me her friends were coming to the house, and I would say fine.
Later, when we were living with Vanessa, she wanted to go dancing with Vanessa and Mary and
I was like, “cool, have fun.” I stayed home and watched Vanessa’s kids, Hannah and Johan. Another
time she went and I was working at Domino’s. I washed all of her laundry at Domino’s and left her a
love note along with her folded laundry in her car for when she came out of the club. She NEVER
had to lie to me, but it was like this habit that she had developed years before and for some reason
never grew out of. It caused many trust issues between us. She knew she didn’t need to lie, she got
her way and anything she wanted from me. If I had a brain in my head, I would have just said I can’t
do this anymore when she showed up at Jeremy’s that next morning smelling like alcohol. I might
not be here today, because it seems like the state’s entire case was about the fact that I saw her when
I shouldn’t have. Even Mark Sisti made the point in trial that they spent far more time trying to catch
Amanda and I together than they ever did investigating the facts and who really killed Kassidy. The
thing is, I understood more than anyone all that Amanda was going through, I finally got through to
her that she didn’t need to lie to me when she wanted to go out.
Back to Crystal’s interview for a minute. She made a few comments that I wanted to clarify.
Crystal has seen Amanda go without food so Kassidy could eat. (Sad) Crystal must be referring to
when they were living together or something. No one ever went without while living with me.

Martin said that Amanda told her Chad gets angry easily and head butted her once and they got
into a small fistfight. I think Crystal is referring to the incident in my cellar that we previously have
written about that happened MONTHS earlier (not the “recently” that the detective stated that Crystal
had stated.) It was the Cathy Nuernberg incident. We were supposed to go out on the boat with the
kids and Amanda decided to go somewhere with Cathy (who showed up at the house) after I had left
work earlier so we could do the boat thing with the kids. I didn’t head butt Amanda. We have having
an animated discussion. She was only an inch or so from my face, I leaned forward and our heads
bumped. It certainly wasn’t an intentional act. I can’t ever recall a fistfight.???
Chad and Travis were getting high and making fun of Kassidy and Amanda brought her upstairs
to get away from them. Don’t know where this is coming from because it NEVER happened. I never
smoked pot with Travis. I hate pot. Also, I don’t believe that Travis would ever make fun of any
child.
Martin said that Chad was a little rough with Kassidy when he put her in the corner and when he
put her on the bed. The way the statement is written it looks as though Crystal observed this herself
which she didn’t. Likely, it was stuff relayed from Amanda about when I would wrestle with the kids
and throw them on the bed and also how I would pick Kassidy up and bring her to the corner for a
time out. I wish there was a recording of this interview rather than only this cops paraphrased
version.
Martin said Amanda told her that Jeff Marshall is a possible suspect as he has a short temper.
Martin said that she saw Jeff yell at Amanda right after the funeral. I wonder why the cops didn’t
ask Crystal when Amanda made this statement to her. It would be interesting to know if they had
talked on the phone, was it at the funeral, etc. Also interesting, you have mentioned that you have
seen no signs of Jeff’s actual temper. There is also something else I forgot about. We had a family
friend, Terry Kenny, who ran into Jeff at one of the stairwells in the Strafford County Courthouse.
There was an exchange, and she taunted him. I guess Jeff went ballistic. I obviously wasn’t there.
You will have to ask my mom about this. I believe it was her or Nicole that relayed it to me.
Kyle’s full name is Kyle Chester Evans. His middle name is after his grandfather just as mine was
after my grandfather, Chad Emery Evans.
March 18, 2010 (61)
Attached is my 10 page letter to my attorneys that you turned into a word document and double
spaced to 20 pages so I could make comments as needed.
I’ve gone through and clarified points that I thought needed to be clarified but this document
needs a lot more work other than you just filling in the details of the trampoline story that I provided
you with.
Honestly, I don’t know if it would be good to use this document or not. I totally understand why
you would want to use it as it was so close to the event and has a lot of good information on it but I
am concerned about some of the perception it creates when I read it now, 10 years later. Because
this was communication to my attorneys rather than being recorded interviews by the police would it
be better to decide what we want to use.
There are many things said about Jeff, such as when he told me that he held a pillow over
Kassidy’s face or him calling Kassidy a little bitch (which are things that he also shared with me.)
Let me give you a few more examples - Pg. 1 Jeff referring to his ex girlfriend when I was telling
him about my and Tristan’s break up. “Yeah, I know, those bitches need a good beating when they do
that shit.”

A lot of what Jeff said and did for example on pg. 6, make me seem ridiculous for not doing
anything about it. Some of Jeff’s comments on pg. 6 talking about Kassidy he said, “Cry into that
you little brat, I have neighbors you know,” and “The other night she was being a little bitch so I let
her have it. I smacked her ass.” Another example, “Now when my dog Jake and the cat see
her(Kassidy) coming they’re psyched. They probably say to themselves, ‘Oh good here comes that
kid again, now she can take the beating we would have gotten’.” Is it possible that anyone will read
this stuff and NOT think I’m just making this stuff up or saying it out of sour grapes or something
because I was the one charged?
The more I read this paper, the more I think I was retarded for not doing anything to get Kassidy
out of that situation or allowing her to go back time after time. Yes, this letter to my attorneys was
written in hindsight and the actual events seemed to happen lighting fast. Certainly, while they were
going on, I wasn’t keeping a “Score” sheet of all the things Jeff said or did that were screwed up.
However, how many comments should he have been allowed to make about her being a little bitch or
holding a pillow over her face, etc. before I reacted and did something? I’m just not sure that this
document, in its current form, does anything except hurt me more. There are all kinds of documents
in this case file that make me look like an idiot already. I’m not sure that I have to shoot myself in
my own foot by pointing out how he would say things to me that were pretty fucked up and I didn’t
react. When I created the document, it was written to clue my attorneys into a lot of things. (At that
time, I still wasn’t even willing to face the fact I grabbed Kassidy’s cheeks and lied to them about the
trampoline.) I wasn’t writing this letter 9+ years ago thinking it was going to be used at some point in
the future to educate the general public. If I was writing it with that in mind, I think there is much I
would have written more eloquently. I have just made photocopies and sent it. The good, the bad, the
ugly. You mentioned our goal will be to get facts out there.
Regarding my threesome with ________ and Amanda. I just want the record to be complete. It is
quite possible that this is the evening that Emily Conley watched Kassidy. When I got home that
Saturday or Sunday evening. Amanda said I have a surprise for you. She proceeded to pull out
Polaroid’s of her and ________ in various stages of undress. Amanda informed me that _________
would be coming over later that evening and we would all have some fun. Of course as a male, I was
living the dream. Who doesn’t want to have threesomes with two beautiful women. [see attached
article about male fantasy]. I know there were no children at home when I got there.
I understand because of society pressure and how women who engage in these activities are
viewed as compared to men, (Men studs, women whores) I have to take the brunt of this but it was
inaccurately portrayed. This entire thing got started because Amanda found out months earlier that I
had a few threesomes with others. Amanda had a habit of going through everything in the house and
then getting herself all worked up about what she found. One time she found a box of letters from
girlfriends when I was like 15 years old (I was a packrat). I don’t know why I saved them, it’s not as
though, I sat and read them. Anyway, Amanda did read them and got all upset by their content and it
would lead to silly fights for us. When Amanda found some evidence of me having earlier
threesomes, she went ballistic. When she calmed down she simply said, “Well, we are going to have
a threesome then and it is going to be 100 times better than it was with them.” I should have seen this
as trouble but I’m all male. I was like ALLRIGHT! After that I was guilty of stirring the pot on
occasion but it was all in fun.

The night came and we all had a great time. We all had fun and the girls talked about doing it
again sometime. I let them take the lead in that. There was no way that I was going to make any
requests here. I knew that _________ said this to the cops because she told Amanda when they went
out on the night of Jan. 5th. And then Amanda told me, “Oh my God, they know about our threesome
and asked ________ about it.” _________ said she was embarrassed and didn’t know what to say.
The cops had seized the Polaroid’s or talked to her about seeing them (during the search of my
house). I feel it was just the cops taking advantage of the situation, and knowing that this is
something that a young girl is likely to be embarrassed about. The only thing that I didn’t understand
about what ________ said of the night: “Chad wasn’t abusive or harsh during the threesome, but he
was controlling.” What the hell does that mean? I thought other than engaging in “taboo sex” I was
being the perfect gentleman. I let them lead, I focused almost exclusively on pleasing them, I went
down to get the girls drinks, etc. How can you be controlling, yet not abusive or harsh? I think this
may have been an example of her saying something to paint herself in a different light or saying
something to say it.
The irony of the whole thing is I was the bad guy. The cops obviously thought I was a scumbag.
Months after Kassidy died, Amanda was upset with me because she blamed me for letting her do it. I
couldn’t win. I apologized to her a million times but it wasn’t like she didn’t willingly participate. It
got to the point where I had to remind Amanda that she was the one that said she wanted to have a
threesome and she in fact initiated the entire thing one night by taking photographs of her and
_________ together. She replied, “Well, you should have known I didn’t want to have one and I was
only doing it because you had done it before.” Perhaps she is right, maybe I should have known.” All
I knew is that I couldn’t change the past. For Amanda I think it was a source of irritation because she
wanted to be a good Christian and also in some warped way, she may have felt it was stuff like this
that indirectly caused Kassidy’s death. Not the act, but the fact that we were doing stuff like this,
partying with Bruce and Michelle, etc. instead of sitting home every night raising Kassidy. It is
probably what all parents who lose a child go through, you blame yourself for all of the things that
you could have and should have been doing. I imagine it is all part of the grieving process.
It’s funny how time plays tricks on one’s mind. When I read ________’s enclosed interview
now, nearly 10 years later, I thought that ________ had the dates messed up and we actually had a
threesome in August when she stayed over. But the more I got to thinking of it, she may have it all
right. I think Amanda gave me the Polaroid’s as and the night with _________ as a birthday present.
That would make it even more likely that it was the weekend before my birthday, the weekend of the
8th.
March 19, 2010 (62)
You asked about Thur. 11/9/2000 phone call from Anchorage Inn. The number, 603-332-2379,
WAS Bruce Aube’s phone number. You have his number listed as 332-1225. This is a number for
him that I am not familiar with. Perhaps it was his dad’s number (same name) or perhaps it was a
computer modem number. Many people had separate numbers for their computers back then. In fact,
I think I may have had one for a while at that time too. It was definitely me talking to Amanda all
that time. Kassidy had just died, She was with Jen and Jeff, the cops told her and her mom, she
shouldn’t be with me. We both wanted to be together and were trying to figure things out. Amanda
asked me to pick her up in the morning so I drove down to Portsmouth with my sister and did get her.
Yes, as I recall Nicole and Brandon stayed at Bruce’s house with me that first night. We were all
in shock. Bruce knew my entire family so it wasn’t odd. In fact, my parents came up the next night
and we all stayed at Bruce’s for a few days. My house was seized for the police to search and I didn’t
really want to be there anyway. Media was like camped out. It was hard to be there with no Amanda,
no Kassidy, No Kyle.

I have no idea why Amanda contacted the David Dubois insurance company in Sanford. Perhaps
it was her car insurance provider? I would just be guessing. Another question to add to your list for
her. The same for the unknown number in Sanford Me. 207-324-6281. She may remember who these
were. Obviously this was all 10 years ago. On the spot I imagine that she will have a hard time
remembering. If I can make a suggestion, When you finally talk to her, and hopefully she is willing
to help, I would ask her the questions but also have them in writing. Some of the information may
come to her a day or two after she has had a chance to think about it. I know that is the case for me.
Sometimes something comes to me immediately like Bruce’s telephone number and other times, I
have to ponder like when asking about a specific date.
You asked me to look at Sat. calls 11/4/2000 and try to figure out where I, Kassidy, and Amanda
might have been. As I recall, I worked that day and the three of us spend an evening together at
home. Likely, we ate dinner, played with Kassidy and then Amanda and I watched a movie or
something. This was kind of a messed up weekend when our plans kept getting changed. During the
previous week we were trying to plan things out. I believe I was supposed to have Kyle originally
and then Tristan needed me to switch for some reason. Amanda and I talked about taking the kids to
York’s Wild Animal kingdom earlier in the week. It was one of the first things we did together kind
of as a family, back in June, and we thought it would be fun to do it together again. But later in the
week, we found that York’s had already closed. Then I had the switch with Tristan for Kyle and that
kind of blew that plan anyway. Somehow after that Amanda, Jen, and their mother, Jackie, made
plans to go shopping on Sunday. I believe Jackie was staying with Jen overnight or coming down for
the day or something. I’m not sure exactly how the plans got made but I offered to take Kassidy with
me to Nicole’s for the day so that Amanda could kind of have a girl’s day out. I gave her some
money so she could take her mom and sister to lunch, buy clothes, and get Kassidy a bunch of
clothes for the fall and winter as all that Kassidy had was stuff for the summer. As a matter of fact, I
think there is in the discovery somewhere, a mention by Amanda where she spent like $300 on
clothes for Kassidy, a new winter coat for her and a few outfits for Amanda. I knew that Nicole
would enjoy the time with Kassidy, she loves kids, and I thought it would give me a good chance to
spend one on one time with her. When we got home, Amanda was all excited to show me Kassidy’s
new clothes. Later in the discovery, I read, I believe, that Jackie was upset that Kassidy wasn’t there
for their day together. This kind of surprised me, because she left a nasty message on our answering
machine for Amanda while watching Kassidy when we were at Martha’s Vineyard. But, I guess it
makes sense. I was just thinking beforehand that it would be nice for Amanda to have a chance to get
out spend some time, and bond with her mom and sister. At the time they weren’t close.

This is where a computer vs. a typewriter would be helpful. I would like to add another thought
to paragraph 3 on previous page. Another thing that may be helpful with Amanda as well as other
witnesses if they are having a particularly hard time remembering something, might be to share with
them what I have said to see if it helps jog their memory. Take the last paragraph for example. If this
is something that you needed to ask Amanda about. (The weekend of 11/4 where she was with her
mom, I was at Nicole’s with Kassidy, and she purchased all kinds of clothes for Kassidy.) If you
asked her a particular question and it becomes obvious that she is struggling with an answer you may
want to say something to the effect of. “I know it is difficult to remember something from 10 years
ago. Let me share what Chad had to say about the date to see if it helps jog your memory. Chad
stated that you two had planned to spend the weekend with the kids, possibly taking them to York’s
Wild Animal Kingdom and then he had to switch weekends with Tristan and York’s was closed
anyway. You were going to go shopping with your mom and sister and Chad offered to take Kassidy
with him to help Nicole and you could have a girl’s day out shopping. Chad said that you bought lots
of nice fall and winter clothes for Kassidy that day and showed them to him when you were both at
home that evening.” You can share all of this with her, some of this or whatever you would like.
Obviously, the goal is to get her or anyone you are talking to thinking. You aren’t a pushy,
confrontational person so I don’t worry that someone won’t feel able to share what THEY remember
from the day (s) in question. As you know, having dates or an event to tie something to is often the
key to jogging someone’s memory. I believe this is why WE are working so hard on this chronology.
The reality is, 10 years is a long time for anyone to have to remember something. NOONE has lived
this case like I have so I have a feeling that you will have to use MANY of the memories and
references I provide to get people thinking. I certainly want them to feel comfortable to disagree and
share what THEY remember if it is different. (I’m finding it difficult to articulate in writing what I
feel in my mind. I hope this makes some sense.) “Does this recollection by Chad help at all? Do you
remember the events? Do you recall them the same or differently? Is there anything you would add
or change from what he remembers?” etc. etc. If this doesn’t make sense, we can discuss. You asked
which visible bruises were you aware of on the morning of Nov. 9. You
provided me a list of bruises. I remember all that you listed and a small one under her chin which
looked like she had faIlen forward or something. For example, Kassidy had two ways that she got
off the couch. She would turnaround on her stomach and slide down feet first until they hit the floor.
Another way which she started doing as she got older, she would be sitting up on the couch and she
would “scouch” up to the end and slide down the cushion until her feet hit the floor. I imagine this is
how all kids learn. I know Kyle did it this way. Kassidy’s balance wasn’t always the best and
sometimes she would fall forward. I imagine this is how she got the mark from the coffee table under
her eye. The thing that made her tough is falling forward and hurting herself NEVER deterred her.
She would do the same thing again, until she got it right. It’s sort of like the old bruising Kassidy had
on her upper back that you asked about later in the letter. (I noticed these as well.) Kassidy would lay
down at the top of the stairs almost as stiff as a board and literally FLY down the stairs. It was like
fun to her. This habit started out with her sitting on the stairs and going down them one at a time on
her butt. Eventually she found that it was faster and more fun to slide down them. I don’t know how
she did it but once while I was sitting on the living room sofa I observed this little blonde streak
coming down the stairs on her back. She somehow got going too fast, got caught up in one of the
railing rungs, or the carpet and got herself turned completely turned around and crashed down the
last 3-4 stairs face first and landed at the bottom, (which wasn’t carpeted) on her head. She got up
and ran over to me crying. Within several minutes she was fine. At least I thought so at the time.
My point is the very next day she was sliding down the stairs again. Unfortunately, we weren’t
smart enough to put the child gates back up. It just seemed like her fun.
Another example of how some people might not think I was that smart of a parent. The stairs had
very thick carpet on them, I just never thought it could be a problem. You asked about the “pin
pricks” that Dr. Bock referred to as “dry petechial type scabs”. I agree, we should find a better name
for them. The dictionary says this may be a form of impetigo. This is usually found on children’s
faces. Anyway, I don’t

recall them being red/purple spots, at least not at first, as much as I recall them being these really
rough bumps allover the surface of the bottom of her foot. They were mainly on the heel and front
pad just below the toes, basically, the parts of the foot that come in contact with the floor. I called
them pin pricks because that is exactly what they seemed like. They were very shallow and there
were lots of them. It makes perfect
sense that it would be little linoleum nail heads or even more likely that it may be carpet strip. The
stuff that carpet installers use to install wall to wall carpeting they didn’t seem to bother her. The
only reason I noticed them was because I was holding Kassidy and carrying her up the stairs for bed.
When I put my hand on the bottoms of her feet I felt them. That is how we knew they were there. I
can’t recall if I noticed them on the night of the 8th while giving her a bath. By then, they were well
on their way to healing. I was surprised to read about impetigo and that these may have been more of
a mucus membrane thing rather than something that physically pricked her. I turned my house upside
down and couldn’t find anything that could have caused them. I’m certain they happened at Jeff’s.
Jen informed Amanda that it was probably nails that they had sticking up. The cops didn’t find
something in their “exhaustive” (tongue in cheek) search of Jeff’s apartment. Maybe he actually
fixed the nails when we alerted him to the problem.
I don’t recall any bruising from Kassidy falling in driveway on the night of the 8th. It wasn’t a far
fall. As I recall, she was standing on the ground when she fell.
You asked about the word Petahui or Petubei. I searched the unit I live in for the best dictionary I
could find. I looked both words up and neither was defined. The only thing I can think to do is call a
doctor’s office or got to WebMD if it is still around, perhaps Goog1e the words? Unfortunately, the
only MD that was locked up left about a year ago.
You asked about bruising on Kassidy’s abdomen. I cannot think of a time that I ever saw a bruise on
Kassidy’s stomach. I recall a small rash once but I think that may have been caused by the diaper.
Kassidy was indeed very blonde, and fair skinned. Amanda’s natural hair color is dirty blonde, and
she loved being a blonde. She often lightened her hair to match the blonde hair tone she had when
she was younger. Amanda was also very fair skinned. We had a tanning bed in our basement and she
lived in it. She gets to a nice golden tan but she must really work at it. I have no idea what Robert
Sheehan looks like or his hair color.
March 20, 2010 (63)
You enclosed the 7 page affidavit from Sgt. James White. I have not done my “Chad comments”
for this document yet. In fact, in skimming over the paper, I don’t remember it. When I read it
thoroughly I will probably realize I have seen it. I agree that my doing my comments on it at some
point will be helpful. As we have started ripping apart this case, piece by piece, I see that there seems
to be a lot of “confusion of facts.” For example, I just opened the document to page 5. Sub paragraph
D is incorrect and seems to confuse different events, which were admittedly complicated. Here White
claims that Amanda spoke to me about bringing Kassidy to the doctor’s for her lethargic behavior
and she and agreed that we couldn’t because I caused bruising. This is absolutely FALSE. It was me
that asked Amanda if we should take Kassidy to the hospital when she came back from Jeff’s house
with two huge eggs on her head and acting lethargic. At this moment, I can only recall one time
where I suggested Amanda not take Kassidy anywhere because she had a bruise caused by me and I
believe it was to a day care provider. Amanda just called up and rescheduled her interview.
If my memory is correct, I talked to the police about this in my interview. I have not read this
interview in nearly 10 years but I know this was talked about somewhere. There may have been a
time during late SUMMER when Kassidy was ill, and we talked about taking her to the doctors and
she had normal baby bumps and bruises so one of us suggested we wait until those heal so that no
one thinks we are abusing her. But I’m pretty sure these were not caused by me. It is crazy because
for some reason this conversation is in my head right now, so it may have happened; but it’s not clear
so I wonder if it is just that my mind is in “overload” and it never really happened. (This probably
sounds weird to you) after I reread my and Amanda’s multiple interviews, it will jog my memory and
I am sure the details will become clearer to me.

What is even more interesting to note, sub paragraph c on the same page, White acknowledges
that Amanda told him that her understanding of the incident of Kassidy falling from the truck as told
to her by Jeff, is that Kassidy fell out of the truck onto the PAVEMENT. This is one of the reasons
that I have always felt that Jeff’s statement to us about Kassidy falling from the truck (in hindsight),
was somehow inaccurate. First off, she had TWO huge eggs on her head, as Detective Blodgett
pointed out to Amanda during one of her interviews, “That is odd, it’s not like you bounce when you
fall.” (Why Blodgett would question such a fact and never pursue it is odd. Except maybe it was
stated about Jeff and they weren’t interested in pursuing TRUTH, their interest was in getting a
conviction against Chad Evans.) Secondly, Jeff told too many DIFFERENT versions of this “fall”, to
too many different people so close to the event. Even though his story seemed to show that he was
careless at the time, it seemed plausible. Even Jeff himself was providing names of neighbors that he
thought saw the fall. When the police interviewed one neighbor, he never saw it.
You asked about Amanda moving in and asked me to work backwards. Amanda was living with
her mom and Stepfather in Auburn Maine on June 2. After we went to the concert that evening she
drove home to Auburn. I didn’t know it at the time. I thought that when I dropped her off at her car
in Portsmouth she was driving over to Kittery to stay with Jen as it was much closer. Neither one of
us could get our minds off the other and I believe it was that Sunday evening I was at home with
Kyle and I got a call from Amanda who was rollerblading with her friend, Cathy Nuernberg, in
Sanford. They wanted to come over because Amanda wanted to see me. They came over and spent
the night. Amanda and I slept together and Cathy stayed in Brent’s room. After that she went home
for like 2 days and then made the commute every day until she “unofficially” moved in. (a few
weeks at most.) We were crazy about each other and hated being apart. She didn’t work at Auburn
Country Club long. She commuted for a while.
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It’s good that Google picked up our site. I agree, the “What you can do” page seems a little over
done. I don’t know, I feel a little awkward having my birthday listed and informing people that they
can send me a card or letter. Maybe it’s normal, you are the expert. I just don’t want to sound selfserving or that life is all about me. Although, I admit, it would be great to hear from people and I
guess that is the intention. It is item #16 on the list. Maybe we could add. “Chad would love to hear
from all of you, no matter what time of year.” or something like this.
MSP Detective reported that he interviewed you briefly at the Rochester PD at 11:05 P.M. and
that you requested an attorney at 11:11. WOW, that 11:11 time is interesting. You’ll have to ask my
family about it. Everyone including Amanda used to see it all the time, no matter where we looked
shortly after Kassidy’s death. We all took it as a sign, perhaps she was trying to tell us something.
Perhaps something happened to her at 11:11 that day. Yes, it was that late in the evening that I was
arrested.

I remember sitting in a room in the Rochester PD after like 20 cops showed up at my house to
arrest me. I heard a cop in the other room take a phone call and I KNEW it was Alan because the
lady cop that answered said to someone, I believe Delker, “It’s his attorney and he would like to talk
to him.” Delker replied, “Well, tell him he can’t right now. He’s in with the police and their in
booking process.” This was a lie. I had already been fingerprinted and all that and was just sitting
there. When the cop hung up she said, to Delker, “The attorney, Cronheim, is not happy. He wanted
me to time stamp the call and wants someone to tell his client that he strongly advises him to answer
NO questions.” Delker then responded, “We are going to interview him, this may be our last chance
to get any information from him.” (In one of your upcoming letters that I have not answered yet, this
is an example of the 3 pages of “dirty shit” I could produce that the cops and Delker did in my case.)
The police NEVER informed me of my attorney calling prior to me going upstairs to some interview
room where there were some state police waiting for me. In fact, I don’t believe they EVER told me
that Alan called. I couldn’t believe they were so sloppy and let me overhear this. I think there was a
door on the room I was sitting in. I was sitting in that little room for approximately 20 minutes longer
and Jim White sat with me for a little bit. We made some small talk and he informed me they wanted
to clear some things up, questions from my first interview, it was a chance to help Kassidy, and
asked if I was willing to talk to them. I said, “Yes, I certainly want to help Kassidy.” I’m all about the
truth. I let them get upstairs. I think it was Lt. Conte who read me my rights and I believe told them,
“I certainly wanted to be helpful but did not want my answers twisted up. I will answer anything,
could you please just call my attorney so he can sit be here while I answer.” I can’t recall the
specifics exactly but am sure at least the 7 minute interview was taped and should be in discovery
somewhere. As I recall, after I asked for Alan to be called or be there, they lost interest in talking to
me. I figured that is the way it would go but unlike in my 1st interview, I was now under no illusion
that they didn’t care about the truth and were only looking for me to say things that the prosecutor
could hang me with. I wanted to look them in the eye though and tell them I WANTED to be helpful.
(Too bad they were not interested in the truth.)
That is awesome that you talked to Linda Dalessandri. When I get a chance I will have to write
her a letter. I really miss them.
The Piscataqua River was far behind my property, and did not border it. Behind my house was a
huge ravine. As the ravine sloped back up, bordering my property, and not able to be seen through
the dense pine forest, was a junk yard. Hope you are doing well.
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It’s interesting that your brother who was visiting you, remembered the Natasha Richardson case.
No doubt, you were discussing your latest “Adventure”. The funny thing about this is I was sad for
her family when it happened last year. (I believe). Her husband, Liam Neeson, is one of my favorite
male actors. I remember thinking it was an odd tragedy. At the time of her death I was either talking
to Mr. Fisher or he wrote me a quick letter and informed me of the tragedy. This is the thing that I
think you WILL like about Mr. Fisher, for an attorney, he sometimes thinks beyond the law. He is
one of those guys just interested in truth. I think that is his big frustration with the law today. He
informed me of the death and didn’t really elaborate into what he may be thinking, I was scratching
my head and thinking, “Why the hell did you send me an article to tell me this shit? What does
Richardson have to do with Kassidy’s death?”
Prior to you coming along and sending me all the information about head injuries, I would have
never made the connection or thought about how easy something could happen with your head or
how the cases COULD be connected. Translation- You and Mr. Fisher may think some similar
thoughts.

You provided me with a list of injuries to Kassidy’s head and asked me if I could recall anymore
than the 5 you listed. I can think of a few possibilities but am not sure exactly were they fit on the
time line. They are just things I recall or remember from others interviews. These are certainly good
questions that I wish we could ask of Amanda, Jeff, Jen, Travis, etc. Jen and Jeff would be less likely
to talk but may if they believed it was going toward an accident theory. The things that I recall and
again, do not necessarily believe they led to her death: Most of these I have written to you at one
time or another.
1. Yesterday on pg. 2 of letter #62 I wrote about Kassidy sliding down the last 3-4 stairs head first
and landing on the hardwood floor on her head. I was in the living room and I believe that Amanda
was in the kitchen so she didn’t see it. She came running into the living room when she heard
Kassidy crying. I believe Kassidy came running over to me, but I may have gone over and picked her
up. Either way, the couch was like 5 feet from the stairs. This must have been when Kassidy was
older because we didn’t have the gates up so we didn’t have concerns about her traveling down the
stairs as she often did alone. You know, as I sit here thinking about it, I think the reason Kassidy was
coming down the stairs is because Amanda called her down because she was getting her a snack in
the kitchen. (This is a good example of something where share my recollection to jog Amanda’s
memory if you want to verify with Amanda. Then she can provide what she remembers. She may
recall anyway but it is such a small thing and so long ago I doubt it.)
2. Travis stated he had seen Kassidy fall and not put her hands out to break the fall/protect her
head. Maybe he actually saw her head hit.
3. A few weeks back, I wrote about her walking into the corner of the glass kitchen table when
her and I were throwing the ball to Kato to chase. (bruise on forehead.)
4. 3-4 weeks ago I wrote about holding Kassidy on my hip with my hand under her butt. I swung
around real quick and she fell back with the momentum. She hit the corner of the door or the casing.
It left a slight bruise on her face as I recall. I believe Amanda witnessed it.
5. 3-4 weeks ago, I wrote to you about caring Kassidy down the stairs on my shoulders. I didn’t
duck enough and Kassidy’s forehead smacked the overhang. It may have bruised her forehead. I
believe Amanda was sitting in the living room and witnessed/ yelled at me for not being more
careful.
This is all that I can think of. There may be others while in others’ care.
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You asked about the money management class. I don’t remember the exact fee to sign someone
up, but it was a 2 for 1 price. When I signed Tom Urrutia and Dot up to go, I only paid for one fee. I
believe it was a little under $100.00 I signed Amanda up and Nicole went free, etc. I paid for the
class as an investment in them personally. It was sort of my way of giving back. In addition to some
of the other community things that I donated time or resources to on occasion. Many were in my
capacity as the McDonald’s area supervisor. That was one of the good things about my position.
I was able to help out with causes that were important to me. Most of those causes involved
children or students. These are the things I felt most passionate about.
Back to the money management seminars. Typically when I promoted a person to the rank of
assistant manager or above, it was clear they were viewing McDonald’s a career choice. Not all of
them would make it of course but they all had intense mgt. training courses they needed to complete,
etc. These are they people that I would typically offer to pay for the money mgt. seminar if they were
willing to go. It amazes me at how few took me up on it. I don’t think I thought to offer it before
sometime in 1999 or early 2000.

You asked who Melissa Brundage was. Melissa was a crew person that I hired in Rochester to
make salads and fajita’s and then promoted up to the ranks of restaurant manager. The company did
not have a 401K plan but would give restaurant managers $1000 to put in an IRA. They needed to
provide a receipt in order to be eligible the next year. I set Jeremy and Melissa up with Darren so
they could find a place to park their money. I don’t believe that Melissa was interested in money mgt.
class and Jeremy didn’t really need it. He was pretty good with money mgt. Melissa may still be with
McDonald’s. When I get together the list of “secondary contacts” you asked for and give you some
feedback about my personal relationships it may be worth then trying to pursue some of these people.
I will try to get to it soon.
You asked about hair thinning on the back of Kassidy’s head and referenced the fall from Jeff’s
truck. I believe that Amanda noticed the hair thinning a couple of days AFTER Jeff brought Kassidy
home and explained the fall from his truck. I came home and Amanda was holding Kassidy, crying
and saying, “What’s happening to my baby?”
I immediately thought that the fall from the truck may have caused the hair thinning because it
was close to the two huge eggs on Kassidy’s head. This is why I asked Nicole about it and if she
thought a fall could cause this problem. Nicole went to beautician school and obviously knew more
than I did about hair. I think I had a habit of doing things like this. Part of my McDonald’s training.
View everyone as a potential resource and try to “tap” into their knowledge. The problem is that with
Kassidy’s health, I relied on too many non-experts. Another example: The night of the 8th, I
described Kassidy’s symptoms to Tristan and relied on the fact that she was an observant mom as
well as worked with doctors and patients everyday performing cat scans and X-Rays. These facts
gave me a false sense of security because she wasn’t an actual doctor, and neither was Nicole. I don’t
know what my problem was. Incidentally, I think this thinning hair is interesting because the cops
were convinced I was puling Kassidy’s hair. They even asked several people in their interviews. Yet,
when they searched my house over that 3 day weekend, they DID NOT find one pulled hair. Pulled
hair as you probably know, is different than the hair that naturally falls out of our heads on a daily
basis. You can tell by looking at the root. Kassidy’s hair loss was significant. I wonder if they
bothered to check Jeff’s house for pulled hair. Probably not as 6 hours in I WAS the suspect.
From your letter I think that I may have confused you a little bit. Amanda did not keep Kassidy
away from me for a “waiting period” after Jeff brought her home after she fell out his truck window.
I got home from work that evening around 8 P.M. and Amanda was holding Kassidy and showed me
the bumps. Jeff did not bring Kassidy home for that 2-3 day period when Amanda didn’t have her
car. Kassidy could have very
well fallen out of the truck a day or two earlier and that is why HE withheld bringing Kassidy home
to us. Incidentally, in one of the upcoming letters that you wrote and I haven’t responded to yet, you
had a website section with quotes about this incident.
You have a bit of a misquote in there and I am hoping you don’t mind fixing it. I just searched for
the letter and of course I can’t put my hands on it. Anyway, Hey, I just found it, it was a letter
numbered 96. (There are 2 of these FYI) this one was written on 13 March 2010. It’s under Short
Quotes about the case. Upon seeing the bumps on Kassidy’s head, I said to Amanda “Holy shit. We
should take her to the hospital.” You have to remember Jeff brought Kassidy home to Amanda on
10/28 several hours before I came home. Kassidy’s behavior was FAR worse before Amanda fed her
and gave her a lot to drink. All prior to my getting there. Amanda actually said, “She is acting much
better now, (as compared to the condition Jeff dropped Kassidy off in several hours earlier.) If she
isn’t better in the morning, (Compared to normal), I’ll take her.” I just want it to be accurate and
reflective of what really happened. I’m not sure how you quote something and have it make sense
without the stuff in the parenthesis. I will leave that to you, the expert. As it is currently written it
doesn’t seem to capture what was really said/ meant. Hope I haven’t confused the issue even more.
I think I know where the confusion came in. The weekend before the Kassidy falling out of the
truck incident, when Jeff spanked her butt black and blue thru her diaper. Amanda didn’t show me
Kassidy’s butt right off. (At Jen’s request) If I had seen that right away I would have likely been even
more upset. This was the waiting period issue.

You asked about Halloween. Yes, you are correct. Kassidy was not feeling well. Likely she was
still suffering from the overnights at Jeff’s, and the dehydration. She was running a slight
temperature also I believe. This is why she and Amanda stayed home and Tristan and I walked the
boys around trick or treating.
Justin Nadeau is an attorney in the seacoast area. I believe he is the cousin of Tina Nadeau, my judge.
I believe Justin’s father is J.P. Nadeau and he is the brother of Tina’s father, Joseph. Joseph sat on
the state supreme court before his retirement. You commented here on child abusers often being
abusers of animals and asked for Kato’s Veterinarian info. I couldn’t agree with you more. Anyway.
I think the name of Kato’s vet was Dr. Charles of the Rochester Veterinary Clinic. I’m not positive of
the name of the business but it was off Ten Rod Road in Rochester. We took him there for his regular
check ups. We took him to puppy training/socialization classes at the community center in Rochester.
(Mary and I). Kato was like our son. My mom has some great photos of Kato laying allover me.
Interesting story about Kato. When he was a puppy, some lady drove off the road and up into our
yard while he was tied to a tree. She ran Kato over and broke one of his front legs. It was a Sunday
and our Vet was closed. Mary and I loaded him in the car and brought him to a vet down in
Portsmouth. It turned out we could take him to a specialist in Rollingsford for an operation to insert
plates in his leg or put him down. The operation was going to cost well over $1,000.00 and there
were no guarantees. We didn’t think for more than a second. He was having the operation. Of course,
there were complications. He had to have pins removed and reinserted but he was our baby.
I can see that I missed a question from above. You asked about the touching of the throat thing on
Kassidy. I laid my finger over Kassidy’s throat, horizontally, around the middle of her neck, near
where her Adam’s Apple would be. There really wasn’t much pressure, just enough to make her
voice sound deeper. I wasn’t angry in any way. It was just stupid on my part. I was sitting in front of
her watching her have this
incredible tantrum. Sometimes these tantrums frustrated me. This one just amazed me. I think at one
point Kassidy realized that Amanda and I were laughing at her and she got even more angry. She
started making this fake gagging sound and at first I think Amanda thought I was doing something to
her but then her eyes were directly on Kassidy and saw her making the sound and I wasn’t even
touching her. Amanda was smiling and said, “Oh my God Kassidy, stop it.”
You asked about my life with Amanda. Did I like her hair color? Did she wear nail polish? Did
she have opinions about my clothes, etc.? I loved Amanda’s hair. It’s actually kind of funny. Anyone
that knows me can attest that I hate change. When my mom would change my bedroom around as a
kid, I hated it (at first). When Tristan first cut her beautiful long hair, it looked great short, but I hated
it at first because it was different. Amanda is the ONLY person in my life that whenever she made a
change I was immediately cool with it. She had long wavy hair when I met her and I loved it. She
straightened it one night to go out and I loved it. I enjoyed going shopping with her and sitting there
and watching her try on outfit after outfit. Each one better than the last. She wore nail polish but was
just as comfortable without. I loved how she used to like to wear my shirts around the house.
Amanda always wore make up which took a little getting used to after being with Tristan who never
wore it.
I’ll tell you how addicted to this girl I was. Anyone can tell you how much I HATE cigarettes
None of my girlfriends smoked. If they did, they wouldn’t be with me for long. Amanda would
sometimes when we went out partying. Though I hated the stench of this nasty habit, she is the
ONLY person that I have ever thought looked sexy as hell smoking.

Amanda loved to dress me up. If we were going out she would pick out the Jeans or Khaki’s she
wanted me to wear. Sometimes I would lay out the shirt and sport coat or suit I was going to wear for
the day. I’d get out of the shower and something else would be laid out, “I want to see you wear this
today.” Forget about me picking out my own tie. It was cool though. I enjoyed having a girl that
made some of these decisions for me. I had a lot more muscle on me then and most of my clothes
were kind of “fitted”. She came from a younger generation that liked that baggy look so she would
sometimes buy clothes like that. I didn’t care, if it made her happy that was cool by me. What guy
doesn’t want to be sexy to their girl? That’s the thing about Amanda. It didn’t matter if she was
wearing a ripped up T shirt or a beautiful dress. To me she was flawless. Have you ever seen that
movie “Shallow Hal”? That was kind of me with every girl prior to Amanda. Most of them were
beautiful but had one flaw or another, to me, Amanda was perfect! I loved those green eyes, that
perfect nose, those kissable lips, and every inch of her body, right down to the tiny stretch marks
from having Kassidy. She thought I was nuts, but I was in heaven. She would say, “Gross, cut it out,”
when I would nuzzle an area of her body that she didn’t like, but she secretly loved it because she
could feel my passion.
Amanda had opinions about everything and for the most part, she was the boss and I was happy to
let her be.
You mentioned the brief talk Amanda and I had about her getting her own place. (This was never
very serious. I think I was just scared and trying to get her to slow down a little). Prior to Kassidy
dying we did talk about getting married “down the road”. It was never a big topic at that point
because I needed to get my divorce finalized first. I didn’t realize until after Kassidy died that my
divorce from Tristan was actually effective on October 4th. We would both look at Kyle and
Kassidy at times and say we are going to make the most beautiful kids together. While making love
sometimes Amanda would say “I can’t wait to have your baby”. I was trying to be practical because
we hadn’t been together that long but I LOVED hearing her when she would say this. Sometimes we
would be kissing and staring into each others eyes and I would say, “We are going to make the most
beautiful babies.” You asked about birth control and our method for it.
I think she may have been on the pill for a while in the beginning. Truthfully, I think I hoped she
would “accidently” get pregnant. At least, it would not have bothered me. I don’t think there is
anything sexier and more beautiful in the world than a pregnant woman. The glow is unbelievable.
To watch that belly grow and feel it as it gets bigger is amazing. I used to tell her that I couldn’t wait
until I could rub her tummy and had to rub her feet every night because they hurt because of the load
she was carrying. After Kassidy died, I received a letter saying that my divorce was final (a few
weeks before her death) and we talked about marriage a lot more. When I came to jail, we got
engaged for a while. I didn’t want to do it from in here but she was pretty insistent. I always wanted
to do whatever I could to make her happy. Sometimes she was so high maintenance. Other times she
wasn’t.
About my nights with Amanda in Auburn at her mom’s and step dad’s. The first time I went up
was soon after we got together. Amanda wanted me to come up and meet her mom.

They were planning a cookout. So I stopped and bought a huge Boston Creme Pie for dessert. I
offered to bring a dish but they had it all planned. It was very casual. I was there, Amanda, Kassidy,
her two younger brothers, the parents and Jen + Jeff for a while. It was clear from their interactions
Jeff had a well established relationship with them. I visited with the family for a while and Scotty
was dying to have someone play ball with him. Amanda described how I played with Kyle all the
time and would play with him. I went to the back yard and played with Scotty for well over an hour.
I had to show him how to hold the bat, how to swing, etc. It was really fun. I think I made a good
impression with her mom. I know I did with Scotty, he was all over me. That is how it usually is for
me and kids. Jen + Jeff left after the cookout. I stayed visiting a while longer. Around 9:30 or so, I
told Amanda it was a long ride and I needed to get heading home. She said, “No, you are staying
over with me.” This made me pretty uncomfortable. We just started dating, I just met her parents and
I had no intentions of staying over. Amanda persisted. “Stay, it’s late. My mom doesn’t care. Mom,
tell him.” Then her mom said, “Yeah, it’s fine. You can stay.” This made me even more
uncomfortable. I went with the flow and figured I would be sleeping on the couch. But when bed
time came both Amanda and her mom said, “The couch isn’t comfortable. Sleep in Mandy’s room”. I
am pretty brash and have really open minded parents but wouldn’t think of doing something like that
in their house 2-3 weeks into a relationship. Needless to say, Amanda won and she and I stayed in
her single bed together with Kassidy in the crib beside us. I left real early in the morning.
The next time I stayed was about a month later. Amanda was up there for a few days and wanted
me to come up. Jen + Jeff were there again when I arrived. I played ball with Scotty again. This was
where I saw that Jeff had no relationship with either of the boys. I don’t recall how it ended up this
way but Me, Amanda, Jen + Jeff went to dinner at Margarita’s Mexican restaurant. I paid for dinner.
I offered to take the entire family but Jackie didn’t want to go for some reason. After dinner Jen +
Jeff left. Amanda and I took Kassidy and the boys to some local school playground. It was dark out
by this time. I pushed Kassidy and Scotty on swings as Amanda swung beside them. I let Josh drive
my car around the empty school parking lot. Pretty dumb in hindsight because he was under age but
it sure made him pretty happy. We drove back to the house and they had a TeePee or Tent pitched
out in the yard. We decided to camp out. Kassidy stayed inside with Gramma and me, Amanda, and
Scotty camped out. It was a blast. In the morning when I left, Jackie said I will have to bring Kyle up
next time so they can meet him. I said I would. Unfortunately, it just never
happened. I think because of the allegations of sexual abuse, Amanda had a very strange dynamic
with her family. Amanda’s mom didn’t drive and sometimes in Rochester when she hadn’t seen her
mom in a while, Amanda would complain about missing her. I would tell her to just go up and get
her and bring her down for a few days if you want or go spend it with her. She would never do it. She
would just say, “I will” or “I’m ok, I’ll just call her.”
You asked about Uncle Ritchie Kenny. He was my mom’s sister, Jackie’s husband. Jackie, is
David Gundry’s mom. Richie was his stepfather.
You asked about my guns, does Mom have documentation, who helped with case, etc. I believe
that I sent that entire file home to my mom. I will ask her to find the envelopes that I labeled when
she has a chance. Fisher helped me with this too, but it was my friends here, that wrote all of the
motions and the briefs to the state supreme court. We didn’t sell the guns. They were lost and
“destroyed” by the police. I think the file just contains my notes, motions and briefs but may be
interesting for you to read.
You asked about Kyle’s first doctor, Phil Horner. He was in prison for having sex with a 15 year
old girl. He was arrogant, and a genius and, as you might guess, multi-talented. He wrote great legal
briefs and has a few published opinions as I recall. He was a talented painter and woodworker in
hobby craft and he was a skilled performer in the theatre group as well as musician. Last I heard, he
never lost his license to practice medicine. I believe he is living in Vermont while on parole and
ultimately planned to move to Canada.

You asked about Glen and Deb’s last name. They were not married. I know that Deb was a
manager of the Deli in Hannaford’s in Dover. She had been there for years I believe. I seriously
doubt that they are still a couple. Glen’s name may come to me but it hasn’t yet. Glen worked for Jeff
and Jeff’s dad, Carroll at their electrician company. Glen was also one of Jeff’s high school best
friends. Jeff may not recall Deb’s last name, but he surely knows Glen’s. Deb had a young daughter,
7 or 8 years old maybe older, and she was worried about her seeing this stuff on the news because
obviously she knew me, knew Kassidy, etc. (This is what Glen told me when I pulled my boat out.)
You asked about “Med Runs” I have been on several. Most of them involve trips to the hospital
to get stitches. I have been on 4 med runs to get stitches in my face. Three of them were basketball
injuries. There was a split lip, two eyebrow cuts, and once for nose in a fight (stitches).
For the most part the inmate population leaves me alone. I do my own time and that is a big thing
here. Also, I have been around for a while, I think there is a good size % of the population that I
interact with that has questions about my conviction.
Your senior thesis on Inmate Self Government sounds interesting. If I ever get caught up maybe
I can read it someday. I’m sure it is right up _____ ________’s alley. Though he is a great guy and
tries to do right by us compared to many, he is still wearing “blue” as a lifer, I just don’t talk to them.
The opportunity may present itself someday and if it does, I will be sure to mention it to him.
That is so cool that you and your wife took the day off to go to Warm Springs, Georgia to visit
FDR’s home and place of death. I love stuff like that. I think American History is so fascinating. I am
glad to hear that you took a day off. I hope you both had fun.
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You were puzzled about Jeff Marshall’s civil suit against me. I told Jeff in October 2000 that I
wouldn’t be continuing his service with me in 2001. However, the major premise of his 2004 lawsuit
was that his contracts were canceled AFTER he testified against me. What you need to understand
about Jeff suing me is that it was never about suing me. His lawyer knew there was no real money in
doing that. They sued me to try and get information about McDonald’s. They were his real target. He
had a $500,000 suit against them and that is where they hoped to collect. Jeff knew damn well that I
told him in October of 2000 that I wasn’t using him again. But because we don’t terminate contracts
in writing, (We just don’t rehire the next season), he thought he would have a claim to get some
money. What he didn’t count on, for sure, is me putting up the fight that I did. I made everything
difficult for him and his attorney. Likely, Jeff never told his attorney that I had already told him that I
wasn’t hiring him again for the next season. I suspect Jeff’s lawyer withdrew because I was putting
up a good fight, wasn’t giving up info. and had protected my assets. Or, withdrew because he figured
out something about Kassidy’s death.
I pled the 5th during my deposition, but it wasn’t hard to see that Jeff had “selective amnesia”
during his. Who would remember details about grade school years earlier but remember NOTHING
about the day 4 years earlier when a baby died in your arms? He couldn’t remember anything.
You asked about Amanda’s job at Martindale Country Club. You estimated first week in July and
I think that is about right. (when she left.) She was a waitress there. She had that job when I met her
and did in fact talk about it on our first date. 6/2. She and I hit it right off and after the first few
weeks in June she was pretty much staying with me. She would work like three days in a row, and
stay at her moms and then come home to my house. Sometimes if her shifts were spread out, she
would commute right from my house. That only lasted a few weeks as she realized the job wasn’t
worth it and I made plenty of money. Security wasn’t an issue.

You asked about my employee file at McDonald’s. I didn’t really have one. Even if I did, I’m
sure it is long gone after the office move to Hooksett. Believe it or not my employee file was the one
started in Keene. All supervisors started in a restaurant. What pisses me off is I had every class
ranking, every certificate for things I completed, every letter of recognition, every award, and every
“Ray’s Way” contest I won along with every personal bill and receipt I had in my personal file
cabinet in my office. The guy that I let stay at the house after he got out of jail, took the cabinet and
all that info is missing! It sucks because it would be a true treasure trove. Filling out all of these dates
would be a snap. “Ray’s Way” is a contest based on the founder of McDonald’s, Ray Croc’s high
standards. It was a yearly contest for the restaurant manager that had the best quality service
cleanliness, overall operations and profit. It was measured by various measurements, audits, secret
shops, MVR’s, etc. I won the contest twice as a manager and came in first and second as a
supervisor. This was especially impressive because I was a supervisor for only 3 years and as a
supervisor, you have to get ALL of your restaurants in the top 10 or 15 in the company or you don’t
stand a chance. That is tough to get everyone winning.
You asked about Kassidy’s kitten. Sorry, you will have to ask Amanda. We only had it for a few
weeks before Kassidy died. I don’t remember its name or even what it looked like. Kassidy called it
“Kitty” I believe Amanda got it through Jen. After Kassidy died, Amanda I believe had a friend or
Mandy Allard had a friend that took it.
March 21, 2010 (68)
A few misc. things first.
My mom has a recording of the John Walsh Show that Amanda went on. The copy is very poor
quality. If we could get a better copy of it, it may be a good thing to attach to our website. (if
possible). I know the show is off the air now but I imagine someone in NY has the originals as this is
where the show was produced. I don’t know if it will help or not but I ran across the producer’s name
and number last night. I talked to her once. She seemed nice. Her name is Jaime Hamer.
I did a lot of typing yesterday and when I was done and thinking about everything last night
something popped into my head. It might be worth considering adding a chapter in the book on your
thoughts as you learned more about the case and investigated it. You have made some pretty keen
observations about the case. For example, in one letter you wrote how the cops wanted to portray me
as someone who snapped rather than the well paid, fun loving, guy who loved children. Also, in the
very beginning, after reading the trial transcripts, you wrote to me about the Federal agent that wrote
the book Human Sacrifice about the Dennis D. Case. You said that after you read my transcripts you
could see where he was coming from when he wrote, “If I was on this jury I would have also voted to
convict”. I wrote back that I thought that would be a great way to start our book and that you could
then elaborate “But this is why it is wrong...” Now, in letter 96B (which I hope to be responding to
later today) you write. “I’ve now spent several hundred hours on this case, and it’s very hard for me
to determine what injuries and what bruises were caused by whom and when. Therefore, it’s
astounding to me that a jury could have found “beyond a reasonable doubt’, guilty for any of these
charges.” I think these are pretty observant and important statements from an outsider’ perspective
and I believe we NEED to include them in the book. I know you want this to be my story and it still
can be, but I have 96 letters from you now and many of them, beyond all the questions, are full of
these gems. Give it some thought please.
Ok, good news, because of the 2000 calendar you sent me with this letter and the casino ballroom
schedule, we can fill in two more dates. :) On June 16, 2000 which was a Friday, Amanda and I
went to see “3 Doors Down” for the first time. The show was at the Casino Ballroom. We went to
dinner in Hampton first and then to the show. I remember we ran into two people that worked for me
in the Hampton Rte. 1 store for a short while. I also recall this night specifically because it was the
first time I had seen any jealously from Amanda and I thought it was cute.

I was wearing a black fitted shirt and these two drunk girls came up and started pawing my lats
and chest wondering if they were real. Amanda came back from a trip to the bathroom, saw me
talking to them and latched onto my arm and said, “What the hell?” The girls giggled and went away
and Amanda and I went on to enjoy the concert. Amanda wasn’t yet living with me full time. She
went back to her mom’s in Auburn the next morning and picked up Kassidy and brought her back.
(Jackie was babysitting) I’m sure it was my weekend with Kyle and Tristan just watched him for me
Friday night/ Sat. morning I picked him up after work. Me, K+K, and Amanda hung out, made Greek
salad that night.
On August 18, 2000, which was a Friday, Amanda and I went to see Dr. Dirty, John Valby at the
Ballroom. I am 90% sure Bruce + Michelle and possibly Glen + Deb went with us. I think Me,
Amanda, Bruce + Michelle, went to Tens, a local strip club after the show. We didn’t stay long.
Amanda had never been and it was kind of a dare to the girls. I believe Jen + Jeff likely watched
Kassidy. Busy week. Creed concert + Exeter Inn too, so it is possible that Kassidy stayed with
Jackie for a few days.
Now, If we could just come up with some of my old bills I could do a lot more.
It’s interesting to see some of your feedback. There are a few things that were misinterpreted.
This is probably typical when a third party is reading a letter. It’s just funny because it highlights
how confusing I can be when I write. Too many thoughts ALWAYS, floating in my mind. Examples:
Jeremy told me that HE had checked you out on the internet. You wrote to Jeremy the possible view
that, “I’m already convicted, so I gain nothing by minimizing, here is the deal...” Yes, you are
correct, you and I have exchanged letters on this. After you explained it, I understood your point
about the fact that I do have things to hide/gain by lying. Jeremy is the one that actually brought this
idea up during our visit and he had a different way of putting it that made sense to me. My main
reason for writing it to him though was because he is a creative person and I wanted to encourage
that. I think it is something that can never hurt our efforts, (ideas.)
You asked about the photos that Jeremy described to me of seeing Kassidy. I believe they were
Polaroids of Kassidy’s body on a steel morgue table. The cop showed them to Jeremy for shock
value. I don’t believe that I have ever seen them. I referenced bruises on top of bruises in my letter to
Jeremy and you asked how I could tell that, by the coloring, etc. What I was doing was actually
repeating what Jeremy had told me during our visit about the photos he had seen. Jeremy wasn’t
being literal. He was using it as an exaggeration to describe how terrible Kassidy looked to him.
Basically what he saw in the photos was far worse than what Amanda, Travis and I had observed the
night before Kassidy’s death or the morning of November 9th.
You asked if I told you about the story of the police showing up between 6-7 am in August of
2001. I can’t recall ever telling you this story and this is EXACTLY why I sent you a copy of my
letter to Jeremy, in case there was anything new that you had never been told. Yesterday, I typed
about some of the things the cops and Delker had done (keeping me out of contact with Alan on my
night of arrest.) In letter 96B you referenced a letter that I wrote to Ron Rice where I said, “I could
write 3 pages on the shit the cops did in this case.” Then you asked me to write them to you. I have
added it to my “to do” list. In the meantime, here is another one of those things that you may want to
make a note of somewhere to be able to reference.

I thought it was Jim White and Jill Rockey, but during our visit Jeremy corrected me. He said it
was just Rockey. He was in his towel just getting out of the shower after waking up. It was just prior
to the August 2001 grand jury, I believe, and she may have even served Jeremy with his subpoena to
appear that morning. You will have to ask him. Anyway, as I understand it, she went into his living
room and spread out all kinds of photos of Kassidy, dead, on a cold steel table. She went on about
how they needed his help, asked if he was covering for me, etc. I don’t believe I have ever discussed
the specifics with Jeremy. Alan is the one that filled me in on the visit and what I viewed as
harassment of my friends. One thing I remember Alan telling me about the visit was that Jeremy did
his normal questioning of things. At one point the cop expressed that there was a lack of physical
evidence and there was a chance I would get away with this if he didn’t help them. Jeremy then
asked her, “Don’t you think it is odd or maybe there is a reason that you can’t find any physical
proof that Chad did it?” The cop said something to the effect that they are pretty sure it was me and
this kind of angered Jeremy, “You are willing to throw a man’s life away with no proof, and just
because you are pretty sure he did it!” Jeremy then told her that he had shared everything he knew
already and wouldn’t cover for me.
You asked about Jeff admitting to Jeremy that he spanked Kassidy and caused the bruising on her
buttocks. You also thought it was good that there is a witness to this. There is actually more than one.
Jen, Amanda, and Travis. He told the police during his interview that Jeff brought Kassidy into the
house and said something to the effect of her ass may be a little sore, “I whacked it,” I believe. This
would be a better question to ask Jeremy when he finally calls you. As I recall, it was sometime after
our McDonald’s golf outing on Oct. 24. Jeff was in the Portsmouth McDonald’s and Jeremy called
him on what he felt was excessive. Jeremy may have made the point to Jeff on or after the 9th as
well. I know he saw Jeff several times after this happened at the stores. It would have been one of
those, “Well Jeff, what are people supposed to think, you admitted you beat her butt so hard it left
bruises....” type things. I am told that Jeff did a lot of trying to explain his case, after Kassidy died.
Especially to people that knew me as well as knew him with Kassidy.
You wrote about Brent pulling back from me in 2000. It wasn’t Brent that was pulling back from
me. It was the situation. He always enjoyed our time together, as did I. Brent’s father, Joe, started
becoming more involved with Brent around this time so that cut into some of my time with him.
Also, Tristan and I were now over. Even though I viewed things differently than most “step” dads. (I
was divorcing Tristan not Brent. My love and desire to be around him had not changed. I had been
raising Brent with Tristan since he was 2 1/2. It’s sort of a natural progression that “steps” spend less
and less time with you I guess. I haven’t seen Brent in approx. a year now, but Tristan used to bring
him up to see me with Kyle and Aidan often. When I write to Kyle now, I still write to Brent, send
him cards and gifts, talk to him on the phone. As far as I am concerned, Brent will always be part of
my life. (as long as he wants.) I love him. Tristan will tell you that I care deeply for Brent. I know
there was a court situation, perhaps it was the visitation thing where she testified that I don’t write to
one and not the other, I treat them equally, etc.

You asked about the Mrs. Edgar conversation about her day care/school caring for Kassidy. I am
not 100% sure that while I had this conversation that Kassidy was with me. I believe she was and I
KNOW that I had brought her in there several times before. Most of the times, I just carried her on
my hip as you described. Gina Warner WAS NOT present for the conversation. I was told that Gina
Warner overheard a conversation between Mrs. Edgar and another parent shortly after my arrest
where Mrs. Edgar said something to the effect of, “I believe that they have arrested the wrong
person. Mr. Evans was just in here a few weeks ago asking if we could take the young girl because
they were having problems with their babysitter. I feel horrible that we didn’t take her, but she
wasn’t potty trained yet.” Gina’s son, Aiden, went to the same school. Brent had gone to the school
the previous year so they were all familiar with Kyle when we enrolled him. I believe he started in
August or September of that year. My conversation with Mrs. Edgar happened one afternoon. It must
have been a week or two prior to her death. Kassidy kept coming home with bruises. Many of them
seemed normal kids stuff, but Jeff just wasn’t a long term solution. The school was great with Kyle
and I wanted Kassidy to have the same opportunities. Not only was Kassidy extra temper tantrumprone when coming back from Jeff’s, and not only did she have all these various bruises or marks,
but Jeff just didn’t do anything with her. It wasn’t like he was a teacher like these people.
I explained to Mrs. Edgar that we were having problems with our babysitter and wanted to know
if we could get Kassidy in early. She politely explained that she was willing to wave the min. age
requirement but that Kassidy would still need to be potty trained first. Mrs. Edgar told me that I
could bring Kassidy in just as soon as she is potty trained. I left hopeful. The stupid thing is on Nov.
8th. I was the last parent to arrive. I pulled right up to the front door and didn’t bring Kassidy in.
(The car is visible from the door.) I wish I had, so then someone else would have seen her, too, and
the crazy prosecution idea that I stopped on the way on the Spaulding Turnpike to assault Kassidy
would have been debunked.
March 21, 2010 (69)
Before I start, I just realized I did not answer the last two questions on your letter #91. You asked
about a call to Jen’s cell phone when Amanda was working. I don’t believe I called Jen’s phone so I
am not sure. At this time, I can’t remember her having a cell phone. I had talked to Jen a couple of
times on the phone for various things but I believe it was on Jeff’s phone. Perhaps Amanda did not
work on that Monday at Old Navy.
You asked about a one minute call to Jeff’s on Tues. the 7th, during a time when Amanda was
working. Likely, I was calling to see if Amanda had picked up Kassidy yet. I don’t believe that
Amanda was originally supposed to work for 12 hours. Amanda had no cell phone at that point.
Kyle went to the French Cross Road.in Dover branch of Crossroad Kindergarten. At the time, the
school had kindergarten and first grade. (They were adding on to accommodate 2nd grade). Brent
was enrolled at Tri City Christian Academy which was on West High Street in Somersworth. Not
that it is a big deal, but by now Tristan and I were obviously split up. I paid for both of the boys’
school tuitions. I made a lot more
money than Tristan at that point and she never asked me for anything. Of course, this only lasted for
a few months because I was arrested in November of 2000. I’m just using it as a point to you to
illustrate how I loved Brent and still viewed him as my son even if we split up.
I ALWAYS send any money that I can and my parents and family do an awful lot to help,
especially with Kyle now because they don’t really see Brent or Aidan much anymore. Hard to
describe exactly what I mean. Tristan has done great and is pretty proud of that. I’m not sure how
willing she would be to share any credit or even if she is aware of the burden others try to help lift.

Glad to hear that you found Mary Bullard. I hope that she will be willing to share some of her
memories of our summer together camping and staying in various spots and finally ending up in the
woods of Vermont. My sister reached Mandy Allard at work. I believe that her mother, Melissa, still
works at the Rochester McDonald’s. I was with her the night before Kassidy died in the Hampton
Rte. 1 store just prior to picking up Kassidy, so I know that she will be important to talk to. (I can’t
recall that anyone ever has). Melissa and I got along great THEN. She is a sweetheart and kind of
like everyone’s mom. I really miss her. I have no idea how she feels about me now.
March 21, 2010 (70)
You asked about interview of Erin Kntrekin of Cross Road Kindergarten. Upon initial review I
didn’t think I had seen it. I’m reading it again, two days later and I think I may have seen it. There
were several workers for each age level of children at the school as I recall. I believe Kyle called her
Ms. Erin. I can’t remember the teachers and employees specifically. I just know that I said hello to
most of them.
For the most part, my interaction happened for a minute at pick up or drop off. I would sometimes
watch Kyle play with the other children in the large playground they had at the rear of the school. I
do recall there was a teacher once (It wasn’t Mrs. Edgar) who spoke to me about an issue with Kyle,
something he needed to learn better or sharing with other kids or something. It was the first I had
ever heard of it, so I listened intently. I asked her for her suggestions of how I could help him. Gosh,
I wish I could remember who it was. I remember it was a sunny day and we were discussing it in the
outdoor playground as Kyle played. I remember feeling worried that we were doing something
wrong (Tristan and I). It was the first time I had heard that Kyle needed to improve something. I can
see from Ms. Entrekin, she was born in 1982 so she would have only been 18 at the time. I am sure it
wasn’t her. I was talking, too.
Actually, I do remember one exchange I had with Ms. Entrekin. One morning when I was
bringing Kyle in she commented on how she loved his clothes and how he was always the best
dressed little boy. He was wearing a pair of Khaki slacks, loafers, and a button up Polo shirt. I
remember being proud obviously but thinking it was funny because that was the first year that I took
Kyle out and picked out his school clothes. Prior to that, I just gave Tristan money and she did it but
this year, I was on my own and wanted to do it. She said ok. He and I took a day and just went
shopping alone. We had the best time. We went to the mall, got fruit drinks, rode every 50 cent ride
there, etc. I picked out some outfits, some of the sales girls did, some Kyle did. When it was done he
had 7 or 8 different school outfits to choose from. All of it, Polo, Gap, Bugle Boy, etc. When I
brought the bag in to show Tristan she seemed annoyed rather than impressed like I had anticipated.
She asked me how much I spent and then chastised me when I told her “Only $350.00. She said,
“You spent $350.00 on a 3 year old’s clothes? I could have gotten it all done for under $150.00.” I
didn’t care. He was my baby and he looked great. We had a good time. That was worth any amount
of money.
You provided me with Jeff Marshall’s written statement and asked specifically about the leg
injury that he claims I caused. FYI, Jeff also talked about this to the police during his interview and
subsequently the police asked Amanda about it. I don’t recall an injury to Kassidy’s leg that I caused.
I do recall swinging her around in a circle and “plopping” her on the bed. I would do this in various
positions but one particular
time, when I had an arm in one hand and a leg in the other (from same side of her body), and swung
her around, Kassidy cried and crawled up to Amanda at the head of the bed. I think she may have
landed awkwardly on her leg or something because she limped for a minute or two. Amanda said I
was being too rough with her but it was the same thing that I had done with her and Kyle many times
before.

The only other thing I recall was an incident on our bed. I went to give Amanda a kiss and
Kassidy had a fit. Amanda and I started arguing about it, and I was at the bottom of the bed and went
to pick Kassidy up. I had her legs and was pulling her towards me. Amanda grabbed her hands and
started pulling her back toward her. I wasn’t going to engage in a tug of war with her and let go and
went down stairs. There was absolutely no leg injury after this event. I believe this is the event that
Amanda described to the police after Jeff mentioned it in his interview to the police. By the way, I
recall he said in the same interview that Amanda told them I hit Kassidy. This is not true, and I don’t
believe Amanda ever said it.
March 21, 2010 (71)
You talked about my time in jail and asked if Amanda was using my cell phone while I was in
jail. (Nov. 16 until bailed on Nov. 22.1 think). Jeremy used my phone during this period. In fact, I
think I gave the phone to him. He used my number for a little while and then switched to his own
Cell number. the two #’s you list, 761-1019 and 692-0176 look familiar. I think the first is an old cell
phone number for either Bruce, Tristan, or Jeremy. The other number may be a misdial or possibly
Stephanie Chick’s old home phone number. I don’t have the list of Jail numbers called here.
The person that tried calling my house 7-8 times and being accepted 6 times was Corey Merrill.
He called between Nov. 22 and Jan. 5th. (When did he make his Jan. statement to the police where
he decided he needed to do the right thing for this little girl?)
Mark this down as another one of those dirty things the cops did that I mentioned in letter 68. All
of those jail calls were recorded. You know damn well the cops listened to them but because there
was nothing helpful in the conversations for THEM, they never turned over content of calls. It really
hurt me when I saw that bogus statement from Merrill. I was new to the “jail thing” and thought I
had made a friend. I gave him canteen, stuck up for him once and even sent him money. I wasn’t at
my home in Rochester much but every time I was there with the exception of once, I accepted his
calls because I knew how lonely it was in jail. The one time I didn’t accept his call was because I was
on my way out the door for a visit with Kyle and Brent and knew that he would call back. I have
ALWAYS been a far too trusting person.
You asked about Exeter Inn and who might have watched Kassidy. We had the Creed concert, Dr.
Dirty Show, and Exeter Inn event all in a 5 day period. I have a feeling Kassidy may have spent some
of that with Amanda’s mother and some with Jen and Jeff. What I am hoping is when we have all of
these dates filled out, they will help jog Amanda’s memory and she will know where Kassidy went
as she was the one that typically made those arrangements.
You asked about the boat. We drove to meet Brandon in Belmont who took us to a dock on
Winnepesaukee to test drive the boat on the lake. We loved it, I asked Amanda if we should buy it
and she said yes, so we did. (Kassidy diaper change in trunk, locked keys in car, had to get
locksmith, from 10 page letter written two months ago.) The boat was on a trailer in my yard and we
would take it to Glen’s. Baxter Lake is a small lake, very calm and perfect to take small children on.
Glen offered to let me dock it at his place as he was in a cove and had plenty of room. We usually
took the kids out one to two times a week after work or on the weekends. They loved it. Kyle loved
to sit in my lap and make hard turns so the water splashed up all over us. Kassidy enjoyed sitting in
Amanda’s lap in the passenger’s seat or in the rear beside me or Amanda. (steering wasn’t exciting to
her yet.)
Jeff Jacobs would know Glen’s last name. Brandon doesn’t know him.
You asked about interview of Brent Richards. Brent’s name is Brent Richard Lincoln.
You asked about me seeing Amanda which violated my bail condition. I knew I was violating the
condition by seeing her. Beyond missing her, I was worried if she would make it. Her family had
turned their back on her and most of her friends were of the high school girl variety. Not real reliable.
Amanda was in real ROUGH shape for a long time. Beyond what I can describe adequately in words.
I heard a quote in the movie, “Surrogates” last night. “The greatest tragedy to befall man is outliving
your child.” I think this is putting it mildly. No one asked me about my whereabouts.

Alan didn’t advise me beyond the initial “follow your conditions”. I guess he thought I was smart
enough. With regards to friends/family. Especially at first I was extremely careful because I didn’t
want to involve anyone else or put them in a bad position. The, only thing I ever told people was, if
asked a question, tell the truth.
I don’t recall being asked or subpoena’d to the Grand Jury. This was strictly a fact finding
mission by the state. You asked about a green T ball. Where did this come from? As I recall it was a
regular T ball. It was white like a baseball, red stitching and blue writing. It was like a starter
baseball. A little squish to it but a firm core. I doubt very much that the police ever seriously looked
into the possibility that a ball caused the injury to Kassidy’s left eye. I think that Dr. Greenwald
testified that it was something concave like a wooden spoon that caused the injury rather than
something convex like a ball. My brain is mush right now. This may not be accurate at all. But it
seems like I remember her saying something completely the opposite of what I actually witnessed.
It’s ridiculous and another reminder to me that these people are not interested in truth. Do I think this
ball killed her? Absolutely not. Do I think it made a little mark under her eye? YES. Kyle came into
the bathroom and unsolicited, said to Travis, “I just hit AKASSIDY by accident.” (“Akassidy” is how
Kyle said Kassidy’s name.) I would NEVER involve my son in covering for me, but even if I was
that sick, how do you get a 3 year old to walk into the bathroom and just announce that he accidently
hit the person he viewed as his sister with a ball? How do you teach a 3 year old to lie? It is crazy.
You asked about my arrest record which I will comment on and attach.
Hopefully all is going well for you. I hope something here helps.
March 23, 2010 (72)
You asked about Robert Breest, who claimed he was innocent. I don’t know Mr. Breest. I
remember reading his case with interest back in 2008 when it was in the Concord Monitor. Of
course, the paper went and talked to Ms. Randall’s family and tried to sensationalize things as much
as possible. At that point, I felt Mr. Breest had done enough time even if he was guilty. None other
than Wil Delker commented for the AG’s office extensively on Mr. Breest’s guilt, didn’t matter what
the DNA results were. I believe he went for parole again after that and because he still maintained his
INNOCENCE rather than accept responsibility, the parole board will not release him.
This is one of the fears that I have about my case. I want to taste freedom someday. I want to be
able to go for a walk along the beach with Kyle. Worse case scenario, I want to be able to spend time
with my future grandchildren outside of here. All of this creates such anxiety for me. I have asked
many “old timers” here, guys that have been here for 20+ years, and none of them know Mr. Breest.
It appears he was shipped out of state very early in his bid.
You asked if I know others that claim that they are innocent or who claimed they were innocent
and have since been released. Specifically, you asked about the two people that I believe are innocent
and have failed the polygraph test administered here by the sex offender treatment program. There
are two men that come to my head that always claimed their innocence and have since been released.
________ _______ and ________ _________. I didn’t know these men too well. I know
__________ left recently after being given a time cut which shocked everyone in here. He was
recently on the NH Chronicle program for his woodworking abilities. I believe he spent 8-10 years
here. From what I have been told by other inmates, his judge told him that his case always bothered
him and that he thought the jury got it wrong. You know what bothers me about this statement?
Every judge has the power to set aside a verdict. How did this judge sleep at night while this guy
spent 8-10 years of his life in prison if this is how the judge really felt?
When did Jeff say to you, “I spanked her so hard my hand stung.” Referring to spanking
Kassidy”s butt? That is a good guess about this being my favorite quote from the case, but it shows
how stupid I was for ever letting Kassidy go back to him to be babysat after that comment. (Does this
make sense?)

When did Jeff say this to you? It was shortly after our trip to Maine to get the 3 wheelers. That
was the morning he brought her home, with the bruise. Sunday Oct 22 I believe. Amanda kept it
away from me at Jennifer’s request. The next day Amanda showed me the bruising that he caused. I
couldn’t believe it! He told me on the way up to Maine that he had spanked her but I assumed it
would have been pretty age appropriate, knowing that she was just a baby. The day after I found out
that he had spanked Kassidy’s butt, I called him up and said, “Gee, I guess you spanked her butt!” I
was expecting him to apologize and act like he felt back as he had when talking to Amanda the
previous day. Even though I didn’t often address things with him because Kassidy was Amanda’s
daughter, I did on this occasion because it was so severe. Instead of apologizing and being
remorseful for his obvious loss of control he started bragging and laughing, “Yeah, I spanked her so
hard my hand stung.” I lost it on the phone. I said something to the effect of, “You dumb shit, she is a
baby and you hit her so hard through her diaper that it caused bruises. If you ever touch her again, I
will beat your ass.”
You asked about where the Sears parking lot was that Jeff and I transferred Kassidy. It was right
there in Newington/Portsmouth at the Fox Run Mall. Nicole and Amanda’s money class was at the
old Pease Air Force base, right up the street as I recall.
Let’s focus on Amanda’s lies, difficult as this may be. You mentioned the York’s Wild Animal
Kingdom. As I responded in letter 62, I don’t think that was a lie, it was more a product of changed
plans, and confusion. It seems there may have been some misinterpretation on Amanda’s mothers
part. Perhaps Jackie, confused what the original plan was. I don’t know. This is not to say that
Amanda doesn’t have a problem with lying. In fact, I think it may be easier for me to tell you about
the things that I KNOW were the truth rather than the multiple lies. Hell, I question now if it was a
lie every time she said that she loved me. I think Amanda lied often as sort of a defense mechanism.
The thing that got me is she would lie sometimes about the STUPIDEST shit. Through out my case, I
was reading the discovery and shaking my head about the things that she would sometimes say to
people.
For example, I don’t recall the specifics now, but I know some of the people she worked with at
Old Navy made statements to the police that I was in shock over. She worked with these people for
what, a week? And she would tell them something that were simply not true about our relationship. I
mean, we were happy, having fun, and she acted totally in love with me. Certainly, none of the
problems she was telling those people about. I don’t know if it was a way to make people feel bad for
her, or if it was a way for her to get people to warm up to her, or what. The night she stayed with
Tracy Foley, she lied to me about babysitting for her when apparently they really went out to clubs.
After Kassidy died, she lied to me several times about going out to clubs and stuff with her
girlfriends. This always had me questioning if I was some horrible boyfriend that she couldn’t talk to
or something. The reality was, she was so controlling and didn’t want me seeing anyone during that
time period that I think she felt she needed to lie to me so that she didn’t have to feel bad or be called
on her going out. (Not that I would have but she had it in her head.)
Because of Amanda’s history of lying, it creates credibility issues. The state likes to have it both
ways, she is telling the truth when she is saying something bad about Chad but lying when she says
something good. To me, it seems even more remarkable that after her initial statements to the police
she has always stated that she said a bunch of things about me that were not true, she didn’t believe I
had anything to do with killing Kassidy, etc.

Interesting theory! Do you think that Amanda may have suspected that Jeff and Jennifer’s
relationship might have become violent, and that Amanda may have exaggerated (or lied) about your
treatment of her, just to make Jennifer feel better? Good question.. When Amanda told me she did
this I thought it was the craziest thing. Amanda talked to me once about how she thought Jeff was
hurting Jen. Jennifer had these 3 3-inch bruises on one of her legs. I told Amanda to talk to her and
let her know she can stay with us if she needs to. A day or two later, Jen and Amanda were outside
jumping on the trampoline. From what Amanda told me, she made the offer to Jen but Jennifer
wouldn’t really talk about it. In her infinite wisdom Amanda said to Jennifer, “Jen, you don’t have to
feel bad. Everyone fights. Chad and I fight and he sometimes hits me. He doesn’t do it hard though
and leave bruises like those on your legs. I just want you to be ok.” It wasn’t true. I never hit
Amanda. I can’t remember when Amanda told me this [could have been soon after the event, could
have been one of the things she admitted to me shortly after Kassidy died, sort of a heads up that this
might come up.] but I said, ‘Why the hell would you say something like that, that isn’t true?” And
Amanda replied, “I didn’t think it was any big deal. I was just trying to get her to talk.” You can add
it to your list of things to ask Amanda about. Remind her Jen, Trampoline, 3 bruises. It may have
seemed innocent to Amanda at the time and I’m sure her intentions to help her sister were real.
However, when I was charged with murdering Kassidy later, “little” lies like these made me look
horrible.
It was a great canoe trip up the Saco. I believe it was early summer and Kassidy was with Jackie.
I have asked Nicole and she has also enlisted Brandon to see if we can come up with a date. I believe
it was prior to the joint birthday party.
You asked about the Deerfield Fair, I believe that we went with Bruce and Michelle and the kids
on Friday or Saturday Sept. 29 or 30th. Likely it was Friday evening because we were there at night.
I remember I rode on the kiddie roller coaster with Kassidy and it was dark. If we went on a
Saturday, I would have taken the day off or left real early. Also, assuming that Jackie’s dates are
right, she testified that she had Kassidy on Oct. 1st and took photos of her that were shown at my
trial and Kassidy had absolutely no bruises. I do recall a weekend where Amanda went home for a
day or so. Likely, Jackie was watching Kassidy for a few hours when she took the photo and Amanda
was off somewhere with a friend. It very well could be that Amanda went to her mom’s in Auburn on
Sat. the 29th and dropped Kassidy off and then went to Sanford to see some of her girlfriends on
Saturday night and went back up to Auburn to get Kassidy on Sunday, Oct. 1.
You asked about the children’s book “Alexander and the terrible, horrible, very, very, bad day.” I
think I remember this book being in Kyle’s book collection. I am so bad with remembering what
stories I read to the kids. I know Kyle’s favorite was one about a freckled frog. I have a good
memory for some things. But if you ask me about a movie I watched last week, you will have to give
me a brief description to jog my memory. Forget about remembering how to play card games if I
haven’t played them for several months.
You asked about Kassidy’s kitten and how we acquired it, I believe that Amanda got it from Jen.
Either their cat had kittens or she had a friend that did.
I was talking to Jeremy last evening. He plans to call you soon. He doesn’t have a copy of the
ticket stub from the game we attended in 2000. But we believe we may have narrowed it. We believe
that we stayed in NY in August, and that the Red Sox won the game with Pedro Martinez pitching.
We believe it was a weekend trip because Jeremy remembers getting a better deal on the hotel room
and that is only on weekends in the city. So was there an August series that year? I hope this helps.
Jeremy and I also spoke about conventions. He is going to contact someone in McDonald’s field
service and ask about those dates. We discussed how I took all store managers and their spouses to
Six Flags in Mass at the end of the summer for a day of fun. We had pictures taken. He’s going to see
if he has any. He believes we went the Tuesday after Labor Day. This was only a day trip. We all
came home that evening. I am wondering if this is a time where one of Amanda’s girlfriends may
have watched Kassidy. Either that or perhaps Jen. Jeff would have still been doing a lot of
landscaping, fall clean ups.
Kyle’s full name is Kyle Chester Evans

I am enclosing several articles about the death of children as you requested in your letter #88. It is
likely you have these already as they were just on the news. These cases seem eerily similar to the
details of Kassidy’s injuries and death.
You asked in letter 96B. what Seth Bader’s role has been and my expectations for him. Seth is a
former lawyer who is very good at legal research and understanding the law. I have consulted with
him from time to time in the past when I had legal issues that I needed help with. He believes in my
innocence and was willing to ghost write any motions to help me get out.
I hope this is helpful.
March 25, 2010 (74)
It was great to see you yesterday. I was hoping I could hear more about your trip to Georgia and
in particular, your trip with Leah to FDR’s homestead. It just seems we get so busy talking about the
case that we barely get time to discuss all the issues at hand. As is always the case, there were about
300 things that I thought of after the fact that I would have liked to say to talk about. Perhaps
someday when all of the “heavy lifting” is done, we will have time for a social visit.
In this letter I plan to address the specific questions you asked during our visit. As is always the
case for me, I reviewed the visit in mind all evening. There were a few things that bothered me. Alan
and I became what I would consider as close as you can become with your attorney and he point
blank told me, “I know you didn’t” when I was crying at Strafford County Jail shortly after my
conviction and saying, “I didn’t kill Kassidy, Alan”. It was interesting that you spoke yesterday about
the chart that you made that broke down exactly how long everyone had Kassidy in their care for that
two day period. This issue, in a way, was what Alan was confident the jury would see through.
My time alone with Kassidy was on the Spaulding turnpike while driving from Jeff’s house to
Kyle’s kindergarten. Not only would I have had to pull over on the Spaulding turnpike during rush
hour traffic to administer a beating, Jeff ADMITTED to the police that I called him shortly after
leaving his house asking about Kassidy’s condition., if he had done anything, etc. Logically, if I was
going to abuse Kassidy in that amount of time Alan reasoned, I would have called the police
indicating I had just picked Kassidy up in this condition from Jeff Marshall’s house. Rather than,
CALLING Jeff Marshall himself with genuine concern for Kassidy’s well being. Of course, Jeff’s
version of our phone call is different than mine on what each of us said but the fact is he admitted I
called describing the behavior I was seeing in Kassidy in the backseat.
Perhaps this wrongful conviction is something that will be to much too overcome. It’s one thing
to know that I didn’t kill Kassidy but if I have all of these horrible character moments, sometimes I
question what is the point?
Another thing became clear to me yesterday. There are so many elements to this case and so
many details, it is hard to keep everything straight. The fact that it was nearly 10 years ago will not
help our situation. It is remarkable that you have picked up and absorbed what you have about the
case. Of course you have had the benefit of reading and studying for 200+ hours. This is a benefit
shared only by me, you, and my friend in prison, Jeff.
For a minute there was even some confusion yesterday with us on the coffee mug situation.
(Kassidy cup). I have found it extremely difficult in the few people I have had contact with to get
details. My point is, you mentioned I have a good memory for details. I know I wrote to you about
this recently. After our conversation yesterday, I am even more convinced that we may (you) may
need to help people out with this when you are looking for details. Perhaps sharing some of my
recollections which may jog their memory and then they may be able to share their version.
Whatever method you chose to help them remember is fine, I just think it is important to help them
remember somehow. These people have all been living their lives. I fear it will be to easy for them to
say, “It was so long ago, I just can’t recall.” Even the ones who want to be helpful.

What got me thinking about this was our conversation of finding Travis and the fact he stated to
the police he had observed Kassidy on several occasions fall down and not put her hands out to break
her fall as most people do instinctively. I know Travis and I had talked about this and had at least on
one occasion witnessed it together. It probably took me about a full hour before it came to me. He
and I were sitting on the living room sofa when Kassidy came running into the living room from the
dining room and flopped face first in front of the TV onto the hardwood floor. He and I both looked
at each other. I doubt this incident will be sitting at the top of Traviis’ head. I think you may have to
remind him of my recollection and see what he says. Likely this will remind him of other times that
he has seen something similar. The mind is an incredible tool but it usually needs some place to start
from.
You asked about dates that we went to my mom and dad’s with Kassidy. Since this was a two
hour
trip, we typically made the trip on a Friday evening or a Saturday that I would leave work a bit early.
I
know of at least two trips. I think one was toward the end of July and one may have been in
September. It would have been early September because we went swimming in their pool both times.
Also, August was typically my busiest month for the restaurants in the seacoast, staffing was an
issue, etc. I also know that I did a lot of other things according to the timeline in August so it is less
likely that I would also go to my parents for a weekend. I work a lot of Sunday’s in August because
of Hampton Beach. I remember on our first trip to my parents Kassidy and Malana were playing
together in the kiddie pool all day. Amanda and I were watching Kassidy at one point and she was
taking a toy and screaming if Malana would go to pick it up. Amanda commented how Kassidy isn’t
used to being around other kids other than Kyle and hasn’t learned to share well yet. We both
commented that we thought it was good for Kassidy to have play time with Malana. My mom
thought she had a photo of Malana and Kassidy playing in the little pool together but no one can find
it. What a picture, what a day. Two of the cutest little blondes ever playing together in the little pool.
They represented the future of the girls in our family.
I remember everyone being amazed during the visit at how fearless Kassidy was. She was an
adorable
little girl like Malana. However, their personalities were so different. Kassidy was quiet unless
having a
tantrum. Malana was always chatting away. Malana was fearful to take chances, Kassidy would dive
right in. Amanda and I would literally be in the shallow end of the pool, and Kassidy would walk
right to the edge and drop into our arms. Malana would have none of that. Later, while in the kitchen
both girls were standing on the counter. I was trying to entice Malana to fall into my arms the way
Kassidy was. Malana wasn’t interested and let me know it. I also recall Kassidy sitting at the edge of
the pool with my mother with their feet dangling in the water above the first step, kicking and
splashing water.
You asked about the issue with Amanda and the argument in our cellar where I “headbutted” her.
I

know I have written about this to you before. You will likely find it when you review my earlier
letters. I believe it may be in one of those early 10 pages where I wrote about my life with Kassidy
and Amanda together. Anyway. It was in the summer, I left work early to take Amanda and the kids
out on the boat for the afternoon. I don’t know if it was a miscommunication or Amanda just
deciding to change plans but her friend, Cathy, showed up at the house and Amanda was going to go
somewhere with her instead. (This is another reason I think the boat was purchased earlier than we
believe. Cathy and Amanda really hung out the most toward the beginning half of our relationship). I
was upset about this. I went down to the basement to get Kyle’s swim trunks out of the dryer I
believe, and Amanda followed me. Amanda and I argued a little. I probably said something that
upset her. Let me tell you, Amanda wasn’t a “meek lamb” when it came to arguing. She wasn’t
afraid of me, didn’t take my shit and I liked this about her. She got right in my face. I’m talking
noses an inch apart. Mine a little higher because I am a couple of inches taller. We were talking
animatedly, and I either leaned forward some or bent to pick up something and our heads bumped
together. I didn’t headbutt her. It was an accident. There was no bruise, no bump, no anything.
Amanda may have thought I did it on purpose but she quickly realized it was an accident.
You know how it is, though, something always hurts more and is much more offensive if
someone does it to you on purpose. It can also create leverage for your “Wife” to be able to use
against you and make you feel guilty forever.
Amanda does have a history of lying. It is disheartening but with all the uncertainty, the missing
dates,
the inside knowledge she has about Kassidy, the knowledge of Kassidy’s doctors, our need for her to
pick apart her statements line by line as I am going to do with mine, the need for an affidavit from
her, etc. etc. I think it is CRUCIAL to contact Amanda in a manner that will give us the best odds of
her meeting with you at least a few times so that you can get some of this stuff answered. If you
haven’t already done so, I suggest you read some of the letters Amanda wrote to my mother while in
jail. It will help you to understand it somewhat.
We spoke a little at the visit about palming Kassidy’s face and causing “finger tip” type bruising.
I recall in one of your letters you responded that Dr. Greenwald addressed the issue and didn’t
observe anything in her pediatrician file indicating a problem. You went on to say that there is no
way that Dr. Greenwald checked into everything that could lead to easy bruising such as a Vitamin K
deficiency. Immediately, when I read this little nugget you found in Dr. Greenwald’s testimony, it
struck me as an area that we should look into. Dr. Greenwald doesn’t seem to directly answer the
question. Instead she says the pediatricians didn’t mention anything. I may be paraphrasing
incorrectly here, but it sounds to me she never looked into the problem at all. It is certainly
something that we should ask Dr. Wecht or another doctor at some point and keep looking into
ourselves. I also recall reading somewhere in Amanda’s police interviews that she thought Kassidy
might be anemic because her mother, Jackie, is. I don’t know how accurate it is, but it seems like
really fair skinned, blonde people bruise easier. Maybe it is the case that they don’t actually bruise
easier but because there is such a contrast in color, bruises show easier. There is no question in my
mind that Kassidy bruised easily. She’d fall and get a bruise. Little bruises on her back from sliding
down carpeted steps?? It is bizarre.
Now that you have my photos, can we pick a better photo to put on my facebook page than one of
my court ones? Just curious, how many hits does Alfred’s website get a week?
I think I have remembered to address everything you mentioned or asked about. It was great to
see you. I hope the meeting went well. I am sure I will be talking to someone soon. I hope we are still
headed in the right direction. Thanks for all of your effort.
March 26, 2010 (75)

You asked me to provide you with some quotes for each chapter of the book and any that may be
appropriate for the website. I am including approximately 6 pages of some of my favorites. The
problem is, most of them are probably not appropriate for the website or the book so I am on the
lookout for others. Maybe these quotes that I have put together here won’t be good for much other
than helping you to get to know me. I had about 40 pages to pick from so I tried to whittle it down to
some that you may find useful. When rereading them, I was disappointed to see I didn’t have a bunch
about justice.
The blue quote by Mayo Angelo is my favorite right now. Under many of the quotes, in red
italics, you will see my comments about the particular quote and how it pertains to me and likely this
case. Hopefully, if nothing else, you enjoy the quotes for entertainment value.
Also, a while back I think you asked me for some specifics to personalize the Facebook page. (I
can’t recall which letter this was) I’m enclosing the information that I recall you had listed. If it’s
useful, add it. If not disregard it.
Favorite Quote- the attached quote by Mayo Angelo.
Favorite Music- anything by Creed, Kings of Leon, Top 40
Favorite TV Shows: Parenthood, Modem Family, 2 Y2 Men, Always Sunny in Philadelphia
Favorite Movies-Me Myself and Irene, Uncle Buck, Uncommon Valor, 7 pounds
I hope this information helps in some way.
The keys to being successful are easy to do, but they’re also easy not to do, and that’s what gets
most people.
-Jim Rohn
Look a man in the eye when he is speaking to you and he will know that he has your
undivided attention.
-Chet Evans 1 grew up believing in thisl
The most odious of all oppressions are those which mask as justice
-Robert H. Jackson (Nurenberg war crimes prosecutor and Supreme Court Justice)
Quote of the day, Union Leader
There are two ways of spreading light: to be the candle, or the mirror that reflects it.
The man who makes no mistakes does not usually make anything.
It’s not our abilities that determine who we are, it’s our choices
Serenity Prayer Improved
God grant me the serenity to accept the people I cannot change, the courage to change
the one I can and the wisdom to realize .... IT’S ME!!
A man who wants to do something will find a way; a man who doesn’t will find an excuse.
When we criticize another person it says nothing about that person, it merely says something
about our need to be critical.
Differences do not doom a marriage; it’s disrespect for differences that does.
Empathy is the ability to be aware of the needs of others and to value those needs. When empathy
is high, abuse of others is low- the two are essentially incompatible.
Pain- you have to fight through it because you can’t out run it and life as a way of always creating
more.
People will forget what you said,
People will forget what you did,
But people will never forget how you made them feel.
-Maya Angelou
Effective leaders know that you first have to touch peoples’ hearts before you ask for their hand.
-Fredrick Douglass

Only a man’s character is the real criterion of worth.
-Eleanor Roosevelt
Life appears to me too short to be nursing animosity or registering wrongs.
-Charlotte Bronte
Tomorrow is the most important thing in life. Comes in to us at midnight very clean. It’s perfect
when it arrives and it puts itself in our hands and hopes we’ve learnt something from yesterday.
-John Wayne
Drunkenness is temporary suicide: The happiness that it brings is merely negative, a momentary
cessation of unhappiness.
-Bertrand Russell [after realizing through this process I have a problem with alcohol, I realize
this is true.]
It is true that many of us have been victimized but if a man sees his actions now as the result of
what someone else did to him, then he will forever be a slave to the past. To change is a choice.
[Isn’t this the truth?1
Sometimes, unfortunate things happen to us that may not be our fault. We may feel justified in
blaming someone else for what happened, but did you ever stop and think, “I am responsible for
making a situation even worse.”
[This is often the case.]
Of all the animals, man is the only one that is cruel. He is the only one that inflicts pain for the
pleasure of doing it.
-Mark Twain
The trouble with having an open mind, of course, is that people will insist on coming along and
trying to put things in it.
-Terry Pratchett [The police sure did a good job of this in my case.]
In order to persuade, you must appeal to interest rather than intellect.
-Benjamin Franklin {This will be our challenge with this case·1
When you’re lying in the gutter, you see people a little clearer.
-Bette Davis [I certainly do now.1
It is the difference between men and women, not the sameness that creates the tension and the
delight.
-Edward Abbey
It is better to know some of the questions than all of the answers
-James Thurber
To speak without thinking is to shoot without aiming.
-Natalie Maines, Dixie Chicks [Whenever I read this quote, I think of some of the things that
people said that are not true.]
Never doubt that a small group of committed people can change the world. Indeed it is the only
thing that ever has -Margaret Mead [What we desperately need here.]
Life asks us to make measurable progress in reasonable time. That’s why they make those fourthgrade chairs so small. So you won’t still fit in them at age 25.

-Jim Rohn
Life isn’t about how many breaths you take; it’s about what takes your breath away. [Time with
Amanda and the kids, especially after my divorce, this was something I always tried to appreciate
more]
If you look in the mirror and don’t like what you see, it’s your lucky day because you are looking
at the one thing you can change.
Live as if tomorrow is your last day; learn as if you will live forever.
Be the inferior of no man, nor of any be the superior. Remember that every man is a variation of
yourself.
No man’s guilt is not yours, nor is any man’s innocence a thing apart.
-William Saroyan
That it is shallow to judge by appearances is a well-known saying.
That it is shallow to dismiss appearances is a lesser-known truth.
[If it quacks like a duck and waddles like a duck, it is a duck]
Much misconstruction and bitterness are spared to him who thinks naturally upon what he owes
to others, rather than on what he ought to expect from them.
-Elizabeth de Meulan Guizot [This is how I try to live my life and the values I try to instill in
Kyle.]
Freedom is nothing else but a chance to be better.
-Albert Camus [Part of the reason I want it. I know I can do better, give more, etc.]
Success is more permanent when you achieve it without destroying your principles.
-Walter Cronkite
He who has a why to live for can bear with almost any how
-Nietzsche
A man’s suffering is similar to the behavior of gas. If a certain quantity of gas is pumped into an
empty chamber, it will fill the chamber completely and evenly, no matter how big the chamber. Thus
suffering completely fills the human soul and conscious mind, no matter whether the suffering is
great or little.
Therefore the “size” of human suffering is absolutely relative.
-Victor Frankl
Real strength is not just a condition of one’s muscle, but a tenderness in one’s spirit.
-McCallister Dodds
The human heart dares not stay away too long from that which hurt it most. There is a return
journey to anguish that few of us are released from making
-Lillian Smith
A man should never be ashamed to own he has been in the wrong, which is but saying, in other
words, that he is wiser today than he was yesterday.
-Alexander Pope
In the end, we will remember not the words of our enemies but the silence of our friends.
-Martin Luther King [One of my greatest fears]
If you are patient in one moment of anger, you will escape a hundred days of sorrow.

-Chinese Proverb [I know this well now. Why didn’t I realize it 10-15 years ago?]
The opposite of love is not hate, it’s indifference.
The opposite of art is not ugliness, it’s indifference.
The opposite of faith is not heresy, it’s indifference.
And the opposite of life is not death, it’s indifference.
-Elie Wiesel
I imagine one of the reasons people cling to their hates so stubbornly is because they sense, once
hate is gone, they will be forced to deal with pain.
-James Baldwin
No person was ever honored for what he received. Honor has been the reward for what he gave.
-Calvin Coolidge
If you think about what you ought to do for other people, your character will take care of itself.
-Woodrow Wilson
In a sense, every day is judgment day, and we, through our deeds and words, our silence and
speech, are
constantly writing in the book of life
-Martin Luther King Jr.
Moral excellence comes about as a result of habit. We become just by doing just acts, temperate
by doing temperate acts, brave by doing brave acts.
-Aristotle
You may have to fight a battle more than once in order to win it.
-Margaret Thatcher
I hope I shall possess firmness and virtue enough to maintain what I consider the enviable of all
titles, the character of an honest man
-George Washington [Very important to me and a value I took about with Kyle often.]
Fatherhood is not a decision in life, it is a way of life.
-Snoop Dogg [I couldn’t agree more. My best memories involve time with Brent, Kyle and
Kassidy. Such a gift.]
Courage is what it takes to stand up and speak. Courage is also what it takes to sit down and
listen.
-Winston Churchill [What we obviously need from many people.]
Children need role models more than they need critics
-Joseph Joubert [I couldn’t agree more.]
There are two ways of spreading light: to be the candle or the mirror that reflects it.
-Edith Wharton
Never explain- your friends don’t need it and your enemies will not believe you anyway
-Elbert Hubbard [One of the things that goes through my head often when I think of explaining
this case to anyone.]

Activism is my rent for living on the planet
- Alice Walker
The greatest good you can do for another is not just share your riches, but to reveal to him his
own.
-Benjamin Disraeli
Words are easy, deeds are hard.
-Chet & Emery Evans
Nothing is forever. A time comes when we must say goodbye to everything we know. A time
comes when we lose everything that we took for granted. A time may come when we lose those that
we thought would never abandon us. It’s important to enjoy the moment otherwise you are left only
with regret.
[Easy to quote, much harder to live with the reality.]
We all face danger when we allow our ideas to harden into ideologies that we don’t dare question
[Is this what has happened in this country with police, prosecutors, judges and justice?]
It’s not good enough that we do our best; sometimes we have to do what’s required.
-Sir Winston Churchill
A human being is happiest and most successful when dedicated to a cause outside his own
individual selfish satisfaction
-Benjamin Spock
A lie can travel half way around the world before truth has a chance to get its pants on in the
morning.
-Sarah Palin on Jay Leno Show 3-2-10 [Man, if this case isn’t an example of this.]
Important as it is to choose the right partner, it’s more important to be the right partner. Too often
we focus on changing the wrong person
-Hara Estroff Marano [I have been guilty of doing this without realizing I was doing it. This is
one of the reasons I always looked forward to a chance with Amanda.]
If we find it difficult sometimes to maintain our focus and self control, imagine what it’s like for
our children, who don’t have decades of practice and experience.
-Ellen Galinsky [Wow, What a great quote for all parents to keep in mind.]
It is easier to build the boy than it is to mend the man
-Unknown
My grandfather once told me that there are two kinds of people: those who do the work and those
who take the credit. He told me to try to be in the first group; there was much less competition
there.
-Indira Gandhi
A man should never be ashamed to own he has been in the wrong, which is but saying, in other
words, that he is wiser today than he was yesterday.
-Alexander Pope
In a sense, every day is judgment day, and we, through our deeds and words, our silence and
speech, are constantly writing in the book of life
-Martin Luther King Jr.

It’s stunning to me what kind of an impact even one person can have if they have the right
passion.
-Steve Case [Makes me think of you Morrison]
The characteristic of the normal child is that he doesn’t act that way very often.
-Unknown
Kid: they dance before they learn there is anything that isn’t music.
-William Stafford
Children are one third of our population and all of our future.
It’s never about the end result; it’s about who you become in the process.
-TC Cummings Navy Veteran
The more you sweat in times of peace, the less you bleed in times of war.
-TC Cummings Navy Veteran
Examine your life and look for your accomplishments. Reactively, we look for our failures.
-TC Cummings Navy Veteran
April 1, 2010 (77)
During the last few days I took a little break and did some leisure reading. I got caught up on
returning some letters, reading some newspapers, magazines, and read a book by one of my favorite
fiction authors, Robert B. Parker. My mind can never completely shut down and I was able to find
some interesting articles and quotes that I figured I would share with you.
Playboy Magazine April 2010 pg. 129. A UC Santa Barbara study determined that gentlemen do
prefer blondes and that they are the most AGGRESSIVE WOMEN. I could have told them this.
Playboy Magazine April 2010. An article written by Richard Stratton, titled Godfather and Son. It
was a feature story about John Gotti Sr. and Jr. Pg 102. Had an interesting quote by the author. “A
DEA agent once said to me, when describing how a jury trial works, ‘we get up there and tell our
lies, then you get up and tell your lies, it’s just a question of whose lies the jury believes.” That may
be an exaggeration, but it would be naive to believe that every word uttered on the witness stand is
the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth.” I wonder if this applies to the attitude of the
local police. There was certainly enough lying under oath in my trial by police and witnesses alike. I
understand that Playboy is not likely a source we want to quote from but I found these interesting
just the same. It’s too bad that there is such stigma attached to the magazine. In addition to the
beautiful women, there are always such good articles. I can send this issue to you if you would like to
read it
From the Robert B. Parker novel, the main character, Jesse Stone, who is clearly hung up on his
ex-wife, had a good quote to describe her. I thought in very few words, it described Amanda, in case
I haven’t done an adequate job of that. Ironically, Stone’s ex wife’s name is Jenn. “Why is she like
this? Better question, why can’t I let go.” It seems that Stone and I suffer from the same affliction.
The following is a quote that I forgot to send you on the 7 pages I sent you. It is a quote that
describes kind of what I live by when dealing with my employees, my children, life in general. “If
you treat an individual as he is, he’ll stay as he is. But, if you treat him as if he were what he ought to
be or could be, perhaps, he will become that.” I always wanted the best of what people had to give
and the best for them. I tried to help them get there. Whether it was Kassidy throwing a temper
tantrum or an employee that only pulled “half their weight,” I knew they were capable of better.

Speaking of quotes. You recently sent me an update to your quotes section of the website and had
a new one from Jennifer referring to her witnessing of Jeff’s swat on Kassidy’s butt. I think this is a
quote you should add onto your list of items to review with Amanda, ff for no other reason than to
make Amanda aware of it. Amanda likely will NEVER forget that bruise, and how Jen asked her not
to show it to me and that she (Jen) would deal with Jeff.
You asked- At what stores did you and Melissa Chick and Amanda go shopping for burial clothes
for Kassidy? What was the interchange about payment? You asked about this in letter #87 and I
answered in letter number 60. However I don’t believe I told you the stores. I know it was several
stores in the Fox Run Mall in Newington where we shopped for clothes, shoes, etc. I want to say
Filenes, and also a children’s clothing store near one of the Filenes entrances. We met at the mall
shortly after Amanda and Melissa spend the morning together at the Kittery PD. I think this is the
third interview where they pretty well worked her over and had Amanda convinced that I killed
Kassidy. (Later that night I was arrested). On that afternoon shopping trip, Amanda was acting kind
of cold/funny toward me. I went to pay for something which I ALWAYS did when we were together.
Amanda just kind of snapped, I have money, I can pay for it myself for my daughter. I am pretty sure
that I bought the items anyway. It may be on that Chase gold card bill we have.
You asked- Can you send me a copy of the Respondent’s Memorandum in Support of the Motion
forSummary Judgment. I asked David to send me a complete copy as all I received was the odd pages
I sent you. When I get it in the mail I will copy it and send it to you. I will also send you the original
bound briefs written on the subject. I will send you the originals as I have no way to separate them.
When you are finished with them, we will make arrangements to send them back through attorney
Fisher. I would like to just copy them for you but they are hard to do here. Let’s just say the law
library is far from Staples copy center.
You said toward the bottom of page 1: Thanks for the suggestion on how to approach Amanda
with some questions, by telling her what others have said, That’s exactly how I plan to proceed with
many people. I’ll show them what information I have, such as our best document so far, the
“chronology,”and ask for help with some items. Great, I am glad to hear that we appear to be on the
same page. I don’t mean to sound redundant but I am going to elaborate on this thought a little more
because I think this is such a CRUCIAL part to getting information. I don’t know how well my
thoughts will transfer to paper so we’ll see after. I think your laptop will likely be our best friend
when you are talking with or meeting with people. Not only is it full of case information, I am sure
you will have all of our letters back and forth scanned in there as well which can provide some great
references for people. As long as you have an idea of where that information is and how you can
access it. The process I am going to suggest for you may be a bit tedious for you but will likely
enhance our ability to get accurate, quality information from people. Where I am the guy that was
convicted, anytime we can get verification of something I have relayed to you, from another person, I
imagine it helps the credibility of what I am saying and the memory of the event. I feel other people
should be the experts of this case. However, they have been busy living life. You and I are the
experts, thus it is encumbered upon us to go the extra mile.
I hope this doesn’t sound offensive to you, if I were in your position, I would set up a folder in
my laptop with a list of names. Under each name, I would jot down any questions I want answers to
and statements that the client (Chad in this case) made that I want to verify. I would also try to have a
reference available to the letter number where Chad made his statement so I can pull it up and share
it with the person, realizing it was 10 years ago, and if I can share Chad’s memory of the event they
will likely have a better memory of it and can either confirm what Chad has said or correct it. Let me
provide you with a few examples to see if this makes sense. I am going to mainly use Amanda here,
not only does she have one of the biggest roles in this thing, but it was her that I recently wrote about
so the letters and these memories were fresh and available for me to access.

Example 1- In letter 63 I address one of the issues from Jim White’s affidavit. I give my
recollection of the event which was the claim that Amanda and I did not bring to day care, doctor’s,
etc because of the bruising. The fact that Jeff watched Kassidy expressly because she had bruises on
her cheeks is false. (This should have been obvious from Amanda calling day care centers from our
house.) This is a confusing issue that many people, including the police, misunderstood (intentionally
or accidentally) and in letter 63 to you, I separate the issue and explain it. This may be something
that you want to ask Amanda about and seek verification. If so, it would be helpful to have a page
dedicated to her for questions. Since she is unlikely to remember it off the top of her head, it may be
helpful to provide her with my recollection of the event, share it with her to jog her memory, and
then see what she says, maybe make a note like. “Ask Amanda about Jeff and Jen statement in
White’s affidavit, that Jen + Jeff watched Kassidy because of bruising. Chad’s recollection can be
found in letter 63 paragraph #.” I know I must sound like a broken record but I believe the more
details we can provide to any individual in this case, the more likely it will jog their memory from 10
years ago and may enhance our ability to get quality information out of them.
Example 2- The details of the York Wild Animal Kingdom trip that you mention I responded to
you about in letter 62. As I mentioned, this appears to simply have been some miscommunication
between Amanda and her mom. It wasn’t a central theme to the case so it is less likely that Amanda
even remembers it or even will if she isn’t reminded of some key word. It may be something as
simple as “Chad said you and he had talked about taking the kids to York’s at the end of the season
because you had so much fun on your trip there at the beginning of the season. Then you found out it
was closed and perhaps this is how your mom was confused about what you told her.” Or she may
need to hear my entire recollection of the event in paragraph 5 of my letter 62 to jog her memory of
the event. We can share my recollection and see if she remembers the same or differently.
I guess the reason I am so hung up on this issue is I want good information from these people. I
also know how GOOD my memory is and I still have struggled to recall things from this case. In
fact, I have had the benefit of reading many documents and others recollections or statements which
has jogged my memory. Most of these other people DO NOT have this same advantage that is why I
feel so strongly we need to share what I or some other individual has said about a particular event to
give them a place to start from. It may help you to know my entire adult life, I have never been one
to leave things to chance. Dan Frazier taught me long ago, “The end result is usually found in the
small details. The easier we make people’s jobs, the more successful we will ultimately be.” This is
not to say that I haven’t been pleasantly surprised at times. When I visited with Jeremy, I was
amazed at all that he remembered. However, I believe Jeremy to be a rare breed.
Example 3- Statements about Kassidy’s source of bruises. This is likely something that Amanda
has a better memory of and will be able to recall more easily. However, if you find you need to jog
her memory, you can review my exact quote on page 2, letter 62, paragraph #6.
Example 4- So you can see we can use this method to help with others as well as Amanda, let me
use an example with Travis. You recently asked about Travis witnessing Kassidy fall without putting
her hands out to break her fall. You indicated that it would be good if we could account for every
time things like this happened. I apologize because after reviewing the last several letters I wrote to
you, I cannot find the letter where I referenced a time Travis and I witnessed a fall by Kassidy
together. When you are able to talk to Travis, I am hopeful that providing him with the details of this
one event and bringing him back in time, (what I said, in letter #, paragraph #,) may help him recall
other events he witnessed with Kassidy. This example is actually a really good one because it shows
how easy it is in the course of reading these letters to have a hard time recalling where something is
referenced. Another example of your laptop being your best friend. It may be best when you are
reviewing something that I wrote and you find something that you want to verify with another party,
it would be beneficial to open up your question folder to the person you in the computer and copy
and paste right from the letter you are reading. Or at least jot down under the persons name where my
response can be found.

You may find this all to be unnecessary, I don’t know. I have gotten so used to my word not
meaning anything over the past 10 years that it seems necessary to me. I want to share what my
recollections of the events with everyone; first, so I can be an open book to these people and second
to help jog their memories of the events. Anytime we can get someone else to verify or share their
version, it seems it adds credibility to my statement.
Many people can’t remember the details of their statement to the police and asked to see them to
help recall that time period in their life. In fact, if we are to take this one step further, it may be
beneficial for your time with a person to ask them if they would like you to email or snailmail their
statement to them PRIOR to meeting with them so they can review it if they would like. It may be
enough to jog their memories and help you get useful information without wasting their time or
yours. I know when I spoke to Jeremy the other day he was interested in re reading his statement to
remember the events and he has never seen his grand jury statement and would love to read it. I was
supposed to ask you if we could send them to him. Do you have his email address? Perhaps we could
email them to him so that he can review them prior to calling.
Most people don’t like to feel dumb about things. It has been my experience that some of them
get embarrassed about things they feel they “should” remember. I feel, the more “user friendly” we
are, the more likely people will be willing to talk to us when we come calling. Maybe it would be a
good idea to send a general email out to everyone involved informing them at some point we would
like to talk to everyone one-on-one, would it be helpful for them, if we emailed any statements they
made, letters they have written on my behalf, etc. prior to meeting them. I bet you would find many
interested. What do you think of this idea? Would it be better to ask them on a case by case basis? Do
you not want these people to be aware of what they said to police? Is it not as important to you
because your approach is different? Etc. If you decide this is a good idea, I apologize for not thinking
of it sooner. I know this will be cumbersome for you but may payoff big time with the information
we are able to get. Information is power in this case.
You asked- about my first weekend with Amanda and how I explained that to Kyle. If I am not
mistaken, I believe that Amanda and Kathy may have stayed over on the Sunday night of the week
that I met her. In any case, it was late when they arrived. They were together rollerblading. In
Sanford and then came to my house. For some reason, I think they rollerbladed all the way to my
house. I either brought Kyle to his grandmother’s house, (Tristan’s mom lived about 5 miles from us
in Milton) which is what I sometimes did because Tristan originally lived with her after we split up.
Or, Kyle was asleep already as it was late when they arrived. I don’t believe that Kyle met her then.
The girls were up and
out of the house pretty early the next morning.
When Kyle did meet Amanda, which if memory serves me correctly, was a few days before I
met Kassidy, I explained to Kyle that Amanda was daddy’s new friend. Divorce is never easy for the
kids but Kyle adjusted pretty well. He was already used to coming to my house for the previous 6
months without his mom being there. Also, as Tristan said in her police interview, Kyle loved
Amanda. Right off the bat they hit it off. Amanda did a lot of “Artsy” stuff with him and at that point
Kyle loved artsy stuff like, drawing, spin art, painting, etc.
You asked-Can you give me a sense of the next few weeks before Amanda was there every night
approximately the first week in July. Boy is this a tough question. Amanda wasn’t working much.
Any day that she wasn’t working, she would come stay with me. If she had to work a lunch shift she
would sleep over and leave approximately 2-2 1/2 hours prior to her shift. If she had Kassidy with
her, which she pretty much did after we first met approx. June 9, she would drop her back off at her
moms. If Amanda had to work a few days in a row she would just stay at her mom’s. The job was
really short-lived. She didn’t mind the commute but wasn’t making very much money and had small
shifts often. She gave a two week notice a few weeks after we started dating and I don’t believe she
worked it out.

For all intents and purposes she lived with me right off the bat. We never went and officially got
her things from her mom’s house. She just started brining them down one car load at a time as she
went back to work a shift. She mainly only had clothes for her and Kassidy so it wasn’t a huge deal. I
got all caught up in this “move-in thing” in my head but the reality is, whether I felt it was too soon
or was worried about what people may think, it happened without me even realizing it. As much as I
was trying to remain independent and not attached, the truth is, I was already hooked. I didn’t want
to admit it to her or myself but I was hooked and didn’t want her or Kassidy anywhere else but with
me.
I wrote in the Chronology that you met Kassidy somewhere around the 9th of June. I have the
details somewhere but can you write them for me again? I’m not sure of the exact date. I know that
Amanda and Kassidy didn’t arrive until 4 or 5 p.m.. I was on the floor in the living room playing
with Kato when she arrived. She brought Kassidy in and set her on the loveseat and said, “This is
Kassidy.” She was a very cute little girl. Very quiet that first meeting. She sat on the floor with Kyle,
myself, and Amanda and didn’t really play much. She mainly just watched. Kyle offered her some of
his toys to play with. They seemed to hit it off. He couldn’t really say her name. Kyle called her
“Akassidy.” We all made a greek salad for dinner. The kids helped us rip up lettuce leaves. Kyle put
the black olives in. He loved black olives. We then ate. I was amazed at how well Kassidy ate. She
ate everything. I didn’t expect she would touch the feta cheese or the red onion but she ate it all like a
champ. Kyle was happy to see Kassidy in his high chair and he got to sit at the table on a booster.
After dinner we played with the other’s child for a while. By now, Kassidy was warming up to me a
little. She sat on my lap and we played with a doll of some sort. After playing for a while, we fed the
kids ice cream. I fed Kassidy while Kyle sat in Amanda’s lap to eat his. At 16 months, she wasn’t yet
real good with a spoon. It was so cute how she devoured it. Seemingly as fast as I could spoon it in.
Amanda and Kassidy stayed over that evening and in the morning I believe they left. I think Amanda
had a day shift at the country club.
I’ll see if I can find what I wrote about it to you before so you can reference that letter. I know it
was quite a while ago.
Something just popped in my head, likely from all of the information I wrote early today about
the Vineyard trip. (Amazing how sometimes writing about something or hearing of someone else’s
recollection of an event can help you remember things.) The Vineyard trip was either at the
beginning of the summer or the very end. Definitely not the middle. There are details that are making
me think it could be one or the other right now, so I have to work this out in my head. I know it was
one or the other because Amanda and I were there a bit off season. It wasn’t especially busy. There
were a bunch of places that were closed. Amanda and I both had a great time, we saw the sights and
really enjoyed the time together. But both agreed it was more of an older person’s destination. We
thought we would enjoy it more during the summer season when there was perhaps a younger crowd
there. I will no doubt work on all the details that make me think it was the beginning of the summer
and possibly the end and see if I can narrow it down more.
It is interesting that you mentioned that your stepson was drawn to his biological father when he
become more interested in Sean and available. That is a great description of Brent’s situation with
Joe. He wasn’t really all that interested in Brent early on. He came around after Tristan and I did all
of the “heavy lifting.” It seems that Brent and Joe have a good relationship now and spend time
together working on cars and hunting together. Brent really idolizes his dad so I am very happy for
him, that Joe is now enjoying this gift he has been given.
You asked for me to do a mini-chronology upstairs on the 8th of Nov. Providing me with a few
specific options. I cannot guarantee the accuracy of the order but will put them in order to the best of
my recollection.
1. play ball with Kyle in his bedroom. This is when he hit the ball back at Kassidy’s face.
2. Start bath for Kassidy. Holding her on my hip.
3. Tristan calls while water is running. I believe I ask her here about my observations of Kassidy.
Kyle gets on the phone and tells her that he hit “Akassidy” with the ball.
4. Give Kassidy bath.

5. Travis arrives home, comes upstairs to say hello and talk. He sees Kassidy in bathtub and holds
her for a minute, while I run and get her a diaper/ clothes.
6. Kyle comes into bathroom to say hello to Travis. Kyle tells Travis that he hit “Akassidy” by
accident. We both look at red mark starting under her eye. While I finish getting Kassidy dressed
Travis goes to pitch Kyle a few more balls.
7. I take the kids downstairs to get a snack. I think Kyle may have had a Popsicle, I fed Kassidy a
freeze pop on my lap. Travis comes up from his basement room, and sees me feeding Kassidy.
8. I take the kids upstairs to read them a bedtime story. If I was alone, I would read them together.
This night, likely in Kassidy’s bed. To get Kyle to sleep I usually had to lay with him for a few
minutes and let him rub my ear while he sucked on his lip. I would have picked him up and
carried him to his bed after the story.
9. After the kids were in bed asleep, I went to work on the surveys on the computer to help
Amanda catch up.
April 4, 2010 (78)
Happy Easter. Although it won’t be by the time you read this. You asked about the 10 spinal taps,
when it happened, etc. I believe it was when I was a sophomore in high school. I woke up in the
middle of the night with an unbelievable headache, my back and neck were burning. I went and woke
my brother up.
He called my dad at work, and he came home. I went to the hospital. They couldn’t figure out
what was wrong with me. On the second day in the hospital they thought it was meningitis and that is
when they started the spinal taps. I spent approximately a week in the hospital. It was a little scary, I
thought my head was going to explode.
You mentioned the T- Ball incident as well as Kassidy falling into the coffee table. You wanted
to know if you had the eyes correct. I believe that you do. Ball hit Kassidy left eye and the cat scratch
and bruise from falling forward into the glass coffee table, on the right side. I know that I read
recently a section that you sent me from Dr. Greenwald’s testimony where she states that Kassidy
had an abrasion, (break in the skin) under one eye. I believe she said the right eye. That would be the
cat scratch. Easy enough to double check. I’m trying to think of the source for the two Amanda
quotes that you mentioned. I know she made that comment about the Pope more than once. I believe
she said it to numerous people. Perhaps when you finally talk to Mandy Allard, Jeremy, and Vanessa
you can ask them if they recall Amanda making that statement. “The police could have told me that
the Pope did it and I would have believed them.”
Hey, I’m curious, have you ever read- THE INNOCENT MAN by John Grisham? It’s a
nonfiction book about Ron Williamson. What I liked most was the ending. After all the bullshit, Mr.
Williamson was finally released from prison. The back cover has an interesting quote. “It is a book
that will terrify anyone who believes in the presumption of innocence- a book no American can
afford to miss.” You may have already told me that you had read it. My brother sent it to me several
years ago. It was really well written and kept my interest. That is not always easy to do when you are
reading nonfiction. You have a much harder task than Mr. Grisham in that I don’t think my story or
life was nearly as interesting as Ron Williamson’s. However, reading a book like this may provide
good ideas on how to keep the readers interest. Just a thought.
It is a beautiful day outside, I hope that you are able to get out and enjoy some of it with your
family today. My procrastination all week has me tied to this typewriter for a while.
April 4, 2010 (79)

I had a nice visit yesterday with my mom, Nicole, and Aliza. About an hour into the visit, Dillon,
Kelly and Jay’s son, was heading out of the visiting room with his mother to go to the bathroom. He
was running along a little ahead of Kelly, as 2 year olds some times do. He tripped and landed face
first into the door. Interestingly, he didn’t have time to put his hands out to break his fall, (much like
how Kassidy fell). Almost immediately Dillon developed a large black and bluish “egg” on his
forehead, approximately an inch above his right eye. It was so sad. I know these bumps and bruises
happen with kids daily, but after all I have learned it is unnerving. After the visit I shared with Jay
some of the studies you have sent me and explained how sometimes children have died from “freak”
accidents with falls as short as one foot I told him I was sure Dillon would be fine, but shared a few
of the symptoms to have Kelly watch out for. I wanted to share this with you because obviously
much of my case is about bruising, head trauma, and how quickly these things can happen. The fact
that Dillon fell without being able to break his fall with his arms was very
familiar. Dillon is a boy of above average intelligence and many people, myself included at times,
questioned if Kassidy may be a bit develop.m.entally delayed. It appears that this doesn’t have
anything to do with the natural tendency or reaction time to protect your head.
You talked a bit about Judge Nadeau not giving any indication of wavering from the jury verdicts
in my or Amanda’s case. I don’t know exactly what Judge Nadeau believed. However, I think she
would have to be quite extraordinary to go against the jury verdict in this state. I haven’t heard of it
done with a misdemeanor here, say nothing about a murder case. I gave you an example of Donald
Briaaire (spelling) where after he
spent a number of years in jail, his judge cut his sentence after DONALD requested.
The judge commented how Donald’s case always bothered him, etc. You operate with a high
moral compass. There is no doubt in my mind that if you were a sitting judge and you heard
something that you didn’t believe in, you would do the right thing, no matter what anyone said about
you. I’d like to think I would react the same way. However, many people are afraid of negative press,
and many have political and advancement aspirations. Going against a jury verdict in a murder case
of a child would be career suicide. I believe Alan’s statement to me in the Strafford county jail that
he felt Judge Nadeau would have been fine with a Not Guilty verdict, is the best we are going to do
in the wavering department. There may be 100 political people or judges that feel that I am innocent
or at least got a very raw deal, but I don’t believe one of them would come forward and try to help.
No one wants to take responsibility so that if I got out and I walked or something, the media and then
the public could say, “See I told you so.” Does this make any sense?
You provided me with a list of names of people that wrote letters on my behalf. They would
probably all be good to contact at some point to see if they are willing to help in some capacity.
Perhaps I know them as nicknames. Maybe you should send me their letters so that I can figure
out who they are. I didn’t see a girl named Kelli Copeland on the list. She was a girl I worked with
at Domino’s. She may be willing.
Thanks for the letter from Dan Frazier. Dan wrote that when I got promoted to run the Rochester
NH McDonald’s. Dan and I were a great team. I love and miss Dan. We shared a lot, Dan taught me
a lot. I wish we could add this to the website, it makes me sound human. Dan developing me into a
great manager was one of the keys to him getting promoted. We always have to train our
“replacement”. This letter brought back a ton of memories. We did everything together. I had “real”
relationships with these people. These are quality individuals, all with good values, etc. What other
types of things do you want to know about Dan. Maybe we should email this letter to him and ask
him if he remembers what he underlined.
April 5, 2010 (80)

You asked. Some marijuana items were seized during the search of your house. Can you tell me
when you last smoked it before November 9, 2000? Also what type of alcohol might you have
consumed during that last two weeks? I believe the marijuana items you speak of the police seizing
where found in Travis’s basement room. I DO NOT like pot so I DO NOT smoke it. I’m guessing it
was at least 3-4 years prior to 2000 when I last smoked pot. Other than a nice relaxing cigar, I HATE
any type of smoking. It is gross, it stinks, etc. I don’t believe I have smoked pot more than 6-7 times
in my life. I don’t believe that I EVER did it with Amanda.
With regards to alcohol. I’m sure I had a few beers. Usually Bud Light or Amstel Light. It didn’t
drink beer often in a social setting. Occasionally, Bruce and I would have a beer after a workout but
for the most part I didn’t drink like that. If I was drinking beer with a group of people, I consumed a
lot. (Refer to Jeremy’s interview). I’m sure I had a glass of red wine. There’s nothing like a nice
merlot with a great steak. I’m also certain that I had a couple of Canadian Club Whiskey with Ginger
Ale’s at Banana’s the week prior when I went there on Thursday with Jeremy. CC & Ginger was my
drink around that time. These are all generalities. It was 10 years ago and without an event to tie it to
such as the trip to Banana’s, I can’t be sure. But this sounds typical. I wasn’t the kind of guy that
needed to have a beer when I got home every night. In fact, there were times I would go weeks
without drinking. I hardly ever just had a beer by myself at home unless it was really hot out then I
found it refreshing. I was the guy who when he did drink, finished everyone else’s drinks at the end
of the night.
You enclosed several photos which were bittersweet. Great initially because of the flood of
memories but then sad with the realization of times gone by and the fear of never having the
opportunity to make more.
The first PHOTO (5) was in NY City with me, Jason, and Jeremy standing with a homeless man.
The photo was taken by Amanda during our trip in 2001. I did take a trip with Jason in 1999 so that
is likely how Nicole made that mistake but I didn’t have a mustache and the undershirt I was
wearing were purchased by Amanda. We were coming out of a restaurant I believe and saw the man
on the sidewalk with this clever sign so we asked if we could take a photograph with him. He was
happy to do so. I believe we had been drinking and all were a bit tipsy. But it did touch me to see so
many homeless people. I recall saying to the gentleman, “I have to believe with the ability to make a
clever sign like this, there has got to be a better way for you.” He indicated that he was happy and
probably making a better living than I was or something like that. The guy was very quick witted. I
recall giving him a $20.00 bill and his eyes lit up. Jason and Jeremy both gave him money as well. I
can’t recall what they gave him after I started it, you’ll have to ask them. The guy was very spirited.
The second photo, 10, was of me and Amanda at home. We are standing in the comer of the
dining room in front of a mirror. Amanda has her arms around my neck/shoulders and I am shirtless.
I took this photo holding the camera away from us. One of the geeky things she and I used to do
sometimes. It was dated 6/17/2000. I had just gotten home from work and was changing. Right
below this entry in your letter you have the entry for June 16 and June 25 with one small error.
Amanda stayed at my house the night of June 16 and went to her mother’s to pick up Kassidy the
next morning. This photograph helped me to remember I took Kyle to work with me that morning
when I picked him up from Sharon, (Tristan’s mom). It was a light Saturday for me and Kyle and I
went home and played in early afternoon waiting for Amanda and Kassidy to arrive. They came and
we made Greek salad with the kids.
The next day, Sunday the 18th I recall we took the kids to one of the elementary school
playgrounds. We stopped by the Stop and Go Deli and picked up subs, chips, and soda and had a
picnic with the kids at the playground. We played ball on the swings, slides: played tag, etc: It was a
blast. At that time, Kyle was not quite 3 years old. He could already hit a wiffle ball with his brown
wiffle ball bat, but he also had a large, fat, red bat that we would take to the park. He could really kill
the ball with that bat and there was plenty of room for him to do it at the park. Like many boys I
suspect, Kyle got more enthused when he hit the ball hard and far. Of course, as his dad, I was
willing to do anything to keep him interested and on the path to being the next Ted Williams.

The third photo that you mention is a summer 2000 photo with Gram Evans at pool party for
Kyle. However, this photo was not in the group you sent. Instead there was a photo dated 7/7/99 of
me and Jason standing around Kyle as he played with his new motorized “Big Foot” truck he got for
his birthday. Even without the photo you ask a good question. These kids usually had multiple
parties, especially after Tristan and I split up. The party I had for Brent and Kyle at my house was
kind of an impromptu party because I really wanted to give the boys their trampoline. This was not
the type of thing, I could easily lug to Keene. No matter what holiday it was, Christmas, Easter,
birthday’s, etc. my mother always had parties at her house. The Easter Bunny and Santa always made
“appearances” there to. Often we just had one party, even after Tristan and I split, she would travel to
Keene because that is where Kyle wanted his birthday, (pool party). As I have said before, up until a
year or so ago, Tristan and I were very close and she remained extremely close with my family. It
was always my goal to be friendly with my exes. I don’t understand this concept that many people
have that once you break up you can no longer be friends. Especially if you have children it becomes
crucial. You need to be able to co-parent together. That WAS something that Tristan and I were
VERY good at. You included the chronology for the month of July. (By the way, can I get another
complete copy with the addition of June 18, when you get a chance.) I noticed a possible small
problem/addition/clarification that may need to be made regarding my mother’s visits in July. I asked
her to fix it and email the change to you. You can decide if it is important to add or not.
The fourth PHOTO (21) you mention is one Date stamped 7/27/97 with me and managers at
Hampton Beach. This photo was indeed taken on a Sunday. In the summer months the hardest day to
staff the beach was Sunday as we have none of the Campus Crusade for Christ kids that are available
to work the other 6 days. I can’t remember if I was promoted to Area Supervisor at this time or if I
was still the General Manager of 4 restaurants at that time. In any case, I was the supervisor, Jason
was the manager of the
Beach, Jason Shunk, Matt Skidds, and Jeremy Hinton where Jason’s assistant managers. It was the
equivalent of “The Dream Team” as far as McDonald’s goes. These guys were some of the best.
They really made my job easy that summer. I believe the photo was taken by my parents who came
up to walk the beach for the day. Usually the beach empties out pretty quickly after 5 P.M. on
Sundays. I believe this may have been the Sunday that we all went down the water slide right behind
the restaurant after work that day in our uniforms.
The 5th PHOTO (22) is of us launching or removing the boat from Wilson Pond in Swanzey. This
was incorrectly labeled as summer 2000. It was really summer of 2001. There was a problem with
the propeller that day that Brandon had just fixed so we were giving it a quick test run. I’m not sure
where Amanda was that day. I wasn’t exactly trying to flaunt that I was seeing her against my bail
condition. She and I were naive to the law then. Even though these people knew she and I were
seeing each other on occasion, we were trying to limit their exposure. We certainly didn’t want to get
any family and friends into trouble because we so desperately wanted and needed to be together.
The 6th PHOTO (23) you mention is me entering my kitchen from hallway at my house. Photo
dated June 6, 2000. You mention how happy I look in the photo. There was no occasion. It was
Amanda that took the photograph. I told you, after that first weekend we were pretty much
inseparable. She pretty much was always there. I look happy because I was extremely happy. After a
rough six months and the dissolution of my marriage, I found someone that made me happy to my
core. We thoroughly enjoyed each others company. For the first time in my life, I couldn’t wait to get
back home from work. A lot of mornings I dreaded leaving Amanda, Kassidy, and Kyle. It was
interesting. I shared these photographs with Jeff Gelinas and he said, “Wow, you look really happy in
these photos. I see glimpses of this happiness in your eyes and smile now when you are sharing a
story about Kyle or are talking about something you and Amanda did. This is so sad.” The step
ladder leaning against the front door to the house was there because I had recently done some
touchup painting in the upper hallway. (right before I met Amanda). By the way, we only used the
side entrance to the house, the one connected to the driveway and not the front door.

The 7th PHOTO (28) is of Kyle and I in the pool at my parents’ around the time of Malana’s
birthday party. This is an important photo for several reasons. I think it is a great photo of the
relationship Kyle and I shared. I was teaching him how to leg kick when swimming that day. I was
intently focused on getting him to jump into my arms again and trust the process after he swallowed
some water. I also believe this may have been our second trip to Keene with Kassidy and Amanda.
I’m not sure if it was Amanda or my mother that took this photo. I believe they were both sitting on
the pool deck with Kassidy. The photo is date stamped Mon. the 28th of August. This is likely the
date we were there. Because the pool is empty, I believe Malana’s party was on Sunday the 27th and
I took that Monday off. I wrote my own schedule so this is likely. I would have called the restaurants
in the morning and had Melissa Allard collect all of the weekly figures. When a photo is date
stamped on the front of the photo it is usually the date the photo was taken not developed, (provided
that you have the date set correctly). I know processing date of the photos was stamped across the
back of photos back then by the machine doing the processing. (sometimes time standing still for the
past 10 years technology wise, has its advantages.) I wish we had some of the photos that were taken
of Malana’s birthday that year. I’m sure there was one of Kassdiy and Malana playing in the little
pool. As happens sometimes, some stupid things get saved on important things get misplaced or
lost. I can’t recall what we got Malana for her birthday that year but I remember giving Amanda
money and asking her to pick out stuff for her. Amanda enjoyed this. I believe we got her some
clothes, toys, dolls. Etc. Our family has always gone overboard for the kids on birthdays. I think it
stems from our mother.
April 6, 2010 (81)
This letter included lots of photos. I received 9 envelopes last night full of photographs asking for
various information. No problem, it will take me a little time that is all. I take it with such a request
you plan is to use many of these photographs on the website, possibly some for the book?
Photograph 31 Chad and Amanda, unknown date- This photograph was taken by Vanessa in her
apartment sometime early in 2001. It was one of Amanda’s better days during that period. As
probably can be expected in such a tragedy, Amanda would have 3-4 really bad days in a row where
she cried a lot, wouldn’t eat, etc. Then, she would have 3-4 good ones.
PHOTO (35). Summer of 2001. Nicole wrote, “Our last boat trip together” Present were Tim
Goodnow, Jay, Chet, Chad, Pam, Kyle, Malana, Nicole, Brent, Brandon all present. Where was
Amanda? This was taken I believe in late July, Early August 2001. People not seen in photo where in
the front of the boat I believe, Pam may have been on the beach waiting she wasn’t a big boat person.
Amanda was not there because we were not trying to drag all of our friends and family into trouble.
Also, at that time, we didn’t bring her around the kids because of the bail condition (Kyle, Brent,
Malana). There was no way that I was putting them in the middle of that. After my conviction,
Amanda again resumed seeing and being around the kids. Amanda and I knew we were violating my
bail condition and didn’t flaunt being together. We did what we could to not be obvious. It wasn’t a
matter of being sneaky or me trying to convince her of something, it was a matter of if I was arrested
and put into jail before my trial, we wouldn’t be able to see each other and that would severely hurt
both of us. We were super careful at first, only seeing each other every few days. It was like a drug
“fix”. I would see her, make sure she was ok, spend time cuddling or whatever and then we would
meet again a few days later. But before long we were together almost every single day. We couldn’t
stand being apart.

PHOTO (38) Kassidy in your kitchen with Elmo slippers- OH MY GOD! I had forgotten about
this photograph. I will have to find where Amanda mentioned these slippers in her testimony. This
picture was taken later. Like October. Her interview reference may provide a better clue, perhaps
which shopping trip she bought that outfit. I believe those are the slippers that Amanda sent to Jeff’s
so Kassidy wouldn’t get any more pin pricks on his floors (if that is what really caused them).
Kassidy is bigger in the photograph, her hair is longer. She is wearing an outfit that Amanda bought
shortly before her death. LOOK how HAPPY she was. I’m not sure who took the photo. It was
either me or Amanda. We both were prone to snapping photographs when any of the kids would
walk in doing something funny or looking particularly cute. From the angle, I would guess that
Amanda snapped this one. I tended to get down more level with the kids to get straight-on shots. Not
always but often. I looked ahead in the next 9 envelopes of photographs to identify. Some really
good photographs of me with Kyle and Malana. God, I wish we had some of the photos that were
taken by Amanda of me holding Kassidy or sitting with her playing or cuddling. The fire was tragic.
Sometimes I wonder if accidents like that are signs against me and any efforts I make to right this
wrong. It seems like every possible thing that could have gone wrong at the worst possible moment,
did in EVERY instance of this case.
Photographs 100-104 are of Amanda- These photographs were black and white and I had to think
for a minute where you got them. Then I realized, I sent you a packet of Amanda mail in Georgia and
I had one card here that I kept, the rest I sent home to my mom. When my friend photocopied the
card the photos were in there and he must have copied them as well. I don’t know when, where, or
who took the photos of Amanda. Possibly it was her husband, Craig. Amanda mailed them to me
inside this great smelling card in the September-October time frame when she wanted to get back
together. She knows me well. She knew I would still be upset about how she disappeared in June of
2005 and she KNEW photographs of her would melt me. I don’t suspect these photos have any value
to the website other than to maybe say, Amanda continued to think of me and eventually pursued
relationship with me, knowing in her heart that I didn’t kill Kassidy. We are unbelievable when we
get together. Our love is always so passionate and real, it’s like we have never skipped a beat or
missed a minute together. When she came back after two years, she had saved all of my letters, had
all of my little “treasures” etc. I have the original photographs and can send them to you if you want.
You will have to add it to your list of questions for her as to who took them. I was long in jail at this
point. It is hard to describe. Amanda is obviously a strikingly beautiful woman. Photographs don’t
even begin to do her justice. But it is more than that. The way I feel when I am around her and all the
love I have is what gets me. She could have a scar on her face from ear to ear and weigh 300 pounds
and she
would still be the most beautiful woman in the world to me. Does this make any sense to you?
I hope all is well for you.
April 6, 2010 (82)
You asked about Mandy Allard contacting you. I sent her a letter and hope she will call you this
week.
If she has not by this Friday I have asked Nicole to call her at work.
You said- I have been laboring to clean up the documents. I’ll be removing arrest records as they
are not public records. Really, I thought arrest records were public records. Didn’t you mention
being able to go to the Kittery Police station and see their reports as part of the Freedom of
information Act?
You commented about the 10 pager I prepared for Alan back in 2000/2001 and how you want to
use it because it was so close to the event.. It also makes me look retarded in spots for not reacting. I
appreciate you being open to it and discussing later.
Ok, I specifically want to address my letter #73 and your comments here back to me. By the way,
could you scan me a copy of that and snail mail it to me when you have a chance.

l. PLEASE, if you haven’t already done it, read the interview that Amanda did with the guy from
the Laconia Citizen/ Sunday Fosters, while she was in the Strafford County Jail. That is the guy I
think we should contact when we are ready. Even better than Saunders who has a habit of
sensationalizing and picking out lines that she wants to out of context. I haven’t read the interview
that Amanda did in a long time but as I recall, the guy wasn’t attacking at all and printed much of
what she actually said.
2. Also from your first point you stated, First, I just don’t think the law enforcement people would
do that, and second if they did, we’d hear about it, and that would not be good publicity for them. I
understand your fears, but there is fear and there is paranoia. (Referring to my not wanting the AG’s
office to know what we are doing because they will try to sabotage) I think there is a saying about
looking at the world through Rose colored glasses ... The POLICE HAVE ALREADY PROVEN
THEY WILL DO THIS. You yourself have commented how they tried to drive a wedge between me
and my friends. In their interviews, they told several people that they shouldn’t talk to me unless they
are getting information for them. (To Bruce, it was to get me and my family out of his house, and to
Jackie, it was that Amanda was not safe with me, etc.) Are you aware the state originally requested
for my bail condition that not only I have no contact with Amanda and her family, but that I have
none with Travis (my roommate), Bruce, Jeremy, Tristan (the mother of my child), and many others.
They tried cutting me off from everyone. Are you aware that AFTER I was already convicted, Jim
White met with Mandy Allard after he pulled tapes of me and Amanda talking for 26 hours (In
violation of nothing!!) Mandy was on some of those calls. This case was apparently so personal to
White that he felt it necessary to see Mandy and tell her that I was a bad person and I definitely killed
Kassidy; and that he didn’t want to see her wasting her life believing in my innocence, etc. I realize
this was nearly 10 years ago, but if they the cops and AG pulled this kind of crap then, what makes
you think that they won’t do it now, especially when things get rolling and possibly get some
momentum. Alan said it best when the AG’s decided to seek sentence review. The state prosecutors
want their way, and want to win at all cost, no matter what the truth. Morrison, not everyone has
integrity, my friend. I realize you want to think the best of people, but there are some people with
motives other than to seek truth and justice.
I know that you are seeing first hand that I made a lot of bad decisions and showed bad judgment,
but you have to trust at least in this case that I somewhat know what I am talking about. It is like this
thing with Amanda where I keep harping about how to contact her and having my mom involved. I
am not doing this to be a pain in your ass. I just know her better than you. I want her to be an asset
for the long term just like you do.
April 6, 2010 (83)
Hello. We spoke briefly on the phone this afternoon. That was nice. You had a good suggestion
of your own on my mother approaching Amanda. “Would you like to speak to Morrison now or wait
until a little later when you see things progress a little?” It’s almost like not really giving an option
of IF, the only option is WHEN. I know you don’t mean it forcefully it may just be that she wants to
see something we’ve done. I wouldn’t worry too much about Amanda being upset that she is the last
person we contacted. She won’t even think like that. I think back to your original statement on the
subject, if I am innocent, she likely is, too. I know that and the fact that we plan to try to gain media
attention (coming from you when you speak with her, which is something she has ALWAYS
advocated for) may be of interest to Amanda. You started to mention some of the things that you
would like to ask her/talk to her about while on the phone. Hopefully by now you have read my letter
where I suggest some ideas on questions for her and keeping some of my comments handy to jog her
memory of certain events.

I think it was a FANTASTIC idea to get an affidavit from her and also have her go through her
statements, perhaps your recaps on her statements to put notes in them of what is true, what is false,
what she meant by certain things she said, what she would have liked to have said to the police if
they were not force feeding her., etc. This would be a lot of work for her. Hopefully she would be
willing to do it. Amanda is the type of person that is much more likely to do something if she feels or
sees that it may have a positive impact. If she gets some real, HOPE she is likely to be an asset who
will stick with it for a while. You are going to have to give her the hope my friend. Perhaps a good
example of what we are looking for her to do with her statements is to show her the comments I have
made with the secret tape recording that Jeff did of the conversation with her. Or possibly give her a
glimpse of my interview complete with the corrections, if I get it back to you in time.
You asked about the large child’s bedroom over the living room. This was Kyle’s room. Tristan
and I had a roommate, Steve Skidds, that lived with us for a while. That was his bedroom. At that
time, Kyle had his crib in my and Tristan’s room. Brent had the smaller bedroom right over my
office since the day he moved in to the house. When Steve moved out, we just moved Kyle into his
room because it was available and Brent’s was already all set up. Brent’s old room was becoming
Kassidy’s.
You asked about Kassidy sleeping with Amanda and me and indicated how this counteracts the
view that I wanted to get rid of Kassidy. Boy, this is probably another good question to ask Amanda.
I know we probably shouldn’t have let her sleep with us in society’s eyes because of the SIDS thing,
but man, it was the best. Do you know how awesome it is to have this cute little blonde snuggle up to
you or to wake up with
one arm wrapped around “Tinky Winky” and the other wrapped around your neck? Most nights she
started out in her bed, but halfway through the night she would wind up with us. Amanda and I
usually slept with the door open and Kassidy would sometimes wander in and stand at the bottom of
the bed. I would sometimes feel her at our feet early on. She was too small to crawl in, so I would
lift onto the bed. Other times she would have a bad dream or something and start crying. One of us
would go to her room and pick her up, and bring her in, usually me. I have always been a very light
sleeper.
I would guess that it was once or twice a week on average that she slept part of the night with us.
Amanda and I loved it. I think we both thought of it as a guilty pleasure. If you were looking down
from the ceiling, Amanda would be on the left closest to the bathroom and I slept on the right, closest
to the front of the house. I loved to sleep on the right so that I could wrap my left arm around
Amanda’s back if she wasn’t sleeping in the crook of my right arm with her head on my chest. Man
do I miss this. When Kassidy came in she usually would slip right in between us, in the middle of the
bed. Occasionally she would sleep on Amanda’s or my side wrapped in our arms (more often
Amanda’s than me). It was great to cuddle with her this way but we would transfer her to the middle
of the bed after she fell asleep. Our bed was pretty high, and we were worried about her rolling out of
it. Once she was with us, she usually stayed until the morning, similar to the way Jeremy described
seeing her in our bed the morning of the golf outing.
Some of the best nights Amanda and I had, and I am confident Amanda would agree, were when
both Kyle and Kassidy ended up in our bed. They were so cuddly then. It’s hard to describe but to me
it was what life was all about. I’d get to make love to this beautiful woman, and several hours later
we had these two tired little babies sleeping between us; looking for protection for whatever was
chasing them in their dreams. It’s too bad we weren’t so good at protecting one of them in real life.
Thinking back, I really loved watching Amanda and Kassidy sleep together. Amanda had long hair
and Kassidy was always somehow wrapped up in it. Some of my best memories of Kassidy are
mornings where it was just she and I awake, she’d open her little blue eyes as happy as could be, and
breathe her pungent breathe in my face. I’d say, “You want to go get some breakfast?” and she would
have this huge smile on her face and in her eyes and say “yaaa” in a whisper.

I would take her down, strap her into her high chair and feed her some cereal, donuts, toast, or
something else. I LOVVVEEEDD watching her eat. She was the best little eater. I always said that I
wished Kyle would tend to business the way she did. It was so funny too because she would eat
almost anything. I can’t remember what it was, but we fed her some vegetable and she didn’t like it.
She carefully leaned forward in her high chair and spit it out on a spot with no food on it. She was
determined not to put it in the same spot as the food she was eating. It was adorable. It may have
been tomatoes. I bet Amanda would remember. I feel like an idiot. How can I forget these things? I
remember once, while at Vanessa’s several months after Kassidy died, Amanda was crying and
saying, “Some things Kassidy did are fading from my memory. I feel I am afraid that I am forgetting
my baby.” It was so sad.
While on subject of sleeping, this doesn’t have anything to do with Kassidy but it is a really cute
memory. I was looking ahead at some of the pictures you sent me for identification. In several of
them you can see Kyle sucking his lip into his mouth and rubbing my ear between his index finger
and thumb. This is the only way that Kyle would fall asleep at night. Some kids had a “blankie,” but
with Kyle, it was Daddy’s ear. When Kyle would sit on my lap, rub my ear, and get really quiet, we
knew it was nap time. It used to irritate the hell out of Tristan, when Kyle touched her ear. I
remember he would sometimes be sleeping between Tristan and me in our bed and Kyle would reach
for her ear. She would let Kyle play with it for a second, and then grab his little arm and direct it to
my ear. “Play with your father’s ear.” She would say. I was happy as hell to have Kyle showing
daddy some love. Kyle was a smart little shit. He sometimes caught onto the fact that it pushed
Mama’s buttons so he’d let out a little giggle, and slowly let his hand travel back to her ear.
Getting back to Kassidy for a minute, I DESPISE this notion that I wanted to get rid of Kassidy.
It is just so RIDICULOUS. Anyone who knows me will tell you how much I loved BJ’s and I am a
“chick” when it comes to Christmas shopping. I love it. I believe it was the Fox Run Mall that I was
wandering around one night trying to kill some time when I saw this huge wood doll house cut in
half in front of a store. I immediately wanted to buy it for Kassidy for Christmas. I thought she would
love it. I asked the sales lady about it and she told me it was a kit that I could buy. I was like, Oh no,
I wanted to buy the display or one put together. I have no skills for that stuff!. She laughed. I told
Amanda about it later. I wish I had done my usual impulsive thing and purchased it on the spot...
April 6, 2010 (84)
You mentioned that you were surprised to see Sgt. Magee holding the baseball bat. Like you, I am
puzzled by the purpose. They were probably trying to imply that I hit Kassidy with the bat. Make
sure you write that down for the polygraph person to ask me this question. There was no specific
reference that I can recall in the testimony but you know that both sides infer things. As I recall, Sgt.
Magee swung the bat around a couple of times. Likely for inference. I can’t be sure, but I think I
recall Will Delker dropping one of the little novelty wooden bats. Probably to show the jury how
hard they are and what they could have done to Kassidy. The brown Fisher Price bat is the one that
Kyle used that night in his bedroom when he was hitting the balls. I am not sure what the state’s
intentions were. Likely they were just trying to confuse the jury. (That is what Alan thought as well).
What else could they do? They themselves described a HARD plastic bat, (Certainly capable of
hitting wiffle balls, rubber balls, and T balls.)They had a room full of balls just as I described, Kyle
hitting them all over the room. They had my roommate who heard Kyle admit on his own that he hit
Kassidy. They had Travis, Tristan, Amanda, and Jeremy who all gave statements that I played ball
regularly with Kyle and that he could really tag a ball. I know Kyle was only 3 1/2 at the time but he
had unbelievable strength and hand eye coordination. Soon after Tristan and I split up, I signed Kyle
up for baby gymnastics at the Rochester Community Center. I forget if it was one or two mornings a
week but I took him. (Only dad there-sad). After the third week, the teacher had me move him into
the group of kids a year and two years older than him so he would be challenged.

He had mastered everything they taught the 2-3 year olds and could do much of what the 4-5 year
olds were doing. It was a proud moment to have the teacher tell me that she had NEVER seen a 2
year old as strong as him. He could do a pull up! It saddens me to think about it. There is no doubt in
my mind that if I were home giving Kyle the direction and inspiration he needs, he would be one of
the best athletes in the state in any sport, if that is what he wanted. I wouldn’t push him into anything
he didn’t want but I would certainly help him get the most from his gifts.
The only thing I am not sure of is if they had the actual T Ball that hit Kassidy. We had balls all
over and they tried to make a big deal that the T ball was found in Brent’s room I believe. I don’t
know why it would be so hard to believe that I would remove that ball from Kyle’s wheelbarrow full
of balls after it blasted Kassidy in the face. I do remember the state trying to make a HUGE deal
about Travis testifying that it was a regular wiffle ball bat that Kyle was using. He described it as a
skinny yellow bat. I mean, come on, he was testifying a year after the event. The prosecutors went
over it in their closing statement, that Travis got the color wrong. As if to say, Travis was lying, or
trying to cover for me. Ninety million yellow wiffle ball bat and ball sets are sold each year. Is it
really that big of a stretch that Travis would call it a yellow bat? I think the point Travis was alluding
to was that it was a PLASTIC bat. (Who gives a shit what color?) We’ll have to check to see if
Travis testified before Magee, maybe that is why they made such a big deal about the bat. To me, this
reminds me of one of the notes you made about one of Amanda’s interviews where Detective
Blodgett was leading her. Blodgett said something I believe about me pushing Kassidy’s head into
the corner and Amanda said, “uh huh”, it was clear, as often happens during conversations, that
Amanda thought she knew where Blodgett was going and just heard corner. If someone wants to get
technical, the brown bat is shorter than a standard yellow wiffle ball bat which enables a young child
to get better bat speed and has a much larger barrel which creates more surface area for the ball to
hit. Kyle had graduated from one of those fat red bats to this smaller brown bat and wasn’t quite
ready for the standard skinny, yellow wiffle ball bats you can see Brent swinging as he is waiting for
his turn to hit in photo #80. The point of playing ball with your children is not to discourage them by
giving them more than they can handle before they are ready. Travis didn’t have children (then) and I
wouldn’t expect him to know the difference in the bats a year later. To him it was plastic.
April 8, 2010 (85)
Over the past two evenings I have received 13 or so envelopes with photos to identify. FYI, I had
at least 3 duplicate letter numbers. I believe 113, 117, 119. I just don’t want you to confuse yourself.
I will do the usual, mark them A and B. I plan on tackling most of them, this weekend hopefully. I
imagine many of these will be being used on the web or book as I indicated in my last letter so I am
being as detailed as I possibly can. There are some great photographs here that brought back a lot of
memories. Some of them, I didn’t even remember them being taken. Another great idea which you
are already planning on doing, when I give you the picture number and you are reading my response,
it may be good if you have the photo on your computer screen so you can put a face with the names
you have read about. I imagine it will help you become even more familiar with the names and faces.
Not to mention, you will get a better feel for the time period and the things that I am describing.
One caution on the photo date stamps. They are an AWESOME tool if used properly.
Unfortunately, my entire family is a bit “technology challenged.” These photos were taken with
numerous cameras and some of us were better about making sure the date stamp was accurate than
others. As you can see from some of the photos I took with a stamp of 23-17-01 for instance, at times
I didn’t pay attention to it. Other times I was very good about it. I recall having a problem with my
camera at one point where it was chewing through batteries at least once every two weeks or more. I
was good about resetting the date sometimes and others I was off by several days. Sorry, I wish I
could have foreseen how valuable those dates would be in the future. Many are accurate, some are
not. I will do my best to let you know when I identify each photo.

I’ve been thinking of a powerful statement about Kassidy’s death. “When Kassidy died, there
was not a single bruise on her which was directly caused by Chad Evans.” This is very powerful.
Unfortunately, I am not sure that it is true. I would have to see the photographs but I think she may
have some finger tip bruises along her jaw line from me several days prior to her death. I can’t take
responsibility for any of the other ones.
Tell me approximately the first time you held Kassidy’s cheeks to maintain eye contact/ get her
attention and caused bruising? I’m guessing it was sometime in late September or early October.
Tell me approximately how many times you held Kassidy’s cheeks to maintain eye contact/ get her
attention and caused bruising? I would guess 3-4 times which caused red marks or bruising. Tell me
approximately the last time you held Kassidy’s cheeks to maintain eye contact/ get her attention and
caused bruising? I think it was several days prior to her death. Can you remember ANY of the causes
of the need for such eye contact? I would say in total I held Kassidy’s face in a palming fashion 1015 times. 3-4 times I did it with more force than I should have and caused bruising. In the very
beginning of Amanda and my relationship, Kassidy and I had an adjustment period. Kassidy would
sometimes have an absolute temper tantrum if I went anywhere near Amanda. She would push me
away, start screaming, cry, etc. Amanda was usually holding her and she would set Kassidy down
onto the floor and explain she needed to share. It was obvious that Kassidy wasn’t used to Amanda
giving anyone else her attention and had learned how to manipulate the situation to get what she
wanted. If Amanda set Kassidy down she would throw herself on the floor, start screaming, pound
the back of her head on the floor, etc. When Kassidy did this, Amanda would get frustrated and pick
her up or pick her up to hold her. This obviously was what Kassidy wanted. This didn’t bother me
then. I expected there would be some adjustment. I gave my opinion to Amanda that Kassidy was
just being spoiled and that when she has such a fit, we should just put a pillow or blanket under her
head so she didn’t hurt herself and let her work through the fit. If we ignored it, Kassidy would stop
on her own. This along with me taking the extra step of approaching Kassidy and giving her attention
prior to Amanda helped solve the problem quickly. From here, things started to flow along smoothly.
There were occasions throughout the summer where I would speak to Kassidy and ask her to look
me
in the eyes, no differently than I did with both Kyle and Brent. The boys would automatically look
me right in the eyes, listen to what I had to say and then move on. With Kassidy, it was different, she
wouldn’t look me in the eyes unless we were playing or something. I wasn’t smart enough then to
realize like in the Dr. Sandy video that maybe she was nervous or whatever and some children learn
differently. Eye contact is how I learned, and how I taught the boys, etc. I would bend down to her
level, put my fingers on her chin or palm her checks to get her to listen to me. I remember once
specifically she was going near Kato’s dog dish while he was eating. I had trained Kato to back away
from his dish whenever the kids went near his food but you never know. He was a German Shepherd
and besides, she may be around other dogs which would attack if they thought you were going to
take their food. I gently explained to Kassidy not to go near “doggies” when they are eating because
they don’t like to share.
Later on, around the October time frame is when things got more difficult. Kassidy had reverted
back to having fits whenever I gave Amanda a kiss or a hug, These were even more intense than the
ones in the beginning of the summer. She was fine when I was home for a while but when I first got
home or especially, when she was coming back from being babysit by Jeff she was in flip-out mode.
I don’t know if I took it personally or just thought she was being bratty, but it was frustrating.

I remember the first time I palmed her cheeks more firmly and left those finger tip bruises along
her jaw line, I said to her, “You need to stop this. You are being bratty, We have been down this road
already. You don’t throw fits to get what you want. I am going to go near momma. I love her just
like, I love you.” She immediately stopped crying and I thought I had found a better way to get
through to her. What I couldn’t see at the time is that I wasn’t being stern as much as I was likely
scaring her. I don’t remember when I first saw the bruises later on. But Amanda and I talked about it.
Amanda said, “They must have been from when you grabbed her earlier.” I felt horrible! I certainly
didn’t mean to hurt her. I just wanted to get her attention and her to stop the needless fits. I was very
careful for awhile and then inevitably I would get really frustrated about one of her tantrums or her
defiantly yelling, “No Mama” when Amanda was telling her to do something. I would do it too
firmly and leave another series of bruises. I’d beat myself up about it for a while but inevitably did it
again.
I didn’t think much about it at the time, but after she died I would get so mad at myself, why did I
grab her cheeks, how could I cause those bruises to someone that I loved? Why did I lose my cool
and grab her harder than was necessary to get her attention, why had things unraveled in the last
month or so? Etc. etc. It wasn’t obvious to me while it was happening but I quickly started to realize
we went along and had a great summer and things started falling apart in September/October. Was it
a coincidence that this happened when Jeff started watching Kassidy more frequently when his
landscaping slowed down and when Jennifer wasn’t there because she had a job at Perfumania? That
is when Kassidy acted up, stopped acting more like the Kassidy we knew, started having serious
tantrums, became much more clingy to Amanda, stopped sharing as well as she had, started acting
fearful at times. (I may have caused some of this by grabbing her cheeks too firmly.) She started
becoming much more defiant. In retrospect, we surely underestimated the effect of such accidents as
the fall from Jeff’s truck.
These were behaviors that I had never observed with the boys. Jen herself testified she didn’t see
bruises until about 3 weeks prior to Kassidy’s death. After her death, I just kept thinking maybe all of
this recent acting out was perhaps her way of trying to tell us something. I know I questioned some
things at times and I am sure Amanda did as well, but I think we dismissed them as us being
paranoid.
The way Kassidy looked at Jeff perhaps should have told us everything we needed to know, or
how she would have a fit when she was being left alone with Jeff. Like the time Nicole and Amanda
left her off with Jeff on the way to money mgt. class. Nicole told me she flipped. When I heard about
it at the time, I just dismissed it as her being clingy toward her momma and sort of bratty. The way
Nicole described it, Kassidy was clinging to Amanda’s neck when she saw Jeff drive up, she
stiffened her body so Amanda couldn’t strap her into car seat, etc. Instead of looking at what might
be causing it, this type of behavior frustrated me. Man, do I wish we could have a “do over”.
The ironic thing about my behavior is I could be the most patient person in the world. If Kassidy
was sick and crying or fussy, I would walk with her for hours. If she was trying to learn something
such as how to pick up her toys and put them away when she was done, I would patiently show her
over and over. If she was farting around in the tub, playing with something that she shouldn’t, etc.
etc. I would let her take her time in the tub and tell her over and over why she shouldn’t play with
that particular item. I think my problem was that I had no tolerance for brattiness or temper tantrums.
Actually that’s not true either. All kids get fussy around nap time, when they are hungry, etc. and I
had all the patience in the world for that. I guess my problem was more of an issue when I thought it
was something that was pointless.

You included an article with quotes from Kittery police officer Robert Creamer. At first I didn’t
recognize it, but then I remembered reading how this guy was giving his opinion and suggesting that
Amanda had watched my abuse for months, etc. This was in March of 2001, long before my trial. He
was doing his part to help convict me in the press I guess. It was obviously tragic what happened to
Kassidy but I thought he jumped to conclusions based on all the headlines he had been reading. I
wanted to contact him and ask him why no one investigated Jeff as they had me. They
IMMEDIATELY decided I was the man. It’s pretty obvious when you line up reports. I don’t ever
remember reading a report by this guy.
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You asked about my grades and 3 courses I took through the NHCTC. The first couple of years
that I was here, the tech offered classes at night for $3.00 per credit plus the cost of books. I believe
that I took one more class through the tech, Humanities II, and I recieved an A in that class as well.
Perhaps I took that class through New England College where last year I took a class about theatre
history/performance art. The classes from the tech were inexpensive because they were taught by
inmates with at least a bachelors degree, most with masters or doctorates. I believe that an inmate
named Gary Fecteau taught college success. The other two listed here were taught by Steven
Volkmann. There was an escape from the prison in 2004 and almost everything was eliminated until
2007. Last year, New England College finally was allowed back in. However, at $350.00 per course
+ books, I can’t afford the classes, making $2.00 per day. Not to mention, I have a son and HE is the
priority. Anything extra goes to him. It is unfortunate that the tech program was canceled. I certainly
would have a degree of some sort by now.
Photograph #50 was of Kyle in Faneuil Hall area. It was in May of 2000, right before I met
Amanda. See what I mean about date stamp. It shows ‘94 1 1. Kyle wasn’t even born yet. I went
there with Kyle and this girl named Rose that I was seeing for approx. one month. We went to the
aquarium, to lunch, walked the North End, etc. In this photo, the clown just made Kyle an elaborate
balloon hat and balloon sword. The clown was trying to get Kyle to turn his head so I could snap the
photograph. Kyle is adorable in this photo but I don’t like this clown grabbing his cheeks.
Photograph #51 Me in school photo. I believe in 2nd or 3rd grade. My mom should know.
Photo# 52 Amanda and Kassidy. I believe it is a photo from Christmas 1999. You would have to
ask her, but I believe it was taken by her mom. Make another note on the Amanda list: Most of the
photos she had of Kassidy were destroyed in Vernon fire, but I believe she has others that you have
not seen.
Photograph #53 Me in first or second grade. Again, my mom should know better. All I remember
is my first actual school picture (not here) was of me wearing a blue zip up sweater that had white
pictures of a snowman on both sides. It may have been 1st grade or kindergarten.
Photograph #54 Me in Orange football jersey #59. This is the color of the Keene High Blackbirds
but I don’t believe I was a freshman in this photograph. I look really young. There were 4 divisions
of Pop Warner and I believe in my last year or so we switched from The Flying Knights to the Baby
Birds. This was likely my last year of Pop Warner. I think my hair was longer when I went to high
school. This photo is likely from 1984-85.
Photograph #55 is from my little league team. I played for the Texas Rangers. The T on the hat is
for Texas. All the little league teams were named after big league teams. Same color uniforms, etc. I
was 11 or 12 in this photograph. When I was 10 I played for the Tigers in the 10 years old only
league.
You talk a lot here about interviews by Jennifer Saunders and contacting her at some point. I
don’t think this is a good idea at this point. I think there are others we want to contact first. Like, the
guy who did Amanda’s interview in the Sunday Fosters. Yes, Jennifer contacted me, but I was
advised not to talk to the media. Some of her pieces were more biased than others. My main problem
with her was SENSATIONALISM more than anything. You sent me a recent article by her with a
headline you liked. But in bold under the headline she wrote that I blamed Amanda for hitting
Kassidy, which wasn’t true. This idea came from a statement that was taken out of context.
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You started this letter out with a pause and apologized to me for what you believe the legal
system has done to us. Thank you for recognizing. Certainly no apology is necessary from you. I’m
just curious, was there something that you ran across here in your research that caused you to pause?
You did say one thing in this paragraph that confused me a little. “Almost everyone, almost all the
time, was doing what s/he thought was right at the time (sometimes cutting a few corners), but the
result was catastrophic.” Were you talking about Amanda and I trying to do the right thing here or
the police. It should be obvious to me where the corner cutting was but I’m a little thick sometimes.
Additionally, I always like to get an outsider’s perspective.
Photograph #56 Me in #47 uniform. This was when I was likely 10 or 11. I was playing Pop
Warner for the Keene Flying Knights. The field is the Keene High Field. We played there on
Sundays. The High School played on Saturdays.
Photo# 57 I’m not sure of the date stamp. It may be accurate but I was pretty sure I cut my
mustache off for good at the end of 1999. I am not sure who took this photo or where I am but I
suspect I might have been at Brandon’s parents’ house. They lived close to Nicole and Brandon. It
looks like their living room. Nicole would know better.
Photo#58 Photo of Me, Tom Urrutia who was one of my assistants and later restaurant managers.
Tommy is married to Dorothy Urrutia, who grew up with Tristan. The girls were best friends. Dot
and Tommy met while they were both working for me in Rochester. I’m not sure where this photo
was taken. It is so dark around them. There was a camping trip up to Bruce Aube’s parents lot in
Pittsburg NH but I don’t recall Tom being there. It was taken the same time as photo #62. It may
have been my door yard but I don’t
think so because I believe that is Bruce’s parents car that they had just purchased in the background.
Photograph #59 Tristan, Bruce and me hamming it up on my front lawn. Right behind us you can
see a long white building where the first section is Short’s Wholesale Supply. (Vinyl Siding).
Unfortunately, Steve Short passed away, and the business is now closed, I understand. I believe this
was Kyle’s actual birthday party. See the Blue’s Clues cake plate that Bruce is holding. The combo
party for Brent and Kyle you mention was sort of an impromptu party so that I could give Brent a
cake and a few presents as well as the Trampoline for him and Kyle. The 7th was a Friday I believe
so the party wouldn’t have started until at least 5:00. I think Kyle may have had a party at his Gram’s
in Keene too. (spoiled). About this photo. I can’t recall if Amanda and Kassidy were there or not. At
some point they met.
Tristan and I were opposite of the gender stereotypes. I loved to plan things for the kids like
parties, Halloween, etc. I would shop months in advance. She was always out cramming on
Christmas eve. Tristan was always content to show up. It actually worked out well when I was out
there. I have always been a planner. Yeah, Tristan and I were close even after we split up. She came
over often. Sometimes, it seemed like she and Amanda would do things to one up each other. After
my relationship to Amanda began, Tristan increasingly showed up at our house. Tristan would say
that she wanted to know who was around Kyle when I questioned her frequency of visits. This would
be a good parental trait except she didn’t seem to care who I had him around prior to Amanda.
Tristan knew I was a good dad and didn’t have to worry. My friends saw it. In any case, this photo
was representative of our relationship until recent years. Tristan and I were close. Even when split up
we did things together. We didn’t have animosity at parties for the kids, etc. It was the way you
would dream it would be if you split up with your spouse and have children.
You start as friends, you end up as friends. No hate. The girls on the other hand, were usually nice
to each others face but I was always getting an ear full from Amanda when Tristan wasn’t around
and vice versa. I understood it but couldn’t stand it.

Photo # 60 is canoe trip with Me, Dad, Jason, & Tim. This was in 2001. We had such a good time
when we went the previous year that we decided to go again. We went for 3 days I believe. I really
wanted to take Kyle but he was still so little. The plan was to take him the following year when the
court and jury saw through the state’s bullshit and I was found not guilty. Obviously, didn’t happen. I
wish I had taken Kyle early.
Photo #61 is the first trip I took my managers to Six Flags in Mass. after a hard working summer.
Not all restaurant managers/guests attended that year. In 2000 they did. It was my plan to do this
annually. Great team building. Pictured from left, Melissa Brundage Mgr. Portsmouth. Dawn Fortin
seated with sunglasses. Larry Giarard, manager of Greenland store above me. Tristan beside him.
Dot and Tommy Urrutia. Jeremy
sitting beside me with UNH T shirt. Jeremy worked in Hampton, Tommy ran Rochester. I thought
Jay was there too. Maybe he took photo.
Photo #62 The bald man on the left is not the same as in 61. The bald man here is my old
roommate, and asst. mgr., Travis Hunt. Beside him are Bruce and Jason, Jeremy, me, and Tom
Urrutia. I believe it is Bruce’s parents’ convertible in background. I do believe this is camping at
Bruce’s folks in Pitts. NH. Also in attendance. Bruce’s parents, Jessica Edmonds, Amanda, Derek
Bennet and his girlfriend. Show photo and ASK Bruce. The more I stare the more I believe it is. It
was early in summer of 2000. My guess is sometime in June perhaps a weekend in July. Bruce may
recall the date and help us with chronology. Perhaps someone else there took photos and there is date
stamp. I’m sure Kassidy was with Jackie for those 2 days.
Photo 63 is of me and Stephanie as Superman and wonderwoman. It was taken at Spaulding High
School, across the street from the McDonald’s. Larry Lane and I rented several classrooms every
Feb. vacation and brought all of our mgrs. up to have a 3-4 hour training class on many different
topics. I came up with the idea when I was a store mgr. When I become a supervisor he and I carried
on the tradition. We rented the school and left one asst. to run the restaurant. All other mgrs would
attend this meeting. To keep it interesting we had the 80-100 mgrs. rotate between 5-6 classrooms
every 25 minutes. In each classroom two of our restaurant mgrs would teach or present on various
topics. We had door prizes in each classroom and they could earn “fastbucks” to win prizes at the
end of the night. Once all of the classroom presentations were done we would gather all managers
into a large study hall and Larry and I would do a presentation to the entire group. One year I did one
on personal finance and gave everyone a single dollar bill and talked about how they could turn that
into a $1000.00. (I believe this presentation was my last, in 2000).
In 1999 when this photo was taken my theme was we don’t all need to be Superman to serve our
customers if we involve our entire team. My basic premise and the overall theme of this meeting is
“Knowledge is Power”. The more information you share and the better trained your crew is, the
easier your job will be. Fast food can be high stress especially for young people in a mgt. position
who have not been taught coping skills. My goal was always to help them make their jobs easier.
This helped keep their frustration down which = less turnover for us. I brought Stephanie along to
give the women something to relate to, not to mention, she was much easier on the eyes. After my
and Larry’s presentation we had pizza delivered, all kinds of snack food and raffled off about $600800.00 of goodies that I picked up at BJ’s. It was a big investment but for these managers, many of
them high school kids, it made a big impression. Our boss, Bob McDougall loved it and had all
supervisors attend so they could learn and do something similar in their area.
You asked a lot of questions about who has visited me in the past 9 years. I have put a request
into the front door because they keep track of every visit. It would be much easier for them to spit out
an entire list for you to thumb through. They changed computer systems so I am not sure how able
they are. We’ll see. I can tell you the majority of visits have been my immediate family every week.
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Ok, Photo of Me and family at Nicole’s wedding to Brandon. Date stamp sounds off by a day.
We partied at their house all night so if date stamp said 1 1 2000 it would be dark. I don’t have photo
so can’t help much.

Photo #65 is of me on stepladder at Nicole and Brandon’s house. Because I have a goatee this
photo was either while I was on a vacation helping them out with their house or it was after Kassidy
died in 2000. If I had more photos of the house I could date better, perhaps Brandon would do better
if you email this photo to him. He likely remembers which sections were done first, etc. This looks
like a sliding door in the living room area. If I am correct, this is the same spot where we have a
photo of Amanda and Kassidy only on the outside of this sliding door which is not yet in. If this is
correct, this is likely late 2000, perhaps Nov. 6, because I think this part of house was done first. I’m
just guessing though. Can you scan my comments here and send to Brandon along with the photo for
his ID?
Photo #66 High School Graduation. June 1990. I’m 18. Aww Gram and Gramp. Awesome. Man,
I look like porky pig. It’s weird, I always had trouble on and off with my thyroid glands but they
seemed to regulate more as I aged.
Photo #67 You are correct, Me and Kyle at Faneuil Hall. Here is the hat and sword I was talking
about. This photo was taken on the same day as photo# 50. You can see more clearly now that Kyle
was the child that was having his face grabbed by clown.
Photo #69 Some of wedding party Ron, Jason, Me, Bruce. Missing Larry L., Matt Skidds? I can’t
remember if he was in wedding party. Damn. Wedding was 11/24/96
Photo #70 some of wedding party. L to R Jason, Tiffany (Tristan’s sister) Tristan, Me., Ronny,
Nicole cut off. This was at the Reception at the Governor’s Inn, Rochester.
Photo #72 Kyle’s first birthday party. Photo taken in our driveway. 7/6/98
Photo #73 I believe this is a photo of Kyle and I at my 28th birthday. We were going to blow
together. I was showing him how to blow. We leaned in and kissed. This would have been Oct. 1999.
My dad is behind me. My family has always made a big deal of birthdays and holidays. This was in
our dining room. I can see my full liquor cabinet. Maybe I am wrong about the year. It could be one
year earlier but I don’t think so.
If I knew the exact date of the domestic with Tristan we could pinpoint this exactly. I removed all of
the alcohol from cabinet prior to probation. This photo is either 98 or 1999. I am thinking 1999
because Kyle looks two not 16 months. No doubt it is my birthday and one of those two years. By
2000 I had no mustache, and Kyle was much larger. My mom, Nicole, or Tristan snapped photo.
Photo #74 12/22/2000. Kyle giving me a kiss at Family Strength office in Dover. Alex arranged a
special visit where I could spend extra time with them and give them Christmas gifts. Tristan took
this photo. She attended almost every one of my supervised visits and was super supportive. I don’t
know if I have mentioned it but Tristan was with me at every hearing that I had prior to trial.
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Photo #75 I’m holding Kyle in our living room. He appears to be approximately 1 year old. So
this photo likely taken by Tristan, summer of 1998. Behind us you can see the stairs leading to the
bedrooms. These are the stairs Kassidy would slide down.
Photo #76 Me holding Kyle in loft at barn. This was likely real early 2000. I have goatee so I’m
on vacation. We had just climbed allover barn. That is Brent behind us. We did jump down into hay,
over and over. Nothing can ever be done once with those boys. Nicole probably took the photo.
Photo #77 Me Kyle and Brent spending the day swimming at Mom and Dad’s. Kyle had just
pushed me into the pool. He loved to do that. It made him quite proud. The deal was, he pushed me
into the pool and Daddy got a kiss. As you can see, I was collecting on my half of the deal. Tristan or
mom took photo I’m sure. Looks like summer 1999, maybe early 2000. Can’t see if I have a
mustache or not.
Photo #78. Actually a kiss and a whisper from Kyle. We were at Family Strength office in Dover.
Tristan took the photo. Kyle was whispering that he loved me and wanted me to come home with
him. I’ll never forget that day. Tristan was great then. Took photos often. We would develop them
quickly and would get them to him so he knew Daddy was always with him. This photo was taken in
early 2001 I believe.

Photo #79 This is another photo from being in Keene for Malana’s birthday. As noted in letter
from last week. I believe I took that Monday off. The container I am holding is our little “terrarium”
I would take the kids around collecting bugs, frogs, snakes or whatever. We would keep it as a pet
for as long as we were there, learning what they ate, building them a “home”, etc. Then we would
take them out and release them
before we left. It was a cool way to enjoy nature with them. That was another cool thing about
Kassidy, she was never afraid of anything. She would pick up bugs and stuff with us. Frogs spooked
her a little because they jumped so quickly.
Photo #80 Me playing ball with the kids in our front yard. You can see Shorts Wholesale Supply
across the street. Kyle is using his fat red bat. He was just graduating to his thinner brown bat. You
can see that Brent was on deck, waiting for his turn with the traditional yellow wiffle ball bat. Yeah I
pitched from where I was standing. Sometimes closer and also farther away. With Kyle, it was about
making contact, and with Brent it was about picking up pitches as they come in. It was a blast. This
was a routine for us. Tristan may have taken the photo when she was coming to pick Brent up. She
and I were obviously split up, but I took Brent as often as possible.
Photo #81 Me with Brent and Kyle on new love seat. 2/21/2000. Yes, the loveseat was new. It
was part of my transformation after Tristan left. I just went out and bought new stuff. It was all part
of my plan to win her back by showing her, “Hey, I can be fun in the now.” Come decorate the
house anyway you want. Ironically, Kim Grace, the girl that I hooked up with and later would fix
Larry Lane up with, helped me pick
out all of the furniture, etc. I can’t recall who took this photo, likely it was Nicole, but we had the
photo dressed up for Tristan for Mother’s Day. We took a photo of the two boys and put it on a
canvas bag as part of her gift. Hope this add some good background for you.
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You asked about patterns with my mustache and goatee. This is pretty simple. I had a mustache
from my high school years until 2000. In early 2000, I shaved it off for good and only had one if I
grew a goatee on vacation. I loved having a goatee, but at McDonald’s they were not allowed. The
only facial hair we could have was a mustache If you see me with a goatee before 2001 it was grown
in a week while on vacation from work. By the end of the vacation, I had a pretty good goatee going.
Most of the photos were taken toward the end of the week. I used a Gillette Mach 3 to shave.
Photo #82 I’m holding Kyle and Malana in my parents’ living room in early 2000. Perhaps JanApril judging by the size of the kids and clothes. I’m sure Jason or Mom took photo. Notice Kyle’s
holding my left ear. My ears were like his “blanky” he was always always playing with them.
Especially when it was nap time. He would rub the lobes and suck his lip.
Photo #83 This photo was taken up at Nicole and Brandon’s in Belmont. We went up to lend
some manpower for yard debris removal. Brandon or Nicole would have better idea of when this
was. We were taking a break here. Jeremy is in UNH T shirt and Darrel Nalli, another one of my
managers is sitting down. This was an afternoon after we all worked in Hampton Beach together I am
sure of it. Darrel and Jeremy didn’t have plans so they tagged along to help for a while. My area was
like a big family. We did a lot of odd balls things together. All of managers knew that if they needed
help with anything, personal or professional, I was only a phone call away. I believe Nicole snapped
this photo. I’m guessing spring or fall of 2000.
Photo #84 I’m playing “Operation” with Kyle and Brent in one of the offices at Family Strength
in Dover. The boys loved “Operation.” Probably because they both had a more steady hand than
daddy. They shared well which made me happy. They loved board games. I wish they still did. They
are growing up so fast. When they come to visit now, board games don’t interest them much. Tristan
took photo with Alex looking on. Likely taken in early 2001.
Photo #85. I’m holding Kyle in my parents’ living room while he sleeps. See how Kyle sucks his
bottom lip as he sleeps? So cute. I’m guessing this photo was late 2000 early 2001. Holding the kids
like this when they are so vulnerable and cuddly is the best. My mom likely took photo.

Photo #86 I’m bending down next to Kyle while he holds his then favorite movie, Tarzan. I
believe this photo was taken by Tristan around Dec. 99 or Jan 2000. Hard to tell but it looks like
snow is on roof of shed outside window. He got Tarzan right around the time Tristan and I split up.
Initially, I had him only on Sundays Jan-Feb. 2000. We spent the first two hours together cuddled up
watching that movie together. He
couldn’t get enough of it. Camera date stamp not set. Camera was chewing batteries.
Photo #87 I’m holding Kyle in my parents’ kitchen sitting on clothes washer. Judging by our
outfits, my tan and thickness of my chest, I can almost guarantee this was June 2000 photo taken by
mom. It’s almost nap time. Kyle sucking his lip, playing with my ear. This is how we knew he was
tired.
Photo #88 I’m holding Malana and Kyle in parents’ pool. I’m pretty sure this would 6/18/2001.
Not 2000 as stamp indicates. Because of Kyle’s face maturity.
Photo #89 I’m laying on my side on the floor. Kyle is on top of me and Malana is curled up under
my arm as we watch a movie. My arm is up and I am holding Nicole’s hand. (I’ll let Nicole know
that you thought she looked like mom in this photo :). This is in parents’ living room. This is
Nicole’s old gumball machine. The kids loved it because we would give them pennies and they could
get gum. Jan. 2001. Mom or Jay took photo.
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Photo #90 Me sharing some time with Kyle and Brent at Family Strength office. I think Brent is
opening a card. The boys had just unwrapped Christmas gifts I brought them on the floor. Date stamp
of December 22, 2000 is correct. Tristan took photo while Alex Patel watched.
Photo #91 cool, I was correct about date in photo #88. It’s of Jay and me sharing some good times
in the pool with Kyle and Malana. (Obviously by the date and knowing that I had to have supervised
visits with Kyle at family strength office, I was seeing Kyle when I wasn’t supposed to be. My
parents did the best they could to abide by the rules but I didn’t make it easy on them. I wanted to see
my son as badly as he wanted to see me.) My folks as well as Tristan, KNEW they had nothing to
worry about and that I wouldn’t ever hurt him. I can’t remember the exact details of the parental
arrangement at the time but as you know, the state made me out to be a monster. Our attorneys were
trying to get it so that my folks and Tristan could supervise the visits. Tristan’s own attorney,
Barbara Bradshaw, made the point that Tristan herself was the person that called DCYF about
Kassidy and would have no problem reporting anything, taking action. The state fought it every step
of the way because Tristan would not “fall in line” with their theories and the picture they wanted to
paint. They put Tristan through hell in the beginning. They even tried threatening to take the boys
from her at one point unless she “cooperated”. Tristan said something to the effect of, “Go ahead and
try to take my kids, and I will go to every news outlet that will talk to me.” The cops backed off of
her a little and she backed down too. I believe this was around the time the cops wanted to talk to
Brent and Kyle a second time.
Photo #92 I’m holding Malana on couch in my parents’ living room while Kyle is hamming it up.
He has one of my socks wrapped around his head as a bandana. This is from same week as #85 in
previous letter that I identified as late 2000, early 2001. This photo is date stamped 1/15/2001. I’m
sure my mom took this photo with her camera. Here is another thing that is so stupid about
supervised visits mentioned above. The only restrictions that the courts put on me as I recall is that I
had to have supervision by DCYF or Family Strength to be around my kids, but no restrictions on
any other child. I could take Malana and go anywhere I wanted to. Jason and Michelle, Malana’s
mom, trusted me 100% and never believed I killed Kassidy.

Photo #93 I am sitting on one of the 3 wheelers we purchased. This photo was taken in July 2001
at campground in Vernon. It is Kyle and Malana with me and we are sitting on the 3 wheeler getting
ready to go for a trail ride. They wanted to see what it would feel like as they hadn’t been for a ride
in a while. Later we suited them up with helmets. I drove the white one with Kyle and Jay took
Malana on the red one. My dad or Jay may have snapped this photo. Those moments together were
precious. Whenever I had a few minutes to be with them, I tried to forget about all of my troubles
and make some memories for them. I was hoping for the best in November but I had to prepare for
the worst. It was important to me that Kyle, Brent, Malana, Johan,and Hannah (Vanessa’s children)
never felt a moment of this stress or knew about or were affected by my pending trial.
Photo #95 is Me, Jason and Nicole standing in my kitchen in Rochester, having a few adult
beverages judging by bottles on counter, and hamming it up for camera. Judging by hair styles, the
items I see, and the dinigroom chairs behind us, this photo was taken sometime between 1996-1998.
Not sure who took it. Tristan, Mary, or mom.
Photo #96 I am riding the bull at Wall Street in NY. I can’t remember which trip this was but it
was one of the earlier ones. As you can see, there is a slight rain on the ground. I was always the
friend of the group doing the crazy things to get a laugh. My entire group of friends loved going to
the city for a few days. I think this may have been a trip in 1998 with me, Tristan, Matt Skidds,
Jason, Bruce & Jess. If you want, email this photo to Jay and ask if he remembers me climbing the
bull. If not, then it was a trip that I took with just me, Bruce, Jessica, Matt & his girl friend Maureen.
I was with Mary then but she couldn’t get time off from work. Not sure who took it. The entire group
thought I was nuts because there were “beat” cops all over. I just ran over and said, “If I get caught
and arrested, we’ll still have the photos to laugh at in 30 years.”
Photo #97. Me holding my baby, Kato on the couch in our house. This was in the living room.
We are facing toward the TV. The fireplace was just to the right of the brown chair you see in
background. I believe Mary took this photo sometime in 1995 or 1996. Kato was the best. This is
likely a Sunday where I am doing a little catch-up work on a “TV Tray” while watching a ball game.
I moved up the ranks quickly because I was always working. There was no doubt in my mind that I
was going to run the best restaurant in the company and after that get promoted and run the best area.
Failure was not an option. I succeeded on both counts. I was on my way to the next position in 2000.
Jeremy is there now and I am very happy for him. He’s great.
Photo #98 I am standing with my brother-in-law, Brandon. I’m not sure if this is my parents’
kitchen but I believe it is. From my size, tan, and lack of mustache, I guess it is summer 2000.
Perhaps during one of our July or August trips to Keene. Not sure who took photo.
Photo #99 Wow. Tough photo to look at, lot of memories. This was taken in Keene at Nicole’s
cosmetology/ hair cutting school graduation. Left to right is Mom, Jay holding a tiny Brent on his
head, Gram Martin (now deceased), Sister Tami, Nicole, Gram Evans, Brother Ronny, Dad, Gramp
Evans (now deceased), and Me kneeling. I believe Tristan was full swing in college classes at this
point and was back in Rochester. I took the day off and drove up with Brent. We spent a day or two
and went home. Obviously, Kyle wasn’t born yet. I think this was the time I took Brent for his first
kite flying experience. We had fun. He was 3 yrs. 3 mos. at this time.
Back to photo 93 for a minute. I had the pick up truck you can see beside the 3 wheeler. This is
how I transported the wheelers. They fit perfectly in the back and I had tie downs to hold them to
frame/ Bed of truck. Hope this helps.
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I am sorry to tell you that I won’t be much help with this letter. I can confirm that both of these
photos 60 & 94, are from the canoe trip we took in 2001. This trip was Me, Dad, Jason, and Tim
Goodnow. I know it was completely different water we were on in the 2000 trip. In 2001, we drove
through Berlin, NH and I thought it was the Androscoggin River we went on. It was a 2-3 day trip.
We ended up in a lake area that had a large tree with one of two known Bald Eagle nests in NH. The
problem is I have been here too long to recognize road maps, etc.

Let me give you an example. I was born and raised in Keene. My dad ran a rubbish company for
15 years of my life. I was up and down most every street at least once a week. 10 years ago, I
delivered Pizzas all over Keene. Today, when my dad comes in to visits and talks about Keene, he
has to use landmarks because I can’t picture these streets that I once knew like the back of my hand.
It is sad really. These walls have cut me off from reality.
My point is, I can tell you who I was with in 2000 and 2001 but you are MUCH better off
emailing this map and included info to Jason, my dad and, Tim. To get accurate information.
Likewise with the 2000 trip where Me, Amanda, Nicole, Brandon, Jay, and Dad went for 2-3 days.
Call or email Brandon, Dad and Jay. I think we launched in Maine maybe at Saco Bound. This info.
you included here looks more like the trip we took in 2000. During the 2000 trip Amanda and I
shared a canoe. In 2001 Dad and I did. I understand the confusion. In these photos 60 and 94 we are
in green canoes that say Saco Bound. I am assuming they must run other trips other than those listed
on the website for Saco Bound on the Saco River.
Ok, I am really confused now. You have two companies listed here. I think Saco Bound is who
we used in 2000, and it was on Saco River. I think 2001 trip was down NH River. Sorry I can’t be of
more help. Chet, Jason, Tim, and Brandon are your best resources for this line of questioning. Email
them with my recollections and see if they can fill in some of the blanks.
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Photo #110 is a photo of me holding Kyle at the Rochester Little League field. We were there to
watch one of Brent’s games. I brought Brent and Tristan met us there. Even though Tristan and I
were no longer together, we worked together for whatever the boys needed. I have always said to
people who thought that it was odd that I stayed so involved with Brent after Tristan and I split up, “I
am getting divorced from Tristan, it doesn’t mean I stop loving and doing things for Brent.” I believe
my mom took this photo. She and my dad drove up from Keene to see Brent’s game. They did this
several times a year. They loved Brent too, and always wanted him to know that nothing would
change that. If I am not mistaken, Amanda met me at my house later that evening. I think she was
working at the country club that day and arrived around 9P.M.. Something about this photo gives me
detailed memories. Perhaps it was because my parents made trip up.
Photo #111 Disregard date stamp. This was me and Kyle at Rochester Commons. He is a ham for
the camera isn’t he? This photo was either taken in spring of 2000 or 2001. It was taken by Dorothy
Urrutia during a play date we had with the kids, or it was taken in 2001 by Tristan when we met for
one of our supervised Family Strength visits. If it was the 2000 trip to the commons with Dot, this
photo was taken right before I was pushing Kyle on the swings and he jumped, splitting his lip and
tongue. This was the incident I described to you a few months ago where I went hysterical when
Kyle started bleeding from his mouth and Dot had to slap me to calm down.
Photo #112 Me, Dad, and Kyle splitting wood at the woodlot campground in Vernon. This photo
was taken earlier in day of photo of me Kyle and Malana on the 3 wheeler in previous letter. I always
liked working with my dad no matter what we were doing. It was time together I enjoyed. I wanted
Kyle to have some of the same memories. We taught him how the splitter works that day and let him
run the lever a few times. He thought that was pretty neat. This was summer of 2001. Jason likely
took photo.
Photo #113 Kyle and Malana playing on the trampoline in my parents’ door yard in Keene. A few
things can be seen in this photograph.
1. How much the kids love the trampoline.
2. How high off the ground the trampoline sits. Those are yellow car ramps that you see in the front
and the trampoline is at least another 3’ higher. Amanda told police Kassidy fell off the trampoline
once while she and Jen were home alone with her (I believe).
3. When it is set up for the kids this year, we should take a photo before the safety cage goes up
because it wasn’t in place in 2000, and we should have an actual representation photo or noone will
understand how Kassidy could have fallen off.

Photo #114 Me drawing on floor with Kyle as Brent lays on top of me at Family Strength office
in Dover. I think this was later in 2001 due to the size and features of the boys. You can see Kyle
sucking lip and playing with my ear. He is feeling content. Tristan took photo, Alex Patel looked on.
Photo #116. Amanda and I getting out for a picnic lunch with Vanessa at Robinhood Park in
Keene. Vanessa took photo. I would guess it was early 2001. I remember it was a nice day and good
for Amanda to soak up some sun. It was Vanessa’s lunch hour and she met us. I had to work the
night shift at Domino’s a few hours later.
Photo 117 This photo is from same day at Nicole’s in Belmont as Photo 83 that I wrote about in
letter 90. I was showing Kyle how to climb the tree using his arms and legs to get him up a tree. I’m
supporting him with my hands under his rear so he doesn’t fall which is giving him the security to
take chances. I’m sure that some people looking at this photo would think it irresponsible to teach
him but my feeling is at some point he is going to do it anyway, I would prefer he learned how first.
Not to mention, it will give him a sense of accomplishment and a potential life saving tool if he was
ever lost in the woods alone.
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Photo 118 from previous letter was of Amanda, Nicole, and Tristan on their way out for an
evening I planned in May of 2005. I wanted to do something special for Amanda and my anniversary
so I decided to include the other 3 important women in my life -Tristan, Nicole, and my mom. I
started planning many months in advance. I wanted them to have the perfect day. Tristan and
Amanda got along ok most of the time, but it was my dream for everyone to really like each other. It
would remove a lot of stress for me not to mention, we were all on the same side and would be much
stronger united. The evening started by Nicole and Tristan meeting mom and Amanda at our house in
Keene. (Amanda was living with mom and dad). I had arranged for Tim and Jay to tend to the girls
needs and pick up and distribute items at a pre-arranged time. They were like the “tour guides.” The
evening started with Jason and Tim mixing and serving the girls their favorite drinks. A mudslide for
Mom, a grateful dead for Nicole, a Sam Adams Boston Lager for Tristan and CC & Ginger for
Amanda as that was what she and I drank together often. From there I believe they all got carnations
except Amanda. She received red roses. I had written each of them a little note and Jason provide
them each with their own envelope which contained the note and a list of several questions specific
to them that they had to answer out loud in front of the group and could give everyone else the
chance to answer them if they wanted. All the girls chose to have all 4 of them answer the questions.
They each had 10 questions. So they went around the living room laughing at my questions and
sharing their answers. They would yell into Jay if they needed a refill. He and Tim were standing by
in the kitchen. When they finished their questions, Jason and Tim whisked them off to dinner in
Manchester. Since this my early anniversary present to Amanda she was supposed to pick the
restaurant. I envisioned them going to someplace nice and my mother informs me they went to Papa
Gino’s. Likely Amanda chose this because my mom is a picky eater and this is one of the few places
that she likes to eat. Although this wouldn’t have been my choice for a restaurant, I was happy
because the night was having the desired effect and they were looking out for each other.
Wherever they went to dinner Jason was supposed to have the waiter come over and present the
“blonde girl” with gift. However, they ended up at Papa Gino’s so Jason made the presentation.
Amanda opened up the package and in it were the pair of diamond earrings that I spoke about in a
previous letter. Amanda always wanted a pair of real diamond earrings. They all seemed pretty
happy for her. After dinner Jason and
Tim chauffeured the ladies over to the Verizon center because they had 4 tickets to go see Sarah
Mclaughlin in concert. I had hoped the night would provide good memories for all. Back then I made
$140 a month at my prison job so it was much easier to do something like this. Still it took a long
time to save for it and I couldn’t have done it without a lot of help from Jason. I had asked Mom,
Nicole and Tristan to participate ahead of time but they had no idea to what extent and it was a
complete surprise for Amanda. They were/are all important to me and I wanted them to know.

Photo 119 In this photo Amanda is opening a gift I had made for her by one of my artist friends at
the prison. I believe this one was at Christmas. There were a series of 4 that I had made for her. I
wish I could take credit for the original idea, but they came from advertisements for lithographs I saw
in Yankee Magazine. My friend said he could make them better and we could personalize them, so I
hired him. I will look. I may have one or two of the ads so you can get a better view. They really
spoke to how I felt about Amanda. Walking hand in hand throughout life together. You can see two
of them in this photo together. The first was of two people holding hands. The 2nd has a different
saying and a porch swing is drawn. I believe there were two more that she received at different times.
This was Christmas in my parents’ living room. Photo by my mom. Likely 2004. I’m not sure if they
are still around. I believe Amanda took them with her when she moved out. You would have to ask
her if she has them. Great artwork but hopefully there are some memories attached for her.
Photo 120. Impossible to read in crappy copy you sent. I will look for original, perhaps ask my
mom if she has better photo.
Photo 121 Yup, mom opening Christmas gift from me. I had Dad or Jay pick up. I can’t recall
what it was. I believe it was Christmas 2004. The artist I used is now out of the prison, James Martin,
otherwise I might be able to get a copy from him. Most men around here save stuff they create their
work from.
Photo 122. Amanda with saying close up. Yes that is a diamond ring on her left finger. As I
previously mentioned in one of my letters, we got engaged while I was in prison. I want to say it was
in 2003 or 2004. We were living in a fairy tale but it was how we felt about each other. We couldn’t
even see each other at this point. I had to ask her over the phone. It’s not how I wanted to do it but
she kept insisting that I had no choice and she was going to wait forever and I was going to marry
her, damn it! I would have done anything to make her happy, so I asked her, which did make her
happy, for a while. My problem with it was she still wasn’t dealing with things and I knew she was
looking at this as something that was going to give her lasting happiness. But it wouldn’t, it was just
a band-aid. Don’t get me wrong, I wanted to marry her more than anything in the world, but I wanted
to do it for the right reasons, I wanted to give her the wedding that I knew she was dreaming of. I
wanted to be everything that she needed. The problem was, I knew that unless I could get home, it
was never going to be enough for her. Some girls can make it. She hung in
for a while, but it was impossible. As much as I wanted to be wrong, I also didn’t want her to waste
her life either. Does that make sense? I wanted to be selfish, keeping her to myself and sharing the
love that we felt and the life we dreamt of but also wanted to free her. I pushed her away to live her
life.
Photo #124 Ahh yes, the traveling gumball machine. This photo is kind of funny. The background
is really dark but I think this was taken in our dining room in Rochester. Amanda would often take
photos of herself as she was doing here, with her left hand holding the camera away. This was in the
age before camera phones. She would sometimes take these photos to leave them for me in places
that I would find them and other times she would take them if she felt that she was having a
particularly good hair day and wanted to recreate it. Most of these photos were taken while I was at
work and Kassidy was down for her nap. This is when Amanda would have time to play with her hair
to get it just right, take a shower, create photos, etc.
Photo #125 same as 124 only this time she is trying her look out with a baseball cap. Damn she
looks good in anything! Amanda’s left arm is outstretched because she is holding camera out as far
as she can and snapping photo. (I guess we should have figured out if camera had a timer). This is in
the dining room, and behind is my gun cabinet and entrance to office.
Photo 126 Amanda and I cuddling together on the beach on our summer 2000 trip down the Saco
River. I think this may have been one of the places we pitched tents for the night. You can see
Amanda has my McDonald’s pocket watch clipped to her shorts. Nicole took this close up photo. We
all had a blast!!

Photo 127 This is Jason standing behind Nicole snapping a photo of Nicole snapping photo of
Amanda and I cuddling. (photo 126) Too funny. We had many balls on that trip but I think what you
are referring to as a ball is part of my shirt. I am holding a can in my right arm while my left is
wrapped around Amanda. We played wiffleball, football and frisbee on the trip. Looking at
Amanda’s shorts, I think this trip may have been in June or July 2000. She was a little thicker when
we first met. Not that it mattered to me. She could weigh 250 and she would still be #1 to me. Strictly
for date purposes. Jackie had Kassidy for this 2-3 day trip. Other than the October fall from the truck
incident where Jeff didn’t bring Kassidy home, he and Jen NEVER watched Kassidy more than an
overnight.
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Photos #128 + 129 are of Amanda and Kyle at Water Country in Portsmouth NH. They went
there together with my mom when Kyle was over for summer vacation. I was already in jail. I am
assuming this was sometime in 2003-2004. I know my mom took the photo. My mom is rarely in
photos. I imagine this was while Amanda was living with my mom. Up until last year, Kyle has
always spent a significant amount of time at my parents’ during the summer. As he gets older he is
involved more with sports, friends, etc.
Photo #130 is of Amanda and I being pulled in a tube in my parents’ pool. The reason you can’t
see the fence is there was a small section on the backside that needed to be replaced. This photo
doesn’t show the rest of the fence. It looks like it might be Jackie, the daughter of a lady named Liz
that my mom was friends and worked with pulling us in the raft. The only problem I have with the
photo is the date stamp. The weekend of the 4th of July is the busiest of the year in Hampton and I
worked all of them since 1995 with the exception of when Kyle was born in 1997. It is possible that
it is correct and we spent Sunday 7/2 and part of Monday 7/3 at my parents but I doubt it. I think it is
more likely that this was taken the following week when I brought my mom home. It’s hard to tell. I
know at one point, my mom, Amanda and Liz stayed at the house together at my house and watched
the fireworks from the roof of the Hampton Beach McDonald’s. I was working downstairs and came
up to watch with them. The only problem is the beach is EXTREMELY packed on the 4th and I
doubt my mom would have gone there for that. In addition, after the 4th of July, Hampton Beach
puts on a fireworks display every Wednesday night throughout the summer. It could have been the
following Weds. This photo may have been taken on 7/3 but I’m not sure.

Photo #131 Amanda and I right outside Vanessa’s bedroom in her apartment in early 2001.
Vanessa took the photograph. Kassidy had just passed a few months earlier and this is when Amanda
was rail thin. The red top is clinging to her. These are the days that I was most worried about her. I
literally had to spoon feed her at times to get her to eat. She lost her passion for a while. This is why
it is so good to see this photo. It was a rare night that I wasn’t working at C&S Grocers and/or
Domino’s delivering pizza. We got dressed and were getting ready to go to dinner and bowling in
Brattleboro. It’s nice to see her smiling during this especially tough period. I worked a lot. I know
this bothered her because she wanted me there (believe me, there was no place I would have rather
been) but I was working two jobs trying to keep afloat. I was determined to beat these charges and I
didn’t want to lose our house and all other bills I had. Many nights I worked 4-10:30 at Domino’s
and then drove to C & S in Brattleboro and worked picking boxes in the subzero freezer from
11P.M.-7AM. I’d drive back to Keene, sleep for a couple hours, spend time with Amanda, drive to
Dover if I had a visit with the boys and then start the process allover again. I only did this for 3
months or so. The C&S Job was so physically demanding. At first, I cut my shifts back at Domino’s
but when I was falling asleep driving I had to give my notice at C&S. It was a stressful time with all
that I had hanging over my time but any moment of downtime I had, I tried to make it memorable. If
for some reason I got convicted, I wanted Amanda to always have good memories to think back on
from before November of 2000 and after. As the summer wore on and Amanda started to handle the
grief better we would do more things. We went to Springfield Mass., and the Basketball Hall of
Fame. We went to museums in Boston. We went to Pittsburg NH with Bruce and Michelle. We
camped. We went out on the 3 wheelers, we sat and tried to catch shiners in the brook at my
grandparents’ farm for hours. We weren’t going on with our lives and forgetting all about Kassidy as
some have insinuated. I was trying to get Amanda out, doing things to cheer her up and share our
lives together. We needed to be around each other. There is no way I was going to abandon her or not
do everything that I could to make her smile.
Photo #132 I am kissing Amanda in a room that doesn’t look familiar to me. I am wondering if
this is Brandon’s parents’ house or Nicole and Brandon’s after they fixed it up. This is the type of
photo that Nicole would snap. I imagine that it was late 2000 perhaps on one of our trips up to see
them in Belmont. I think it was late 2000 because my tan is basically gone, I’m still fairly thin and I
have a pager on my belt. I bought the pager for when Tristan was pregnant with Kyle. Back then cell
phones were not as small as today. I kept the pager and mostly my McDonald’s people used it. I
don’t recall using my pager after 2000. Maybe I did for a while but I doubt it. In any event, man was
she a good kisser. Hard to look at but great memories. She and I were very affectionate, always
holding hands, cuddling, her sitting on my lap, etc.
Photo #133. This Photo was taken by me on the same day we had lunch with Vanessa at Robin
Hood Park in Keene (see photo 116). At this time, Amanda and I were staying with Eric Lepisto after
Amanda and Vanessa had their argument. This picnic lunch was a chance to meet and talk. As you
can see as compared to photo#131 when we were at Vanessa’s, Amanda had put on some weight, cut
her hair and generally was doing better.
Photo #116 was written about in letter #93. This photo was taken in April 2001. Obviously we
found a nice day in April, considering Amanda was wearing shorts and tank top. Must have been like
this April so far.
Photo #134 Amanda and I cuddled up on a bed. Isn’t she beautiful? Damn, these pictures are
tough. I can’t tell you what it felt like to go to bed at night and have my arms wrapped around her.
This may sound a little creepy but seeing her on this bed reminds me of how much I always enjoyed
watching her sleep. She always required more sleep than me so I had many opportunities. We had a
chair in our bedroom and I would sometimes sit in it and watch her for a while. I would then crawl
into bed with her and get face to face so I could feel her shallow breath on mine. It was the best when
she would wake up like this. I would have these big green eyes staring into mine and I would feel her
lips instinctively reach for mine. Damn!!!

Ok, back to this photo, by the closeness and angle, I believe I held the camera out with my left
hand and snapped this photo. I am not sure when it was taken. I don’t believe that I had seen Amanda
yet when this was developed 12/22/2000. I’m guessing that this picture is older (Pre Nov. 2000) and
was just on a roll of film. There isn’t much background to go by.
Photo #135. This is another instance of Amanda holding the camera out with her left hand and
snapping picture. I think it might have been while I was in Strafford County Jail, pre trial. Amanda
would send me photos like this to try and keep my spirits up. Even though I had a bunch of photos of
her, new photos and letters always made me feel like she was thinking of me. I can’t tell where she
was but it was late 2001.
Photo #136 is of Amanda and I at ESPN Zone or another bar in New York City. This was during
our first trip to NY City in summer of 2000. If we can find out when the Yankees played the Red Sox
we will have the date of this photo. It was a weekend, likely in August. I believe that April, Jeremy’s
wife, took the photo. The trip consisted of Jeremy, April, Me, Amanda, Jason and Elaine Shunk. I
can’t recall if there was any other couple there. It was a weekend because as Jeremy pointed out on
the phone, we stayed in the city. I am sure that Jackie watched Kassidy as we would have been gone
2 1/2 days. Kyle was likely at my mom’s. I hope this helps.
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Photos #145 + 146. Awesome photographs of Kassidy. These were taken by Amanda in August
of 2000 when she took Kassidy and her brother(s) to Water Country in Portsmouth. I was busy in
Hampton so I couldn’t make the trip, but I picked up tickets for Amanda to take the kids. I don’t have
the chronology handy but I know that you do. Amanda and I did a lot during August. Jackie watched
Kassidy a lot. One of the times when Amanda went to pick Kassidy up, she brought her brothers
back to spend a few days with us. Amanda may have gone with one of her friends as well. Obviously
from the develop date it was prior to Aug 16, 2000. The important thing is look how HAPPY
Kassidy is? Photos are close enough to see no bruises. She is wearing a 2-piece bathing suit which
show NO BRUISES on her abdomen. I believe during Melissa Chick’s 2nd interview in 2001, she
told police she babysat Kassidy overnight and she had bruises all over her stomach in August. Wish I
had thought of using these photos during the trial. As a matter of fact, I don’t recall my attorneys
asking for ANY photos. Amanda and the kids had a great day. We grilled out that night and I believe
walked up to Lone Oaks and got ice cream later. These are NOT from same Water Country trip as
photos 128+129.
Photo #147 was taken on the same day as 145 and 146 at Water Country but as you wrote in your
letter, it was likely on a different role of film, and this is why it wasn’t developed at same place. It
was obviously at a public pool deck and I cannot think of another time that Amanda took her to a
public pool.
Photo 148 +149 is from our day together at York’s Wild Animal Kingdom. We had a BLAST. It
was very hot out and these photos were taken near the end of the day. These were taken at the Prairie
dog family exhibit. I took this photo from a across the Cement cylinder display. Actually, the prairie
dog on the log is alive. It looks close to Kyle but they are actually approx. 10’ away. I was using the
zoom on the camera.
We obviously went at the beginning of the season, because of developing date we know it was
6/21/2000. I took at least an entire roll that day. I wish we had the rest. I had some nice ones toward
the beginning with everyone smiling, prior to being hot and tired. We had planned to take them at the
end of the season but as you know we missed it. In 2000, the internet wasn’t used like it is today to
check schedules, opening times, etc.

Photo #150 This photo was taken by me while Kassidy sat smiling in her high chair in the corner
of our dining room. I am quite certain the photos above her head in the frame that you scanned in on
are of the kids., likely, some of her, Kyle, and Brent. I can make out one of Brent and one of Kyle
with his balloon hat on from our day at Faneuil Hall. The rest are a blur. I’m sorry I can’t be of more
help. I’m sure my mom removed the photos and has them but I doubt she remembers what is in them.
We had pictures all over the house, walls, fireplace mantle, etc. Most all of them of the kids. Due to
Kassidy’s face thinning a little, I am going to guess this was taken sometime in August. I think we
were just getting ready to have some ice cream and that is why she was smiling so. She was so cute I
couldn’t resist snapping the photo.
Photo 151, described with 151.
Photo 152, awesome photo. I remember the day, we went up to visit Nicole and Brandon. I know
I was in work clothes. I believe Kyle was with us. I was helping Brandon dig a root or something
before the ground froze for the winter. We moved some heavy stuff around and then I took everyone
to dinner. We decided on Mexican because I wanted the kids to try something a little different. I wish
I could be more specific. If I had to guess I would say it was the week after the 15th. It was a
weekday because I left straight from work. The reason I am guessing after the 15th is I know I left
those finger tip marks on her cheeks around my birthday Oct. 15. You can see her jaw is completely
free of blemishes and marks. I also think this time is likely because I was discussing 3 wheelers with
Brandon and I believe I told him I found one in Maine I was going to look at. As we know, I went to
Maine the weekend of the 22nd with Jeff. I’ll keep working on it. I hope this helps some.
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You started out here asking about group photos in sports and asked specifically about my football
years, injuries, battles for positions, etc. Injury wise, I broke pretty much every finger at one time or
another, I broke one of my forearms, had the usual knee and ankle injuries at time, etc. With regards
to position battles
I didn’t have to deal with to much of that after my first year playing. I played mostly on the offensive
and defensive lines. During practice I got to play some fullback. I wasn’t nearly as fast as the
halfbacks but I was really hard to tackle. I wasn’t what I would consider, athletically “gifted” the
way Kyle appears to be. What I lacked in athleticism and talent, I made up for in tenacity and hustle.
If I was on the offensive line blocking, I would rather break my arm than let you get by me and get to
my quarterback. If I was on defense, I did everything I could to get into the backfield and make the
tackle. My motor never stopped running until the whistle blew. In Pop Warner, there were 3
divisions based on age and size. Pee Wee (smallest) Jr. Midget, and midget.(largest). During my
second year playing I and 2 others were voted team captains. Up until a year or so ago, Kyle would
wear my state runner up jacket that we earned. It touched my heart to see him have pride in
something like that. I have to find some time to go through my list of classmates you sent me as there
may be some classmates worth contacting.
Photo #160 Tristan is holding Kyle as he reaches out to touch Ronald McDonald’s nose in the
kitchen area of the Rochester McDonald’s. I took the photo. Every now and then we would have a
visit from Ronald and I had Tristan bring the boys whenever we had something going on. Date stamp
says 6/30. Obviously this must have been 1998, just before Kyle’s 1st Birthday. This is not the same
clown that is grabbing Kyle’s
cheeks at Faneuil Hall.
Photo #161 L to R I am standing with Peter Napoli, Bob McDougall, and Frank Morse. At the
time of this photo Pete was Vice President of Colley McCoy, Bob & Frank were the two directors of
operations (what Jeremy is now). This was taken in the early 1990’s when I was just an assistant
manager. The restaurant is the Bull Run in Ayer, Ma. (actually may be Shirley Ma.) The award is
either a service award or being a part of winning the Ray’s Way companywide contest. I helped Dan
place in the top 3 as an assistant and went on to win it as a restaurant manager. When I was promoted
to area supervisor, my restaurants consistently placed in the top 3 areas in the company. I think I was
winning the contest in 2000 when this tragedy happened.

Photo #162 I am in Superman costume, at Spaulding High School during Feb. vacation 1998 or
1999 making presentation to my and Larry Lane’s restaurant mgt. teams. See Photo of me and
Stephanie Chick in Wonder Woman costume for date. Photos taken on same night. The guy right to
my left with his head tilted and hand touching his face is Larry Lane. Those were some of our
Restaurant Managers around him. They were all laughing because I had a bit of a “wardrobe
malfunction” when I jumped on a table and Steve Slip, one of Larry’s manager’s, was showing them
on his digital camera.
Photo #163 All of us at McDonald’s Special Olympics lunch held at the UNH Campus in
Durham. We provided this lunch for the athletes every June around the same time each year. All of
the area restaurants would roll up 400 or so fajitas and Larry and I would coordinate delivery. If you
want exact date of event in 2000 it may be easiest to email Special Olympics NH and ask them. They
would likely know. I may be able
to get some help from Larry if he ever responds. I can’t remember the names of our contacts at
Special Olympics. As you can see from the photos enclosed with Larry Lane’s article, on the far right
I’m holding Kyle and Tristan and Brent are right beside me. They came down to help out. I thought it
was good that they learn about helping others. Now, I try to teach them in other ways from here.
Fortunately, I have an accommodating family who help me when I plan something. In the bottom
photo, that is Larry Lane with his arm around Tristan and Gina Warner is behind them.
Photo #165. Me and Tristan holding Kyle’s hand as he cuts his cake at his birthday party.
Looking on is Brent who is licking frosting off his finger. To Brent’s left is Dorothy Urrutia. I can’t
see the kids that well. I’m not sure who took the photo. I know it was in our driveway. This is often
what we would do during the summer months. If the kids were not having a party at a place like
Chuck E Cheese, I would grill food and we would all eat food, cake, play games, etc. outside. This
was likely Kyle’ second birthday as you suggest.
Photo #166 I am holding Tristan, Brent and Kyle in a chair at my parents’ house in Keene. We
would try to get over to see them at least once a month. Usually I’d leave work early on a Saturday
and we’d stay until Sunday night. With regards to the nice quote on the bottom, I am guessing this is
something that Nicole put together for the guy that was doing my PSI Investigation. Nicole also
loves quotes. I recognize this quote as one I sent her but I don’t recall the source. Often when I find
quotes there is no source given. If there is, I always include it. I’m sure my mom took the photo.
3/15/98
Photo #168 A photo of me giving Kyle and Brent a horsey ride. 11/26/98. This was in my
parents’ living room. Photo was either taken by my mother or Tristan. I know I wrote to you a while
back about me giving the kids horsey rides until my knees were raw. Now you have the evidence. A
picture really is worth a 1000 words. The kids loved it when the “Bucking Bronco” would put its
head down, kick its rear end up in the air and deliver them to the couch in one swift movement. The
people at Filene’s loved me. I had to be one of their best pant customers.
Photo 169 dated 9/17/99. This is a photo of Kyle in Jason’s ski boots. Like his dad before him,
Kyle had a fetish of walking around in the biggest shoes he could find. You asked about skiing. Both
Jason and I ski. Actually we both started together in high school. Vanessa taught us. She took us and
some other friends up to Waterville Valley. We had a blast. From there Jason and I used to go a few
times a year. We would go to Gunstock, Wildcat, Temple Mt., Cannon, Sunday River, Etc. I suck,
but have a ball. Jason is a great skier. He has taken Kyle and Brent out for me. Kyle enjoys
snowboarding more than skiing. Kyle has only gone a handful of times but has unbelievable
coordination and balance. I bought a nice set of skis at the special
Olympics auction dinner in 1996 or 1997. That is the same place that Larry purchased the weeklong
vacation trip to Martha’s Vineyard that we split in the summer of 2000. He must have purchased at
1999 auction dinner. Many months before our trip. I hope this provides some insight.

Photo #165. I wrote about this in letter 87 photo 59. Tristan same party plate, same clothes. We
were long split up and still doing things together. I think Amanda and Kassidy were there at this
party. As we see from the June 22 York’s pictures, Kyle and Kassldy were together so Tristan
definitely knew about Amanda now. I wish I had more photos. Of this party. I’m having trouble
recalling right now but I am almost positive Amanda and Kassidy were there too. Photo #170 in next
letter is of Kyle’s 2nd birthday party. In any event. photo 165 is a great example of that close
relationship I have told you about on numerous occasions that Tris and I had long after split.
April 12, 2010 (98)
Photo #170 Kyle’s second birthday family party in our dining room at Rochester house. Kyle is
getting ready to blow out candles as big bro Brent looks on and prepares to help if needed. You can
see me on right, Possibly Nicole on right? I think Tristan snapped this photo. Interesting story. You
can see the kitchen door in the background. I came home from work one day when Kyle was 14 or
15 months old and the bottom right pane of glass was smashed out. I asked Tristan what happened
and she looked down at Kyle. “Ask your son”, she said. She then told me that someone was upset
when daddy left for work and wanted him to come back home. Kyle had smashed the bat against the
door when I left which broke the glass. I had been tossing Kyle balls in the kitchen for a few minutes
before I left for the day. Apparently, he wanted to keep playing...:)
Photo #171 Me playing ball in the front yard with the boys as my dad looks on. The milk crate
you see is what we kept the various wiffle and other balls in during the summer. Later when we were
playing inside, the balls were in this little plastic wheelbarrow in Kyle’s room. This was NOT the bat
used on the 8th of Nov. See explanation of bat use with photo 60. He had graduated to smaller bat by
then. In photo #171 Kyle is not yet 3 yrs. by Nov. He was 3 1/2. My mom took photo I think.
Photo #172. This is the last boat trip on Winnisquam that Nicole wrote to you about. It was in
2001. I think you have date already. The tuber is Tim Goodnow. I was doing my best to knock him
out of the tube as Jason (passenger) filmed. I think I may have been wearing life jacket to ham it up
for photo. I had them on boat but only had the kids wear them always. I guess I wasn’t setting a very
good example for them by not requiring everyone to wear them. I believe Brandon took this photo.
Photo #173 HALLELUJAH! You found a photo with a date stamp of 8/1/2000 for our
camping/canoeing trip down the Saco River. Provided this date is correct, we can go 2 days in either
direction. Kassidy was in Maine with Jackie and Tristan had Kyle. The kids were too little to take
canoeing. We had a blast. If I was out right now you can bet I would be doing this with the kids,
family, etc. Jason, Nicole, Dad, and I at the
beach. Brandon and Amanda were looking at us. One of them snapped the photo.
Photo #174 Note from me to family that I left when I was headed to jail I believe. No idea who or
why anyone photographed it. I wrote many notes trying to keep everyone up and encouraged. This is
one of the dumbest ones.
Photo #175 This is the same camping trip in 2000 as the one spoken about in #173 This is
Amanda snapping photos as we work. Figures :) This sign may provide clue to which route we took
on trip.
Photo 177 Great photo of Me, Tristan, Mom, Jay, Nicole, and Dad dressed up for something. I
think it may be my cousin, Michelle’s, wedding. Email this photo to my mom and ask her. If she
agrees it was Michelle’s wedding, she will find date.
Photo #178 I HOPE YOU DANCE- By Le Ann Womack. What are you trying to do, KILL me?
Kyle and I had several songs. This one wasn’t our song as much as it was one I dedicated to him.
Every verse of the song is perfect and is exactly how I want him to live his life. Kyle has always been
a child with a zest for life and full of wonder I want him to be hungry, strive for excellence, help
others, appreciate all that is around him, live in the moment, do what is right, not what is easiest, etc.
I wrote something up for him once. Mrs. Kelly has it posted in her office. I will find it and make a
copy. This song ALWAYS brings me to tears. You should listen to it once.

Photo 179 I am taking a little time to get some “lovin” from Malana before I head off to
Domino’s for the night. Malana is a great cuddle bug. I’m sure Mom or Jay took the photo. Malana
loved for me to read book after book and play “cash register” or dolls.
April 9, 2010 (99)
“What is more unwise than to mistake uncertainty for certainty, falsehood for truth?” -Cicero
Roman Orator Tell me that this doesn’t describe this case in a nutshell?
“The truth is always something that is told, not something that is known. If there were no
speaking or writing, there would be no truth about anything.” -Susan Songtag
I worked hard this weekend and am almost through the envelopes with the photos. Hopefully you
find something useful in them. I now have approx 10 of the larger yellow envelopes to get to. I
appreciate you sending me the pages unfolded as they are much easier to handle. However, unless
you are sending a bunch of photos or the day timer/ journal entries, feel free to fold the papers and
send in the standard white #10 envelopes as you have been. Though it is less convenient to handle
the folded letters, they are less expensive to send. ALSO, I think I may have confused you on the
phone. What I was trying to remind you is that I have special permission for you to send MORE than
10 pages in an envelop until May 31st.
I haven’t read the yellow envelopes yet but I “peeked” ahead and see that you have copied my
entire October 2000 day timer. (It still amazes me the stuff you are finding) All 30 pages of that, in
theory could have been sent in one envelope. Of course, because I have special permission, it doesn’t
mean there won’t be a substitute officer in the mailroom one day who will see more than 10 pages,
not know that we have permission to send it this way and will reject it. It is probably just as well that
you are sending them this way. I just wanted to make you aware. In a 5 minute cursory look at one of
the yellow envelopes with the day timer entries, I am not sure how useful they will be. What a mess.
Looking at them, brought me back to the realization that many of my entries were made as I was
driving. (Not very safe habit). I will give you as many notes as I can from them. Most of it is work
stuff so I am not sure how useful it will be. I did notice on the one envelope that I opened I was using
some pages as scrap paper for personal contacts involving my case. I had Alan Cronheim’s name,
phone number and address in their. I also had Sisti’s number, etc. It’s weird how seeing something
can bring you right back to that time period. I was just writing that information from Bruce’s house
as I was searching for an attorney. I wrote Alan’s address at the top of the page after I called and
made contact with him as I needed to drive down there. Obviously Kassidy was still alive in October
so I would not have had to contact a lawyer in October. Which also reminded me of something. The
police immediately took possession of my car in the parking lot of the Kittery Police Station. In it
were many of my work files, my November day timer, etc. They had my car for several weeks and
when it was
released to me, it was released directly to McDonald’s as it was their car and I was no longer
working for them. The only thing that I got out of the car was a jacket that I had in there. Jack Loftus
grabbed it for me. It’s too bad. I would love to see the Nov. day timer. Thinking of it now, the police
must have really thought I did something to Kassidy when I had that 30 minutes alone with her in the
car on the Spaulding Turnpike on the 8th. The prosecutors stated as much in their opening
statements. They had that car for weeks, tearing it apart. At one point, I remember Jack Loftus telling
me during a visit here that Peter had Jack call them asking them when they could have their car back.
When I take polygraph, make sure you tell them about the car ride alone with Kassidy and the police
theory. I WANT every possible question asked about that damn car ride!!
I’m glad you talked to Jeremy. Hopefully it will result in something.

You asked- Did Larry Lane go to Martha’s Vineyard with Janet? As I recall, you brought
Amanda by the Colley McCoy office. How was the arrangement made for the week at the Vineyard?
Larry DID NOT go to the Martha’s Vineyard with Janet. He went with Kim Grace. In the fall of the
previous year, Larry, myself and several other people attended the Special Olympics Silent Auction
and dinner. We attended it every year. It was a great cause raising money and awareness for NH
Special Olympics. We typically overbid on items at the event for charity. Occasionally you got good
deals. Larry was with Janet at the time of the auction and they bid on the trip and won. They were
planning to take a summer vacation for the first time in many years. Janet and Larry split up. When
that happened I was there for Larry through the grief just as he was for me with Tristan. A short
while before the Vineyard trip, I hooked Larry up to date Kim Grace. They hit it off and dated for a
while. Larry came to me one day and said that he had this trip that he had bid on. (I’m only 99% sure
it was the Special Olympics dinner). He and Kim just started dating and didn’t think it was a good
idea to spend an entire week away from the restaurants so he asked me if I would like to split the trip.
He suggested that Amanda and I go for the first part of the week and he and Kim would leave and go
the second part of the week. I thought that was a great idea. He was insistent on not taking any
money from me for the trip which I felt a little weird about. He explained it that the housing
arrangement was already paid for and that he wanted to give it to me as I had introduced him to Kim.
At the time, Larry had been with Janet exclusively for 20 years and was like a kid with his new
girlfriend. It was a nice gesture on his part but I wasn’t used to accepting gifts from others. I finally
relented. Amanda and I went and had an awesome time.
Photo #180 I’m holding Malana in the living room at my parents’ house. Dated Jan. 8, 2001. I
was staying with my parents for a while at this point. I couldn’t find work in Rochester and I had just
started at Domino’s I believe. I’m sure Jason or mom took this photo. Baby girl is sleeping on me. It
is the best feeling in the world to hold a child when they are sleeping. I absolutely loved it anytime
Kyle, Kassidy, or Malana fell asleep on my chest as I was holding them like this. I remember falling
asleep on my dad like this as a child. It was the most secure feeling in the world.
Photo #181 Picture of Malana and Kyle playing in my parents’ living room in Keene. I’m not sure
who took the photo or what the event was. I’m not certain if we were all there or if Kyle was just at
my parents for a few days as he sometimes was. My mom took Kyle whenever she could get him.
She sometimes watched him for me if I had something going on and sometimes for Tristan to on her
weekends if she had something going on. My folks were always more involved, and seeking to be
more involved, with the boys than Tristan’s parents seemed to be. I know this has always been
something that has bothered Tristan some and has caused some tension between she and I at different
points. I always tried to explain it that some families are just different. What is important is that we
raise them the way WE want to and the closeness WE desire.
Photo #182 First page of journal. This was a journal I did while in county jail. Amanda asked me
to write to her everyday. I mentioned “journal” one day and she thought it was a great idea and asked
me to. I tried to do anything to make her happy and feel loved. I tried to write in the journal
everyday. When I filled them up, I would mail them home to her. Not much in them. What I ate,
what I did, what I was thinking about, how much I loved her, responding to some thoughts in letters
that she mailed me, etc.
Photo #183 this 1984 journal was a yearlong project in Mrs. Locke’s English class. All students
did this in the class. I can’t recall if Mrs. Locke taught 6 or 7th grade English. I can’t believe some of
the crap I kept.
You asked about 1984 team photo of the Keene Flying Knights Football team, 5pecifically what 1
rememher ahout Ken Bumps. At first, I didn’t remember anything about Ken Bumps. Then I
remembered that he lived on Elm Street in Keene. The following year after I met Ken, he changed
his last name to Hamlin. I don’t know if he was adopted or something. He was friendly enough we
just ran in different crowds. He was one of the “heads” that is the group that most people associated
as trouble makers. They smoked cigarettes and were involved with drugs. He didn’t play football
beyond that I don’t believe.

You said- I found a couple of pay stubs for Domino’s and C& S Grocery in 2001. Can you tell me
more ahout your work life from the time you left your Colley McCoy job until the revocation of your
bail on 21 August 2001? When I first left McDonald’s I thought I would have no problem with my
work history finding a position somewhere. Because of the extensive media coverage nobody over
there in the Seacoast area would touch me. I had an interview with the district manager of Rent-ACenter in Portsmouth. The guy was impressed with my credentials and job history. He hired me on
the spot. I was supposed to start a day or so later. A few hours before I was supposed to be there for
my first shift he called me up to inform me that they decided to go in another direction. The night
before I was in the news again. He admitted that was the problem. I couldn’t get hired even for a
counter position at Dunkin Donuts.
Talk about depressing. I finally found a short term job selling seasons passes/collecting
donations for the Pontine Theatre in Portsmouth. They hadn’t heard of my troubles. I think I made
$8.00 per hour and if I was able to solicit extras out of the people, I got a bonus. I worked after hours
when the theatre was closed 4 P.M.-9 P.M. making calls. It was only a 3-4 week job. I think I had a
key to the place. I met with the director once. They must have had a good impression because they
trusted me. I know they were ecstatic with my results. I learned to upsell very well at McDonald’s.
After that job ended I was again jobless. My friend, Jack Loftus, had a daughter whose boyfriend
worked for Kevin Couronis in his Salem Domino’s Pizza. Jack reached out to him and Kevin agreed
to meet with me. He met me in Keene and hired me after a 30 minute interview. I was out of work
for about a month before that happened. It was the first time in my life I had never not worked. I was
so thankful for the job. I busted my tail and made it a point to deliver more pizza than anyone else.
More delivers meant more tips. That is how we made our money. I was probably making $400-500
per week, far less than what I was used to making. I always kept busy cleaning when not busy. I
think Kevin appreciated my work ethic.
I was falling behind in the bills, I wanted to give Vanessa money to help out, I was buying food,
had all of my Rochester bills, and Amanda wasn’t in any condition to work. I went and applied at
C&S grocers. It was one of the largest employers in the Keene area. At the time, their warehouse was
in Brattleboro, Vt. They supplied all of the area grocery stores. I had a friend, Amanda Mills, that I
used to work with at McDonald’s that worked there. She got me an interview. I was being trained in
the deep freezer. We would race around this huge warehouse picking orders and stacking them on
pallets. The more you were able to “pick” the more you could make. For the first 8 or 10 weeks you
are on training wages. Some guys that had been there for years made $30.00 an hour. It was good.
But it was very hard. I’m having trouble remembering. I know I worked the 3rd shift, but it may have
been 10 hour days or 3 12 hour shifts 7-7 after the initial training. I didn’t last that long. I think 2 1/2
- 3 months. It just got to be too much. I was hardly seeing Amanda, who was extremely needy, this
made her even more depressed, I was falling asleep driving, I was working 80 hour weeks which I
often did at McDonald’s, but this was different. I had the weight of Kassidy’s death and being
charged with her murder all draining me. I stuck with Domino’s only and did the best I could. About
a month or so before my bail was revoked Amanda decided she wanted to work and got a job at the
Pizza Hut in Brattleboro. This was good because it really helped her moods. We all want a sense that
we are accomplishing something.

You mentioned running across something that showed I was on High Honors with 20 other
students. Don’t be too impressed, I was taking classes that were not challenging. Or, at least below
what I was capable of doing. I believe this was my junior or senior year and I already was the first
assistant manager in the company while still in high school. I had pretty much made up my mind that
I was going to pursue this career for a while. I was making $400 a week and working 45-50 hours
during high school. Like many teenagers, I had all the answers then. I was good at my job and knew I
could make as much money as the kids in my class who were going to be saddled with debt by going
to college. What I didn’t realize is all that I would be sacrificing to do it. I don’t regret my decisions.
I just wish I had done some things differently. I am definitely trying to steer Kyle and Brent in the
direction of how important school is and college being an option. I think it is ok for them to have a
job for some extra spending money but school IS their job and main priority right now. I want them
to enjoy this time in their lives and tryout all kinds of new things.
I hope this information helps.
April 14, 2010 (100)
Thanks for the information about Larry Vanderberg. It’s frustrating that he is still in jail even
after passing the polygraph. It appears that my attorneys had some insight when I said, “hook me up
to a lie detector test. Maybe when I pass it they will start looking for real evidence of what happened
to Kassidy and who did it.” Alan replied, “At this point, it doesn’t matter. If you take the test and fail,
the police/prosecution will say, ‘see, we told you he was guilty.’ If you pass the test they will just
accuse you of being a master of deception.” Morrison, I just don’t understand it. If the state puts so
much weight into these tests, why are they so intent on not letting go when someone passes the test?
Isn’t truth supposed to matter over conviction rates? I hope something happens for Mr. Vanderberg
soon.
You sent me 3 pages of the witness list with some names checked off. I have reviewed the list and
don’t recognize a lot of them either. It is probably typical that the state puts anyone they can think of
on the list. I can help with a few names but have no idea why some of them would be on the list.
Capt. Dowaliby- you had a mark next to, he was the Capt. at Strafford County Jail.
Det. Paul Callaghan, Now a Capt. with Roch. PD. I knew him. I dealt with him at our Rochester
store. He seemed like a straight shooter. We talked personally a few times about guns and possibly
going out shooting sometime.
Gustavo Guerra I believe may have been the name of some guy that Amanda stayed with during
one of her trips to Texas. She and Cathy had some type of tiff and if this is the same guy, he was a
friend of Cathy’s. Amanda worked in a restaurant down there for a short while.
You had a few state troopers marked, ex. Lamson, Trp. (I assume TRP is the abbrev. for trooper).
I imagine they are marked and we don’t recognize them because they were involved with the
numerous stakeouts the state police spent 100’s of hours on, trying to catch Amanda and I together.
Can you believe I caught them twice and thought they were just punks following me, I had no idea
they were state police in regular vehicles. They never caught us together, but all they had to do was
ask me if I was seeing her. I was glad that during the grand jury proceedings in Aug. 2001, many of
my friends told the police Amanda and I were together and I never asked them to lie about it or for
me. “Chad told us to tell the truth.”
Tom Miner is a family friend that used to work at McDonald’s in Keene. For a week or two in the
summer of 2001, Amanda and I stayed at his house in Fitzwilliam NH.
I believe Mary was with us then. What is weird is I don’t see Mary on the list??
Kassidy Bortner is on the list. This seems pretty odd.

Adam Tuttle is on the list. I find this interesting because I don’t recall ever seeing an interview of
him in my discovery. Adam was in the holding cells with me at Strafford along with C. Merrill and
C. Gautreau. Tuttle claimed to me that the police interviewed him, In fact, you recently asked me
about it after going through some of my notes. Anyway, he gave a far different account to the police
than Merrill and Gautreau. I recently ran into Tuttle at the prison and asked him to write to down
everything that he remembers about the police interview and send it to you. Obviously, if the cops
interviewed him and didn’t turn it over to us, it is withholding evidence.
Hope this helps,
April 14, 2010 (101)
You asked about a letter that I sent to Bob Fisher saying that I was going to write to Innocence
Project. You asked if I followed through. Quick answer, no. That was part of the plan for Ron Rice.
After he did his work and found something that would be of interest to them, he planed to contact the
New England Innocence Project. He told me during a visit that he had the ‘name of a contact there. It
was something I
asked him to do several times and I don’t believe he did. It was probably best that he didn’t.
You enclosed a letter that I wrote to Mike about my property. You asked who Mike is. Mike is
Mike Bolduc, Stephanie’s husband. He works for a law firm in Dover. He deals mainly with estates
and things as I understand it. I just re-read the letter. Can you see how complicated my mind
sometimes makes things? I always want to understand every angle.
You spoke at length about the 2004 letter I sent Alan with regards to upcoming sentence review
and my assertions of grabbing Kassidy’s cheeks being a very bad act. You are totally correct in your
explanation. I had the best of intentions. The problem wasn’t that I grabbed her cheeks to correct a
behavior. It was that I gripped too firmly, which left bruises.
You asked about Jeff suing Colley McCoy for the loss of contracts. Yes, Jeff and his attorney
started a suit against the company right after they started against me. In discussions with Jack Loftus
or Mr. Fisher, one of them summarized that Jeff was suing me to try and get information to help with
his case agasint Colley-McCoy/McDonald’s. The theory was that they hoped that I would give them
all kinds of info about McDonald’s which they could use to collect a large payday. Jeff or more
likely his lawyer, knew that I didn’t have any money and that a payday would have to come from
McDonald’s. Jeff had had some experience with the courts. I know of at least 3 businesses he sued
or claimed to sue in the short time I knew him. I believe that he was suing McDonald’s for $500,000.
I don’t know how that case came to an end, but Colley McCoy had good lawyers. Shortly after my
suit got dropped, McDonald’s did as well.
Jack Loftus would know all of the details of the suit and what happened. All he ever told me was
that it was a joke, and they weren’t going to pay him a dime. This is exactly the type of thing that
Jack handles for the company, but he is pretty tight lipped. Jack is a “company man”, much the way I
was. Hell, I still was a “company man” in 2004 when being deposed. I did everything I could to
protect this company I loved without lying. I was really close with Jack, but I haven’t seen him in
several years. I made sure Mr. Fisher sent Jack copies of my depositions to Jack, to help them
prepare. I now wish I had asked for a copy of their suit.
You talked about finding a copy of my 2000 Day Timer in the crates. Alan Cronheim is in there
because I used the little pad for misc. notes AFTER Oct. 2000. I will elaborate in greater detail in
next letter. I understand about not wanting to test the exception, makes sense. I wish I had read this
before I responded to these new envelopes in a letter to you 2 nights ago. Oh I well, You are smart
and will figure it;out. You DO NOT need to send me a copy of my Nov. 9 interview. I received it
Friday. As soon as I have a few hours and am not backed up 20 letters, I will mark them up as
requested.
April 15, 2010 (102)

It was interesting to see my pocket Day Timer. Unfortunately, it wasn’t as helpful as I was
hoping. Mainly because this is what I jotted my notes in when driving from restaurant to restaurant
on a daily
basis. I had a larger book size calendar (that was in my car when they seized it.) Rarely did I use this
Day Timer the way I did on Oct. 6th.
Listing out my tasks for the day and checking them off as I completed them. My penmanship is
extremely messy anyway but it is far worse in this book because I am driving in the car while
driving. I got very good at using my steering wheel as a desk. (I know not very safe.)
My company was so old fashioned. We did everything by pen and paper. In 1999-2000 we were
just starting to get computers. If my stuff was done in a computer we would likely have records of it,
but the office got rid of most of my stuff when they got the car back.
Notes from my page by page review. [The notes in italic are what was in the Day Timer.
Sometimes, those notes were written well after the specific dates, as I used some of these pages for
scrap paper, but most were for the specific day for that page.]
Pg. 2 you can see that I jotted down some of the sports lines for football games. Jeremy had just
introduced Bruce and I to betting that season. We did very well.
Oct. 6 was a typical work day and how I usually used my calendar. On the right hand side you
can see that I had Vanessa’s contact information. We had recently had gotten in touch with each
other. She was a longtime friend but we sometimes went without contact for a year or two at a time. I
recall approx. a month ago you asked me a time line question about Vanessa where I went home and
no one was there so I met up with her for a drink. Maybe right around this date is when that
happened.
Oct. 10 Melissa + Tom RVR Prep. These were the managers of my Rochester and Greenland
stores.
RVR is basically a process where the corporation comes in to check us out. I likely had daylong
stints with our McDonald’s field consultant, Dick Bisbee, around this time.
Oct. 11. I had to register a car. I am assuming it is the RX-7 I still owned. I think our company
cars were registered in Feb, not around my birthday. Also I have a note to sign Tom (Urruitia) and
Nicole up for class. This is the money mgt. class that I paid for Nicole and Tom to go to, Dot and
Amanda were their guests.
Oct. 12 Right hand page you can see a grocery list that I needed to pick up. Milk, OJ, Fruit,
Veggies, Turkey, Bread, Grape Juice, Raisins, Shake N Bake, Ice Cream Sandwiches, Ovaltine. As
you can see, we ate pretty healthy. We ate mainly “Whole Foods” rather than overly processed.
Much better for you. I think the reason this is interesting to me is I have read a lot about Sucrose and
the sugar high. That it is the kind of thing that can make people extremely moody, possibly snap, (the
state’s theory).
Like everything else it doesn’t really prove anything. I just think it adds to the evidence that
things were pretty good in my life, time with family was great (photos), diet was good, love life was
good, sex life was good; actually, everything was great. As happy as I’ve ever been.
Oct. 16 Right side, 200X guy, Jeff 781-593-6676. I believe this is the guy that I bought the 200x
3 wheeler from that I met in Saugus area. We should check the Chase Gold credit card date and see
when that purchase was at the MVP sports store in Danvers/Saugus area. If this all checks out it adds
credibility to my recollection of the date of that photograph of Amanda holding Kassidy at Nicole’s
house in Belmont. As you may recall, in a recent letter I recalled speaking to Brandon at Mexican
food restaurant about purchasing 3 wheelers. I purchased them relatively close together. This was put
the photo sometime in the week of Oct. 20 BEFORE she fell on her head out of Jeff’s window,
BEFORE he spanked her butt black and blue, etc.
Oct. 17 Vanessa updated contact info. She had recently moved to a new apartment in Keene.
When we first met for a drink earlier in month, she was staying with her dad, stepmom, with her
children in Keene. This 651 Park Ave. Apartment is the one I arranged for Amanda to stay at and
eventually I started staying there too.

Oct. 20th I had to voicemail Frank Morse who was the vice president on the other side of the
company. He was the liaison with the Martin Brower Company that arranged the golf outing. On the
right side bottom of the page, you can see that the names that attended that next Monday. I had to
confirm that Darrel Nalli, Jeremy Hinton, Tom Urrutia, Myself and Jim Kennedy were attending.
They all managed restaurants for me. None of my female restaurant managers wanted to attend that
year because it was held in October when it was chilly vs. in the summer when it was typically held.
Oct. 24th You can see that I had been notified by a state labor inspector that my Hampton Rte. 1
and Greenland stores were going to get a state labor audit. This is significant because I talked about
being with Melissa Allard in the Hampton Rte. 1 store on Nov. 8 doing a final run through in
preparation for the audits that were scheduled for the following week. I was quite happy on the 8th
because after reviewing all of the paperwork it was clear we had no violations. You can see my notes
on the page, Hampton + Greenland State Labor Audit info. Inspector wanted to see time records,
payroll roster, workers comp. Policy, Federal ID#, certification.
Oct 25+26. These were blank pages that I used after I was arrested. I wonder if I was off work or
out of town the 25 and 26 because these pages weren’t used. Maybe this is when the Asst. managers
convention was held that year that I attended. In any case, these were personal notes and thoughts
that I wrote with regards to Amanda long after the October time frame. As I have indicated to you on
many occasions, I am one whose brain is always running, because of this I was always finding some
piece of scrap paper to jot a note. I think this day timer ended up in my glove box in my vehicles
because on the right hand side of Oct 26 I wrote down Alan and Mark’s contact info. I will translate
the notes I had written on these dates below. What is interesting to me, is the turmoil I was feeling
about my and Amanda’s relationship. It is obvious that the pending trial was weighing on my
mind and it was making me very insecure about the long term prospects of my and Amanda’s
relationship. It is interesting that my notes are all about my feelings of possibly losing her, what
I wanted to say to Amanda about her giving me strength, etc. There is nothing about me trying
to convince her of something, me trying to get her to lie for me or any other thing that the state
would like to see. My concern with using these pages is that I am writing post October notes in
October calendar. In a sense, they were scrap paper. Will people understand this?
Right hand page of Oct. 25 written I would guess sometime during early part of 2001. I was
feeling very insecure about our relationship, some of Amanda’s lies, and what I feared was to come:
I can’t take all of these guys hitting on you. It never bothered me before because I knew you were
mine but I just don’t know anymore. If I go to jail it will be 10 times worse because you are beautiful
and I won’t be able to give you any affection. Not sure why this is there other than my thinking is
always like this, all over the road
Nicole- house done in March
Possible note to Alan? We both put her in times outs in Brent’s room and in our room.
Message I left for Amanda somehow, not sure what interview I was referring too. Perhaps, C&S.
Sorry I missed you. It is hard. Waiting for interview and I will die if miss your call. Expected call
in Am. I don’t want to make you wait, even for a minute.
-Truthfully, are you still with me because you feel bad?[me asking Amanda]
Oct. 26. Looks to be more misc. things going through my mind possibly discuss with Amanda
and others. Not sure what this refers to. Other than I was feeling really insecure that maybe Amanda
was going to fall out of love with me. Situation with Brandon and brother is going to freak me out.
Are you sure you aren’t going to want anyone else? What if you think the guy is totally hot? I was
very insecure here. This was late summer. Instead of Amanda depending on me, I needed to depend
on her to help me make it through this thing emotionally. Just knowing that she was by my side, no
matter what she said, gave me strength. My all. I promise won’t change. Please stand by me.
I must have given her $200 for something. What are you going to do about 200 comment?
This is how I know it was late summer. We were camping when Mary sprung on me how old
Amanda was. I bet I wrote these notes coming back from a visit with the kids in Dover.
How old are you -really? How will my investigator get in touch with you if you move away. My
lawyer number (do you have) I had just been to my house in Rochester where Travis was living.

House not very neat compared to when you lived there. Amanda always kept house very neat.
I keep thinking of summer us going to party with Kathy. I keep thinking of Korn songs (This is
what we kept listening to on way to a party in Maine with Kathy and Jeremy early summer).
It kills me to picture you having fun with someone else and moving on. I was serious about that
ring, Amanda I want you. She picked out a fake diamond that she wanted and I bought it for her. In
NY City she threw it at me in Yankee Stadium. She got upset about something.
Trips like Saco Bound, I want to have. With Amanda, in the future. I was dreaming out loud.
They are going to try and convince you when I’m in jail how you should move on, (self fulfilling
prophecy?) You probably should. But, I want to let you know that I AM in love with you & will try to
be everything. I know I can change. Like Michelle says, it is something I will always have to work on
(getting upset, yelling, then calming down) but I can and I will. Please don’t give up on me. I don’t
know what I would do w/o you. Why do you want ID so bad? Right hand side of Oct. 26 Alan and
other lawyer contact info. I think I was making list of any possible lawyers, I had Jack Loftus’s home
number because he contacted our corp. lawyers and they gave him name of some reputable firms in
NH that handled this type of thing. I also had Larry Lane’s home # Bob McDougall’s home and Car
phone. This was obvious scrap paper used at different time.
Friday Oct 27 is a regular work day you can see notes all over it pertaining to my restaurants.
There are a few GOLD NUGGETS here. Twice on the left hand side of page I mention contacting
Darren and CCB, (Consumer Credit Bureau) I was contacting both agencies so I could get both of
them to send me any basic financial planning info. That I could review with my assistants at an
upcoming meeting. Also, as you know, Darren worked for Secure Planning and managed my mutual
funds and the boys’ college IRA’s. This is when I requested he send me some prospectuses so that I
could set up a college account for Kassidy as well. I wanted to do some research and find a better
fund because I was not happy with Kyle and Brent’s fund performance. After I got the prospectus’s
and had time to review, Darren set up an appointment to meet in his office. This would be SO
MUCH better if I had written Kassidy’s name here vs. just the bullet to call Darren and CCB. (Bullet
points is often what I used because I knew the subject matter to speak about, and what I wanted to
elaborate on, once I made the call). At least you can see the proof that I was trying to set up account
for Kassidy as I indicated. My goal was to do some research and have a selection made by Christmas.
Kassidy was getting the big doll house I spoke about because she wouldn’t understand a college IRA
but Amanda surely would have.
Also of note, I needed to leave Tristan a voicemail about a check due for Brent’s school $286.00
by next Thursday. I was still helping out and paying for his school 10 months after she and I split up.
I was happy to do it. I am just glad there is a note here for you to see that corroborates what I have
been telling you.
Right hand side of Oct 27 I was using for scrap and has the name and phone number of person to
contact at C&S to apply for a job. In early 2001.
Oct. 30-31 Regular work notes, Shows that I was just using random blank pages for my personal
notes earlier.
On a different subject, did you see the cops in Maryland that beat the shit out of that pedestrian.
It’s interesting because they first claimed the man was acting up, hit them, hit the horse, etc. Only
problem is, someone videotaped it and the cops just attacked this guy, totally contradicting their
claims. Cops lie. Cops are just people too. When are people going to realize this? How many
documented lies do we have in my case that police told????
I hope this helps some.
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You asked about Jen + Jeff first watching Kassidy, me going to Jen’s, Jen coming to my house, if
we double dated with Jen and Jeff after the initial time, etc. I get the feeling that Jen +Jeff had not
watched Kassidy prior to Kassidy and Amanda moving in with me. Amanda and Jennifer were not
close sisters growing up. In fact, they had recently started getting along. I was always encouraging
Amanda to help her relationship with Jennifer grow. It bothered me because I grew up very close to
my siblings and I wanted that for Amanda. I can only recall one time when I was around Jennifer and
Kassidy where Jen was showering Kassidy with affection. It was the first time that I went to the
girls’ parents house in Auburn. Jen held Kassidy for a while and was playing with her. Every other
time we were all together she would hug and kiss Kassidy but didn’t show her much attention
beyond the initial contact. This was in direct contrast to what I was used to with my siblings. I guess
it gave me the impression that Jen was a bit detached from Kassidy. The only way that makes any
sense to me, is if the relationship between Jen and Kassidy was relatively new. Jen made it clear that
she wasn’t a baby person and had no intention of having children.
I believe I first met Jennifer 1-2 months prior to meeting Amanda. Jen and Jeff were doing a
spring clean up in my Rochester store. I remember being impressed with her because she seemed like
a hard worker. I may have seen her the previous fall but I don’t recall speaking to her until the spring
of 2000. She was always friendly when they were landscaping my restaurants. She didn’t speak
much. When Jeff suggested I take Amanda on a date, Jennifer seemed on board, but I recall her
looking at Jeff a lot when she responded. This may be way off base but I got the feeling that Jeff was
offering up a sacrifice for me giving him my business so I quickly dismissed it. When he brought the
subject up a week later it seemed more like he was doing it as “the big man on campus,” that could
make anything happen. In any case, that was the first time I had ever really had a few minute
conversation with Jen. Jeff walked off to do something and I asked her about her sister. Jen said
Amanda was pretty and nice, and had a baby girl. Jen told me that Amanda loved to sing and dance,
etc. Come to think of it, Jen didn’t stop talking until Jeff walked back toward us. This was all
interesting because I was having a hard time telling what Jen really thought of going out to dinner or
something with her sister. It might have been on my first date with Amanda, heading from
Applebee’s to the concert, when the subject came up. I got the impression that Jen and Jeff had tried
to set Amanda up before on a date. Amanda relayed that Jennifer had to talk her into coming down
and this is the description Jen gave Amanda of me, “He’s really nice, he manages a bunch of the
restaurants we landscape for. He is smaller than Jeff but has way more muscles and is hot.” I
remember this because I thought it was funny Amanda would share this with me. Of course, I wanted
to know if Amanda agreed with the assessment and she responded, “When I pulled into Applebee’s
and saw you I said to myself ‘0000. Jen, goooood job’”. Of course, hearing this from Amanda made
me happy because I was really liking her a lot more than I expected too. When I saw Jen socially it
was typically if we all went to dinner together or if she was at our house. I can’t recall ever seeing
Jen at Jeff’s when I went there. Jeff was always paranoid for some reason of me seeing his house. He
said the place was tiny and “dumpy”. I always got the feeling he was in some sort of competition
with me/Jealous.
I was only inside the apartment once prior to the jury viewing. Even then, it was just for a
minute, and he was rushing me out. The night of Nov. 8th he was waiting for me on the porch. The
details are a little fuzzy on this but shortly after Amanda started her job in Kittery I was in
Portsmouth for the day so I went to meet her because I wanted to take her to lunch. I contacted Jeff,
for directions to his place so I could pick Kassidy up for lunch.

For some reason we didn’t end up going anywhere. I went through the McDonald’s drive thru in
Kittery with Amanda and Kassidy for a couple of salads and a Happy Meal. We parked on the far
side of Perfumania where Jen worked, ate and talked. I believe this was the day that I was playing
with Kassidy in the back seat while Amanda was talking. Amanda said, “You’re not even looking at
me.” and I teasingly replied, “No, I’m looking at Kassidy because she’s cuter.” It was a good lunch.
Jen and/or Amanda may have been at Jeff’s and heading to work on this particular day. I’m not sure
but I know I asked Jeff for directions so that I could pick up Kassidy. I thought it was a cool way to
spend a quick half hour together and planned to surprise Amanda in the future, showing up with
Kassidy from time to time for lunch or a quick visit.
I know that I ALWAYS enjoyed it when she or Tristan would show up with the kids sometimes at
a restaurant I was working at. It breaks up the day and that little smile hug, and kiss from Kyle,
Kassidy, or Brent can make the entire day better. Not to mention, kids are like our little trophies. It
sounds horrible but it’s awesome to see how everyone fawn all over them and get all giddy around
them. Believe it or not, at McDonald’s it made the entire mood lighter when someone’s child showed
up for a few minute surprise visit. I loved taking the kids back behind the counter to let them make
their own ice cream sundae.
Amanda and I went on double dates with Jen and Jeff a few times. Jeff was always acting like an
“old fart” though so it was never anything more than dinner. You could tell that this bothered
Jennifer because Amanda and I were always going to do something fun after dinner and she wanted
to go but she never would pressure Jeff and they wouldn’t go without despite our invitations. For
example, on our first date to Applebee’s, I bought 4 tickets to see Staind. Jeff didn’t want to go so I
sold the tickets when we got to the beach. We went out to eat once at Newick’s in Newington and
decided after that we wanted to go walk through Prescott Park in Portsmouth, and then out for drinks
or hot tub in downtown Portsmouth. I believe that we talked him into going to Prescott Park for a
while. But he wouldn’t stay long and the message was, “Forget about going out after.” Once we went
to Margarita’s while visiting Jackie’s house. The girls were all primed to go dancing or something
after but Jeff just wanted to get home to Kittery. Amanda and I went off and did something.
Regarding Jennifer, I know my and Amanda’s relationship caused some tension, between her and
Jeff. As time wore on, Jen would get more vocal to Jeff about what Amanda and I would do, how I
took care of Amanda, etc. I do recall one other time that we all were together, I was working in the
Rochester store for the day and Jen and Jeff were there doing weekly maintenance. I called Amanda
up and she came down with Kassidy and we all had lunch together. I want to say this was sometime
in September because Jeff was doing a full hedge shaping and I usually had that done two times a
year one of them being in Sept. Other than that, he only did weekly touch up. The reason this sticks
out in my head is because I recall from the trial or the interviews Jen saying something untrue about
something about Kassidy and I was curious why she chose that particular day. I mean, we are at a
restaurant full of people and a potential witness could combat it. She could have easily said it about
one of the half dozen or so times that I remember her being at our house. I can’t recall what it was
exactly but Jen stated that I called Kassidy a fucking bitch at the table or a little retard or something
like that. I don’t claim to be the “sharpest tool in the shed,” but this was a restaurant that I
supervised. I don’t believe I would want any of my employees to hear me calling Kassidy “a fucking
bitch.” I wonder if this was from a part of the interview where Jen was feeling the heat or something.

The most bizarre thing is that I remember the afternoon very differently. Our lunch rush had just
ended and Jen and Jeff came in for lunch. I bought everyone lunch and we sat down together. After
we ate, I brought Kassidy into the play area for a few minutes and let her play in the ball pit while
Amanda visited with them. On the way back to the table I stopped by one of the party rooms to get
Kassidy a treat (the rooms were all glass and the cabinets in them were filled with trinkets.) Once in
the room, you can see into the restaurant’s main lobby and Kassidy could see Amanda, Jen, and Jeff.
I said to her, “Uh, Oh Kassidy, how do we find mama?” She ran over to the glass wall and started
banging on it and crying. I said to her, “Oohh, I’m just kidding honey, the door is right there.” I
grabbed her some stickers and we headed back to the table. I felt bad, because I was trying to get her
excited, and not to scare her into thinking she couldn’t have mama or something. I’m going to have
to go back and read Jen’s interviews or trial testimony. I haven’t even had a chance to read the
interview recaps you’ve provided yet. It just seems that what we did and said on that day was in
direct contrast to something that Jen stated. I can’t ever seem to find the time. Probably due to the
fact that you asked me one paragraph of questions and I have typed 2 1/4 pages so far.
Thanks for including the Tom McNeil interview. For some reason, I think you have sent this
before and I have written about it. Either that or Jeff had another friend that HE must have alleged
saw Kassidy’s fall from the truck. I guess it makes you seem more credible if you give witness
names even if they never saw something. (Unless you are the accused). If you think about it, Jeff had
to have given the police this guy’s name as a witness to the fall from the truck. How else would they
have known to ask him? At least Jeff is acknowledging she fell. Now I wish I knew which of the 4
versions he gave people were true. (if any). What I find interesting about this interview is this
gentleman mentions holding Kassidy 4-6 weeks prior to her death commenting that he DID NOT see
any bruises on her. He had never heard Kassidy speak and thought she may be slightly retarded. Hard
to blame that silence stuff on me when I wasn’t even there. It wasn’t like I was making her silent and
timid as some suggested. Multiple people felt that Kassidy may be developmentally delayed in this
case, with the exception of any of her family members. I wonder if we did a chart up on that fact
alone, how many said it, when they first made the observation, etc. what it would tell us? Did most
people notice it, after the fall from Jeff’s truck? Or right when I first met her in the June time frame?
etc. The state’s theory was that she became silent, spacey almost dumb as a result of what I was
doing to her. Maybe this will tell us a lot.
You mentioned that Jeff called my cell phone 4 times before leaving the one message on
November 9 and asked if I knew this. I don’t recall knowing this. It appears from what you are
sending me, that he called 7 times and left only one message. My cell phone was in the car as this is
where I left it during meetings. I’m not sure how it is now but back then my phone would sometimes
register “missed call” on the display screen if the call was made in network range. I do not remember
if my display showed that I missed any calls when I got out to my car on Nov.9th. I imagine that it
did. I went out to my car, and looked at my cell phone, and when I heard the phone beep I listened to
Jeff’s message and deleted it. I wonder why he tried to call me so much as compared to everyone
else?
The chart of calls that you included is a little confusing and hard to follow. I wish it had been set
up differently - for example, calls from Evans Cell, calls from Evans home, Calls From Marshall’s
Cell, etc. Anyway, you asked about 603-426-1504. I believe this was my boss, Bob McDougall’s Car
phone. (Yes, it really was installed in his car.) As you by now know, I was doing a final run through
on labor audit for Hampton Rte. 1 on Nov. 8th with Melissa Allard. Bob wanted me to call him when
we finished, to give him an update. We never wanted to get caught with our “pants down”. It was
typical for us to do our own audit to know what we were up against, if something could be buried,
etc. I was happy to report that we had NO violations and everything would be fine. I’m sure that we
spoke about a variety of other topics but this call was for the purpose of labor audit. Bob was
extremely busy and likely got a call while we were talking and that is why he needed to call me back
so we could finish conversation. What I can deduce from a quick look at this chart is most calls work
on the time line, just as I have described them since the beginning.
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You asked about the Millard Group in Peterborough, NH from the Nov. 9 phone call at 9:38 a.m.
phone call to 603-924-9262. This is the company that Vanessa worked for at that time. (Man, this is
so great. I love it when I say something and then there is actual proof to back up what I claim.) I
remember at one point either explaining it to the police or writing this out for someone. Probably it is
in our documents somewhere.
Anyway, (from the chart you provided) I called DHHS and left a message at 9:32 a.m. and left a
message (2 min.). AFTER this, I called Vanessa at 9:40 am and had a 5 min. and 30 second call with
her. I had no idea what DCYF was. I knew that her sister went to college for some type of social
work and Vanessa would likely know. Vanessa informed me that DCYF had something to do with
abused or neglected kids. She and I both then had a good laugh about Kyle being abused or
neglected. We gabbed for a few minutes about the kids, and planned to get together soon. The reason
I think this is significant is DCYF called me at 9:06 while I was in the shower. When I heard the
message I was on my way out the door. I returned the call as soon as I got in my car (I can even
recall where I was on the Milton Rd.). After calling DCYF, I THEN called Vanessa. I was not calling
around first to find out what DCYF was because I didn’t have anything to hide and I wasn’t all
nervous because of something I had done. After the call to Vanessa, (I was now on the Spaulding
Turnpike) headed south I called Jeff for several reasons (I’m sure you have already read)
1. to remind him to trim treeline in Greenland.
2. To check on Kassidy because of the glazed eyes, ball incident, and all from the previous night I
was concerned.
3. I had just found out what DCYF was and at first I wasn’t worried about it for Kyle then I got to
thinking it might be a call concerning Kassidy. I told Jeff something to effect of, “If that is the case,
they can stay with you or back at her mom’s house because she keeps getting hurt at your house. You
stepped on her, your dog knocked her over, she fell off your bed,” etc. It is hard to describe but Jeff
was doing the verbal “two step”, while trying to ease my mind. Jeff knew my concern was that I was
going through a divorce and had a nice custody agreement made out with Tristan. Jeff was like, “I’m
sure it is nothing. But sure they can stay here if needed. It’s probably just your ex wife trying to get
the upper hand somehow with the custody thing for your kid.” (Remarkably, it WAS Tristan that
triggered the call). The other thing that is noteworthy here is that Jeff NEVER denied it when I
described Kassidy getting the limp and all of those injuries at his house. Make a note of this
somewhere. If I am able to take a polygraph make sure the content of this call is asked about. Jeff
told a completely different version of this phone call to the cops.
Looking at this outside the situation the timing of all these calls are interesting. Jeff claims it is
odd that I would call him, but after getting a call from DCYF and then calling my friend to find out
what DCYF is, why wouldn’t I call him? She kept getting hurt at his house!!
While on same subject, in a previous letter we talked about possibly getting the phone bills from
my restaurants to verify that I called Jeff more than he admitted, I believe I have remembered the
name of the phone company we were using at the time. One Star. It was a company out of Maine I
believe. The thing that was unique about this company is that I assign Pin numbers for each manager
in each restaurant and they had to use their individual code to dial long distance. This dropped my
phone bills substantially
This would show any calls made to Marshall. Is this company still in existence? Can we get
numbers? Is it worth looking into?
While on subject of polygraph, Jeff Gelinas made a great point. We need to really focus it on that
30 minute car ride home too. As you point out in your chart that was my time alone with Kassidy. It
was the basis for the state’s case. So much so, they mentioned it in opening statements and
confiscated my car for nearly a month.

You asked about Amanda going to both hospitals, Portsmouth and York, and calling Jeff’s cell
phone from the Portsmouth Hospital. Yes, I believe that this was Amanda. She was told by someone
originally to go to the hospital because something happened to Kassidy. From my cell phone, you
can see that I called Perfumania and someone there told me I believe that Jen went to the hospital.
This is likely why I told Travis upon arriving at Portsmouth McDonald’s to go to hospital or call
around and find her when he gets out of work.
It seems there was a lot of bad information given that day. Amanda did not have a cell phone at
that time and I never gave her one. That was going to be part of her Christmas present for 2000.
You asked about 778-8822. This call is a mystery to me. I imagine that it was one of the numbers
that Tristan worked from at the time at Exeter Hospital. The only other thing I can think of is it is one
of the numbers at our Exeter McDonald’s. I think that you have the numbers for Tristan confused.
That 781-1019 was likely her cell phone rather than home. This would make it possible that she was
contacting me from work and then in the car. It is something that you will have to ask Tristan about.
She has a great memory for numbers. I know Exeter Hospital went through many changes.
Maybe it gave up that 778-8822 number.
I agree that Jessica Edmonds would be a good person to talk to as she was around Amanda
myself, and Kassidy often. I know Jessica’s family is from the Farmington NH area. If you get a
chance you may want to check if there are any listings there. You are pretty good at finding people. I
am glad that you found in your analysis that Amanda called a total of 15 day care providers for
Kassidy. We certainly were not trying to avoid finding a reputable day care for Kassidy. Hopefully,
Mrs. Edgar at Cross Road will verify the same thing when we contact here. With so much evidence
available that Amanda was making these calls, why do you think it is that the jury dismissed this and
other fact based claims so easily?
I don’t know how to explain the call to Jennifer’s cell phone on Monday when Amanda was
supposed to be working 9-5:50. Maybe we will have a better copy of her time record somewhere in
the new crates of discovery you just got. I now see that my letters 78 + 79 did arrive. I sent you
another copy. No big deal.
Photo #15 Nice picture of me and Gram. It was taken in the summer of 2001 when she stopped
by the house for a visit. I believe Gramp was there to and we had just helped him into the car. Too
bad he isn’t in this photo. Notice, I am wearing a Martha’s Vineyard T-shirt that I got when I went
there in 2000 with Amanda. Now if I could just figure out when that trip was.
You do a great job responding to my letters and keeping me informed. I think I may have been
suggesting to have your original letter “handy” when you are reading my responses so that you know
exactly what I am referring too. For example, when you read this, you would have your letter #126
available.
I may have another good quote for the quotes pertaining to this case section if you can verify it
with Tristan. When Jackie entered the Kittery PD, hugged me and said, “What did he do to my
baby?” apparently referring to Jeff. I believe Tristan was sitting there and heard this. When you talk
to Tristan, if she is able to verify this it has credibility for 2 reasons. 1. ex-wife, divorced 10 years. 2.
She would have no reason to lie.
April 18, 2010 (105)
I don’t believe that you have ever told me about reading, “The Count of Monte Cristo”. I had no
idea it was about someone wrongfully convicted. We have an OK library here. Let me check to see if
they have it before you send it to me. I appreciate the offer. If you do find a few books on childhood
deaths and head injuries I will read them. I’m not the fastest reader in the world but will try to devour
anything that may be able to help us. This place is so weird about us getting property in. If you do
find something at Alibris or another place please make sure it has a receipt enclosed or I won’t get it.
The policy here is they have to be new books, directly from vendor but my brother typically gets
away with sending me used books as long as they don’t look too used. Purchasing new books is such
a waste. (Unless someone is purchasing a copy of EYE CONTACT. :)

Thanks for your response to letter number 82. I think the theory for my motive- that I apparently
once said my life with Amanda would be different without Kassidy.- is pretty weak. It goes without
saying life would be different for anyone if they didn’t have kids. I NEVER said anything close to it
indicating I wished something would happen to Kassidy. I think the cops tried to paint me in that
corner when they did my interview. I haven’t had time to read it yet, but I hope I didn’t fall for that.
Not only is this a weak theory, it doesn’t make a lot of sense to me. Even if something happened
to Kassidy we would still have Kyle. What, would he be next on my “take out” list??? If we are
going to have one child, what is the difference if we have 2 or 3 or even 6. (By the way, Amanda and
I wanted to have 4 children when I proved my innocence.)
I know the next theory is, “Well Kyle was your child, so maybe you wanted him around but not
Kassidy.” Again, weak! How come I never tried to get rid of Brent when I was with Tristan?
The only thing that Amanda alleged even remotely close to this is once when she and I were
having an argument in the bedroom about Kassidy and the way she was acting, Amanda told the cops
that I stormed out of the room and said, “I wish she was dead” or “I wish she wasn’t here” I can’t
recall specifically what she said, we’ll have to check Amanda’s interviews. I believe it was the latter,
I don’t recall saying it but it is possible, I guess. Even if I was mad and said something like that I
would be referring to that moment. Like, “I wish she wasn’t here today.” or “I wish she wasn’t here
at this moment.” As I recall, this argument happened months before Kassidy died, too.
You included a photo of me and Jeremy with an older man with a gray beard.
I hope this helps some.
April 19, 2010 (106)
Thanks for the compliment on my memory. I actually wish it was better. I remember some
obscure details after some thought when you ask a question. Other times I have to mull something for
a day or so and then it comes to me, like the name of that phone company I used for my restaurants,
One Star. Then there are more obvious things that I feel I should remember every detail of and I
can’t. This frustrates the shit out of me. I’m a high emotion person and I think that is likely why I can
recall feelings. I often find when I am writing about an event I am transported back to that event. I’m
sure if anyone can tie all this information together into a cogent manuscript it is you.
When you were responding to my letter #84 you write about the bats and I want to be sure that
you have them separated in your mind. You wrote, “Thanks for the ID of the brown Fisher Price bat.
It is helpful because we have the two photos of Kyle playing with THAT bat on 11 June 2000, when
he was 5 months younger. “
The photos (80) that we have are of Kyle playing with the fat red bat, 5 months earlier. Not the
brown, skinner, Fisher Price bat. There was a 3 step graduation in bats that I used for the boys. The
red fat bat is what they used first. The barrel is much bigger and easier to hit balls. When they got
really good with the red bat they moved to the brown Fisher Price bat. It was thinner and required
more hand-eye coordination. Finally, they worked the yellow wiffle ball bat as you see in the
photograph with Brent waiting for his turn to hit. This was the general order but occasionally we
would switch it up. When the boys got good with all bats they would sometimes like to use the big
red bat because you could really kill the ball. Another thing worth noting- As you know, the
prosecution made a big deal about the bats and how Travis identified a yellow bat vs. the brown
Fisher Price bat as the one being used the night of Nov. 8th.
As I said in a previous letter, I believe the state thought they caught a big lie here where Travis
was just identifying with Kyle hitting a ball with a bat. The standard bat is typically a yellow wiffle
ball bat. Anyway, the interesting thing is the state claims in an entire search of my house and
property they never found a yellow bat. I know this is not true. We had at least two of them. You can
see from the photo that Brent had one in his hands in June. They may have been in the garage or
something but we definitely had them. In fact, during my trial Alan and Mark were supposed to
review the video of my house when this allegation was made because soon after my arrest Tristan
told them she went to the house and got some of the boys’ toys, including a yellow bat.

You make a good point with the history of photos of me loving and enjoying children’s
company. I know that if we contacted Jackie at some point, she would tell you that it was me that
played ball with Scotty and paid attention to the boys. I can’t think of a time that I didn’t pay
attention to the children around me.
You mentioned the powerful statement about bruises. You asked, “If you knew that your holding
her chin with the palm of your hand or with your finger tips, might cause a bruise, and if you learned
this back in late September or early October, why do it again?” THIS is the hard question. I really
don’t have an acceptable answer. There was no excuse for it. I think when she had what I thought
were temper tantrums, and just being bratty and wanting her way, I got very frustrated and wanted
her to change the behaviors. I should have walked away when I was that upset. I honestly didn’t
think I was grabbing her that firmly. I certainly didn’t believe that I was hurting her. She was usually
in the middle of a tantrum when this happened and then, several hours or a day later, I would notice
small bruises right in the same area that I had my fingertips on her jaw. I would see the bruise and
feel horrible. I would then be extra careful the next time but inevitably she would have one of those
killer tantrums and I would palm her face to get eye contact so I could talk to her, and obviously did
so with more pressure than I intended and she would bruise again. I think it wasn’t registering in my
mind how serious this was because I thought she bruised so easily. I was less concerned about the
bruise than I was about the prospect that I had hurt her. I never felt that I was grabbing her hard
enough to hurt her. I think you mentioned once, you can tell the difference between a child’s cry
from pain vs. anger. I never got the impression that Kassidy was in pain while I was obtaining eye
contact. If I had, I certainly would have stopped holding her. I guess I just dismissed it because it
seemed that she bruised so easily. I mean, she was so fair skinned. She would get little black and
blues on the top of her back from laying down flat and sliding down the stairs on her back. If she
banged her head she bruised. If she fell down, she would get a bruise on her knee. Not once in a
while, but almost every time. I think it is typical for every child to get these types of bruises, but it
seemed that Kassidy bruised more frequently. I think this helped me rationalize the bruises and also
unfortunately, my behavior.
You asked who else knew the real reason for the bruises on Kassidy’s jaw besides me and
Amanda. I don’t know that anyone did. It wasn’t like it was this everyday occurrence that we had to
explain away.
The worst grab was around my birthday and I think that when you lay it out, that is when most
people saw Kassidy with the bruises. Most of Amanda’s friends, Jeremy, etc. I believe this is when
Amanda came up with the trampoline story, and most of her friends heard it. I wish someone like
Nicole knew the real reason for the bruises at the time. She would have called me on my behavior,
making it “real” to me. This is one of those hard things to remember because I know that I had talked
to Nicole about it as well as my mom, but I can’t recall exactly if it was before Kassidy died and
Nicole noticed the bruise or if I
was explaining it to her after the fact. Amanda did say something to me about it about not grabbing
Kassidy’s cheeks like that anymore. I should have learned. I should have listened. I think the thing
that was confusing to me is I had done that a bunch of times before and never left bruises. Why was
she bruising now? (Obviously in my frustration, I was grabbing her with more pressure but I didn’t
realize it) Also, other than the fact that it was a bit unsightly I don’t believe that Amanda was overly
concerned about it. She was there most of the time. She knew that Kassidy wasn’t screaming out in
pain. Amanda just believed that Kassidy was anemic, and bruised very easily like her mom does. It
made sense to us. In hindsight, one of the best things that could have happened for me would have
been for my mom to see Kassidy around my birthday. My mom would have seen the bruise and
know it wasn’t natural.
She would have asked me about it, forcing me to answer and she also would have given us the
idea to take Kassidy in to get checked for anemia or something else that would cause her easy
bruising and to be sure something wasn’t medically wrong. It certainly would have been a “wake up
call” for me.

Obviously Jeff had the same idea about eye contact as Kassidy had the same bruises on her face
when Jeremy and I arrived home from golfing on the night of Oct. 24. Jeremy asked me about those
bruises. Come to find out, Amanda met Jeff and Jen early that day and helped them with a fall
cleanup job. Jeff took off with Kassidy because he didn’t want her to be running around the job site
and he had some “bills.”
I was shocked when Dr. Greenwald testified that she didn’t see any evidence that Kassidy
bruised easily. Upon our further review though we know that she only looked for notations in
Kassidy’s pediatric file, and didn’t notice anything in the bone or blood sampling that would suggest
it was a problem. It wasn’t like they were actively trying to discover if this was possible. As you
have pointed out many times, they were investigating this as intentional blows rather than possible
accidents and naturally occurring problems. What are all the tests for Anemia and easy bruising? Did
she have an iron deficiency? Did Kassidy have a vitamin K deficiency? Did she have a vitamin A
deficiency? Etc
I imagine that everyone that knew me saw me as an attentive and loving parent to the boys.
Perhaps this is why no one really questioned me directly about what looked like finger tip bruises on
Kassidy’s jaw. I’m just speculating. If someone had asked me at the time, I can’t honestly say how I
would answer. I likely wouldn’t admit to causing them. It is pretty embarrassing. Hopefully though, I
would have stopped.
Looking back, I was a good parent in many ways but also an inexperienced one in many ways. I
had raised Brent with Tristan since he was 2 1/2 years old but I never realized how much I relied on
her judgment and experience at that time. Tristan was pretty well rounded and stayed even keeled in
tough situations. For example, if a teacher said one of the boys had a problem of some sort, I became
unhinged like we were failing them or something. Tristan would always calm me down saying,
something to the effect of, “Relax, it is not that big a deal. We’ll just work with him more on this... “
Tristan handled a lot more than I realized and didn’t figure this out until we split up and I was in
situations that I was at a loss with how to handle. There were probably a dozen times that there were
signs that we should have taken Kassidy to the hospital. I was the older, more experienced parent and
should have made this happen. I was very involved with the boys, going to the their doctors
appointments, knowing their favorite foods, what toys they liked to play with etc., but it was Tristan
that handled the tough stuff, decided when they needed to go to the doctors, made the appointments,
etc. On the night of the 8th my gut was telling me something was wrong with Kassidy and instead of
just taking her to the doctors, despite the fact that her behavior had returned more to what was
normal, I talked to my ex wife over the phone, (who couldn’t even see Kassidy at the time), describe
to her what I am seeing and ask her opinion of what to do. I guess I justify her “Wait and see,”
approach because she is a mom, been a parent longer and works in the medical field. Pretty pathetic!!
Here I am, able to supervise 250 employees, manage 10 million dollars in annual sales and I can’t
even make a decision of when one of the kids should definitely go to the doctors’. What probably
didn’t help matters any, was that I always felt the boys’ teachers and doctors must have thought I was
retarded by some of the questions I asked.
Hope something here is helpful.
April 20, 2010 (107)

I have now reviewed the chronology, lots of information. I went through it line by line. I just
wanted to tighten it up a little with additional thoughts, comments, and facts. In some cases I was
filling in information on things that seemed incomplete. In others I put questions for you in
parenthesis to see if you thought something should be added or changed. I didn’t know how nit picky
I was supposed to get but anywhere that I noticed a small misspelling or word printed twice in a row,
I made note of that as well. I’m sure they are things you have probably caught yourself by now. I just
figured that if we are going to do this we may as well make it look as perfect and “user friendly” as
possible. It is hard to mark a black copy up with a black pen so I tried to put a highlight dash
everywhere that I marked something up or made a note so it would be easier for you to find. I know
it seems like a lot of comments but it is me being extra picky. Overall I think it is great and shows
that you have gotten a good grasp on the material.
The chronology helped me to remember/ realize the answer to two of my recent questions. At
our last visit we were puzzled as to why they charged me with simple assault for the incident with
Amanda on Nov. 8th when it was really nothing. Versus the night of the Exeter Inn function. At least
that night I actually pushed Amanda against the car seat and it was a disagreement that lasted for 30
seconds. I remember discussing this very issue with Alan 10 years ago. He said the prosecutors were
being “disingenuous”. The reason they charged me with the night of Nov. 8th vs. any other night is
because it was a way for them to try and link me to killing Kassidy. As in, I was out of my mind that
evening, I abused Kassidy, I abused Amanda, etc. The state wanted to show the jury that I was so
angry that evening that I abused Amanda hours after abusing Kassidy .. They hoped that this would
lead the jury to the conviction they were really after, the murder of Kassidy. I believe my attorneys
argued for the trials to be separated, (trial for Kassidy, trial for Amanda) because it was far more
prejudicial than probative. Alan thought this simple assault charge was very damaging. I believe the
state argued it showed a continuing pattern and won. The trials were not split. They would be
separated if I were retried today. A few years after my trial a case went to the NH Supreme Court and
the court ruled that separate trials would be necessary in cases like this. (State v. Ramos).
The other thing I learned from viewing the chronology- Travis testified on December 11, 2001.
This is when he described the events of Nov. 8th 2000, including, seeing Kassidy in the tub, Kyle
admitting to him that he hit Kassidy by accident, and Kyle using a plastic bat in his bedroom. A
YELLOW plastic Wiffle ball bat. Officer William Magee testified the NEXT day. They made a huge
deal about it being a brown, Fisher Price, plastic bat. I think they viewed it as catching Travis in a
huge lie and that is why they harped on it. (As if Travis was covering for me or something). As I
recall, in closing arguments, the prosecutor again brought up the difference in colors of bats. I
believe they felt that they had found a chink in our armor. The state had zero physical proof against
me, and all of my friends saying in the grand jury and trial that the only thing I asked them to do was
tell the truth. Because Travis lived with me and was there for part of the 8th he presented a huge
problem for the state. They would love to catch him in what they could deem a lie vs. the mistake
that it really was. I think it would be a good idea to check Travis’s original interview to see if he
specified a color. (I believe I only have Travis’s interview recap here that you did) Remember, he
was testifying at my trial OVER a year after the event. Travis was really good with Kassidy and
cared for her. He has much higher character than to lie for me about playing ball with Kyle in the
house especially when it involved the death of Kassidy. He himself pitched Kyle balls for several
minutes in the bedroom. The state wasn’t above insinuating he had no character.
I am enclosing the rest of the Jan. Recap notes that Jeff G. produced from our communications
and other documents.
Again, there are a few nuggets of good stuff here. Unfortunately, to get the most use of his notes,
you will need to pull the original document he is referring to out. He references page numbers and
such but doesn’t copy the exact line. Instead of going onto the Feb. notes he is going to now review
the trial transcripts and then read the key people interviews to see what he can learn. I know it seems
a little backward but he is sure he can learn more now that he has a month worth of background. A
varied approach may just be what we need. I hope you don’t mind reviewing his info. Knowledge is
power right?

April 21, 2010 (108)
Letter 133 had Will Peirce’s and Jeff’s statements about the bruises on Kassidy’s lower jaw line.
You asked a bunch of questions about if the bruises actually looked like this or if he was sharing this
because someone had told him that is what happened etc. I have to apologize here for any confusion I
may have caused toward the bottom of letter #106. When you asked me in that letter who may have
known the real reason for the bruises I responded that I didn’t know that anyone knew. What I was
referring to is that I couldn’t recall telling anyone. I can’t say whether or not Amanda told anyone. I
am pretty sure that she told at least Jen and Jeff because as you may recall, she asked Jen and Jeff to
watch her for the night the weekend of my birthday. They couldn’t and that is why Amanda saw all
her friends and they all saw the bruise on Kassidy’s jaw line around that weekend .. If you line up
most people’s interviews I think we pretty much were able to determine that many of them saw
Kassidy around that weekend that is why those indictments, specifying specific week to week time
periods for grabbing her cheeks was going to work in our favor. I believe it was after all testimony
that the judge dropped the need for the state to prove each individual time period for the jury to
convict me on the 2nd degree assaults.
It is likely that Amanda told Jen and perhaps Jeff the real reason for the bruising on Kassidy’s
cheeks while she was telling others the trampoline excuse. As I recall, Jen and Jeff both told the
police in their interviews that they were watching Kassidy because I caused bruising on her cheeks.
(Perhaps I am confusing with their trial testimony??) Anyway, it makes sense that Jeff would know
the real reason. As I wrote in letter 106, both Jeremy and I observed fresh, similar bruises on
Kassidy’s jaw line when we arrived home from golfing on Oct. 24th. Those bruises were not there
when we left in the morning and she was with Jeff for most of the day while Jen and Amanda did
Jeff’s work landscaping.
I agree, we need to find an expert on child abuse. I’d love to find a resource on child abusers as
well. More information on easy bruising, causes, etc. would be nice to have also. (while we are
wishing for things.)
Letter 134
Interesting to see the spreadsheet you put together of which cops did interviews and how many. I
wonder how this correlates to which cop can be the most objective? Are there one or two that seem
more approachable based on the questions they asked? How can we tell this? Jim White seemed like
the calmest of the bunch and the easiest to talk to but he has done some things that make me question
his objectivity. I wish they would look at the facts as you have laid them out and see what they
think. Is it really so bad to admit that you may have made a mistake? Is pride really that big an
obstacle in the world we live in?
Interesting biography on Dr. Sandy. He really is an extraordinary man. He may be a great
resource even if he can’t advocate specifically. I can see you both having mutual interests. Man, the
60’s must have been a great time period to be alive. I won’t see him until our May parenting seminar
but I will let him know then that you may contact him. He comes in 3-4 times a year and we have a
large group of men there so I doubt that he will recognize me by name or anything. We don’t have a
lot of personal contact, I will try to grab him for a second after the seminar and let him know you
may be in contact because of your mutual interests. I won’t have much time to explain anything
beyond that so you will have to do that.
Hope this helps some,
April 21, 2010 (109)
I am looking for the actual quote but you may have heard it. Thomas Jefferson once said that he
would rather free 1000 guilty men than imprison one innocent.- The idea of legal system has gone
askew from what our founding fathers originally intended.
Another good quote I got out of last night’s Union Leader- “Justice IS itself the great standing
policy of civil society.” -Edmund Burke

I spoke with _________ ____________ about my request to take a polygraph, who is going to
speak to the gentleman that does the polygraphs for the Sex Offender Treatment Program and see
about the possibility of having an outside agency use his equipment as it is already set up here inside
the prison. Obviously that creates its own set of issues, would an outside tester be willing to use
equipment that is not his? The person felt an independent agency is the only way to go if we are to
pursue this. I appreciate that _______ is trying to help us. In the past 12 months or so the prison has
instituted or started following policies about not letting “outsiders” in. They are overly concerned
about security and people introducing contraband. I could give 100 examples of how things have
changed and tightened up just in the time I have been here. It never seems to get easier. I realize
prison isn’t supposed to be a nice place but they go a bit overboard. I can share some examples at
visit if you want.
I had a visit yesterday with Aliza, Nicole, Kyle, and mom. We witnessed something that I
wanted to share with you. This mother of a 3-4 year old child clearly was frustrated. On several
occasions she grabbed the child’s cheeks to gain eye contact and moved her face within 6 inches of
the child’s. She was grabbing differently. She was grabbing and squeezing the hollow in the middle
of the cheeks vs. holding the jaw line in one place to obtain eye contact. (If anything was going to
leave bruises, the pressure she seemed to be exerting would.) What she was doing looked very
violent and made me pretty uncomfortable. I was glad when one of the guards went over and spoke
to her about it. The child was high energy but it was obvious that he just wanted someone to spend a
few minutes playing with him. In any event, it was an eye opening experience for me to see. If I had
the chance to do it over again, I don’t believe that I would hold Kassidy’s face to get her attention.
I’d wait until she was done her tantrum and ready to look me in the eyes before saying what I needed
to say. If I only I was a little smarter at 28. After watching this it was apparent to me that either
Kassidy bruised easily or I was exerting much more pressure than I intended or was necessary.
April 26, 2010 (110)
Responding to #136 & Misc.
On Saturday morning, April 24, 2010 at 7am I watched an episode of “The Practice” on TV
Channel FX.
“The Practice” is a now-canceled legal drama that had a long run in the 1990’s and early 2000’s.
It was very well written and though fiction, took on real issues happening around that time period.
This particular episode was created in 2002. It caught my eye because as I was flipping through the
channels waiting for our morning standing count, I heard one of the defense attorney’s telling their
male client, “CAN YOU LOOK ME IN THE EYES AND TELL ME THAT YOUR WIFE DIDN’T
HURT YOUR DAUGHTER?” It made me think of eye contact being used by so many people in life.
More importantly, the episode was about a child who the prosecution believed was the victim of
Shaken Baby Syndrome. The defense relentlessly attacked the states investigation, the expert witness
and the facts. Ultimately the defendant is acquitted. They talked about retinal hemorrhaging,
described a lucid interval, bruising, etc. I wish I had caught the episode from the beginning. It
seemed very real and informative. I don’t know if they have a place on the web where you can
download and watch old shows, but this one may be worth watching. I think the underlying story was
how emotions take over and the doctor even let his emotions get involved and because he thought it
was the father, (on his own or steered by police I am not sure), he tailored his findings. The jury
verdict was not guilty. (Only on TV it seems.)

Another thing that I found interesting about the episode was when the baby’s mother was on the
witness stand. I missed a small section,but it was apparent that she is the one that actually shook the
child. Under questioning by the defense the mother cried out. “I loved my baby, I would never hurt
her.” I am sure she loved her child and wouldn’t ever INTENTIONALLY hurt her. Sadly, her pride
would have won out and had the jury’s verdict not freed her husband, an innocent man would have
gone to prison. (How often does this happen, especially in cases like this?) It’s a hard thing for any
parent to face, let alone admit. Admitting to something like that would make anyone feel like a
horrible person. It just highlighted for me this mother’s unwillingness to admit any wrongdoing. In
my case, there were many that failed Kassidy. I think Amanda said it best at my sentencing. “No one
cared about Kassidy while she was alive but they all seem to love her in death.” Amanda was
referring to her family being a bunch of hypocrites. All of a sudden Jen and Jeff loved her, but they
certainly didn’t act it or even sound it during their police interviews. I guess this scene just got me
thinking about some of your questions to me during our last visit about Amanda’s treatment of
Kassidy. I don’t believe that she killed Kassidy, but I think it would be hard for her to admit that she
was anything but the best mother in the world. If she spanked Kassidy, which would have
NOTHING to do with Kassidy’s death, would she admit it? I don’t know if her conscience would
allow that. If you ask any parent they will likely tell you the worst thing in the world for them to
imagine would be outliving their children.
Especially in the brutal circumstance that the state presented Kassidy was killed. I don’t know
that Amanda could face anything other than the “reality” she has in her mind.
Let me give you an example. A large number of people told the police they felt that Kassidy was
developmentally delayed in some fashion. Myself included. She was smart in so many ways, but it
doesn’t make up for some of the things that didn’t seem normal. It could have been something as
simple as Asperger’s Syndrome. I cringed when I knew that Amanda would someday see these
interviews of all these various people thinking her baby wasn’t perfect. I knew Amanda would take
this very personally and she did. It is probably normal to think that your baby is the most perfect in
the world. That is only heightened when something horrible happens to them.
I am including two articles. Neither one really involves my case. The first about the murder of
Melissa
Charbonneau. I have sent you several other articles about her, murdered by her husband Jonathan,
and how he strangled her a day prior. The prior article talked about strangulation and abuse of
animals being one of the biggest precursors to murder. I am sending you this simply to show you the
“pissing contests” that the local police departments are involved in over the death. No one ever wants
to take responsibility it seems but society wants inmates to take responsibility for everything. Even
when you haven’t done something you are accused and convicted of. Also it kills me to see how
much this girl looks like Amanda.
The second article is about an inmate in a Mass. Prison named Ben LaGuer. Ben was convicted
in a 1983 rape of a Leominster woman. I remember watching with interest in 2002 when he got some
powerful people to help him obtain DNA testing. I thought at the time it would be eye opening for
everyone around here if DNA can clear him. Unfortunately, it linked him. I guess the reason I am
sending this to you is:
1. a quote from the article, “Parole panelists grilled him about his unwillingness to admit guilt in the
1983 rape and sodomy.” His unwillingness to take responsibility is likely what will keep him behind
bars. It is crazy. If an inmate reaches his minimum sentence and is relatively trouble free, he should
be granted a chance at freedom. Innocent people don’t stand a chance, not if they keep fighting.
2. The way the writer writes the story it is as if anything this inmate says has no merit. quote from the
article, “looking to downplay his role in the prison infractions, LaGuer said, .... “ I can’t speak to
LaGuer’s
credibility and failure to recognize the DNA testing that has linked him to the crime, but I can say
that his accounts of what happened in prison are very believable. He may not be “downplaying” that
at all. I have been on the other end of stuff like that myself here.
Response to #136

You sent me a copy of the secretly taped conversation that Jeff did of a conversation between
himself, Amanda, and Jen. The copy you sent was with my annotations added. However, I think I
made some
ADDITIONAL comments after this one. I mailed them back to you soon after you sent it to me
several months ago. If you check the date that you originally sent it you will probably find that it was
returned from me a week to 10 days later. (If you are keeping our correspondence in a numerical
sequence. I will check through my stuff because I may have a copy. I try to copy most everything
before I send it out to you. However, I don’t believe I copied this particular piece for myself. Reason
being, I made the changes and I knew you would be sending me a copy back after you rekeyed it,
asking me to review it again. There are several such ongoing pieces in this project. It doesn’t hurt to
check though so I will try to get to it tonight so if I do have it, you can have it right back. I hope it
isn’t lost. I obviously want things to be as accurate as they can be. So the short answer that I made
long, yes, I DID return it. I was a little confused by your last statement. “This will not be a key
document on the home page, but I’ll link it in the Chronology section and in the investigation section,
along with the NHSP original.”
What is the NHSP original?
Ok, disregard the question. I answered it myself. I was thinking NHSP was referring to NH State
Prison so I thought your intentions were to link it to the original one you asked me to scrawl my
comments on. Then I realized that NHSP also stands for NH State Police. So this begs a different
question. Do you think it may be a little redundant and confusing to the reader to see the original as
well as your rekeyed version, complete with my comments? My concern is if we can get people to
read this, I want them to read it. You did a good job rekeying the document, cleaning it up and
clearly separating my comments in bold and italics. (bold and italics will show up on the website
won’t they?)
You are the expert. If you think it is important that we have both, I am ok with it. I just wanted to
voice my thoughts.
April 26, 2010 (111)
Responding to #138
You asked a question. “Jeff stated that you told him it was a baseball and Amanda said that you
told her it was a wiffle ball. Do you have any recollection of stating what it was to Jeff and
Amanda?” As a matter of fact I do. You are correct, as I started reading the discovery this became
very frustrating to me. I knew that I NEVER said wiffle ball to anyone - that a wiffle ball hit
Kassidy. I honestly didn’t think it was that big a deal at the time, but you are also correct, it was
pretty confusing at trial. You put together a nice comprehensive chart in letter 139. I wish you had
been around back in 2000. It may have been helpful for someone to point out how confusing all of
this was. What I said to both Amanda and Jeff was that I was playing Wiffle ball in Kyle’s bedroom
and I had one hard starter baseball that I tossed to Kyle and that is the one that Kyle hit back at us
(Kassidy and I), and it hit her in the eye area. I understand how this can be confusing.
1. First, I never described it as a T Ball because I knew Jeff was not athletic, didn’t play sports, and
would have no clue what a T ball is. Everyone can imagine what a “starter” baseball is, looks like a
baseball, just a little softer.
2. I understand why Amanda would mistake the wiffle ball. Amanda had seen me play wiffle ball
with Kyle a 100 times and knew it was one of my almost nightly routines. She was likely reporting
what she associated the statement with. Rarely did I throw the harder ball to Kyle so why would it
register even when I specifically said it. Amanda was understandably upset on the phone. I am
describing to her that her daughter just got hit in the face by a ball. She was pretty upset with me that
it happened. As a parent, I think it is natural to get immediately upset at another adult initially if your
child gets hurt in their care. I know if Kyle fell off Jason’s back and started crying immediately
during a “horsey ride”, I would immediately lash out, “Jason, be more careful.” In such a
hypothetical, it could totally be Kyle’s fault because he was throwing himself backward or
something, but I would hold Jason responsible. It is just what parents do.

3. The T-Ball was usually on a bookcase high up in Kassidy’s room.
The only thing that I can think of how the T-Ball got into Kyle’s wheelbarrow full of balls is
because I pitched them to him outside a night or two prior. He had a dozen or so wiffle balls that he
would take cuts at with his brown Fisher Price bat. After I threw them to him 3-4 times, I would
sometimes mix it up and throw the harder T-Ball to Kyle. As you can imagine, if he got hold of it, he
would hit it much farther than the wiffle balls which excited him. The night of Nov. 8th all of Kyle’s
balls where in the wheelbarrow, the wiffle balls, some larger, air filled rubber balls, a few plastic
balls and the T Ball. I think I threw them all because I was holding Kassidy and I didn’t want to bend
over and pick up all the wiffle balls a bunch of times. It allowed me to throw him extras before
retrieving. Kyle would help me collect the balls, but at 3 he wouldn’t pick them up unless I was
helping him. (a little lazy, a little spoiled I guess). My guess is that Amanda or I picked up his room
and put ALL the balls in his wheelbarrow and that is why the T Ball was in there. I should have taken
the ball out the previous night, but as both Tristan and Amanda I am sure would tell you, I was never
the greatest with small details. I had a bad habit of my mind always racing to the next thing I wanted
to do.
For example. When I would strip my clothes off in the bedroom my mind was always on the next
3 things I wanted to accomplish and the clothes stayed where I dropped them until Amanda or
Tristan reminded me the hamper was 5 feet away and they weren’t my maid. I didn’t do it on
purpose. It was just Chad being Chad. (Maybe I needed Ritalin).
I am pretty sure that during the trial I did see the T ball in the evidence collection and I think Sgt.
Magee described it as being a hard ball at one point. I don’t think my attorneys ever asked me which
ball it was, but I am not sure. I seem to recall Mark Sisti pointing out the ball and questioning one of
the cops at one point. It would likely have been Jim White or Sgt. Magee. Overall I think you hit it
on the head though when you observed that most of the balls were wiffle balls and that is what I
usually threw him. I was a proud dad and would often describe it to people as such. “You should see
Kyle hit a wiffle ball. He can launch it a country mile.” Obviously, this was an exaggeration but the
point was he could hit it a lot farther than a 3 year old should be able to. The child had amazing
balance, power, and hand/eye coordination. I can’t recall if it was in Jeremy’s police interviews, trial
testimony, or questioning by Alan Cronheim that he was asked how well Kyle could actually hit a
wiffle ball. Jeremy, who is himself a very gifted athlete, responded, “extremely well. I have seen him
hit it in air the length of the entire house, with no problem.”
For clarification purposes. When I told you that I moved the ball to Brent’s/ Kassidy’s room after
it hit Kassidy, I am pretty sure I just opened the door and chucked it in. I think the police ended up
finding it half under her bed. I can’t recall exactly but if you check William Magee’s trial testimony,
I am sure you will find something in there about it.
I read the 2001 article about sports injuries that you included. It was interesting but I have
trouble believing that this ball hit could have had anything to do with Kassidy’s death. I know freak
accidents happen but. .. One of the reasons I highly doubt it is Amanda described Kassidy as being
fine prior to dropping her off at Jeff’s house the afternoon of the 8th.
It is well documented that I called Jeff soon after picking Kassidy up from his care and
something was wrong with her. She just wasn’t right the night I picked her up. I know in my gut
something happened at Jeff’s apartment the afternoon of Nov. 8th, whether or not Jeff knew about it.
I believe this was the precipitating event that led to her death. I will be kicking myself in the ass until
the day I die for not taking her to the hospital that evening. I know it still may not have been enough
to save her, but I would at least have felt like I did all that I could.
The other reason I have a bias against this Tee-Ball-role is probably an emotional one. The last
thing I ever want Kyle to be thinking is that he had anything to do with her death. No one needs that
hanging over their head. Unless we can absolutely prove that the hit from his bat was the ultimate
reason she died, I just can’t consider it. I think I would rather rot here than put him through that. I
was playing catch with a softball and gloves here back in 2005 with a man in his 50’s. I threw him a
ball and he fell down and died from a massive heart attack. I know it wasn’t my fault but it still
haunts me today. I don’t want my son to EVER go through this.

Interesting idea to weigh the T Ball vs. Baseball and Wiffle. You sure do look at things from
every angle.
I had an interesting conversation with an inmate here that knows Robert Sheehan well. Robert is
Kassidy’s biological father. I have never spoken to Robert. Amanda told me at the time that he had
only seen Kassidy two times. I plan to tell you about it at our visit. If I forget I will write about it
later.
I hope this helps some.
April 26, 2010 (112)
Responding to #139
Very comprehensive analysis of the treatment of the “ball” in my and Amanda’s trials. I wonder
if this was a confusing issue to the jury? I also wonder how much weight they assigned to what they
believed about the ball? Did they just glaze over it and “get lost” because they didn’t understand it? It
is too bad that jurors can’t ask questions if the lawyers don’t effectively explain something. I believe
you are correct, the ball is tedious work and no one focused on the possibility/ probability that it
really harmed Kassidy. It’s odd to me to think that anyone would question it in the police
community. They had the evidence all around them. They had photos of the ball. They had people
telling them that 3 year old Kyle told them himself that he hit Kassidy by accident, unsolicited.
(Tristan, Travis) They had Travis admitting that he pitched some balls to Kyle as well. They also had
Travis, Amanda, and Tristan telling them that I regularly played ball with Kyle. (and Brent, too,
when I had him.)
Focusing on the large paragraph you included about Kassidy on the 8th of Nov. before she was
with Jeff. I am sure I saw her that morning prior to leaving for work. Nothing stuck out to me as
being abnormal. I agree that the only thing we KNOW about is the ball incident. However, I feel
strongly that there was much that we do not know. The ball incident happened around 7 p.m. and it
was clear when I picked her up at 5:30 from Jeff’s there was something not right. She was acting
lethargic, eyes glazed, leaning forward in car, tired, quiet, no appetite, etc. Something happened
between the time Amanda dropped her off in fine condition at Jeff’s and when I picked her up
FROM Jeff.
It was interesting to find that Angela Blodgett made two distinct statements about my guilt to
Amanda long before my interview even started. Everyone other than me was at the police station
around 2 P.M. and none of the interviews officially started until 4 P.M. How much talking was going
on prior to then? Was Blodgett getting information from Jen and Jeff or was she just going with the
odds, knowing that 85-90% of the time it is someone in the house and typically the father figure?
What I found really troubling is what if it was Amanda that had killed Kassidy, they would have just
given her the perfect out to blame me. The second statement that Blodgett gave her started like this:
“/ mean, EVERYONE we are talking to knows that he has been hurting the baby and they aren’t
calling social services because they are feeling bad for you.” The funny thing is that it was only
Amanda, Jen, and Jeff there. The ONLY person talking (based on the tone of the beginning of Jen’s
interviews) was Jeff.
Interesting find and opinion on Tristan calling DCYF. We should have somehow made this
clearer to the jury. Damn it.
Glad you got hold of Mr. Fisher and Alan. Hope the committee meeting goes well. I also wish I
could attend.
April 27, 2010 (113)
Responding to 141

I am glad to hear that Adam Tuttle wrote to you. As you may recall there was a section about
him in that 20 page misc. set of notes that I wrote and my mom saved. I believe that is where you
found the note about the Hopkinton Fair. Adam was a cell mate of mine with Corey Merrill and
Craig Gautreau. As I recall, there wasn’t an interview of him included in our discovery. It would be a
bad thing for the state if for some reason they forgot to give, or withheld discovery. I saw Adam in
the chow hall and asked him to write you and just tell you what he remembered about his interview
with the police. He was pretty willing to help. I thought it good that he write to you himself so you
would have his inmate information in case we had to contact him again. Also, if he wrote on his own,
then we could be sure that he was willing to share his knowledge and not being pressured by me. (I
don’t want to be accused of being too persuasive.)
Onto Sgt. Magee’s testimony. This is so hard to identify things through reading. The
photographs of the bedrooms, the balls, etc. would make this so much easier. Magee describes the
bedrooms as Northeast and Northwest and at one point I believe he confused them and no one caught
it. I am not great with a compass, north, east, west, south, have always been a bit confusing to me.
What I can tell you is that Kyle’s bedroom was the large one on the left as you went up stairs. If you
are facing the bathroom you take a left and another immediate left into Kyle’s room. Brent/Kassidy’s
was the smaller one directly across the master bedroom. It is a little confusing because it is right
beside Kyle’s room, also on the left as you reach the top of the stairs. I believe Magee identified the
northwest bedroom as Kyle’s. This one is on the front side of house closes to the road. He identifies
Kassidy’s as the Northeast bedroom. This room is on backside of house and overlooks the back yard.
Kyle’s room or northwest, is where ball hitting was being done. I hope this helps clear it up a little
bit. You are correct, on page 50 Magee is referring to the brown bat that was used. As I said in earlier
letter (107) Travis was just mistaken about the bat when he testified a year after the fact. The state
was just looking to capitalize. Excerpt from letter 107 below:
The other thing I learned from viewing the chronology- Travis testified on December 11, 2001.
This is when he described the events of Nov. 8th 2000, including, seeing Kassidy in the tub, Kyle
admitting to him that he hit Kassidy by accident, and Kyle using a plastic bat in his bedroom. A
YELLOW plastic Wiffle ball bat. Officer William Magee testified the NEXT day. They made a huge
deal about it being a brown, Fisher Price, plastic bat. I think they viewed it as catching Travis in a
huge lie and that is why they harped on it. (As if Travis was covering for me or something). As I
recall, in closing arguments, the prosecutor again brought up the difference in colors of bats. I
believe they felt that they had found a chink in our armor. The state had zero physical proof against
me, and all of my friends saying in the grand jury and trial that the only thing I asked them to do was
tell the truth. Because Travis lived with me and was there for part of the 8th he presented a huge
problem for the state. They would love to catch him in what they could deem a lie vs. the mistake
that it really was. I think it would be a good idea to check Travis’s original interview to see if he
specified a color. (I believe I only have Travis’s interview recap here that you did) Remember, he
was testifying at my trial OVER a year after the event. Travis was really good with Kassidy and
cared for her. He has much higher character than to lie for me about playing ball with Kyle in the
house especially when it involved the death of Kassidy. He himself pitched Kyle balls for several
minutes in the bedroom.
I believe the ball MAY be the one on page 40 (of Magee’s testimony) found under the bed.
“fairly __ ball and relatively heavy.” Again, photos would help a lot. Confusing and hard to get exact
on paper. Reading this reminded me of something else. Balls were found in both rooms because Kyle
was hitting them all over. He was batting near his door. If he didn’t connect squarely, a hit ball could
go into the hallway and/or Kassidy’ s room. I wasn’t present when Travis was pitching to Kyle but I
could hear it from my bedroom as I changed and dressed Kassidy. I imagine he had similar results.
April 27, 2010 (114)
Responding to #137

I have reviewed the copies of: “Chad Evans and the death of Kassidy Bortner”, “How Chad
Evans was wrongfully convicted” and “Physical contacts between Chad Evans and Kassidy Bortner”
I have enclosed copies of them with some minor changes. Some are hard to see so I tried to make a
mark at the beginning of each line that contains a change of some sort to key you to where they are.
Overall they are good documents and seem to sum things up pretty well. A few pieces I thought
maybe we should have included a little more information, but I imagine you didn’t want to make it
cumbersome? I can’t put my finger on it, but I swear I read some where in one of these documents
or one in the last 4 letters I received (137-141), that you described me purchasing a kitten for
Kassidy. We just need to change that to “getting her a kitten” I just want it to be 100% accurate. We
didn’t actually pay for the kitten. Of course, food and trips to the vet would have cost, but as far as I
know, we didn’t have to buy the kitten. I just don’t want anyone to be able to say “Ahh haaaa, we’ve
got you.”
4/28/10
Update. I found it. It is letter 139B and it was In Jim White’s affidavit. It was my response in italics
to #1. the end of the letter near the top of page 2. ‘They were caused by the new kitten which I
PURCHASED (got) for Kassidy upon seeing her interest in having a kitten.” I will address again
specifically when I address letter 139B
I think we should consider setting up a couple of other key documents. One that shows when
people reported seeing or not seeing bruises. For instance, Amanda lived with me from July on and
no one other than Melissa Chick, reported seeing a bruise on her until Oct. This illustrates the point
that it was never really a concern until October. Jen testified she first saw bruises 2-3 weeks before
her death. Jackie Conley stated she had Kassidy on Oct. 1st and she had no bruises on her, seemed
normal, and happy. Crystal Martin Babysat 3-4 weeks prior and she saw no bruises. Etc .. I think if
this chart is done correctly it can be very persuasive.
The second key document we should consider adding is something that you started writing to me
about a month or so ago. It was Kassidy’s rapid deterioration after the fall from Jeff’s truck.
How many people saw her lethargic after that? How many people saw her appearing sad or
withdrawn? How many people commented that she seemed slow, etc. Included here could be Jeff’s
FRIEND, Will Peirce saying that he didn’t observe any “defensive flinching” or whatever term he
actually used. We can almost point to the accident theory without stating the obvious. I don’t believe
we can come right out and speculate that it may have been or was an accident until we know more
about the medical information. What is possible, what isn’t. Give this some thought and let me know
what you think.
I made a point about #5 on the “Chad Evans and the death of Kassidy Bortner ... “ form. You
recently told me she called more than 11 day cares. In fact, it was 16 she called. Just need to double
check to see which is accurate. I have two questions here.
1. If someone contacts us to ask for names or wants proof that Amanda contacted these places are we
prepared to show them names and or phone numbers?
2. Should we just link the info on a sidebar or something like you have done with other things so
people have their own visual of all of those businesses called? (I like this idea)
Also, can we state the obvious here: “The fact that Amanda contacted so many day cares refutes
Jeff’s story and the State’s theory that Chad and Amanda were purposefully hiding Kassidy from the
public and had to have Jeff watch her to avoid day care. Further, Amanda was contacting these day
cares when Kassidy WAS at her worst. Kassidy had fallen from Jeff’s truck window around Oct.
27th 2000, and DCYF was contacted on Oct. 30th . If there was a time that Chad and Amanda would
have had Kassidy in hiding, it was precisely when Amanda was calling to get her into a day care.”
Any variation of this you approve of is fine. I just want to spell things out and not leave anything to
chance. It is becoming so obvious that far too much of that was done in the trial. We expected the
jury to understand about the balls, what type of ball hit Kassidy, bruises, etc. and it did NOTHING
for me. If we spell things out it may get someone to say, “UH HUH”.

I love the updates to the chronology you provided me with, showing in italics when the police
indicate to me and others that I was THE suspect. In fact, in letter 138 or 139a, you shared two other
quotes that Blodgett said to Amanda, steering her in that direction as well. These should ALSO be
included. Should we also make some type of notation at the top of this document about studies
showing that people tend to be people pleasing and say things that the police want to hear when the
police are being overly suggestive like this? (italic comments in chronology). This rarely leads to
truth. I know you and I have spoken about this. Again, can we share our knowledge? Can we state
the obvious? Can we find studies to back this other than our gut feelings and personal observations?
Very powerful stuff that I do not believe should be left out or to
conjecture.
April 27, 2010 (115)
Responding to #140
I was rereading some of your recent letters last night and I found a receipt from that online
bookstore that you use that showed you sent me a copy of The Count of Monte Cristo. Thank you. I
appreciate it. Property is really slow around here so it will likely be a month before I get it but it was
nice. Property and mail calls are like Christmas to us inmates.
I am glad you got my card and liked it. I really do appreciate your hard work and efforts. With
regards to Amanda and the Ray Carbone article. I have just reread it. It’s ok to track him down but
please DO NOT contact him yet. Hopefully I will remember to talk to you about it at our visit. As I
have discussed before. I am pretty FIRM on taking a polygraph before I speak to ANY media. I hope
to hear back later this week and we can get the test going. Tracking down a polygraph company
should be our priority right now. In my handwritten letter #73, I went on at length about my feelings
on media and why I want to take P. exam prior to any MEDIA. I have to think of my life and future.
Refer to this letter for more explanation (reread). These articles you included in here by Jennifer
Saunders, Kimberly Houghton, and Teresa Robinson only highlight the need for me to protect myself
and why I dislike these people so much. I elaborate more when I address them specifically.
You asked about my initial bail conditions and how the state asked me to surrender my passport.
You asked if I had a passport. You know, this is a little embarrassing but I can’t recall if I had a
passport or not. I don’t believe that I did. The reason I am confused is back in 1997, Tristan and I
went on a belated honeymoon cruise. We took a 7-Day Royal Caribbean Cruise down to the Islands.
We went on “The Grandeur of the Sea.” We weren’t sure if we needed passports because we were
leaving the country and making stops in different ports. I can’t recall if we actually got the passports
or not. I am almost positive we both had passport photos taken. If I had one I got it in 1997 and only
used it then.
You asked about who posted my bail bond. My family posted it. I believe it was my dad that met
with the owner of Denis Bail Bonds.
Who paid for Amanda’s air fare for her two trips to San Antonio? These are great questions to
ask Amanda so I hope you have added them to the page of questions you have going for her. (Hint
Hint) I will give you what I believe to be the correct answers. I am fairly certain the state paid for her
first trip to San Antonio. I was in jail at that time. Amanda told me that one of the cops, perhaps
Blodgett or J. White, suggested that she go to Texas with her friend Cathy Nuernberg to get away
from everything for a while. The cops knew that Amanda was wavering back and forth and was still
in love with me. They wanted to get her away from me hoping that she would come around. (They
all were convinced something more happened that Amanda witnessed and she was covering for me.
This is evident in one of her interviews when one of the cops said something to the effect of, “That
can’t be it, that can’t be all he did, that wouldn’t have killed Kassidy” The problem was, paying for
Amanda’s flight and sending her away had the opposite effect. As she tells it, getting away from all
of the police pressure convinced her even more that what she knew in her heart was true, which was
that I didn’t kill Kassidy.

The second trip to San Antonio was paid for by Amanda. It was her failed attempt at staying
away from me in an effort to protect me. Amanda was very demanding at that time. She never
wanted to be anywhere but right at my side. I wanted that more than anything as well. However, I
had that bail condition hanging over my head. I always had to worry about going to jail. It was a lot
of pressure. I just didn’t want to do that to my family, especially, Kyle and Brent. Not to mention, I
didn’t know how Amanda would survive if I wasn’t there. I cannot begin to describe how rough
those first several months after Kassidy’s death were for her. It never really dawned on me how
much leverage I was giving the state, in its case against me, by being with Amanda. I was doing what
I felt was right in my heart. Not to mention I loved the girl. I was pretty naive to this entire legal
situation. Even when I was arrested and jailed after being with Amanda back in August of 2001 and
my lawyer brought up how the state would try to use this against me, that I was only with her to try
to convince her or whatever, I wasn’t worried. I figured the jury would see through it. How could
they not understand love? Besides, I was in jail, with no communication to Amanda for the 4 months
prior to my trial. This provided the state plenty of time to convince her again or Amanda to revert on
her own if she wasn’t under my “control”. Perhaps we should have the polygraph expert ask me why
I was with Amanda after my bail condition. Was it love and concern or was it to use her to ensure her
story was helpful to me.
Anyway, getting back to my original point about Amanda’s 2nd trip to San Antonio- She and I
would talk about it from time to time. How great it was to be together, but we shouldn’t push it. We
will have a lifetime after I beat this ridiculous charge. We need to play by their stupid rules for now.
etc. The problem was, neither of us really had the will power to stay away. Our collective attitude
was, “We love each other, and we had a horrible thing happen to us, and we need each other. Why
are they punishing us? Why is this so bad?” Finally, one day Amanda took things into her own
hands. She and I saw each other on a weekend at Bruce’s and Michelle’s. I was supposed to call her
midweek at their house. In the meantime she had arranged with them to sell them her car so that she
could buy a plane ticket. They took her to the airport and everything. I got a call from her a few days
later. She was crying and all upset. I had no idea she left. When I asked her where she was she told
me she was in Texas. I thought she was kidding. When I realized she was serious my heart sank. She
told me she left for me but that she couldn’t take it. She missed me so badly, couldn’t take it, etc. She
was frantic. It was exactly what I was worried about possibly happening if I wasn’t there. I calmed
her down and convinced her that she would be ok. She then worked for a while down there and
bought a plane ticket to come home.
Now that I am thinking back to the details of this so deeply, I am almost positive that Amanda
went to Texas a total of 3 times. The first time being when I was in jail paid for by the state, the
second time. I believe was shortly after she was home in January. (The state brought her back for that
Dec. 19 interview.) I believe Vanessa took her to the airport that time and I paid for her ticket. She
had planned to stay down there until my trial. I think I gave her some money to put towards a car she
was buying from a friend down there. I remember something about a car because the guy never gave
her the car or her money back. She got so homesick she didn’t last long. I don’t remember how she
got home that time. The third and final time is when she arranged with Bruce and Michelle to take
her to the airport. I believe that I went to Logan airport to pick her up that last time. We stopped
trying after that.
You asked about the Keene Sentinel filing some sort of lawsuit to get access to my court
documents. As I recall, the Sentinel’s reporting about my case wasn’t nearly as harsh as many
others. The stories there, whether their own or that of the Associated Press, didn’t sensationalize
nearly as much. What’s interesting is I have seen over the years several times ‘where the “little”
Keene Sentinel, would file a lawsuit to get the courts to open their records. Most recently, I recall
there was a messy divorce with one of our former congressmen (Maybe Chuck Douglas?). It was in
another part of the state. The presiding judge sealed the divorce records and the Sentinel filed a suit
to get them made public. My point is, it wasn’t just my case the Sentinel had an interest in.

You referenced a May 9, 2001 Fosters article that mentioned the possibility of sexual abuse
because Kassidy had irritation of her vaginal area. Then the article said, “The irritation could have
been caused in other ways, including lack of attention to the toddler’s hygienic needs.” First, This is
irresponsible reporting. In Jan or Feb. 2001 Chris Carter made a statement saying that sexual abuse
was not a part of this case. (someone at the Foster’s reported on this.) Why would this dishrag paper
report possibility of sexual abuse in May of the same year, other than to sensationalize and stir
outrage against me in the public? Second, it is bullshit! Amanda and I always had Kassidy bathed,
changed, and well groomed.
You stated- You removed Kassidy’s diaper before bathing her. Then you obviously put a new diaper
on her after the bath. I forget where, but I believe Amanda said that when you and she came upstairs
to bed, she noticed that Kassidy needed a diaper change. Amanda said she would do a change in the
morning. She didn’t want to wake Kassidy up. She surely made diaper change in the morning? Yes,
Amanda changed Kassidy first thing in the morning. After Kassidy’ s bath I dried her off good and
put a new diaper on her. I cannot recall seeing any irritation in her genital area. But to be honest, I
wasn’t studying it either. When Amanda and I went in to check on the kids and kiss them goodnight
it was obvious from the smell that Kassidy needed a diaper change. I mentioned it to Amanda and
she said, “I don’t want to wake her up. I’ll change her in the morning.” In hindsight, I should have
just changed it rather than let her lay there with a soiled diaper for the next 5-6 hours. Amanda was
already overtired and a bit crabby. I guess I didn’t want to deal with her if Kassidy wouldn’t go right
back to sleep after being changed.
You asked about me changing diapers for Kyle when I was with Tristan. Funny story. For the
first 4-5 weeks of Kyle’s life my mom came and lived right with us. She wanted to help out. Tristan
was enrolled in college and it was mid summer when I was busiest. I was lucky if I got 20 minutes to
hold him say nothing about changing his diaper. Tristan and my mom were both very attentive. To be
honest, it was a big joke about how I had it made. I would be holding Kyle and he would pee or poop
and my mom and Tristan were fighting over who got to change him. After he spent 19 seconds on the
table with the “pit crew” they would hand him back to me fully changed and smiling. My point is,
Tristan and mom were professionals, spoiled me, and kept me off diaper duty. In fact, the first time I
changed one of his diapers was on a vacation in September 1997. Tristan was enrolled at the
Community Tech in Concord full time and I was on vacation for a week. I decided to keep Kyle
home with me for the entire week so that I could have some bonding time with him. I worked a lot all
summer and I wanted us to have our own time. Wouldn’t you know on Monday morning. I am sitting
home doing a little work (I often worked through vacations back then at least on the phone). Kyle
soiled his diaper. I thought, “all right, cool, I’ve got this.” Until I realized that I had never really paid
attention to the ladies as they changed him. I got the diaper off, cleaned him up and had to call my
assistant, Melissa Allard, to ask her if the tape on the diaper goes in the front or back. I certainly
could have figured it out, but I knew that it would give Melissa a good laugh to see my vulnerability.
(I learned long ago, giving your most important employees a chance to laugh at you once in a while
goes a long way towards humanizing you in their eyes.)
After this initial diaper change I did change Kyle when he needed it. I would say at least once a
day I changed him on average. I am not going to lie, if Mom or Tristan was around though, I had no
problem handing him off to the professionals. They made the process look like art. When I changed a
diaper I can only describe it as dysfunctional. I have also changed Malana’s diapers.
Regarding changing Kassidy’s diapers. I can’t say specifically if Jeff ever changed her diapers. I
don’t believe he did. Usually when we picked her up or he dropped her off, she needed a change. I
remember on a few occasions that Jen had changed her diaper prior to drop off. I know anytime I
gave her a bath I obviously put on a fresh diaper. I changed a bunch of Kassidy urine diapers.
Kassidy was a pleasure to change. She didn’t flail around the way Kyle would. Overall, Amanda
changed the majority of diapers. When I was around Kassidy, Amanda was normally there too.
Amanda, like my mother and Tristan, was a great diaper changer. I wonder if it is in a woman’s
genes ....

Another funny story. Changing girls diapers always made me a little uncomfortable. I know it is
a natural process but they have “girl parts”. That last Sunday, November 5th, when I took Kassidy up
to Nicole and Brandon’s in Belmont before her death, Kassidy pooped about mid day. It was funny
because Nicole was holding her in what was the old kitchen and I was in another room and I began to
smell it. I went to Nicole and she informed me that Kassidy needed a change. I could tell that it was
going to be a bad
one and just then it dawned on me that I had “escaped” ever changing a poopy diaper for her. I
immediately went into my male, “whiney” voice asking Nicole if she would change it. Nicole wasn’t
as easily persuaded by my whiney voice as mom, Tristan, and Amanda had been. Nicole was holding
her nose and giggling and saying, “no way, this is horrible.” I replied, “I’m busy nailing.” She
replied, “I’ll go nail for you.” It was apparent that Nicole wasn’t going to let me off the hook so I
retrieved the diaper bag. I laid Kassidy down and proceeded to remove her diaper. It was the worst
mess I had ever seen. Nicole and I were in hysterics laughing. Her feces was the consistency of a
mud puddle just after all the water was absorbed into the ground. It had covered the inside of her
diaper, down her legs, it
had worked its way up her back, and of course into her genitals. I recall getting this shiver when I
looked and pleaded one more time, “C’mon Nicole, help me out.” Nicole was taking great pleasure in
standing over my shoulder, laughing and saying, “No way, you’re on your own.” (apparently, Nicole
was getting me back for some torture that I no doubt put her through during her childhood). Nicole
wasn’t going to help me but she sure relished the chance to “supervise”. I was laughing so hard my
eyes began to water. Brandon came into the room to see what was so funny and immediately had to
cover his nose from the smell. When I got to Kassidy’s genitals I gave them a cursory wipe and
Nicole quickly reprimanded me. “Chad you have to get in the cracks a little because she has poop
there and
make sure you wipe down or she’ll get an infection.” I was like, “Jesus, you have to do this, I don’t
want to dig around in her girl parts.” As you may have guessed by now, I ended up doing it with
only verbal assistance by Nicole. But I was pretty uncomfortable about wiping out her genitals. I am
glad I did though because she had feces packed in there. The entire time this whole thing was going
on, Kassidy just laid there patient, with those blue eyes staring up at me. I got the diaper on, bent
over and kissed her forehead. I recall pulling her face close to mine and saying in a semi baby talk
voice, “How can something so big and stinky come out of something so small and pretty?” I
remember Nicole agreed with my assessment.
You included a quote from an article that one of the ladies I mentioned earlier said, “friends and
family members who sometimes cared for Kassidy noted that it was common for the mother to bring
Kassidy to them in the same diaper and pajamas they dressed her in the night before.” You asked if I
had any comment? Yes. THIS IS WHY I DISTRUST REPORTERS!!! Who are these friends or
family?
What is their source? In all of my discovery where does it say this? What does this sensationalism
have to do with Kassidy’s death? It is a blatant lie. Kassidy was always clean and well cared for.
Amanda was a very well kept girl. Always pretty, never going out in public without make up. She
treated Kassidy the same way. Kassidy was like her little princess. Amanda may have lacked
motherly instincts in some ways but keeping her baby, neat, clean, fresh looking wasn’t one of them.
This was irresponsible reporting.

You also enclosed a May 29, 2001 article about momentum in the Kassidy Petition written by
Jennifer Saunders. This article is another example of why I DISTRUST reporters and Jennifer
Saunders and her sensationalism are on display in her at several different points. You mentioned
specifically an encounter that some clerk supposedly had with Amanda and Kassidy in the Lilac
Mall. Amanda never mentioned it to me and I have serious doubts about it happening. I don’t doubt
that Amanda was in the mall. I just doubt that she was in there with a stroller. It sounds more to me
like this store clerk may have been looking for “15 minutes of fame” or confused her with someone
else. The Lilac Mall in Rochester is hardly a mall. It is approximately 200-250 yards long and has
maybe 15 stores in it. When we went there we would usually put the kids in a Kmart cart, let them
walk, or carry them on our hips or in my case, on shoulders. Amanda may have been there with a
stroller but I doubt it. You would have to ask her. A stroller would seem like a pain to unload from
the car and set up for such a small mall. If this lady claimed it was the Fox Run Mall in Newington, it
would be a lot more believable to me.
Some other “facts” that Saunders alleged in her article- Kassidy’s mother, 19 year old Amanda
Bortner, knew her boyfriend abused Kassidy for up to SIX WEEKS before the child’s death
according to statements she made to police as recorded in court documents. Bortner neither reported
Kassidy’ s many injuries nor sought medical attention for the child, according to authorities. Tell me
where in ANY of Amanda’s statements Amanda said, “I watched Chad abuse Kassidy for 6 weeks?”
This is my major problem with reporters. They either get “fed” things by the police or pick and
choose what they are going to report on. The only thing I recall is after much badgering by the
police, Amanda said that I grabbed Kassidy’s cheeks 2-3 times a week for last month.
“The law is too lenient” one Rochester woman wrote in a letter to Hedegard .. .It’s not enough.
First degree- shock and horror at the brutality and suffering endured by Kassidy Bortner. I agree, if
Kassidy was beaten to death, it is horrible and that person should be stoned. However, what is the
point of Saunders reporting this stuff? It is not factual and doesn’t have anything to do with the case?
Her only point is to create shock, horror, and outrage at me. All before my trial. Every few months
she wrote something. You wonder why I don’t want to talk to reporters? These stories have brought
back a lot of bad memories for me. As far as I am concerned, these vultures can get their information
off our website and write a story about it if they want to. Pretty hard to twist up what we put out in
PRINT!
From another story, “Bortner, a former Sanford High School student who had taken a job at a
Kittery outlet store, brought her daughter to live with Evans at his Milton Rd. home for two months
preceding Kassidy’s death.” Again, not correct. There were at least 15 people that commented on
how long Amanda and Kassidy had been living with me in Rochester. Most said between 4-6
months. I can’t recall a single person saying two months but let’s assume someone did. Saunders
says two months as if it is fact. She doesn’t even say, “about two months”. If this reporter had access
to all of these interviews and court records, why would she site two months if the majority of people
said 4-6 months? The ONLY reason to state something like this is to create outrage in people and
make me guilty in the court of public opinion. If I was reading this about someone else I would
immediately think, “My God, that poor child. She lived with this monster for 8 weeks and the mother
admitted to police that her boyfriend abused her for 6 weeks. This bastard should be strung up by his
nuts and gutted. “
“In the weeks prior to her death, Kassidy did not smile often, according to details in NH State
Police
affidavits filed at Rochester District Court. In fact, she is described just as the woman in the
Rochester store recalled.” So now, Saunders is an expert and linking her own opinion of what the
police describe and what this guy, Hedegard, told her about some clerk’s comments? Several
witnesses are quoted in the affidavit remembering Kassidy as withdrawn, fearful and bruised. More
shock and horror.

She was very pretty. She had a wonderful personality. She had the most beautiful eyes and smile
you’d ever want to see. According to Kassidy’s maternal grandmother, Jacqueline Conley. I agree
with this statement 100%. Kassidy was beautiful. However, I do not see what relevance it has with
Kassidy’s death. It is put in here simply for shock and horror. It was put in to infuriate readers toward
me, the guy that was accused of killing this pretty little girl. It is put in here to get people asking
themselves questions like, “How the hell could someone kills such a small, child with such a
beautiful smile?”
I realize that this particular article was about the grassroots effort to get the “Kassidy” bill signed
into law not my case directly. However, it all has to do with my case. Most of Saunders’s articles are
written like this. I understand that my lawyers didn’t speak to her but as I recall, she never reached
out to them either. She was hell bent on writing what she wanted to write.
UUUUUGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH! !!! !! !! !! !!!!!!!!
Ok, I have included several miscellaneous articles here for your review. The first one has nothing
to do with my case but I am sending it, with the thought that your wife might like to read it. It is an
editorial written by a former state judge in NH, Chuck Douglas. It is titled “State Must Not Deny Us
Justice.” It has some interesting facts about the case loads in NH courts, the things judges go through
etc. I figured being a judge herself, she may find it interesting and enjoy comparing it to her own
situation.
The other one is titled, “Retired To The Cold Case Beat”. It is about a former school teacher that
volunteers for the new cold case unit at the NH AG’s office. Interestingly, the lead prosecutor for
them, is Will Delker. In a sense, it seems that Milli Knudsen, does a lot of what you are doing for me,
pouring through old files, creating databases, reviewing witness statements, etc. I figured you may
like to read about it. Perhaps there is something here that will catch your eye that we should consider
doing. Interestingly, you and Ms. Knudsen must share a similar passion as you are working for
similar salaries. I hope to be able to rectify this someday. I believe I still have fairly good earning
power out there.
I hope this helps some,
April 29, 2010 (116)
Post Meeting info. And Misc. Thoughts
It was good to see you yesterday. Hopefully you had a safe trip home after the committee
meeting. I just wanted to follow up on some of the things we spoke about at our meeting and provide
more info. On some of the things that we spoke about.
I like the idea of the 3 photos that you described at the top of the website. Can we somehow add
a date or approximate date of photo taken at the bottom of each photo. I think it will help tell the
story. I know for the Kassidy and Amanda photo I gave you an estimated date in those photo letters
and you haven’t gotten to them yet, but when you do can we add them.
Once the website is complete can we link it to my facebook page and possibly my class reunion
stuff?
I know so little about how the internet works but I imagine it may help generate traffic which is what
we want.

You may recall that during the process of interviewing Amanda, Jeremy, Bruce, and some of my
other friends, the state tried to make a big deal about me gambling on football games. (another thing
initiated in Jeff’s interview.) On page 29 of the April 5, 2010 isssue of The Christian Science
Monitor, I read an article by Kase Wickman, Scott McLaughlin, and Tom Larkin, which stated “1 in
6 Americans bet on sports in the past year.” This is interesting to me and possibly will be to you as
well because it illustrates how badly the police and then the prosecution can make you feel or seem
for normal, everyday things that most of us participate in. Many people bet, most people have
arguments with their spouses at one time or another, most people have called their children a “little
shit” or “turd” or some other name at one point. This entire process wants to highlight stuff like, “Oh
my God, he gambles he must be a horrible man.” Looking at it from another angle, in your quotable
quotes you have one quote where officer Rick Leclair says to Amanda, “Can you believe anything
this guy says?” They want to make it seem that I lie about everything. Yet, they don’t want to take
ANY responsibility (nor do lawyers call police on their lies while on the witness stand) for the lies
they told to Jeremy about Jeff taking a polygraph, or when they lied to Amanda during her initial
interview about speaking with the doctor doing Kassidy’s autopsy and the doctor already had a cause
(Kassidy body wasn’t even at ME’s office yet). Or, the countless other lies they told to others in an
effort to get them to say what the cops wanted to hear.
I wrote to you a while back about how I used the word “retard.” I will try to find the letter
number this weekend. In a nutshell, when I talked about Kassidy seriously and thinking she may be
slow I would say “developmentally delayed” or slow. I can’t recall ever calling her retard in a
derogatory manner. Can you imagine how that would make Amanda feel about? I can be an asshole,
but I have always been aware of people’s feelings. Unfortunately, I did/do use the word retard too
much. Many of my friends would tell you, it’s my “word”, Often I use it to describe myself or
something I am doing. The word is much less accepted today than it was 10 years ago and I am
trying hard to eliminate it. The only time I can directly recall using retard in a sentence involving
Kassidy was- One time Amanda and I were curled up on the couch and Kassidy came into the living
room from the dining room and she had a coat or blanket over her head. All you could see was these
little legs walking toward us. (It’s like that first moment when a child first discovers they can see
through some things and end up where they want to go.) Amanda and I were both laughing while
watching her. I said, “Amanda, your daughter is retarded.” I was using it as slang for funny. The
word Retard, has many slang meanings. “That jump is retarded”, (huge) “That hit Jarrod Mayo just
put on LT was retarded.” (Hard), “Adam Sandler is Retarded.” (funny). It was a word I grew up
with.
I don’t know much about it Autism! Asperger’s Syndrome but the way I have seen it portrayed
on TV, I think it is worth looking into. Some of the behaviors I noticed in Kassidy, the explosive fits,
etc. may have been a product of it. Rather than being slow as many people thought and told police,
she may have had the beginning stages of something like that. I don’t know. I know that both
Amanda and I saw that Kassidy was very smart. It was something in the behavior that seemed off to
me. I knew nothing of these afflictions then but I see commercials on TV that say 1 in 166 children
will be diagnosed as Autistic this year. Man, if I was losing my patience with her, applying too much
pressure to her cheeks, and she was autistic or something rather than just being what I thought was
spoiled and “bratty” .. How do I live with myself then????
Adam Tuttle- Just a reminder, the reason he could be important is if we can find a few more
people like him. Where the police failed to tum over evidence after speaking to them it WILL go a
long way toward getting me a new trial, where I will have a chance to tell MY story. I understand it
is all part of the legal “game” that you like to avoid but turning over exculpatory evidence is THEIR
rules. The law says, they talk to someone, they give defense a copy of everything. If I am not
mistaken, this very issue is the thing that opened up Shawn Drumgold’s wrongful conviction.

Bobby Sheehan- (Kassidy’s biological father) There is an inmate here that told me he knows
Bobby and Bobby told him on several occasions that he understood that I did not kill Kassidy.. I
mention this so that you can use it if we decide to approach Bobby at some point. I plan to approach
Steve soon to get more info. Example- Why does Bobby think this? When did he say it? Etc. (I’ll ask
Steve the questions that you will likely be asking Bobby eventually) The reason Bobby could be
important is he is Kassidy’s biological father as well as the fact more importantly, They all hung out
in that Springvale/Sanford Me. Area. Bobby got his opinion from somewhere. I am guessing that
some of it is from those girls in that group. One word of advice, from what I know of Bobby’s “type”
he is unlikely to go check out a website. He is more likely to just be a fact based guy that will answer
a few questions and then find it to be a waste of his time. He has never been described as a very
articulate, caring guy. In fact, he was a “bad boy” and this may have been the thing that attracted
Amanda to him.
Keep mulling over the best way to approach Jeff. I like the idea of my approach (may well have
been accident, you didn’t blame Chad at first, nor did he you, police weren’t willing to look at the
fact that she may have had brain bleed, etc.) but also followed up with some sort of registered letter.
Dialogue is key.
You made a very good point about Jen and Jeff’s hypocrisy crusading for Kassidy during our
visit. It’s been a long time since I have thought of it like that but during my trial, sentence review, the
initiation of this law, etc. it got under my skin so badly. Not only would Jeff and Jen have been just
as culpable, “knowing” all they did, but here they were crusading. How many times does Jen call
Kassidy, “the kid”? How many times did Jeff actually call Kassidy retard?
I actually agree with the concept of the new Kassidy law. For obvious reasons I didn’t want
Kassidy’s name attached to it. I agree that if people know about or suspect abuse of children it should
be criminal if they don’t report it. I would crusade for the bill now too, knowing what I know but I
would be humble about it, telling of my experience and speak of how I failed Kassidy as well and
deserve to be punished. Jen/ Jeff and that entire crowd are above all of that. They didn’t do anything
wrong. They come off as the victims. When the bill was going to be signed into law, Jackie and Jen
were at the state house and Channel 9 news showed a photo of them at the statehouse. Jen was
holding a photo of Kassidy.
You asked specifically about the details of the morning of Nov. 9. We woke up late. Amanda went in and grabbed Kassidy and clothes for both Kyle and Kassidy.
Amanda was frustrated with me because I was laying there in bed still when she came in with
Kassidy in her arms and clothes for the kids. I knew she wasn’t in a good mood so when she barked
to get Kyle up. I got to it and started to be helpful. I believe that Amanda changed Kassidy’s soiled
diaper on our bed while I was waking up Kyle. She dressed Kassidy while I was helping Kyle into his
clothes. Once that was complete, Amanda was rushing to get into the shower. I took Kyle and
Kassidy downstairs. Kyle was eating cereal at the dining room table and Kassidy was sitting on the
couch watching cartoons. I yelled up to Amanda and asked her if she wanted me to feed Kassidy or
pack her food for Jeff’s. She yelled down to pack it up because Kassidy would take too long to eat
and she was already late. While Kyle ate his breakfast, I carried Kassidy into the kitchen and set her
on the counter by the sink. We kept the cereal on top of the refrigerator, on the other side of the
kitchen. I asked Kassidy, “What kind of cereal do you want?” I recall we had 3 different boxes
which I held out to her, and she pointed to the Reese’s Peanut Butter Puffs. (This was a semi-new
cereal at the time and came in little chocolate looking puff balls similar to Cocoa Puffs or Kix.) I put
the cereal in a baggie. I can’t recall what else, but I packed some other things for Kassidy to eat
throughout the day. We had a lot of kid’s snacks- cheese and crackers, chips, fruit, juice, I can’t
recall if I made her a sandwich that particular day. If there is a description from that day of what
was found for food in Kassidy’s bag at Jeff’s house, we will know what I packed. Once Amanda
finished her shower and got dressed we got the kids’ coats on and carried them to the car. I believe
that I had both of the kids in my arms and Amanda had their bags. I put Kassidy into her car set
directly behind Amanda’s seat and Amanda buckled her in while I went around the other side and
buckled Kyle in. Amanda was going to drop him off at school in Dover on the way to Kittery. I kissed

Kyle as Amanda got into the car. I ran around and reached through the driver’s door to kiss
Amanda. She barely gave me a peck. She was rushing and I believe she was still mad at what she
perceived as my laziness/unwillingness to help her when we woke up. I backed away from the car
toward our steps as she got ready to back out and I realized that I hadn’t kissed Kassidy goodbye so
I came back toward the car screaming, “Wait.” As Amanda rolled down her window I said, “I didn’t
kiss Kassidy yet.” I quickly opened the backseat door and kissed Kassidy on the forehead. “I love
you, have a good day baby.” That is when I noticed she had somehow gotten hold of her Ziplock
cereal baggie, had opened it and was eating some of her cereal. I was amazed that she could open it.
I believe I said out loud. “You little shit, I didn’t know you could open these.” I said to Amanda,
something like,”Baby, she opened her cereal bag, did you know she could open them?” Amanda
sounded a little irritated and replied something like, “She’s been able to do that for a while. I am
late. I’ve got to go!” The reason that this is such an important sequence is because Kassidy sat on
the counter, and she chose her cereal, and she opened her own baggie, etc. These are all things that
they told Amanda she would have been impossible to do in the condition that Dr. Greenwald said she
would have been in that morning. God as my witness, this is all true. She left our house that morning
awake, though apparently tired.
Amanda shared with me once it was the prosecutors that were telling her this was impossible. I
believe it was during that Dec. interview that Jim White didn’t record. She met that day with Chris
Carter and Will Delker. Ironically, Carter was the one that was a real jerk to her that day. He said,
“C’mon Amanda, say she was laying there. The doctors have told us there is no possible way she
could have sat up on her own.” PLEASE verify this with Amanda. See if she remembers it. I can’t
recall exactly when she shared this with me but I will never forget hearing it.
You shared an interesting thought/observation about me, Alfred, and Dennis. Dennis testified
and has all kinds of supporters. Alfred and I did not, and we don’t have the same support. I wonder
myself if there is a correlation. 1just don’t understand it. I had quality friends. I associated with
“quality” people. College educated, smart, good values, etc. We would go to the wall for each other.
If Bruce Jeremy, Tim, Dan, Larry, Stephanie, etc. called and needed $10,000 I would give it to them
tomorrow with no hesitation. They would have done the same for me. I am not trying to sound
arrogant, but I think I was a pretty good person out there. I tried to always do right by people. I just
don’t understand it.
I hope this helps some.
April 30, 2010 (117)
Responding to 144 and Misc.
Something else I thought of after our visit. You mentioned redoing the time chart of how long
the key people were alone with Kassidy. You mentioned that some people may be skeptical of
counting Kyle because of his age. I actually view Kyle just the opposite and I think Tristan alluded to
it in her interview. Kyle is the PERFECT witness because of his age. There is no way I could
convince a child that young to lie for me. If he saw something he would have told Tristan at the very
least. A child that young doesn’t have the ability to do an elaborate cover up, and understand how
and why he would need to protect his dad. With regards to your comment that I could have beat her
after Kyle went to sleep. Like his father, Kyle is a light sleeper. He surely would have heard her
crying. Whenever Kassidy woke up crying, it woke Kyle up. In any case, you could mention this to
the polygraph person and they could ask if I abused Kassidy after Kyle went to bed.
Another quote for you- “There is an easy solution to every human problem – neat, plausible, and
wrong.” H. L. Mencken Tell me that this doesn’t describe my situation. The state needed a
SOLUTION. It is NEAT (easy), PLAUSIBLE (Makes sense that it could be the dad or at least
someone in the house. That is how it usually is) The only problem is it was WRONG!!! They should
have actually investigated.
I am including a May 2010 article from Esquire magazine. About the new CEO of Yahoo, Carol
Bartz. I am sending it to you for several reasons.

1. I really relate to her mgt. style. She is me in a nutshell. She will give you a glimpse of what I was
like as a manager.
2. She has a great comment on eye contact. In a nutshell- eye contact brings you there in the moment
when you give people your undivided attention. Not looking people in the eye when they are talking
is plain rude.
Letter 144
You asked about 9:40 phone call to Vanessa and asked where the reference to the call came
from. It came from several places.
1. In one of your call charts from several weeks ago you identified the number as the Millard Group
in Peterborough. I can’t recall the letter number but I can go hunting if need be. I know that is where
Vanessa worked at that time.
2. I wrote about the phone call in one of my original letters to Alan.
3. I know you are behind but when you get caught up, you will see that there was a reference to it in
that October Daytimer that you found of mine and copied. In fact, there were a few other calls listed
in that Daytimer that you may be interested in. There is a ton of information there I don’t advise
trying to absorb it all at once
You mentioned a quote from a Jan 2002 Foster’s article and how it was a combination of a few
statements during my interview. Another great example of why I DISTRUST REPORTERS. Taking
things out of context should be against the law. It is misleading and unfair. Anyway, Amanda did
slap Kassidy a few times on the legs but I hardly considered it hitting. It was very light and when you
watch the video of my interview, you will see that. I believe several people may have spoken in
interviews about these slaps to the legs. If Kassidy was having one of those temper tantrums and
Amanda was the one dealing with her, she may pat Kassidy on the butt. I recall Amanda doing it so
lightly once that Kassidy turned and almost laughed at her. This is likely when she started the thing
with the leg. Amanda didn’t want to hurt Kassidy, she just wanted her to know she was serious. I
don’t know about Amanda bruising the legs with a slap. I think that may have been me just saying
what the police wanted to hear. Certainly it may have left a red mark for a short time. I realize that
Kassidy was under 2 years old but she really had already figured out how to get to Amanda. There
were times that Kassidy “ran” Amanda rather than Amanda being in charge. I know this has
happened to me at times and likely does most parents at one time or another. At times Kassidy
seemed wise beyond her years. She really knew how to get Amanda’s “goat”. I remember once when
Amanda’s brothers were at our house they were sitting at the dining room table once and one of them
said, “Mandy can I have some more juice.” Kassidy was sitting in her high chair and said, “Mandy.”
Amanda leaned over and said, “No, to you, I’m Mama, not Mandy.” The boys and I started to laugh
when we heard Kassidy say “Mandy.” It was very cute. Amanda went to the kitchen to retrieve juice
and Kassidy looked around the room at all of us with a big smile and squealed,
“MAAANNNDDDDYYY.” We all busted out in laughter. The refrigerator was very close to the dining
room and Amanda heard it. She came in and was a little upset. She looked at Kassidy and said,
“MAMA not Mandy.” When Amanda went to the fridge to put the juice back, Kassidy quietly said,
“Mandy” we all giggled. It was as if this 20 month old baby knew exactly what she was doing.
With regards to the interview mentioned above, I know I need to give you my comments. I just
need to find 4-5 hours that I can string together because that is not the kind of thing I like to stop and
start. I will try to get to it real soon.

You asked about me roughly placing Kassidy in the corner where she hit her head against the
closet door in our bedroom. I can’t remember exactly when it was but I believe it was sometime in
October after Jeff started watching Kassidy. That is when those extreme tantrums started again. I am
fairly confident Amanda and Kassidy where laying on our bed and I came into the room and jumped
on the bed with them. I leaned over to give Amanda a kiss and Kassidy started flipping out. Crying
and pushing me away. Obviously, she didn’t want me near mama. I picked her up and set her on the
floor standing up. This is normally how I would start this type of discipline. “If you don’t want to
share mama then you don’t need to lay with her.” If she got off the bed and stopped fussing within a
minute I would bring her right back up on the bed. If she had a bigger fit, which in this instance she
did, I would send her to the corner for a timeout. I would say, “You need a time out, go to the
corner.” Here she said no, so I picked her up and said, “ ‘No’ doesn’t work for me.” I quickly put her
into the corner. When I sat her down she fell forward into the closet door. The closet was one of
those hollow, Lauan doors. I didn’t push her head into the door or anything like that. I recall on a few
occasions putting Kassidy into the corner in our bedroom and having to physically carry her there.
One time, she was being so defiant about facing the corner that I physically had to hold her head
facing that direction. No real force necessary. On a few occasions she would actually be going so fast
running herself to the corner she would “throw herself into it.” I swear this was for dramatic effect.
Another time she tripped over a blanket or dirty clothes laying on our bedroom floor and actually
banged her head pretty hard. This was, I believe, soon after the closet door incident and the only time
I recall something resulting in a bruise to her forehead. Kassidy got up crying real tears and running
back toward us. The time out was quickly dismissed as Amanda and I cuddled her because of what
we perceived a real injury. After this I think we pretty much stopped sending her to the corner for
time outs. (unless we carried her there.).
This is going to sound horrible, but I don’t know how else to describe this method of behavior
modification training.. When I would remove Kassidy from the bed if she had a fit when I went near
her, I was trying to use a technique that the dog trainers taught us with Kato. I don’t mean to compare
Kassidy to a dog here, but it was really effective with the dog, so why not with children. I wanted
Kassidy to know we were the parents just as with Kato, I wanted him to understand we were the
master. Dogs can be very possessive of their food and I knew when I got Kato that I would someday
have children, so I wanted to ensure he would never snap at them. Basically, I wanted Kato to
understand that he would always have enough to eat so he wouldn’t be possessive of his dog dish.
The method was to feed him and then start petting him while he ate. The second he growled you pull
him away from the food and remove his dish. Play with him and in a few minutes give him a few
pieces of the dog food from my hands. He learned to trust and that I was in charge. It got to the point
that I could put my hand in Kato’s dish while he ate and he would eat around my fingers. By the time
Brent and Kyle came along, and later Kassidy, Kato was so well trained that if the kids went near his
dish while he was eating, he would stop eating and back away until they moved on. If Kassidy would
have stopped having a fit when I set her on the floor and listened to my spiel on sharing mama, I
would have brought her right back up. Where she was extra stubborn and would get even angrier the
next stop was the time out.

I think the most important thing to note was whenever we did anything, whenever I demanded
eye contact, we ALWAYS explained things. I can’t remember a time where I ever reprimanded her
where I didn’t make a point of explaining why I was doing something. After the fit and everything
was over, there was always an explanation, always a hug, a kiss, and “I love you.” From the first time
I ever got after Kassidy for something, I got down with her at eye level and explained the problem
and why I was upset. Back then, Amanda would kind of laugh at me and say, “She doesn’t
understand a word of what you are saying.” I would reply, “I know, but someday she will and I want
her to get used to the fact that we will always talk and explain things.” This is something that my
father did while raising me, this is what I ALWAYS did with Kyle and Brent, and something I would
do with any child I am involved with. They were/are the most important thing in the world to me and
I remember when my dad took the time to explain things to me, I always felt like I was the most
important thing to him. Anyone that has ever seen me around the kids should be able to speak to this.
I believe this is an example of what Amanda was talking about when she said, “That I helped to
make her a better person, a better parent.” Amanda quickly saw the power of this and adopted it if
she ever had to speak to Kyle or Kassidy about anything.
I have no idea why my and Amanda’s attorneys would only put 1 witness on the stand each. It
was very frustrating to me then and now. I had plenty of people then who would have testified on my
character, etc. When I brought to their attention that I hated how the state was calling all my friends
as THEIR witnesses and how I believed that would look bad to the jury, they just said, it wasn’t that
big a deal because though the state was calling them first, they were also saying a lot for me. To me
it was about perception. How these two smart lawyers couldn’t see this, I don’t understand. I just
trusted them. They were the experts.
Thanks for the Blackstone Formulation, it was interesting. Society should adopt.
Regarding Jim White’s 26 hours of taped conversation between Amanda and me, and nothing
prohibiting contact between us. I’m making this point because it was you in an earlier letter that
stated you didn’t understand why this was relevant. I was in prison and there was nothing prohibiting
contact. I have no idea what Amanda’s bail conditions were.
Nice job on getting the brain scan people to agree to do it for free. It’s going to be a REAL
project to get this place to agree to let me go to Mass. Highly unlikely. I was hoping the machine was
portable. We’ll see.
Hope this helps some,
May 3, 2010 (118)
Responding to #142 & Misc.
Are we planning to post on the website the handwritten page of day care names and phone
numbers for all the day cares that Amanda contacted trying to find a reputable care provider for
Kassidy? I know this will be a bit messy as compared to typing but it was the original document, in
Amanda’s handwriting and it may be powerful for people to see it themselves. At the very least
maybe we can provide a list of all of the day cares that Amanda contacted (The typed out version that
you already completed), and provide a link to the handwritten page for anyone that wants to see it. I
like how you have listed out each and every day care, the name, the address, the phone number.
There is something much more powerful about seeing all of this vs. merely saying, “Amanda made
15 calls to day cares”.
I was thinking about all of the photos you had me identify. I like the old adage, “a picture is
worth a thousand words.” I know you are planning to use most of the photos you had me identify. I
think this is great. My question is, how big will the photos be? I think it is best if they are big rather
than thumbnail. I know very little about websites so excuse me if this is a dumb question. What I am
envisioning is people being able to view the photos much the way they would if they were looking at
a photo album. (full size).

On the subject of photos I was looking through all of mine last evening trying to find any you
may not have. I found a few. Probably the most important was a photo of Kassidy that Amanda took
in our kitchen sometime in July or August. Kato is behind her and she has a huge smile. I really think
this one should be added to the top of the website with the other 3 you have already put up there. Let
me know what you think when you see it. Scan the photos in and send them to me with your
identification number as you did with all others and I will return them to you with a description. It
just seems more organized to do them this way. This way I don’t write all over my photos and we
don’t mix up the descriptions with the wrong photo. On the subject of photos of Kassidy, I am
wondering if we should leave it alone or put a sort of “disclaimer” for the reason we don’t have a ton
of photos of Kassidy to go with all the others we are displaying. I am just concerned that someone
may wonder why we don’t have a bunch of photos of Kassidy and then take it a step further and take
it as a sign that we didn’t care about her or something. I described this to Jeff Gelinas and he says
that I am thinking too much. (I am often guilty of overthinking things). Jeff is of the opinion that we
should just leave it as it is. He thinks it would be different if we had no photos of Kassidy. It’s just
disappointing. We have some wonderful photos on display that tell a great story. We had some
awesome photos of her and I, her by herself, her with Kyle and Amanda, etc. together that were
destroyed.
While searching through the photos I ran across one of Amanda unwrapping a picture I had
drawn for her. You asked me about what the drawing said a while back. And I couldn’t recall but I
was able to read it in the photograph. It was a pair of hands intertwined (Chad and Amanda) and said,
“Through the years I will walk with you in deep forests; on shores of sand. And when our time on
earth is through, in heaven too, you will have my hand.” In the photograph you can see another
drawing beside her. It is of a porch swing and has another saying geared toward true love and
spending our lives together. There were 3 of these in all.
From my letter 117 last week:
You asked about 9:40 phone call to Vanessa and asked where the reference to the call
came from. It came from several places.
1. In one of your call charts from several weeks ago you identified the number as the
Millard Group in Peterborough. I can’t recall the letter number but I can go hunting if
need be. I know that is where Vanessa worked at that time.
2. I wrote about the phone call in one of my original letters to Alan.
3. I know you are behind but when you get caught up, you will see that there was a
reference to it in that October daytimer that you found of mine and copied. In fact, there
were a few other calls listed in that daytimer that you may be interested in. There is a ton
of information there I don’t advise trying to absorb it all at once
This weekend I looked through our communication to narrow it down for you. : With your letter
125 you included what I will refer to as the state’s chart of calls. The number was listed there as me
calling it from my cell phone on Nov. 9th 2000. In your letter 126 you asked about chart of calls
questions- specifically you identified the Millard group in Peterborough and informed me that they
still have the number in 2010. I believe I responded in my letter to you #104. Also, your letter 124
was a 5 part letter which included my Oct. 2000 traveling daytimer. (calendar). There was a
reference in their showing Vanessa’s work number. I believe I responded to it in my letter #102. I
think it is good that you asked if you weren’t sure where it came from. I like how you have been
putting the website sections, (small parenthesis), where you have been getting your source
information. It makes everything seem more factual and harder for the naysayers to “poke” holes in
anything. I didn’t look up the Alan letter.

While I had the huge stack of our correspondence out I spent approximately an hour going
through it looking for my notes on the annotated secret taped conversation between Jeff, Jen, and
Amanda. (You resent it to me with your letter 136 asking me if I had seen it and commented.) I know
that your annotated copy came from the original that you sent me with your Jan 12, 2010 letter. I
marked that all up and this is the draft that we currently have. I recall sending it to you with more
notes. However, just as I suspected, I didn’t photocopy it as funds were a little tight and I figured you
would be updating and returning to me. If you look in your unpacked Georgia box, I’m sure you will
find it there. If not let me know asap and I will go back through and mark up the copy you sent me
with letter #136. It would probably have been a better use of time if I would have just done that
rather than spending an hour hunting for something that I was pretty sure I didn’t have. Oh well,
done now.
Letter 142You stated- I’m trying to focus on post 1 Oct. do you have any recollection of when Kassidy hit
her head when you had her on your shoulders coming down the stairs? Was there a bruise for that?
Unfortunately all I can do is give you my best guess. I am pretty sure it was in October. I am going to
guess that it was sometime during the weekend of Oct. 8th because I believe Amanda was working on
Bruce’s survey project then. I believe it was a Sunday because as I recall, I was bringing Kassidy
down the stairs from a nap. I wasn’t often there for afternoon naps. She usually woke up pretty
happy. I likely said something like, “Hey there. Do you want to go see mama and get a snack?”
Those two things, seeing mama, and food always brought a smile to her face and she’d reply
“Yesssss.” Whenever Kassidy said yes she dragged the “sss” at the end. Just thinking back to it now,
it was so cute, sometimes I would lift her onto my shoulders or back, other times, I would sit down
on the bed and she’d wrap her arms around my neck for a piggyback or if I sat on the floor she would
wrap her little legs around my shoulders. It was really one of those stupid, freak accidents. I had a
really low overhang going down the stairs. Most of the time I carried the kids on my hip or piggy
back going down the stairs. I had carried her down on my shoulders before and ducked just fine. On
this particular occasion, I didn’t duck enough and she bonked her head on the ceiling/overhang. It
must have hurt like hell because she started crying. Amanda came running in from the computer
room. She hit her forehead, towards one side of her face, (I can’t remember which side.). I don’t
recall it swelling or anything which is something that often happens with forehead injuries. We put a
few ice cubes in a washcloth (I believe). Kassidy didn’t like that at all. It made a bruise in the area
that she hit.
Any recollection of swinging her around in a circle and she hit her head? I am not sure what you
are referring to here. The only time that I recall swinging her when she hit her head was once when
we were heading out the kitchen door. I had her on my hip and something happened (I think it
Amanda yelled something to me or something to do with Kato) and I swung around real quick to face
back toward the kitchen. I only had my hands under her butt and she wasn’t holding on. When I
turned quickly the momentum caused her to lose her balance. Kassidy fell sideways and as she did,
cracked the corner of the door casing. Thinking back to how the door was set up, she would have had
to be on my right hip. As I recall, she took the brunt of it on one of her cheeks and it did bruise up
several hours later. I just can’t be sure right now when it was that this happened. I would like to put
it in the Oct. time frame but I don’t want to be incorrect. I may not be able to date this one.

I just read Foster’s article about closing arguments at your trial. Brown reminded the jury that
Evans told police he slapped Kassidy across the mouth for being disrespectful. “Which is pretty
ironic considering the way Evans talked about Kassidy.” I don’t remember any reference to your
“slapping” Kassidy Ever. I wonder what Brown was referencing? The only thing that I can think of
or find, was in the 5 pages of my interview that you sent me with letter # 144. It was page 1549 of
discovery (pg 70 of interview). This is what was said, “Yeah- one other time she actually swore and I
went like this, (demonstrated motion to police) ‘you don’t swear’.” If you read this entire page again
you will see that I was describing something to them about Kassidy’s face. It appears this is where
the comment about Amanda slapping Kassidy’s legs came from. The word slap wasn’t used and that
is why you probably couldn’t find any reference. It was hardly a slap. In hindsight, I wish I hadn’t
even done that. It’s not like Kassidy knew the meaning of the word. She was just repeating a word
that she had heard one of us adults use. She said it again after I said, “no” so I flicked her mouth with
the back of my fingers approximately as hard as you would shoo away a fly hovering over your corn
on the cob at dinner. Kassidy didn’t cry, it didn’t hurt. The goal was to get her attention and for her to
realize it was a bad word and it shouldn’t be used.
As I described in an earlier letter, anytime there was a reprimand of any kind, there was an
explanation afterward. Whether or not Kassidy or Kyle understood exactly what we were in
our explanation, we wanted them to always know that we were going to talk to them about
what they did wrong and why we reacted the way we did. Again, this was always face to face,
always calm and always concluded with a kiss and hug. I didn’t like to get upset, raise my voice,
etc. I always tried to explain things so they would understand and hopefully make better choices the
next time. (I should have done a better job making better choices myself). I learned early at
McDonald’s that the goal of all confrontation should be to effect change. Despite what the
prosecution and police wanted everyone to believe, we were not monsters. We were doing the best
we could to raise the kids with the tools we had. To be sure, I made many mistakes. Probably many
more than I realize but, I am pretty confident that Brent, Kyle and Kassidy knew we loved them very
much.
I’ve never seen transcripts for closing arguments either. I don’t know if they were ever produced.
I like the additions you made to the sale price of my house. I’m still curious why you would want
to publish this info. But with this new information I am ok with it. Thanks.
With regards to Amanda, Kassidy, and Crystal coming down to the seafood festival and us
walking around. I believe Amanda had the stroller and we started out pushing that. The problem is it
was so packed that you couldn’t maneuver that around the crowds too well. I picked Kassidy up and
carried her on my hip for a while and alternated between that and my shoulders.
With regards to candlepin bowling, I apologize for confusing you. Jeremy was a 10-pin bowler.
He went with Bruce and I candlepin bowling a few times, but it was the large ball that he really liked.
I believe Jeremy grew up bowling with his family. Jeremy and his brothers bowled in leagues. I
went and watched him a few times and he was quite good. Jeremy was just a natural athlete at most
every sport. The candlepin bowling started with Bruce and me as most things started between us.
We were sitting around at his house, enjoying a beer or a good cigar and one of us said, “We should
go bowling.” Next thing you know, we were at the bowling alley making it happen. For my birthday
that year Bruce bought me a full set up. Balls, shoes, bowling bag, etc. That is how he and I did
things. We once decided, “Hey we are older now and should try to drink something more
sophisticated.” So we decided on a bottle of single malt scotch. Neither of us enjoyed it much. But
that is how we did it. We didn’t “half ass” anything.
I like your updated entry about Travis Hunt and when he moved into our house. When the
Hampton Beach McDonald’s closed for the year Travis went to work at Portsmouth Rte. 1 as
Jeremy’s assistant. You may recall that is the restaurant where my office was located and the place I
stopped on my way to the Kittery police station. That is when I spoke to both Travis and Jeremy.

I’m ok with whatever you decide to add to the chronology. I am suggesting possible information
to add and leaving it up to you to decide what is important to paint a clear “picture” to anyone
reading. I certainly understand we don’t want the chronology to become too cumbersome. The goal
is to get people to read and understand not overwhelm them. I will keep adding things and sending to
you if I feel strongly I will say so. If I am not sure I will continue with the question- should we add
this?
We discussed at visits about the call to Tristan where I spoke to her about Kassidy being hit by
the ball and what I should do. The call likely doesn’t show because Rochester to Dover is a local call.
I possibly messed up. Maybe it was me that called her vs. her calling me. To be honest, that is even
better. If I called Tristan it shows that I was at least concerned and reaching out for some help. I
know this for a fact, that I tried to call MY MOTHER after it happened. Surely, being a mom with
lots of experience she would know what to do. Unfortunately there was no answer at my parents’
house in Keene. At that time they didn’t even have an answering machine to leave a message. I recall
telling this to Alan when I first met him in his office shortly after Kassidy’s death. I may have written
it in one of the early documents. Whether I called Tristan or she called me, I don’t think is the most
important thing. I think the most important thing is that she remembers the call and conversation.
While on the subject, when you update the entry again, I don’t believe Tristan said, “Wait to see
how Kassidy felt in the morning.” I believe the advice she gave me was, “How is she right now?” (I
replied that she seemed normal at this time.) “She’s probably fine then. Just keep your eye on her.”
What Tristan was telling me was if I saw Kassidy’s eyes roll again or anything “weird” to call her or
take her to the hospital. It wasn’t said, but was implied.
You asked if I am sure that Amanda went from her work to York hospital and then onto
Portsmouth. I am really not sure. That is what Amanda said, I agree that it is a pretty major screwup
if she did. Please add it to the questions to ask her. She is the only one that truly knows what
happened.
I hope this helps some.
May 4, 2010 (119)
Responding to 148
I’m rereading some of these articles that you are submitting to the web. Today it is the
Portsmouth Herald articles. Man! Are some (most) of these infuriating to read?! I don’t think I have
ever asked, why do we want to include this TRASH on our nice website? I mean, it’s not like we are
hiding documents. We are including every interview and trial transcript right? On top of that, we are
putting forth the version that no one else got to see, the truth!!
In these two particular articles you sent, you asked specifically about Lindsey Conley. Lindsey is
Amanda’s stepsister. I’ve never met her and Amanda never had much to say about her. To my
knowledge, she met Kassidy only one time. Lindsey is Paul’s daughter previous to meeting and
marrying Jackie. I don’t believe that the girls (Amanda, Jen, Lindsey) ever lived together growing
up. Amanda was pretty upset when she saw that Lindsey was making comments about Kassidy
considering that she had nothing to do with Kassidy.
One other note about these articles. I couldn’t help but notice how Robert Conley (Paul’s
brother) sounded. I only met him one time, and he reminded me of one of the characters in the
movie, Deliverance. He provided a statement to the police in my case that reads ok but, I think there
is definitely a reason the state didn’t put him on the stand. Jackie doesn’t drive and Robert brought
her down to the police station on Nov. 9.
May 4, 2010 (120)
Responding to #147
The journal like narration of Kassidy’s last 24 hours including the spreadsheet info. Sounds
good. I am interested in seeing how it develops.

I am glad that you had a conversation with Tristan last night. Unfortunately, she and I don’t
speak at all anymore. It weighs heavy on my heart. I pray that it will someday change. In the
meantime, I just reach out as often and as positive as I can. The fact that she spoke to you at all is a
start. I don’t know if she said (or if it was your assessment), to you that she is cautious because “she
has been through this before.” If so, it was sad for me to read. That means that at one point she had
hopes for me coming home. I know at one point she did, maybe for more reasons than those on the
surface, even if she wouldn’t readily admit it. It’s nice to think that she once cared so much
With regards to Amanda ever taking Kyle to the doctors in 2000. I gave this some thought after
our visit. I can’t recall exactly but I am 99% certain that I took Kyle to a doctor’s appointment and
she met me there and then took him off to school. I think it was when Kyle was at Rochester
Pediatrics. The problem is, I can’t recall if it was Amanda or Mandy Allard that did this for me or
when exactly it was. For a while after I split up with Tristan, Mandy helped me out picking Kyle up
and watching him for an hour here and there, etc. It would make sense that it was Amanda that did
this with me but I am not positive. I wish I could be sure. I seem to remember sitting in the lobby
filling out paperwork for a doctors appointment for Kyle once with Amanda and Kassidy with me in
the clinic waiting room. I think Tristan is correct though, it is unlikely that Amanda took Kyle alone
to the doctors. However, it is very possible that I was taking Kyle and she met me there / took him to
school. I had a pretty active role in Kyle’s life. I tried to always make his doctor’s appointments,
events, etc. It’s another thing that you can add to Amanda’s list of questions when you see her. I just
don’t want to give you inaccurate information that I am not positive about. It may come to me but
hasn’t yet. The experts say that everything in our lives is stored somewhere in our brains. The trick is
recalling it. Of course, there is the possibility that Amanda just made it up and didn’t take Kyle to the
doctors at all. I guess if it is important enough we can try to figure out who was Kyle’s doctor at that
time and see if they have a record of his appointments from 2000. It is a long shot but I’m willing to
try researching if you think we should.
If I am not mistaken though, the main point for you is whether or not Kyle had been ill with the
flu prior to Kassidy’s death. I can verify that Amanda was telling the truth when she said to the
police that she felt Kassidy just had the flu or something because Kyle had just gotten over it. I
believe it was soon after trick or treating for Halloween that Kyle got sick. I recall him temporarily
losing his desire to eat candy.
Thanks for the spreadsheet with jury deliberation hours. It was good to see them broken down. I
remember at the time of my trial, Alan felt pretty relived when we made it through the first few hours
of deliberations without a verdict. I believe it was Sisti that shared with me that often in a case like
this, (horrific child death), a jury will come right back with a guilty verdict. “There has to be some
sort of doubt going on in there.” The fact that it went over 20 hours and several days, should have
been an indication for lots of doubt, yet we couldn’t really ever get the jurors to talk.
The picture of the Reese’s Puffs was interesting. You really think it will help with the
understanding of that morning huh? I think you may need to alter the 7:10-7:20 entry a bit. I don’t
know that it was Coco Puffs that I reached for but it was definitely a box of cereal other than the
Reese Puffs. The rest of it is spot on. It will be interesting to see photos of my house. We kept cereal
on top of the fridge and the cupboard directly above the stove. I know I grabbed from the refrigerator
but I’m not positive of the brand. I think the confusion with everyone else calling them coco puffs
was because the Reese’s puffs look just like them, only a lighter shade of brown.
I understand why you skipped those letters. Getting the website up and running was/ is
important. I know you will respond when you can. Even more important than the response is making
sure you read it all carefully when you get to it.
May 5, 2010 (121)
Responding to #145

You enclosed a spreadsheet of Kassidy’s last 24 hours in here. It was interesting to see it all
worked out, how little I was with her alone. I hope you plan to find some creative way to highlight
that in the book and website. As I stated in a previous letter, the nay Sayers that will try and detract
from Kyle being counted are crazy. He was 3 ½ years old. How do you entice a child that young to
lie for you? If he had witnessed something, he would have divulged.
I agree the spreadsheet is good to look at all on one page but I like how the word processor
shows totals for each person very clearly. Is there a way to combine the two best features?
You asked- Here’s a big question: When were you alone with Kassidy since Oct. 1st? I think you
once said she was with you on 2 of the 3 financial mgt. evenings. (Oct. 19 & Nov. 2) In addition to
these class nights that Amanda had, I recall a few other occasions when I was alone with Kassidy for
short periods. One particular Sunday in October I was headed over to Bruce’s to watch football and I
had Kassidy with me. I’m not positive but I think Amanda wanted to stay home to get a couple of
uninterrupted hours on the survey project. She came to Bruce’s later. While we at Bruce’s, I needed
to run to the store to get some snacks for the game. There was a Cumberland Farms right down the
street from Bruce’s so I packed Kassidy into the car and we left. I recall grabbing some juice for her,
some Bud light for Bruce and I, as well as some chips. When we got to the check out counter,
Kassidy saw all the candy and looked up at me with a big smile, (she was walking) pointing at the
candy and said, “CANDY” The lady at the counter said, “Oh my God isn’t she adorable.” This made
me kind of proud. Even though I couldn’t take credit for her genetic, you always like to hear people
say how cute your kids are. She told me that Kassidy had my eyes, which I thought was odd because
our color isn’t even close. The cashier was likely just trying to be polite. I thanked her and said, “She
looks just like her mama.” I bent down to Kassidy and asked her if she wanted some candy, her eyes
got even brighter and said, “YESSSS” hissing the sss as she always did. She proceeded to pick out 2
or 3 things. The cashier made some comment about all her choices, I said, “How can you say no to
that face.” Of course, I caught hell from Amanda a couple hours later for letting her get so much
junk. I just laughed it off and said something to the effect of it’s a dad’s job to spoil and a mom’s job
to yell. I was teasing her. I believe this was the day that I purchased a candy for Amanda called, fun
dip. It was like this pouch of sugary/sour, flavored candy and you dip some hard sugar stick in it.
Amanda was feeding bites of it to Kassidy during the game, (after she gave me hell for feeding her so
much junk food.)
I recall at least two more times when I had Kassidy alone in October for short periods but there
may have been more. Both of these times, Amanda was out shopping, once for groceries and another
time at the Lilac Mall. (Amanda and I shared grocery duty. Sometimes we shopped together with the
kids. Other times she went alone or I did.) It was good because it gave her a little break and
obviously you can shop more efficiently without a baby in tow. Kassidy was always great in stores.
Unlike Kyle, she never asked for anything but it was good for Amanda to have a little alone time just
the same. I keep trying to convince Nicole of this very fact. She’ll be an even more incredible
mother to Aliza if she has a little bit of “down” time. While Amanda was out, Kassidy and I would
color, play with toys, watch tv. Etc. I know I bathed her once. Amanda was surprised and happy
when she came home to find out I took the initiative. You know how it is, sometimes you are tired
and just hope that load of laundry will magically be folded, dishes washed, etc. I tried to do these
things from time to time to let Amanda know I was thinking of her. Hey it never hurts to put some
“cookies” in the jar. When I mentioned giving Kassidy 10 or baths on the contact sheet. I was
counting the times I participated with Amanda in that total. Some nights I would get home from work
or working out and she would be upstairs bathing Kassidy and or Kyle. I would go up sit with her,
watch Kassidy play in the water. Talk to Amanda and help her. Amanda could obviously handle this
task alone but it was sort of a bonding thing that I enjoyed doing with her.
May 5, 2010 (122)
Responding to 146

I agree that Nicole moving back to Vermont would be a great thing. I have talked to her a little
about being the chairperson of the committee. She is a genuine, sweet person with a great
personality. I think in many ways she is a natural. I am only concerned about overwhelming her. I
want her to have the confidence and desire to do it. The only other thing that goes through my mind,
didn’t we decide it might be best to have a non family member take the position if we can find
someone willing. It would seem less biased to have an “outsider” in the position. Nicole knows the
truth but it may carry less weight with the public than a non relative. “Of course she is going to say
this. She is Chad’s sister and she loves him….” I don’t know, just thinking out loud. I’m sure it can
always be switched down the road.
You mentioned a comparison that I did and you saw at Alan Cronheim’s office of an affidavit
that Jim White did on November 10th and a different one on the 16th. I know that you have sent me
the one for the 16th. I don’t have the one from the 10th and don’t recall the comparison. I mention this
only because you said that it was intriguing but you wanted to keep some things simple. My guess is
that I highlighted some inconsistencies but without seeing the document, it doesn’t ring a bell. I’m
not sure if it something that we should address or not.
Thanks for the draft you sent of the new home page of the website. I LOVE the pictures at the
top. As I mentioned, I am including 20 photos that you may or may not have. I have 100’s here but I
picked out 20 for different reasons. I think when you see the one of Kassidy with Kato in the kitchen,
you will agree, it may be one we want to add to the top. At some point after you have scanned the
photos can you please mail them back to me? You will have to send them in two different envelopes,
10 each. Some of these photos we do not have duplicates of so I don’t want to lose them.
As I discussed in a previous letter. I am not sending any ID with these photos because I don’t
want to mess them up with any ID # you are going to assign them. Please scan them into your
computer, print them off and send the copies to me numbered as you did most of the others and I will
give you a description and you can decide if it is worthy of adding to the website or not. I am of the
opinion, you can’t have too many photos. They tell such a good story. Beyond anything we can put
into words. For example you sent me an unnumbered photo as well as photo #79 which is Kyle
getting ready to jump into my arms. There is a photo of him here where we are both smiling at the
camera and he just completed the jump into my arms. You may or may not want to use it because it
is similar to two other photos you have already. However, you may want to use it because if they are
lined up in a row, they all together demonstrate the nurturing relationship I have with Kyle and kids
in general. Each photo tells it’s own story. I tried to pick some things different from what you have
already. I look forward to getting the copies back and providing you with details.
I hope you have a great weekend,
May 6, 2010 (123)
Responding to 149
Re Portsmouth Herald article- Yeah those quotes from Jackie and Jeff are tough to read. Jeff
with the “family joke” comments about who could babysit Kassidy, It is infuriating to see that he is
making comments like, “people keep losing sight that what is lost here is a little girl.” I want to
scream, “Yah, no shit!” Comments like the one he made are what make me think he has convinced
himself he had nothing to do with her death. What, is he running for office or something? Believe
me, he certainly didn’t care like he is coming off here. Jackie’s comments are bothersome because
she is saying a lot of what I feel for Kassidy. I am sure it was/is hard for Jackie. The problem I have
with what she is saying is that she comes off like the all caring grandmother and has put Kassidy on
some sort of pedestal in death. I find her last statement particularly disturbing, “She was brought up
around love, people holding her, cuddling her, We told her that she was a pretty girl, that we loved
her.” This just wasn’t what I saw when I was there. When I read these statements by Jackie and Jen
in particular and compare it to what I actually SAW, it makes me think they may be confused on who
the actual VICTIM was.

You included a copy of the July through October schedule of the Yankees and I have several
problems with the Monday September 11, 2000 date. I am just not sure that it was the Yankees we
saw. It could just have easily been another team we saw the sox play. Jackie mentioned ball game in
the article but Amanda could have said ball game to her mom when that wasn’t when we went.
Jackie could have confused things. I can almost guarantee that Jackie didn’t’ have Kassidy for 4 days
in September. Here are my problems with the date. 1. Perhaps the Hampton Beach Chamber of
Commerce would know for sure of the date of Labor Day that year as well as the annual SEAFOOD
festival. We already have those dates sewn up on the chronology. I worked in Hampton for both
weekends. I could be mistaken about Labor Day weekend but I KNOW that Crystal, Amanda and I
walked around with Kassidy for a while during the seafood festival. If the seafood festival was
indeed that weekend of Sept 10th as we have it listed in the chronology, I don’t believe that Amanda
would walk around with me and then drive all the way to Buckfield to drop Kassidy off and later that
evening we drove to NY City. Unless of course, I am incorrect about us being in Hampton on Sunday
and it was actually Saturday evening that me, Crystal and Amanda walked around with Kassidy.???
so many questions. Each answer leads to another. 2. Jeremy was fairly certain that we were in the
city on the weekend because we stayed right IN the city. Rooms are cheaper and easier to find on the
weekends. It’s possibly we stayed that Sunday before the Monday game but I’m not positve. 3. I
thought we were in New York earlier, like August. I recall asking Larry to watch over my stores. It
was rare for me to take time off in August because the beach was still very busy and we lost our
Campus Crusade for Christ college students early in the month. There would have been no reason to
ask Larry to watch over the stores in September. 4. I question the authenticity (or accuracy) of this
being the 2000 Yankees schedule. During this 4 month span I see only one series against the Red
Sox. I’m not sure what year it changed but we each team in our division 19 times a year. The
Yankees would play all teams in American League East a total of 19 times. If this format was in
place in 2000, the schedule you sent me shows the Red Sox playing the Yankees a total of 4 times.
That would mean in April and May the Sox played the Yankees a total of 15 times??? Hard to
believe,
It is possible we saw the Sox play the Yankees in 2001 when me, Jeremy, Amanda, and Jason
went. Perhaps in 2000 we saw the Yankees play someone else. I apologize, I hate to add more
confusion to this issue of the date of the game. I just want it to be accurate. It could have been
September 11, 2010 but it just doesn’t sit right with me. I hate to be a pain but could you please
email this above paragraph to Jeremy along with the Yankees schedule for the year and this article
about Arrojo pitching. Jeremy is a more avid fan of baseball than me, especially with the Yankees.
This may job his memory. I know he hasn’t responded recently but I will put in a follow up call to
him early next week.
May 7, 2010 (124)
Responding to #150 and Misc.
You talked about Kassidy in the bathtub and then asked about the routine for her baths. There
wasn’t really a set routine. When it was time for a bath Amanda typically gave it to her. I gave her
several alone and participated at times when Amanda bathed her. Baths with the kids were a fun
time. I can’t think of anything more relaxing than watching a child splash around and have fun with
the simplest toy. As long as you are not rushed, I have always found bath time to be another place to
watch their imaginations flourish. Kassidy in particular, had times when she would just sit silently on
the couch staring at things or playing with toys quietly. I noticed with bath time, she would often
become more vocal, splashing around, dumping cups of water, watching the shampoo bottles float,
playing with the toys on the side of the tub, etc. I found it easier to let Kassidy play for a little bit and
then let her know that shampoo time was coming. While she was playing I would use a wash cloth to
wash her body. I can’t recall now what we had for toys in the tub but there were several that usually
sat in the corner of the bathroom or on the rim of the tub. A cup, a little squeeze toy that squirted
water, a little floating boat thing. Kyle and Kassidy didn’t really need toys, a half empty shampoo
bottle made a great floating “ship” and provided much entertainment.

I am pretty confident that I was there for Kassidy’s entire bath. She was to little to leave alone. I
might have stepped out for a second to check on Kyle. I would sometimes do that if he got quiet. The
only time that I stepped out of the bathroom for more than a minute is when I pulled Kassidy out of
the tub, dried her off and handed her to Travis for a minute to hold while I went into the room to grab
her pj’s, diaper, powder, etc. I can’t recall at this time if any of the phone calls occurred while I had
her in the tub. For some reason, I feel that I spoke to Tristan toward the end of her bath. I would have
to study the chart to see if that could help. Right now, nothing sticks out at me as a definite. It’s been
so long, I remember the big details such as, giving her a bath but I struggle with some of the smaller
ones.
I think that you told me that the Popsicle wrapper was not found (or looked for?) but that the
banana peel was found? Actually, I believe it was you that told me that the Popsicle wrapper wasn’t
found. It was in a conversation we had at our first visit. The banana peel along with the half eaten
banana was found in the kitchen trash and their was a photo taken of this. I held Kassidy while she at
the freeze pop in my office. I don’t recall seeing a photo of the contents of my office trash. There
may have been one. I suspect that copies of all of the photos can be found in Alan or Mark’s office. It
would be good if we could find it. It adds credibility to Travis’s recollections, it paints a clearer
picture of that evening and also adds credibility to MY recollection of the evening and helps show
that I wasn’t this mean, uncaring ogre. the state wanted to prove that everything I said in my
statement was a lie. It’s great because much of what I said, and described checked out. I only wish
there was a police officer in this entire mess that would have been looking at this objectively. Instead
of, “this is our guy, now let’s build a case around him.” Why wasn’t there even one of them saying,
“Whoa, let’s slow down. A lot of what Evans told us is checking out, a lot of pieces aren’t fitting in
this puzzle. Let’s take a step back and reevaluate who we should be looking at.”
Regarding the Portland press Herald article that found Amanda and several others being fined for
possession of alcohol on Oct. 2. You have this listed as the day after the Creed concert on Aug. 23rd.
I think this is a mistake. As I recall, Me, Jason, Amanda, One of my Hampton Rte. 1 employees and
Jason’s friend, Jeff Porter were at the Creed show. For some reason, I was away from the group and
Amanda, Jeff, and Jason were caught with alcohol. (at least someone was) I don’t know all of the
details. I thought they were ticketed. I don’t recall anyone being arrested. It was right outside the
Civic Center, which was were Creed was playing that night. You may want to contact Jason and talk
to him about it. He, and Jeff Porter drove to court with Amanda and Kassidy was with them as well
on Oct. 2nd. I didn’t know that was the court date but if it is in the paper it must be. Jay can fill you in
more on the trip, the incident, etc. Also, it is interesting that Kassidy was with them that day where
they went to court. It is a very public place, we weren’t trying to hide her, and she had no bruises.
(Of course, Jeff wasn’t watching her much then.) I seem to remember Jason telling me recently about
Kassidy having one of her throw herself on the ground, temper tantrums at the courthouse or
somewhere around there. I don’t recognize any of the other 3 names you listed here, but if you check
the web again or even ask Jason, I have a feeling that Jeff Porter was also ticketed and fined that day.
I never met Charles Bortner. Amanda talked about him several times. He was sort of an outcast
from the family. I think he may have had some mental health issues. I encouraged Amanda during
our time together to invite him over to our house. I wanted to meet him. I am familiar with dealing
with mental health issues. My brother and uncle suffer at times. I didn’t’ think it was a reason he
should be shunned or embarrassed about. Amanda was more open minded than the rest of her family.
I believe she ran into him or saw him at a gas station in Maine once while we were together. She had
no idea where he was living or how to get hold of him. It is pretty sad actually. I am very close to my
brothers and sister. It is hard for me to imagine siblings being any other way.
On a separate note, I noticed on the home page there was not a section where people can click on
to see photographs. Are we planning to put a section like this in? I think we really should if that is
not in the plan. We have many quality photos and they all tell their own story. I want it easy for
people to find them.

I am including an article about Jenny McCarthy. Jenny is a former Playboy playmate, turned
actress. She has a son that is autistic and she first noticed signs around 2 years old. Some of what she
talks about here sounds a bit like Kassidy and it is something that I think we should look into. I don’t
know if it can be diagnosed post mortem but we may be able to get an idea. As I have mentioned
before, I think Amanda would be much more accepting of that diagnosis if true, rather than people
calling Kassidy slow. Sometimes it is the designations that we assign that hurt the most. It would
certainly go a long way toward explaining some of the behaviors. It’s not something society knew as
much about in 2000. the article also mentions Landau-Kleffner syndrome which is something I know
nothing about.
Thanks for the copy of “The count of Monte Cristo” I received it Monday and finished it last
night. I could really relate to the bewilderment and some of the feelings of the main character,
Edmond. Sitting in jail, watching your life tick by for something that you didn’t do. (If only my story
was fiction) It is a good show of perseverance, and example of why you should always do the right
thing. I could really relate to how Edmond felt about Mercedes. It reminded me of how much I loved
Amanda and was willing to sacrifice for her. What can I say, even when my head is shaved and some
think I look like a thug, I am a hopeless romantic. Now if I could just get a witness or two to come
forward… Do you suppose their may be a cave full of riches somewhere for me?
There is a program here where we can read books on tape for our children through FCC (Family
Connections Center). Run by Mrs. Mary Kelley. She runs the fathers support groups that I attend
every week. We spend a few hours reading the story to our kids and then send a CD along with the
book to them. I think it would be great for Kyle to read this story. Would you be offended if I sent it
to him now that I have read it?
I hope this helps some.
May 7, 2010 (125)
Responding to #151
You described a Union Leader article and a quote that apparently came from Jim White, via
Amanda’s interview, where Kyle was asking, “What’s daddy doing to Kassidy?” Without rereading
Amanda’s interview I cannot tell you what context she was using it in or if she was using it correctly.
However, I can tell you here that the police and newspapers have done what they so often do, and
used it out of context to suit their needs. When I read this comment on its face, it seems horrible and
leads one to think horrible thoughts. What you need to understand about Kyle is he is super
protective of his siblings. I think Amanda described in her interviews Kyle and Kassidy had a
brother/sister relationship. They would fight at times but God help someone if they picked on her.
Kyle is a caretaker. To this day he is very nurturing and over protective of his brothers Aidan, and
Brent. If all 3 of them are involved in horseplay, often Kyle will be the one to take responsibility. My
family has often relayed stories; if you get after one of the boys, Kyle will pipe up and say, “Don’t
yell at my brother.” I am fairly certain this comment from Kyle came when Kassidy was having one
of her temper tantrums. I wasn’t actually doing anything to Kassidy other than saying “no” Kyle
would be off in his own little world and hear Kassidy crying hysterically. At 3 ½ this can be a little
unnerving. He sees me standing near Kassidy and then picking her up to bring her to time out and
asks the question because he sees the end result rather than action prior. I don’t know if I am
explaining this well enough, but basically if Kyle was 6 years old, I am sure his observation skills
would have been better and he wouldn’t ask the question. By the way, if my memory serves me
correctly, Kyle said this more than once. Incidentally, after the fact we would explain it to Kyle too.
Example- “Kyle, you know how sometimes you do something wrong and end up in time out? That is
what happened with Kassidy. She is ok. You don’t need to worry. Some kids just react differently to
time outs than you do.”
Thanks for the obituary for Gerald Conley. I never met the man. It is interesting that they have
Amanda and all her siblings listed as living in Maine. I believe that only two of them do. As I said in
a recent letter, I believe Lindsey is Amanda’s stepsister. They don’t really have much contact. (at
least, they didn’t). I wonder if Amanda attended the funeral/ wake.

Thanks for the article about Jeff and his mom and the star for Josh Marshall. Interesting theory
on the effects his brother’s death may have had on him. You would think that it would have made
Jeff value life a little more. When I think back to that time period it should have been so obvious to
me that Jeff shouldn’t have been watching Kassidy. It was clear that he really was never excited to be
around kids. I just recall another conversation we had on our trip up to Maine to get the 3 wheeler.
Not only did he describe Kassidy as one of the “Children of the Corn” (from the Steven King movie)
because of the way she would just stare off into space, but he said, “She seems so fucking retarded.
Like, I wonder if Paul is her father or something.” I told him I thought that comment was rude. This
was the woman I loved he was talking about and it killed me to picture anyone doing this to her.
When I told Jeff that he was out of line for talking about Amanda and Kassidy like that he said,
“Well I’m serious Chad, Don’t you think it is eerie how much Kassidy looks like Scottie (Paul and
Jackie’s son) and I know that kid is retarded.” I was pretty silent for a while. I hate to admit, he had
me thinking. Kassidy did look a lot like Scottie. It was probably just a family resemblance from
Jackie but for a minute I was guilty of thinking what if. It was horrible what Amanda went through,
was she ashamed to admit to me the full extent? I hate that Jeff could say things sometimes and get
me thinking. When he talked badly about Amanda’s mom, it really tilted my views on her. Usually I
am pretty good at forming my own opinions about people, but Jeff just has this ability to be
persuasive. You wouldn’t think it because he is such a “hick” but he is. I think it might be because he
speaks with such conviction. It is as if he thoroughly believes what he says. I couldn’t really see it
then as clearly as I do in hindsight. Being in business, I usually had a fairly good “bullshit detector.”
I am not sure who Shannon Maguire is. I know Amanda had a friend named Shannon. It is
possible that she had two. The name doesn’t ring a bell with me.
I don’t have any ideas about Kassidy’s alleged fractures. I know when I heard about it I felt like
such a failure. How could she have had broken bones and we not know about it? Were we that
oblivious as parents? I later found from speaking to Dr. Baden while we were in trial that he didn’t
believe them to be fractures at all. I seem to recall that one of the doctors testified that it was a healed
fracture that predated me even meeting Kassidy. One of the things that Dr. Baden told me that made
me feel a little better is that babies’ bones are much more “pliable” than an adults. In some instances
this makes it tougher for actual breaks to occur. When the breaks actually do happen, a child will
often not whimper in pain, move differently or even know that a fracture has occurred so the parents
may not know. I wonder if there have been studies done that show X-Rays of broken bones in infants
when the parents have no idea that a bone has been broken. How common is something like this?
The brittle bone disease is an interesting question. I wonder if that was ever checked by Dr.
Greenwald. I don’t recall a mention of it at trial.
With regards to the eye Dr. from Sanford, Dr. Dan Roy. I think you are correct, she was probably
trying to get new contacts or glasses. I have no idea what Maine Care was/is. I assume by the way
you describe it, it was some form of aid for her doctors’ appointments. As with ASPIRE, I really
didn’t know the details of what programs Amanda was eligible for and using. As far as I knew,
Amanda only used her sister’s address for ASPIRE purposes so they would help her with school
costs as soon as she decided what she wanted to do. I can’t recall how much money I gave her but
she must have had a co-pay or something because I always gave her money if she went to the
doctor’s, went out or anything. On Oct. 27. when Amanada had her last appointment, she still was
not working. How did you find out the date of her last appointment by the way? Did you call them or
something? What is interesting is this was while her car was at VIP if I am not mistaken so one of
her friends must have taken her. Likely they spent the day together. She had Kassidy with her. This
means that Amanda took Kassidy into the Doctor’s office. This is ANOTHER point that disputes the
state and Jeff’s claims that we were trying to “hide” Kassidy from the world.
I am including a copy of the latest edition of “Southside Story,” a prison newsletter. Mainly so
you can see some of the art work by Dave Goupil on the back page. If I can ever get my picture of
Kassidy from Ron, Dave is the inmate artist who is going to make the drawing you requested for the
cover of the book. I guess we could use any child but I thought it would be more realistic if it was her
jaw area we were displaying in “Eye Contact.”

May 10, 2010 (126)
Responding to #139B
When I was going through some of my notes I saw that I missed answering this letter. I answered
139A but not B. Sorry.
I like the proposed responses to the Jim White affidavit. Obviously, there are some changes,
additions, etc. I will try to get to them as soon as possible. I’m guessing that like most other
documents this will be highlighted somewhere on the website with a link to it?
Regarding the fall that Kassidy took when Jeff was playing his, “Mama’s here” stunt. I DO
believe that it happened during the last two weeks of her life. I can’t recall exactly when but I will try
to work on a date trying to tie it to events around it. The problem is, right around those last few
weeks everything kind of blended together. This is when Jeff stepped on her trying to get to the
phone, his dog, Jake knocked her over, she fell off the bed- head first with her pj’s around her ankle
(“Mama’s here”), She fell 4 feet out of his truck window, etc. So much happened in such a small
period. I wish I had kept better notes of it and the exact sequence back then. Unfortunately, I had no
idea how important it would someday be.
Regarding the make-up incident when Jeff brought Kassidy home with make-up covering some
fresh bruises she obtained on her face at his house. This may have been the “Mama’s here” incident.
I remember distinctly that it was 3 bruises on the side of her face and I was pretty disgusted that he
would pick on her like that and also put make-up on her. Of course, at some point with the police, he
blamed the putting make-up on me. (He told them that did it because he had to go to Walmart and I
had caused bruises and he didn’t want anyone to think it was him.) I’m sure the police bought his
excuse. This in itself is ridiculous because if I was aware enough of someone’s abuse to put make-up
on a baby, I certainly would be aware enough to report them to the authorities. I recall in one of my
original documents I sent you there was a reference to it (perhaps that 10 pager to Alan). You and I
corresponded about it in January or February. I recall being upset about it and telling Bruce and
or/Jeremy at Bruce’s one Sunday when we watched football together. It would be a great question to
ask Amanda so please ADD IT to the list of questions you have gong to ask her. She will remember
it and was very upset about it at the time. She was the one that met Jeff to exchange Kassidy and saw
it firsthand.
You asked about the exact source of the “Let’s not take her to__________ until her bruise
disappears. Was it just once or was it a theme. Was it just one statement or was it a general theme.
It was NOT a general theme and it was NEVER said with regards to not taking Kassidy to the
doctor’s. As I recall, that was the general theme the state was trying to portray. We wouldn’t seek
medical treatment for Kassidy because she had bruises. The state was trying to muddy the waters and
make it seem that we had Kassidy in hiding. This was just not true. In one of your recent letters you
helped me out a great deal by providing me with the date of Amanda’s last eye appointment. (Oct.
27?) The ironic thing was I made the comment to Amanda and it wasn’t a time that I had bruised
Kassidy. As you may recall from some of our earlier communication, Jeremy and I went golfing on
the day of Oct 23. When we got home that evening Jeremy noticed some fresh bruises on Kassidy’s
cheeks that were NOT on her face the previous evening and morning before Jeremy and I left for the
golf course. Jeremy asked what had happened to her cheeks. (This was when I replied, “I don’t know
but check this out” and showed Jeremy Kassidy’s butt cheeks from when Jeff spanked Kassidy on
that Sat. evening.) As it turns out, Kassidy spent most of the day with Jeff doing “customer billing”
at home, while Amanda and Jen did some of Jeff’s landscape fall cleanups. Sometime during that
week of the 24th, Amanda spent the day doing errands with one of her girlfriends, for some reason I
think it was Emily Conley and Kassidy. Amanda told me about this when I got home from work.
Kassidy still had these bruises on her cheeks like Jeff grabbed her as I had previously. Anyway, I
said something to the effect of, “Jesus Amanda, you took her all over the place looking like that? You
better be careful or someone will think you are abusing her or something.” The thing is, this was said
AFTER the FACT. Amanda had already gone and done all of these things. It wasn’t like I prevented
her from going. Another thing, I believe this had to be the week that Tristan described seeing

Kassidy with little bruises on her face. Tristan called DCYF on Oct. 30 and told them she didn’t
believe it was me but didn’t know who it was. JESUS CHRIST! If this is correct, then Tristan was
reporting bruises that she saw that JEFF really did create, or were created when Kassidy was in his
care. (Just as she suspected when she was reporting and exactly opposite of the police theory).
The only other mention of not taking Kassidy anywhere until the bruises heal had to do with day
cares. I can’t recall exactly if Amanda had actually had an appointment to go to one of the day cares
or it was a preemptive thing but sometime around the 1st of Nov. I palmed Kassidy’s cheeks and
again left those finger tip bruises, (this was the last time). I recall saying to Amanda that it would be
best to let Kassidy’s bruises fade away before she took her to the day care. Amanda did chastise me
when we saw the results of me grabbing Kassidy so firmly. I had no intentions of touching her face
again. Wish I would have had more than 9 days to prove it. I do recall being relieved that she would
soon be in a day care when we found one. First, it would be SO much BETTER for Kassidy than
being in Jeff’s care.
PLEASE, clip this section above and bottom of previous page, scan it, bring this letter with you
when you meet Amanda or whatever you need to do to ask her about this. Does she remember what I
have here or does she recall something different. This is one of those important things that we could
use her verification on. As I have said in the past, my intention for sharing my notes and
recollections, is to provide a thought starter for people to work from. I’ve lived this for 10 years
while others have been living life. These details are fresher for me. My fear is it is too easy for
people to say, “I just don’t remember.” I’ve talked to several people over the last few months and
have found that most people are not willing to challenge themselves or try to think back that
far. My best results have come when I ask the question, let them ponder it for a minute and then say.
“I know it is tough, it was so long ago. This is my recollection of what happened.. Does this help you
to remember at all? Do you remember something differently? Do you remember any more details
than I do?” etc. Sometimes I will talk about how I remember something so clearly, because I was
able to tie it to a date or an event around it. The point is, this approach has gotten a lot more
information for me. Here are some of the things that I have heard when I have provided various
people with my recollections after they initially drew a blank. “Oh yeah, I do remember the canoe
trip now because of that rope swing in the trees,” and “Yeah, I do remember Kassidy jumping into
your arms in the pool. In fact, I remember her floating with you and Amanda on that big double
raft,” and “No, I don’t recall that exactly but I do remember Kassidy sitting on your lap to eat lunch
that day and you feeding her.” Etc.
The only other avoidance action I can recall is Amanda not coming to my birthday party. That
was actually her idea. She was worried about my mom seeing Kassidy and thinking she was a bad
mom as I recall. I told her that it was me that grabbed Kassidy and will tell her as such. (Boy do I
wish now that it had gone this way.) Amanda just thought it would be easier to stay away.
Hope this helps some.
May 10, 2010 (127)
Responding to #152
I’m glad to hear that you will have a follow up visit with Alan and will have a chance to meet
with him. He is a good man. Back then, I always felt he believed in my innocence. He may still. He
is a “company” man, very cautious. The attorney that is here for killing his wife, Seth Bader, knows
both Sisti and Alan and likes Alan. You and I probably see it differently than Bader. We both
understand that some people just want to do a job and let others be the boss. That’s cool.

It’s pretty interesting that you met Wil Peirce. I’m sure he wants to stand by his 2000 statement.
The interesting thing about him is if you get him talking and it doesn’t seem like you are accusing his
friend/ and former part time boss, Jeff, Will lets his guard down and opens up a lot more. That’s a
great approach you took with the accumulated accident theory. I recall my dad telling me that he met
Will at Amanda’s sentencing. Will started contradicting some of his earlier statements, Jeff’s, and/or
police theory. But the second my dad made some comment to him about talking to the authorities and
me being in prison, wrongly convicted, Will backed away, “Oh no, I think he’s guilty.” I don’t recall
the exact details as I was getting it all secondhand from my father. It’s just some insight I wanted to
give you when dealing with him. If Will isn’t painted into a corner he will speak more freely. Back
when Ron Rice was planning on speaking with him, Amanda was going to go with him. She knew
Wil a little and thought it would make him a lot less nervous about speaking. I never met Mr. Peirce.
The only time I ever had any knowledge of him was when he testified at my trial. I thought he was a
bizarre man. In any case, it is good that he has responded and hopefully he can introduce you to Jeff
Marshall.
I am really glad that you got to speak with Mandy Allard briefly. Did she call you or you her?
Your comments about her and Amanda confused me a little but I plan to call you soon on that and
several issues. It’s funny that you mentioned Mandy seeing me with Kassidy and Kyle outdoors at
my house because I recall that too. It was a nice day out and I was in the driveway playing with the
kids. Kyle had one of those little battery operated Jeeps that kids can sit in and drive, and I was trying
to teach Kassidy how to drive it in between playing ball with Kyle. We were running around playing
tag, hunting for bugs, etc. that day. Kyle really liked Mandy and ran up to her whenever she came
over. I am surprised to hear that she only met Kassidy twice. I would have assumed more. I can’t
recall what Mandy was dropping off at my house. It may have been some paperwork for her mom.
I’m sure Amanda was out shopping. I’m glad Mandy will help get you to talk with Melissa when you
are ready.
I did enjoy your responses to each letter because they gave me insight to what you were
interested in and what you found important. What I don’t miss about the responses is they always led
to more questions from you which made more work for me.
Regarding your response to my letter 115 where we talk about reporters. Obviously, my powers
of persuasion have been highly exaggerated, which is ironic, given my earlier observations about
Jeff’s persuasiveness. I pointed out many examples in letter 115 of how the media printed things that
were not true, were highly sensationalized, and were inflammatory. Yet, you still seem to believe in
them and their inherent goodness. Perhaps you should take this as proof that I am not nearly as
persuasive as everyone claimed I was around the time of my trial. To your point that the reporters
were just reporting what someone likely told them. This just proves my theory that cops are less
interested in the truth and justice than they should be. Besides, I would think that a good reporter
would check their facts before printing some comment from a cop. They certainly would check the
validity if it was a defense attorney stating it. Seriously though, I get your point and will try to repeat
every day, “I love the media for they will help set me free.”

Regarding my letter 116 and conversation with Adam Tuttle. As I said during the visit, I AGREE
with you, the fact that the police didn’t produce a report of their visit with him will not free me.
However, it is something to be aware of and if we go along and find several other people that they
have done this with, it possibly could. We already know, that they “framed” their interview with
Amanda in Gray, Maine. They started the interview in one room. She went on at length about Jeff
Marshall. When she was finished they moved here into another room and THEN started the
recording. I’m sure they recorded in that first room because they had no idea what Amanda was
going to say. However, they never gave us a copy of that. Amanda distinctly remembered talking
about Jeff, being born in Alaska, details about her stepfather, yet none of that is in that second
interview. My point is the cops did things that related in no way to finding the TRUTH. Of course I
want to be exonerated because of truth, but if it took police misconduct to get back into court in order
to TELL MY SIDE, I’ll take it. I just think that the police should be held to a higher standard than
the accused. After all, they feel none of the pressure to be “perfect” that the accused feels and they
still lie when they think it advances their theories of cases. For now we do nothing with the Adam
Tuttle info except file it away in the back of our minds in case other examples of the same occur.
Regarding your response to my letter 117. You said, “Thanks for explanation of the Carol Bartz
interview. I didn’t read it, and am glad you brought it to my attention.” I’m still not sure if you read
it or not but I assume you now have or at least what I highlighted because you referenced the eye
contact comments. I just thought it was a neat interview and it would give you some insight into the
manager I was 10 years ago. She seems like the female version of me. Warm and caring but no
nonsense. Not the kind of lady you want to cross.
You asked about the timing of Josh and Scottie’s visits to our house. I know my mom mentioned
that she met Joshua when she came to stay with us sometime in July. He was good and attentive with
Kassidy. I am sure they were both at our house for a few days in August. I can’t recall when. If you
look at the photos of Kassidy in a bathing suit at Water Coutry. If we dated that photo (Last I knew
you set those photo letters aside to get back to at a later date.) that is when they were here. I
apologize, I don’t have that information readily available here. You are mixing up the time that Josh
told Jackie that he saw bruises on Kassidy. There were NO bruises when the boys were at my house
over the summer. Josh saw bruises on Kassidy when Amanda went to Maine around my birthday in
OCT. to get some of her money from her mom for a birthday present for me. When the boys were at
our house, we cooked out, ate ice cream at Lone Oaks. Amanda took them to Water Country (I’m
99% sure), we ordered takeout. Amanda took them shopping. I believe that I wrote to you once about
the fact that Amanda bought them sneakers when they were up. (Well, I did, because she wasn’t
working.) I think Amanda may have taken them to Hampton Beach as well. I am not sure how many
overnights. At least 3-4 once. I’m sorry but once again, these are all great questions to ask Amanda.
All I can tell you for sure is I was glad that she had time with them. Family time is important. And,
she got to spoil them a little because I don’t believe that they were really used to that.
You asked who stayed over our house between June 2 and Nov. 9th 2000. In addition to the
people you listed:
Cathy Nuernberg stayed several times, mostly in the beginning of our relationship. As the
summer rolled on, she worked a lot and then moved to Texas. I would say June and July is when she
stayed overnight.
My mother spent several days in July. She and my dad usually came back for a weekend every 68 weeks. I can’t recall exactly from that summer.
My mom, dad, Jason, Nicole came and stayed over during my birthday weekend.
Crystal Martin stayed over those two times that she mentioned in her interview. For some reason,
I think Emily Conley stayed over once also.
I’m sure that Nicole and Brandon came and spent a weekend or two with us.
I know that Michelle and Bruce Truell stayed over the most frequently. Throughout the summer
when we got together to do something it usually involved drinking and we stayed at each other’s
houses. Sometimes with the kids, often without. The best I can give you for exact dates with them is
to look at the chronology. If we went somewhere together, one of us stayed over the other house.

Brent stayed over several times but that was also early on. I would say, June and July. By
August, I was getting him less and less, and he was spending more time with his biological father.
Travis from September 15th or so onward. I can’t recall a time when he had an overnight guest.
Scott and Josh Conley
I’m sure that Jason and possibly his best friend, Tim, came to spend a night or two with us. Jay
liked to visit from time to time. In fact, Jason and Jeff Porter definitely stayed at our house the night
in August that we went to the Creed concert in Portland.
I’m sorry I can’t give you more specifics about who stayed and especially when. Right now as I
look at this list I feel that I may be forgetting people. I’m just not sure. It was so long ago. If I think
of anyone else, I will let you know. It is possible that Jeremy Hinton spent another night or two.
If your goal is to provide a list of names of people and dates that they stayed over at our house
for the website, I think the best we are going to be able to say is “the following people stayed with
Chad and Amanda sometime between June and Oct (some parties, multiple times) and never
observed bruises on Kassidy or what they would deem abusive parenting by either Chad or Amanda
toward Kassidy or Kyle.” (of course check with this people if you would like first) Also, there is the
important issue of Jeremy seeing Kassidy with fresh bruises on the afternoon of Oct. 23rd, but they
were not there when we left in the morning.
May 11, 2010 (129)
Responding to #153 &154+
Our call, letters to Brandon+ Mandy
I am glad that we had a chance to speak yesterday. I felt it was productive. I just want to recap
several things. Hearing them is one thing but I find it is always good to have a paper copy to back
things up in case our memory fails.
You asked me to write to you about Jeff Marshall trying to run his truck at Tristan, her sister
Tiffany and the children. It is a great question to ask Tristan for details the next time you speak. Not
only will it get her talking freely (in my experience, most people have no problem opening up when
they feel they have been victimized in some way. It is VERY hard to get Tristan to speak about
anything, so I think you will find something like this helpful) which may also get her to open up
more. As I understand it, soon after my trial. Tristan was out with her sister and the kids shopping or
going to the movies and Jeff was driving through the parking lot with one of his friends. As soon as
he recognized Tristan, he revved his engine, sped up, and swerved his truck towards them. Jeff pulled
away before hitting them and sped off. As you can imagine, I was not happy when Tristan told me
about this during a visit. It’s such a horrible feeling to be locked up and helpless when it coming to
protecting your family. Jeff was taking advantage of my vulnerability, knowing full well that had I
been home and he pulled some shit like that I would have let him know I was unhappy about it. It’s
as though he was laughing at me. I believe I told Tristan to call the cops and she brushed it off with
an attitude of “Yeah, right, like they are going to do anything to him. They will probably find a way
to charge me.”
We spoke at length about Tristan’s misinformation and the conversation we had. It was
productive to speak with her but she could just as easily revert back to previous “mode.” She could
be a huge asset so I will keep you informed. I am VERY concerned that both she and Jeremy seemed
to have read a document on the internet (possibly the State Supreme Court opinion on my appeal)
that said something like, “As matter of fact…..Evans held Kassidy’s face under faucet, threw child
into corners, into walls of the house,” etc. It is concerning that they both seemed to have taken this as
an admission by me that I did these things. It seems people are confusing what state or judges
describe as fact for ACTUAL TRUTH. You and I both know they are describing these acts as fact to
support their opinion. How do we combat this? How do we show people like Tristan, Jeremy, and
who knows how many others that this is the case? So much misinformation.

Another good thing that came out of my conversation with Tristan that I forgot to mention to you
was Kassidy’s bruising. When I was describing to her that I had inadvertently caused bruising several
times by holding her cheeks too firmly, I explained that I didn’t think they looked hard enough at
Kassidy’s medical to see if she may have been anemic. Then she started being HELPFUL. She told
me she was anemic, (something I never knew.) and that she bruised easily and usually the bruise
would start forming within several hours which is quicker than average people. Also she said that
anemia can result in hair loss. Occasionally, Tristan relayed, she loses hair in clumps. This was
interesting because as you know, Kassidy was losing hers in clumps. I’m not sure if this is an
ACTUAL symptom of anemia or if Tristan was losing it from other things but it is worth looking
into. What was key to me is that Tristan was being helpful, talked about the bruises and hair loss, and
was actually talking. She has been working in hospitals for a long time and has learned a lot of
medical information; and she may have some contacts who might take an interest in my case.
I am glad that you had a chance to talk with ______ _________ about the case. Hopefully that
relationship can be built some as you have suggested. Believe me, I am not stressing about his claim
that they had a witness that saw me “grab Kassidy in a parking lot, slam her head off a curb, pick her
up by one arm, and place her in a car” nearly as much as I was about the abortion info that was
stewing in my head. However, it is quite bothersome. Can you imagine how you would feel if
something so absurd was said about you? I don’t really believe that they have someone that said this.
It would have been the most powerful EYE WITNESS against me and they would have had that
person testify. I don’t buy the argument that perhaps the witness wasn’t reliable and that is why they
didn’t testify to this. They already PROVED they had no problem putting unreliable people on the
stand. They had Corey Merrill testify and he was a liar with everything to gain. (Incidentally, we may
want to try to contact Merrill at some point. He made several statements to people here, including me
that he made those claims up and was pressured by the police.)
When I gave this ridiculous curb claim some more thought after our conversation I began to
think it was even more important to find out who made the claim and more importantly WHEN this
claim was made. (If in fact there is such a witness statement.) If this claim was made right after
Kassidy died, perhaps this is one of the reasons that the police settled on me, instead of other theories
about why or how Kassidy died. If the claim was made later on, perhaps months into the police
investigation, why not use it to strengthen their case. At that point they already had statements from
Amanda that I threw Kassidy into the corners of the house. Food for thought.
Now, I know you and I have spoken several times about this polygraph examination. Over the
past two months I have provided you numerous questions that I feel should be asked of me and I
asked you to copy them into a file somewhere. (I hope you have been doing that.) I UNDERSTAND
that you feel we will not be able to dictate what questions will be asked. My opinion is this is fine, he
can ask what he wants but we are paying for this damn test. In addition to the questions he wants to
ask, I want these additional questions asked. I want some of these ridiculous claims questioned. I feel
if we can eliminate some of these “tortuous” claims it will go along way towards helping humanize
me to people. Any parent can understand swatting a child on the butt. However, NO ONE will
understand using a dog brush on a child’s feet or trying to drawn them under a faucet. In addition, if
we can prove through the polygraph that these claims are false it may go a long way towards helping
build your relationship with _______ ________ and ultimately _____ _______ and others. After all,
the polygraph is the Police’s own truth meter. So please understand, when I ask to have certain
questions as part of my polygraph, there is a reason for it.
In addition to the questions that I have previously given to you for polygraph, I want to be asked:
1. Did I slam Kassidy’s head off a curb in a parking lot and then pick her up by one arm and put
her in the car?
2. Did I use a dog brush to cause the abrasions on the bottom of Kassidy’s feet? (you mentioned
during the conversation that ______ ________ was pretty convinced that I had)
3. Did I use any other instrument on soles of Kassidy’s feet?
4. Was I the one that originally found the marks on Kassidy’s feet and brought it to Amanda’s
attention?

5. Did I abuse Kassidy in the car after picking her up from Jeff Marshall’s house? (This is
important because state claimed in opening statements that I had done it in the car. And, you
have recently tracked that as the ONLY time I was alone with her.
6. Did I throw Kassidy into the corners or walls of my house?
I understand that you think the articles that the newspapers printed are important for the website,
(Although I question the need to include them as they are mostly so inaccurate or sensationalized).
However, I wish I had thought of it while we were on the phone, I think that we should really put the
article search on hold if it isn’t going to be done for a while and instead get the photographs loaded
on the website. I think the photos tell a better story and will be new to so many people. The articles
are old hat and have been around for people to read for years. I want to start pushing people to the
website more but I really want the photos on it first. I am worried about how often people may visit.
We only get one chance to make a first impression. I want it to be a good one. As you pointed out,
the photographs are warm and filled with love. THIS is the truth and what I want people to see.
I am going to try and not obsess about this abortion situation. You said that you knew that it
wasn’t Amanda, which was a HUGE relief to me. I am hopeful it was not you just tying to appease
me. TRUST between us is so crucial. I apologize for having an inkling of doubt, you have not given
me any reason to doubt your word. Trust is an issue for me and it has become an even bigger issue
since coming to prison. I don’t want to have a “poor me” attitude, it’s just the situation and many
people involved, haven’t given me much reason to trust.
I do apologize that I went through the 10 minute “tirade” at the beginning of the conversation
about the entire abortion issue. But in a way, it is good, you got to see first hand how my mind is
always working things over and how I am constantly trying to see things 1000 different ways and
from every possible angle. It seems like this “obsessive” side of me would be important to get to
know in your quest to understand me. As I told you, I am an open book. You have identified some
good qualities that you feel I have. You may as well see the bad too. I think it must stem from a lack
of confidence now or something. When we got off the phone, I said to myself, “I wonder if Morrison
is just telling me what I wanted to hear.” (as many have done). Likely, it was just as you said,
(someone else) and it was really this small, non-issue to you. To me however, it just gave my mind a
chance to start questioning things further.
Sometimes I feel I am so damaged now. My mind just leaps to the worst thing. Even though, in
my heart, I believe Amanda was sincere when she told me she never considered abortion with
Kassidy and never would. (so why am I questioning it?)
I think I’m good and then in 10 minutes my mind is wondering back to this same issue. I start
questioning how I feel about knowing where and when the call was made. Then, I’m not sure how I
feel about you knowing this information and me not knowing. After all, this information was
generated from MY case. Why would my lawyers have it and me never see it???? On the one hand I
think it is noble that you want to protect someone’s privacy but on the other, I want to be able to
completely eliminate it in my mind. Knowing when and where could do that. (for example, if a call
was made from Bruce’s Aube’s sometime AFTER November 2000 it could have been made by
several people but Amanda COULD NOT have been one of them because she was never there. Thus
she would be eliminated. Where as, if it was made from Vanessa or Bruce and Michelle Truell’s
sometime after December, it very well could have been Amanda making the call)
Next thing I know, my mind starts wondering if YOU are questioning my integrity by not telling
me. Do you think I would chastise a friend or family member for their choices to abort or not if I
knew about it? You probably aren’t questioning that at all but I now feel it necessary to make sure
you understand my position. I feel everyone is free to make their own choices. However, I don’t
believe that woman should be getting abortions without discussing it with their significant other.
Because abortion is not right for me, does not mean that it is something that I feel so strongly about
that I would judge another’s position.

Uuuggghh, why is my mind so complicated? The reality is, even if Amanda did have an
abortion, there is nothing I could do about it now. As you can likely tell, this is something important
to me. I thought I knew Amanda but if she could do this to our unborn child, it would be a deal
breaker for me. I have friends that are pro-life and others that are pro-choice. I respect both and I
guess you could say I fall somewhere in the middle of the road. I am not even sure of your views. If
it is too personal a question don’t feel you have to answer.
Anyway, now that I have launched into another diatribe, you can see that I really am a candidate
for the insane asylum. It’s hard to describe the things your mind does in jail when you are faced with
possibility of never experiencing the opportunity to LIVE life again. A life that you loved and were
able to share with people you loved.
OK moving on….
Letter 153
You asked, “Do you recall the discussions about whether to have Kyle testify?” You are correct,
I was against it. There was no way I wanted my son involved in any of this. It may have been good
for the jury to hear what he had to say and also see him. I’m sure I would have been bawling my eyes
out, seeing my baby up there in that position. At that time, Tristan was very supportive of me, but she
also wanted to prevent Kyle from testifying unless Alan thought it absolutely necessary. I remember
during the discussions Alan described it as a “dicey” situation. Alan met Kyle and thought he was
very intelligent. Alan was concerned that either side that called a 3 year old to the stand wouldn’t be
looked at favorably. I think the words Alan used were, “The jury will think whoever calls Kyle is a
bunch of jerks.” It wasn’t about appearances to me, I was already feeling like a failure for being
separated from Kyle for almost a year with the exception of our weekly visits. I had to protect him
from this. He was so attached to me then. If he had seen me in the courtroom he would have cried
and pitched a fit if he couldn’t come sit with me, hug me, etc. You know, I’ve never thought about it
until you asked me the question. It’s probably what Alan was counting on and one of the reasons that
he thought Kyle testifying would be a good thing. It would have painted a different picture for the
jury. A picture similar to the one that we are trying to paint now, the truth.
Letter 154
When we spoke on the phone, I was not aware that you were at Alan’s office the previous day. I
assumed June 6 not May 6th for some reason until I got this letter. I am glad you met Alan. He is a
nice man. I’m glad he felt helping us was important. He is skeptical of our efforts. I figured he would
be. It is probably a defense lawyer thing. Likely it is because he has seen me constantly run over by a
road grader. The sad part is he usually has been right. Let’s hope he is wrong here. Did he let you
borrow the video tape of my interview while you were there?
The photo you mention of Kassidy that Jackie took, looked like Kassidy was sitting in a high
chair.
The other photo that you ask about that appeared to be Kassidy with short hair sitting in front of
a fence was one of those portrait photos I believe. Kassidy’s hair was short because I believe this was
taken around her first birthday. I’m not sure what studio Amanda had it taken at, likely it was Sears
or one of those places. You will have to ask Amanda as she will know the history. The photo was
taken long before I met either Amanda or Kassidy. I hate to sound like the typical “stereotyped male”
but I didn’t pay attention to much to things like where the photo was taken before me and where
Kassidy got her hair cut. I know Amanda had a copy of the photo of Kassidy in a frame on our
fireplace mantle. She may have told me where it was taken but I don’t recall. With regards to hair
cuts, I doubt Amanda got it cut much. In fact, she may have just trimmed it herself. Kassidy was just
a little girl and Amanda wanted her hair to grow out. If you look at the older photos, Kassidy’s hair
was longer as she aged.

With regards to my hair, I went to Janet Lane’s salon, Hair Everywhere. Janet, Larry Lane’s
former wife, owned a location in Rochester and Dover. I had a regular girl I would go see every 5-6
weeks to get my hair cut in Rochester. Man, it’s been so long. I am almost positive her first name
was Kim. Being the unobservant male, I’m not really sure where Amanda got her hair cut. I would
just give her money when she wanted to get her hair or nails done. Amanda’s natural hair color is
dirty blonde. When she met me she was almost bleach blonde. After that she just would color it a
shade or two lighter than her natural color. Her and Kassidy both were fair skinned and blonde.
Amanda always liked being a blonde.
May 14, 2010 (130)
Responding to #155
Thanks for sending me the letters that you found in a folder at Alan’s by Jeremy and Gerri
Harvey. They said a lot of nice things. It was tough to read. You were correct on your guess of the
unsigned letter. (Jeremy or Travis) It was Jeremy. If you read the letter, he actually says his own
name in the letter in reference to quoting some advice I gave him. You may also recall a statement
that Jeremy made to the judge when he spoke at my sentencing that you quoted in one of your letters
a while back. It appears to have come from this letter. He said, “My opinion of the verdict is of no
importance.” I am sending them back to you with some notes and highlights of things that I thought
were important or consistent with what I have previously told you. I know it is a pain but if you
could re read them, I would appreciate it.
I am not sure if you are aware or not, Alan, in his efforts to protect me from the wrath of the
judge if we upset her by disagreeing with the jury, censored everyone’s letters. He instructed
everyone that they should not be critical of the verdict, the jury, the prosecution, etc. The letters
should be aimed at my character and the “Chad” that they know. I know that more than one person
was asked to rewrite their letter because Alan thought they were too critical. As I read Jeremy’s
statement I could see that it was filled with undertones. I know he didn’t believe in the verdict or
think it was “fair”. He wanted to blast the entire thing but was very restrained. Instead, he made his
points while also appearing to praise our system. Examples of this from his letter. “I do believe I
have seen all sides of Chad Evans and did not have a chance to express them to the system or you.”
Translation- this wasn’t about truth and seeing the good of Chad. (to know Jeremey, here he is
“slamming” my lawyers for not doing their jobs and the judge for not seeing this was a witch hunt.)
next statement by Jeremy, “I cooperated fully with all police and people from the AG’s office. I
testified TRUTHFULLY in both the grand jury and trial as a State’s witness” translation- Jeremy is
saying many things here. He testified truthfully and didn’t appreciate what the police did to him
(such as showing up at his house at 7 a.m. with photos of Kassidy on a morgue table) or the inference
by the AG during closing argument that he was part of my “posse” and would lie to protect me, thus
he has no credibility. Jeremy is also saying here, “Hey, I testified willingly as your witness state
shame on you for treating me this way and shame on you Mark or Alan for not calling me as Chad’s
witness.” Next example, “Many people walk around preaching..” Translation- Several people are
now they are acting like saints and victims when in reality, they are just as responsible! Next
example from Jeremy’s letter, “ I still remember the night outside the police station. Judging from
my two hour INTERROGATION it was clear the police ONLY thought Chad did this. One by one,
CERTAIN PEOPLE INVOLVED came out saying, ‘I didn’t do this’. Chad came out saying, ‘Where’s
Amanda? I can’t believe Kassidy is gone, Amanda needs me.’ ” Translation- Again, many things
being said, The police didn’t question Jeremy. They put him through HELL. The police didn’t really
investigate and instead settled on Chad immediately. Chad came out concerned about Amanda. Last
example I will give from Jeremy’s letter to the judge “He (Chad) is not really that charming and
persuasive, just a great guy.” Translation- Jeremy actually uses the word persuasive here twice in the
last paragraph. He is taking exception to the state’s claim that I am this controlling, guy that gets by
convincing people I didn’t do anything. You may recall, early on, when we met you pointed out how
the state thought I was very persuasive. Not persuasive enough, right?

I haven’t spoken to Jeremy about this but I know him intimately. He’s very resourceful and I am
very confident these are some examples of what he was really saying when he wrote this letter. In
fact, I’m sure he hasn’t thought about this statement in years but if I he knew how I just dissected it, I
would have it fairly accurate. Maybe I’ll mail him a copy of this to see. One good thing about
Jeremy, he never thought of me as too “persuasive” so if he disagreed with some of my assessments
here, he would have no problem telling you that. It would have been nice if he would have been
encouraged to say whatever he felt directly.
This last paragraph brings me to another realization Mr. Morrison, “The media is our friend Bonpasse.” I am still doing your media chant every morning. However, I would like to point out,
Jeremy, Jason, Amanda, and Vanessa ALL had many nice things to say about me at my sentencing
hearing. But, the reporters didn’t quote anything these people had to say. Instead, the newspaper
articles I recall from my sentencing all ripped me and quoted only the judge and the state’s witnesses.
I am just pointing this out because it flies in the face of your theory that the media didn’t report
anything positive because my lawyers weren’t helping them do their jobs. The reporters had ample
information to do FAIR reporting here. Instead they CHOSE not to. I realize that I am being a bit of a
smart ass here. I just want you to see the sensationalism I have experienced with every reporter in my
case. It’s pretty hard for me to trust these people when I feel they are interested in selling papers vs.
printing the truth.
Yes, I believe Gerri Harvey is referring to seeing Kassidy on that Sunday Nov. 5th at Brandon
and Nicole’s. What I also think is important is that Gerri is a SCHOOL NURSE, who worked with
at-risk and abused children and her observation of how Kassidy climbed into my lap and laid her
head against my chest. (Powerful, as it shows Kassidy had no fear of me as state tried to claim). I
also think it is important that she described the loving and comfortable relationship that she observed
between Kyle and I. It touched my heart when she described me being an uncle to her future
grandchildren and she would NEVER fear them being alone with me. This statement alone shows me
she did not believe in the verdict. I mean, this lady is a nurse who works with children. It is her job to
protect and take care of children. She was putting her name to something that could stir some
controversy for her and I doubt that she took this decision lightly. I can’t believe I had never seen this
letter. I hope this isn’t one that Alan decided against showing the judge. It may have been one that
helped sway Judge Nadeau to give me 28 years rather than the 60 the state was asking for and the 45
years Steve Carlisle was recommending.
This brings up another interesting point to me. These two letters are great and I suspect there are
several others along with the testimony that people gave at my sentencing. Do we have plans to add a
section to the website where people can click on and read letters in support of and against Chad at his
sentencing? If not, please consider it, maybe we can make one of those links on the left side of the
home page where people can go to these letters. Preferably somewhere near the top of the page…
You asked about a request of a list of all people who may have observed Kassidy during her last
5 weeks. I believe I sent it to you a while back. Unfortunately I don’t think I had much to add to it
beyond what you already know. I missed Gerri Harvey. Unfortunately, I likely missed others. It’s so
hard to remember.
You asked about people that wrote letters specifically, you mentioned Elizabeth, “Liz” Cox. And
Amanda Mills. I never knew “Liz’s” last name even though I was around her quite often and she
even stayed at my house in Rochester several times. Amanda Mills is a former co worker of mine at
the Keene McDonald’s. She was actually my boss as I was coming up the ranks. We became family
friends. I wrote to you once that I had babysat her children before. Amanda Mills is also the person
that helped get me the job at C&S Grocers while I was out on bail.
I am looking forward to reading the book “Proved Innocent” by Gerry Condon. Alibris seems to
work fine. I have heard of that movie “In The Name Of The Father.” I am going to see if I can get
my brother to send it in. We have a channel in the prison where people can now donate movies from
a vendor and as long as they aren’t too racy or extremely violent, we usually get to watch them.
Interesting information about Gareth Peirce. I can’t believe she is Will Peirce’s aunt. Small
world huh? Wouldn’t it be something if we could eventually get her behind our campaign.

Thanks for all your help.
May 14, 2010 (131)
Responding to #157
The voice analysis testing of my police interview sounds like a good idea. At this point we have
to be creative, right? I am glad that you were able to negotiate a better deal with the person you
spoke with. I also like that WE can decide when and how to use the information after the fact.
When I first heard about it from my dad at visit, I immediately thought it was a cool idea. I
assumed they would be analyzing my entire interview rather than just a section as you described in
the letter I received from you later in the evening. What I was envisioning with the entire interview is
that we could compare it to the comments I am preparing for you of my interview. (I haven’t started
yet but I hope to this weekend) If in my review, I find something that I said to the police that was
false or completely bullshit and I make note of it, will the test/ analyzer catch the same thing? Either
way it works.
I would be lying if I didn’t say that such tests make me a little nervous. I haven’t read my
interview in nearly 10 years and I can’t really recall all that is in there. I just know that I was nervous
as hell, sad at Kassidy’s loss, spacey at points, and intimidated as hell! I have been dragging my feet
on rereading it and providing you with comments for several reasons.
1. because I know it will take several solid hours. It’s not the kind of thing I like to start and stop.
2. The emotions of it. No doubt, I will feel like I am right back in that interview room.
3. I can’t recall what the heck I said and don’t know that I want to know.
4. As you can probably guess, there are times that I was likely answering a question while imagining
something else or possibly wasn’t sure in what context the police meant it. How do you deal with
things like that? How will something like that be analyzed? I guess, we could wait for the results and
make comments on them as well when we get them back from the test company. I just wish
everything could be “cut and dry”.
Either way, I hope it will help us in our quest to prove my innocence. I’m really going to make
an effort to get into my interview this weekend and will call you next week. It is likely I will have a
much better feel if this can be helpful. We’ll discuss then. It is likely my parents will need a week or
two to get the money anyway.
Thanks for the great information.
May 17, 2010 (132)
Responding to #160 & Misc.
Copies of Letters to Chase Bank & Travis Hunt.
Just an FYI, I haven’t received a letter #156 yet. I am not sure if there wasn’t a 156 but wanted
you to be aware. I am glad you came up with this numbering system early on, it certainly makes
things easier to track.
I have been thinking a little about the website. I know that I have spoken about you having your
own section in the book. A chapter where you can put your thoughts in about the case, how you felt
as you learned about different aspects, why you feel I am innocent, when it was that you started
believing, etc. I forget now which letter it was but I remember saying that you had recently provided
some golden “nuggets” of wisdom with regards to this case; insight as you learned things that should
be shared with others. I know the website has a lot of information already, but I would really like you
to consider adding a link, perhaps something like “Morrison’s thoughts and observations”. I
understand that you want most of the story to be in my words which is fine, but I also think as the
‘coauthor,” people will appreciate hearing what you think. In my opinion, it adds to the “dry” facts
we are providing. I understand that a website is different than a book but we still need to have things
that will grab people’s attention or they won’t stick to reading things. I know that when I am reading
nonfiction I look for it to flow and have a bit of a story. I think many people like to read about
another’s perceptions, even if we are hesitant at times to admit it.

On a different subject, this probably isn’t going to make much sense to you because it isn’t
something that we have talked about for a while so your mind is not in that “mode” but something
just occurred to me. I told you that I had no idea that Amanda hadn’t graduated from high school
and how old she really was until the summer of 2001. By your expression, especially over me not
knowing how old Amanda was, I think you found it hard to believe. You may recall, Melissa Chick
claimed several months after Amanda and I started dating that she witnessed an argument we had
over the phone regarding Amanda lying to me about graduating high school. It didn’t matter to me
either way. I just hated being lied to about anything. It’s like starting a relationship under false
pretenses. I guess I just felt this observation added credibility to what I have always maintained about
not knowing Amanda’s age. Amanda is very capable of telling the truth. It is these types of little lies
that causes problems and tore at the heart of our relationship. When Amanda told the reporter, Ray
Carbone that “Chad is the only one that told the truth.” I think she was speaking from experience as
much as anything. Deception has never been a big part of my make up. I always try to tell the truth
and I was pretty “black and white” about this in our relationship. This is not to say I am infallible.
Everyone lies at times. “No honey, those jeans don’t make your butt look fat.” I was surprised to read
a statistic in “Details” magazine once that said the average person lies 9 times during a 15 minute
conversation. Food for thought.
Ok, onto Letter 160.
Thanks for the federal appeal info. I had never seen it in this form (PACER). For obvious
reasons I disfavor the state being able to ask to have someone’s sentence increased. It seems like a
slap in the judge’s face. She sat there, listened to all the evidence, listened to the arguments, weighed
the defendant’s character, and made a sentence that she felt balanced punishment with fairness. Why
should the state get the chance to question her decision, to a panel of judges that are not as invested
in the case and know none of the pertinent facts? Justice is already inherently stacked against the
defendant simply because he/she was charged.
Your guess IS correct. Kassidy was with Jacqueline from Tuesday Aug. 22 until Sat morning,
Aug. 26th. There is no way we would have had Jeff and Jen watch her for that long. You can remove
Jeff and Jen from that section of chronology. I knew there were several days in a row that Jackie had
Kassidy but I couldn’t remember that we went to the two back-to-back Creed concerts and the Exeter
Inn during the same week. Amanda could have gone and gotten Kassidy on Thursday but someone
needed to watch her Friday evening for the Exeter Inn McDonald’s event anyway. The only other
thing that could have happened would be for Amanda to drive up to her mom’s on Friday and have
Jeff and Jen watch Kassidy on that Friday night but I seriously doubt it. After Jackie had her surgery,
she watched Kassidy very infrequently and then Jen and Jeff did more often if we had something to
where we couldn’t include the kids. This is interesting, because even during the times that Jackie had
Kassidy there were no issues with bruising, lethargy, etc. We have multiple photos of Kassidy in
August that show no bruises and such. This combats Melissa Chicks assertion that she watched
Kassidy in August for an overnight and Kassidy had bruises all over her stomach. We have never
previously looked at things in photo-and-time-frame manner. Amanda will be glad to hear this, I am
sure, when you talk to her. Amanda was pretty upset at time of trial when Melissa was mistaken
about watching Kassidy for an overnight in August. You may recall, Melissa never made this claim
until her SECOND interview with police. The one just prior to my trial.

You asked about some Misc. charges on my Chase bill. I can’t recall exactly which letter it was
but I responded in detail when you asked a while back. I will check the glossary I put together of all
of your letters. To see what letter it was that you were asking originally. For now. You asked about
the Sports Fanatic charge on Oct. 27 of $38.00. That is s restaurant/sports bar in Rochester owned by
my former neighbor, Gary Hillsgrove. We have written about him in the past. He owned the open
land beside my house. There aren’t many places to get a drink and watch a game in Rochester. This
is often where I would go. On this particular day, I believe I was with my McDonald’s Corp. Field
Service Rep., Dick Bisbee. We took Doris Fransescini, my Walmart mgr. to the restaurant to recap
the day we spent in her store. Dick was a good guy, but often the corp guys were not. It was kind of
standing policy to get them out of the restaurants as often as possible. Colley McCoy was a huge
company and we didn’t need the help of McDonald’s field services like some of the smaller owner
operators.
Ok, I just looked through the index of letters you have written me. It appears in your letter #60
you asked me about the Chase Gold Card. I am not sure how you have it organized. Mine are packed
away for an upcoming inspection because I have very limited space. I keep your letters along with all
attachments and my response together. I typically run 20-25 letters behind your numbered letters so
MY response to your letter #60 is likely between #34-40. I hope this helps. I know I spent a lot of
time responding to each and every charge on the card so I hope you can find it ok. Our inspection
will be over next week so if you can’t find it let me know and I will look through where I have them
filed away and find it.
On November 7, 2000 I purchased Tickets from the Whittemore Center Box Office to see
Disturbed at UNH. I think the concert was sometime in December and we never ended up going. I
believe it was 6 tickets that I purchased. I was planning on attending with Amanda, Bruce and
Michelle Truell, Travis, and my brother Jason.
You asked about the charges on Nov. 15 and 16th for Kassidy’s wake and funeral. On the 15th of
November it was Amanda and I alone shopping in Somersworth. I believe that is when we bought
clothes and shoes for Amanda for Kassidy’s funeral. We may have also purchased a dress for
Kassidy at this time. This is also when we ran into Amanda Donnell at TJ Maxx. On November 16th
in the A.M. Amanda and Melissa Chick went to the Kittery Police department. This is when the
police tried to get Melissa to keep Amanda away from me and they worked Amanda over pretty good
about my guilt. Amanda came back home with Melissa Chick and we went down to the Fox Run
Mall to go shopping for items for Kassidy (doll and shoes). I took my vehicle and Melissa and
Amanda headed from the mall to the funeral home. I didn’t see Amanda until later that evening. She
and I went for a drive and sat for a while talking in the Lilac Mall. This is where she informed me
that she couldn’t see me for a while. The police didn’t think it was a good idea and that she needed to
do this for Kassidy. I think she expected me to try and talk her out of it. I recall telling her to do what
she needed to for Kassidy, but all the police are really trying to do is separate us so they could
brainwash her. I don’t remember my exact words but I know I said something to the effect of,
“Amanda, don’t you think it is odd that they want to be the only ones with access to you? It was you
and I that cared for and loved Kassidy. It is US that is hurting. Why is it so important to separate us?
I’m not going to stop you from doing whatever you feel you need to do, I just want you to understand
what I see them doing. They think by separating us, you are going to come to your senses and ‘see’
that I did this. You know in your heart that I didn’t, so go ahead and do what you feel you need to
do.” I didn’t put pressure on her and she made no effort to leave. In fact, several hours before the
police came to arrest me, Amanda and I were in our bedroom, cuddled up on the bed just holding
each other. I don’t recall us discussing anything at this point. We were just sitting there thinking and
grieving.

You indicated that you learned that Chet, Pam, Jason, Nicole, and Brandon went to the service.
Obviously, I would have been there on Saturday as well had I not been arrested on Thursday. It
always bothered me that I didn’t get to attend and essentially ever say goodbye to Kassidy. When
Amanda and I got back together for a brief period in 2007 she surprised me once by going to the
cemetery. I was to call her at a specific time and when I did she said, “Guess where I am?” I made
some guesses. She then said, “I’m at the cemetery at Kassidy’s gravesite. I know how much it
bothered you that you were never able to attend her service or come here. I’m going to set the phone
down and you can say anything that you want to her.” It obviously wasn’t the same as being there,
but I was really touched that Amanda knew how much it meant to me to and drove all the way there
to give me that chance. Incidentally, I don’t believe that my mother attended the service. She doesn’t
do well with awkward situations. Seeing it here in writing made me realize how hard it must have
been for everyone else to attend. They loved Me, Kassidy, and Amanda. I am sure it was
uncomfortable for all of them to be there where so many presumably didn’t want them.
You asked if I worked on August 24 when Jeff Porter, Jay, and Amanda went to Water Country.
I worked everyday. Even nights when I was out late at a concert I would work the next day as August
was a very busy month for my stores. August was like the “grind.” I know I was off that Sunday and
Monday 27 and 28th. I may have taken an August vacation that year. I usually didn’t, but 2000 was
like the best summer in my area. I had good managers and most everything under control. I worked a
lot so it’s hard to tell.
You provided me with some Google information here. Where they changed their format. Honestly, it
was all a little confusing to me. It’s hard not having been on the Internet in over 10 years. As long as
you see it as us making progress I am fine.
May 17, 2010 (133)
Responding to #158A
I received two letter #158’s today. This one is labeled as 158A and includes the scanned photos I
sent you. You can give the originals to my mom when you see her on the 26th if you’d like and she
can mail them back into me a few at a time.
Ok, on the publishing my house information. Makes sense now. Since I didn’t get it maybe we
should find a way to point out the obvious to people when they read that section. I am not much for
assumptions. I like to close out loops so there can’t be any misinterpretations. Perhaps something,
like, “These losses were very real to Chad. He lost his future, the ability to meaningfully raise his
son, the girl he loved, happy times with friends and family and the house he worked so hard to
purchase at the age of 22.” I realize this sounds a bit dramatic but it is very real. You can put it
anyway you want, I just think we need to spell it out. You are correct it is REAL and I want it to be
real to everyone else that takes the time to read it. Which general was it that said, “Prepare and leave
nothing to chance”?
You wrote that you tried to call your mother, after the ball hit incident with Kassidy, but there is
no record of that call attempt. No, I don’t believe there would be a record of the attempt because no
one was home so the phone just rang and rang. Over the years my parents have sporadically had an
answering machine and this is one of the times that they apparently didn’t. If I remember correctly,
this is right around the time they got the little caller ID box and there wasn’t as much need for an
answering machine. Even though there is no record of the call attempt to my mom, via a phone bill, I
did talk to her about it the night Kassidy died. When I was in Capt Avery’s office at Kittery PD, he
let me use the phone so I could tell my mom that Kassidy passed. I was crying and as you can
imagine, very upset. I recall telling my mother that she was acting funny the night before and I tried
calling her to see what she thought of what I was seeing and if I should take Kassidy to the hospital
or something. Avery was in the office when I made the call, not to mention the phone may be
recorded at the PD. I have never seen any records of those conversations. It was sort of an, “excited
utterance” if I understand the definition correctly. Not that it matters much, I understand your point
of having a verifiable record. I will check with my mother to see if she recalls it at all just for the hell
of it or maybe it’s best if you ask her.

Yes you are correct. Chuck, Jennifer, Amanda, and Josh were all born Bortner. Scottie,
Amanda’s half brother, was born to Jackie and Amanda’s stepdad, Paul. Lindsey is a step sister.
Lindsey was the daughter of Paul and a previous wife/girlfriend. I’ve never met Chuck or Lindsey. I
do not know why Josh and Jennifer took the name Conley. To my knowledge they were never
adopted. I think Paul was involved with the kids all from a young age and since their biological
father (Bortner) never had anything to do with them, they may have taken that name naturally, I
suspect.
Yes, I would agree that me giving Kassidy two baths ALONE is accurate. I participated in many
more, sometimes with both the kids together but alone, two seems right. Although I mentioned to
you once a long time ago, I gave Kassidy and Kyle a quickie bath over the kitchen sink once. It was
the only time I recall Kassidy getting water dumped directly on her face. I am guessing that this was
sometime in September. I don’t know why it was such a big deal in my childhood, perhaps because it
was something different, but I recall that once in a while our mom would give us a quick sponge bath
one by one in the sink. We’d stand there in a line, one by one while she washed us up. When it came
time to wash our hair we would lay on the sink counter and hold our heads over the sink while mom
washed and rinsed our hair with the faucet or vegetable sprayer. After that we’d get towel dried and
it would be the next child’s turn. I suspect that we kids liked it because it was so much faster than a
bath in the tub and gave us more play time. Sometimes it is the simplest things that are the most
pleasing. I know I did it with Kyle and Brent a few times without incident while I was in charge of
their care while Tristan was in college. I did it with Kyle and Kassidy that one time. I wasn’t nearly
as good at it as my mom was. I got shampoo in both Kyle and Kassidy’s eyes. I held their eyes right
under the faucet for a minute to get the soap out. That was some night. I had them both mad at daddy
for a few minutes. Nothing a little ice cream didn’t cure though. I suspect I had a harder time with
Kyle and Kassidy because they were younger and had longer hair. When I was with Tristan, both
Brent and Kyle normally had shorter hair.
That is a pretty interesting document that you came up with that shows I was alone with Kassidy
for 8 ½ hours during the entire month of October. I never realized it was that little. Especially when
you consider there was 744 hours that month. I had about 1% of the time alone with her. I guess
Travis was a lot more observant than I gave him credit for. Soon after Kassidy passed he said, “You
were hardly ever with her.” I know the state claims that Amanda was there for some of my
“brutalizing” of Kassidy. But, the reality is, she saw me carry Kassidy to the corner, she saw me hold
her cheeks too firmly, she saw me raise my voice, etc. but she NEVER saw me hit her, kick her,
punch her, pull her hair, etc. Those actions never happened.
Nicole said that she and Amanda dropped Kassidy, and presumably her car seat, off with you at
McDonald’s on one of those Thursday evenings of their money mgt. class. Can you recall if it was
the 1st or 3rd? It wasn’t the McDonald’s in Portsmouth on Rte. 1. It was actually in the parking lot of
the McDonald’s in Newington which is near the entrance to the old Pease Air Force Base. These two
McDonald’s are often confused. I believe this was during the first money mgt. class. As I recall,
during the second class Amanda didn’t have a car and during the 3rd class I met Jeff in the Sears
parking lot to pick up Kassidy. That is when I came upon him yelling at her in cab of his truck. I
opened the door and she came running to me with her arms out. Incidentally, I think there is more to
this story than Nicole shared with you. We’ll have to check with her. It is my recollection that Jeff
had Kassidy for some reason much of that day, (perhaps Amanda was working on her survey
project.) He had to be somewhere and I couldn’t get to Newington fast enough so Nicole and
Amanda met him at the McDonald’s and picked up Kassidy. I recall Nicole later telling me how
upset Kassidy was, crying and screaming when she was with Jeff and she immediately calmed down
when she saw Amanda. They waited a few minutes for me and when I arrived, Kassidy remained
calm. I scooped her up in my arms and said, “You want to go get some French fries baby?” She said,
“Yesssss” . I buckled Kassidy into the car seat and proceeded to take her through the drive thru to get
some French Fries as Nicole and Amanda left for their class. It is possible that I am confusing the
first and third class nights but I am pretty sure the details are accurate.

Regarding Nicole becoming interim chair of committee- I am not sure who Betty Waters is, and I
can’t recall you writing about an upcoming movie with Hillary Swank. (Great actress though)
I like the suggested annotations that you have proposed for James White’s November 16th
affidavit (as much as I’ve read). I haven’t commented on it yet. I have been slacking on that and my
interview comments. I will try to get to them soon. It has been crazy around here preparing for this
warden inspection. They tend to wear these things out.
I just watched this week’s episode of “Parenthood.” It is on at 10 P.M. What a great family
drama. When it comes out on DVD I suggest you rent it. If nothing else, you can see how this autistic
kid acts. He has many similarities to the fits that Kassidy used to have. Anyway, at the end of last
night’s episode (which was about a walking race the family was participating in to raise money for
autism.) they gave a website, autismspeaks.org. I am not sure what is on the site but it might be
worth checking out. The more I understand about it, the more I think Kassidy may have been
affected by it. They gave a statistic at the end of the show that 1 in 110 kids will be in the autism
spectrum this year. (Whatever that means.)
On to photo identifcationPhoto #200 likely one of the most important in the case. This is the one that I had blown up and
an artist draw here on a handkerchief for Amanda that I was recently asking Ron Rice about (letter I
sent to him that you commented on). I believe by the maturity in Kassidy’s face and hair length
(compared to York’s Wild Animal Kingdom photo taken June 22 +/-), this photo was taken mid to
late August. Most importantly you can see how HAPPY she is in the photo, no bruises and absolutely
loved Kato. Amanda took the photo from the dining room entrance facing into the kitchen at our
home in Rochester.
Photo #201 Picture of Kyle and Amanda together when Amanda lived with my folks in Keene
sometime in late 2004, early 2005. They often took photos together for me. I know these “after I
came to prison” photos aren’t as important as the before photos. However, I think they tell their own
story. Photos of Kyle and Amanda show a continued love and dedication to each other even after my
conviction for this horrible crime. To my thinking, it shows that Amanda believes in me 100%
otherwise why would this beautiful girl stick around for years afterward?
Photo #202 This is the third photo in a series of photos where we were all in Keene August 27
+28 2000 for Malana’s second birthday party. I can’t remember the numbers you assigned to the
other two photos (I think one of them was 73). This particular photo was the follow up to the one you
have provided a link to in the chronology for Aug. 27+28th. “Chad encouraging Kyle to jump into
his arms.” This photo was taken right after Kyle made the jump into my arms. The thing that I love
about this photo is the smile on Kyle’s face. He trusted that I would catch him. Kyle was always
eager to jump. However, prior to this he jumped and did a bit of a belly smacker and was afraid to
jump back in. That is why in the photo where I am encouraging Kyle to jump he appears
apprehensive and holding his stomach. It’s just a great photo of Kyle and I sharing a moment.
Photo #203 was taken I believe in late 2001, early 2002 at Nicole and Brandon’s house in
Belmont. I love this photo of Amanda and Malana cuddling up in bed. Amanda lived with Nicole for
a month or two at one point after my violation of probation. She then got her own place in the Weirs
Beach area and would still have overnights with Brandon and Nicole from time to time. Nicole
snapped this picture for me because she knew I would love a picture of my “two girls” cuddling up
and having fun.

Photo #204 is me cuddling up with my “first born” son, Kato. I believe this photo was taken in
1996 or 1997 by Mary. As you can see I had a serious case of “bed head” going on and a nice fat
“caterpillar” on my upper lip. I am including this photo because you asked a lot of questions about
Kato’s veterinarian, how we cared for him, etc. We discussed how child abusers are often time
animal abusers too. I don’t think there is a better photograph of my love for animals than me
cuddling up with my 70 pound dog laying on me while we rested on the sofa, watching the Red Sox.
About halfway up Kato’s front left leg you can see the scars from the surgery where the plate was
inserted into his leg when he was hit by a car. He was the best dog in the world. I miss him like no
other pet I have ever had. I swear that dog always understood what I was feeling. He would always
give me a kiss when I needed it the most.
Photo #205 A nice closeup photo of Amanda and me. It’s grainy and hard to see anything behind
it in grayscale. (I should have noted before I sent you the color photos) My guess is that it was taken
by Vanessa in her apartment in early 2001. Amanda and I were always cuddly. I always wanted to be
around her, loved holding her hands, kissing her forehead, and looking into her eyes. I’ve had many
girlfriends in my life but only two blew me away. The girl I married and the girl that I always
thought I would marry. When I met Amanda I was sure she was going to be my “fairytale”. I always
had a sort of “tough guy” “all male” persona. With Amanda I had no problem showing my “softer”
side in front of friends and family. The girl just blew me away.
Photo #206 is one of my favorite photos of Kyle. I love how much fun he has on the trampoline.
He loves playing with it as much today at 12 years old as the day he got it. I honestly can’t think of a
better gift I could have bought him. In this photo he has a twinkle in his eye and a mischievous grin
that are trademark Kyle Chester Evans. The photo was taken by Mandy Allard when she was visiting
with Amanda and my parents at their house in Keene. Mandy had recently gotten into photography
and took a bunch of photos for me. This particular picture was taken in black and white which I
thought was really neat. It seemed to contrast with the leaves. I believe this was taken in the fall. I am
not certain what year. I’m pretty sure it was taken around the same time as photos 217 & 218 which
were also taken by Mandy. My guess is 2004.
Photo# 207 Great photo of Kyle and I sleeping together in a chair at my parents’ house. I loved
cuddling with the kids. To me there is no greater feeling than this “little body” sitting on you and
feeling comfortable enough with you to fall asleep knowing they are protected and safe. This photo
reminds me of my own childhood. There were times that I would wake up from a bad dream and go
into my parents’ bedroom and tap my dad on the shoulder. He always slept on his side and would
open his arms up and let me crawl in. In those powerful arms of my dad, whatever was chasing me
couldn’t get me now. By my goatee and the shape of Kyle’s face I would guess that this photo was
taken by my mom or Nicole in early 2001. Several months later, I was in jail, awaiting my trial and
the opportunity to ever hold Kyle like this again.
Photo #208 is of Kyle, Brent, and Kato spending some time at Auntie Nicole’s and Uncle
Brandon’s in Belmont. They decided they wanted to send daddy a photo with their tongues sticking
out. As you can see, even Kato was trying to get in on the act. I was in jail at this point and they were
often sending me photos to let me know what was going on in their lives. These pictures keep me
going. I believe Nicole took these photos. I would guess it was sometime in the summer, perhaps
2003. In the background you can see the yard that we all worked so hard to clean up and get ready
for play a few years earlier.
Photo #209 A photo of Me, brother Jason, and sister Nicole, holding hands in the prison visiting
room. Nicole and Jason are a very important part of my support system and help me get through this
nightmare. We have always been extremely close siblings and have picked each other up in times of
need. I believe this photo was taken early on, at the beginning of my sentence. Likely 2002 or 2003.
(MORRISON, NOT SURE, DO WE WANT TO USE PRISON PHOTOS?)

Photo #210. Me in the prison visiting room holding two of my favorite people, Kyle and Malana.
We get to visit with our loved ones up to 2 times per week, 2 ½ hours per visit for a total of 5 hours a
week. There are 168 hours in a week so you can see 5 hours isn’t much. It is the hardest adjustment I
have had to make and still struggle with it. I was a very “hands on” parent out there and spent a lot of
time with the kids. The visits with the kids are the best. I try to make every visit special and jam
packed with things. We play games, laugh, tell jokes, cuddle, and share a sandwich. I try and catch
up on their lives, what they are doing in school and I always have some sort of life lesson I share
with them. Our time together is precious and I try to pack it with meaningful things. I am determined
to be the best parent I can be, even from in here.
Photo #211, I love this photo of my niece, Malana, and I together. The only problem with the
photo is that it was taken in the prison visiting room. Malana is very cuddly. I was always excited all
week when I heard that she would be coming up to visit in anticipation of the great hugs I was going
to get.
Malana was the polar opposite of Kyle, where he wanted to be on the floor in the play area,
inventing active games to play (you would be amazed at the sports games we could invent with those
little hollow, plastic stacking rings.), Malana was content to sit in my lap for two hours while we read
books together. We would take turns reading each page. Malana loved to play house. For some
reason she always got to be the parent and I was the child…
Photo #212. Not sure when this was taken but it is of Amanda with Kato. Everyone of us loved
Kato. My family, Tristan, Amanda, Brent, Kyle, Malana, Kassidy. He was great with the kids and so
protective of them. I swear, he was smarter than all those dogs that played Lassie.
Photo #213. This photo of Amanda and my mom was taken at Christmas. My best guess is 2004.
I love this photo. I love the smiles, I love the hugs. Photos of my mom are rare. She is always
reluctant to get into pictures so that makes it even more special. My mother and Amanda were very
close. They shared a mother, daughter bond as well as a friendship. My being in prison is extremely
tough for all involved. For a parent I imagine they feel helpless. For the woman I love, I imagine the
loneliness becomes overwhelming and that is why she came and went several times. Always trying to
move on because the pain is too great but the bond we shared was so strong it always drew her back.
My mom and dad supported Amanda throughout her time in jail. Making regular visits and being
there when she needed them. I know my mom especially misses her too. My mom has a very tough
exterior and can be a hard person to get along with at times but in reality she is a big softy that wears
her heart on her sleeve. I love that this photograph, which captures part of the “picture wall” behind
them. This wall is something that Amanda and my mom made together of the entire family when
Amanda was staying with my parents shortly after she left jail. It remains unchanged even today.
Photo #214. When Kyle was younger, as in this photo, we spent the majority of our visit on the
floor in the play area. We would invent games to play. On days when the visiting room was less
crowded we would get a chance to play “make shift” football, hockey, etc. When the visiting room
was crowded it would be me, Kyle, and another 10-15 kids playing games like freeze tag, Simon
says, red light-greenlight, etc. One woman stopped me on the way to the game shelf once and told
me that I reminded her of the “Pied Piper of the Prison Play area.” I thought it was neat how she
came up with so many words that started with P in the same sentence. I miss those days. Kyle has
grown so much. The small play area is made for children ideally ages 3-7. I dream of one day being
able to throw a real football with him again.
Photo #215. A photo of Me, Malana and Kyle in the prison visiting room. I think this was taken
in the summer. I would guess by the kids size it was 2004 or 2005. Kyle and Malana’s birthdays are
close together. Kyle’s in July and Malana’s in August. Every year I look forward to having a visit
with them around that time. We buy a muffin from one of the vending machines and sing “Happy
Birthday.” When the tables around us see hear us singing “Happy Birthday” to one of the kids, they
join in. Pretty soon half the visiting room is singing. The guards are usually cool about it but
sometimes you get some that don’t know what to do with themselves about it. The important thing is,
the kids are smiling ear to ear and know that they are on center stage.

Photo #216. Father’s Day is one of the most fun times in the prison. They put on a nice event
here with money we earn. We get to see the kids actually interact and play games like they would at
a carnival for a few hours. In 2007 Kyle won us these Styrofoam hats at a football-through-a tire-toss
game so we decided to take a couple of silly photos. In this one we were posing “rapper” style (face
paintings and all). As you can see from the picture, he is much more suited to being a rapper than I
am. Actually this is one of the things I enjoy most about our weekly phone calls. Kyle takes after his
mom and has this ability to remember the words to every song he’s ever heard. He only has to hear a
song 2-3 times to memorize it. It baffles me. Sometimes when I catch him in the right mood, he will
rap to me on the phone for our entire conversation. It’s like I have a ticket to my own private concert.
Photo #217 was taken by Mandy Allard at my grandparents’ property in Vernon Vt. It is a photo
of Amanda and my brother Ronny. I believe this photo was taken shortly after I was locked up.
Amanda and I loved going there. It was so much fun to ride the three wheelers, walk the paths, etc. It
is beautiful land. Both Amanda and Ronny have a strong connection to Jesus Christ and could talk
about the Bible and Spiritual issues for hours. I loved listening to them make their points with each
other. I always have admired both of their strong Faiths.
Photo #218. One of a series of photos that Mandy took of Amanda for me at the Vernon
property. She looks so beautiful here. Amanda just doesn’t take a bad picture. Every time I look at
her in a picture, it is like the first time I ever saw her, those beautiful green eyes are looking right
through to my soul. It makes my heart skip a beat. This is the spot that Me, Amanda, My brother at
times, and Mary Bullard spent much of the summer of 2001. It was such a great time. It was like we
were pioneers. Nothing to worry about in the world except entertaining each other. We had fun
playing games, reading, cuddling, riding 3 wheelers, etc. By this time, Amanda’s mental health was
much stronger and she wanted to get a job so she went to work at the Pizza Hut in Brattleboro. I
worked at Domino’s in Keene. We would meet up at night after our shifts ended, build a fire and
cuddle up in a lawn chair. We even had a TV and VCR and would often watch movies in the camper.
It was a blast. We brought each other treats. I loved Pizza Huts bread sticks and Amanda loved
Domino’s cinnamon sticks.
Hope this helps some.
May 20, 2010 (134)
Responding to #162
Good morning.
Yes the sequence for aspiring sluggers was RED bat (very fat “barrel” easy to hit ball), to
BROWN bat (thinner than red bat but not thin like a yellow wiffle ball bat), to YELLOW bat (this is
the longest and thinnest bat and is much harder to hit a ball with. Many adults struggle hitting with
this bat.) You can see in the June 2000 photo Kyle is still using a red bat, had not graduated to the
brown bat full time yet. In the background, Brent is waiting for his turn to hit and he is swinging
YELLOW bat. I can’t recall which letter, but I gave a very detailed synopsis of the bats and their
usage approx. 6 weeks ago. (In the event that you want something more detailed)
Yes, I took the photos at York’s Wild Animal Kingdom (Kassidy, Kyle, Amanda). I apologize
but my letters are packed away for this inspection so I cannot get to them to tell you the letter # that
you should reread. I believe I went into details about the day. Anyway, Kassidy and Amanda were
basically living with Kyle and me at this point. Amanda and I had decided a few nights prior that we
wanted to do something fun with the kids so we settled on York’s. It was fairly early in the season so
we figured it wouldn’t be too packed. I took the day off from work and we left fairly early in the
morning. It was a great day other than it was extremely hot and humid. By the time the photograph
was taken at the prairie dog enclosure, the kids were hot and tired. It was a great photo of all of them.
I just wish I had taken it earlier because they were all smiles then.

We walked through all the animal exhibits and fed the deer. There was this gumball type
machine where you could put a quarter in and get grain. Kassidy was a little timid to let the deer eat
out of her hand at first but there was a tiny deer that I lured to the front and she held her hand out and
let it eat the grain. It was so cute because Kyle was holding his hand out and showing her, “Do it like
this Kassidy.” With Amanda’s encouragement she did it. When the deer licked Kassidy’s fingers she
giggled. The park had animal trainers giving rides on an elephant and a camel. I tried to get Kassidy
to go for a ride on the elephant with Kyle but she wanted no part of that. Kyle was especially
enamored with a white tiger at the park. We had to stay at that exhibit for at least 20 minutes. He
wanted to hear it roar. Finally, he gave up and we moved onto the smaller animal displays. I believe
we ate lunch at a spot near water that had ducks and other water animals. The kids enjoyed throwing
bread scraps to them. We ate junk food, got the kids balloons and overall had an awesome day.
As we were leaving the park I got a page from my McDonald’s field consultant, Dick Bisbee. He
was at my Greenland Restaurant and there were problems. They were extremely busy and
understaffed. He said if he was grading the visit it would be an F. In a departure from my normal
routine, I informed Dick that I was taking a day off with my family and wasn’t available. I told him I
would call one of my other restaurants in the area and have them send some crew people over to help
out. Normally, I would drop what I was doing, even if I was on vacation, and run to the rescue. For
the first time, in my life, I was truly putting my family first. McDonald’s had basically run my life
for so long. It was a big cause to the end of my marriage. After Tristan left I had a mindset change. I
wasn’t about to lose Amanda and Kassidy the same way. This is the reason I started working less,
doing more fun things, buying toys like a boat, 3 wheelers, etc.
I’m pretty sure that we drove to York Beach and walked around the beach and some of the shops
with the kids that day after we left the Wild Animal Park.
Interesting that Janis Mashall spoke to you. Once she reads the website and sees some of the
things that are unflattering to Jeff, I doubt she will continue. Especially if she tells Jeff about the site.
I wish I had been more specific. I think we would have had better luck getting to Amanda first and
then Jen before trying to contact Marshall. I don’t know if Jeff and Jen are still talking but she is the
one that I think would have been easier to work with and get some info. Oh well, done now. We’ll
see how it goes.
I have not been in contact with ________ or _________ ________ since I came to prison. We
were friends for a short while in 2000. We met and hit it off instantly probably February of 2000.
They were very supportive of me up to the time I went to trial. I don’t know if you will ever get
them to come around. I don’t think it is because they feel I am guilty. I think it is because we were
friends for such a short time and we met under unusual circumstances. Likely, they just wanted to
distance themselves from this situation. It sucks because I became very close to them very fast. I
wrote to them on and off for the first several years of my bid but they never responded after I left
county jail. Likely they just took it as a loss and moved on. Maybe the thing to do is for you to leave
them a message about the fact that you believe in my innocence, you have set up a website that you
would like them to check out perhaps give you feedback and you will be working on a book you plan
to write. Then sit back for a few more weeks to see if they will respond. I know it seems odd to think
that telling someone that YOU believe in my innocence would have an impact but I believe it may. If
an outsider has taken the time to review everything and has formed an opinion it carries weight with
people. It makes it ok for others to be outspoken and believe. We can never lose sight of how
horrible this case is. A 21 month old baby is dead. Not a lot of people want to be the first person to
attach themselves to something like this. The state got this wrong. It is ok to remind people of this.
Especially with the friends I haven’t spoken to in a long time, I think they could use a reminder of
the Chad that they knew. If you leave a message on their answering machine, indicating that you are
“pretty sure the Chad they have read about in newspapers over the years is far different than the
loving, giving, Chad they may remember.” It may get them to think back to the Chad they knew and
be willing to share some of our memories, etc. I feel it is 70-80% likely that if you leave this type of
message for them and _______ will at least check out the website and this is the start we want right?

Yes, the only time I recall speaking with any of the media in my case was when I told Jennifer
Saunders, “Should I speak with my head or my heart?” I remember that call clearly. She called me at
my parents’ house in Keene. I answered the phone and didn’t know at first that she was a reporter
when she was looking for Chad. Alan and Mark advised me against ever talking to them. My heart
was screaming out, “Tell this lady that you loved Kassidy and didn’t kill her.” I said the above and
told her, “No thank you,” when she asked if I wanted to make a statement. It was hard for me to be
nice to her with all of the bullshit she had printed about me. It’s funny that you found this. Once
during my trial or a hearing of some sort, Stephanie Bolduc was talking to Jennifer Saunders.
Stephanie told me about their brief conversation at some point. Stephanie was saying to her that I
wasn’t a monster or anything that the police have made me out to be. Saunders replied, “Yeah, I
spoke to him once and he wasn’t at all what I expected. He was soft spoken and very polite.” What is
interesting to me is this observation by Saunders didn’t seem to affect what she was writing at all.
I hope this helps some.
May 20, 2010 (135)
Responding to 162
You asked about Melissa Chick and whether or not I have recollection of her babysitting for
Kassidy before or after Sept. 10th. This was a huge source of contention. I have written about this a
couple of times and in fact did again when we identified photos of Kassidy in a 2 piece bathing suit
at Water Country in August. During Melissa’s first statement to police she never mentioned watching
Kassidy overnight. (as I recall) During her second interview in 2001 she not only says she watched
Kassidy overnight, she also now claims that she saw bruises on her stomach. This was a huge source
of angst for Amanda because when she found out about this statement during my trial she was livid.
Melissa NEVER watched Kassidy for an overnight in the summer. (You really should reread
Melissa’s two police interviews as I am likely messing it up a little. It has been a long time since I
have seen them. I never really picked up on it but I remember Alan being pretty upset about her
claims during the trial and how she was switching things up.) If Melissa testified that she saw
Kassidy in August but she started her job at the Y in September you may have stumbled onto
something huge. Amanda had not seen Melissa at all in the beginning of our relationship and in fact
had no contact with her until AFTER she started her job at the Y in Sanford.
I only met Melissa one time at my house that I can recall. It was sometime in October. She was
at the house with Amanda and I ran in to get some stuff to go golfing with Jeremy and Bruce I
believe (either that or my bowling balls. I can’t recall which right now) We would occasionally go to
this little course around Rochester, Nippo Lake Golf Course, I believe. It was a few-minute
conversation. “Hello, nice to meet you, hope you guys have fun. Come back anytime.” I was at the
house for a matter of minutes and left. Later Melissa would claim that Kassidy was sitting on the
couch acting scared of me or something and I claimed to her that Kassidy was afraid of me. This was
ridiculous. I never said such a thing. It doesn’t even make sense. Yeah, I am going to tell one of
Amanda’s friends that I just met that Amanda’s daughter is afraid of me. That is sure to make a good
impression. I don’t know if Melissa was pressured as Amanda claims she was (in a conversation she
had with Chick years later) or if it was that Chick was so distraught that she felt that she had to do
something.
The only other time I recall seeing Melissa Chick was again at my house after Kassidy died,
where she again claimed I said some ridiculous shit to her.
There was the time when you thought that either she or Tracy Foley was babysitting, but
that Amanda and one or both of them went out to a party. Other than that what occasions
for Melissa babysitting?

This event took place on my birthday weekend. Amanda told me that she ran into her friend Tracy
and Tracy asked her to babysit her children. Until Ron Rice interviewed Amanda I didn’t know this
was a lie. It turns out that Amanda went to some club with Tracy and I believe that is when Melissa
watched Kassidy overnight. It was a stupid lie, Amanda could have just told me she was going out
clubbing with her friend. Instead she came up with some elaborate story to me about how Tracy went
out and didn’t come home until morning. Tracy had picked up these two guys and went to a motel,
etc. If Melissa did in fact watch Kassidy on this night, she did see the finger tip marks on the side of
Kassidy’s jaw. That is the weekend that most of her friends saw her. During the beginning of the trial
there were specific time elements to each face palming charge. Later the judge dropped those. It’s too
bad because after my own work of piecing things together, I realized that almost everyone that
testified to seeing bruises on Kassidy had seen them around that time period. If Kassidy did ever in
fact stay at Melissa’s house this was the only time that she did. I believe this is what Amanda also
verified at time of trial to Jon Morgan or someone on our side.
You want a break down, hour by hour of my day on Nov 8th. This is very tough to do as it was so
long ago. I am fairly certain that I started my day at the Rochester McDonald’s around 8:30. I spent
approx. an hour there. I wanted to touch base with Melissa Allard and make sure she was still ready
to meet me at Hampton Rte. 1 later. I did a store walk-through, met with the maintenance man and
made some calls.
I believe between 10:00 and 10:30 I arrived in Portsmouth. This was one of my best run stores as
Jeremy was now the manager. I spent a few hours there. I had my End-of-month meeting the next
day at Bob McDougall’s office in Hudson. I likely was finalizing paperwork and monthly manager
bonus sheets. I did a store walk through, helped on the “floor” for a few minutes during lunch. I left
for Greenland around 2 P.M. I spent about 30 minutes in Greenland meeting with the manager and
then headed to Hampton Rte. 1, where I met Melissa. She was already at the restaurant working. She
had already reviewed most of the documents several days before that. We finished up and found that
we had no labor violations. I was very happy about this because we had just bought this store, less
than a year before from an owner operator who had very weak record keeping. We had a grand
opening at this new location approximately in March of 2000. I left as Melissa and I finished up. I
am guessing, 4:45-P.M. I stopped by Shop and Save in Hampton, saw Mandy for a minute,
purchased a Met Rx protein bar and headed toward Kittery to pick up Kassidy from Jeff.
I don’t know anymore about the incident with Jeff running his truck at Tristan and her sister,
Tiffany and their children. I have forwarded a copy of letter to Tristan so she can see our work and
hope she will get involved and help. As I understand it Tristan was with Brent and Kyle and Tiffany
had the two sons she had at the time. Tyler and Garret. It would be so great if we could get Tristan
involved. It was good info that she shared with me about her anemia. FYI, Tristan’s tooth wasn’t
actually chipped. She broke a part of her tooth off as a child and the dentist put this composite filler
thing on. That piece wasn’t nearly as strong as a tooth and broke off numerous times in her life. This
is not to excuse what I did, or make it ok, I just wanted you to understand it wasn’t as serious as it
initially appeared.
It is fine to call Corey Merrill. You will have to remind him that he has already admitted to
several people including Chad that he didn’t want to testify and the police pressured him. He won’t
want to be accountable to anything. You may also want to find some way to remind him that I had
many opportunities to exact revenge here for his lies and never did. During a conversation we had
once in the chow hall, I told him, “You did what you did and you know what the truth is, just
remember that I have never taken it personally or done anything to you here when many have
pressured me to do so. You will have the opportunity to do the right thing some day. When that day
comes, please tell the truth.” Morrison, YOU are that day. Hopefully this kid will take this chance to
clear his conscience. You can also remind him of conversations he had with Eddie Silva regarding
my innocence.

Things move very slowly at the prison. We have an inmate committee that has spoken to the
commissioner on several occasions about the convenience of email. He is aware and his standard
answer is, “It’s coming.” Just to show you how slow things around here are. Our only form of music
here is cassette players. To my knowledge they stopped making cassettes several years ago. I am
with you. It would be great.
The photo with Kassidy in front of the fence is definitely NOT the one that Jackie took on Oct.
1st 2000 the photo in front of the fence that you sent me is of Kassidy at 1 year old likely it was taken
around Christmas 1999 or her birthday Feb. 2000 at one of those studios. She is a baby in it. In the
photo that Jackie took, Kassidy is MUCH larger, has longer hair and is sitting in a chair. Amanda has
a large copy of that photo. I have not seen this photo yet in all the stuff you have sent me.
May 27, 2010 (137)
Responding to 164
I am glad to hear that you talked with Marie Altobelli. I wasn’t sure if she would be alive. It was
neat that she was willing to write a letter on my behalf. We didn’t have a relationship of any sort.
Amanda wrote “My Life Story” during her FIRST trip to Texas. This was shortly after my arrest
on November 16, 2000. As I understand it, she was seeing a therapist down there and confided that
she said many things to the police that were not true about me. Amanda told the therapist that she
planned to fix it when she testified at trial. The therapist then told her that may indeed be too late and
that Amanda should do what she could now, by contacting Chad’s attorney’s and/or the police.
Amanda felt pressured by the police and wanted to talk to them as little as possible. I believe the
therapist suggested to Amanda to put down everything she was thinking in writing. This would make
it hard for anyone to manipulate her.
Amanda may have added to this piece once while staying at Vanessa’s or worked on another
piece. I am not sure. I know I showed up there once to visit and she was typing something and she
was adamant that I not be in the room. She was doing something, and she didn’t want me to see it so
that no one could say later that I put her up to it. It’s kind of ironic, the exact thing I was accused of
doing while out on bail, exerting control over Amanda so she would say what I wanted her to say, we
were careful not to do. We didn’t really discuss the case. We would discuss Kassidy, Kyle,
memories, etc at times, but I was ALWAYS encouraging her to just tell the truth and not to let me or
anyone else put words in her mouth. I haven’t spoken to Amanda in several years yet I am confident
if you asked her tomorrow, she would convey this same message. If the police were ever really
interested in truth I think they would pay attention to the things Amanda has said since giving her
original statements. I can see with the age difference and all why they may fear that Amanda was
under my control shortly after Kassidy died, but since that time a lot has happened. I have been
locked up for nearly 10 years and haven’t spoken to Amanda in several. Amanda has gone on to get
married in that time, became a stepmom, etc., yet she has always maintained that she said many
things that were untrue, She said it shortly after my trial. She said it to John Walsh in 2004. She said
it to Ron Rice in 2007 and I am confident she will say it to you now. If there was one officer with a
conscience I would think they would seriously look into this.
Amanda and I gathered on June 2, 2000 for our first date at the Applebee’s on Woodbury Ave. in
Portsmouth. I believe Amanda had a salad for dinner, (Chicken Caesar if I am not mistaken.) I had
chicken breast. After dinner Amanda and I drove in my car to Hampton Beach to see the rock group
Staind. I purchased 4 tickets so Jeff and Jen could join us. Jen wanted to but Jeff was a bit of a
homebody and after dinner they headed home. I felt bad for Jen, you could tell she wanted to go with
us to the concert and for a night out. Amanda and I parked behind the McDonald’s while we were at
Hampton Beach and walked next door to the Casino Ballroom. When the concert ended, I drove
Amanda back to her car at the Portsmouth Applebee’s and she drove to her mom’s house in Auburn
Maine. It was supposed to be a one-time date. It turned out to be much more. We both thought about
each other nonstop after that initial date and that following Saturday/Sunday evening she roller
bladed to my house with her friend Cathy Nuernberg and spent the night. We were pretty much
inseparable after that.

May 27, 2010 (138)
Post Visit
Another productive visit. Great to see you as always.
As always after the visit ends, I reflect on everything we talk about. Sometimes during the visit
you tell me something that I don’t spend enough time on or really appreciate how important it may
be. Also, I often think of a million things I wish I had said. Another big fear of me doing an interview
with the media, all of the things that I will forget to say or should have said.
For example- That conversation you had with Gerri Harvey. It was great to hear how supportive
she was and the insight she provided. I probably cut you off before you had a chance to tell me, but
where was Gerri going with her comment about Kassidy being born prematurely? Could this have
caused developmental delays or added to her bruising problem? If so, how can we make this known
on the website? These are all little facts that I don’t want to lose.
Great job starting communication with Jeff. I’m really shocked that he returned your call. As we
discussed you may want to remind him that we used to be friends. The cops did a good job working
everyone against each other. Not only did the cops “pit” Jeff and I against each other, they also did a
great job of feeding everyone information to rile them up. In the beginning of his interviews, before
the cops started their bullshit, Jeff was not acting like that towards me. As time went on his animosity
grew, from first interview to next, until finally it was almost hatred on his part by the time of my trial
a year later. Jeff got even angrier once my lawyers started accusing him. You may also remind him
that it was my LAWYERS who went after him and not me personally. After some of the things he
said to you yesterday, rather, some of the things he DID NOT say, (didn’t deny saying something
about spanking, didn’t deny Kassidy falling from his truck, said he would “speak” to you in person
about some of the dumb things he did, etc.) I am hopeful that you have more more dialogue with
him. That’s one way the truth in this case will emerge.
You mentioned that Joey Cresta’s editor wanted him to get comments from the “other side” so
that it didn’t seem like such a puff piece for me. (I find this interesting because they had no problem
making a puff piece for the state) Anyway, you suggest he contact Hamel, White, or Delker. I
understand why you would be helpful to him.
I am not sure exactly when Amanda wrote her letter but from your description, it reminded me of
a depth of her character that I had not thought about for sometime. As we discussed, much of
Amanda and my couples issues resolved more around Tristan than they ever did about the discipline
of Kassidy. Those decisions I made early on, (Asking Amanda to hide her car, etc.) had a profound
effect on her. Amanda always questioned my commitment toward her and I think believed I
ultimately wanted to be with Tristan. I didn’t, by then, but it caused much tension. It only increased
when Tristan started showing up at our house more and more. I was just trying to get through the
divorce and get the custody agreement etched in stone. Amanda had some serious self-esteem issues
as it was. I just had no idea how big they were at the time. (One thing that I was unaware of early on
in our relationship was Amanda’s allegations of molestation by her stepfather, and that her biological
dad wasn’t ever in the picture. I had some experience as a McDonald’s supervisor with young people
from broken homes and had read a lot about the self esteem issues created by children who are
sexually abused.) Anyway, I am sure that this letter was written to me during the time period that we
were going through the rough patch and Amanda may have been tossing around the idea with Crystal
about getting a place. This was typical of Amanda. She did a lot of talking, but I believe that the
thought of her moving out was never really a serious one.
What is interesting about Amanda moving out is that I knew she was younger than me. If she
wanted to move out I would have supported it even though I didn’t want her to go, just so that she
could “find” herself. As you and I exchanged in earlier letters, I felt like I put a lot of effort into my
relationship with Tristan and was burned when she left. I didn’t want to go through that again.
Something I just thought of, as I recall, the move with Crystal was talked about weeks prior to
Kassidy’s death. It’s another thing that just rationally goes against the state’s theory that I wanted
Kassidy out of the way so I could have Amanda to myself. If Amanda was going to move out
anyway, Kassidy would no longer be my problem so why would I be trying to get rid of her?

I am so glad Travis contacted you right off. I never realized until you came along and pointed it
out, how much the police didn’t believe him. He saw Kassidy naked in that bathtub and held her for a
minute as I went to grab her diaper and things. I think it is huge if he is willing to get scanned. What
a great start. He saw Kassidy’s body, he pitched a few balls to Kyle, he knew how well Kyle could
hit, he heard Kyle’s “excited utterance” about accidentally hitting “Akassidy” in the head, Travis had
seen me interact with and how I treated Kassidy, etc. I think it is ridiculous how the cops treated
Travis. I think it was ridiculous how the prosecutors questioned him at trial, a year after the event,
and thought he made everything up because he recalled Kyle hitting balls with a wiffle ball bat, a
yellow wiffle ball bat, vs. the brown Fisher Price bat. They thought they had an “Ah haa, we’ve got
you,” moment. THIS WAS A YEAR AFTER THE EVENT! I bet millions of yellow wiffle ball bats
are sold each year. The yellow bat is what most people universally think of when describing wiffle
ball. This was a simple error. Mixing up the bat color doesn’t mean that Travis was lying about
playing ball.
You asked at the visit about Amanda Mills, in fact, in a recent letter you sent me an address for
several Amanda Mills. Amanda was a friend of mine who I worked with at Keene McDonald’s. She
was my boss until I got promoted to restaurant manager. She was very good at her job. I would
guess that Amanda is now in her mid to later 40’s. You may recall, she helped me get my job at C &
S while I was on bail. Amanda was married to Marty Mills and they had 3 children, Tiffany, Mandy,
and Kurtis. When I was a teenager I babysat for the children a few times. They were great kids.
Amanda and Marty, were friends with my parents in the early 90’s and came to the house with the
kids. Some of the addresses you provided may be for the kids. I know one of the girls, Tiffany or
Mandy, worked at video store in Keene and my dad saw them. They were upset that I was still in jail
and didn’t believe a word of it. I believe she described memories of me interacting with her and was
willing to help in anyway possible. If we can get a definite address, I will gladly write them. Perhaps
a call to one of those girls age 25-29. As you did with Laura P. of Manchester. The more I think
about it, I think it was Tiffany who saw my dad. Amanda and Marty lived at various places in
Marlborough NH. (Just outside Keene)
Speaking of L. P. of Rochester. She would be a good one to contact and get involved if we can.
Not only did she talk to some guards who believed strongly in my innocence, she told me she knew
A LOT of people in Strafford County and was part of the domestic violence task force. Of course,
this was a few years ago, but could still be a huge advocate to have on our side if we can get her re
involved. She was just starting to review my stuff when all the negative stuff happened for her. I lost
contact after that.
You asked about Jason and Elaine Shunk. They are now divorced. Jason worked mainly for
Larry Lane. He was an assistant manager for me one summer at Hampton Beach. My brother Jason
was the manager of Hampton that summer and Jeremy and Jason Shunk were his assistants. I believe
you have a photo of all of us together. Jason is a good guy. We hung out a bunch of times. I don’t
know what insight he could add.

Elaine Shunk- Really surprised me. I took her in as an assistant in Rochester. (Part of my
personality. I always think I can help someone get better.) I worked with her personally on her
people skills, confidence, etc. I gave her a shot to run the Rochester Walmart and she did a great job
for me. She and Jason Shunk got married and she left McDonald’s. Elaine had a son, Matthew, from
a previous relationship. I’d say he was 2-3 years old back then. Elaine saw me interact with him on
numerous occasions as well as my two sons, Brent and Kyle. I was shocked when Jeff’s lawyer,
Steven Brown, was trying to use her as a star witness. Supposedly she heard from several people that
I was telling everyone Jeff killed Kassidy. It would have been hearsay anyway. I couldn’t see how
she could even remotely believe that I had killed Kassidy. Shortly after I was in prison, she showed
up at a party and sat in my brother, Jason’s lap, telling him how she couldn’t believe this was
happening to me, I would have never killed Kassidy, etc. I think Atty Brown told us she thought I
was guilty. Who knows? Get her to check the website. Remind her of the guy that she worked for at
Rochester-WM that she claimed did so much for her. She did thank me numerous times for taking
the time to teach her things that no one else would. And she thanked me for giving her opportunities
and not giving up on her. Prior to marriage her last name was Courtemarche (spelling?)
You asked me to summarize Amanda’s interview in Concord with AG’s Delker and Carter as
well as Jim White in December 2000. Again, best person to hear this from would be her. I’ll give you
what I recall hearing about. They brought Amanda into some interview room and again bombarded
her with questions. Amanda described different events repeatedly and she said they were getting very
frustrated with her because she wasn’t telling them what they wanted to hear. They went over the
events of the morning of Kassidy’s death over and over. And at one point, one of the AG’s, I believe,
Delker, told her something to effect of, “Amanda that doesn’t make any sense, we talked to the
medical examiner, there is no way that Kassidy could have sat on the couch as you described, she
would not have been able to sit up on the counter, eat her cereal, ask for a cookie or anything like
that. She would not have been able to function. Damn it, just say she was laying there.” (I think in
Amanda’s statement she said that Kassidy asked for a cookie that morning prior to leaving for Jeff’s
house. This is pretty significant and should be checked.) Surprisingly, Amanda told me that Delker
was the nicer of the two AG’s. Simon Brown is the only person from the other side that I actually
felt cared about Kassidy.
I wrote to Tristan last night and asked her the name of the attorney we used in Steven Brown’s
office in our custody case for Brent. I think his first name was Jonathan but I am not positive. I am
hopeful she will respond.
You asked about Brent’s schedule with me after Tristan and I split up. Initially I saw him all the
time. As I mentioned, I was getting divorced from his mom but it didn’t mean that I stopped loving
him. By June and July when Amanda and Kassidy came into the picture I was seeing Brent much
less frequently (not my choice) It was sort of the natural progression with two parents splitting up I
believe plus Brent’s dad became more involved in his life. I probably saw Brent once or twice a
week for several hours in June and July. We would get together, play ball, go to the park, go for ice
cream, etc. Brent slept over probably 2-3 times in those early months of my relationship with
Amanda. In August and beyond I only saw Brent sporadically. An hour or two here or there,
Occasionally if Tristan was going out somewhere, going to some function at his school, dropping off
or picking Kyle up, etc.
Brent ended up in the room that he had at my house because prior to Tristan moving in with
Brent, I had two roommates. Steven Skidds in the upstair bedroom (which became Kyle’s) and Tom
Mikoski in the cellar room. Both Steve and Tom lived with us for a while after Kyle was born and
when they moved out, we just made the empty bedroom into Kyle’s. During the first year of Kyle’s
life he stayed right in our bedroom with Tristan and me. We had his crib in the corner so he would be
close by for feedings, etc.

You asked me about my and Amanda’s relationship. I had a very physical relationship with both
Amanda and Tristan. I love a girl who can dress up, look beautiful and command the attention of a
room when they walk in. But I also like a girl that is a bit of a tomboy. Who likes to wrestle, who
enjoys throwing a pair of sweats on and playing some one on one basketball with me. I love a girl
who likes to take chances, be adventurous and try new things. Both Amanda and Tristan were
awesome. I couldn’t have asked for better partners to share my life with. They were both tough and
could hold their own which I loved. Amanda and I were VERY playful. She did a lot of things that
would result in me chasing her around the house, catching her and start a wrestling match. For
example, Amanda may be washing dishes, and I would go to get a glass of water, and she flicks
water at my face with her fingers, I say, “You do that again and you are going to get it.” She giggles
and of course does it again and then breaks off in a run. Kato starts barking, I start chasing Amanda,
she scampers around the house and up the stairs where she has no place to go. I jump on her on the
bed. She laughs. I pin her hands down. She attempts to buck me off her with her hips. Sometimes
she does, other times, not so successfully. Either way we struggle back and forth, start kissing and
typically this leads to making love. Amanda would often initiate these matches doing other things.
Typically, she would throw something at me, I’d playfully threaten her, she would do it again, I
would chase her, etc. We had an incredible relationship in so many ways. I never felt such passion
for someone. When I wasn’t with her I wanted to be. I couldn’t wait to get home at night to be near
her. I couldn’t wait to go to bed at night to hold her. I often would drop in during the workday to give
her and Kassidy a little surprise snack, Muffins, donuts, a Happy Meal or McDonald’s Salad. That
five minutes with them, a couple of kisses from each was like a “fix” for me and helped me make it
through the day until I got back home. I honestly had never been happier overall.
I read a good quote by Benjamin Franklin yesterday, “one today is worth two tomorrows.”
I caught the last half of a Tyler Perry movie last evening titled, “I can do bad all by myself”
about ¾ of the way through the movie there is a scene where this 40-ish year old man grabs his
girlfriend’s 16 year old niece by the cheeks in an non-friendly manner. It was clear he did it to gain
dominance and control over the girl and was trying to get her to submit to sex with him. It was a very
unflattering grab of the cheeks but the reason I mention it, is because once he was caught by the
girl’s aunt, his girlfriend, he talks about how those kids are spending all his money and how he just
wants her to get rid of them, etc. The scene seemed a lot like how the state viewed my situation, like
I just wanted to get “rid” of Kassidy so I could have her mom all to myself. The guy was a real
sleaze. Every time I see something about eye contact and face palming I write to you about it
regardless if we can use it or not.
Hope this helps some.
June 2, 2010 (139)
Responding to last half of 164
Wow, 10 years ago today my relationship with Amanda began. This was the start of some of my
happiest memories in life as well as some of my worst. I remember that first date like it was
yesterday. As much as happened, I still find myself missing her and loving her. How can something
that starts so passionately, powerfully, and perfectly end so badly? I wonder if she even remembers
this date???? These are the times that I wish I was a robot unable to feel, or at the very least, a nonsensitive guy.

I realized that when I answered #164 the other day I missed several questions on the back page.
You wrote about the original timeline I created and asked specifically about a quote I made. “the
original plan was for Kassidy to spend the night at Jen and Jeff’s but I was not happy with Jeff’s care
and decided to pick her up on the 8th. You asked if this why perhaps the car seat wasn’t left and I
ultimately didn’t have it in the car? Perhaps, but as I stated before, I believe that Amanda just forgot
to leave it. She likely arrived at Jeff’s late and forgot to leave it on the porch. It wasn’t like I picked
Kassidy up there often. In fact, this was the first time to pick up Kassidy at Jeff’s and only the second
time I had been to his apt. Amanda should have been used to leaving the car seat with Jeff because
as I recall, there was only the one car seat. Amanda would leave it for Jeff to use when he was
watching Kassidy. Originally, (Earlier in the week) I think Amanda had arranged for Kassidy to stay
at Jen and Jeff’s overnight because she was working until 11 P.M. or so Wednesday and then had to
be to work early the next day so Amanda would have just been bringing Kassidy back to Jeff’s early
the next morning. At some point, possibly the day before, I offered to Amanda that I would pick
Kassidy up because I knew I was feeling uneasy about Jeff watching Kassidy. My thinking was, if
Jeff watched Kassidy for a few hours, that was one thing, but she shouldn’t be there for any more
overnights and certainly, she should be with Amanda or I as often as possible until we could get
Kassidy into some proper day care. I didn’t outright know what the problem was, but I had a very
uneasy feeling about him watching Kassidy. That is why I approached Mrs. Edgar about her taking
Kassidy early at the Cross Road day care program. Things were sitting in the back of my mind, ex.
Kassidy fell out his truck window, he spanked her ass so hard it black-and-blued, and he claimed his
hand stung. He admitted putting a pillow over her face, and he stepped on her foot, and there were
unexplained bruises on her cheeks. Then there were the pinpricks that I found on Kassidy’s feet after
she came back from spending the day with him, etc. My intuition wasn’t working, and connecting the
dots, the way it should have been; but it wasn’t completely asleep. All of these things were seeming
to happen too often. I was outright telling Amanda that we needed to get her into regular day care,
but I was trying to be careful at the same time. This was her daughter and the last thing I wanted was
for Amanda to think I was trying to control her in any fashion. Also, this was about her sister and her
sister’s boyfriend (also a friend and business associate of mine), and not just any babysitter. Amanda
was the only one that truly knew our age difference and I think, now in retrospect, it intimidated her
sometimes. I felt Amanda would occasionally make a stand on something just to make her point and
show she was in charge of her life. The thing was, Amanda was very intelligent, and I had a lot of
respect for her. Any uneasiness she may have felt was in her head. Regarding the above paragraph
you said, “This new understanding, to me at least, can cut both ways, but as you noted, Jeff was like
an uncle to Kassidy and Jen was her aunt.” I apologize for my ignorance, but I am not sure what you
mean here. Could you please elaborate? Hopefully the above paragraph helps some.
Cross Road Kindergarten was NOT in Somersworth. I was incorrect on my timeline. French
Cross Road, Dover, I believe. You are not missing letter number 45. That is what I labeled my letter
to Jeremy, you labeled it #44a.
June 17, 2010 (141)
Responding to #167 & copy
Of letter to Dan F. Misc. articles

You asked how Tristan assisted me with the RX-7 crash. We were just getting ready for bed
when we heard the crash. It was so loud and a fire started immediately that it woke Brent up. We
went running out of the house. Initially, my concern was for Tristan to keep Brent away from the
road and the crash. Brent was very young then. I had a roommate, Steven Skidds, at the time of the
crash. I believe his girlfriend, Christine Jennings, stayed overnight and took Brent inside. When I
was dragged PJ across the road and away from the fire it was apparent his pants were on fire. I
started patting them out with my hands and throwing the road side sand on his legs. Tristan helped
with that for a minute as I went to the car to pull another person out of the wreck. I believe Tristan
then went and got a blanket from the house. There was another car that the RX-7 driver smashed into
that had an older woman and a small child in it Tristan was also attending to them, as I recall. As you
can imagine, things seemed to be moving at whirlwind speed. At one point the garden hose at my
house got unrolled and we were trying to spray the wreck until the fire trucks arrived.
With regards to my suggestion to have a “Morrison’s Thoughts” section on the web. I believe I
have seen a few reruns of dragnet. I totally get the “Just the facts ma’am” However, if we learn
anything from the Foster’s interview, it seems at least one person is curious of your opinion and why
you believe in my innocence. As a matter of fact, it seems that several of the email exchanges have
gone that way. I think you are underestimating the impact of your opinions. You are a professional,
who has spent 100’s of hours evaluating the facts and information in this case. People want to hear
how you came to the conclusion, the facts that make you believe there is another side, etc. We are in
a rush-rush society. Basically, I view your opinion as a nice way for someone to get a quick recap of
why you are a believer. Once you state something it can be up to others to believe or research the
facts that we have provided on the website. I know if I was approaching this case about someone
else, I would want to know why this person doing all this work, is such a believer. What facts bring
you to this conclusion? Let’s not forget that many of the police officers provided more than facts.
They also gave opinions. I’m not saying it is something that we have to do. I am saying it may be the
starting point to ultimately bringing someone else to be a believer. There is SO MUCH
misinformation about this case! Just look at your email exchange with Jackie. Amanda’s own mother
was mistaken about my parents never seeing Kassidy. The reality is you are becoming an expert on
the fact of this case. Outside of Amanda and I, you know as much as anyone else including the police
that investigated things. Besides, let’s not assume that people are going to see what should be
obvious. How are we going to get the public to see that my relationship with Kassidy was about so
much more than discipline if someone doesn’t share their OPINION? It’s sort of like the statement
that you have made to several people in letters and emails you have written, “I have been working on
this case for several months now and believe that Chad is more innocent now than when I started.”
This was after starting with much skepticism. This is an opinion that I believe people need to hear.
Thanks for the information about Kenneth Waters and his sister, Betty. I remembered the story
once I started reading it. Very tragic. I am looking forward to seeing the movie. Who knows, maybe
someday a movie will be written about your efforts on my behalf. “One man against the world” (and
how he got one person at a time to see the truth in a tragic death.)
You asked when in 2007 Amanda took a trip to Kassidy’s gravesite and visited while I was on
the phone. This was right around Nov. 9th 2007. It was very close to the anniversary of Kassidy’s
death. Amanda knew that I never had the opportunity to go there and say goodbye to Kassidy and
wanted to give me that chance. She was living in an apartment in Concord at the time and drove to
Buckfield, Maine. It was a pretty amazing gesture on her part.

You included a chart of the weather for the day of June 22, 2000, when Amanda and I took Kyle
and Kassidy to York’s Wild Animal Kingdom. You mentioned that you were trying to validate my
recollection that it was hot and humid that day and then commented that it didn’t seem to be as hot
and humid as I remembered. I’m not sure if I am reading the chart correctly but if so, I beg to
differ……….80 degree temperatures and 65% humidity at 10:55 am while you are toting two small
children, diaper bag, snacks, toys, etc. around. It feels quite a bit hotter than 80 degrees. Personally,
the humidity is what ALWAYS gets me. I just remembered it being hot. Around the time the photo
was taken in front of the prairie dog (or whatever they were) exhibit, it was toward the end of our day
and the kids were drained. You can see it in their little faces.
You mentioned in here about contacting Elaine and Jason Shunk. Have you had any luck with
that yet?
I am enclosing a couple of misc. articles as well as a letter I recently received from Ron Rice. As
you can see, those items- the letters I had written for Amanda that she never got a chance to read
before disappearing and the drawing I had made for her of Kassidy are missing. Also, while going
through some miscellaneous folders this weekend I found one of the drawings that I had an artist
here recreate for Amanda. You may recall that in one or two of the photos you sent me for
identification, Amanda was sitting on the couch at my parents’ house unwrapping wood frame
drawings. One was of a couple holding hands, walking away. One was of a porch swing etc.
Anyway, I found the original magazine advertisement that I had one of the drawings recreated from.
It was originally in Yankee Magazine. Amanda was/is always on my mind and these drawings spoke
to how I felt about her. I wanted more than anything to spend our lives together. I felt she was my
soul mate. Of course, when I gave them to her I couldn’t take credit for the original idea. I told her
they were copies of an artist’s original, but they said exactly how I feel for her.
June 18, 2010 (142)
Responding to Letter 169 Partial response to 180
I know I spoke to you about the counselor I went to see for a while, Gray. I sought his help
because I never wanted to hurt those that I loved. I know I had scared, and lost control with, Tristan
and I never wanted to go there again. So we explored that. I made up a little card that I kept in my
wallet and would read anytime I felt like I was getting angry. This would remind me of productive
ways to deal with anger vs. destructive. In fact, Amanda may recall that when she moved into my
house, I had these things written on a piece of paper taped to my bedroom wall. Gray recognized that
in my mgt. position, lists and checklists worked for me and that is why I committed them to paper.
Amanda kind of made fun of me for it and that is why I ripped it down from the wall. I wish I hadn’t.
When Amanda moved in I was pretty up front with her about my struggle at times to control my
emotions. Amanda admitted on occasion to using this to her advantage because she felt it gave her
the upper hand. In truth we were much the same. It is hard to describe. I wasn’t a monster or
something I am just very passionate. Where many men struggle with communication, I am an over
communicator. If a problem arose between me and Tristan or Amanda, I wanted to fix it NOW.
Often, I would have been better served to just cool off, walk away and go back to it at a later time.
Unfortunately, those are not “tools” that I learned until a later date.
One question for you. In the photos of my house that were retrieved from Sisti’s office, (you
mentioned two albums) were you able to see the trashes at my house? Did you see photos of the half
eaten banana? Remnants of the grilled cheese sandwich? How about the freeze pop wrapper in my
office trash? If so, these might be good photos to link to the website at the very least attached to my
statement so viewers can see tangible proof of the things that I was telling the cops. Same with the
photos of the balls scattered around Kyle’s bedroom. Just a thought… I am hopeful pictures will help
to bring people right to that time period and add credibility to what I am saying.
Partial response to letter 180
I needed to comment immediately even though I am over 10 letters behind.

Great email exchange with Kristin Gillis. I know you can’t take on every person one on one, but
it was good that she wrote and good that you may have been able to open her eyes a bit. Who knows,
maybe someday she’ll be a supporter. At least initially, she looks to be taking serious look. One
question though, She referenced in one email that in the timeline both Amanda and I fibbed about our
ages initially. What is in the time line about me fibbing about my age? What was source? (me) I
don’t recall ever telling her a different age. Jeff may have misrepresented my age to Amanda but I
don’t believe I did.
Ok, onto Amanda calling you. That is great that she called. I hope she does stay involved and the
call was productive. I’ve never doubted that she felt I was not guilty. (It’s all other things I doubt.)
The main thing is that it is great she wants to help. I have to keep this in mind. (It’s the only thing
that matters right now.) I can’t begin to describe how emotional your contact with her is for me. This
is the woman I wanted to be the perfect husband for. This “own” life of hers that she talked to you
about having, is a life WE were supposed to be SHARING. It’s really hard. I wish her only the best,
but I felt we were destined for life together. It’s irrelevant now. I just wanted you to understand what
it is for me. It’s hard to swallow the person that you love so much has replaced you and likely no
longer thinks of you. Perhaps at some point, her feelings will change, we’ll be able to have a visit and
have a friendship. I genuinely care about her and want her to have a good life. The only thing I
would ask is at some point, if you are conversing with her and you feel the time is right could you
please tell her that I say, “Thank you for contacting Morrison. I am sure that it was difficult for you.”
I just want her to know it is not lost on me how hard that must be for her.
June 18, 2010 (143)
Responding to #170
In the last letter I wrote I forgot to ask about the inmate that served time in Strafford County with
Amanda. You said they emailed as well as Mrs. Gillis but you didn’t forward that email (exchange?)
can you send me a copy of that as well? I wonder if it was someone I also know. Amanda and I were
there at the same time together at one point and as you know I spent a significant chunk of time there
myself.
That is so awesome that Travis responded and is willing to take the FMRI exam. Sorry to hear it
didn’t go too well for your other client. You didn’t elaborate much so I was a little confused.
You asked about the plastic cup that Amanda threw at me and said Nicole is trying to find one. I
described it to Nicole as best I could. I am a little hazy on the details. Not only was it 10 years ago
but even at that time, it seemed like such a non issue. As I recall, it was a cup that was sitting on the
coffee table that Kyle was drinking from earlier in the night. When Amanda came home she was
tired and cranky. I was sitting at the coffee table in the living room, working on surveys for her. For
some reason, we started arguing. I believe it had to do with her being tired. I probably should have
been more sensitive where she was just starting her job. I made the comment, “Welcome to my world.
I am tired like this all the time coming home from work.” She made some slight about how my job
was mostly sitting on my butt. I told her something of the effect of “go screw yourself.” She told me
to screw myself and threw the cup at me. It hit me in the shoulder/ chest area and I pushed her back
against the couch and told her to knock it off. I may or may not have said something to the effect of
her doing things deliberately that she knows pushes my buttons. It is hard to recall exactly. At one
point we were sitting, at one point we were standing in the living room. Like I said, it wasn’t
anything too serious. We walked up the stairs together a short time later, kissed the kids goodnight
then cuddled up together as we always did, and went to sleep.

You asked about other arguments where Amanda threw things. We had a few. She didn’t
necessarily have to throw things at me. Occasionally it would be in the general direction. She never
set out to hurt me or anything. I think it was in general, a maturity thing at that time. I remember
once we were arguing about laundry. I don’t know why, but I had this horrible habit of leaving my
clothes wherever I took them off. It was like my mind was always racing or something. One time I
had an entire pile of clothes tossed at my head. Another time, she threw a nearly full can of beer at
me. It was that type of thing. She had a bit of temper. I know this will sound a little crazy. But it was
kind of a turn on to see her so passionate about something that she would chuck an object at me. As I
mentioned once before, both Amanda and Tristan, though beautiful and girly, were extremely tough.
Tristan would just punch you like a dude. Amanda could slap harder than anyone I’ve ever met. I
said something to her once in the summer that we were living together in the woods that upset her
and she slapped me across the face harder than I had ever been slapped in my life. By this time, I
finally realized that no matter what, I could not engage. I walked away and came back a half hour
later. Besides, I knew it was mainly the grief that was screwing with her emotions. I hate writing
things like this on paper because I don’t want to make Amanda seem all violent. It is just how our
relationship was. We were mostly “grabby” if anything. . Sometimes she would slap me, and I would
grab her right by the arms to control. Etc.
You asked about Amanda “hiding” her car so Tristan wouldn’t see it when she was driving by
and headed to her mother’s house in Milton. This is where Tristan was living at the beginning of my
relationship with Amanda. In hindsight, hide was a poor choice of words. If I truly wanted to hide
Amanda’s car I would have had her pull it into one of the bays of my garage. Then, no one would
have seen the car. Basically for the first few weeks of dating Amanda I had her park her car at the
business across the street from my house. There was a little wooden trash corral with a metal
dumpster in it. She would park between that and the long white building across the street. I wasn’t
really trying to hide Amanda’s car as much as not make it real easy for Tristan to say anything or
give me shit. At this time, Tristan and I were going through our separation and our custody situation
was still up in the air. Amanda took it that I was ashamed of her or something. This is SO NOT THE
CASE. I wish I hadn’t ever had her park the damn car across the street. I wonder if this would have
helped prevent her insecurities.
Regarding that second follow up email to Jeff. I’m sorry it was so difficult for you to look at the
photographs of Kassidy’s body. I tried to warn you but there aren’t really any words that can express
what those pictures show. Those photos alone are what make me wonder if the effort is worth
making. Someone has to pay for that! That’s the general feeling society will have.
June 20, 2010 (144)
Responding to #171
Happy Father’s Day. It’s humid as heck today. I hope you have plans to do something in a cool
place. I finally found a typewriter that works so I figured I would bang out a few letters to you. I
know I am a little behind.
You asked about my conversation with Brandon regarding the 3 wheelers and wanted to know if
conversation took place at the Mexican Restaurant, Nothin’ Fancy, before or after the trip to Saugus,
where I purchased the first the 3 wheeler. (The significance being pinning a date for the photograph
of Amanda holding Kassidy behind Nicole and Brandon’s house during this same trip.) I firmly
believe this conversation with Brandon took place AFTER the trip to Saugus to purchase the first 3
Wheeler (200X). I
distinctly remember this because I found the Honda 200X in Saugus and then several days later,
when scanning a Uncle Henry’s Guide, I found a 250SX in Maine. I was discussing the recent
purchase with Brandon over dinner, and the fact that if the 250SX was in good shape I was going to
purchase it for Amanda to ride because it would be perfect for her to ride and we could go out
together. The Honda 250SX was shaft driven rather than chain, and it was an automatic rather than
clutch driven. The 250SX also had reverse and electric start. Basically it was much easier for a
beginner to ride and in fact, the 250SX is what my brother and I had as kids growing up in Keene.

You indicated that you know Jeff took me in his truck the weekend of Oct. 21st to pick up the
250SX in Maine and asked how I arranged pick up for the 200X 3 wheeler in Saugus a week or two
prior? I am pretty sure I gave a detailed answer on this when you originally asked a few months back.
You may want to do that OCR scan thing.
Bruce Aube barrowed his dad’s pick up truck and took me down. I believe I mentioned that
Bruce and I went into the MVP sports to purchase additional tie downs. How does that OCR work:
Do you type in “Bruce Aube” and “truck” and it finds it for you? Neat..
Yes, there actually was another 3 wheeler. I found another 200X and arranged to have the seller
meet me at the Greenland McDonald’s one morning around Nov. 1st. I called Jeff Marshall who
agreed to pick it up for me and bring it to his house which was only a few miles away. Jeff was going
to then bring it to Rochester during his next trip to Rochester McDonald’s a day or two later. For
some reason he didn’t remember, and then several days later, Kassidy died. I never rode this 3
wheeler. At one point Amanda instructed Jennifer to have Jeff bring it to their mom’s house so Josh
could have it. I don’t know if that happened.
The reason I purchased three 3-wheelers was that is how I did things. I usually bought things in
bunches. I was a little crazy on those things so when I found an extra 200X at the right price I bought
it so I would have a back up, not to mention one of my friends could ride if they came over.
Ultimately, I was envisioning this being a family activity that Amanda and I would do with Kyle and
Kassidy and Brent too if I started getting him more again. After work on a lot of nights I would take
Kyle and Kassidy (one at a time) for little circular rides around the house. Kyle loved it and once
Kassidy got over the fear of the noise of the machine she enjoyed the rides as well.
I figured in a few years we would purchase little 4 wheelers for Kyle and Kassidy. Probably an
80 for Kyle and a 50 cc for Kassidy. They would be so cute driving their own machines.
Unfortunately we were never able to purchase one for Kassidy. With the help of my family and
savings from my prison job we were able to purchase a little 80cc 4 wheeler for Kyle on his 7th
birthday. I’ve never had the opportunity to see him ride it. One of my favorite photos is of Kyle on
his 4 wheeler and my niece, Malana, on her 50cc 4 wheeler. The obvious hole is Kassidy is not there
on her own machine as well. : (
You mentioned interviewing my mother last week and how she indicated she was with Amanda
and I when we went to TJ Maxx when we were picking up clothes for Kassidy’s funeral and Amanda
Donnell made her comment. It is very possible my mom was with us. I think I remember someone
being there. Some things are just more stuck in my head then others. I don’t have a strong
recollection of it.
Regarding your next statement that Pam recalled going to police station with Amanda to release
Kassidy’s body on Nov. 16th. No, my mom was not there for this. That was Melissa. I believe there
must be some confusion here between what my mom said and what was meant. There was a time,
earlier in that week, that Amanda had to go to the Kittery PD for something. My mom was going to
go with her at Amanda’s request. I believe this was while we were staying with Bruce. Ultimately,
we all somehow ended up at Olive Garden getting something to eat and I believe from there, Amanda
drove down to Kittery alone.
With regards to Kyle maintaining my Facebook page, I had a talk with him, and he was all for it.
But for now, I am backing off from that. It’s a sensitive issue for a young boy to deal with.
As you now know, I wrote to Sprint and Verizon and am still waiting to hear back from the letter
I wrote to Chase a month ago. I asked Sprint and Verizon to respond to you directly because prison
mail is so unreliable. You asked if there were any other bills/credit cards that would help enhance the
chronology. I used several credit cards in that time period. For instance, I had a Citibank credit card.
In my missing bills I had a file set up that had my credit reports. I had amazing credit and stayed on
top of it. This gave me an idea. Is there a way for you to do a complete credit history on me.
Obviously the last 10 years of so would be blank but prior to that, if still available, it could show
what credit cards I had open and the dates of such. Then I could write to all of them and try to piece
this all together. It is such a bummer that my former “friend” trashed all of my stuff. I had such
meticulous records, with which we would be able to tighten that chronology right up.

You indicated that you found 4 photos on Jackie Conley’s Find-A-Grave page that she created
for Kassidy two years ago. I found it ironic that two of the 4 photos were pictures taken at my house.
150A in our dining room and 252 in our living room I believe. As you can see from Kassidy’s size
and hair length, and the fact she is wearing a sweater, this photo was taken several weeks before
Kassidy died. Now that you are speaking with Amanda, she may be able to identify it better, I
believe from the angle, that Amanda took this photo. Congratulations on photo 250. You found the
missing photo from my trial that Jackie testified to snapping on Oct. 1st 2000. Just a reminder,
Kassidy was living with me for over 3 months at this point and Jeff had not yet started to watch her
on a regular basis. This is the one thing that really baffles me. How
is that Jen, Jackie, and the rest of America do not see the correlation to the bulk of Kassidy’s injuries,
health problems, and bruises started when Jeff became more involved in Kassidy’s life. Was that a
coincidence? At that point, I was already entrenched for several months and there was none of this.
Even Jennifer, in her trial testimony, admitted that she first noticed bruises on Kassidy 3 weeks or so
prior to her death. Jeff told Amanda and me about several of the incidents, so I’m not making
unfounded accusations here.
June 20, 2010 (145)
Responding to #172
You asked about Amanda driving/ rollerblading to my house with Kathy on the night of Sunday,
June 4, 2000. As I recall, Amanda drove to Sanford from Auburn to hang out with Kathy N. From
there, Amanda called me to tell me she had a great time on our date and told me she couldn’t get me
off her mind. I told her that I was having the same problem and wanted to see her as well. I then
invited them over. As I recall Amanda and Kathy showed up sometime later and roller bladed the
entire 16 miles from Sanford. I know, pretty amazing isn’t it? As I have previously described,
Amanda was very athletic and she and I had a ton of fun playing sports together. Whether it was oneon-one basketball in our driveway or playing wiffle ball with our friends Micelle and Bruce or Bruce
Aube and many other friends, she was always an athletic competitor. When Amanda lived in Keene
with my parents, it was nothing for her to go on a 7-10 mile run. Amanda really enjoyed
rollerblading at that time in her life.
There were times at night where I stayed with Kyle and Kassidy or Kassidy alone and Amanda
would go out rollerblading for an hour or so to get some exercise. Unfortunately, that is one of the
few activities that Amanda and I didn’t do together. We talked about me buying a pair and her
teaching me a few times, but we never made it happen.
Morrison, I just had a thought, now that you are talking to Amanda a little, perhaps the above is a
paragraph that you can scan in and send to her to check for accuracy. Then she can verify if my
memory is correct about her and Cathy rollerblading all that way. I think sending her the above
paragraph can accomplish a couple of things.
1. It will give Amanda an idea of how you and I work together, asking and answering questions.
More importantly, she will see how “non pushy” you are as compared to everyone else she has dealt
with in this case.
2. It will become evident to her that no matter what the truth is or how small or irrelevant the
question may be, all you are interested in doing is getting the entire truth out.
3. It is just one small paragraph of “non threatening” info. vs. this entire huge website. Ultimately, I
would hope that she will someday read the entire site for accuracy but this is a little fact here that she
can verify and feel part of it, which will hopefully lead to more interest from her. In letter #180 she
impressed me with her memory on the mug issue. As I have stated the mug issue is a “foggy” one
for me. I thought it was the cup that Kyle was drinking from but Amanda is absolutely correct.
Neither of us drank coffee, but we had these flavored hot chocolate packets I used to purchase at BJ’s
that we both loved. I had forgotten all about these. It is very possible that this was a mug. I would
love to see the photos that the cops took of the house, in particular, the kitchen sink and coffee table.
Likely, there we will see the cup. (Where there any of these photos found in the stuff at Sisti’s
office?)

4. The final reason that I think it may be a good paragraph to send with Amanda along with the
question. “Hey, this is Chad’s recollection of your first night staying at his house. Did you really
roller blade that far?” The reason I like this is these were GOOD memories for her. All that she has
had thrust at her for so long were the bad memories. In 10 years of dealing with this case, it has been
my experience that people become more involved when they are reminded of the good times.
Knowing her, she will work these thoughts over in her head a little, and it will remind her of other
good times and little by little she will get more involved and offer up more on her own. Emailing
stuff like this isn’t something we want to bother her with all the time but I do feel it is important that
she sees her opinion and her version of what is true really matters. Most people enjoy feeling that
they have been HEARD and that someone genuinely cares about what they have to say.
I remember that night like it was yesterday. They came over. We sat in the living room for a
while having drinks and listening to music. Later in the evening, Kathy went to sleep in Brent’s room
and Amanda and I went to mine. We cuddled, kissed, and ultimately made love that night. I didn’t
mention these things above as she will likely come to them on her own. Good memories will
translate to her thinking and helping.
I like the quote by Obama. Thank you. I do agree that we need to engage with people. I really
have no problem with that. My problem is engaging with people that have the power over you to
print whatever they want in the newspaper. Over and over, I have witnessed people let their own
opinions in this case alter fair reporting of the facts. I understand that my lawyers made the mistake
of not talking to the media but I think it would be irresponsible not to acknowledge that MANY
reporters cater to the cops because they need them for their next scoop. Misery sells newspapers. It is
sad but true. I am not bucking you, and realize we will eventually need the media. I just want you to
try and see things from my point of view. As you have no doubt figured out by now, I can also be
pretty stubborn at times. :)
I wonder if Testa Hurwitz is still in the business of exonerating wrongfully convicted people? I
wonder if anyone there remembers working with Delker. I read the email from Mr. Alden in your last
letter. He has Delker summed up correctly.
Regarding your email to Janet Lane and then email to Larry. I appreciate that you sent it. I
understand why you may not go with something I have “scripted”. The reason I sometimes script
things are many. The biggest two are
1. I have trust issues. I don’t mean that I don’t have faith in you personally. It is just that I have been
burned by the things people, including myself, haven’t done in the past. I always feel that no one
knows the case better than me, so if I want something said, I better say it myself.
2. These people were all friends in my life and I have a pretty good understanding of what makes
them tick. Have you noticed that I have never scripted an email or exchange with someone I don’t
know? For this, I rely 100% on you.
June 20, 2010 (146)
Responding to #173
A lot about your exchange with Jackie Conley. Some day, I hope she will be willing to ask
herself, “What really happened to Kassidy between June 2 and Nov. 9, 2000?” I hope, too, that she
will think back to our hug in the Kittery Police station when she first arrived and instincts had her
asking me, “Oh God, Chad, what did he do to my baby?” Of course, this was before the police got
hold of her then. She was an easy one for the police to convince.
Glad to hear of your exchange with Leo Sandy. He referred you to the Criminal Justice Program,
Prof. Regarding me specifically?

You asked a bunch of questions in this letter about the mug story. As I mentioned in the last
letter, #145, this issue is really foggy for me. It just seemed like such a non issue until now. As you
correctly noted, I was careful not to talk to Amanda when I was with her violating my bail condition
because I didn’t want anyone to be able to say I had influenced her in some manner. (Which the state
ultimately did anyway.) Also, I didn’t talk about the details of the case because I assumed the truth
would just come out. Call it superstition or religion, or whatever, but I wasn’t interested in jinxing
myself. I knew that I had nothing to do with Kassidy’s death and I figured that God could see the
purity that was in my heart and TRULY why I was with Amanda, in violation of my bail conditions,
and he would protect me (knowing my motives were selfless.) I know it sounds crazy now but it’s
true. Believe me, I look at the wiffle ball situation and realize how much words MATTER. I hadn’t
thought about it for years until you first mentioned it a few weeks ago but I clearly remember Kyle
having juice in a cup as he did every night. So I guess I am just assuming that it was Kyle’s cup
because he often set it on the living room coffee table. However, Amanda is correct in her
recollection. We both enjoyed hot chocolate. It is quite possible that I was drinking a mug of hot
chocolate that evening. I just cannot recall yet. That is why I mentioned in the last letter hoping to
see some of the photos the cops took of my house. This was late in the evening of the 8th and the 9th
we left earlier and then the cops had possession of my house. Whatever the cops saw and whatever is
in those photos- is. The pictures they took will trigger some memories I am sure.
In regards to your theory that if a mug was thrown there would be pieces of it that needed to be
cleaned up after it broke. While this is a sound theory, it is quite possible that the mug was thrown at
me and didn’t break if for example it landed on the sofa or something. The key now is to look in
those photo albums you got from Sisti and see if we have pictures of living
room/office/trashcans/sink/Kitchen, etc.
June 20, 2010
Letter #147 Responding to #175
Sorry to hear that your attempts to have email exchanges with Jen didn’t go better. It’s really
unfortunate because she surely knows some information which can fill in the puzzle. We know that
even with all the reports and interviews, a lot was missed during the investigation stage. No one
wants to look at themselves in this thing because it’s hard. The reality is, most of us cared about and
loved Kassidy, but we ALL FAILED HER!!
No one, wants to believe they are not good judges of character. The same could be said for
Amanda EXCEPT, she had everyone telling her that her man was responsible, and even had her
believing it at several points. But, Amanda kept reviewing in her head what she KNEW to be true
and knew it wasn’t possible. Even 10 years later, after spending time in jail herself, getting married,
and moving on with her life, she still sticks to the facts. Amanda was at least willing to look at me.
You asked about letter I sent to AAG Simon Brown with regards to taped phone conversations of
my phone calls with Amanda while I was here at the prison. These phone calls became an issue right
before Amanda’s trial. Jim White came here and listened to all my calls. There is nothing really on
them, some sex talk, life, etc. The state used the calls to help get Amanda put into jail for violating
her bail. Years later, Marshall’s attorney, in his civil case against me, wanted the AG to give them up
to see if Amanda and I talked about Jeff being responsible, the John Walsh show, etc.
The letter to Alan I am referring to these same tapes of my conversations with Amanda. I was
looking to Alan for advice. Ultimately, The AG’s never turned the tapes of my phone conversations
over to Marshall’s attorney for use in the civil suit. They record our phone conversations here at the
prison for security reasons and to try and get info for criminal cases. I can’t even get copies of my
conversations on request. The
big picture you are speaking of missing is this: There is nothing in the hours of phone conversations
between Amanda and I except regular relationship stuff and prison angst. I fought the release to
Marshall’s

attorney because I fought EVERYTHING with him. I wanted to be a pain in the ass! I knew I didn’t
kill Kassidy and was damned if he was going to profit from my wrongful conviction. At the very
least, we can safely say that Jeff’s lousy babysitting helped create this mess.
Also, I was and still am very protective of anything Amanda. It was like we had no privacy.
Everything was under a microscope. We didn’t want any of that. All we wanted was to be a family.
Those conversations
were ours and ours alone. For over two years the world got to see every detail of our lives twisted
and demonized. Enough is enough! There were no copies of tapes made in Marshall vs. Evans.
You asked about Elaine Shunk. Elaine was a manager of my Walmart McDonald’s for a while.
She and I were very close while she worked for me. Elaine was very rough on people and I agreed to
work with her. I spent a lot of time with her working on people skills, operations, training, etc. I
helped turn her into a great manager for which she thanked me profusely. She only left when she
became pregnant with Jason Shunk’s child. I was really shocked to see this affidavit. I was also hurt.
I never spoke to her directly about the case at all.
Ok, I am sick of sticking to this chair so I am wrapping up for the day. Hopefully, tomorrow will
be a little less humid.
June 21, 2010 (148)
Responding to # 174
You asked about my engagement to Amanda. Amanda moved to Keene and lived with my
parents soon after her release from jail in 2004. I would say within a month or so. When she first got
out she had an apartment in Hampton Beach. I would say within a month or two of her moving to my
parents’ home, I was feeling the pressure to marry her and asked her to marry me in mid-2004. She
would say over and over again that it was her decision to wait for me. She loved me, she wasn’t
going anywhere, she was waiting for me for 28 years and there was nothing I could do about it, etc.
etc. and “Damn it, you are going to marry me.” She was a trooper, hanging on without even being
able to see me. I felt if she was going to make the effort I owed it to her. Don’t get me wrong. As I
said, I loved her and wanted to marry her more than anything in the world. I just didn’t want to do it
from in here. I wanted to be out there sharing my life with her. I wanted to do all those things we
talked and dreamed about. Part of me loved her so much and wanted to keep her all to myself. The
other part of me wanted to push her away because I didn’t want her life ruined too. It is the hardest
thing to explain and even harder to understand all of the emotions involved if it’s not you that this is
happening to. Amanda was always searching for something to make her happy. I was afraid that she
would look at us getting married as the thing that would bring her happiness and fill that huge void
she now had in her life. I know it would have made her extremely happy for a while. But it wouldn’t
last.
Obviously this wasn’t the ideal engagement, but I am a romantic and did the best that I could. I
had been saving my money from my prison job for a while and told my mom the type of ring that I
wanted. Actually, I believe I sent her a photo of it. She found one for me. It wasn’t the ring I had
envisioned giving her years earlier but I was no longer making $75,000 a year either. I waited for a
night when Amanda hadn’t mentioned it in a while. I had her go into my mom’s bedroom and she
gave her roses from me. I had Amanda sit down and listen to a song that I had selected. “Best of
Intentions” by a country artist named Travis Tritt. I have always expressed myself through music and
these words were PERFECT. After the song was over, I expressed how I have always had the best of
intentions for her and said something very close to this if not exactly. “I haven’t always acted the
way I wanted too and done things exactly as I planned but I have always wanted the best things in
life for you. I am a flawed human being but am committed to continual improvement and becoming
the best husband and father that I can be. I once read a quote that said, ‘marriage shouldn’t be
about the person you can live with. It should be about the person you can’t live without.’ This is
exactly how I feel about you. I can’t imagine my life without you in it and I look forward to sharing
my dreams with you and growing old together. Will you consider spending your life with me? Will
you marry me?! Amanda started crying and said, “ ‘YES.’ ”

She seemed quite happy for a while and we got along very well. Ultimately though, she was
wanting more, which was to be expected. It’s tough for any couple to get over the death of a child,
and to develop a successful marriage. It was worse when I was in jail and we couldn’t even see each
other. Nothing officially ended our engagement, but it eroded around the time of my grandfather’s
death in May, 2005.
For our anniversary on June 2, 2005 I set up a surprise for Amanda. With the help of my mom I
planned out a nice night for her. I planned out a nice candlelit bubble bath with a nice bottle of wine.
I had a gift basket full of her favorite things. Some of it simple little stuff that she would know I was
thinking of her always. I had been telling her for weeks not to plan anything for that evening because
that was our night. It started off badly. She had one of her girlfriends at the house when I called. It
was obvious she was going to blow our plans off. Within a week she moved out of my parents’ house
to an apartment in Troy, NH while my parents were up her visiting me. No official break up or
anything. It was almost 2 years until I spoke to her again.
You asked about the Shannon Gagne/Olympia sports visit with Kassidy and Amanda. You
mentioned that Amanda told Ron Rice that just days before Kassidy’s death she was running around
the store with some girl named Dawnya. You also pointed out that Shannon worked at Olympia in
July or August and by the time of her interview, she no longer worked there. I’m sorry but I am not
going to be much help to you here. Eventually this info will have to come from Amanda. I have no
clue. About when she went there, etc. Despite what the police tried to portray, Amanda had free reign
to do what she wanted. I didn’t try to monopolize her time, quiz her on what she did with her day etc.
She came and went as she wanted and saw who she wanted. For all I knew, she could have spent
everyday with Shannon or other friends. The only thing I can say about Shannon is that I met her
once and she seemed very nice. I invited her to come back to the house any time she wanted. I also
know that Ron Rice talked with her and she was trying to be helpful. According to Ron, she didn’t
believe that I was responsible and the police had tried to tell her medical things that didn’t register
with her as being possible. What is interesting is none of that was mentioned in the police interview
recap. Shannon was one of the two girls, not named but listed, as potential witness in my federal
affidavit. She told Ron Rice that she was willing to come forward and help with Affidavit or
whatever was needed because she felt justice needed to be done. (or something to this effect.) This
kind of blew me away because I only met the girl one time and everyone else that was so much more
involved was just sitting back instead of doing the “right thing”, and making sure the truth was told.
It was neat to read the recap of Mary Bullard’s email. She was a nice girl. When you email her
again or speak to her, could you please tell her that I say hello. One of her former boyfriends is
incarcerated here. He indicated that Mary told everyone when she got back to Maine after spending
the summer with Amanda and I that there was “no way that Chad killed Kassidy.” Mary spent a lot of
time with me and indicated it just wasn’t in my character. She really did get to see me, up close and
personal, during that extremely stressful summer of 2001, just prior to my re-arrest and trial.
Like every interview Jim White did, I wish it had been recorded rather than “Recapped” by him.
I believe that White has more integrity than some others, but I still don’t trust him. Anyone that is
just blindly convinced of something rather than being willing to look at the facts and actual evidence,
has the potential, in my estimation to “color” things the way they see them or to their desired
outcome. I realize, of course, that the same could be said of what I say and write as well, which is
why we have to stick to the truth.
I agree with Mary’s quote from her 2001 interview with Jim White, “When you love somebody
so much, what choice do you have?” was neat. I am glad that she was able to see how much I truly
loved Amanda. Mary and I had several talks over that summer. She commented how Amanda was
sometimes not nice to me. I always defended Amanda as going through hell, but I was glad it was
one of her friends noticing how I treated Amanda, even when she wasn’t being very nice. I was
surprised to see this interview by Mary to be honest. I never suspected the police would talk to her,
as she had no interaction with me prior to Kassidy’s death.
I hope this helps some.

June 21, 2010 (149)
Responding to 176 (no number by you, dated 7 June 2010)
I LOVED the section of the article you sent me from the NY Times where you termed it
“Innocent Defendant’s Dilemma” it spoke to my fears and struggles EXACTLY. What the hell do
you do? Keep fighting and chance never getting out or take what society has been led to believe is
just punishment and do your time then leave. It’s not right. What the hell is wrong with our society?
I am glad that you spoke to Melissa Chick and tried to straighten her out about Kato. There is so
much misinformation and misinterpretation by people in this case. I doubt that Amanda was
minimizing Kato’s limp as much as she was just blowing it off as something that happened long ago
and we, along with Kato, were used to the lifetime turning out of his leg along with the occasional
limp. Kato didn’t always limp but sometimes weather, running too much, his weight, etc. would
affect him.
You mentioned that Melissa told you about a bruise that she witnessed on Amanda that
concerned her. You included a part of her interview along with Tracy Foley’s interview. (I’ve never
met Tracy) They both went to the police station together and had similar stories. I guess at the time, I
just pretty much dismissed what they had to say because I figured they had been reading in the
newspapers (as Melissa indicated) and it was clear that by November 13, 2000 that the police thought
I was responsible. The interviews were recapped rather than transcribed. I was pretty sure that the
police gave them the vibe that I was responsible and Tracy and Melissa were just saying things that
they could to help the police, whether true or not. These girls knew Kassidy, and I am sure this death
was tragic for them. Why not try and help put away the guy that the police “know” is responsible. I
cannot recall a bruise on Amanda. Maybe she did run into something. Amanda wasn’t very klutzy
but she could be without her contacts in. I do remember we had a cupboard door in our kitchen that
opened weird. It was right next to the door and they both swing into each other. I hit my head on the
damn thing more than once.
Interesting about the Heather Hamilton Interview you included. Heather indicated that Jennifer
started work at Perfurmania in August of 2000. I believe we have it down in chronology that Jen
started in Oct.
June 21, 2010 (150)
Responding to #177
You asked who else has seen Amanda’s “Life Story” I know she turned it over to my
investigator, Jon Morgan, sometime prior to my trial. I believe that the therapist that she met with in
Texas that advised her to write down everything she was thinking also, told her to contact my
attorneys if she had told the police things that she felt were untrue. Amanda did contact my attorneys
but they referred to my investigator, Jon Morgan. Apparently when Amanda gave it to Mr. Morgan
he filed it or something. He must have forgotten about it because he didn’t bring it to Alan until
somewhere near the beginning of my trial. The prosecutors as well as Amanda’s attorney saw it at
that time. As you can imagine, the state didn’t want anything used from that because she says some
things about Jeff in it. I don’t know if the police have seen it or not. I do know my mom has read it.
Amanda gave her a signed copy of it once to hold onto.

When Amanda was meeting with Ron Rice back in late 2007, they spent a significant amount of
time together trying to find the therapist she spoke to while in San Antonio. The thought was,
perhaps this therapist would remember advising Amanda to contact my lawyers or have notes about
their conversation where it was clear in Amanda’s mind, once she got away from the police pressure,
that I was not responsible for Kassidy’s death. This first trip to Texas when Amanda was seeing the
therapist happened while I was in jail and Amanda and I were not even speaking. That would make
her recollections and the therapist’s notes potentially even more valuable. It would blow holes in the
state’s theory that Amanda only blamed Jeff because of me. Also, it would show the police clearly
pressured her if she was changing her mind so soon after. Amanda couldn’t remember the name of
the place she went or the doctor. They spoke to one office and were told the files were probably gone
as they only keep them for seven years. I saw a listing in Psychology Today where you could look all
therapists up by zip code. I was going to have Amanda review the list of names to see if she
recognized one but we lost contact.
You asked for more info. About Kato and then sent me OCR copies of what you have captured. I
think you have got most of it down there. Oddly, I got him when he was seven weeks old from an ex
girlfriend of mine from Keene, Sarah Walsh. Sarah moved to Rochester for a short time with a
friend. They had a Sheppard that had puppies and Kato is the only one the mother didn’t kill. As far
as I know, he was only German Shepherd, and he certainly looked like one. Though I am told that he
must be a mix of some sort because pure German Shepherds aren’t white. He was such a loving and
protective dog. I really miss him. If you check with the vet. I gave you his information for, I’m sure
they can verify the routine care Kato received as well as the extra attention to his leg after the
accident.
You mentioned visiting Kassidy’s grave. No marker, no nothing. That makes me so sad. I know
in a more recent letter you mentioned that Amanda had purchased a stone and it will be delivered
soon. This is good. This has bugged me for a long time. Even right after it happened. Bruce Aube
and I were talking about it. It bothered both of us and we wanted to do something. He actually made
the comment. “We have to take care of you first man, and get you through this mess and then we’ll
do something for her.” Several years ago we made more money at our prison jobs. I was making
around $100 a month. I saved up $1000 and paid for Amanda’s LNA course and she was going to put
the rest in a fund for Kassidy’s stone. I know it probably seems crazy that this would bother me so
much, considering that I failed her in life. Perhaps this is why it bothers me this much. I failed once
and didn’t want to again. Kassidy was like my daughter!! She deserves to have something
memorialize her life.
June 24, 2010 (151)
Post June 23 Visit/ letter to Broadview
As always, it was great to see you. Of course, I wouldn’t be me if I didn’t spend time reflecting
on all that we talked about after the visit. I will be including some thoughts and observations here
along with answers to the few questions you asked me to respond to.
You mentioned that Tristan said that she believed one of the men we rescued from the car wreck
subsequently died. I believe Tristan is confused on this issue as I believe all three men are alive.
However, it was a very serious accident. One of the men needed to be airlifted to another hospital,
Dartmouth Hitchcock I believe. If I am not mistaken, it was PJ Rogers. I had heard, I believe from
his mother, Sherry Rogers, that PJ underwent numerous, painful, skin graph surgeries. His mother
used to send me a Christmas card every year, thanking me for pulling her son out of the burning car
wreck. If you want details, I would suggest calling PJ’S Mom. She may be helpful. From what I
understand of PJ, he was one of those guys that was the toughest kids when he was in high school
and wasn’t all that warm and friendly.
I just worry about how successful this campaign can be without Amanda’s involvement. Amanda
knows the details of this better than anyone except me. This was HER daughter and the real kicker is,
she knows the truth!!!

I realize that you said prepare for the worst and that it is over. It is easy to say, not so easy to do.
I guess emotionally this just ripped at me a little because her asking you to remove our photos felt
like she was trying to erase me from her past. I know that it may sound silly to you but it just doesn’t
seem fathomable to me because she and I had such chemistry and passion. I mean, we both felt like
we were meant for each other. It’s hard to describe, but if you read some of the letters that she has
written to me, I think you would understand. When Amanda showed up at my family’s doorstep in
2007, after being completely out of my life for two years, she proudly showed my mom multiple
storage tubs of everything involving our lives. Every letter I had written her, every gift I ever gave
her. She said to my mom then, “Of course I kept everything, I always will. Chad is my soulmate.” It
just sucks. It’s like prison has made me irrelevant!
The entire time Amanda and I were together, I encouraged her to go visit her sister and mother,
to try and repair their relationship, etc. I am so close to my brothers and sisters it is hard for me to
believe it can be any other way. I’m happy that she has this relationship that she has always wanted,
but it was my family that drove two hours each way to Dover every other week for a 30 minute visit
with her while she was incarcerated. They accepted Amanda’s phone calls, sent her anything she
needed, wrote her letters, helped her with money, purchase a car. It was Nicole’s house she wanted
to go to spend Thanksgiving with while in jail, and filed a motion with the court to be allowed to do
so, etc.
Ok, thanks for listening to me vent. I’m done feeling sorry for myself. It is just so damn
frustrating and painful sometimes. Between her and my friends, it is almost embarrassing. Did I
really make this little of an impact on peoples’ lives or am I just this bad of a judge of character? I
know people are different. I just don’t understand how people can say things, make promises, etc.
and not follow through. What do we really have in life other than our word? It’s one of the lessons I
try to share with Kyle often. If you give someone your word, you ALWAYS follow through.
I do think the general public will care that Amanda doesn’t believe I am responsible. Amanda
was Kassidy’s mom and the closest person to my relationship with Kassidy. Early on, Amanda said a
lot of things and agreed to a lot of things that were not true but since that time, has maintained that
she was pressured into saying things that were not true. Now, here is Kassidy’s mother, 10 years after
the event, having moved on with her life, having been married, hasn’t spoken to me in years, yet, she
still maintains that she believes I am innocent. I just believe that this fact blows a hole in the state’s
theory that I had control over Amanda and was convincing Amanda what to say during that summer
of 2001. Let me give you a first hand example of how her opinion matters. Back when she went on
the John Walsh show. I heard from multiple inmates here, “Wow, maybe you really are innocent. If
the baby’s mother is saying she believes you didn’t kill her and she still says it several years later, it
must mean something.” Maybe I am wrong but with all the adversity it seems like Amanda’s opinion
carries the most weight with the general public. Getting the public interested and willing to look at
the facts is the goal right? You believe in the media so much, instead of the most recent front page
headline we read, “Child Killer Seeks to clear his Name.” Picture this. “10 Years Later and
Kassidy’s Mom Believes Wrong Man is in Prison.” I’m guessing this would get a few people to
read and generate some interest.
You asked at the visit for more details about tossing balls to Kyle for him to hit. This was a ritual
that I started several years earlier with Brent. I had been an athlete all my life and wanted to share
this passion with my children. When I was growing up my father owned his own business and
worked non-stop. Some of my fondest memories of time spent with him were the occasional game of
catch or batting practice if my dad arrived home before dark. As great as my dad was, I wanted to be
better. I think this is probably a common theme among new parents. You look back to your
childhood and think about what you want to do differently. I wanted to make it a priority to spend
more one-on-one time with my boys, doing things that they enjoyed. It didn’t matter if it was
coloring or catching butterflies, if it was what Brent and Kyle liked to do, we were going to do it. I
introduced Kyle and Brent to baseball, football, and basketball and they loved those sports.
Especially hitting balls and making daddy chase them.

I tried to spend at least 30 minutes 2-3 times a week playing ball with Brent and as he grew, Kyle
as well. Brent liked playing baseball but preferred activities such as riding his bike. Kyle had a great
passion for baseball and it seemed almost nightly in the summer of 2000 he wanted to play. He had a
little plastic wheelbarrow in his room that we used to store his balls in. There was probably a dozen
wiffle balls, a few rubber balls, 1-2 hard plastic baseballs, a few tennis balls, 1-2 hard plastic
softballs, and 1 or 2 Tee Balls (starter baseballs) as I recall. On most nights we would take the little
plastic wheelbarrow right out to the front lawn and hit balls. I would throw Kyle 4-5 wiffle balls in a
row and then change it up with a tennis ball or something just to give him a different look. Kyle was
only 3 ½ years old so it was typically underhand toss so he could connect with the ball. I’m guessing
there were 20 or so balls typically in the wheelbarrow and I would pitch through them 3-4 times on
most nights.
We would occasionally play ball in the boys’ bedroom as well. Usually we would do this if it
was dark outside, or when it was raining, occasionally in the dead of winter. (Typically in the winter
we would focus on other sports. They had a plastic bowling ball and pin set that we would spend
hours playing in the winter) While inside, we usually played in Kyle’s bedroom as it was the longest
in the house. I would sit about 6 feet away and toss balls to him while he “sprayed” them all over the
room. It probably wasn’t my smartest descision, but I often pitched that same Tee Ball that ultimately
hit Kassidy many times before. I guess I just did it without thinking. The only thing that I could ever
picture happening is Kyle breaking a window or something, but I really wasn’t worried about that for
two reasons. 1. He was only 3 ½ years old. 2. We had curtains/ blankets. On the evening that the ball
hit Kassidy in the eye area, we had just finished going through the wheelbarrow full once. Kyle kept
fussing to hit more balls. There was no way I was taking Kassidy back in there with me. Thankfully,
Travis arrived home while I was giving Kassidy a bath and went and pitched to Kyle for a while.
Where I am the one who is convicted and therefore my credibility is questioned, I am thankful
that Kyle’s athletic ability is something that you can verify through the testimony and recollections
of others. Including Tristan, Travis, and Jeremy, not to mention countless family members.
Even though Kassidy was not quite two years old, Amanda and I would play baseball with her at
times. Obviously it wouldn’t hold Kassidy’s attention too long, but it was fun. Amanda or I would
stand 2-3 feet away and toss balls while the other one of us would hold Kassidy’s hands in the
batter’s stance position and help her hit balls. We would encourage her by saying, “Good girlllll,
Nice Hitttt” etc.
I believe you asked about my relationship with Travis yesterday. Either that or I read it in a
recent letter. In any case,
Travis had worked for me and was my friend for many years prior to moving into my spare
bedroom. As I recall, when I was promoted to run the Rochester restaurant in September 1992,
Travis was a crew kid in high school. He was a goofy kid that you could just tell was the class clown.
I worked with Travis and promoted him to shift manager. Travis was some proud to come into work
that first day in his new uniform. Travis stayed working for me throughout high school and then left
for a while. Even while he was working elsewhere we would hang out from time to time. While
Travis was in high school his mom called me on several occasions when she was concerned about
something and between her and I, we would help get him back on course. She knew that I cared for
Travis and wanted what was best for him. Sometimes it would be something simple like cutting
Travis’s hours back. Other times it would be a pep talk.
As I got promoted up the ranks I had my inner circle of friends (Bruce, Jeremy) and Travis was
in the circle right around them. We often would go on little excursions, playing a softball game
against the Dover McDonald’s, a basketball game at a park or at my house, camping trips along the
Kancamagus Highway or to Bruce’s parents land in Berlin NH, going out boating, the occasional
egg car chase game, etc. Travis was usually with us. Eventually, Travis came back to work with us
and quickly was promoted to assistant manager. He started out in Rochester, worked in Hampton
Beach for the summer of 2000 and when the beach closed around September 15, 2000 +/- he moved
in with me and started working in the Portsmouth Rte. 1 McDonald’s as Jeremy’s assistant manager.
I’m not sure how long he hung on with McDonald’s after I left in November of 2000.

I hope this helps some.
June 24, 2010 (152)
Responding to #181
You asked about the photo of me in the Foster’s article. This wasn’t my “mug” shot from my
arrest in 2000. Sorry for the confusion. This was my prison ID photograph that was taken
approximately two years ago. I was disturbing for me to see this photo used when I was told that you
have provided him with 3-4 good ones that he could take from the website. This leads me to guess
that Cresta either contacted the prison for an ID photograph or Delker provided it for him. Either
way, as Mr. Fisher says, “It is not a nice photo of Chad” and shouldn’t have been used. Hard to say I
am not a thug looking at this photo. Similar to your concern with me having a shaved head.
I know that you stated that papers don’t often print web addresses in fear of seeming to promote
something. While this makes sense, I have seen it done on NUMEROUS occasions. I will be on the
lookout for some examples of this. In any event, it is something we should keep in mind for future
articles. Perhaps this should be part of the initial discussion when the time comes. I think our website
is a vital part of our story and is different than many out there. This one is filled with what we are
promoting as the truth and we want people to have access to it and review its content. It is about
reporting facts, truth, and about justice.
Regarding your speaking to Amanda and her remembering it being a mug that she tossed at me.
She is 100% correct. I forgot all about those flavored hot chocolate packets that she and I loved that
I used to purchase from BJ’s. I’m still unsure of whether it was Kyle’s cup or the mug. As I said, my
memory is fuzzy. If she remembers it, great. I just remember that she was a bit grouchy that evening
and overtired. She was complaining that her feet were sore and she was tired. I wasn’t being as
sensitive and understanding as I probably should have been considering that she was just starting to
work. I believe I said, “Welcome to my world.” Indicating, that I often come home tired and sore
from work. She said, something like, “Screw you, I actually have to work. All you do is sit on your
butt and tell people what to do.” This upset me a little because I was feeling a little attacked and as
though she had no idea what I did for a job or how hard I worked. I then said, “No, screw you.” I
believe this is what upset her and she picked the cup/mug off the coffee table and threw it at me. This
is when I told her to knock it off and pushed her back against the couch. The kids were sleeping and
the last thing I wanted was for things to stupidly escalate and wake them up. That was the end of it.
A short time after that we were heading upstairs to check on and kiss the kids and off to bed. It was
really such a non issue. It wasn’t like this long drawn out fight or anything. I was shocked that I was
even charged with anything. Amanda started it and it lasted like a minute and then we were off to bed
making love. The way Alan explained it to me, he believed I was charged with simple assault on
Amanda so the prosecutors could somehow show this pattern of abuse. Like Amanda and I got into a
fight and I was so angry that I ripped Kassidy out of bed and beat her to death or something. Either
that or I abused Kassidy earlier in the evening and was still so amped up that I abused Amanda later
in the evening. Either way, it seemed to me quite a stretch. (Apparently by the verdicts, it wasn’t
such a stretch.) In hindsight, the entire thing could have been avoided if I had showed Amanda a little
more empathy when she described how tired and sore she was. I really did understand she was tired
and was proud of all the efforts she was making. I guess I just wanted her to appreciate how hard I
had been working all summer and providing for our family. I know it is what was expected of me and
I gladly accepted that role. I guess it is just nice to hear occasionally that you are appreciated. There
are times in my life that I have been “needier” than I would have liked. This has caused a fair share
of my problems.
I will try to have physical contacts, “Amanda” back to you next week.
June 25, 2010 (153)
Responding to #183

Ok, I understand you don’t like scripted letters from our visit. Just try to bear with me. It truly
isn’t a reflection on you or your abilities. Beyond my trust issues, this is one of the quirky things that
make me “Chad”. You do a fantastic job writing to people I don’t know and I don’t believe that I
have ever tried to script one of those. With the people I know, I usually have a pretty good idea of
what makes them tick. Bruce and Jeremy are very analytical. I will do my best not to write entire
letters.
Regarding my interview. On page 27 I said that I changed Kassidy’s “first shitty diaper” last
weekend. Yes, this is when I took Kassidy to Nicole’s house on that Sunday Nov. 5th. I wrote
extensively during one letter about this diaper change. (I think you mentioned you captured once
with OCR. If not, I’ll find it.) I had probably changed 15-20 diapers of Kassidy’s prior to this
particular change but they were either dry or urination only. I had always been quite lucky with the
Kassidy and Kyle before her. If Tristan, Amanda, or my mom was around, they did the majority of
the changes. I’m not going to bullshit you, they were much better at it, when they changed a diaper it
was like a race car popping in for a refill and a 7 second tire change. When I changed a diaper, it
was a project. The kids would be rolling around, playing in poop, etc. All I had to do was show my
incompetence and one of them would usually “bail” me out. Most of the diapers that I changed for
both children, were when I was alone with them, after a bath I had given them, or if Amanda /
Tristan were busy doing something else. When I told the police during the interview that after seeing
that messy diaper, I realized why I didn’t want girls, I was really joking. It was my way of saying
that I was really uncomfortable having to spread Kassidy’s legs apart and wipe in her private parts
because the poop was embedded.
On page 13 of my 2000 interview I stated “Like my sister spent the weekend with her and she
spent six hours straight with her and Kassidy sat in the chair the whole time, didn’t move.” This is a
mistake. I imagine there are many of these types of mistakes in this interview. (and likely in most
interviews when you feel you are on the hot seat.) I was stressed, in grief, couldn’t think straight, in
shock, etc. I had just found out Kassidy died several hours earlier and all that kept going through my
mind, over and over was that, “I just did the alphabet with Kassidy last night, kissed her good bye
this morning and now these people are telling me she is DEAD!!” I couldn’t translate the thoughts in
my head to my lips effectively. Nicole spent that Sunday with Kassidy not the entire weekend. What
I was trying to say is that Kassidy, wasn’t her normal self, even then. She spent most of her day
cuddled up on Nicole’s lap. Kassidy played a little and climbed up in my lap for a good lunch as Mrs.
Harvey described; but she was sleepy and not real active. (Results of falling on her head from Jeff’s
truck window, days prior???)
June 29, 2010 (154)
Responding to #184 & Misc.
Misc. firstRegarding the 4 photos on the top of each page of the website, are those photos used in the photo
section of the website as well? I am wondering because I recognize some of them as being photos
with great descriptions (such as the one with Kassidy wearing her Elmo slippers in our kitchen) and
it would be a shame not to use them.

Friday morning, I had to go to the infirmary because my back “went out”. I was in a motorcycle
accident with my brother Ronny, when I was 11 or 12 and it caused problems with my back. This is
the reason I have gone to a chiropractor all my life. Unfortunately, chiropractic care is not available
here so when my back acts up, depending on the severity, I try to calm it down with ice and muscle
relaxants. Anyway, while there, one of the regular nurses commented on seeing the Foster’s, Cresta
article. _______ , (The Nurse), first commented that _______ didn’t realize that there were people
around here that did what you do.(Exoneration service) _________ asked what you felt our chances
are of success. I responded, “Well, we have the truth on our side, so Morrison feels pretty confident.”
_________ asked a few questions about how long you have been working on it, if you had turned up
any evidence that shows someone else is responsible, etc. We only had a minute to talk in a room full
of people so it. S/he then asked me how we thought all the injuries, including BROKEN BONES and
head to toe bruising happened to Kassidy. S/he wasn’t asking simple questions that I could answer
with one word answers. Immediately, Jeff came to my mind. I was on the spot and said, “All I can
tell you is that I wasn’t responsible. Kassidy was very much alive when she left our house headed to
the babysitter’s house on the morning of Nov. 9th. In fact, Morrison just recently spoke to my former
girlfriend, Kassidy’s mother, and she confirmed changing Kassidy’s diaper that morning and
witnessed only a couple of bruises that we previously knew about; and none of those extensive
bruises that showed up later that day in Kassidy’s autopsy. I also had two of the most famous
forensic pathologists in the world review the autopsy information and they agree that the injuries
that caused Kassidy’s death may have been, or likely were, inflicted after she was dropped off at the
sitter’s house that morning.” ______ seemed pretty interested in this and thought it was especially
interesting that Kassidy’s mother believes in my innocence all these years later. (This is
interesting because I just wrote to you last week about the power of Amanda’s opinion. Something to
be said for a mom who believes the man convicted of killing her child is actually innocent.)
As I said, we only had a few minutes to talk so I encouraged ______ to check out the website
and give me his/her feedback, opinion, and any specific questions. S/he thanked me, and seemed
most interested in whether you felt we had a good chance of this working out and how long you felt
it would take. The entire thing caught me off guard. I wasn’t expecting to hear from anyone, let alone
a nurse here. The Foster’s is far away and not a lot of people here read it. In hindsight, I am pretty
disappointed with my answer, given some time, I have thought of so many other things that I could
have said. (including- the fall from Jeff’s truck, how the police were so eager to solve they went to
the path of least resistance, they came to this conclusion that I was responsible very early on and
tailored the investigation to these facts as has happened thousands of times throughout this country. I
should have avoided talking about Amanda because we were supposed to keep that information to
ourselves for now. etc) I wish I had said, “You are asking very good questions, many of them are
addressed on our website more thoroughly than I can answer in a two minute conversation. I am not
an angel, but I can assure you, I never hit Kassidy and didn’t have anything to do with breaking any
of her bones, if, in fact, they were broken. I can’t explain how these things happened. This was a
terrible tragedy. Unfortunately, the police ran this investigation on emotion rather than following the
evidence wherever it led. After you have had a chance to check the website, I would be happy to try
and answer any specific question you ask.”
It’s disappointing because I feel that I can answer almost anything in writing and with a little
time to think but am not very good on the spot. I don’t know if it is the emotion of the entire thing or
if it’s that I feel accused whenever anyone is “interrogating” me. As if, no one might be just asking
questions because they genuinely want to know the truth. I swear, I must have PTSD or something
because of my experience.
With all of this in mind I am going to skip ahead for a minute or two to one of the letters that I
received last night (186 or 187) where you clarified for me how Amanda actually came to contact
you.

Here is another thought, I just read your letter 186. It may be useful at some point to verify
with her that “our play was much more violent than the disagreements.” Actually, she may not know
what I am referring to here so you may have to tell her what I mean- How we wrestled hard, I would
throw her on bed, chase each other through the house, Amanda’s come from behind, jump on my
back, headlocks, etc. Probably best to leave this until you are actually communicating again with
Amanda. Great thing for her to verify, though.
It is a little like your conversation with Jason Shunk. He said that he had not thought about this
case in a long time until he saw the recent article. People compartmentalize their lives. I am hoping
mention of my name and this article will somehow spur some good memory he has of a time with me
and might become more interested/involved. I have much more faith in this than people’s inherent
goodness to want to do what is right.
I am all for whatever gets the truth out. I just like to be informed. Having just read my original
police interrogation, I am a little concerned with my interview being checked by SCAN. I WAS the
one the police felt was responsible for Kassidy’s death. I was under pressure, and it seemed like no
answer I gave the police was satisfactory. Some of my answers seemed unusually long. As I
indicated to you before, my brain was mush. A lot of what I was thinking in my head didn’t translate
to my mouth. I made tons of simple in-shock, absent-minded errors such as calling Kato a girl,
saying Kassidy spent an entire weekend with my sister, trying hard to explain unusual things, etc, I
mention all of this because I know virtually nothing about this SCAN technology. Does it have a
built in “filter” to take some of these things into account? It is far different being interviewed when
you are a person they believe vs. the person who is THE suspect. FYI.
Regarding the VSA testing, (also in letter 186 or 187) you mentioned that I seem to be getting
my hopes up about it and that ultimately, it may be something that is or is not helpful. I guess you are
right. I am getting my hopes up and expecting a lot from it. I mean, I plan to go in and tell the truth
whatever it is, and hope that the damn technology reads me correctly. At this point, I feel like there
are not enough people who believe me and this testing will give me credibility with some people who
may be doubting. I am hopeful that it will reach my friends. I guess I just look at these tests as a way
to say to them, “It’s ok guys, you can have faith in me, just as you did from the very beginning, after
this horrible tragedy happened. I haven’t lied to you.” I will try to lower my expectations.
You asked in a past letter about Amanda and suicidal thoughts. I just realized that I had not
answered the question so I will now. As you can imagine, losing Kassidy was a tremendous loss for
Amanda. The first time I heard her say anything like that was when Amanda called me from her first
trip to Texas. I had just been bailed out and she contacted me and indicated, away from all the
pressure of the police, it was clear in her mind that I DID NOT kill Kassidy. She knew it when she
was talking to them, but then they would say things and make her think I did it. I told her, “That’s
good, I am glad that no matter what, you know in your heart that I loved Kassidy and did not kill her.
But I have to go now because I just got out of jail and I am not supposed to talk to you. Jail was
horrible and I don’t want to go back. This call is probably recorded.” Amanda started crying and
said, “Chad please don’t hang up, I love you, I need you. I just lost my baby, I can’t lose you too, I’ll
die. If I can’t have you or her there is no point to being alive.” I couldn’t hang up and told her how
much I also loved and wanted to be with her. We talked fairly regularly after that. The next time she
said something like this was when she was in a deep depression while living at Vanessa’s apartment.
I was literally working fulltime at Domino’s. For a while, I was also working full time at C&S
Grocers, and driving back and forth to Dover to see the boys at Family Strength. There was a time
where I literally had to wake her up, make something to eat and spoon feed her to keep her going.
For a short while she lost her will to live. It was so sad. Here was this woman that I loved so much
and felt powerless to help. Understandably, during this time she would become extremely irrational
and snap at me. I remember once talking to her about getting up, out of bed and going out with me to
get some exercise and fresh air. She just kind of snapped. “Don’t you fucking understand, I lost my
baby. She was beaten to death. I just want to fucking die!!!” It was so painful to see and hear how
badly she was feeling.

I was initially worried when I heard it. I knew from conversations that Amanda had strong
convictions against suicide. She is convinced that people that commit suicide are not allowed into
Heaven and she wants to see Kassidy again someday. Just the same, when someone is hurting so
badly and acting irrationally, you never know when they could make a snap decision. I asked her
once at Vanessa’s about committing suicide. I believe this was after the incident where I tried to get
her out to get some air. I was describing how I was afraid to leave her alone and asked her if she ever
thought of killing herself or anything like that. She said, “No dummy, I am not going to kill myself.
I’m just sad. If I died right now it would be fine but I would NEVER kill myself because then I would
never see Kassidy again.” After this, I just knew that she wouldn’t do it which brought a relief to me
that I cannot describe.
Ok, Onto letter #184. Letter 184 and 185 address many questions about my interview
On page 80 I said, “The only times I’ve gone places with her, I went with her and Jeremy and
Melissa, we went to her, Jen’s apartment, I mean Melissa’s to play cards.” This is a PERFECT
example of how “scatter brained” I was during this process. I have gone over this question repeatedly
in my head and am 99.9% confident that I have never been to Melissa’s apartment (presumably
Melissa Chick), to play cards or anything. I believe I am confusing Amanda’s friends here. I recall
going with Amanda, Jeremy, and Cathy N. to some party in Maine where we played cards. I don’t
recall where the party was, it was about 45 minutes from my house. I believe we were just playing
drinking games, “Up and down the river,” “asshole,” “guts,” etc. It was early on in my relationship
with Amanda and it was a Saturday night because we slept in the next day. Early on, before I got to
know Cathy, Amanda and I were going to hook Jeremy and Cathy up. He and April were on again,
off again, back then. Anyway, If Amanda and I played cards back then, it was rummy or drinking
card games with friends. Back to the original mistake, I had so many thoughts in my head during that
police interview, mostly not being able to grasp the reality that Kassidy was gone, it is a wonder that
I didn’t screw up even more names and friends, and games that were played, etc. Throw on top of
that the pressure I was getting from the police. Even when they weren’t saying anything, it was in the
“air” and the “feeling” in the room was I was their man.
On page 17 of my interview I was speaking about day care for Kassidy and I said, “But he’s
been watching her because she hasn’t been able like just checked with a couple day care she said she
can’t get in them yet. I get her into one and then she checked into one down here that had openings
but it was too close to the road so she didn’t want it.” Another perfect example of my mouth moving
too fast for my mind to process. Run on sentences, leaving key words out, mistaking my facts. What
I was trying to say is, “Amanda has been trying to get Kassidy into professional day care and is on
several waiting lists. Jeff has been watching Kassidy until a spot opens up. With schools starting
back in September day cares traditionally fill up then. Trying to get in during months of Oct and
November is tougher. I tried to get Kassidy into Kyle’s day care program at Crossroads
Kindergarten but she wasn’t old enough, which Mrs. Edgar, understanding our situation, was willing
to make an exception on. However, Kassidy also wasn’t yet potty trained and Mrs. Edgar couldn’t
make an exception for that. Amanda thought she found a day care with an opening right in Kittery,
but that day care was to close to the road and the road was very busy so she didn’t feel comfortable
with that.” It is so much easier to think and respond when you didn’t find out about your child’s
death just hours earlier.
On page 21 I said that Amanda lost her license for speeding. You asked if I could provide you
with information. I don’t remember much about it. If I recall correctly, the incident happened prior to
her being with me. I think the reason she may have lost it was not the speeding as much as it being an
age related thing. I know in NH, If you get a certain amount of tickets under the age of 20, I believe,
you lose your license for a month or something. I didn’t drive her around. I believe it was when she
was driving back and forth from her mom’s to see me. This may have affected our decision for her to
stay at the house more. (good excuse)

Amanda drove a light blue Chevy Corsica. It was this little “junker” car that she bought for like
$500 just prior to meeting me. To be honest, it was one of the things that attracted me to her. Early
on I mentioned buying her something a little more reliable and she said, “I love my little car. It drives
great.” I was worried about the drive from Auburn to Rochester with her and Kassidy. It was a pretty
independent statement and I loved it. In the beginning, she either really wanted to do things on her
own or could read me like a book, and knew this would make me even more attracted to her and give
me the desire to do even more for her. As time went on and the car started having some mechanical
issues that come with buying a $500 car we talked about it again. I wanted to buy her one of the
McDonald’s supervisor fleet cars. We sold them back to the dealer when they were 1 ½ to 2 years
old and had 60,000 miles on them. I could pick one up for around $6,000 and I knew which
supervisors took care of their cars. Not bad for a car that we bought new for $18,000 - $20,000 two
years earlier. .Ultimately, I wanted to purchase Larry Lane’s next 3-series BMW when it came up on
the mileage. Larry was a senior supervisor so he got a car that was the next step up. It was a beautiful
car, reliable, safe, and I knew she would look incredible driving it. (I know, the last reason sounds
silly. Maybe a bit of a status thing. I was fine with my “wife” driving a better car than me, especially
because she had the kids more often than me.) As I recall, Larry’s BMW wouldn’t have been up for a
while but I was thinking ahead as always. That is one thing about me. I have always been a planner.
Always planning for the future. Buying the house, getting married, saving for retirement, having
children, saving for the children’s college, buying toys, eventually by 35 I wanted to have a few
rental properties, etc. Back when money mattered, I planned on being a millionaire by 45. I usually
set a goal and achieved it.
Thanks for notification on sending me a book about dealing with the media. I will check it out
when it arrives. Hopefully it has some helpful tips in there on getting them to print, “the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth.”
We spoke about writing to Delker. Maybe something to do at some point. I am open to it.
I like the idea of writing to the Plymouth State Law Prof. that you wrote to. Any suggestions on
what I should say? Writing to my friends is one thing, writing to a professor, I’m afraid I may get too
wordy and not talk about the things that are actually important. If I get a chance I will do out a rough
draft and then send it to you first.
I hope something here is helpful.
June 30, 2010 (155)
Responding to #185
On page 38 of my interview I stated that Travis babysat for the kids twice. I know on one of
these occasions, it was for like a half hour. Amanda was out somewhere and I had Kyle and Kassidy
at home. Travis was also there. I got an urgent phone call from my Rochester restaurant, because the
fryolaters had gone into shutdown mode. I had to go there and get them up and running. Hard to run
a McDonald’s when you can’t sell your world famous French Fries. Travis stayed with the kids until
I got back about a half hour later. As I recall, I played with them for a little bit and then put them to
bed. The second time I recall Travis watching Kyle and Kassidy I forget exactly what we were doing
but I believe Amanda and I went somewhere, perhaps the movies. I think it was for only a couple of
hours. Hard to remember some things exactly being that it was 10 years ago.
On pg. 39 I said, “and he does survey projects (Bruce), I’m actually doing one right now. I was
up until 2 am working on it this morning…” You asked about the activities and going up to the kids’
room with Amanda and kissing the kids and then going to bed and making love with her. As you can
probably imagine, everything was “jumbled” together in my mind during this interview. I believe I
was confusing the evening of Nov. 8th with the night before. In fact, if you look at page 63 of my
interview, I talk about the survey project to the police and the next line I say, “no actually, she
(Amanda), was in the shower. It was yesterday morning I’m thinking of. I’m confusing the days.”

On page 45 I said I went to a chiropractor about once a month for my back. The name of the
doctor escapes me right now but while living in Rochester I regularly went to Charles Street
Chiropractic. My last visit there was sometime after my arrest and I kind of had a weird vibe, it could
have been in my head, but I never went back. As I mentioned in a previous letter, I suffered a back
injury when I was 11 or 12 and had been seeing a chiropractor in Brattleboro Vt. All through high
school and my Keene years. Dr. Craig Anderson of Anderson Chiropractic. He was awesome. Dr.
Anderson is awesome. Every chance I got when I was back in Keene I would go to see him. I also
went to see him after I was charged. Nicole still goes to see him today and she says Dr. Anderson is
always asking about me. I didn’t always go to the chiropractor as consistently as I should. I would
often go 4 or 5 months without seeing one and then I would have a flare up and have to go several
times a week for a few weeks in a row. After that I would be better about my “maintenance” visits
for a while. (until I thought I was cured, which is never going to happen.) The reason Dr. Anderson is
so much better than any NH Chiropractor is NH is regulated much differently and many of their
practices are archaic. Dr. Anderson was always cutting edge and you felt 100 times better when you
left his office. Dr. Anderson may be a resource for us to use as he has offered to help in anyway he
could. I’m sure he has regular doctor friends. If you need me to sign releases for records or whatever
let me know.
On page 47 of my interview I presented a “couch scene” with Kyle and Kassidy watching TV on
the night of the 8th. You provided my exact statement and asked me about the incident. Despite the
view widely held by the police, I disciplined Kyle when he was misbehaving as well. It was after
Kassidy’s bath and prior to me taking her into the office for the Popsicle if I recall correctly. I sat
them on the couch and Kyle was trying to hog the entire couch and saying that he didn’t want
Kassidy on it with him. Just like every brother and sister, they had their moments of jealousy of each
other as well as times of getting along. Because of my concern for Kassidy’s odd behavior that night,
I was paying more attention to her, and I think Kyle was feeling a bit jealous. I told Kyle that the
couch was huge and he didn’t need the entire thing. I then took the throw pillows and set them up,
splitting the couch down the middle informing Kyle that he and Kassidy now each had their own
side. Kyle was still not happy with this and kicked the pillows on the floor and tried to hog Kassidy’s
side too, saying “No daddy, I want the whole thing.” Kyle was just being bratty so I picked him up
off the couch and told him that he needed to go stand in the corner. I can’t remember if he just went
or if I had to carry him which sometimes was the case. This corner happened to be next to the
downstairs bathroom. We didn’t have set “corners,” so whichever was closest to the event worked.
Kyle faced the corner for one minute. This was the general practice because I thought it best that he
stare at a “blank canvas” (the wall) and think about the event that led to the time out. After a minute
or so, Kyle came back over and said, “Ok Daddy, I can share now.” As ALWAYS was my practice,
I pulled him up on my lap and explained it to him. I’m not sure of the exact words I used but I’m sure
it was something very close to, “Kyle, we are a family and as a family we share everything and show
each other love. This couch is just as much Kassidy’s as it is yours. I hate sending you to time out
probably more than you hate going there, but sometimes your actions leave me no choice. Now give
me a hug and can you give Kassidy one too, please?” It is one of my biggest core values that you
always share and look out for your family members. I believe the best way to get kids to think this
way is to show them the value in it, model it yourself, and talk about its importance. I am so happy to
say that Kyle is a great brother to Brent and Aidan. He is ALWAYS looking out for them and shares
everything he has. Much of this is likely innate, but I like to think that I even today, I help shape his
values.

On page 56 of my interview I said that Jeff “left her alone in the truck and she fell out of it.”
You also asked about this incident in letter 186 or 187 so I will provide all details that I know of
incident here. First I want to remind you that Jeff told several different versions of this same story to
different people. The version he told me was several days after the event when I was questioning him
about the huge eggs on her head and my concern for how she came home to Amanda that evening
(sticking her face in cereal bowl, dehydrated, etc. This was when Amanda’s car was in the shop and
Jeff kept putting off bringing Kassidy home.) I think I saw him in my Portsmouth or Greenland store
when I asked him about it. He told me he was in his driveway and that he was getting ready to head
out somewhere and just set Kassidy down in the cab of the truck for a minute without buckling her
in. He was home at the time. Supposedly, she was leaning out the cab window and fell out of the
truck and landed on her head in the hard packed driveway! He saw it happening but couldn’t get to
her in time to catch her. This is why I was talking about this being a 4’ fall from his truck onto her
head. With all the head research you have sent me, if this truly happened it could have been drastic.
There is no doubt in my mind her condition and “spaciness” changed dramatically after this fall.
Talking to Jordan Sandman about his condition and also Courtney English about her son being
kicked by a horse, there is no doubt that Kassidy displayed some of the symptoms of Petite Mal
Seizures. Of course, at the time, neither Amanda or I had any idea how serious this injury potentially
was. I guess we just reasoned it off, that it likely happened a day or two earlier and she seemed OK
other than the big eggs on her head.
I know he told Amanda a slightly different version, and he told Jeremy something else, etc. In
one of them he caught her falling off the seat, and in another she fell out the back slider window in
the bed of the truck. I heard all of them back then from various sources. I believe I shared them with
Alan and Mark, which I thought was pretty important, because it was obvious to me that only one of
the versions could be true. I guess Alan and Mark didn’t think it was as big a deal.
On page 56 of my interview I said, “He changed her diaper but he let her, she was standing on
the bed and he left her pants around her ankles.” You had previously confused them with Jeff’s
“Mama’s here” incident where Jeff said, “Mama’s here,” to Kassidy who was standing on the bed,
and then ran off the edge and did a face plant off his bed onto her head on the floor. I would have to
consult one of those very long letters I produced for Alan. I believe one of them was titled, “Before I
Met Amanda.” It is easy to confuse the two.
I BELIEVE I found out about the diaper change incident during my trip to Maine to pick up the
3 wheeler with Jeff. During the ride we were discussing things and I believe he told me that was
when it happened just prior to our trip. I told him he had to be more careful. I suggested that he
change Kassidy on the floor as that is where I often change her because Kassidy can be squirmy. If
my memory is correct, it was the week after that the Mama’s here/ Jeff putting Make up on Kassidy
incident took place. I remember being disgusted with him having nothing better to do than to pick on
a not yet two year old. I remember telling Jeremy about it at Bruce’s on Sunday as we watched
football. You know, I may have these two incidents reversed. I was with Jeremy watching football at
Bruce’s and then we went golfing at the Colley McCoy outing that next day. It is very possible that
Jeff and I were discussing that “Mama’s here” incident during our trip to Maine to get the three
wheeler and the next week is when the diaper changing happened. I believe some of those previous
documents and perhaps an OCR scan on “MAMA’s HERE” may find something as I have written to
you about it before. In any event, the events were similar but they were definitely two separate
incidents. I know that I wasn’t home when Jeff brought Kassidy home with makeup on her face.
Amanda told me about it later. She was bullshit, and rightfully so. If I am not mistaken, Travis was
home as well when he dropped Kassidy off with makeup on her face.

On page 60 I said that Amanda picked up some brake parts for me around noon on the 8th. You
asked a bunch of questions about this. I went back to my interview and read 5 pages in both
directions of page 60 and cannot find this reference. It is likely I gave her cash to pick up the brake
parts. I cannot recall this incident exactly. I am guessing that it was either for the RX-7 I had or for
Amanda’s car. I usually brought my company car to a garage for service. I had a couple of “Ma and
Pa” type garages in the Rochester area that I had to do my personal work if I wasn’t doing it myself. I
may have been planning to do this myself. I don’t remember. Sometimes I would do brake jobs and
small repairs with my dad. It was a nice way for him and I to spend some time together. When I was
a child my dad worked non-stop. Some of my best memories of spending quality time with him were
when we were working on his old work trucks. I would spend hours laying on the ground with him,
handing up tools.
On page 65 I said, “This morning she picked out her cereal, she was mowing it out of a baggie.”
By the way “mowing” is the correct word not a typo. “Mowing” is slang for eating voraciously.
Much like the way many people use the word “chowing” in place of eating. “I was starving when the
pizza arrived, I started mowing.”(the O is soft sounding like in ouch) When I used mowing to
describe how Kassidy was eating her cereal, it was a slight exaggeration. I was trying to make the
point that she definitely was dipping her little hand into the baggy and eating cereal, because it felt
like they were in disbelief that she was actually eating. I recall learning that during the autopsy, the
contents of Kassidy’s stomach was a brown liquefied goop, consistent with the cereal I described her
eating. We drank a variety of juices in the house. The kids all loved apple juice. I imagine that is
what I put into her sippy cup that morning. I liked to give them apple cider as well. Acidic juices,
such as orange, don’t taste as well as they warm up in “sippy cup” so that was usually more of a meal
time drink vs. something you would keep in one of the kids’ cups and go back to throughout the day.
Wouldn’t it have been great in all those hours the cops were at my house if they had the forethought
to snap photos of everything including the contents of my refrigerator, all trash cans, closets, etc. It
would make verifying things and providing proof, so much easier. I’m surprised they didn’t. If they
were so convinced that I was lying, this would have provided tangible proof for them.
On page 74 I was speaking about the “eggs” on Kassidy’s head from the fall from Jeff’s truck. I
said, “When I rub her, when I was combing her hair, I felt it, holy shit! The thing still hasn’t gone
away.” As I recall the two bumps were kind of side by side on the top, back half of her head. You
asked about the cause. They were there after the fall from Jeff’s truck. If it truly happened, it was the
cause. I believe during testimony, that Dr. Greenwald testified that there was no “eggs” on her head.
I guess I could have been wrong and the were gone by then but I could swear that when I was
coming her hair after her bath, I still felt slightly raised spots on her head and was amazed they were
still there. Of course, they were not as nearly raised and as big as they had been right after it
happened. Right after the truck incident, when Kassidy came home, those two eggs were HUGE.
God, do I wish we had taken her to the doctor’s right when she arrived home!!! It’s hard to
understand it when I look back on it. At the time, Kassidy wasn’t whimpering or anything. She was
just acting like she was sick with a cold or something. I didn’t like the looks of those eggs but I knew
that getting hit in the head with something for some reason created and exaggerated bruises, and I
thought that is what had happened. (At the time, I had no idea either about the extent of her fall, the
various versions Jeff told, or which might be true.)
I know that several times as a child I got hit in the head and almost immediately a HUGE egg
formed where it happened. I recall one time specifically in a Little League baseball game, I was in a
“pickle” between 1st and 2nd base and the 2nd baseman hit me right in the forehead with the ball. It
hurt like hell, within a minute or two, I looked like a unicorn and could see this huge bump on my
forehead. In hindsight, that fluid bump on my forehead went away within a couple of days. Kassidy’s
eggs lasted much longer. I think that may have been why I was more worried and surprised when I
felt these slight raises in her head on the 8th when I combed her hair.

On page 76, you asked what the item I was double charged for at the moonlight reader. Hey
another clue! The items we purchased at Peter’s Palace were used during our trip to Martha’s
Vineyard so it must have been a fall trip to Martha’s Vineyard. I am not sure exactly what I was
double charged for, I know Amanda and I were out with our friends Bruce and Michelle in
Portsmouth one evening and we all decided to stop at that store after a few adult beverages. I believe
we purchased a few bedroom toys, some lotions and perhaps a video on that trip. I can’t remember if
I was double charged for all or just some. One interesting thing, I remember talking to the same male
clerk on the phone after my arrest as I went and saw about the credit on Nov 8th. As I recall he was
heavy set 40ish. I remember our phone conversation trying to make sure the credit was cleared up or
what the business name would be or something. I guess the reason it sticks out to me, is I told him
how I had been arrested and for what, and he indicated he had read about it and made the comment,
“Man, you seemed fine when you were in here, it doesn’t make sense. We were joking around when
you were in here. That sucks man, I hope everything works out for you.” I believe I told Alan and
Mark about this conversation so they could have our PI, Jon Morgan, follow up with the guy.
(Remember, this trip to the store was MINUTES before I picked Kassidy up.) I doubt they ever
followed up much like no one did with Mandy Allard about me seeing her at Shop & Save prior to
going to Moonlight Reader and also spending several hours with Melissa Allard. My thought was, I
had seen all of these people that I thought could verify the kind of mood that I was in because none
of it made sense. Someone would really have to be having a bad day or go into “PSYCHO” mode to
inflict that type of abuse on Kassidy. I was having a GREAT day!
On page 79 I said, Amanda had thrown stuff at me twice. I think I have addressed this in a recent
letter. And will be more in contact list. Right now, I can recall a half full can of beer. I recall an arm
load of laundry, the mug, etc. It’s hard to remember. It wasn’t like these things hurt. To be honest,
sometimes I thought this little temper was sexy.
On page 82 I said, “And then one time I mean I did like physically sat on her, like ‘stop you got
to calm down.” As I recall, we were both drinking. It was one of the nights when our friends Bruce
and Michelle stayed over our house. We had gone to a dance club in Dover, and both couples were
arguing there. We left and went home. We continued drinking there. We were outside on the
trampoline. Then Bruce and Michelle started arguing about something, nothing physical. A few
minutes later they were done and Amanda was picking at me for something. I don’t recall what
exactly. Of course, I then said something smart assed and she was trying to slap at me. At this point
we were over by my garage. I had a recliner in there at the time. I grabbed her wrists and she pulled
back away from me and ended up in the chair kicking at me so I sat on her and told her she has to
calm down. I recall after the event Michelle kind of giving me hell and telling me to walk away
because I am so much bigger and stronger. Michelle and Bruce became my friends right after my
split from Tristan and I was very candid with them about my domestic situation with Tristan and how
it was something that I was working on. Michelle got after Amanda for starting the fight with me. It
was as if Michelle really understood each of us intimately. She recognized the passion and also the
allure for Amanda of being with someone that could be a “bad boy”. Michelle said something to the
effect of, “Amanda you have to grow up. I know you like being close to the “edge” and seeing how
far you can push him but “it’s” always just under the surface for him and it’s something he is always
going to have to be aware of. It’s not really fair for you to intentionally try to push him.” When
Michelle said “it’s” I believe she was referring to my ability to deal with anger constructively. Not
that Michelle thought I was psycho or something just that sometimes I may react without thinking
first. Where Bruce would likely just walk away from Michelle during an argument, I would stay right
there, trying to make my point and would grab at Amanda if things got to that point. It’s not
something I’m proud of. It’s just who I am. In a sick sort of way, it was as if Amanda knew she had
this power over me. I didn’t really see it then but I do now. It’s obvious that Michelle saw it.
I can’t recall if Kyle had a bath on the night of the 8th. He was taking showers sometimes by
then. I don’t believe with all that happened that evening he did. Typically he had one or the other
every night but I may have just washed him up with a wash cloth that evening.

Pg. 127 You discovered that Kato was a female. No actually, Kato was a male. It was just
another perfect example of the emotional wreck I was that evening during my police interrogation. I
could not think straight. Everything was a jumble. I was worried that something might happen to
Kato. If I wasn’t there Kato was going to be extra protective. He had already tried to bite my
probation officer. I had Kato forever and didn’t want him hurt. I might have said “girl” the same way
someone would refer to their pick up truck. “She’s got a lot of miles on her but still going strong.
You can’t beat those old Chevy’s.”
I hope this helps some.
July 7, 2010 (157)
You sent a copy of the Yankees schedule for July-September 2000. I believe that you indicated
that Jason Shunk said it may not have been a Red Sox vs. Yankees game. It’s so hard and I am not
sure if we will ever pin this down. I know I went to Yankee Stadium on several occasions. Mostly to
watch the Red Sox, but I know on at least one occasion I saw them play another team. A while back
when you sent me material on the Yankees I thought we may have it. I seemed to recall a game stat
that you sent me that seemed familiar, it had Red Sox pitcher, Rolondo Arrojo winning like 6-1 or 62, I believe. It fit the rest of the criteria that we knew- weekday, somewhat close to Labor Day. I will
try to check back to see if I can locate the original letter you sent it in. It’s the best guess I can come
up with. Have you ever sent Jeremy a copy of the summer 2000 Yankees schedule.
I am glad to hear that you spoke to Mr. Aube. I have always liked him. One of my fondest
memories was of Bruce and I taking our dads down to see the first Patriots game of the regular 1997
season. We stayed overnight in a hotel, smoked cigars, and played cards the night before. It was a
chance for Bruce and I to see our dads get away from the “old ball and chain” and let loose a little.
Bruce and I were listening to the radio later that evening and found out that Princess Diana had just
died in a car crash. That game will forever be linked with her death. I KNOW Mr. Aube is protective
of Bruce’s privacy but will pass the message on. Mr. Aube was even protective when my dad called
once and they were very friendly. There were a number of those Sunday football games at Bruce’s
house when his dad was in attendance. My dad also. I helped Bruce’s parents move into their current
house in Barrington after they built it. Sadly, I don’t believe that Bruce will contact you. It’s an odd
thing because he has a great moral compass and is always one for doing what is right but this case
was a tough chapter in his life and I feel that he may have closed it. Bruce more than most, may be
affected by a positive result in the voice stress lie detection. Not that I think he doubts me
necessarily. He asked me questions and I am not sure my answers satisfied him. As you know, the
cops really worked him over and things like that will make him think for a long time. Me passing the
test and informing him of it, is likely to make him start reevaluating things in his mind and it will sit
on his conscience.
You asked about the photo of Amanda holding Kassidy at Belmont on Friday Oct. 20, 2000. I am
99% SURE that it was Nicole that took the photo. I was working with Brandon on the other side of
the house trying to dig a trench or something to lay a water pipe before the ground froze. I am pretty
sure that Kyle was over with Brandon and me.
Interesting about the SCAN people and Jeff’s statement. I believe I wrote about that recently and
my concerns for my interview being that I was the one under the gun and therefore often had lengthy
answers. It’s pretty uncomfortable sitting there with police officers staring at you. They are pretty
good at being silent, encouraging you to keep blabbing, even if it is filler and nonsense words.
Yes. It was me that sent you the article about Dan Dumaine, attorney Nadeau, and SCAN
technology. I don’t know Brian Chevalier inmate #68651 at all. He is in the Northern Correctional
Facility in Berlin, NH.

In my interview I said, I had a guy that, that works for me in Rochester, he’s an old, old, fellow,
he’s a good guy. We talk all the time and he’s just talking about how man he said, “Chad, you work
your ass off.” He goes, “You got to stop and smell the roses along the way.” His name is Arthur
Johnson. He was an older, retired gentleman that I hired to be the maintenance man in Rochester
when I was the restaurant manager. Probably in 1994. The quote to the police was off a bit. Arthur
was a Jehovah’s Witness and didn’t ever swear. Arthur was a kind man of few words who in many
ways reminded me of my dad. When Arthur spoke, I was sure to always listen. One morning when I
was supervising the restaurants I stopped in to the Rochester restaurant, was rushing around doing a
bunch of things and quickly headed off to another restaurant. Arthur was washing windows and over
heard me tell the manager that I would drop by around 7 p.m. to follow up on something when I
returned to town. I walked around the parking lot with Art, checking things out and he commented
on how quickly he was seeing Kyle grow up. I believe Art looked me in the eye and said, “You work
really hard for the man that owns this company which is honorable. Don’t forget to stop and smell
the roses along the way.” I thanked him and left. All the way to my next restaurant I thought about
what Arthur was saying and settled on, “Don’t forget to spend time with that beautiful young son and
the people you love on your way to the top.” I have great respect for Arthur.
Arthur was a skilled craftsman and NEVER took shortcuts. I remember soon after I purchased my
house in Rochester I was having a problem with all of the upstairs bedroom doors. None of them
would close. I explained the problem to Art and asked his advice on how to fix them. Art said he
would swing by and look at them sometime and tell me what he though the problem was. Nicole was
living with me at the time. Two days later Art showed up one morning after he had finished his job at
McDonald’s. He typically worked 3 a.m. to 11:30. 64 year old Arthur proceeded to pull all the doors
off, one by one, removed the hinges and shaved the backside of the doors off over the next several
hours until they fit perfectly. Arthur did all of this with old fashioned tools that looked like they came
over on the Mayflower. This is the kind of guy Arthur Johnson is, a lot like my dad. He had a wife of
many years, Jan. They were so in love. I went to their house a few times once to drop a gift
certificate off to Art because he would never take money (he would need to claim cash.) and a few
times to have dessert with them. Nicest people in the world. I really enjoyed seeing them together. I
would have been better off if I had hung out with them more often. Maybe some off Art’s calmness
and outlook on life would have rubbed off on me.
You asked about my anniversary with Amanda June 2, 2001. We always did something. I’m kind
of a big softy that way. I loved planning surprises and showing Amanda how much I loved her. I was
always leaving Amanda little notes or gifts in her car or places she would find them. Amanda loved
Rice Pudding, Cherry Pie, and Lindt Chocolates. When I was staying with her and Vanessa I was
afraid that I would come to jail. (self-fulfilling prophecy?) I was really worried about what this
would do to Amanda. I would sit up nights or whenever she was sleeping and write her all kinds of
cards and letters. Talking about our dreams, how much I love her, how she was strong, etc. I then
purchased a bunch of Amanda’s favorite things, Lind Chocolates, Drake Cherry Pies, her favorite
Perfume, etc. I left all of these with Vanessa who promised to give them to Amanda once a month if
something ever happened to me. I just really wanted Amanda to be ok.
Back to our anniversary ... I’m not positive but I think she and I took off for the weekend and
went with our friends Bruce and Michelle to their camp in Pittsburgh, NH. Either that, or we went to
Springfield Mass for two days, we walked through the Basketball Hall of Fame, went to museums
down there, went out to a few bars/clubs at night and rented a hotel room with a hot tub in it.
Both of these events were close to each other. We were both pretty broken up over Kassidy so it
wasn’t like we were having this grand time. We were just trying to live a little. I thought it would be
good to get away from everything for a few days.

This reminds me. Yesterday, I wrote about the physical contacts with Amanda. After Kassidy
died, things could be extremely stressful. Not only were we grieving, we were not supposed to be
together, I had this impending trial and I was being blamed for killing Kassidy. I’m not sure what my
point is other than to say, even with these significant stressors in our lives, there wasn’t a bunch of
violence between Amanda and I. I don’t know, it just seems like it was made into a lot more than it
was. Things between Amanda and I would last seconds. I never hit her and Amanda even told the
police this, but it just seems that they were unwilling to believe anything that wasn’t bad about me. It
is frustrating. Yes, I know, even a few seconds grabbing at each other isn’t right but I am not
exaggerating and I’m confident that Amanda would agree that our play was much rougher than our
disagreements.
You asked about Heather Hamilton and if I ever asked her out or something. I recall reading this
somewhere else, I believe it was in one of the letters that I wrote to Alan or something. I don’t recall
doing it. It doesn’t really make much sense either.
#1 I was VERY happy with Amanda. In fact, I stopped seeing 4 different girls when I first met
Amanda because I was so enthralled with her. I was more attracted to those girls than I ever was
Heather.
#2. Heather was Jen’s boss. I don’t think that I would seriously ask Amanda’s sister to hook me up
with someone else. Amanda would get all “nutty” if she saw me talking to another girl. I can’t
imagine that would go over to well at home. Although some joking must have went on. I know I
would screw around with Amanda sometimes because it was occasionally funny to see her get all
worked up. I recall one time while I was working at Hampton Beach Amanda was either down with
my mom and mom’s friend, Liz, or one of her girlfriends. Anyway, I gave her my cell phone and told
her I would give her a call when I was ready to leave. And she could walk back and meet me and we
would go to dinner. Well, the minute I handed her the phone, she had this “flirty look and said, “Oh
goody, I’ve got your cell phone. Now I can listen to all your messages and make sure no other girls
are calling you. Because you know, if there are, mama’s cutting your balls off.” (Amanda and I had
this play thing where we would sometimes identify ourselves in the 3rd person as “Mama” and
“Daddy.”) Amanda said it in a sassy, sexy kind of way. She was flirting with me and kind of letting
me know she was in charge. Even though she was fooling around, I KNEW she wasn’t kidding and
would listen to my messages. A while after she left, I got this great idea on how to screw with her. I
had one of my female manager friends call my cell phone and ask for me. I
instructed her not to identify herself and to tell Amanda when Amanda answered, that she was
supposed to meet me at the beach and then when Amanda started questioning her to hang up. At first
my friend didn’t want to do it but when she realized I was playing a practical joke, she was game. An
hour or so later, Amanda came storming back with this look in her eyes. I went out on the side patio
and she said, “What the fuck Chad. Some girl called your cell phone and said she was supposed to
meet you at the beach. You’re an asshole.” I couldn’t keep a straight face and burst out laughing.
Amanda knew it was a joke then and started chasing me. I ran behind the McDonald’s lot where I let
her catch me, punch my arm a few times and pulled her in for a kiss. When I had my arms wrapped
around her I reminded her not to mess with “daddy”. This is a good example of our relationship and
playful interaction.
Regarding Tristan and retraining orders. Yes, there was one in place but we never followed it. It
was more of a tool for Tristan to have the upper hand. She wasn’t afraid of me and we met often to
exchange Kyle, etc. I had dinner with Tristan and the kids several times while the order was in effect.
I think Tristan liked having it because if she got sick of me or whatever she would have the power to
“remind” me that I wasn’t supposed to be around her. On that night at the Kittery PD, I had called
Tristan prior to going in. If we get those phone records you will see that we spoke often, with her
calling just as frequently. I didn’t want her to come into the police station because I remembered that
it was still in effect (one month left I believe) and I didn’t want to get arrested. It seems trivial now
but at the time I knew that I had nothing to do with killing Kassidy. I wasn’t trying to wave a red flag
in front of the police and get myself arrested. “Hello, arrest me, I am within 500 feet of my wife and I
am on probation”

It sounds like an interesting idea on how to present information on Kassidy’s condition. Using the
words from those, closest around her, during that time period seems logical. The only word of
caution I will throw it just using the police interviews as the source. As you know the police
investigation was limited and scope and it was pretty clear what they wanted to hear from everybody.
As you have learned over the past 6 months. I had MUCH more to say than what was in my police
interview. Ideally, it would be great if everyone that knew Kassidy, especially those that were around
her during the last 2-4 months of her life would speak to you. I am sure that Travis would. He might
not remember much right off the bat, but much like me, if he is given a question and some time to
ponder it, his mind may chum out some answers.
Some of Amanda’s former girlfriends could be very helpful. Crystal Martin, Emily Conley,
Shannon Gagne, etc. Food for thought.
You asked about the bruise on Kassidy’s foot from the curling iron at Crystal Martin’s house. It is
my recollection that there was still a mark there from this burn on the 8th when I gave her a bath. It
wasn’t exactly black and blue like a bruise. It was more of a discoloration. I guess you could call it
black and blue of a different variety.
I have not responded to letter #186 yet but towards the bottom of it under the section where you
are responding to my letter #146 you thought it was interesting that upon arriving at Kittery PD,
Jackie Conley asked me the rhetorical question, “Oh, God Chad, what did he do to my baby?” I’ll tell
you something even better. Tristan may have been in the lobby to hear this but there is no doubt that
Tristan was sitting there when Jackie was in the lobby talking about Jeff. Tristan contacted my
attorney, Alan Cronheim, soon after I hired him and told him everything that Jackie had said. I
believe Alan was trying to see if there was audio or video available of the Kittery PD lobby area, and
may have been told there was none. People didn’t initially think it was me until the police put it into
their minds.
I hope this helps some.
July 8, 2010 (158)
You wrote about the excellent point I made to police that if I had not OFFERED to pick Kassidy
up on the 8th they would have had a harder time blaming me. You asked me if I saw Kassidy or Kyle
on the morning of the 8th. You are correct, I did write about it to you a while back. If it helps you at
all, I believe the letter was the one where I spoke about spending time with Melissa Allard in
Hampton Rte. I was preparing for labor audit. I do recall starting my day in Rochester. I can’t recall
anything specific about that morning but I am fairly certain that if Kyle was there, I saw both the kids
that morning before I left for work. Unless I was leaving very early, between 6 and 7 am, I usually
spent a few minutes with them eating breakfast, playing, or holding one or both. If I did see Kyle
and/or Kassidy on Wednesday morning it would have been very brief. I had a lot going on with my
end of month meeting to prepare for on the 9th and labor audits in two restaurants the following
week. In addition to my regular duties.
On page 102 I described a time Jeremy stayed with me prior to our golf outing. Jeremy stayed at
our house on Sunday night so we could get an early start on Monday morning. We watched Sunday
night football at Bruce’s. I believe ESPN had the 8 p.m. Sunday game back then. I lived about 3
miles from Bruce. Jeremy stayed at our house and he and I left early the next morning. In an early
letter you mentioned Jeremy’s observation that Kassidy was in bed with Amanda and I that morning
when he came upstairs. When we left the house, Kassidy had no bruises on her cheeks. When we got
home, she had fresh bruises. Jen and Amanda spent the day doing a fall clean up for Jeff. Jeff
watched Kassidy at his house doing some “paperwork” while the girls did the manual labor. When
we returned home that evening Jeremy and I observed the fresh bruises on Kassidy’s face and I
showed him the black and blue butt on Kassidy and Amanda confirmed that Jeff brought her home
that way on Sunday morning. Jeremy stayed at our house for a while longer visiting and then went
home.

You wrote about the alleged issue of my gambling debts and my question to police where they
were hearing this nonsense. You found that it was Jeff and Amanda that spoke about it. I would like
to point out that it WAS JEFF that first mentioned it to the police and then they questioned Amanda.
This was not the only example of where Jeff, as the first person to talk with the police, told them
things about me that the police then questioned me and others about.
Another example was the head-under-faucet allegation. He told the police something like, “I
don’t know, you’ll have to ask Amanda, she told Jen and I something about Chad holding Kassidy’s
head under water and that is why she is afraid of water.” Amanda was frazzled though, and when
they asked her about it she did a lot of agreeing. I’ll try to find the original letter number that I wrote
all of this to you. It was early like letter 73 or something. Maybe now that you are more familiar and
have re read some things it would make more sense to you.
I hope this helps in some way.
July 8, 2010 (159)
On page 27 of my interview I said, “This was right around the time she fell out of Jeff’s truck
window.” I believe there were several versions of how this “fall” occurred. When I saw Jeff a day or
so after Kassidy’s fall from the truck I commented to him how Kassidy had a couple of huge eggs on
her head from this “fall” that he said she took. He said to me, “Yeah, it was crazy. I was headed out
somewhere and I just set her in the cab for a second. She was walking around the cab and leaned out
the window and fell out. She landed on her head, just out of my reach.” It sounded careless but
believable, so I never questioned it. (I am pretty sure I have written to you in the past about there
being different versions of this story. Maybe you can OCR “truck” or “fall.”) I think I started really
questioning it a couple of weeks later when Kassidy died. Myself, Amanda, friends and family would
discuss things that happened and this is one of the things that we discussed. Jeff’s version to
Amanda, I believe, was that the door was open, and Kassidy fell out and Jeff caught her on the way
down, but not before she hit her head on the side running board of the truck. I believe it was Jeremy
that asked him about it one day while at the Portsmouth McDonald’s and Jeff said that Kassidy fell
head first through the sliding window between the cab and the bed of the truck. And, of course,
there is Will Pierce’s version. I agree with you. Falling from the truck window is much different than
landing on your head from the truck seat. It adds approximately 2 feet to the distance of the fall.
You mentioned that you made a note on the website about me calling Darren to set up an
Education IRA for Kassidy. You asked if I had also done this for Kyle and Brent. Yes this is correct.
Actually, the accounts I set up for Kyle and Brent preceded the Education IRA that we know today.
Back then it was called UGMA or UTMA (depending on company) It stood for Uniform Gift to
Minors Act. It was the available method of saving for your childrens’ college accounts at the time.
You asked me in this letter about throwing balls to Kyle in the house. Did we bring his
wheelbarrow outside, did I ever toss hard balls? etc. I answered this ahead of time in a letter last
week in much greater detail (the only benefit to being farther behind in my correspondence than my
reading) in a letter last week. Yes to all questions here.
In the section where you were responding to my letter #144 you talked about Kyle’s appointment
schedule from 2000. The reason I brought this up is you asked several weeks ago that I might write
to Tristan and ask her to contact his pediatrician and get his appointment history for 2000. You said it
would be easier for her to do this (than me because I am incarcerated, therefore, some doctors may be
less likely to help me.) I believe your hope was verifying that Kyle actually had a doctor’s
appointment that week that Kassidy died and Amanda told the school that is why she was dropping
Kyle off late. If so, it adds credibility to Kyle being sick with the flu which I believe. Myself,
Amanda, and Tristan verified that he was ill, and this make it more likely that Kyle passed something
onto Kassidy as I believe I described in my interview. I didn’t think too much of her acting tired and
sickly that week, as I was assuming she caught whatever Kyle had. Anyway, Tristan didn’t respond
to me and I think I was suggesting that you ask her for it. You had already had a conversation on the
phone with her regarding this issue. (Amanda dropping Kyle off at Crossroad Kindergarten and
telling the teacher that she had fed Kyle his snack and he was just coming from a Dr.’s appointment.)

I was waiting in the Kittery PD lobby when Jackie Conley came in. It was Robert Conley that
drove her to the police station. He is Paul’s brother, as Paul was out on the road, in his work, which
was driving a truck. According to Amanda, Paul said, ‘Wow, I was always wondering why certain
things didn’t add up. I understand better now.”
July 9, 2010 (160)
You asked about the wart on Kassidy’s finger. I feel like such an idiot that I can’t remember
exactly which finger and which hand it was on. I’m pretty sure it was on her index or middle finger
near the middle knuckle. I know it bothered Kassidy because she was always playing with it. It was
large and kind of sat off to the side of the knuckle area so it was on top of the finger but part of it was
between her two fingers. I had never seen such a large wart on a child. I’m not sure when it
developed on her finger, but she had it from the day I met her. I mentioned it to Amanda at least 7-8
times that she needed to have a doctor look at it, and remove it because it obviously bothered
Kassidy with the amount of time she spent playing with it. In fact, I was usually mentioning it to
Amanda when I saw Kassidy playing with it excessively. For example, I remember pulling her out of
her high chair one night after dinner. I was washing her hands and face with a wash cloth and she
immediately started playing with the wart on her finger. I called Amanda over and said, “Hey,
you’ve really got to get this removed.” She bent down, looked at Kassidy’s finger, kissed it, kissed
her and said, “I know, I will.” This or something similar is what Amanda usually said when I made
mention of getting it removed. I know Amanda intended to do it, but never made it a priority. You
also asked if someone else had seen it. The thing was huge. Anyone close to her or holding her,
would have been blind not to see it. I don’t know if it was mentioned in the autopsy, or other
medical reports.
July 9, 2010 (161)
You asked about thank you communications I may have received from any of the 3 men I helped
save in the RX-7 crash. No, I never heard from any of the 3 men. I did get a thank you card or letter
from someone in the Hartford or Pare family soon after the accident. Also, as I mentioned in a recent
letter, PJ Rogers’s mom, I think her name is Sherry Rogers, sent me Christmas cards for several
years. Each year, she thanked me for the best gift a mother could get. Etc. Her son, PJ Rogers,
sustained the worst of the accident, I believe. I believe he went to the same High School as Tristan in
Milton NH. He was one of those silent, toughest kids in school, types from what I understand. He fit
the stereotype for males and being as such, he’s not the type of guy that is too emotional. Not the
type to call with a thank you. His mom did though.
You asked for me to try and quantify the disciplinary contacts with Kassidy as best I could. These
comments are in addition to what you already have. Use them as you see fit.
OBTAINING EYE CONTACT - I said often. This is hard to quantify. In a recent review of my
police interrogation I can see that I spoke about eye contact in several different places. If I had to
guess a number. I would say I was obtaining eye contact about every 2-3 days. Every time there was
a need for correction of some sort, Kassidy had a hard time making eye contact. At the time, I
thought it was a show of defiance, but now I think there may have been more to it. Perhaps eye
contact was a problem for her if she got nervous. Recently I’ve started reading more about children
with ADHD, for which Kyle has been diagnosed and Autism, and Asberger’s Syndrome which
Kassidy, in hindsight, showed some of the symptoms. (I’m not saying that Kassidy had either, just
that she shared some of the symptoms which would explain some of the spaceyness and other things
that some people described in their interviews.) These children, especially, struggle with eye contact.
Kyle never had an issue with it but that may have been because he was around me since birth and
knew when daddy said, “Look me in the eyes,” that I either meant business or wanted to explain
something to him. Of course, not all of my requests for eye contact with either Kyle or Kassidy had
to do with discipline. There were times that I would request that Kassidy look me in the eyes so I
could tell her that she was a big girl, who had done something really well, etc.

It’s important to add that each time after there was an issue that required discipline or corrective
behavior it was ALWAYS followed by a kiss, hug, an explanation and eye contact. In hindsight,
Kassidy would usually look me right in the eye then. It must be that if she sensed any changes in my
voice or inflection that she had a problem with eye contact. When things were calm and serene she
didn’t have a problem. I think Amanda did pick up the eye contact thing as she saw me using it with
both the children. She saw that it was an effective tool to communicate with them and get their
attention. I recall on several occasions Amanda saying, “Kassidy, look at Mama.” It was a bit
different than “look into my eyes” but was intended to get the same result.
HOLD CHIN WITH THUMB AND FOREFINGER- Again, I thought these temper tantrums were
a show of defiance. I probably held her chin in this fashion a dozen times. I don’t recall it ever
causing a bruise or red mark. It wasn’t very forceful. Sometimes I think it was a battle of “wills”
between me and Kassidy. Other times, I held her chin or her cheeks in an effort to protect her from
herself. There were times that Kassidy would throw herself backwards in a rage if she didn’t get her
way. She would bang her head off the floor. I had never seen anything like it until recently. I thought
this was something that was unique to Kassidy. I have now seen that my niece, Aliza has the same
type of temper. She is only 8 months old so it is on a much smaller scale. Aliza is the happiest, most
cuddly baby. But I have seen a few instances where my sister Nicole will take something from Aliza
that she shouldn’t have or is putting into her mouth during our visits and Aliza will start screaming
and throw herself backward. Because she is so young and sitting on the table we are there behind her,
but the motion is very familiar to me from my time with Kassidy. It is probably something that is
common even though I thought it was unique to Kassidy. I had just never seen it with Brent or Kyle.
FLICKED KASSIDY”S LIPS- Only the one time described.
LEAD TO A CORNER FOR TIME OUT- In the nearly 6 months we were together I probably
sent Kassidy to a corner a maximum of 12-18 times. Probably half of these times I just sent her to the
comer, and the other half I led her or picked her up and carried her. Most of the leading was done
early on as she was learning what time out was. As Kassidy got older she knew what time out was
and I would just say, “You are being naughty and need to go to the comer for time out.” She would
go to the corner almost running, crying and screaming the entire way. This exact scenario is what I
was describing in my interview when I talked about Kassidy on several occasions throwing herself or
“launching” herself into the comer. I recall it happening once in the bedroom and Amanda and I were
sitting on the bed kind of laughing that we needed to pad the corners for her.
CARRY KASSIDY TO UPSTAIRS BEDROOM FOR TIME OUT- This happened at least once,
and no more than 2-3 times. There had to be something pretty bad for me to get that extreme. I can
only recall one time specifically. I think Kassidy was over tired and was really having a hard time
with herself. She was playing on the floor in the living room. I walked over to the couch and gave
Amanda a kiss. Kassidy started crying. It was kind of hot that day, so I wasn’t as patient as I should
have been. I told Kassidy to stop being bratty. This made her even more angry and she started
throwing herself backward on the floor and kicking her feet at the entertainment center. I told
Kassidy to pick herself up, she said, “No” and kept at it so I picked her up to take her up to the
bedroom where I plopped her on her bed. I closed the door behind me. This made her scream even
louder. She pounded on the door for a minute. 4-5 minutes later I went back in to bring her
downstairs and she was fast asleep on the floor. I picked her up and put her on the bed where she
proceeded to nap for a while. It was clear that she needed it.
SPANKING- I can’t recall ever spanking Kassidy. There was never even a simple disciplinary pat
on the butt. I may have patted her diaper once on the way to a time out or something, as a directional
guide, but I don’t recall a specific incident.. I NEVER hit her.
When we were going to be in Maine on the weekend of November 10-12. I believe that Amanda
was going to have her mom watch Kassidy. Her mom was the only person Amanda felt comfortable
having Kassidy for more than one overnight. Prior to starting her job at Old Navy, Amanda told them
she could not work that weekend as she had previous plans. After that, she would be working a lot of
weekends, as that was when the outlet stores were the busiest.

July 12, 2010 (162)
I watched a very interesting program on dateline Friday July 9, 2010, titled THE MYSTERY IN
ROCK HILL (South Carolina). The show was very well done from a defendant’s perspective,
although it seemingly presented all sides to the case. If we can someday get to this point, this is a
show that I wouldn’t mind doing a feature on our case. At least it seems fair. For this reason, and
with the similarities to my case, along with all of the expert witness information presented, I would
really like you to see this program cover my story, if at all possible. At the end of the show it said
more information is available on Dateline msnbc.com. Perhaps there is a way on the site to watch the
program, download it or find out when they plan to replay it again.
The program was about a father, Billy Wayne Cope, accused of raping, beating, and murdering his
12 year old daughter, Amanda. While the details were far different than in our case, the similarities in
police investigation tactics were strikingly close. It was very sad to watch this man’s life unravel for
something he likely didn’t do.
I captured several different quotes, facts, and names of key people in the case that grabbed my
attention. I’m not sure the quotes that I provided here are exact or attributed exactly to the right
person in the case. However, I am confident they are somewhat close so I present them here as
quotes for ease of understanding. This is some of the biggest stuff that grabbed my attention.
-Amanda Cope was killed in the middle of the night in late 2001.
-Her dad was the only one home with her at the time along with her two younger sisters.
-He quickly became the ONLY Suspect.
-The police interrogated Billy Wayne Cope for many hours and multiple times. Ultimately getting
four confessions from him. He was arrested in December 2001. (This is precisely when my trial for
Kassidy’s death was starting.)
“Everyone in town thought he did it. He even confessed.” -program narrator.
There was DNA evidence found at the scene of the crime, Amanda’s bedroom. Shortly after his
arrest, the police knew that it wasn’t Billy Wayne Cope’s. So, instead of dropping the charges they
quickly changed their theory. Instead of raping, torturing, and murdering his own 12 year old
daughter, the police were now convinced he conspired with some stranger and let him into his house
to do the deed. The police KNEW whose DNA it was and through testimony of others in the area
could confirm that he had attacked and tried to rob several other women in the neighborhood.
“During his police interrogations, Billy Wayne Cope denied that he killed Amanda 650 times. The
police wouldn’t believe anything he said until he started confessing. They had their minds made up.”
- Defense Attorney, Phil Beatty.
This reminds me of how the police were not willing to listen to anything I said, no matter how
many times I denied it, unless I was saying something they WANTED to hear. As in Mr. Cope’s
case, it didn’t matter that his denials rang true. It didn’t matter that the evidence didn’t match their
theories. Six weeks after Billy Wayne Cope was arrested, his wife, Amanda’s mother, Mary Sue,
died. Before she passed, the police went to her, and coerced her with threats of going to jail herself if
she didn’t help them obtain a 5th confession. (Obviously, there were problems with the 1st 4) Scared
for the security of their remaining two children she complied. Police put similar pressure on the
Amanda in my case.
“Many of the facts in Billy’s confession didn’t line up with the physical facts of the case. Police
did a very poor job looking for facts. They were so convinced that they had their man that they didn’t
search properly. Because of their incompetence, an innocent man is serving a life sentence in
prison.” -Phil Beatty.

This sounds just like the police’s blase attitude toward CHECKING facts and poor quality search
of Jeff’s house. 650 denials over the course of interrogations and the police having their minds made
up. Reminds me so much of my case. I believe that even if I had shared the true details of the
trampoline story with them, instead of “perhaps being more believable to them, therefore making
them less suspicious.” As you recently suggested in a part of my police interview, I truly believe it
would have had the opposite effect. Police ALWAYS think that their suspect is minimizing. They
would have thought it even more devastating than what I was sharing no matter what I said.
Whatever I had admitted to would not have been good enough for them because they were convinced
I did it. Two years prior to this charge, Billy was brought up on child endangerment charges. Their
house and living conditions were filthy. Police viewed this prior conviction as a red flag. This was
much like how the police viewed my domestic violence conviction against Tristan as a red flag. It
didn’t seem that even one officer said to themselves, “Not every person that gets into a fight with
their spouse abuses their children. I find this especially odd in that it was Tristan that was telling
them in her talks with the police that I wouldn’t even discipline the kids and that she and I going at it
is far different than me going at a child. I don’t think it could be said that Tristan suffered from
Battered Woman Syndrome and she was protecting her abuser. She freely left me and she is the one
that called DCYF about Kassidy.
“There were times during the confessions where I thought I must have done it because nothing
else made sense.” -Billy Wayne Cope.
I remember once or twice questioning this myself as the police were harassing me. I don’t know if
it was the shock of Kassidy’s death or the officer’s persistence and insistence that they knew things
that they knew factual things about Kassidy’s death that I didn’t. Such as speaking to the autopsy
doctor who stated it had to have happened a certain way. I briefly questioned if I had blacked out or
something before coming to my senses. It is scary. If I had been questioned for another 10 hours.
Who knows what I would have told them.
“The police took advantage of a gullible man that just wanted to help find out who killed his
daughter.” - Phil Beatty defense attorney.
I also only wanted to help. Even after I was being accused I stuck it out for a while convinced they
would see and care about the truth. When it became apparent to me that they didn’t care about what I
had to say unless I was going to confess to something I didn’t do, I bailed out of the interview. That
was tough because I wanted to talk to them so badly. I wanted them to care about what really
happened to Kassidy.
The narrator quoted famous defense attorney, Clarence Darrow. I thought it was an interesting
quote. “Lost causes are the only ones worth fighting for.” Should we quote that for website?
“What does justice look like if you are poor?” -Narrator
“The truth of this case makes everything else seem like a lie.” - Narrator
Interesting. I think you sent me a quote like this once, only your quote made more sense.
Dr. Saul Kassin was brought in by the defense. He is an expert on police interrogations/ false
confessions. Dr. Kassin had many key things to say that the jury should have been allowed to hear.
Unfortunately, the judge only let him testify briefly. It was one of those “legal game” situations
where the lawyers get in the way of the truth. Dr. Kassin said the following, “Innocent people put
themselves at risk, answer questions rather than avoid them, take lie detection tests, put themselves in
harm’s way to help get to the truth, etc. In addition to denying to the police that he killed his daughter
650 times, he willingly took a polygraph test and passed it. Yet, he was told by the police
that he had failed it.” Who does this sound like? Who DOESN’T this sound like?
“Mr. Cope maintained constant, firm, direct denials over a 4 hour period. Throughout the entire
interview, in fact, he denied killing his daughter. A trained investigator looks for this as it points to
innocence.” -Phil Beatty Defense Attorney
“The police tell suspects that they can tell when they are lying or withholding the truth. Suspects
respect the ‘badge’ or are filled with self doubt and start telling the police what they want to hear.
The reality is, police are often no better at detecting when someone is lying than you or I. In fact,
they may be worse at it because of arrogance.” -Phil Beatty Defense Attorney

“The police fed him the details and then he confessed to them.” -Phil Beatty Defense Attorney.
In my situation, the cops were receiving details over and over again from Jeff Marshall and then
going to Kassidy’s grief stricken mother, Amanda, and feeding them to her for confirmation. It’s
interesting to me that it never occurred to even one police officer that the person that was giving
them these details, was the same person that was with Kassidy for the last four hours of her life.Some
of the best defensive minds in the country are now working on Mr. Cope’s appeals in South Carolina.
“There is really no worse error than being wrongly convicted of killing your own daughter.”
- Steven Drizen Wrongful Conviction Center Northwestern University
“Billy Cope made a weirdly, calm call to 911 for a guy that just walked into his daughter’s
bedroom and found her beaten, obviously sexually assaulted, and murdered.” -Prosecutor
“I originally thought Mr. Cope was guilty. I didn’t see any way possible that the police could have
gotten it so wrong. I now believe Mr. Cope is 100% innocent. This case is so much bigger than it
appeared on the surface when I first got involved. I didn’t understand the magnitude until I started
digging in.” -Phil Beatty.
Morrison, sounds a little like something you’ve said in the past, although I recall you said you
began with a 40% belief in my innocence after my father’s initial call to you. Especially as you
started reading and found this to be much more than “advertised.”
“There is no question in my mind that some of the documents in this case appear unauthentic”
-Mickey Dawson. Handwriting expert.
Ron Rice is also a court certified forensic handwriting expert. Is there anything we need him to
review? I don’t believe he has ever seen Jeff Marshall’s handwritten statement, for instance.
As I watched this special I wondered if there was any way we can provide a link to it from our
site. Along with the show and info I provided a few weeks ago about case of Kevin Fox. He was
another father, wrongly convicted of killing his daughter. I understand these cases are ruled by
emotion, but even more reason to make sure the right person is punished. It is a serious problem
when the police do not do their jobs. All three of these cases have a similar lack of police action and
common themes. I was hoping that by doing this, it might show people who go to my site that it is
not an isolated incident and therefore even more believable. Let’s face it. If you just take a surface
look at my case, it is pretty hard to believe that the police could get it so wrong.
Ok. On to unrelated topics. I think I have told you before that we have a closed channel here at the
prison where they will play movies that family and friends send in from a vendor. Mostly PG-13
sometimes R-Rated. As you can imagine, this is something that we look forward to here. This
weekend, they played a “chick flick,” “Valentine’s Day.” It was a cute movie with multiple movie
stars in it. Taylor Swift, who is a country/ pop singer, also had a role as a high school cheerleader.
She played a bit over the top, always all over her boyfriend, kissing, hugging, etc. She was being
interviewed by a reporter about what Valentine’s Day meant to her. After her answer, she started
kissing her boyfriend on air. The reporter said into the camera with the pair kissing in the
background, “Full of promise, full of hope, ignorant of reality.” I thought it was interesting and
immediately thought of it as a descriptor of Amanda and I when we were together. As I’ve told you,
it was like she brought me back to my teen years.
In letter 196 you sent me some info from the website of Mark McClish. It was about detecting
deception using statement analysis. Thank you. I read it with great interest. There were a couple of
points that he made that I strongly DISAGREE with. Having been through a stressful police
interview, I have a different view on a few things and I wanted to share them with you. I included his
page as reference.
Under the section “What is Statement Analysis?” he has two subsections. “Word Definitions” and
“Rules of Grammar.” Under “Word Definition,” he picks apart a sample statement. The first line he
picks apart is “you know’ saying that the subject expects us to take for granted he is being honest. I
disagree. I often say, “you know” when being questioned under pressure as a filler. It’s like a nervous
habit. I might also be describing something with my hands and presenting a picture and almost
asking if they understand, “you know?”

The second line is “I am TRYING to be as honest as possible”. The word trying means attempted,
failed, didn’t do it, etc. I don’t believe subject is telling you he is lying. In fact, being in that
situation, I think it is just the opposite. When something tragic happens and your head is swimming,
you think you are telling them everything but you know your head is messed up right then and you
can’t concentrate so you say trying in attempt to say, “Hey, I am telling you everything that I can
think of right now. I am trying real hard to think but it’s difficult. So if you find something later that
you think I am lying about I’m not. I’m saying ‘trying’ to protect myself. In this situation.”
The third line “I am trying to be as honest AS POSSIBLE” Possible means the subject has a
limitation to his honesty. He can be honest to a certain point. Again, I disagree. I would say “as
possible.”
As a filter out of nervousness and also to protect myself from committing 100% in case I forget
something. I NEVER want someone to be able to say, “Ah ha, see, you are a liar. You forgot to tell
us this....” Under “Rules of Grammar,” he gives examples of someone who relates a story in the
present tense and also the past. Describing something that happened in the past, even 10 minutes ago,
is an indication of truth. Speaking in present tense = deception. I disagree. When I recently went
through my interview statement there were several spots where I spoke in present tense and you
edited it to past tense. At least with me, when I am speaking about something in the past I am
“reliving” it in my head. I think this is what makes my memory appear to be good and inevitably
leads to sometimes speaking in present tense. I know when I was making my 2010 comments on my
interview I was right there in that interview as if it was 2000 all over again. Some of my answers I
remembered to make in past tense but others not.
I know my examples are a bit different than the examples given. I just wanted to share them with
you so you could see how they could be used in the manner I am describing. None of it is exact I
understand. It’s just when I read this, it immediately “rang” untrue to me.
July 13, 2010 (163)
I’m glad that I got a chance to meet with you and John Alden yesterday. He seems to be a great
guy. I am really grateful that there are people like you and him out there. It’s sad that this country is
wrongly incarcerating so many people. I have often heard it said that we have the fairest justice
system in the world. If this is true, the world is in trouble. I can’t recall who said it. Perhaps it was
Thomas Jefferson, but I agree wholeheartedly, “Even one wrongly convicted person sitting in prison
is too many.” I could clearly see that Mr. Alden had done his homework and knows a lot about our
case. It was interesting to see his ideas on motives in the case and what the police should have been
looking at. It is certainly evident that he worked in law enforcement. It must also make you feel
good. Having never been in law enforcement, you had previously touched on ALL of these things in
previous letters to me.
Very astute observation by Mr. Alden upon watching my interview that he could see I was a little
subdued because my “hands were not clean” with my dealings with Kassidy. Palming her cheeks was
far different than doing the things that caused her death but upon entering that interview room I still
didn’t know what caused her death, and I certainly knew how quickly the police could make leaps
from my previous dealings with them. It was something that I can’t recall ever being put into words
in the past 10 years.
Mr. Alden spoke with such fervor about his client and his former job that after the first hour I was
worried if I was going to get a chance to ask questions about how the test worked. Once we did get
onto the subject of the test it was interesting to see how it worked. I guess I was hoping for
something a little more substantive. A test where we could ask 40-50 questions and tell if I was being
truthful or not on each individual one. I guess I viewed something like this as a good tool for the
book, website and certainly helpful when talking to people. “This is the list of questions Chad was
asked and showed no deception when answering.” I’m sure we can still do it, just on a smaller
scale. It’s unfortunate that we ran out of time yesterday prior to getting the chance to do the test. I
was as relaxed yesterday as I had been in a long time. It would have been great to get a first crack at
it. I am a little disappointed in myself for a couple of things.

1. I should have been more prepared and had my questions written and ready just in case. I guess I
never expected there would be a chance to do the test. I was imagining some machine would
need to be wheeled in rather than a small tape recorder clipped to Mr. Alden’s belt.
2. Even when Betsy said we could have the room until 4 P.M. I should have anticipated 3:30.
Those rooms in mental health are where we used to meet for our fathers’ support groups with the
FCC program. We were scheduled until 4 p.m. but were routinely kicked out at 3:30. Security would
close the floor to pull the officer. Well, when I meet John again, I will be sure to tell him that we
have until 3:30 no matter what Betsy tells us. I wouldn’t be me if I didn’t produce some questions
that I think people want answered. I appreciate your checking through OCR if you can find any that I
submitted to you already. I should have set up my own folder for them but I figured you wouldn’t
mind. You wouldn’t believe how quickly I am running out of space in my 6x9 cell. Obviously, if you
have any you want answered then submit them to. I am confident Mr. Alden will have the obvious
ones. Toward the end of our meeting you and I exchanged a few things briefly. I didn’t get to address
them as much as I wanted to.
You asked if I had written to RB. I haven’t and you were going to get me her address. I assume by
doing so, she is ok with getting a letter from me coming from the prison? The emails that I wanted
you to send to her and Mary Bullard were originally sent to you in my letter #151 June 24, 2010 post
visit. I am pasting them here but I may decide to send you #151 complete, as there were a few
important things in that letter that I don’t know that you have addressed and wanted to make sure that
you read them. You are reading this right? (hee hee, got ya).
To RB“I apologize for I am struggling to put a face with your name right now but I sincerely appreciate
your willingness to look at things with an open mind and your input and corrections for the website.
What happened to Kassidy was horrible. I live with it everyday. I am hopeful that there will be more
people such as yourself out there, willing to suppress the emotional shock to search for truth. Please
feel free to write to me directly if you have any questions or comments. I will answer anything to the
best of my ability”
To Mary Bullard“Hello Mary, I understand from Morrison that you are a mom of two small children. That is
awesome! I am sure they are bringing so much joy to your life. Kyle is now 12 years old. You
wouldn’t believe how big he is. He has grown into a terrific young man. A heartfelt thank you for
your willingness to answer Morrison’s questions. I hope all is well for you. I have thought of you
often over the years and miss your contagious laugh. I’d love to hear from you if you ever have the
time. Have a great summer.”
We had an exchange toward the end of the meeting about my call to Jeff Marshall. I said, that I
was surprised that Jeff admitted to the police that within 15 minutes of leaving his house, I called
him asking if he had done something to Kassidy, and I described her symptoms. You said that the
jury felt that I was calling Jeff to cover for something I had done to Kassidy. I am sure that I told you
this before, this is one of the points that Alan felt the jury would really get. It makes zero sense. I
know things don’t have to make sense but this is WEAK. The police theory was that I picked
Kassidy up and would have had to start abusing her within minutes because I called Jeff 15 minutes
later. If this is true, and I was trying to cover for abuse that I caused by calling Jeff, Jeff is the last
person I am going to call. (if I am the one truly abusing her, and not Jeff, I run the risk of HIM
calling the police right?) If I am trying to set up Jeff to cover for something I had done, what better
time than then to call the police and say, “Hey, I picked this child up 15 minutes ago from the
babysitter and this is the condition she was in.” Bottom line, because of this ongoing debate between
you and me and the fact that, “Obviously,” as you say, “the jury believed it.” It is very important that
the question is asked if I abused Kassidy during that car ride home.
July 13, 2010 (164)
I grabbed the wrong envelope so I am responding to the last letter you sent me. I realize there are

several others I still owe responses to, and will respond to them this week. Read the “Pearls before
Swine” again. I think you may have misinterpreted why I sent it. Either that or I am forgetting what it
said.
Morrison, I am going to be blunt here. Amanda and I are done. While it is true that I can no longer
do anything for Amanda and that she has moved on, I have to believe that she will want to help get
the truth out and help a person that has always done everything in his power for her and treated her
with genuine love.
Moving on. You asked about a Dorothea Thurston possibly with maiden name Sehlmeyer. Who
wrote that she used to work for me. That first name, Dorothea sounds familiar. I can’t say for sure.
God, pictures would be so much better for recognition. Does she have a picture of herself on
facebook that you can download?
While you are at it, how about printing RB’s home page so I can see if I can recognize her.
Anyway, I was a little confused. Was it my facebook page where Dorothea commented about
working for me? What did she say? Was she looking to make contact? Supportive or chastising?
Regarding the 3 pages I sent to you that I got from Courtney about Autism and Epilepsy- I’m
certainly not ready to make a diagnosis but just as you were sending me a lot of medical information
early on, I am always on the look out for things that make sense. There were some symptoms that
stuck out to me and described things I saw in Kassidy. Just figured you could put them in our “tool
box” for when we finally talk to a doctor about her. Some of this would go a long way to describing
her behaviors so it would be wise to at least look at the possibilities.
With regards to Amanda and physical contacts. I did comment on the sexual contact. You can add
that and anything else that you think is appropriate or helpful that I have shared with you.
You thanked me for my honest communication with regards to the Jeremy, Amanda, and the Logan
Airport situation. You said this was important? What about the story was important? The fact that it
happened, the fact that I shared it? Etc. Just curious. Always trying to see how your mind works.
Sincerely
July 13, 2010 (165)
I will try to read and edit the previously created “Before I met Amanda” story this weekend.
When I wrote about Jeff testing Kassidy through the windows, I was referring to a story that Jeff told
me. He would tell Kassidy to stand in the comer if she was naughty or he would tell her to sit in a
certain place while he went out to get the mail. Instead of coming right back into the house, he would
watch her for a minute to see if she was minding. Once, specifically, he told me she was in a time out
and he was watching through the window and Kassidy wandered out of the comer after a while. He
came in and she was off playing with something in the area so he yelled at her and she started crying.
He was laughing about it as he told me like this was somehow funny. I explained to him the purpose
of a time-out is not to set kids up for failure, and at her age it shouldn’t be any more than 45 seconds
to a minute. I believe it was during our trip up to Maine to get the 3-wheeler that he told me this. I
have not re-read page 16 of the story or even read this complete story in many years. This made quite
an impression on me as Jeff was very inexperienced with children. It was more evidence to me that
Jeff should not be watching Kassidy and we needed to increase the urgency to get Kassidy into real
day care. I’m sure I communicated it to Amanda at the time. It is burned in my memory.
You asked when I wrote this document to Alan and Mark. I believe I started writing notes of
things I wanted Alan and Mark to know soon after I retained them as attorneys. There were things
that I thought they might find important. As you can see from those October 2000 Day Planner pages
you sent me, I often did my doodling while driving. Back then, I was doing plenty of driving
between Keene and Dover. I think from there I just took the main thoughts down and typed them on
my parents’ computer in Keene when I was there. As you can tell from the original draft, I didn’t do
a lot of proof reading or editing. I was more concerned with just getting details down. I was kind of
scatterbrained then. Kassidy just died and I was facing life in prison, not to mention hardly seeing
Brent and Kyle. I figured Alan and Mark would be able to figure it out.

By the way, I know we have heard from Verizon but have we heard from Sprint, Chase, The
credit reporting agency (to see who I had open accounts with in 2000, which may give us other bills
to find), or Broadview Animal Hospital?
July 14, 2010 (166)
You asked about photo #251 of Kassidy. This is a photo that you originally pulled with 3 other
photos of Kassidy from a site that Jackie Conley set up. The photo you sent me was blown up, black
and white and kind of grainy so I went back to the one that you originally sent when you found the 4
photos a month ago. Unfortunately the ink in your cartridge was running out or your printer was in
the process of dying. So I couldn’t really see the photo either. I recognized the other 3 photos in that
photo line up on Jackie’s site because they were taken at my house. The reason I didn’t identify that
photo when I originally saw it was I wasn’t sure about it. Upon first look I didn’t recognize it. Then I
started thinking it might have been one of the photos that we took while at the Deerfield Fair. I think
you already have some notes on that.
Amanda and I took Kyle and Kassidy and we went with Bruce, Michelle and their daughter,
Ashley. But if I remember right, you identified that fair as being in September and we went toward
evening so it would be doubtful that she was wearing a sun dress. Then, as I studied the photo more,
it looks like the mouse she is sitting on might be one of the characters from Chuck E. Cheese. (A
children’s play area and restaurant). If it is in fact Chuck E. Cheese, I cannot identify it because I
never took her to a Chuck E. Cheese. As far as I know, Amanda didn’t either while we were together.
Maybe that is one of the photos you can email to Amanda to see if she can identify when and where
it was taken. I don’t know if it is possible for you to send me this photo in a good color copy or not
but it may help.
You included a photo of Kyle and I on a slide. This was taken at the Rochester Commons. There
is a small park in the center of Rochester where I would sometimes take the kids to play. Judging by
the photo, I am guessing this is one of the photos that Tristan took of Kyle and I when we were there
with Alex Patel of Family Strength. As time went on and Alex saw that my visits with the boys was a
good thing, we spent less and less time at the Dover office of Family Strength and more time out at
parks playing. My guess is this photo was taken May or June 2001.
You mentioned that you were thinking about what “everyone” was saying about me according to
the police during my interview. You then went and made some factual findings and included them on
page 119 of my annotated interview. I LOVE WHAT YOU WROTE. There must be a way to
highlight these facts. In that 10 minutes you did more fact checking than the police did during the
entire interview. How crazy is it that the police engaged in “dirt” collecting just two hours after
Kassidy died. I mean, their only true attempt at investigating was when I was seeing Amanda in
violation of my bail condition. They were willing to jump through hoops then and proved it with all
of their surveillance.
Regarding Photo #50, I am fine with how you rewrote the comment section as it is more accurate.
Often when I made comments to photos I was thinking they were for you and your understanding of
things rather than use on the website. If I could propose one small change. You wrote, “It’s very
fortunate that we have this photo, because it shows almost exactly how I held Kassidy’ s cheeks in
order to get her attention and eye contact. The difference is that the clown was trying to turn Kyle’s
head, whereas my goal with Kassidy was to hold her head steady so we could have eye contact and I
could talk to her. The other obvious difference is that Kyle didn’t bruise easily, and there were
absolutely no marks on his face afterward.” I think the following adds to the accuracy. You may need
to play with the wording. “It’s very fortunate that we have this photo, because it shows almost
exactly how I held Kassidy’s cheeks in order to get her attention and eye contact. I would hold
Kassidy’ s face a little lower, around the jawline vs. where the clown is holding in the hollow of
Kyle’s cheeks which appears more “violent” than my method where
Kassidy’s face was more or less resting in the palm of my hand. The difference is that the clown was

trying to turn Kyle’s head, whereas my goal with Kassidy was to hold her head steady so we could
have eye contact and I could talk to her. The other obvious difference is that Kyle didn’t bruise
easily, and there were absolutely no marks on his face afterward.”
As I was thinking about this additional distinction between the clown photo and how I held
Kassidy, I was thinking of how the clown photo looked more “violent” and harder than how I ever
grabbed Kassidy, yet it didn’t leave a bruise on Kyle. When I held Kassidy I was pressing skin
against bone in her jaw which creates obvious pressure. The clown was pressing on the hollow in
Kyle’s cheeks which creates no or very little pressure. (So the appearance in the photo is deceiving.)
I’ve always felt that I held Kassidy too firmly and she bruised easily (some unidentified medical
condition which may have developed as she aged), which was a bad combination and was the reason
for her bruises. Then you and I grabbed each other firmly at a visit to experiment and neither of us
bruised. This leads me to believe that in addition to the two factors I listed above, perhaps there was
even more to it. I’m thinking that as a young child not only would Kassidy’s jaw be smaller and
easier to palm, but I bet the flesh in her jaw area is much thinner than a full grown adult. Another
possible factor could be the length of the hold. I never felt that I was hurting Kassidy when I held her
face in the palm of my hand because I didn’t believe I was exerting that much pressure. However, on
those occasions where she did bruise, I held her face to maintain eye contact for an extended period.
Perhaps this extended hold while I explained something, along with thinner flesh, was the cause of
the bruises because she only bruised occasionally. Something to ask a doctor if we ever talk to one.
When I look at the photo of the clown squeezing Kyle’s cheeks I didn’t like it, because it looks
uncomfortable or like it may be hurting Kyle. I know it didn’t because I was there, but this is one of
those instances where a picture being worth a thousand words is painful.
You asked when I think I first held Kassidy’s face causing a bruise. I’m not exactly sure. If I had
to guess it would be late September or Early October. The first time that I can truly remember it
leaving a bruise was just prior to my birthday. I know this for sure because many of Amanda’s
friends saw Kassidy that weekend- Tracy, Melissa, Emily, etc. This was also the weekend of my
birthday party and I believe it was when Amanda told Emily Conley the trampoline story. It may
have happened once before then but I am not sure. I know that I had held Kassidy like that at least a
dozen or so times but it never left bruises. Jeff started watching Kassidy more regularly after Oct. 1st
and that is when she started throwing those major temper tantrums. I just assumed that I was losing
my patience with these fits that I couldn’t understand, and that I was becoming frustrated and holding
her more firmly. I figured that was the reason for her bruising. Perhaps Jeff also grabbed Kassidy in a
similar manner. On Oct 23rd , when Jeremy and I left early in the morning to go golfing she didn’t
have a mark on her face, yet when we arrived home 12 or so hours later, Kassidy had fresh bruises on
her jaw area that both Jeremy and I noticed. Jeremy asked me at the time, “What happened to her
face? Why does she have those bruises?” I didn’t think much of it at the time and responded, “I don’t
know, but look at this!” and proceeded to show Jeremy Kassidy’s black and blue butt from Jeff
spanking her. After that, Amanda informed us that she had been doing a landscape cleanup with her
sister all day while Jeff had Kassidy at their apartment while he wrote out bills or something.
On the subject of my moral code, if someone wronged me, no matter how big or how many of
them there were, I was fearless. It’s not something that I am proud of at 38 years old. It is just
something that is. Jeff often shared stories with me about his exploits with the Staley brothers. I
seriously think that Jeff regretted hooking Amanda and I up together. I treated Amanda pretty good,
I spoiled her, she didn’t have to work, I loved her, took her places, financially supported not only her,
but also Kassidy, gave her money anytime she wanted to go out and do things with her sister etc.
Amanda would tell Jen about how happy she was and how I treated her, and Jen may have begun to
expect more from Jeff.

Incidentally, in thinking about it, I am pretty sure that I told Jeff that he was losing his contracts
even sooner than Nov 1st, (I believe you have this penciled in on time line.) I am pretty sure it was
immediately after the trip to get the 3-wheeler in Maine. I know from my discussions with Bob
McDougall about pending RVR’s in the month of October (notes in my Oct. day timer) that he was
unhappy with Jeff Marshall’s landscaping and he said we would not be renewing for any of the stores
the following year. Jeff usually had the lowest prices, but required major follow up and it just wasn’t
worth it. I wasn’t going to say anything to Jeff as was our company practice, but it was weighing on
me. I knew that Jeff counted on these contracts, he might someday be family and I wanted to give
him plenty of notice to line something else up for the following year. I was trying to do the guy a
favor. Instead, as Mr. Alden indicated, Jeff may have taken it personally that I wasn’t saving his
contracts for him.
This makes me wonder even more about the “fall” that Kassidy took from Jeff’s truck. As you
know, this happened the week after my trip with Jeff to Maine to pick up the 3-wheeler. Also, I know
it was right after our trip to Maine, because I debated on telling him prior to going but in a “shitbag”
move of my own, I wanted to get the 3-wheeler first in case Jeff decided he didn’t want to help me. I
knew we were still planning on using him for some snow plowing so he likely would still help me
but I didn’t want to deal with an attitude or him being whiny all the way up and back from Maine.
Not real proud to admit that I used my power over someone but I did.
July 15, 2010 (167)
In this letter you speak about doing a SCAN on Jeff’s statement. You mentioned that someone
thought it was significant that most of Jeff’s statement was prologue and very little about the actual
death on Thursday Nov. 9, 2000. I hope this doesn’t sound too ignorant but I’m not sure why he
thinks that is significant. I myself find that I am often wordy and do a lot of explaining prior to
explaining an actual event simply to “set the stage.” For some reason, I have always been under the
impression that if you do a good job creating a picture, you can help the people you are explaining
something to visualize it. Of course, Kassidy’s death was a MAJOR event and had just happened
hours earlier so I don’t know why he would have to spend the majority of his writing on “setting the
stage.” Often when I am writing about something it is long after the event. Such as when I was
writing to Alan and Mark from weeks to several months after Kassidy died. Or even better, when I
am writing to you 10 years after the fact. In a previous letter this week I wrote about my feelings and
fears about Mark McClish’s work. It would have been more appropriate to have shared it here as this
is where it would be more relevant.
How about Mr.Alden? Have we heard anything more about Leo Brunette scanning my voice from
the interview? I’d be interested in his findings and results. FYI, I sent Mr. Alden a thank you card
for coming up and meeting with us. I didn’t have a chance to photocopy it for you. I just
basically thanked him for his time and interest in the case and relayed where I remembered hearing
his philosophy on our negative attitudes being something we are born with as a defense mechanism.
It was a life coach who was speaking at a seminar.
In this letter you asked about my and Amanda’s efforts to set Jeremy up with Cathy Nuernberg
and asked if we had done something similar for Emily Conley. Funny you should ask about Emily
specifically. I can’t recall if Emily mentioned in her interview or not. Yes, we fixed up a double date
between Emily and my friend Jeff Jacobs. It was early summer and we went to dinner down at
Hampton Beach. It was apparent they were not a great match, so we never suggested another date.
Lots of funny things about this situation. Jeff had basically been kicked to the curb by his wife
around the same time the marriages of Larry Lane and I ended. Jeff was friendly with Larry and I and
did a lot of electrical work in our stores. Jeff was a genuinely good guy.

When Amanda and I got together, she asked if I had any single friends because she had a
girlfriend, Emily, that was super sweet but had a real jerk for a boyfriend or ex boyfriend I can’t
remember which. It was clear from meeting Emily, who was pregnant at the time, that she was afraid
of this boyfriend’s temper. I had in the back of my mind what happened with Tristan and I and
expressed that no young lady should live in that situation. (Believe it or not, it killed me that I lost
my shit with someone that I loved. I have a hard time living things down and giving myself a break
when I messed up.) I thought it would be great for both Emily and Jeff if they had hit it off. I don’t
think Amanda had met Jeff yet at this point. Emily and Jeff didn’t hit it off and that was that.
Probably a month after that, her boyfriend called our house around 1 A.M., waking up the kids, etc.
He was threatening me on the phone for trying to fix up “his” girlfriend. It was obvious to me that
this guy had a screw loose. I told him that calling my house and waking my kids up was his first
mistake, and that threatening me was his second. I told him that I am unlike anyone that he has ever
dealt with, and he wouldn’t like the outcome if threatened me again, showed up at my house, or hit
Emily again. With that I hung up and prepared for this guy to show up. Amanda was awake beside
me, knew this guy and in hindsight, seemed kind of excited. She told me he was an asshole and
wouldn’t show up because, “I’m sure Emily told him you are way bigger than he is. He was just
trying to be tough but you’d kill him.” We never heard from him again. Right around the time that
we fixed Emily and Jeff up on a date, I believe Amanda told Emily that she could stay with us for a
while if she needed a place. At the time I thought it was the right thing to do. Now I wonder. What
didn’t I know then about everything? I went along with much of what Amanda wanted without
questioning Amanda and I never played matchmaker with her friends beyond these two that I can
recall. Incidentally, sometime after that I helped fix Jeff up with a lady that I escorted to Stephanie
Chick and Mike Bolduc’s wedding.
July 19, 2010 (167a)
Enclosed are my questions for John Alden. I’m assuming his copy will be arriving around the
same time as yours but you may want to scan them and email him a set just in case. Also, it will give
you a chance to review the questions and add any questions that you think I may have missed. I tried
to be as comprehensive as possible. It was interesting one of your letters arrived Friday right after I
had penned the list of questions. In the letter you mentioned it might be important to add a question
about me telling Jeff that his landscape contracts being canceled. I was thinking the same thing and
had added it to my questions approximately an hour before I received your letter. It’s always nice
when you and I are on the same page.
I am glad that Tristan responded to your email and was pleasantly surprised with her information.
She reminded me of things that I had forgotten about or didn’t realize. The fact that there was a TV
in the lobby of the police station, for example, and that some people were not interested in the
election results. I remember at the time this bothered Tristan as odd. For some reason, I think it
bothered someone else too. Possibly it was Bruce, Jeremy, or Brandon Harvey. I’ll make a note to
ask Nicole if she can recall anything. People deal with grief differently so I don’t want to
overemphasize the importance of this. It’s more important that Tristan and others may have
remembered something.
I could tell by Tristan’s final response, something to the effect of, “Sometimes I hear something
and it makes me think back to the weirdest things.” that she felt HELPFUL. These small little things
are the types of things that will hopefully help Tristan think, slowly get her involved and come back
to those original feelings that she had, no way I could have done this.
July 20, 2010 (168)

Good morning. You started the letter off with observations of your 18 month old granddaughter.
How nice for you. That is a fun age watching them grow, become independent and explore the world
around them. It was interesting that she had a bruise on her forehead. Obviously, the extent that
Kassidy was bruised is not normal, but I think it is kind of a natural thing for children to fall, bruise,
get up and keep going. Until her death, those are really the only bruises we saw on Kassidy. I
certainly NEVER saw anything like in her autopsy photos. A bruise here and there seemed kind of
normal in my experience. I think you counted 50 something bruises upon Kassidy’s death. I wonder
what portion of those were of the normal variety of falls, running into things, etc. as Kassidy
explored the world around her. Of course, for trial purposes, every one of them was made out to be
intentional. The reaction of your daughter is the biggest challenge we face. It gives people the “belly
willies” to picture those things because we ALWAYS relate it back to our children. There is no
denying, what happened to Kassidy was horrible, but how do we get people to broach the subject,
and be willing to look at the facts, and ask, “Wow, this sucks but is the right person being held
responsible.” How do we get more people to look beyond this, as RB did, and now she seems to be a
believer. That last email from her, about how she put her faith in the newspapers and court system to
tell the truth, was excellent. In fact, I think she has a quote in there that we should put in our quote
section. This is another perfect example of why I think Amanda’s opinion and getting involved is so
important. Amanda no longer loves me, we are not involved, yet she still stands behind the fact that I
did not kill Kassidy. I think other mothers will be able to relate to this with the natural love of their
children. “Hey, maybe there is something to this if Kassidy’s own mother is saying he didn’t do it.”
You talked about my physical relationship with Amanda, and then about Jeremy, Michelle, and
Vanessa counseling me about that part of my relationship with Amanda, and then you provided me a
few “older” movies and TV shows (none that I have seen) and asked me to come up with a list of
potential shows that resembled my and Amanda’s relationship. (These would be shows with couples
that loved each other, but who had a lot of physical contact that sometimes crossed the line) At first, I
thought this was going to be impossible because most shows don’t show the man being physical
unless it is a crime drama such as “Law and Order” where an assailant is brutalizing a woman. This
was certainly nothing that happened in our relationship. So I enlisted the help of several of my
friends here who watch a lot of TV. Between us, we came up with several different shows that
somewhat fit the bill. I think we found 3 in particular that come the closest. Some of these I haven’t
seen but I am pretty good at describing my relationship to people so I trust my friends got it right.
1. DEAR JOHN- a romantic movie (chick flick) starring Amanda Seyfried and Channing Tatum.
As luck would have it, they played this newly released to DVD movie for us this weekend. About 30
minutes into it I could see that it was Amanda and I. They met and within two weeks they were in
love. The passion was undeniable. John Tyree (Channing Tatum) was a “rough around the edges”
army special forces vet. With a past. He met Savannah Curtis (Amanda Seyfried) and fell for her
hard. He treated her like a queen but you could see he had a temper boiling under the surface. This
temper came out on her friends once when John felt Savannah was picking apart his father. John
went back into active duty while Savannah went off to finish college. Like Amanda and I, they
kept their love alive with letters for several years. Their relationship even ended similar to how my
and Amanda’s did. If you want a good picture of my and Amanda’s relationship, rent DEAR
JOHN.
2. RESCUE ME- A television series on FX starring Dennis Leary. Leary portrays NY City
Firefighter Tommy Gavin with a severe alcohol problem. Tommy is in love with his ex wife Janet
and you can see the passion every time he is around her. Theirs is a love hate relationship.
Occasional cuddling, erotic love making and violence grabbing at each other, etc. Tommy can’t
seem to do anything right. Adding to the tension, Tommy has a lover, who happens to be his
widowed sister-in-law. Tons of passion with them as well as violence. Lots of “rip your clothes
off, throw yourself up against the wall” sex and then slapping, wrist grabbing, etc. two scenes
later. This show has gone on for several seasons but anyone that has been a regular viewer will
understand the reference.
3. JERSEY SHORE- A reality show on MTV. It’s about Italian 20 somethings that parade their

bodies around, refer to themselves as Guidos and Guidettes. I haven’t really seen a full episode but
I am told there is one particular couple that resemble Amanda and I. The couple’s name is Ronny
and Sammy. There is a lot of passion, sexual tension and violence between them. From what I am
told, they resembled Amanda and I somewhat physically. Like Amanda, Sammy is head turning
beautiful. Ronny is powerfully built, I was pretty good sized when I was with Amanda. From what
I understand, they would both go out drinking, flirt with other people intentionally to make the
other person jealous, she would hit him, he would beat up guys she was flirting with etc. I would
like to think Amanda and I were not this immature, but there was some elements ........ .
4. WAR OF THE ROSES- Movie from 1980’s starring Michael Douglass, Danny Devito, and
Kathleen Turner. A couple is getting divorced. They love each other but can’t live together. I’ve
never seen it, but I hear there is much passion and some violence toward each other.
5. MOONLIGHTING- Starring Bruce Willis and Cybil Shepard. A TV show from the 1980’s. I
remember the show but not specifically. I think they were partners in an investigation firm. Lots of
sexual tension and passion, some violence. I am told by a friend this show sounds accurate
6. Another friend couldn’t remember the movie title but recalled JAMES CAGNEY Starred in a
movie where he and the female co star absolutely loved each other. There was a scene where they
started slapping each other across the face. They made up soon after.
I can’t think of any books at this point but I think the above six listed give us a good start. I will
try to think of more to add to the list you already have started.
I love the quote you got from the JFK library. It really seems to fit.
You asked about the details of the night I took Kassidy for a boat ride without Amanda, and any
other times I had Kassidy alone or took her places without Amanda present which might help refute
the fact that I wanted to get RID of Kassidy. In a recent letter I wrote about the accidental headbutt of
Amanda while discussing a boating trip. I can’t really recall where Amanda was going with Cathy,
but I ended up taking Kassidy and Kyle and going boating anyway. We all met back at home several
hours later. We had a blast out on the lake. I did our usual routine when we got to the boat, I checked
it out, made sure there was plenty of gas while the kids stood by on the dock or sat in the boat. I
strapped them into life preservers and then we headed out. We zoomed around the lake for quite a
while and then we went to the middle of the lake and sat for a few minutes with the engine off just to
hear the quiet and the water slapping off the sides of the boat. I liked the peacefulness of it and was
trying to teach the kids to appreciate these small things in life. We would talk then about using all of
our senses to take it all in. It was a small lake and we were often on it alone. Kassidy was kind of
young to understand all of this, but Kyle was old enough to ask how you “taste or smell” the air
around you. Occasionally when I was with Amanda and the kids when we stopped in the middle of
the lake we would swim. I certainly wasn’t going to do that without another adult there. I believe we
picked up a pizza on our way home and Amanda was already there when we got back.
It’s hard to think of times specifically when I was alone somewhere with Kassidy. Usually when I
had free time, we were all together. Boating, bowling, going to the park to play, playing games at
home, playing ball, etc. Also there were lots of times when I was at home in one room playing with
Kassidy and or Kyle and Amanda would be off in another room doing something else and vice versa.
I would get down on the floor with Kassidy and do the alphabet, play with Kato, play dolls, smash
trucks into each other, color, etc.
Other times that I can think where I was with Kassidy without Amanda off the top of my head.
1. A while back I wrote about taking Kassidy to Bruce’s with me one Sunday to watch football
and my trip with Kassidy to the convenience store where the cashier commented how adorable
Kassidy was. I can’t recall where Amanda was.
2. You have the details already of the nights I watched Kassidy while Amanda went to money
management class.
3. You have the details already on several occasions in Sept./Oct time frame when I watched
Kassidy for a bit while Amanda shopped.

4. I recall once taking her to Bowlaway Lanes with Bruce and me in Rochester. I believe Amanda
was going with Jessica somewhere and they met us at the lanes an hour or so later. I don’t believe
Kyle was present so it had to be a night that Tristan had him.
5. I’m sure at least half dozen times I would take her with me on a quick trip to a convenience
store Sometimes I would get home and realize that we needed milk or something. So I would grab
one of the kids and drive a mile or two to Cumberland Farms. There we would get the missing item
and, of course, some candy.
6. I know at least once, I took Kassidy and Kyle to the Rochester Middle School playground
alone. We spent about an hour on the swings, the slides, running on the jungle gym. Kassidy liked
climbing the wood structure and having me chase her around playing peek-a- boo. I believe it was
soon after Amanda started her survey project. She needed some quiet time and it was a good
opportunity for me to play with the kids. If I am not mistaken I stopped by the Stop-and-Go Deli and
bought subs with the kids after our trip to the playground. As you can imagine, once they got
playing, they didn’t want to leave. It was always, “One more minute, Daddy from Kyle.” Kassidy
never really protested. She just went with the flow. I’d use a little bribery telling them they could
pick out whatever ice cream they wanted for dessert and in the car they went. The people at the deli
counter were always nice. Often slicing a piece of American cheese for the kids as we waited for the
sandwiches to be made.
7. I don’t’ know if this counts or not, but at the Deerfield Fair, I took Kassidy onto several rides
alone as Amanda watched. They had this kiddie roller coaster that I recall she wasn’t too fond of. She
screamed from the minute the ride started.
8. While at Keene during one of our trips, there is a park real close to my parents’ house that I
grew up playing in. I walked down there once with Kyle, Kassidy, Malana and my brother Jason. We
played, ran around, threw rocks in the brook with the kids, played kick ball. Etc. I remember
holding Kassidy on my lap in a swing as Kyle tried to push us. He was determined that he could
do it.
I hope this helps some.
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I am including an article I read recently titled HOW TO RAISE MEN by AJ Jacobs. Mr. Jacobs
makes some very astute observations and is very humorous with his delivery. If you have a chance,
read it, paying close attention to one of the first sections that he describes as, “It’s like my boys
reading a book called ‘The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Fulfilling Male Stereotypes.’ “ I’m certainly
not trying to make excuses for anything but this guy really hits it on the head. I was used to raising
Kyle and Brent, two “spirited” boys. It is what I knew and likely affected or “guided” how I dealt
with Kassidy. Great article.
Some quotes that I recently came upon that may be worthy of inclusion in our quote section
“Facts do not cease to exist because they are ignored.” -Aldous Huxley
“Prison cells ought to be for people we should be afraid of, not for people we’re merely mad at.”
-Mark Kleiman Professor of Public Policy UCLA. I found this in July 2010 Playboy article on the
overcrowding of prisons. This goes to what I believe is the core of my case. I truly don’t believe the
state proved their case. They certainly didn’t back it with proof. The jury was mad. I was the one
charged, and someone had to pay for failing Kassidy. If the prosecutors had said to the jury, “Hey, all
of these people failed Kassidy but we are pretty sure it was either Jeff or Chad that killed Kassidy
(and the police investigated as if it was EITHER of us), I think a conviction of me would have been a
lot less likely. The bottom line is the death of Kassidy does not sit well with anyone. It turns peoples’
stomachs, especially parents’. The challenge remains somehow getting people to look at the facts.

And my personal favorite- From the recent email you sent me from RB in letter #199- “In 2000
when Kassidy died, no one I knew who also knew Chad, believed he was guilty. I put my trust in the
court and the reporting from Foster’s Daily Democrat (that concentrated on Kassidy’s injuries over
and over again.) Only now, after spending hours and hours on Chad’s website do I go with my first
gut reaction. NO WAY! People around me get uptight when I speak about this case, as if I shouldn’t
be able to look at this tragedy objectively because I have four children of my own. I can only explain
it as I have a strong drive inside me to help prove the truth. It is consuming me!!”
This is POWERFUL stuff! It is your/our first conversion. We NEED to somehow reach others
like this. I am hoping others may see .this quote and it will inspire them to look at this case with an
open mind. I know for me, “testimonials” can be very powerful when I am studying something. I am
sure there are others out there like me who find them just as persuasive. Becky’s quote was even
longer so I shortened it as much as I dared without changing any of the intent or meaning. Is there a
spot that we should use this testimonial other than buried in the quote section? If not, can we at least
put it towards the top of the page so it is one of the first quotes read?
I know I told you a while back that I had read that the average person lies 3 times in a 10 minute
conversation with a stranger. I found the reference and have included it here. This was from the
book, THE LIAR IN YOUR LIFE by Robert Feldman a psychologist at UMass. Amherst who
studies DECEPTION. (Hmmmmm) I had also read in DETAILS magazine something even more
drastic. I believe it was, the average person tells 9 lies in a 15 minute conversation. Our conversation
in one of our first visits centered around the fact that it’s ok for the police to tell all kinds of lies to
get the confession that they want. But if the accused tells even a small fib to
make themselves look a little better or because they think something is irrelevant, it is magnified,
they are branded a liar and everything they say comes into question. I was interviewed for over two
hours ........ .
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Regarding the Yankees game. I think I had written this before but if it was in fact September, my
guess is that we to stayed in NY on Sunday the 10th and either went to the game that evening where
the Red Sox won 6-2 or went the next day when Boston lost 4-0. As Jeremy noted in his
communication to you or me 2 months ago, we stayed right in the city and it is much easier to get a
room and less expensive on weekends. (Opposite of what I would normally think) I have a feeling we
drove down on Sunday. On our Chronlogy we have the Annual Seafood festival listed at Hampton
Beach for that weekend. (Did we ever verify these dates with a phone call to Hampton Beach
Chamber of Commerce?) If the dates are correct, this is the weekend where Amanda and
Crystal came down to the beach with Kassidy and we walked around. I seem to remember this being
one of the first times that Kassidy spent an overnight at Jen’s house. Let’s say we walked around
Saturday, I likely worked briefly on Sunday and Amanda brought Kassidy to Jen +Jeff’s. From there,
we met up with Jeremy, April, Jason, and Elaine. Now that I am immersed in 2000 land, a couple of
more things are coming to mind. We either rented a van to all drive down together or barrowed it.
For some reason I think it may have been someone in Elaine’s family. Also, When I first met
Amanda, Jeremy and April were broken up. Amanda was really trying to play match maker with
Jeremy and her friend Cathy N. soon after Amanda and I got together. By the time we
went to NY City, Jeremy and April were back together. This makes this time frame of September
much more likely. I’m pretty confident it was the Red Sox we saw play. The 1997 football game
against the Chargers, that I went to with Bruce Aube and our dads sounds accurate. I thought it was
preseason but if the Patriots website says it was the first regular season game, I’m sure it was. I can’t
recall who they played. But I know the Patriots smashed whoever it was. Apparently it was the
Chargers. As you can imagine, we were doing some celebrating that day.

You asked about the practical joke I played on Amanda having the female manager call my cell
phone from Hampton Beach. I’m 99.9% sure that it was an assistant manager at the time, Keri Fortin.
I believe she is still with the company and either runs the McDonald’s in Newington on Gossling
Road or the one on Wakefield Street in Rochester. (I believe that Melissa Allard still works at the
Rochester location from 7am on.) I don’t know if the number is the same but it was 332-9610. Keri
may still remember it, or not. It was a “blip on the screen” 10 years ago for her. I imagine the best
way to find out is to do what we have done with other people. Share exactly what I have remembered
about the event and relayed to you, to see if it “jogs” her memory. Hopefully, she will be able to
confirm what I have said, or add/subtract from it. Before you try to contact Melissa Allard at work, I
suggest we wait for my VSA testing. WHEN I do well, it will give you another tool to work on
people’s conscience, “Hey, we did a newer lie detection test, asked Chad some pretty intense
questions about Kasidy’s death and no deception was indicated....”
With regards to Mr. Fisher not believing the T Ball story. Alan C. also had trouble believing it
initially. Then he studied the photographs, saw balls allover the room just as I described and also
talked to Tristan and others about Kyle’s athletic ability, which made him a believer. Mr. Fisher
hasn’t studied my case nearly as much as Alan. The only thing his doubt tells me is that we have to
do a GREAT job explaining it so that peple understand. I still have my doubts that this hit had
anything to do with Kassidy’s death and would be reluctant to use it even if it did. As I’ve mentioned
before, I don’t want to drag Kyle into this in any way. I don’t want him saddled with any guilt for an
accident that was my fault, i.e. playing ball with a T Ball in the house, and he doesn’t remember.
However, I think it is key that Kyle brought it up to Travis and Tristan himself that he accidentally
hit Kassidy. They have credibility, especially Tristan, because she called DCYF. Not to mention,
several people commented then to the police about Kyle’s ability. Even today, Kyle, who no longer
plays team sports, can walk into most sports and do better than most of the kids that practice
everyday. As his dad, part of my frustration and feelings of failure revolve around this “gifted” son
that I am not home to play with and motivate him to take advantage of his gifts.
You were responding to my letter 159 and were asking about Amanda taking Kyle to the doctor’s.
You suggested in the letter that I was ahead of you but really I am not. It was you that first broached
the subject a couple of months ago. In fact, it centered around your very first communication with
Tristan. You were reading the police report with Kyle’s day care teacher Erin Entrekin (I think).
According to list I keep of your letters it might be around your letter #94. I think it was Erin that said
to police Kyle was dropped off around noon by a blonde girl around noon on the 8th who said Kyle
had a doctor’s appointment and already has had a snack. You then asked Tristan about it, if Amanda
had taken Kyle to the doctor’s. You also asked me to try and get Tristan to get all of Kyle’s 2000
appointment info. You explained as his dad I have a right to it but being that I am in prison, it would
be easier if Tristan would get it. I believe I told you at the time in my response letter to 94 (possibly)
that I recall going to the doctors once for Kyle and Amanda, Kassidy and I were also there. I think
this was earlier than the 8th of Nov. though. I think your questions revolved around whether Kyle
was sick just prior to Halloween and whether he possibly infected Kassidy with it. I believe Tristan
confirmed this for you in your initial conversation or email exchange. Does this ring any bells yet? If
not, perhaps you can reread Erin’s interview or your letter 94 and my response. Sometimes we talk
about something several times so if it’s not in letter #94 it should be in that general area.
Either way, I don’t know why Amanda brought Kyle to the day care around noon on the 8th.
Possibly, it was due to a real doctor’s appointment where we took him and then she dropped him off
at the.day care for me, or she was just giving it as an excuse for dropping Kyle off late. Seeing
Kyle’s actual appointment history may help. The only problem with that is Kyle has gone to several
different pediatricians and I am not sure of who he was seeing at that time. Maybe Amanda had
something going on that morning and just didn’t get Kyle there on time.

You asked if there was more than one time that I expressed reluctance about taking Kassidy to a
doctor. No there was not. I’m 99% sure that I gave you these details already. I think you are going to
have to fire up that OCR machine... I can’t even recall exactly right now. It had to be within weeks of
Kassidy’s death but I am not even sure it was even a doctor for Kassidy I told Amanda to avoid and I
KNOW it was bruises from Jeff that I was concerned about, and not even from me. It was either the
falling off the bed at Jeff’s, the dog knocking Kassidy over, the “Mama’s here” story, or another of
Jeff’s stories. I’m thinking mid to late October because I want to say it was either a day care
interview that Amanda had lined up or a doctor’s appointment where Amanda was going with Emily
Conley for either one of her well-care visits or to Amanda’s eye doctor appointment which you
already have the date of. I recall saying to Amanda, I believe after the fact, that she went, something
to the effect of, “Hey, be careful, you bring her to some of these places and someone is going to think
you are abusing her. I wish I could remember exactly what the appointment was. All I know is it was
a pretty innocent comment that got blown out of proportion after Kassidy died. I’m positive the
bruises for which I was referring had nothing to do with me. In fact, Amanda went multiple places
with Kassidy. All of her friends saw her and Kassidy around my birthday around Oct. 15th. Amanda
took Kassidy to the Maine Security office at least monthly for the Aspire program, etc. It is just such
an irritating subject for me. I NEVER withheld medical treatment for Kassidy. I also never
prevented Amanda from going anywhere or taking Kassidy with her. The list of day care centers
Amanda called should prove something. I can’t wait for John to ask me.
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You spoke about your conversation with Jason Shunk and provided him my address. Jason was a
good kid, (I should say man now right?) I had forgotten about taking him to a concert at Hampton
Beach. Not even sure who we saw. He only worked for me briefly, as he was a product of Larry
Lane’s restaurants. I saw a lot of potential in him and tried to mentor him the best I could as always,
not just about McDonald’s, but matters of life. I remember after the summer he spent working for me
in Hampton Beach, him talking to me about his appreciation of the opportunity to work with me.
I think he enjoyed and responded better to my style of mgt. I think I was a bit more intense and also
nurturing. I tended to care about people’s personal lives. I was also a more excitable vocal leader
who could get the “troops” riled up for a big rush. I often related better to the younger mangers and
that is what our restaurants were filled with.
Don’t worry about sending me Ron Cotton’s book. Where it is non fiction I may be able to get it
on inter-library loan.
P J Rogers’s mom. I believe her name was Shirley or Sherry, lived in the Rochester or Milton
Area. I believe PJ went to school with Tristan. P J was either a grade or two ahead of her. Not like it
was a big discussion that Tristan and I had, I just recall her telling me that she knew he was. Mrs.
Rogers sent me Christmas cards for the first few years after the accident. It did not continue when I
came to prison.
You commented on my letter 161 and the fact that I used eye contact with Kassidy even to nurture
as well as deliver good news or discipline. This is still my main form of communication today. I’m
sure that if you emailed Tristan she would agree that I was always saying to Brent or Kyle, “Look in
Daddy’s eyes.” before communication. The difference between Kassidy and the boys is that they just
automatically looked into my eyes. Kassidy didn’t (could be a variety of reasons but I keep going
back to that autism/Asperger’s thing because it is one of the biggest symptoms.) So I would
sometimes palm her face and on occasions, those finger tip bruises would result. Just last week I was
sitting in visit with Kyle talking about some of the difficulties with his mom. Kyle’s head was down
a bit and I said, “Hey, look at me” and pointed to my eyes. “You are a great kid and your voice
counts. Don’t you ever forget it.”

Regarding your comments to my letter #162. I agree every case is different. The reason Cope’s
case caught my attention was the police handling, investigation, and general lack of professionalism
was so similar. With regards to the implicit myth that wrongful convictions don’t occur in NH, I
think we need to try and use this as a strength. 250+ wrongful convictions in this country and there
had NEVER been one in NH??? Is this because NH justice is perfect??? I don’t think people are that
ignorant to think that our police and prosecutors in NH are immune from mistakes. If so, this state
is even more backward than I thought.
Regarding Clarence Darrow’s quote “lost causes...” that’s cool. I understand. +agree You
mentioned having two copies of letter #162. Asked if there were more than 4 pages and mentioned I
didn’t sign it. My bad on the not signing. 4 pages was it. The second copy, I mentioned during our
meeting with John A. was for him. (We discussed a lot that day so I understand.) I wanted to give
John an idea about how you and I work together and communicate and you both are representing
men who you believe to be innocent. I figured the Cope case may also interest him, especially being
in law enforcement all of those years.
You referenced a doll house for Kassidy that I wrote to you about long ago in my letter 83. I don’t
remember the name of the store but it was one of the smaller stores near one of the “anchor” stores. I
believe that the mall had 3 or 4 anchors, Sears, Filene’s JC Penny, etc. I want to say that it was close
to Filene’s. It was before Halloween because some of the stores had Halloween decorations in the
windows. I’m not sure if it was a toy store or a craft type store. I’m not sure if anyone at the Mall
would know what stores were there in 2000 and even if we find this out, do they recall selling doll
houses. I can’t even recall why I was at the mall, I could have been killing a little time between
visitations of restaurants, or if I was there specifically to pick something up. Sometimes when I was
doing MVR’s, which is short for Management Visitation report, I would take a little time off between
hitting restaurants. MVR’S are tools that we used to gauge the restaurant from a customers
perspective. The restaurants in the seacoast are all pretty close together and if I showed up at one to
do a “shop” or MVR, the managers would alert the other mangers in the area that I was on my way.
It’s like a game of cat and mouse. The purpose of the tool was to get an accurate picture of our
customers’ experience on that day but if the managers were calling each other, they would put on a
“show” for me. Which in reality becomes a waste of my time and the exercise. So sometimes, I
would do some errands or whatever in between hitting the restaurants for these unannounced,
monthly visits. It is likely that I was picking up something specific or taking time between restaurant
visits while at the mall, rather than being done for the day. I was pretty sporadic.
If I was done for the day, it is VERY likely that the large doll house box would have been loaded
into my car. I was addicted to BJ’S Wholesale Club and couldn’t stop there unless it was the end of
my day because I’d leave with a car load full. When I made my comments in letter 83 I was thinking
about how much fun it would have been to see Kassidy play with this doll house that was bigger than
her. I guess it wouldn’t have mattered if I had purchased it that day. Kassidy died in November and
would never have had the chance to play with it. Who knows, maybe if one of the officers searching
my house came upon it, he would have scratched his head and said, “This doesn’t make
a lot of sense that this guy who we believe wanted to get ‘rid’ of Kassidy went out and spent all this
money on a doll house for her.” Probably not though, they ignored everything else that didn’t make
sense.
You provided me a list of football games for Oct. 22, 2000. Where did you find these? They
didn’t indicate which one was the Sunday night game? (NFL.COM) Usually the games are listed in
order of time. The last game the last game played for the day. If this holds true, it would be
Washington vs. Jacksonville. The Jets and Dolphins are both missing from this list. Perhaps they had
a BYE that week but maybe they were the Sunday or Monday night game. For some reason, I recall
they may have played. Maybe not. Check to see if they had the Monday night the 23rd game. If so, I
likely went back to Bruce’s with Jeremy after the golf outing and watched more football.

You asked about football and gambling. I had just started betting that very year. I had never been
really interested in gambling prior to that. Jeremy introduced me and I loved it. Bruce and I would
study all of the lines for the week and discussed the games we liked. We would sometime “tease” a
couple of games which may give us more points to play with but you had to win both games. It
didn’t matter what we did; we routinely cracked the bookies. We settled up weekly so that $900 that
Jeremy had for me was from the previous week and Bruce and I usually split 50/50 unless one of us
made a bet that the other didn’t agree with. We often bet Patriots, Watched nearly every Patriots
game, and parts of others. I would bring a bunch of the kid’s toys and play with them on the floor or
on Bruce’s coffee table. During halftime we would go throw balls around with the kids or take them
to a field to play. I do believe that we taped up windows for hurricanes, so we probably did tape up
the windows on the restaurants in prep for local for Hurricane Michael. By then, Hampton’s
windows were boarded for the seasonal shutdown.
I will work on my “events” during that time and write them in letters as they come to me.
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With regard to my last letter #171. I forgot to mention two things.
1. Regarding Jason Shunk. I have his address and will drop him a line. I would LOVE to see him
but I am hesitant to put him on my list of visitors because to do so, I would need to take someone
else off. We are only allowed to have 20 people listed on our visitors list and if I remove someone
they are off for an entire year before the prison will allow me to put them back on my list. It is a
policy that is very counterproductive to maintaining relationships (which is crazy considering many
experts believe a strong family and friend support structure is the key to keeping people out of prison
once they are released back into society.) There are some people that haven’t visited me in well over
a year, Jack Loftus, Bruce Aube, Aidan (Kyle’s little brother) but I am hesitant to remove them. If
the campaign starts picking up steam again, I will hopefully see them. I’ll see how things go with
writing Jay first. I know there is an effort by some for people doing life sentences being able to have
more than 20 vistors. It has been in the works forever though. Like most things here, progress is
slow.
2. For the Chronolgy, I recall a Sunday morning in August when Jeremy, Bruce and I went to
brunch at a restaurant called Banana’s. We were there to pick the players for fantasy football. This
would have likely been Sunday, August 20th. Amanda and Kassidy were probably at home. (I hope I
am not confusing the years).
Tristan was born in November, 1976. She had just turned 20 when we married. I was 25. I don’t
believe Ron Rice ever reviewed Jeff’s stuff because it wasn’t given to him. I will send it out now and
see what he thinks. You asked about my personell file at Colley McCoy.. It has been a long time
since I answered this to you. There is no file to be had. Another example of it being a shame that my
files were ransacked by my former tenant. I kept copies of all of my performance reviews, awards,
accolades, etc.

How McDonald’s works in s 99% of the people that work there are promoted from within vs.
hired from the outside. I started in Nov. 1986 in the Keene restaurant as a 15 year old. That is where
my file started and was kept. Very few people get promoted to area supervisor and we never
transferred the files up. Even as a restaurant manager, our supervisors kept our files in their office.
The particular company I worked for was Old school and did very little computer tracking. They
have updated substantially since then. We didn’t keep former employee folders forever. It was only 3
or 5 years. I forget which. I have been gone for 10 years. Our main office was in Windham, NH
when I worked for the company. Several years ago, they downsized and moved to a location in
Hooksett, NH. Barbara McKenzie told me that all of those old records were discarded before the
move. It’s too bad too because I always had outstanding reviews, accomplishments, etc. That is one
area of my life I am pretty confident about and saying that I was among the best. My vacation
schedule wouldn’t have been in my personnel file but I do recall that upon leaving in Nov. 2000, I
got two extra weeks pay for the vacations I hadn’t yet taken. I was pretty haphazard about vacations.
I often took one in May or June because summer vacations were pretty tough with the restaurants I
had. I wrote my own schedule though and took any time off that I needed. Bob and Pete, knew that
we worked A LOT and they didn’t micromanage me. In fact, I can only think of one time I ever had
a bit of attitude from Bob McDougall about time off. Tristan was graduating college at the tech and I
had an RVR in one of my restaurants. An RVR is where McDonald’s Corp sends in a field service
rep to grade your restaurant over a 2-3 day period. Bob and Pete liked us in the restaurants for those.
I informed Bob I would be taking several hours off to attend my wife’s college graduation. He said,
“Do what you need to do,” but I could tell he wasn’t happy. I had ketchup in my veins (not as much
as Bob because he would have skipped his wife’s graduation.) As much as I loved my job, I wasn’t
missing sharing this important milestone with Tristan. I’m especially glad now that I didn’t.
July 22, 2010 (173)
You asked about restraining orders and Tristan. I think you have some of the facts a little
confused. I don’t know the dates off the top of my head. You say our incident was 28 March 99. I
would have guessed earlier. But let’s assume that was not a mistake. There was an immediate order
filed and it goes into effect for like a week or two. I believe the police filed an emergency order on
the night of the event and a judge has to sign it. When those 1-2 weeks were up, Tristan would have
had to then go to court and tell a judge she was in fear for her life and he’d file an order for a year.
Tristan did not do this. We got right back together within days. It was my passion and love for her
that got the best of me. Anyway, we went along after that and I did everything in my power to make
her happy. At this point, Tristan just wanted out but I was too blind to see it and to in love to just
give up. She had just lost her passion for me.
Anyway, she hooked up with some girlfriend from work that was a little older and “worldly.” I
was sitting at home with Kyle one night and Tristan was late, and the next thing I know, this friend,
Melissa, calls and asks me to drop Kyle off with Tristan’s mom and come over to meet them for a
drink. I’m like, “OK” thinking maybe Tristan wanted to use her friend to help counsel us or
something. I was ok with this because I wanted to hear Tristan actually talk. I dropped Kyle off and
went back to my house to wait for their call as instructed. Next thing I know, some cop is pulling up
and serving me with a restraining order. We went to court about 6 week later and I didn’t even fight
her extending her restraining order. Tristan knew she wasn’t in any danger. She just wanted to be
free. Despite that order being in place, she and I had regular contact. (after a month or so). She
regularly showed up at the house. We did pick-ups of the boys at schools and sports events. We
went out to dinner, and we even spent the night together a few times. I think she just liked being able
to have this restraining order over my head so if I ever did bug her, she could remind me of her
control. It was supposed to expire in early November.
I just reread Tristan’s email to you and the tone was actually very good about her conversation in
Kittery PD. Let’s get things back to our close relationship before anything else. We were like best
friends for a long time after our divorce. She could talk to me about everything after we split up, and
how we co-parented beautifully. etc.

She was like my BIGGEST supporter. You emailing her from time to time with small details like
the one about her conversation in Kittery PD will help as much as anything.
Tristan and I split around the 2nd week of December. She immediately went to live with her
parents in Milton NH. I offered her the house and to continue making the payments, figuring it would
be less traumatic for the boys. She didn’t want the house.
July 23, 2010 (174)
Wow, 42 pages of chronology. I hope that isn’t too cumbersome and that people will take the time
to read it.
I don’t believe that I have ever seen “Justice Denied.” There are some interesting article excerpts
you sent with letter #204. I will order it. I missed the check cut-off deadline for this month, but when
the prison cuts checks next month, around Aug. 20, I will order it.
You asked about the “6 Flags” trip of 2000. I believe Jeremy conveyed an answer a couple of
months ago that he thought the trip was in mid-September, after we closed up Hampton Beach. Yes,
Amanda went with me for that day trip. We did not stay overnight. I’m pretty sure that Jen/Jeff or
one of Amanda’s friends watched Kassidy. We were only gone 12-14 hours. We had some group
photos taken. It’s too bad we can’t find them anywhere. I know the park had those little souvenir
photo key chains that you look through to see the photo that we purchased at the end. We also
purchased a photo that is automatically taken at the park’s main attraction, the Superman ride. Many
of us went on it. Amanda and I were on it and directly behind us in one of the chairs were Tom
Toomire and his girlfriend, Lisa Harnois. In attendance that day that I can recall, was Darryl Nalli
and his girlfriend, Melissa Brundage, Doris Franchescini, Tom & Lisa, Tom Urrutia and Dorothy.
Jeremy Hinton and he may have invited his dad. I can’t remember if his dad went or not. There was
one trip where Jack Hinton, Jeremy’s dad, drove us down in his van I believe. While I’m thinking of
it, there was one day in early summer that Jeremy and I both had off and hung out at Mr. Hinton’s
house, helping him repair the fence around his property. Jeremy had a softball game later that
evening at the town park and I went and watched his game. This had to be sometime in June. I
believe that Amanda and Kassidy were out-and-about doing something with Kassidy that day and I
met them at the house later that evening. I didn’t have Kyle that day. Mr. Hinton is a great
guy. One of those silent types that doesn’t talk a lot, but when he does it is funny or has meaning. I
know that he spent many years in the service and then settled in Greenland with his wife to raise their
three sons. Jeremy relayed to me once that he had an uncle that was an MP for many years and he
said this to Mr. Hinton or Jeremy regarding my case, “The police ALWAYS start with a family
member in a case like this, and if they can’t completely eliminate the mom or dad or someone else
living in the house, then they have their suspect and build the case around it, ignoring all others.” At
least initially, I think that Mr. Hinton, Jeremy, Jay, Jamie, and Diane Robinson, who was one of my
managers and the mother of Jamie’s child, Cameron, believed in me. They had all seen me around
my sons, Cameron and other children. Perhaps, like Becky B,. they all put their initial faith and trust
in the Foster’s and the courts.

You asked about Melissa Brundage, Keri Fortin, and Larry Giarard. They were all managers who
worked for me. Larry Giarard was a former area supervisor, like myself.. I thought it was going to be
a little awkward when he came to work for me, running the Greenland McDonald’s, but he was great.
He was an area supervisor when I started as a 15 year old, so he had been around forever. We got
along great, and he made my day once several months after working for me in Greenland when he
said, “I have enjoyed working for you Chad more than anyone else in my career. You pitch in, you
listen, you care and your enthusiasm is refreshing.” Unfortunately, Larry only worked for me for
several months and then he was moved to our main office to head up training and to administer our
computer maintenance. Larry was a computer nut and very trustworthy. Peter Napoli recognized that
with the age of our register systems, the growth of our company and all of the upgrades needed to
keep up with corp. mandates, Larry’s position was needed. It was actually kind of funny. Because
Peter really liked Larry. Larry was really struggling when he stepped down and within 2 months of
working with me, and adapting some of my philosophies, he was a star again. I was the confident
kid, that along with Pete’s son Sal, was going to run the company one day. When Pete came to
collect Larry, he chided me. “I hope you are done with this excellent manager that I lent you because
I need him back now.” Pete knew something that I didn’t when he sent me Larry.
Dawn Fortin worked for me in Rochester when I was the restaurant manager. Really nice girl.
Dawn’s little sister, Keri, was also good and had management potential. As I understand it, she is still
working for the company, maybe running Newington. Keri came along as I started getting promoted,
so I didn’t have as much interaction with her. I believe Jason hired her and started her development
while he was managing Rochester.
Keri is a very talented manager. She had good people skills and always had good command of the
operations. I enjoyed working with her and giving her tips here and there on how to “fine tune” her
skill set.
Melissa Brundage started working for me right at the start of college. We hired her to roll fajita’s
and make salads. It was a set up type/prep position at the restaurants at that time. We gave her the
nickname, “Fajita.” She was great, good sense of humor, laughed at everything, etc. I went to her
about learning other positions, which she wanted to do. After a while, I asked her if she was
interested in management, and she was. Then possibly making it a career, she was. So I spent many
hours with her one-on-one training her in all aspects of the job. She was very talented and eventually
got promoted to restaurant manager. Running Hampton Beach for a time, Greenland, and
Portsmouth. She was what we considered, home-grown. That is, she started out in one restaurant and
got promoted up through the ranks. I did a lot of things with my mgrs and she was around me a lot.
Both socially and work. She saw me through my single times. I had always been good to Melissa and
tried to help her as much as possible.
You asked about the trip to Bruce’s parents place in Pitts. NH. It is very possible that it happened
around that open weekend of 15-16 of July. I remember I worked that Friday because we drove up at
night. I’m sure Amanda’s mom had Kassidy. I would not have gone in July prior to the 4th and June
is unlikely because that is when we do all of the hiring and training for Hampton Beach. Pittsburg is
in Northern NH and is usually colder than down in the Rochester area. But it wasn’t cold when we
went. August, at least late August is less likely because it is the “dog days” of the beach. And where I
did so many other things in August, I doubt I would have done that to. It’s a place to start I guess. I
know there were a bunch of photos taken. If we ever get contact with Bruce we will ask if he has
any, perhaps his parents do, perhaps Derek Bennett took some or his mom who was also there. I will
give it more thought.
Sincerely,
July 23, 20l0 (175)

Thanks for the photo of Becky. I know EXACTLY who she is now and will write her. I recall she
was a pretty quirky kid. Just the type of challenge I enjoyed. It’s funny you asked in here about a
fight Tristan and I had in Dec. 99. I just wrote about that yesterday, before I received this letter.
Sometimes, it is scary how our thoughts seem to cross. Tristan moved out I guess, in the second
week in December 1999. I worked hard to repair the relationship. We were not friendly at first and
by February or March we were friends again. I think she and I met during the summer and she
indicated she wanted to file for divorce. We worked out details and she probably filed in August or
something. I recall meeting her in Dover McDonald’s sometime in Sept or Oct, right before her court
date to sign off. I didn’t go to court with her. Her lawyer, Stan Hawthorne, a family friend, did all the
paperwork. It was friendly, but sad. It represented the end of us. Even though I was happy with
Amanda by now, it still represented failure.
Wow, Becky sure seems to work hard. Two jobs. Bruce Aube’s mom, spent many years collecting
tolls on the Spaulding turnpike, I wonder if they know each other. I will ask when I write to her.
Great email exchange with Jackie. The last thing I want to do is offend someone and some of what
I wrote might. In fact, when I read your long reply email that you sent to her, I was thinking we
probably should have also removed that section about my reluctance to stay at their house the first
night I met them. She may take it that I was slamming her parenting, but what I was really trying to
talk about was my character. Oh well, if she’s super sensitive she will take it personally that I was
teaching Scotty how to hit a wiffle ball. Hopefully, though, she won’t. Hopefully, she will think back
to that time period and it will be a reminder to her of the care I showed with her own two eyes. If we
can get people to go back in their minds to their own actual memories vs. the horrible stories they
were told AFTER Kassidy’s death, it will be helpful.
On another subject, one of my friends here reminded me of another movie that might describe my
relationship with Amanda. It’s “Mr & Mrs. Smith,” Starring Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt. They are a
married couple of hitmen/woman. They are in love yet violent.
You asked about nicknames for Kassidy. I don’t know what Jen and Jeff called her other than Jeff
called her “stupid,” “retard,” “children of the corn,” when describing her. Hopefully, he didn’t call
her by those names, directly. I know I called her :Kass,” “sweetie,” “honey,” “babygirl,” and
“Kassidy.: Amanda would call her all of those and I know I have heard her on occasion call Kassidy
“Punkin” and ‘Sweet Pea.’ I also called her “little shit” at least once. As you noted, it sounds
horrible, but it was me being amazed at her. From the tone and smile on my face, she undoubtedly
knew it was a good thing. A typical example would be, “Come here, baby girl, and get your apple
juice.” Upon hearing this, Kassidy would know we were talking to her and come running into the
kitchen.
July 27, 2010 (176)
I don’t have a copy of your letter #199. I have everything else you sent with the packet except
your letter. It seems to be misplaced somewhere. If you asked me questions, you may want to resend
it. I met with John yesterday. It has been a horrible week here to say the least. I will explain more at
our visit. It went ok’. I was a little disappointed that he didn’t ask any of the questions that I put
together and I thought pretty much covered everything. Instead, he asked the same question 30
different ways. Of course, I was a bit nervous. I had so much riding on this. It didn’t help any that I
received your letter with the copy of the email from Bruce that he didn’t want to be bothered. It felt

like my guts were kicked up into my throat. I’m sure it added to the stress I was already feeling. I
was glad to see that John understood my reasoning of wanting certain questions to be asked. He said,
“I know why you want all of these questions asked. You feel like since the beginning no one has
believed anything you said. Starting with those police that were supposed to be INVESTIGATING.
Let’s focus on the big stuff today and maybe we can come back to some of your questions another
day.” I went on to explain further that it seems like once you are charged you lose all credibility and
your word no longer means anything even though honesty has always been one of your biggest core
values. The fact that you have spent a lifetime making the right kind of name for yourself now means
nothing. I wanted every question asked because I KNEW what the truth was and I didn’t want
anyone to think I was “ducking” a question, or that we left anything to question. I didn’t want to
leave any “wiggle” room.
In some of the letters that you have sent me beyond this one you were sending me the chronology
and “Letters from NH State Prison.” I made a few minor corrections and am sending these pages
back to you. I wasn’t able to add as much to the chronology as I would have liked. I recently
contacted Jeremy Hinton’s brother, Jaime, to see if he could help me get dates for the 2000 manager
and assistant managers’ convention. That will at least give us 4 more days to fill in on the chronology
and help us figure out more about that critical time period. I was encouraged to hear Jaime tell me
that he believed the manager’s convention was in Philadelphia. That is what I had thought and was
the place I originally told you we may have went. Always nice when you get confirmation that you
aren’t crazy. In addition, staring at the chronology for well over an hour, gave me some important
details to share with you centering around Oct. 22.
I knew from our correspondence last week that I had told Jeff sometime after my trip with him to
Maine to get the 3-wheeler, that McDonald’s would not be renewing his contracts the following
spring. I wanted to look at what we already had established from that week and see if it sparked any
more memories. As I looked at Oct. 22, a “light bulb” went on. On that Sunday morning Amanda and
I drove home early from Bruce and Michelle’s house in Newport. Jeff showed up at Rochester late
with Kassidy, and Jeff and I left about an hour later than I wanted to while Amanda, Travis, and
Kassidy were in the kitchen. Later that day, Jennifer came to visit with Amanda and Kassidy at our
home-in Rochester. They were going to spend the day together. In addition to Amanda changing
Kassidy’s first diaper and noticing the black and blue covered butt, all three of the girls, Amanda,
Jen, and Kassidy, went on the trampoline that afternoon I know that I have told you this previously,
but I couldn’t reference a time frame when Amanda saw bruises on Jennifer. It was this afternoon,
while they were jumping on the trampoline that Amanda first noticed bruises on Jennifer’s leg. When
Amanda initially asked Jen about it, Jennifer denied Jeff did anything. Amanda was trying to put her
sister at ease and get her to open up, so she (unwisely) told Jen, “It’s ok Jen, you can talk to me,
Chad hits me sometimes.” With this, they apparently had a sincere discussion, and Amanda then
invited her to stay with us. “Really you can, Chad won’t care.” Likely with all the detail I have been
trying to come up with about Kassidy, this escaped me but when I started staring at the page it stuck
right out. I know this because I had this in the back of my mind when I spoke to Jeff specifically
about the spanking he gave Kassidy on Oct. 25th., Amanda had to have told me about this
conversation with Jen and inviting her to stay with us prior to me confronting Jeff on Oct. 25. Of
course, I reassured Amanda that it was fine if Jen needed to stay with us. I don’t know why this has
never stuck out to me before. More importantly, provided that Amanda was telling me the truth, why
didn’t it stick out to Jen? Three weeks prior to Kassidy’s death, Jeff hit Kassidy so hard through her
diaper that she was black and blue.
In hindsight, I probably should have involved myself right when Amanda told me about Kassidy
and Jennifer, but with Jen especially, I figured it was best to wait until she asked for help or Amanda
wanted me to intervene. I waited a few days to approach Jeff about Kassidy for a couple of reasons.

1. Amanda was pretty determined to handle Jeff herself. Amanda liked to know that I was “there” but
never liked me to take over or get involved unless she asked me to. To jump in uninvited was to
invite my own wrath from Amanda. I think it may have had something to do with our age difference.
Amanda always wanted to prove to me she was independent and capable of making her own
decisions and dealing with things. She had no problem asking for help when she felt she needed it.
2. I was seeing “RED” over Kassidy’s butt. Jennifer begged Amanda not to tell me about Kassidy’s
black and blue butt with good reason. If I had gone to confront Jeff immediately after first seeing
Kassidy’s butt I would have likely ripped his arms right out of the socket. There was a good reason
why McDonald’s always insisted on a 24 hour cool off period before terminating an employee. It
helps your reasoning skills.
The main reason for writing about Oct. 22 was the evening conversation when Jeff and I returned
from picking up the 3-wheeler I just purchased. I know I have written about this before but I don’t
believe I have written this to you directly. When we returned that evening, I expected Amanda to be
really happy because it was her 3-wheeler. She was kind of crabby and throwing daggers with her
eyes. Now remember, I had just spent the entire day with Jeff, where he spent hours “ripping”
Amanda + Jen’s family, and ripping Kassidy. Talking about how she is spoiled is a brat, etc.
(Certain people have this ability when they speak to whack away at something until you somewhat
see what they are describing as they do. Jeff has this ability... ) I don’t know yet how badly Jeff beat
Kassidy’s butt. However, this knowledge has been festering in Amanda all day. The four of us adults
were sitting around the dining room table talking and the subject comes up about Kassidy, her
behavior, (tantrums when she doesn’t get what she wants.) etc. I don’t know who started the
conversation, but Jeff had been watching Kassidy pretty regularly. I know at some point Amanda got
up from the table after Jeff was talking about Kassidy needing discipline and structure and she stated,
“I don’t know, Jeff, but no one should ever hit someone else’s kid.” Amanda even addressed both
Jeff and I when she re entered the room saying that we were picking on Kassidy. (I didn’t understand
how I got dragged into it. Everything that I tried to do for Kassidy was to benefit her.) Anyway, after
they left, Amanda was changing Kassidy’s diaper and hysterical, crying, etc. I asked her what was
wrong and she held Kassidy’s legs up, “This, look at her butt. Jeff said she was being bad so he
spanked her.” I said, “Oh my God, that is more than a spanking. Why didn’t you tell me about that
when he was just here so I could kick his ass?” Amanda said, “Because Jen asked me not to, she was
afraid you would kill Jeff, she said she was going to deal with him.” I then said, “Well, now I
understand your comments aimed at Jeff spanking someone else’s kid.”
During the course of this conversation at the dining room table, I unintentionally gave Jeff some
“ammo” that he later fed to the police. I talked about seeing some of those crazy fits myself. I talked
about her throwing herself on the floor, or running face first into the corner and closet door. Worst
yet, “She was so hysterical last week about me giving Amanda a kiss last week that she started
screaming so intensely I thought she stopped breathing so I SPLASHED COLD WATER IN HER
FACE.” I thought it was Amanda but it was likely me that give that information to Jeff which he
gave to the KPD early on November 9th.
You asked about my Jan. 28th letter where I described doing a picture game with Kassidy ....
I guess I described it as such because I couldn’t think of a better name for it. Kassidy’s vocabulary
and knowledge of the world around her was expanding daily. Amanda and I would sit her in our lap
and point to different things around the room and name them: ball, plate, spoon, wall, rug, stove, etc.
She was really great about remembering the ones that she learned from the previous day. We would
do the same with picture books.
My favorite thing was the face name game. You touch something on her or your face and she
would tell you what it was. Hair, ear, eyes, nose, etc. I absolutely LOVED the way she said nose. It
was as if the word was clipped and had a bunch of SSSSS at the end, “nossse.” She always had the
best smile during the face name game, so eager to get the words out and always right. At the
conclusion, we’d stretch our arms out and say, “hug” and she’d put her head on your chest or near
your neck depending on how she was sitting and say, “””OOOOHHHHHHH” as you hugged. It was
the sweetest thing and would just melt me every time.

Also, in your Jan. 28th letter you asked about what particular tantrums Kassidy had, and when I
spoke of “palming” her cheeks to obtain eye contact. Your question was, “What did I say to Kassidy
in this instance?” I can’t recall exactly, but it was usually something like, “We’ve been through all of
this before. You need to stop having these fits. I’m not going anywhere. You are going to have to
learn to share mama.” Later, after the tantrum is over, everybody’s calm, I’d go pick Kassidy up,
give her a big kiss and try to explain again in a very soothing voice, something similar. I know she
was probably too young to understand it but that was the method I used with the boys and was the
method I was going to use with her. Eventually she would understand what I was saying. I didn’t
envision the fits going on forever. What I couldn’t understand was why they were returning. She had
not had them like this since the very beginning of our relationship in June/July. It made no sense to
me.
Still on your letter of Jan 28. It’s great that Becky is going to check with Irene Ricci to see if she
remembers the call. I hope Irene remembers it and/or is willing to tell us. I sure remember it. It’s odd
some of the things we remember. This is a pretty insignificant thing yet I remember it clearly. Other
things I have the hardest time with. Irene has one of those very young sounding voices, very soft
spoken on the phone. It makes an impression. She asked if Travis was there (at our house), and when
I informed her that he just left, she kind of giggled and said he was already supposed to be there. (at
her house). I may have even told her that I held him up a little. That would be great if she comes back
to us with this.
In any event, yes, Gonic is local to Rochester, in fact, for the first year I lived in Rochester I
thought it was part of Rochester. I was surprised to read that Irene is again/ or still working at
McDonald’s in Rochester. She worked there for me for a number of years. Both her, and her sister
April. As a matter of fact, the father of Irene’s children, Mike, also worked for me for a while.
You asked about Kyle and his going to day care late on the morning of Nov. 8th. It is very
possible that Erin, the day care teacher was confused about what Amanda said. It is also possible that
some other child was late that morning due to a doctor’s appt.. Without getting Kyle’s medical
records it is hard to recall or confirm if he had an appointment on that particular day. I know that
months ago you confirmed with Tristan that Kyle had IN FACT been sick around that time with the
flue. I know Amanda and I figured he gave it to Kassidy as is typical in a household, so we were less
concerned when she exhibited similar symptoms. In hindsight, I obviously wish we had been less
confident that she likely caught something from Kyle. I don’t know if Kyle missed any other days of
school that week. Even though it was preschool, it was structured, and he was learning things so I
liked him to be there. On the other hand, since his birth, if I had time off, and could spend it with him
I would doing something with him, regardless of whether or not I had to pay for day care. Money
was important to me but it didn’t hold a candle to time with him and having a chance to spend time
and watch him grow. Every day with kids at that age is a new experience.
It is not likely that Amanda took Kyle to the doctor’s without me knowing it. It’s also unlikely that
Tristan would ask her to do something like that, especially without my knowledge. Tristan and
Amanda were sometimes friendly toward each other, but simply because of the dynamics they were
never going to be close. This weighed on me tremendously. More so than any past relationship I have
had. One represented my past and was the mother of my son, and the other represented my future. I
had planned to be forever linked to both of them. I had love for both of them. Never before was it
important for me to have an ex and a “present” to be friends, but with them it was. We had Kyle to
think about. I did everything I could to try and nurture their relationship. I probably tried too hard. I
just hated tension and you could sometimes feel it when they were in the same room. Other times, it
was tension free. Perhaps time would have made everything better. This was still new to everyone.

You asked me to try and nail down the date that I spoke with Mrs. Edgar about watching Kassidy.
It’s funny, because when I was reviewing the chronology the other day, I did just that. The best I can
come up with at this point is between Oct. 30 and Nov. 6. I know it was around the time that Amanda
was herself calling for day care openings. As often happens in this case where it was so long ago, I
have conflicting memories of something that has seemed inconsequential for so long. Part of me feels
that I checked because Amanda had checked into a few places and was having no luck. But,
according to your notes, Amanda didn’t start calling until Nov. 3rd. Part of me thinks I covertly
checked into Crossroads prior to Amanda making calls, so that if Mrs. Edgar said it was fine, I would
encourage Amanda to bring Kassidy there. It was a great school and it would be convenient for Kyle
and Kassidy to be at the same place. Presented in this manner, Amanda likely would not have taken it
personally that I was trying to make decisions for her. The only problem was, I know that Amanda
had her heart set on a Maine day care, in the Kittery area.
#1 it would be close to her work.
#2 I believe it had something to do with the Aspire program. I really don’t know much about the
Aspire program or her dealings but I believe she was using Jeff and Jen’s address for program
purposes. As you and I have discussed. I had no knowledge of how Kassidy had died when I went in
for my interrogation but I was worried about getting Amanda into trouble with the state of Maine. In
hindsight, her telling the state of Maine about where she was living was the least of our problems. Of
course, at the time we didn’t know that. We’ve all seen the cop shows were “bad cop” latches onto
the tiniest thing to twist you up and use it against you. And I certainly wasn’t going to try and give
them something to hurt Amanda with. Hey, I just realized, my case is one of those I
above-described television programs. Even if Amanda had not gotten into Old Navy, she planned to
find something in Kittery.
Given how close Gina Warner and I once were, I hope she will respond. You spend years you
think, building relationships and doing right by people and then you wake up one morning to find
you have nothing. I once found an article in a newspaper where Gina’s daughter, Shannon, had
nominated her adoptive father, Craig Warner, for some father of the year award. It was a touching
article. I had known Shannon since she was a young child. I wrote a little note to Shannon about how
special and thoughtful it was for her to do something so nice. I believe I sent it to Gina so she could
decide whether or not to give it to Shannon. I have no idea if she did.
Ok. Back to Mrs. Edgar above. (I hate typewriters) Did she mention during your call if Kassidy
was with me or not when I spoke with her? I don’t believe Kassidy was but if by chance she was, it
would have been NOV. 2 that I spoke with her because I had Kassidy by myself that evening as
Amanda and Nicole went to their money mgt. seminar. All of these conflicting memories of the day
care situation provide at least one clue - I WAS thinking about this at the time.
I have no problem writing a letter to Jackie as long as I can’t get into trouble for it. I believe I
have told you before that when Amanda was visiting me in 2007, I begged her to bring her mother up
here to meet me face to face. As a matter of fact, maybe I just read it in your letters from NH.
Perhaps that is an email you should copy her.
July 28, 2010 (177)
You asked about my counselor, Gray, that worked at Strafford County Guidance or whatever it
was called. You mentioned Becky was going to try and track him or the place down. Let Becky know
that it is/was located right next the now defunct 103 Restaurant, which was right on Main Street. I
believe the counseling center was one or two buildings away and looked like a converted house. I
was told some years ago that Gray had left the country soon after I stopped seeing him. Possibly to
do mission work??? I can’t recall who I heard this from. It may have been me trying to contact him
myself to see him again or something. Even while I was seeing him, I knew he would
be retiring soon.
Another funny coincidence?? For the domestic violence group I was court-ordered to take I
met one time a week in Dover or Rochester. The Rochester group was held in the backroom
of this counseling building.

Regarding the characterization of Jeff’s McDonald’s contracts, “non-renewal” of contracts is fine
vs. “cancellation.” Actually, it is more accurate. Cancellation would be if I replaced someone mid
season. That actually almost happened with Jeff, a year or so earlier but I couldn’t find someone to
take over mid season.
I hear you about holding off on the email to Amanda. That is fine. I totally understand why you
want to find out about Kassidy’s actual appointment history. The reason I suggested the email to her
asking for confirmation of how often I reminded Amanda to take Kassidy to the doctor is the way it
was worded, made it EASY for Amanda to respond. It gives Amanda that chance to be helpful. This
would likely LEAD to a conversation with her where you can those releases signed. You just have to
trust a little bit that I knew this girl (somewhat at least), that I planned to marry. I know some of how
she thinks. You provided some good bruising type questions about bruising and how little it was
looked into. Hopefully, you have these questions SET ASIDE somewhere for when we get to speak
to a doctor.
Regarding Scott Lane. I do think he is worth contacting. Even after my arrest he was pretty
supportive and said, “Don’t worry, you have supporters out here that know the truth.” Scott lived in
Gonic right around the corner from Gina Warner. I doubt very much if Scott has moved. In fact, he
purchased Gina’s old mobile home years ago. Scott is kind of a self described “loner”. He is a HUGE
gun nut and when he isn’t out working 80 hours a week, he is cleaning or shooting his guns. Scott
was in a bad car accident a number of years before I met him that somewhat affected his motor skills
and one of his legs. However, he is very intelligent and has an incredible memory. I think he may
have been over to my house a couple of times while Kassidy and Amanda lived with me. If so, he
will remember almost every detail. I can almost guarantee it. I’m sure he still lives in that mobile
home park in Gonic. Scott is very methodical and not a big fan of “change”. My address book was
taken once by security years ago, and I don’t have his address anymore. Perhaps my dad has name or
number as he dealt with Scott a couple of times.
Glen was an electrician that worked for Jacobs and Son Electric when I knew him. I believe Jeff
Jacobs and Glen went to high school together. There were some photos of all of us together but none
that I have seen since we started this. I do recall some details of the times with Glen, Deb, Me, and
Amanda. I’ll try to get them down this week.
Larry Lane went to Martha’s Vinyard with Kim Grace. This is the girl that I formerly dated that
Amanda was upset about on the night of the Exeter Inn party.
July 29, 2010 (178)
I just rec’d 214 tonight and see that you replied to 176. Whoops I just sent you another 176+177
yesterday. So I will make my copy of the second one 176A. This was kind of a short letter so I am
going to skip a few and respond this evening. Included with this letter will be copies of letters I wrote
to Holy Rosary, Dr. Anderson and Dr. Clark.
The quote you are asking about with Becky was in letter 168. Your copy obviously hasn’t arrived
yet. It was basically about her transformation and change of heart after she started reading from the
website.
Thanks for the lyrics to the “Pink” song. Listen to it sometime if you get a chance. I often find the
singers’ presentation is more important than the words themselves.
You were responding to my letter #171 and asked a few questions. The $900 Bruce and I made
that week early in November betting was to be split between us. Nice little bump for watching
something you love, right? Imagine being one of these professional athletes getting to play a sport
you love for millions of dollars? Yes, we would bring some of the kid’s toys to play with them while
watching football at Bruce’s. Bruce had a fooseball table in his kitchen and we would stand Kyle up
on a chair and let him hit balls. Brent liked to play it as well. It didn’t really interest Kassidy that
much.

You were responding to my letter #172 and asked about Tristan’s college graduation. It was
during the day at the campus of NH Technical Institute in Concord. I want to say, May 1999. I can’t
remember all of the particulars I believe it was a 3 year program with school and “clinical” time and
she finished a half year earlier or so. She earned a degree in X-Ray Technology and later went to
school for MRI’s and Cat Scans Yes, I paid for the entire cost of tuition and books. But I was married
to Tristan at the time and it was OUR money. I kind of got the ball rolling with her going to school.
She was VERY good at McDonald’s but as I mentioned previously, not a great idea for us to work
together and both have crazy careers. I wanted her to have a good career, something she could be
proud of, and financially able to take care of herself if anything ever happened to me. However, I
wanted it to be a more “normal” job working 8-4 M-F or something. Rather than the crazy hours I
worked as a supervisor. It was CRUCIAL that one of us be there for the kids.
We both agreed on that. Because I already had the supervisors job, it made sense for her to leave
the company. We discussed school for a little bit. I encouraged her to pick ANY field that she wanted
to go into at any local school and I would find a way to pay for it so she could focus on the kids and
her studies. I was most proud at the time that we were just able to write a check every semester. We
never had to borrow or take out a loan. It felt like an accomplishment to pay for school, all other
bills, childcare, put money away in IRA’s for Tristan and me, as well as savings for the boys. That is
how driven I was, always focused on the future, and how great things are going to be.... It probably
caused some stress for Tristan and I. If I could do it over, I would have worked a little less, and
played more during those years. I was doing what I thought was best at the time. So yes, I guess I
paid for it but Tristan did the heavy lifting, driving to Concord everyday, taking care of the boys. She
was a real trooper. I was SO PROUD of her. I don’t care how much opposition McDougall
potentially could have given me, I would not have missed her graduation for anything. Looking at the
situation we are now in, I’m thankful every day that Tristan worked so hard and achieved that
education. Regardless if Tristan and I were divorced or together, I would have worried about her and
tried to help her financially. She is able to take care of herself and the boys.
July 30, 2010 (179)
We discussed many topics today but there were several you wanted me to respond to. Before I
start, I wrote a letter to Holy Rosary Credit Union yesterday with the address you provided. After I
finished the letter, I recalled that just prior to Kassidy’s death, one of my former shift managers of
several years was working at the credit union. Her name is/was Michelle “Missy” Labrie. Everyone
called her Missy, but I am confident her first name was Michelle. The reason I mention this is
because if the credit union doesn’t respond, there is a chance Missy still works there and we may be
able to contact her and get some help. She is a very bright girl and I imagine if she stuck with it, she
is in some type of Mgt. position now.

You asked about the 3-wheeler’s. There was, in fact, a 3rd 3-wheeler. I have a recollection that I
wrote about it 45-60 days ago. I’m confident when you type 3-wheeler into your OCR program you
will find it. There are details about that 3rd 3-wheeler that I remember now, and didn’t then so I will
update you with the new info. Looking at the chronology I am fairly certain that I purchased this
third 3-wheeler on the morning of Friday Nov. 3, 2000. It is possible that it was the second but I
don’t believe so. I had purchased the first two 3-wheelers and when browsing through a buyer’s
guide I saw this third one for cheap money. I called the guy up in Maine that owned it and I believe
he wanted $600 for it. I believe he ended up calling me back the evening at some point and told me
that he would be traveling down 1-95 headed to Mass. early Friday morning and we made
arrangements to meet at like 7a.m. in the parking lot of the Greenland McDonald’s. I had planned to
just leave the 3-wheeler in the trash corral behind the dumpster and make arrangements to get it later
but when I got there I saw it wasn’t going to work. The guy arrived with the 3-wheeler and I could
see that it was well used. In fact, much of the plastic was cracked and beaten. The bike needed some
work. I told the guy that $500 was as high as I was going to go. He thought about it for a minute and
then agreed. I believe I then had the problem of getting it to Rochester. I called Jeff who lived about
15 minutes away to see if he could come meet me. I offered him $50 to bring it to Rochester the next
time he was going that way. I believe he told me he was actually planning to go to Dover later that
afternoon and would drop it off at my house then. I offered Jeff $50 because I had just saved $100 on
the 3-wheeler and I had two “President Grants” in my pocket. I knew it would motivate him to have
cash. I had to drive all the way down to Hampton Beach that morning to pick up some piece of
equipment that was broken in the Rochester Store. I am almost positive I had to call Jeff back a
second time because he was taking forever to get there and I needed to get going. Jeff was often late.
One thing that was really good about supervising a seasonal restaurant is I could borrow equipment
from it all off season if something went down in one of my restaurants.
When our maintenance staff was able to come make a repair we would then return the equipment
we borrowed from the beach. Anyway, after Jeff and I loaded up the three wheeler, it’s important to
note here, that while I was in Greenland with Jeff at this time, I mentioned to him that he needed to
come down some evening real soon and cut back the bush line as it was affecting the restaurant
visibility. He assured me that he would. As was usually the case with Jeff, I would have to ask him 23 more times before it would get done. Thus, that was the purpose of my phone call to Jeff on the
morning of Nov. 9. I forget the exact numbers, but with McDonald’s something like 80-85% of our
business was impulse shoppers. In other words, most people make their decision that they are going
to McDonald’s no more than 60 seconds before they get onto our lots and this makes visibility and
signage crucial.
I am almost positive that Amanda and Kassidy met me down in Portsmouth to have dinner
together. I want to say we either went to Shorty’s Mexican Restaurant or Applebee’s. I don’t
remember seeing a credit card charge on the Chase Gold Card statement you sent me, which would
make sense considering I had just saved cash earlier in the morning. I know, you want to know what
we ate. I know at both restaurants there was a chicken breast meal that I was very found of. Kassidy
likely had chicken fingers from the children’s menu and Amanda likely had a salad if it was
Applebees’s or chicken burrito type dish if it was Shorty’s. I’m not sure if we purchased anything or
not, but I can almost guarantee that we stopped and walked around BJ’s for a little while together.
Especially if we were at Applebee’s, which was just down the road. For some reason, I was addicted
to BJ’s. It was always full of cool and different stuff.

I’m guessing your next question is why did I buy (3) adult sized three wheelers. There are actually
several reasons for this. I am kind of an impulse shopper ... In those days I was becoming a lot more
carefree with the “purse strings”. Tristan was gone, and her college was paid for. I was very
disciplined during those years and I wasn’t so sure at the time that I met Amanda that, that wasn’t
part of my and Tristan’s demise. I didn’t want to make same mistakes. I was going to live a little
more in the “now.” Everyone was pretty well taken care of, no major bills, etc. If I saw something I
wanted or wanted to buy for someone, I was going to have it. I had a well paying job and-wanted to
enjoy certain things in life. The 3-wheelers were just a start. I had planned that when Kassidy and
Kyle were just a few years older I had planned to buy them starter 4 wheelers. (Similar to the
photographs you have seen of Kyle on his 4 wheeler around age 6 and his cousin, Malana, on hers.)
I would have never let the kids get 3-wheelers because they are so much more dangerous (Of
course, I didn’t think they were dangerous for me because they are what I grew up with.) Riding is so
much fun and a great way to spend family time together. Rochester has some awesome trails and pits
to ride. I also bought the last three wheeler as a back-up. It was “short” money and they are prone to
breakdowns. This way, I would always have two running. Probably the most important reason I
bought the third 3-wheeler was because I wanted to have it around for guests to ride with
us. Right before Kassidy’s death, Amanda was talking about having her brothers come down again to
stay with us. I figured Josh would have a blast bombing around on one of those things with me in the
sand pit near my house. Being that it wasn’t the dead of summer I was looking forward to having
Josh and Scotty come down. I would have .more time to spend with them, getting to know them, etc.
Unfortunately, it never happened.
Jeff was supposed to deliver the 3-wheeler later that day, but when I got home it wasn’t there. I
believe I called him, and he said he got tied up and would deliver it in a day of so. I wasn’t worried
about it because I had no immediate plans but I do recall him putting me off like this several times. It
turns out that he off loaded it at his house. He never did deliver it. By this time, I had told him he
wasn’t going to have his contracts renewed. We never had any further discussions about it but Jeff
wasn’t the type that likely would have. Sometime after Kassidy died, and I was seeing Amanda
against my bail condition she informed me that she had told Jeff through her mom or sister, to give
the 3-wheeler to Josh. I was fine with that. I wonder if Josh ever did get the 3-wheeler?
You also asked me to write about all my contacts with Jeff Marshall. I will do that in my next
correspondence. My back is spasming right now and I need to give it a rest. So I learned something
new about you at your meeting. You don’t watch much television. As you can imagine, it is an
important babysitting tool in here. Do you rent and watch DVD movies with your wife? Hopefully
your R.O.A.D. project stuff is going well for you.
July 30, 2010 (180)

We just spoke on the telephone an hour our so ago. I debated on calling you back but I figured
you would rather read my feedback on your comments. And for the record, you didn’t make a
mistake telling me about Bruce’s email response. They WERE my inner circle. These are the people
that I spent my life with. I’ve always been more uptight about how we approach these people because
rejection from them would be extremely painful. You make a great point. Many people that I didn’t
have a lot of contact with may have their memories skewered by the things they read. Bruce had been
to my house or me his, 100’s of times. No comparison. I still have no recollection of ______ coming
to my house when I was with Amanda and Kassidy. I guess it is possible but I’d be willing to bet that
if _______ was asked to describe events at my house, it would have been from the 1995-96 time
frame. In thinking back to the 1990’s and you may want to pass this onto Becky as well, I would be
surprised if you didn’t find more people with similar descriptions of me. Especially anyone that may
have worked for me in the early to mid 90’s. I think I’ve described myself to you as being an
“excitable” person. Sometimes in that business you really need to be to rally the troops going into a
rush. Often times I would hoot and holler going into a rush as the manager to get everyone pumped
to deliver. Other times, the only way to get a bunch of 16 & 17 year old kids’ attention is to drop a
metal serving tray on the prep table, wave your hands in the air and say, “now that I’ve got your
attention, I need some food so we can serve these customers.” When I first took over Rochester, it
was so screwed up from years of mis-management that I needed to change the entire culture. There
was a great nucleus of people with the mgt. team but that was it. I was very excitable in those years.
After that, I was driven to succeed so I was like chariot driver. What I am saying is, much of the
time, my approach to situation was calculated. This is not to say, that there weren’t days when I was
short tempered. Some days in that business are very stressful. Equipment breaks, people don’t show
up, you run out of product, the entire crew seems they aren’t properly trained, you are much busier
than expected, etc. I wasn’t as calm as a lot of restaurant managers, but that was what worked for me.
There were those occasions when I got angry over stupid things, spoke to someone irrationally, etc.
But just as with my children, if I was wrong about something I apologized. If I said something with a
little extra “zip” on it, I explained it. I NEVER let things go unaddressed. If I got after someone, I
would always take a few minutes to talk through the situation before they left for the day. I was
passionate about my job and I am confident that if you asked most people that worked for me, if I
cared about them personally, they would say, “yes”. I always wanted to help people succeed. I
learned early in my career, “The most successful managers are the ones that leave people thinking
about what they said, not how they said it.” I think people generally felt the “love” when the
conversation was over.
I wonder if it is worthwhile or even smart to think of a few questions to provoke thought in people
when they are relaying something like this. Sort of like how your questioning of Becky when she
referred to me with a label made her step back and evaluate. She came back with an “oops my bad.” I
guess the point is I want people to be able to differentiate. If I truly was an asshole, fine. But if you
are making an assumption because of something you read or because I was excitable as a manager,
that is different. “Did you feel he was short tempered or did you feel he was passionate about the
people working for him, wanting to help them all become successful while also maintaining great
service to his customers?” I feel like passionate about his crew and service to the customer is a better
descriptor of who Chad was. The last thing I will say on the subject for now, is around the time I
married Tristan and started getting promoted above restaurant manager, my style changed somewhat.
Part of it may have been I was getting older. We know that as men reach the age 25 or so, they
settle in somewhat. I think a bigger part of it was I was no longer working “hands on” every single
day with the same crew day after day. My role changed when I was in the restaurants. I still worked
shoulder to shoulder and acted like the biggest cheerleader from time to time but I was with these
people less often. I funneled most of my communication through the managers. I was no longer
doing all of the hiring and the last thing I wanted to do was ruin some poor 16 year old kid’s

week because the area supervisor was “yelling” at him. There was a tremendous amount of respect
naturally given to the position. I tried to make it my goal to put people at ease and have fun with it. I
didn’t want to be viewed as the “big bad supervisor” when I drove onto the lot. I would be very
surprised if you could find anyone from 1997 on, (outside of a restaurant manager perhaps) that
would describe me as short tempered or a yeller.
On to Jeff Marshall. You asked about my earliest interactions with Jeff and anything that I may
not have already told you. I think I first met Jeff when I was either in my last year of managing
Rochester or first year of supervision. He was doing landscaping for Larry Lane in Dover. That was
one of Larry’s stores. Jeff did ok (he was fine as long as he only had 1 or 2 of our restaurants.) Larry
loved Jeff’s prices. Usually, it was the supervisor that selected the landscaper but as the manager of
Rochester, I was given a lot of leeway. Because of the job I was doing, I pretty much staffed the
beach myself and everyone knew I would be the next area supervisor promoted. I didn’t want to hire
Jeff in Rochester even though Larry was basically recommending him. I had this new guy I wanted
to try out, Glen Couture. This had to have been around 1996-97. The following year, Glen Couture
told me that he wasn’t going to doing landscaping work. Jeff did OK in Dover the previous year and
he was cheap, so we decided to give him a shot in Rochester. That first season he did ok but he still
didn’t have many restaurants. He showed he needed a lot of follow up, but I didn’t mind all that
much when I didn’t have that many restaurants. It was the next season that led me to see that Jeff
wasn’t going to landscape many of my stores, if any. He had approximately 8 restaurants between
Larry and me. He needed almost constant follow-up and his low prices were no longer worth the
aggravation.
At the time I worked for Colley McCoy there were two distinct areas. Frank Morse ran one half
the company, and Bob McDougall the other. In Frank Morse’s area, one landscaper did the entire
area. Jeff knew this, and he envisioned working himself in a position to do all of Bob’s area. The
only thing that Jeff didn’t take into account is that business is more than making verbal
commitments, which is the easy part. Then you have to do the work. Jeff had dreams of having a
larger landscaping business, as I understand he has now, and that’s to his credit. However, at the
time, he didn’t have the experience or the organization. I think his idea of running a business seemed
to be having a person or two doing the work while he walked around with the property owner making
small talk. When you start a small business, you have to get your hands dirty. Maybe he treated me
differently because he knew that I had much more potential business for him. The best landscapers
are the ones that were working with their crews. He was the “executive” while his girlfriend was
running around mowing the lawn and working hard. it seemed to me from his style that he would
have been in over his head with any more than 3-4 restaurants. Some of those decisions were not
mine to make.
Prior to meeting Amanda I invited Jeff to my house on a couple of occasions. It wasn’t a big deal,
like he was some personal friend. I invited everybody over. I liked to have parties. If I was friendly
towards you, I invited you. I invited former employees, current employees, my hair dresser. Hell I
invited the guy that repaired the broken glass at my restaurant. If I liked you, I invited you. The
people that worked for me worked hard, and I liked to have parties, they were stress relieving.
It was great for team building. A lot of the kids that worked for me came. I had beer and alcohol for
adults and soda, punch, burgers, dogs, etc. for the kids. We cranked the stereo, played basketball,
played cards, sat around talking, etc.

After I went on probation, I stopped having parties, I was getting older, I was no longer the
restaurant manager so I wasn’t as close to the Rochester staff, not to mention, I didn’t want a house
full of people knowing that the PO could come over at any time. The occasions that Jeff spoke of
coming to my house were all prior to 2000. I also hired him to do a spring clean up at my house prior
to 2000. My yard was covered with pine trees and they made a huge mess over the winter. After I
started seeing Amanda, Jeff was over on several occasions. Sometimes to drop things off, other
times, to pick up Kass. He was dating Amanda’s sister, so I saw him more during that period than
any other time. I was grateful that he had hooked me up with Amanda. It turned into much more than
I expected. I would guess it was more than he expected as well considering he kept telling me to just
take her out. He said, “She obviously puts out, she has a kid.” He was doing a nice thing at the time, I
thought, and then he said something terrible like that. He never tired of reminding me that he
“hooked me up.” I owe him one, etc.
Realistically, I viewed Jeff more as an asset than a friend. It is hard for me to admit this because
I’ve always been a person that genuinely cared about people. I didn’t like how he always told me
what he thought I wanted to hear. Trustworthiness is a big core value of mine. So isn’t character. I
found both to be lacking in Jeff. I didn’t respect him as a business owner and didn’t like the way he
treated his employees. When he first met me he talked about one of his employees being a total loser,
which was very inappropriate. The more I saw him in action, the less I liked him. By June of 2000 I
was pretty determined that if Jeff didn’t have a perfect year, which is asking a lot so I would have
settled for marked improvement, he was done landscaping in my restaurants. Still, he seemed eager
for the opportunity to work, and I would use him for odd jobs in my restaurants besides landscaping,
knowing that I could keep my misc. expense line items under control by having him do something
vs. paying an outside contractor. For example, stripping the floors in the Rochester Walmart,
climbing in and around the huge, dusty, indoor play areas in Portsmouth and Rochester etc. The only
problem was if I was going to be with Amanda, and he with Jen, I was going to have to make more
of an effort. Jeff rubbed me the wrong way. If it hadn’t have been for Amanda and Jennifer, I would
not have pre-warned him that his contracts were not going to be renewed during the spring of 2001.
However, out of loyalty to Amanda I was trying to do Jeff a “solid”. He probably felt I should have
been saving his job because “I owed him one” but it was out of my hands. He had done such a
terrible job in some of the restaurants that now even Bob McDougall was sick of him. Jeff required
constant follow up and once Bob had to start following up and leaving messages, his days were
numbered. By pre-warning Jeff I was actually putting myself out there a little bit because we were
still planning to use him that winter for snowplowing. Jeff did ok with that and Bob would have
been upset with me if he found out that I basically eliminated his leverage. Landscaping is much
more expensive than plowing. The thing Jeff never understood was just how important landscaping
was to McDonald’s. Not only our company, Colley/McCoy, but also the McDonald’s corporation.
Ray Croc, McDonald’s founder, viewed good landscaping as the first opportunity to impress our
customers upon driving onto the lot. If you visited the Colley/McCoy main office in Windham, NH,
there were 100’s of plaques on the walls and dozens of them were for restaurants winning the annual
“Outstanding Landscaping” award in the Boston region. We spent a lot of money maintaining our
outside appearance. To my knowledge, we were never awarded an “Outstanding Landscaping” award
for any restaurant while Jeff was the landscaper.
August 2, 2010 (181)
I was thinking of your comment to me on the phone the other day about how hard it was to read
some of Amanda’s letters to me. I am glad that you got to see first hand some of the love and passion
we shared. It’s one thing for me to describe it; it is quite another to read evidence of it yourself. It’s
especially hard in here when your “world” falls apart. You start to question if everything was real. I
mean, this woman was the love of my life. I am glad to hear as an outsider, through your reading,
that you felt her feelings for me were real. There isn’t anything that I wouldn’t have done for
Amanda.

You asked in your letter 204 what RVR’s are. They are Restaurant Visitation Reports. Back then
they were tools that a representative from McDonald’s Corp. would use to grade an owner operator’s
restaurant (franchisee), on all areas of operation. They were usually held over a-2-3 day period and a
grade was issued at the end of the visit.
You asked about Jeff’s contracts. Snowplowing and landscape maintenance contracts were
separate. Typically Landscaping contracts were agreed upon in the spring April/May time frame.
They would include a “spring up” which was basically a winter clean up, spreading new bark mulch,
edging, thatching the grass, trim hedges if necessary. etc. It included a weekly maintenance of the
grounds, mowing the lawn, light weeding, maintaining flowers, trimming hedges every 2-3 months,
etc. Pruning was quoted as needed. Landscaping contracts expired at the end of the season. Usually
around Oct. 1st when the last weekly maintenance was done. Snowplowing contracts were usually
agreed upon in late fall, Oct./Nov. It would consist of plowing the lots, snow removal if necessary
and salt/ sanding. Ironically, Jeff seemed to do much better with his plowing contracts than his
landscaping. I say ironically because snowplowing usually needs to happen all at once and Jeff really
only had one truck working. But he usually kept up.
Perhaps it helped Jeff that there was no physical labor involved. He stayed in his truck and drove.
That contract ended when the snow stopped falling. As with landscaping, Jeff’s prices were the
lowest and the #1 reason we hired him.
You asked about the double date with Emily Conley. I could give you an exact date if we could
get some help from these credit card companies. We went for dinner and drinks at the Whales Tale. I
believe I paid for it on my credit card. I want to say it was late June or early July. Kyle would have
been with Tristan. It’s likely that Kassidy was at Jackie’s. Amanda may have been still working in
Auburn at this point. I was aware that Emily was pregnant when we went out on the double date.
Amanda had informed me that her ex boyfriend was a real jerk and wanted to fix Emily up with
someone nice. Jeff Jacobs, like me, had recently split from his wife. I met Emily and thought she was
really nice. I knew Jeff Jacobs was a great guy. I informed him that Emily was pregnant. Jeff was a
father to a young son, and this did not phase him. If things had worked out between Jeff and Emily,
Jeff is the kind of guy that would have stepped up. I didn’t put a ton of thought into it. Mostly, I just
went on Amanda’s word and wishes. I thought it could be potentially good for both of them. Emily
because no one should have to go through a pregnancy alone, which is the way Amanda described to
me. It would be good for Jeff because he was taking his pending divorce hard.
You asked about Amanda and my effort to fix up Cathy N. and Jeremy H. Again, this was early
on in the summer. That is when Cathy hung around us. I think by Sept. she was moving to San
Antonio. Amanda really liked Jeremy and she thought they would be a really cute couple. It was
clear that when Cathy and Jeremy were around each other there was a bit of an attraction. We didn’t
attempt to fix them up as much as just made it possible for them to be around each other. I know they
were over at our house several times together. I believe one night we all sat around playing
rummy and other card games. I also remember we went to a party somewhere in Maine together that
Cathy had heard about. I don’t remember much about that night. I was on probation and where we
were leaving town for the night, I was drinking. I believe we went in my car and Jeremy was the
designated driver. I probably made an ass of myself at some point that night. That sometimes
happened when I was drinking Vodka. I recall Amanda and I were drinking “Sex on The Beaches”
that evening. Kassidy may have been with Emily that evening. There were things that I liked about
Cathy. I loved that she liked the same music that I did. It was rare to find females that
loved Korn, Disturbed, etc. I also liked that she was opinionated and not afraid to share her feelings.
Cathy sometimes seemed to talk down to Amanda. I think she may have been one of the few people
that intimidated Amanda a little. I would sometimes say crude things to her for shock value. Usually
when I felt she was being condescending to Amanda. For example, if she was being bitchy toward
Amanda. I might say, “I love it when you are bitchy.....” That would elicit various responses from
Cathy. She could think I was a pig, I didn’t care. I wasn’t there to impress her. It was my way of
telling Amanda it wasn’t ok for Cathy to be mean to her. You have to remember, at the time, I
thought Amanda and all her friends were in that 20-21 age group, but they were actually younger.

You asked about any other concerts, dates, appointments, etc. A lot of it is still blank to me. I wish
we could come up with some more “artifacts” from that time period as it always seems to help. I am
pretty sure that I went with Jeremy, Bruce, and another friend and former employee, Matt Skidds, to
play a round of golf at Nippo Golf club. I believe it is in Barrington NH. We played best ball. I think
this was September. I remember it being after the summer because both Jeremy and I were there. We
were playing best ball, and I believe Bruce and I were partners. I was driving ok that day but
everything else was horrible until we got to the last hole. I sank like a 35 foot putt that Bruce had put
on the green. We all erupted in disbelief. I remember the “Fuddy Duddy’s” around us giving us the
evil eye. It was a morning game as I recall working later that day. Thus, we were not drinking. Kyle
would have been at school and Kassidy and Amanda likely at home.
Stephanie and Mike Bolduc’s wedding was not during the 160 day “Amanda” period. It was
prior to me meeting Amanda as I escorted one of Stephanie’s friends from the Kiwanis to the
wedding. Her name escapes me right now but she was very sweet. She ultimately became Jeff
Jacob’s girlfriend.
I will write more memories as they come to me. You mentioned having a friend that lived in
Kingston NH. That is ironic. Bob McDougall had lived in Kingston with his wife, Jef, for many
years. I didn’t really have any restaurants close to Kingston but I drove through it often because it
was about 15 minutes from our main office in Windham. (Near Canobie Lake Park) My closest
restaurants to Kingston were either the Hampton’s or the Methuen’s.
I hope this helps some.
August 4, 2010 (181H)
A couple of quick notes for you about the enclosed newspaper stuff. The article about keeping
secrets was kind of interesting. I highlighted one small section from it. It made me think a little of
my case and Kyle. Children are horrible at keeping secrets. It’s like Tristan told Det. Linscott back
then, “If Kyle had witnessed anything (me doing something to Kassidy) he would have told me about
it. That child blabs about everything.” (or something very close.)
It’s crazy to think that I could have gotten him to keep it secret even if I wanted him to. This must
have been why the police/prosecutors originally theorized that I did something to Kassidy during that
30 minute period when we were alone in the car on the way to pick up Kyle. This is why I wanted
Alan to ask that specific question. Personally, I would have thought after impounding my car for
several weeks and finding zero physical evidence, it might have started at least one officer to
question his/her assumptions about my actions.
What happened to Kassidy appeared to have been brutal. If I had done something in the car,
someone would have seen me, or some physical evidence would have been there. If I did it at home,
even if it was after Kyle went to bed, or something, he would have heard something. Kassidy and
Kyle’s rooms were connected and both slept with the doors open.
I’m thankful in many ways that this was so long ago and Kyle has no memory of it, the Kassidy
situation, etc. In at least one respect, I wish he did have memories of that time, and that would be of
the care that I showed for him and Kassidy back then.
August 6, 2010. (182)
I know I’m skipping several letters (10 or so) to get to this one but after receiving a bunch last
evening, this seemed like the one with the most critical info in it.
You asked about some of Becky’s friends Becky Garland Ebare, Shawn Maccabee, Penelope
Peabody, and Tommy Mcquade. I wonder if Tommy is related to a former guard, Mcquade, from
Strafford County Jail. I know this officer lived in Rochester and Bruce Aube’s dad was friends with
him. Anyway, I know Becky Garland said that she worked for me but without a photo, I cannot
verify. I am great with faces, not as good with names.

The good thing about Becky Garland Ebare is she starts out saying I’m guilty and then quickly
says, “I may not have all my facts correct either.” The good news is she wasn’t alone. Anyone that
relied on the newspapers didn’t have the facts right. So this presents opportunity. I’m still shocked in
this day and age to find so many people that believe everything they read in a newspaper as fact. The
trial itself was very slanted and didn’t present all the facts. The newspapers even less. I can’t fault
society but why are they so quick to believe everything they read and then when someone refutes it,
and tries to provide tangible proof, they are quick to dismiss it. Overall, I do not know any of these
four people. Wish there was a way to get some dialogue started with them. Perhaps someday, we’ll
be able to figure out how to do an online chat, where these people can ask questions or something.
Regarding Jackie Conley’s comments to our website and her claim about Kassidy’s comment
“Chad Bad,” this is sad really. I can empathize with Jackie’s pain. I can only imagine how much she
misses Kassidy. I know how much I miss Kass every day, and she was Jackie’s blood. The reality is,
if Kassidy has really said something like that then, rest assured, Jackie would have told the
prosecutors during their preparation meetings for my trial and they would have somehow worked it
in during Jackie’s testimony. I know Jackie wants so badly to believe it was me. That would be
easier. I hope that someday she will be able to come to what she must know deep down. The only
thing that I have ever heard that was remotely close was when she started stringing words together,
Amanda would tell me upon arriving home, “Kassidy has been asking for you all day. She keeps
looking for you and saying, ‘Where’s Chad?’”
Whenever I heard this, it made my day. How could it not? I recall one time several weeks to a
month before Kassidy died, Amanda called my cell phone and said, “Someone’s been asking for you
all day. Hold on a minute.” Next thing I hear is Amanda whispering in the background say “Hi,” and
then I hear Kassidy’s little voice saying “Hiiii”. It was perfect timing because I am 99% sure I was in
Greenland having a rough day and this made it all better. I bet if we can get hold of those cell phone
bills and my October calendar, I could pin down the day. I don’t mean to sound sarcastic, but I don’t
believe 20-month old Kassidy was looking for me because she was afraid of me coming home to
abuse her. As I have told you since the beginning, I had some bonding issues with Kassidy those first
few weeks. I was some happy when months later Amanda would tell me that Kassidy was saying
“Where’s Chad?” all day, looking for me. Those are happy memories, I will never forget. I know
they made Amanda pretty proud too.
Nice response to Jackie on our webpage. Hey, I hope she is really reading. At some point, I pray
her mind will open. Right now, I’m sure she is reading everything with disbelief and looking for
something to say, “Ah hah, I’ve gotcha” Perhaps in time, truth will be her main focus.
Ok, so now I am going to write about cocaine abuse, these claims by this friend of Becky’s that is
afraid of me, etc. This was the issue that kept me up all night, thinking and also planning a response
that wasn’t off the handle. I hope you will share this entire letter with Becky. I figured you could
scan and email faster than I could get a copy made for her. I don’t mind re-answering any of your
questions, Morrison. It’s the ridiculous accusations that I struggle with. I’ve done enough of my own
stupid things and don’t understand why people feel the need to add to my troubles by making things
up or believing stupid rumors. This is one of those times that I wish I could have that be part of the
lie detector questions. This cocaine addiction, grabbing Amanda by the throat and partying with the
kids issue. Some things I am unclear on, but these are things that I KNOW to be true. I have NEVER
picked Amanda up by the throat and told her that I was going to kill her or Kassidy. I have NEVER
done cocaine with Kassidy around nor any child. In fact, I’m confident that the only drinking I did
around Kassidy was the occasional beer or two when watching Sunday football at Bruce’s house.
It is true that I could knock back my share of beer. I will refer you to Jeremy Hinton’s interview
where the officer asked Jeremy if he felt I had a drinking problem. Jeremy stated, something to the
effect of, “Yes, the guy can drink a case of beer and still walk straight, don’t you consider that a
problem?” But by the time 2000 rolled around my drinking was much less. I was 28 years old by
then and settling down. In fact, the only excessive drinking I did that year was when Amanda and I
were away from the kids. Either up in Pittsburgh with Bruce’s parents where I was doing a lot of
“showing off” drinking and a few times that I was with Bruce and Michelle.

Someone claiming they partied with Amanda and I and especially claiming they partied with
Tristan and I where Tristan and I used cocaine is infuriating and a LIE. Tristan was pretty laid back
about most things. She never was overly demanding, and was pretty great but she would NEVER
touch cocaine. I recall once shortly after she and I got married, I had a friend from out-of-state who
was planning to visit once. He talked about bringing a little with him. I mentioned this to Tristan and
she very clearly said, “I don’t want that shit in my house and I don’t want you doing it.” Tristan
never placed demands, so when she made this one, I wasn’t about to disobey. That was the end of it.
Tristan and I would drink together on occasions and there were times, especially early 90’s when I
drank to excess, but cocaine, NEVER. I wracked my brain last night and can come up with 4-5 times
that I have experimented with cocaine. Once while in high school. This was the heaviest use. Myself
and a couple of friends bought an 8 ball, whatever that is, and shared it all evening. Once,
shortly after high school. Once, while snowmobiling with a friend in the 90’s we each snorted a line.
And two occasions that I can recall with Amanda. We were with a couple once and with some
people at a large biker party. Both times we snorted a line or two each. I recall the evening of the
biker party it was an all night party and I had worked all day. We wanted to stay awake and watch
the bands play until the morning. And we did. I didn’t do cocaine more than this because quite
honestly, I liked it. It is like a businessman’s dream. I could stay awake forever and I already
required very little sleep. Imagine what I could have accomplished... These were all fun times vs.
aggressive. In time I learned that Vodka seemed to be the alcohol that could make me aggressive so I
avoided it, even though it was my favorite. If I ever grabbed Amanda by the throat and threatened to
kill her, I must have been on one hell of a bender and will eat my shorts. This is how confident I am
that it didn’t happen. I have not provided names of any of the friends that I tried cocaine with
because it is my life, my recreational use, and my experimentation that is under a microscope,
not theirs. Many people experiment, it just happens that because of this horrible tragedy,
everything I have ever done is dissected. Most people have never considered this. In fact, this is
one question I wish I could ask them all, “Do you have any idea what it would be like to have
everything you have ever done under microscope, judged, and blown way out of proportion?”
To this gentleman named Tom, (not sure if he is the same Tom who is leaving comments on
Becky’s facebook page and who knows Jeff Marshall), I would ask him this, “Did Jeff ever share
with him his restraining orders from girlfriends? When I had my situation with Tristan, I told Jeremy,
Bruce, my secretary, and others. Hell, I even told Jeff Marshall, and we weren’t close. I didn’t hide
it. I wanted people to know I was an idiot, and needed work. My point is, give me facts. If I did
something, I’ll admit it. It’s what I would like to do. I know I’ve made mistakes, but I know I didn’t
kill Kassidy. I just want people to think and question and be fair. Fair or unfair, my life is an open
book. The thing I don’t think people are giving me credit for is I opened that book myself. It is
hard to admit you are ashamed of yourself. I was very ashamed of my actions with Tristan. I
know I have told you in the past that she could fight like a dude. She could. But the reality is
she wasn’t one. It still eats me up that I could have ever let myself get that out of control with
someone that I loved so much. I never hid my stupidity from anyone. I didn’t have a publicist
telling me that it would be best for my career to “own” all these things. I was owning them
because I hoped it would help keep me from repeating them. With me, it not about anger. It’s
when I get hurt that I lash out. I really hope my sessions with Gray Fitzgerald can be found and were
recorded somehow. When I first met Bruce and Michelle Truell, one of the first things I told them
was about my situation with Tristan. I wanted them to know my flaws and the person they were
befriending. Luckily, they were still accepting of me, “spots” and all.
I appreciate Becky’s willingness to be open minded and all of the extra effort. I don’t know how
we get everyone to be willing to question. It’s all of this negativity that makes me wonder if this is
worth pursuing. Is this something that we overcome or is this “hill” just too big to climb? I don’t
want everyone to just have heartache at the end.
Ok. moving on to other issues in your letter...

In letter 42, Feb 28, I wrote about David Gundry being my cousin and we got his dog, Max. David
is the son of Jackie Kenney, my aunt, and our committee treasurer. David and his wife, Polly, hosted
the first meeting in Swanzey, NH of the Chad Evans Wrongly Convicted Committee. In another
letter you asked about Polly and Amanda talking about bruising just after or prior to death. Polly did
not work with Amanda at Genesis. They were/are both LNA’s. Polly still works at the Cheshire
Hospital in Keene, I believe. Polly is also the lady that was originally working on my case, she found
the info about CPR causing bruising and you went to the link and found several more pages to the
article.
I also wrote in same letter about being a freshman in high school, and losing my cousin Tim King
and my former best friend, Regan Lower, to gun shots. Tim was half paralyzed from a car accident
years earlier. He was firing his gun out his bedroom window when he heard his parents coming
home. He quickly went to put the gun away and tripped over his foot, fell, and the gun shot him in
the temple. Regan was manic depressive. He was home alone one day and shot himself in the chest.
He had a twin brother who I was also friends with. Really great family. I’ll ask mom and dad to get
list of family members. Many cousins, etc. Some have connected via facebook.
I saw in Becky’s email that people in DCYF still blames themselves. No offense, but DCYF does
bear a lot of responsibility in my eyes. If DCYF had responded promptly when Tristan originally
made her call on Oct. 31 to DCYF, Kassidy likely would have been taken from us for a while but
ultimately she would be alive. It is obvious that Amanda and I had our heads up our asses, and were
believing every excuse we were given; and had no clue about how serious Kassidy’s injuries were.
We apparently didn’t see what was in front of us, but the people at DCYF might have understood
what was happening. It’s clear that we needed an intervention of some sort, and that’s part of what
DCYF does - as I now understand. DCYF was scrambling after Kassidy’s death because they knew
they messed up. They should have just admitted that a call “fell between the cracks” or that they
were so busy, or whatever the truth was. Even if they called me, and left a message on Nov. 6, which
was a call I never received and doubt that they even made; that should not have been the only DCYF
effort. What about Nov. 7th and 8th?
August 6, 2010 (183 (response to 217)
You asked about my memory of Jeff’s pets. I may have seen his dog, Jake, once. I recall Jake
being a large, older, mixed breed. I know on our way to Maine to get my second 3-wheeler, the red
250SX for Amanda to ride, Jeff bragged about kicking Jake and him being excessively stupid. I
know Jeff had a cat, and that is how we somehow ended up with a kitten for Kassidy.
Your next letter to me is 218 which included numerous pages from my old address book. I have
thumbed through it and am not sure how helpful it is going to be. I was mostly excited about the
possibility of #’s for Glen Varney, Scott Lane and Jess Edmands’s parents’ phone. Instead of trying
to type out for corresponding pages, I think I am going to write what I can remember about each
person in different colored ink and if it is good idea to try and contact them. I was sure Glen and Deb
had broken up by now. They almost where then.
Glen would be good because he saw me directly with Kassidy. Maybe you should wait a little bit
to see if I can find a photo of us together and then I will write to him.
You asked about something I wrote in Letter 35 during month of Feb. It was about the shopping
trip I took to Kittery with Bruce and me stopping at Perfumania to purchase a gift for Amanda: You
mention it must have been sometime in Oct. as we know that Jen Bortner started around then. I
thought we found recently and updated it based on Heather Hamilton’s statement that Jen started in
August. I believe this shopping trip was before Oct. You may want to double check on this. Bruce
and I actually enjoyed shopping together at outlet stores. We usually did it 1 or 2 times a year. I
know I bought Amanda a bottle of nice perfume. We likely hit a bunch of stores that day. Nike,
Bugle Boy, Tommy Hilfiger. I’m sure I purchased some T shirts, etc. for the kids., maybe some work
pants and ties for me. Sometimes Bruce and I would just shop on a whim. We always planned it
around things. I am sure Kyle was with Tristan, and Amanda and Kassidy were likely off with one of
her friends or something.

I do believe that Jessica Edmands was working. Sometimes, Bruce and I would just be sitting
around together on a planned day to spend together and we’d say, let’s go shopping. We’d go drop a
bunch of money on Christmas presents, birthdays or whatever. It didn’t matter if it was mid-August.
We’d treat ourselves to something. Sometimes, a nice cigar for later that evening. We preferred to go
to North Conway, where there were much better stores, but it was further away. Even when I was
supervising restaurants and Bruce was working in downtown Portsmouth, we’d meet once every
month or two for lunch in one of the downtown Portsmouth restaurants. Bruce was my dude. It’s
funny, for two weightlifter dudes, we loved to shop. We both had a taste for nice things. Yeah, I’m
pretty sure this was prior to Oct. I remember there was a kitchen gadget store close to Perfumania
We both loved it and always got something there when we went to Kittery. It probably was a
weekend, either that or I took a half day off. Can’t really remember yet.
You asked about Polly and Amanda’s statements that damage can be caused in people after death.
I actually answered earlier in letter #182
My two friends Jarrod and Jeff, just stopped by and we discussed the crazy comments from
Becky’s facebook. They are good guys. Jeff told me that to him, it shows my character, that I am
worried about people getting it wrong about cocaine all those years ago and saying negative things
about Tristan. Jeff said, “A guilty person likely wouldn’t care about what someone else said about his
cocaine use.” I never read horoscopes. Jarrod thought so much of mine he decided to share it with
me. “Before you get discouraged, consider how brave you’ve been up to this point. There are so
many people who wouldn’t even attempt the feat that you’ve devoted so much of your life to.”
Pretty neat huh? Got to keep pressing forward.
August 6, 2010 (184)
You asked about my dad hearing during my trial that Jeff had done some landscaping for the
Chief of Kittery PD. I had heard something similar, but I can’t recall exactly from who. I know that
Jeff often bragged to me with about the relationships he had with the Kittery police. He was always
bragging about the fact he did work for them and hung out with some of them, etc. I never much put
stock in it. As Mr. Alden described it, I always felt he was a “wannabe.” The kind of guy that would
lick the cops boots to be able to say they were his friends. I know it sounds weird but it was like he
was a cop “groupee”. Seriously, just thinking about it now, he must have waved to like 20 different
cops on our way up to Maine to get the 3-wheeler. I can give you one concrete example of Jeff’s
supposed relationship with police. He was suing some business named Macca Motors (or something
close). They screwed up or were taking too long with his corvette motor. He was ballistic;
threatening to sue, etc.
When they refused to meet Jeff’s demands, Jeff decided to picket the business. He was proudly
telling me this story one day, (either during our trip to Maine or close by during landscape of one of
my restaurants.) Jeff said, “You should have seen it. Everyone loved it. People went by honking
their horns, and the police stopped by several times to bring me coffee.” I am almost certain he said,
“my police friends.” This motor business wasn’t even in Kittery. I thought at the time that Jeff was
just full of shit. After Kassidy died, and they jumped on me so quickly I questioned his supposed
relationships with more vigor. Maybe these people were Jeff’s friends. Maybe Jeff did do their
landscaping, etc.
Everything else in this letter has been previously addressed.
August 6, 2010 (185)
Most of this letter I responded to already in handwriting. I wrote out much of what I could recall
about Tanya Edwards as you asked. She had a little sister, Jaime that also worked for me also. This
one still gets me. I can’t think of a reason that Tanya would have been at my house in the summer of
2000 unless she was there to see Travis who she had previously dated. Tanya had a couple of small
children when she was in Texas. I think she had recently gotten custody of them and was bringing
them to NH. Travis I know helped her out at times. However, Travis didn’t move in until mid Sept.

If Tanya was at my house, Travis would have been there too and would have witnessed the same
thing. He certainly wouldn’t have kept the things Tanya claims from police. Also, Travis was
hanging out with his friend Irene from soon after he moved in with me.
You mentioned sorting Amanda’s letters chronologically and they seemed to stop after 2005.
There are several cards and love letters from 2007. I know I sent you at least one I had from here in
2007, several months ago. I’ll look to see if I have more. You may recall that around the time of our
June 2 anniversary in 2005 Amanda left me and began dating her future husband, Craig Chaffee.
I appreciate your candor about the love Amanda and I shared and am glad you were able to see
signs of it yourself. It’s one thing for me to describe it. It’s another for you to see it yourself. I
hesitated sharing these letters with you for a long time. They are very personal and among some of
the most important things I treasure. Ultimately, I felt they would give you a good idea of the
relationship I have described to you for many months now. Read them thoroughly and if you have
any questions, as always, I will answer to the best of my ability.
I am glad that you spoke to Sandy Gelinas. She sounds very helpful.
Hey. If I’m not mistaken, Tanya Baud’s husband, ex husband, used to work for me in Rochester.
Last name Baud. I think she dated them when they worked for me. His name may have been Ernie
Baud. Nice Guy.
August 8, 2010 (186)
You asked about a July 17 veterinarian appointment for Kato. I imagine it was me that took Kato
to the vet on this date because my relationship with Amanda was only 6 weeks old. Kato was usually
a real handful at the vet’s because if there were other dogs present, he would try to attack them. He
was real aggressive with other dogs. So, it is unlikely that I would ask Amanda to take him up on her
first trip alone. Tristan or Mary would have been different because they knew what to expect with
Kato. However, I have a recollection of showing Amanda where the vet was located so there is a
good possibility that she and Kassidy went with me. At this time, I don’t have any specific memories
to back this up or what we might have done after the appointment.
Speaking of Kato, if I am not mistaken, during the month of Oct. in Rochester your dog had to be
registered with a trip to City Hall. I am fairly certain Amanda and Kassidy registered him for us. I am
fairly certain I gave her money to register something in October, I’m sure it was Kato, the RX-7 or
both. I’m sure she had Kassidy with her.
I doubt my mom would have any specific memory about Kato’s lameness because it happened
quite often. Poor puppy. I did everything that the vets recommended to ease his pain. We kept his
weight off, and exercised him, and fed him quality protein, etc. but that damn accident was traumatic.
You asked about Jackie’s surgery and pointed out the date in the chronology was August
27, 2000. I’m not sure where you got this date (Jackie’s police interview?) I wasn’t even sure that
this was a Sunday until you just mentioned. I’m guessing if this date is accurate, I would guess Jackie
was admitted on Sunday for a surgery the next day. I believe she was in the hospital for a few days. I
recall around the time asking Amanda if we should go up and visit her, bring some flowers. (I knew
that if it was my mom, it would be important to me, but their family dynamic was different.) Amanda
said, “No,” and that she would go up and see her with Kassidy in a few days.
She said, “You are really busy at work right now.” It was true that I was busy, and we had just
taken a few days off to go to Keene; but “work is work” and this is family, you know? So I left it
alone and told her where Studley’s is, (a florist in Rochester) and encouraged her to go down and
pick out and arrangement and send to Jackie. I’m not sure if she ever did. I hope so. I believe soon
after Jackie arrived home, Amanda did go up with Kassidy for the day to see her mom.
I do think it is important to nail down better dates of the early July vacation with my mom and her
friend Liz at my house. I spoke to my mother and she said that she gave you a new number to reach
Liz on Wed. evenings. I haven’t spoken to Liz in many years, but she is a great lady. I am confident
that she will do her best to help if you can reach her.

You asked about sleeping arrangements when people visited. Generally, we would have guests sleep
in the children’s bedrooms when they came. The kids would then sleep between Amanda and me.
This wasn’t a big deal because they ended up in our bed many evenings anyway. Especially Kassidy.
I’m fairly certain that when my mom and Liz came to visit, my mother took over Kyle’s bedroom
and Liz took Kassidy’s. My mom would always take Kyle’s bed, and she loved getting Kyle to stay
with her and it was more likely if it was in his bed and room. Of course, we put fresh linens on the
beds prior to guests staying over.
The evening that Jeremy stayed at our house prior to the golf outing, I am fairly certain that he
slept on our extremely comfortable sofa. Jeremy has always been a huge sports guy and channel
surfer. The only TV we had working was the large one in the living room. I’m sure he watched for a
while. The following morning Jeremy observed Kassidy in our bed, which is not where she started
out the night before. I believe he came up to check on me because I had slept a little late and we
needed to get going. This is when he asked if she always slept with us, and I said “No, she had fallen
out of bed,” so I pulled her in during the middle of the night. Neither of us observed any bruises to
her cheek/ jaw area in the morning. Those bruises were fresh when we arrived home and found that
Kassidy had spent the day with Jeff.
While on the subject of sleeping, I am not certain of when, perhaps we’ll get lucky someday, but I
know that while my mother was up we purchased a new double bed for Kyle’s room. (Those missing
credit card statements would be priceless) Amanda, myself, Bruce, my mom, and Kassidy drove to a
store in Sanford, Maine that Amanda told me she loved to shop at. I believe the name of it was
Marden’s or something like that. Bruce borrowed his dad’s truck and we went to the store. The ladies
followed in Amanda’s car. Kyle didn’t really have a bed and the one in Kassidy’s room was Brent’s
old bed. We settled on a large, pillow top double bed for Kyle. It served a dual purpose, and was
good bed for him, and a good guest bed for out of town visitors. Prior to going we discussed also
purchasing a “girlie” bed for Kassidy, but as I recall there was nothing that really fit the bill there.
Amanda and I discussed getting her a bed at a later date. It didn’t seem like a big hurry item and to
be honest, Brent’s old bed was kind of low to the floor, and she occasionally rolled out onto the floor.
Come to think of it, most nights Amanda or I remembered to put extra blankets or pillows on the
floor in her room, in case she rolled out of bed or fell as she was climbing out. Kassidy got off the
bed and the couch by sliding down on her rear or on her belly. Sometimes she had a perfect landing,
sometimes not. I recall Kassidy being especially playful that day in the store and screeching as she
ran through the row of beds. Amanda would chase her around and I would also catch her and toss her
up on the beds. This had to have been during one of those July vacations.
You asked about all the times that Kassidy may have started out or ended up in bed with Amanda
and me. Oh boy. If I had to guess, I would say that at least 30-40 times Kassidy ended up sleeping
with us. She was still so young, and it was a big transition for her to be sleeping in her own room
when she had shared one with Amanda for so long. Many nights, Amanda or I would lay in her bed
with her until she fell asleep but inevitably, she would start crying and one of us would go get her, or
she would just wander in by herself. When she was in our bed she would occasionally sleep on
Amanda’s side, wrapped in Amanda’s arms. But most often she liked to sleep right between us.
Our bed was pretty high and this is where we liked her. If I went in to Kassidy’s room to get her
because she was crying, I would lay her down between us and she would instinctively reach for
mama’s hair. It was precious to see. Sometimes she would reach out to touch me, usually somewhere
on the face. She’d look at me for a minute and fall fast asleep. You could tell that Kassidy was very
content and felt safe between us. I loved watching her sleep when Amanda had her arms wrapped
around her and nuzzled to her chest. It looked so peaceful. There are so many nights I wish I had
taken a photo of that but I was afraid the flash would wake them. Damn, I should have done it! I
know if some people knew that Kassidy slept with us so often, they would frown

upon it and judge like they have with everything else involving me. It is so easy to “armchair”
quarterback. I don’t really have a defense other than to say that she was so damn cute, she showed up
tapping on your arm to get into bed in the middle of the night, I certainly wasn’t going to resist.
Kassidy slept with us so often in fact that I changed my sleeping habits. I had always liked to sleep
free of the restraints of clothing but when she started coming into our room so often I started wearing
underclothing to bed. If for some reason I didn’t, there was always clothing real close by.
You asked about the kitten we got for Kassidy. It never went to the vet that I know of. Amanda
approached me about wanting to get a kitten for Kassidy knowing I was going to “rubber stamp” it. I
believe it was Jen that hooked Amanda up with the kitten. Either their cat or a neighbor’s cat had
kittens. We literally had the kitten a week or two before Kassidy’s death. We talked about Amanda
taking it to our vet to get shots but I am sure it didn’t happen yet. I am pretty sure that Mandy Allard
found a home for it with a friend after Kassidy died. We didn’t have any other animals, yet. The
kitten and Kato seemed to get along very well. Kato was great with most small animals especially
when he realized we were fond of them. It was other dogs Kato wanted to kill.
You asked about any doctors or dentist appointments I may have had during that 160 day period
from June 2 through November 9. I didn’t really have a doctor, and, in fact, my dentist was still in
Keene. I didn’t visit either of them often. By this time in my life, I flossed and brushed daily, and
only went for a cleaning every 2 years or so.
The only doctor that I can recall going to at this time is possibly to the chiropractor’s. I have
already written to Dr. Anderson and Dr. Clark. Hopefully we will hear from them soon.
You asked about some specific things I wrote to you in letter 25a (Feb 15) about a party at my
house. I am not sure if it was at the end of the summer of 1998 or 1999. I may have been on
probation in 1999 and if so, then it was 1998. I don’t recall many specifics about this particular party.
They were all pretty much the same, we would drink, play cards, listen to music. Sometimes the
guys would go play some “gorilla” basketball or touch football in the front yard.
You also asked if I could right down everything (oops write), everything I can recall about my
relationship with Jeff. I wrote about this last week. I know I got talked into hiring him on for my
restaurants by Larry or Bob because of his prices but I believe it started out with my “inheriting” Jeff
when I took over the Portsmouth McDonald’s. I am not sure exactly when this was, but I believe this
is how it started. The following year, the gentleman I had in Rochester, Glen Couture, was not
landscaping that year. If I recall correctly, Glen was a longtime PSNH employee and when I hired
him to handle Rochester, it was his first shot out doing commercial landscaping. So I had an opening
and Jeff was there. No, I never knew about Jeff with girlfriends prior to Jen. But I am pretty sure he
was telling me about some blonde he was trying to pick up at a video store (Jen) about the time they
started out. The only thing I knew about Jeff’s previous girlfriends were the stories he would tell me.
His stories were NOTHING like the police reports that I would later read that these girls had filed
against him.
You asked about a recollection from same letter of feeding Kassidy French Fries in the Hampton
Rte. 1 lobby. I’m not sure why Amanda was meeting me in Hampton that day. She wasn’t working,
and lots of times would meet me with Kassidy and or Kyle if it was my night. On this particular day
it was just Kassidy and Amanda. She would meet me in whatever restaurant I was finishing up in and
we would go off in the area and do something in the area. Kassidy and Amanda ate some dinner
while I attended to a few more things. I recall feeding Kassidy some French fries and then getting up
to help with a mini rush that came in. Kassidy LOVED French fries. Normally, we would head
down to the beach to get ice cream and walk around for a while but I am pretty sure this was late in
the season or the Hampton Beach store was already closed. I am fairly sure that we drove from the
restaurant to BJ’s in Portsmouth where we browsed and bought some items for the kids (snacks) and
the house.
Yes you have the address correct for Hampton Rte. 1.
I hope this helps some.
August 8, 2010 (187)

There were lengthy exchanges in here from comments Jackie Conley, someone named Shawn
and you made. First off, you did a nice job. I did see the tone change in this Shawn person by the
end. I cannot think of a Shawn I know with this spelling. There is so much misinformation out there
and I know that we have to engage people. However, it is still very difficult to read things about
yourself that you know are simply not true. It is difficult enough to read about the things that I DID
do sometimes. I certainly don’t need people making things up or embellishing. I am doing everything
thing I can to remain open minded. I wish I could somehow speak to these people myself but I am
comfortable with you doing the talking. I was pretty upset about some of the things I read and was
discussing it at Saturdays visit with my brother, Jason. I told you long ago, he doesn’t speak much
but when he does, it usually has meaning. He made a great point and said, “You know how these
things go Chad. Somebody knows someone, who knew someone that was at one of your parties. You
probably did something crazy like chug a beer in two seconds and then smashed the can on your
forehead. A year later, this horrible tragedy happens and people are talking. The story passes through
5 peoples’ hands and at the end you picked up a keg and threw it at 8 people.” His point was I could
have had a small argument with Amanda and by the time the story has gone through five different
people I was holding her against the wall by the throat and punching her in the face. Shawn’s
comments were pretty far off, so I knew they weren’t based on fact, or if they were, it was very
remote, i.e. 5th or 6th hand. It’s just frustrating when people talk about things as if it was personal
experience and it’s obvious that it was hearsay that they heard from someone else. I was shocked that
he/she admitted that they had seen me play with Kassidy and I was great with her. Quite a difference
from the beginning. This is a great example of where the media killed me. So many people believe
the stuff they print as fact.
With regards to Jackie Conley’s new comments. I believe I commented in a letter yesterday when
she claimed that Kass said, “Chad Bad”, I know she is in pain and misses Kassidy. But today’s new
additions to the comment that she made, about Kassidy hugging her leg, looking up at Jackie and
crying “Chad Bad, Chad Bad Nana” rattled me a little. How can she say something like this? I called
my mom, who isn’t the most open-minded person about these subjects, and she said, “Oh Chad, you
know Kassidy didn’t do this. If Kassidy had you would have heard about it then and Jackie would
have NEVER let Kassidy leave her house. Jackie is hurting and it’s easy to blame you.- Just keep
hoping that someday she will look at this for what it really is and maybe she will go back to the first
minutes in Kittery when she asked ‘What did he (Jeff) do to my baby, Chad?”
The only thing I will say about calling Kassidy a little shit and a retard is they have been mischaracterized. (you get it) I have heard 100’s of parents say “little shit” and mean it the same way.
You are in awe by something they have done and you mean it endearing. As in, “You cute little
bugger.” This choice of words may be viewed as poor but they wouldn’t even raise an eyebrow if
this terrible tragedy hadn’t happened.
As far as calling Kassidy a Retard.... Yes the word was a lot different then and I am still guilty of
saying things like, “Oh my God, that rule is so retarded... “ I am trying to break myself of this terrible
habit. It is often misused by MANY people. However, I specifically wanted it to be one of the
questions ever asked in a lie detector because I don’t believe that I have EVER called Kassidy the
name directly in a derogatory manner. I believe my use was in the example I gave you at one point
when I described Amanda and I curled up together on the couch and Kassidy came in with a shirt or
sheet over her head and all we could see was these little feet walking toward us. I said laughing,
“Your daughter is so retarded.” Meaning funny. Poor choice of words but that was their meaning. If
Kassidy or Kyle was doing something real silly I may say, “You guys are acting retarded.” Not even
giving the negative connotation of the word a second thought. Certainly, if I could have foreseen the
microscope my life was going to come under for this HORRIFIC tragedy, I would have selected
better words.

You mentioned in this letter that you were enclosing an email and info about steroids. Neither of
them were in here so I can only assume that it was an issue for someone. Let me tell you
unequivocally, I have NEVER used steroids! I earned my mass the old fashioned way, hard work,
proper rest and eating enough protein. I have always been naturally strong. I believe this is due to the
fact that I was lifting heavy trash barrels into the back of my dad’s rubbish removal trucks. If I
wasn’t doing that, I was helping my grandfather in the hay fields or hauling slabs in the lumber mill.
The extra strength came in handy when playing my favorite sport, football.
While on the subject, I may as well address weight. As you can see from the photos you’ve posted
on the website, I was always a “hefty” kid. (Though I liked to refer to it as being “farm fed” and “big
boned” :) By the time I got into 8th and 9th grade most of my baby fat melted off and I was left with
a big chest and wide shoulders. I was already an undersized lineman by height standards and without
extra weight I couldn’t hold up at the point of attack on the football field so I ate and ate to gain. The
problem is, I stayed heavy during those last two years of high school even after I stopped playing
football. I carried some of this extra weight with me when I moved to Rochester. I always had a
thyroid gland problem and add a McDonald’s diet to that and it is easy to stay a few pounds heavier
than you’d like. Around 1999 my grandfather was pretty well confined to a wheelchair. This man
that I once had known to be as strong as two oxen, now had diabetes and it was slowly killing him.
Although weight wasn’t his issue, I knew diabetes could be developed with excessive weight.
I had these two beautiful sons at home that I wanted to participate with and watch grow up. I was
26 or 27, and lifting weights, but not doing much else so I decided to diet some. I started eating better
and taking some supplements recommended by the local GNC staff. Around this time Tristan and I
were splitting up and I spent more time in the gym that Bruce and I had built in his home. He and I
got into powerlifting and we were contemplating doing some meets. My body\fat had literally melted
off and I was strong as ever. We were having a blast.
I weighed around 180 pounds at this point and didn’t have a bunch of visible fat. I needed to get
down approximately another 10 pounds to get into the weight class I wanted to compete in. I
explained what I was trying to do and the salesman recommended that I try Xenadrine. I used it for
3-4 months. The only noticeable side effect I had was that I sweat more. It helped me lose the weight
but we never did end up competing. Other than amongst ourselves.
The first supplement I ever used was a protein powder during high school. As I said earlier, I was
always gifted with strength, but I had no idea how that would translate to lifting weights. During
freshman football we had a “bench-a-thon” to make money for our team. I had never lifted before
and after being shown how to bench the weight off my chest, I proceeded to bench 225 pounds when
I weighed only 160. This was better than all but 4 seniors that year. One of my friends recommended
I drink protein powder and start seriously lifting to give me the upper hand. I tried one shake and
couldn’t get past the chalky taste. I didn’t drink protein shakes again until I was 26 or 27 years old. I
tried several different products around 1999-2000, all of them recommended by the professionals at
the nutrition store. I drank protein shakes, ate Met Rx bars, tried Creatine for muscle recovery after a
lift and even tried something called Ultimate Orange which was supposed to give you max. energy
before a lift. I immediately stopped that because it made me feel light headed. I may or may not have
bought other supplements, but these are the ones that I remember and the ones I gave the biggest
chance to. EVERYTHING I used was purchased at a nutrition store. Oh, and I took a multivitamin
everyday. I wanted to get in better shape for my kids, I wanted to have
a nicer physique for me. My dad had given me a few genetic gifts that I was wasting.
However, I had no plans of going for Mr. America or entering bodybuilding competitions and
certainly wasn’t going to stick a needle in my ass to get there. I have NEVER used steroids. Let’s put
this on a list along with cocaine use and calling Kassidy names for a future lie detection test.
Hope this helps some.
August 9, 2010 (187H)

I hope you had fun in Canada with your wife and granddaughter. These memories you are
creating are so important. I’m always so thankful when Nicole or Jason spend time with Kyle or go
on a day trip with him somewhere. I always get a few precious nuggets to hold onto from these trips.
August 11, 2010 (188)
Good afternoon. I hope this letter finds you having a good day. I am sure you are wading through
the large envelope of work I just sent you yesterday.
There were several typos in letter #187. It is sometimes so difficult to work with a typewriter,
especially when living on a 40 foot pod with 24 men. It can be tough to keep your thoughts straight. I
would be so happy to have a computer or even word processor. It can be a real pain to realize that
you misspelled something three lines ago or were interrupted and never completed a thought you
were working on. I guess I am pointing all of this out because I know at some point you plan to use
some of this information on the website after you have scanned it into your computer. Hate to create
extra work for you, but you’ll have to spend a little extra time checking the grammar and spelling of
these typewritten letters.
Another error to be aware of. When you sent me my address book from all my years in Rochester
and Keene I misidentified someone and didn’t realize it until today. There was a girl named Missy
Peck that I identified as having worked with at McDonald’s for a while and then she was involved
with Special Olympics and she may be able to help with date of 2000 Special Olympic Summer
Games held at UNH in 2000. Missy (short for Melissa) was a girl that I occasionally hung out with
in high school. It is her younger sister, Katie that I worked with and who also worked for Special
Olympics. I had really hoped that the address book project would produce better results. I had
forgotten that by 2000 the cell phones had come a long way and most numbers I used were stored in
the phone. It was hit or miss after mid 90’s if number made it into my address book.
I have spent a significant amount of time reviewing the credit report you sent me from Equifax in
letter #216. I really want to pursue writing these companies because it is amazing how expenditures
can put me places and places usually lead to other memories, why I was there, who I was with etc.
From that one Chase Card statement we had for Oct. I think we were able to fill in or confirm like 5
dates on the chronology. That is pretty amazing. The problem is, I am not sure which cards were
in use during 2000, and if the addresses listed are the ones I actually write to in order to obtain
information, etc. If I was working with a computer I would just bang out one form letter, similar to
the one we sent to Chase several months ago, change the addresses at the top of each letter and mail
off the dozen or so needed. Then patiently wait to see if any respond or send us the correct address
we should address letters to. (correct dept.) So do you have any suggestions? Did you review the
report and/or have any idea which card was in use during 2000? It was very unclear to me.
You were able to deduce things from it, (the one late house payment after I went to prison) that I
couldn’t see. I did send the request form you gave me into Transunion to see if they have any
additional information. It was interesting observation you made about my credit history. I think it
gives a good example of the “square little box” I lived in. I never borrowed more than I could repay,
I often borrowed or bought on credit just to build the score. I prided myself on paying my bills on
time. I was brought up with the principle, “If you give someone your word, you follow through no
matter what. I would have gone without eating before I would intentionally go without paying a bill.
I always wanted my finances in order in case I ran into that one item that I desperately wanted for my
family.

For example, if the perfect house came on the market to raise my kids in. Don’t get me wrong, I
loved my house, but I bought it as sort of a party house. I was a bachelor in 1994 and kids were not
in the equation. I knew I wanted children down the road but I didn’t expect it for a while. I certainly
wasn’t planning to raise my kids on such a busy road. There was one particular house that I was
interested in purchasing. Unfortunately, it never came onto the market until things with Tristan and I
were “rocky.” I’d bet anything Tristan would still remember the house even today. We used to drive
by it a lot and I’d say, “I’m going to buy this house for you and the boys someday.” It was big, and
had a nice yard for the kids, a couple of neighbors, swimming pool, and a huge garage and workshop
for me. The road was still a little busier than I wanted but there was enough land that I wasn’t
worried.
Anyway, getting back to my credit information, I recall that Stephanie Chick had a part time job
a few days a week in a Jewelry store at the Fox Run Mall. It was shortly after Tristan and I married I
believe that I ran into Stephanie there. She called me over to the counter and we were discussing me
picking out a little gift for Tristan. I couldn’t find anything in the displays that screamed,
“TRISTAN” to me, but Stephanie, the natural saleswoman she is, kept “working” me. Stephanie
said, “Let me get you pre-approved to see what your limit is.” A few minutes later, I hear her say
from the other side of the store, “Holy Cow, Chad, you have the highest credit rating that I’ve ever
seen.” I think I blushed a little because there were other people in the store staring at me but it was a
proud moment.” If you ever meet Stephanie, you will see that she is the most bubbly person in the
world. She comes bouncing over to me with her trademark smile and says, “NOW, you HAVE to
buy something.” I didn’t end up buying anything at that time. The exchange was so funny, I thought
I’d share it. I guess the overall point is that money, personal finances, credit, etc. these things were
not stressful to me. I had them under control. I lived within my means for the most part and didn’t
have to stress about things such as groceries (fortunately).
I found it comical that the police spent so much time trying to talk to me and others about money
being a stressful thing for me. Actually, here I go again with my poor choice of words. When will I
learn? It wasn’t comical; it was frustrating. But that was this entire case. “Hammer this detail over
and over and when that doesn’t produce a result, hammer something else.”
I get so busy at our work and responding to questions that I don’t get a chance much to talk about
the thing that drives me through this, which is Kyle. I was writing a letter to my new supporter,
Becky, and I was discussing some of this newest negative criticism about steroids, cocaine,
aggressiveness, etc. I really worry about how these things will affect Kyle if he happens upon them. I
have never lied to Kyle and will always look him in the eye and tell him the truth when he asks me a
question. It’s just disappointing that he has to be exposed to things that he shouldn’t have to concern
himself with. First and foremost I am a father. My goal, as with most dads I am sure, is to help mold
Kyle into the man he will become. Obviously, part of Kyle’s growth will be making his own
decisions, his own mistakes, and ultimately learning from them. I certainly hope to influence his
decisions and keep him from making some of the mistakes I have made. At visits we talk about
things such as drugs. (Fortunately he wrinkles his nose.) We talk about constructive ways to deal
with anger, we talk about always thinking twice before acting once, and we talk about “core values”,
among other things. I guess what I am saying I wish it was my choice of what and when to tell him.
I’m not certain, “Do as I suggest, not as I did” is always the best approach. Unfortunately, because
my life is an open book, this is the way it has to be. I feel very fortunate that Kyle is as bright as he is
and we can have conversations. I can talk with him about the regret I have for some of the decisions I
have made and hope that he does better with his chances. He will listen and ultimately, he will
decide. I just hate that my SHIT will affect him. I HATE that I may “saddling” Kyle with things he
shouldn’t be concerned with. He has been victimized enough by this entire situation already. My life
has always been about him. It is even more so now. I can’t have my “garbage” affecting my ability
to be a father to Kyle. This has been eating at me since all this negative stuff came up. I guess I just
wanted to get it off my chest.

I don’t believe I shared this with you yet. If I did, just disregard. On Friday when I was reading
some of that tough stuff being said about me, one of my friends, Jarred, could see I was a little upset.
He shared with me my horoscope for the day. “Before you get discouraged, consider how brave
you’ve been up to this point. There are so many people who wouldn’t even attempt the feat that
you’ve devoted so much of your life to.” Like I said, if I had a “brain fart” and already sent this to
you, disregard. Just thought it was neat. A couple of new quotes I recently came across may or may
not fit in with our quote section of website. Either way, I knew you’d appreciate them. “A successful
lie is doubly a lie; an error which has to be corrected is a heavier burden than the truth.”
Dag Hammarskjold UN Secretary General 1905-1961. and “A life spent making mistakes is not only
more honorable, but more useful than a life spent doing nothing.” George Bernard Shaw 1856-1950
I am enclosing a couple of articles. The first is a front page story from Mon Aug. 9, 2010 Boston
Herald. It is a story about a pastor who is about to be promoted to assistant principal of a
Mattapoisett, Mass. middle school. His name is Silas Coellner. The article is titled “Spank Your
Toddlers.” The article is about this pastor’s feelings that children need love and discipline.
Sometimes that discipline results in spanking. While I don’t necessarily share the same views as Mr.
Coellner, I think the article and headline serves as a great example of how reporters try to sell papers.
It seemed to me that the pastor was sharing his views and had them taken a bit out of context. It is
also interesting to see how views change. What was once an acceptable “norm” is now taboo. To a
lesser extent, this reminds me of the changing acceptance of the word “retard.”
The second article is by Rodney Peete who was an NFL Quarterback for 16 years. Rodney
has an autistic son. It’s only a two page article, but it is so full of things that seem similar to me. I
know that you and I have discussed autism in the past and it is something that we plan to look into
more in the future. But this article brought some things home that I hadn’t previously heard. Mr.
Peete and his wife noticed something change in their son around 18 MONTHS OLD. His verbal
skills diminished, he stopped making eye contact, he stumbled on as if hypnotized by things, he’d
fixate on nothing for long periods, etc. I am in no way diagnosing Kassidy, but I am left to wonder. I
also can understand exactly how Mr. Peete felt. If it turns out that Kassidy was on the autism
spectrum like one in 100 kids are today, it would explain a lot. It would also make me feel like an
even bigger shit bag for my behaviors. I know that palming Kassidy’s cheeks didn’t have anything to
do with her death, but it’s even more devastating to me if there was a problem we didn’t know
about.. Either way it sucks!!!
In closing, you made a comment about contacting S. N. recently. He may be the one person to
contact that may be able to help. He is a pretty down to earth guy for his status. Please don’t contact
him yet. I will put some thoughts down on paper soon.
I hope this helps some.
August 14, 2010 (189)
I have reviewed letters from NH state Prison pages 61-78. You mentioned your discomfort with
deciding what to leave in/ take out. I think you are doing great. I think you should leave in as many
feelings I share about Amanda so people can “feel” the dynamic of our relationship. Which reminds
me, I don’t believe I asked yet, are you planning to scan and include the recent letters as well? If
possible, I think that you should. We are getting into some detailed areas that I think anyone that is
taking the time may appreciate reading about, experimentation, my relationships with certain people
etc. Am I correct in assuming that you don’t post the letters until I get back to you letting you know I
am fine with them?
I think you have been picking and choosing so far the correct inmate names to leave in. I would
say anyone that I identify as a friend would have no problem with their names being in print. These
people want to see the truth presented nearly as much as I do and if they can help in anyway, they are
more than happy to. Nearly all of them are dads themselves and see me interact on a one-on-one
basis with Kyle through visits. If nothing else, they all know Kyle is a terrific boy and want to help
him.

I was very excited last night at mail call when I saw that I received a letter from my old bank,
Holy Rosary Credit Union. YYYEEAAHH. Someone finally got back to you. (To “us,” I should
say.) It was the branch manager, Carolyn Wood, that responded. My letter to her was a bit
confusing and her letter to me was also a bit confusing. It looks like they may be able to help, but it
looks like it will be expensive. So this is what I think we should do. If you don’t mind, could you call
her. I identified you as my contact person. If she is unwilling to speak to you as my representative
then I will find a way to call her from here at some set time, but doing that is quite the project. Ms.
Wood identifies the statement periods we are interested in but I recall that most bank statements run
approximately one month behind so if we want to see about June’s checks for example, we may need
to get July 2000’s statement. Ms. Wood will be able to clear this up for us. If I understand her letter
correctly we will need to cut a check for $12.00 to get the six monthly statements we need.
(You can either cut the check and we’ll reimburse you or you can contact my mom and she can
cut the check.)Once we get the statements we can evaluate how expensive it will be to copy the
checks we need. At $5.00 per check copy, it is steep and the costs will add up quickly. What I am
hoping, and if I remember correctly, the credit union’s statements give a check number as well as the
amount it was written for. If so, it will eliminate the need for certain checks to be written for
example. If we see a check every single month for $800.00 I will know that is my mortgage payment
and we can eliminate having that check copied, saving us $30.00. I am hopeful that I will
also recognize other amounts and be able to eliminate them in a similar fashion. What do you think?
If nothing else, you giving Ms. Wood a call, you may find another person interested in looking at the
website and we may find out if my former shift manager, Michelle Labrie, still works there. It
wouldn’t hurt to speak with her too.

Yesterday we had another parenting seminar with Dr. Leo Sandy. He is such a great man. You
two remind me of each other. Similar mannerisms, ideals, etc. I know you’d hit it off if you met.
Yesterday’s topic was about bullying. He dissected both sides of the “aisle” - if your children are
being bullied or are the aggressor. It doesn’t matter what topic this man presents. I always learn
something. The thing I learned yesterday while listening to Dr. Sandy speak was what a terrific son I
have. Sometimes I worry so much about him. He has been through so much and has every right to be
angry. Does he lash out? Is he bullied? More likely, he is bigger and stronger than most kids his age.
Is he being a bully? The answer is neither. I get to see him interact with other children in the visiting
roam for a few hours and he is always under control and especially attentive to smaller children. This
is great but it is hardly a social setting with his peers. For this information, I am thankful I have my
brother, Jason. Jay is a fantastic story teller and very rarely forgets a detail when it involves Kyle.
Jason recently told me a story about going to one of Kyle’s football games. Kyle is very good and
when you are good in athletics, right or wrong, it typically makes you more popular with other kids.
It has probably always been this way. It certainly was when I was in school 20 years ago. Anyway,
Jay was telling me how all of the smaller kids were following Kyle around after the game, talking to
him, telling him that he had an awesome game. Kyle just kind of takes it all in stride. They ended up
over by the snack shack and apparently the team bully, who happens to be a little bigger than Kyle
started terrorizing some of the littler kids. Kyle watched them being pushed around by the bully for a
minute or so, and decided he had enough. With one quick shove he knocked the bully on his butt and
quickly stood over him and said, “It doesn’t feel good when someone stronger than you puts you on
your butt does it?” With that, the bully was off and running in a different direction as bullies often
do. Jason said, all the other kids gathered around Kyle thanking him and typical Kyle fashion, he
brushes it off as no big deal. I obviously don’t condone violence, and I have since discussed other
ways that he may have handled it but overall I was pretty proud of him. It says a lot about his
character when he doesn’t follow the “herd” and isn’t afraid to think for himself. To me it’s the old
nature vs. nurture argument. Kyle did this on his own, and it is EXACTLY what I always did as a
child. Yet, he wasn’t around during my childhood and couldn’t have known this. On the other hand,
we speak often about character and doing the right things. Hopefully, I can influence him in ways
that don’t involve violence. Anyway, it was a proud moment for me when Dr. Sandy said, one of the
best deterrents is to have a group of kids or one of the bigger kids that isn’t a bully, stand up and say,
“We aren’t going to take this anymore.” Which is what Kyle was doing all on his own. Through all
my worry, am I doing enough? Am I impacting Kyle’s life in meaningful ways? I believe I got an
answer.
While on the subject of Kyle, I had an AWESOME visit with him today. They are all good but
today was really special. As a 13 year old boy, he isn’t very cuddly anymore. I suppose like many
parents, if I could keep him at age 6 or 7 years old forever I would. That was when he was at the
height of being cuddly. For some reason today, he laid his head on my lap in the play area and let me
play with his hair, touch his face and rub his ears as he did when he was a toddler. If I could have
frozen that moment in time I would have. It’s hard to describe but that touch was so meaningful. That
alone will keep me going for another month.

I have often told you that I try to have some type of life lesson for our visits. The problem is I am
horrible at remembering them. But today’s is fresh and remarkable so I wanted to share it with you
so you could get an idea of the person Kyle is. Using some of the techniques I have learned from Dr.
Sandy, I told Kyle there was a situation that I needed his opinion on. When children feel included or
needed they often perk up and pay more attention. They are so used to adults speaking at them rather
than to them. This always gets Kyle’s attention. I put the following out for Kyle hoping for one
answer and some ensuing discussion. This is what I described to Kyle, there was a situation last week
in Hampton where a lady around 70 years old was shopping. When she got to the parking lot, one of
her bags burst open and everything spilled to the ground. While she was on the ground picking up
her items, three teenagers, two male & one female, stole her purse from her cart. The older lady was
immediately distraught, she didn’t care about the $60.00 cash, the credit cards, or the checkbook,
they could all be replaced. What had her so upset is that her husband of 45 years had recently passed
away and she carried a vial of his ashes around with her everywhere she went so he was always close
to her. The store had video cameras and the three teens were immediately caught but not before they
emptied the contents of the purse and threw it into one of the ocean marshes. After the teens were
arrested the media was waiting for them when they left the courtroom. The reporters asked the girl
for a statement, specifically about the vile of missing ashes. The girl’s response was only to flip her
middle finger at the cameras. Next out of the courtroom was one of the guys whose only response
was, “Get that F..... camera out of my face.” The third and final teenage man came out and when he
was asked the question, stopped and said, “That is so sad, I feel terrible that she lost those ashes.” I
kind of expected that Kyle would tell me he would be the third teenager when I asked him the
question, “Which of these teens actions would best describe how you would handle the situation.”
From there, I planned to talk about this teen showing genuine remorse, there is a chance that he is
just a follower and this one episode may set him on the right path, etc. I also planned to use this
opportunity to talk about one of my favorite sayings to Kyle “Think twice before you act once.” But
when it came time for Kyle’s response to my question of which teen best described how he would
handle the situation. Without hesitation Kyle turned and looked me in the eye and said, “None of
them dad. I wouldn’t have stolen the ladies purse in the first place and I certainly wouldn’t let my
friends do it either.” Kyle went on to say, “If I have to be one of the teenagers, I would have been the
third one, it is awful that she lost those ashes. It’s kind of creepy but it is awwful.” I can’t describe
the emotions I was feeling when I heard his answer, I felt a tear forming and just pulled him in close
for a hug. In typical Kyle fashion he looked at me and said, “Dad, you’re weird.” I started chuckling.
I am ok with weird because I know that no matter what happens to me, Kyle is going to be ok. At
least he doesn’t call me a “retard.”
I don’t believe I have ever written to you about the book you sent me “In the Name of the Father,”
by Gerry Conlon. It was a great book. I don’t find comfort in knowing that other men have suffered
in prison for crimes they did not commit but I always find something about their living conditions,
treatment, mental state, etc. that I can relate to. I get especially happy when I see that there is light at
the end of the tunnel for some of these people and eventually the truth comes out and they are set
free. Unfortunately it is often at great expense. Loss of friends, loved ones that pass away, if you
have children, they grow up with a dad that cannot physically be there for them, and of course loss of
YEARS that you will NEVER get back!

There were two quotes from the book that struck me as familiar. The first, “Prison has taught me
that real, lifetime friendship is a very rare thing.” I’ve certainly found this out the hard way. The
second quote seems odd for an innocent person to say but the minute I read it, I could relate. Some
people may find this hard to believe, but at times, and especially at the beginning, I found my
innocence a very heavy burden in prison. More exactly, I found it an EMBARRASSMENT, very
hard to express without blushing, very difficult to just up and say, what Gerry Conlon wrote, “ ‘I
shouldn’t be here, I’m innocent of what they claim I’ve done.’ “ I still feel this way at times. I can
only surmise that it is due to the prison stereotypes, where everyone is either guilty or everyone
claims they are innocent. In reality, far fewer people claim innocence than you would expect. In fact,
I read recently in the Summer 2009 issue of “Justice Denied” that sociology professor, Tony Poveda,
did a study and found that only 15.4% of inmates claim they were innocent of the crimes they were
convicted of. He used a survey done by the Rand Corporation across three states. (So, in essence, the
stereotype that all inmates claim innocence is wrong and perhaps we should pay more attention to
those who do make that claim.) I know with me, I am so emotionally wrapped up in this thing that I
have a difficult time engaging people. I can become very defensive, “Hey, I know the truth. I’m
telling you the truth, now please hear me out.” That type of thing.
I think it is encouraging that Amanda contacted you, even if she is asking for a little more time
before she answers any more questions. Obviously we could use her help and I KNOW that she
believes I had nothing to do with Kassidy’s death. Despite the things she said and was talked into
saying as well as the lies she was told during initial interviews I knew that she would think on her
own if she left alone she would came to it on her own. It happened just days after she was in Texas.
The reality of the situation is that Amanda has gone through hell. She lost Kassidy, she lost me,
she was pushed around by the police, etc. Sometimes I’ll sit back and think and her strength amazes
me. I don’t know if I had gone through so much if I would be able to put one foot in front of the
other. Though her ability to compartmentalize her life and move on has always been painful for me, I
am thankful for her sake that she has this ability. It has likely been one of the things that keeps
Amanda breathing. I miss her so much sometimes still. I blame myself for Amanda’s moving on. If
only I hadn’t been so lonely and needy here. What can I say? I am a flawed human being with flawed
thinking that is always trying to become a better person. One of these days, I will “Chisel” into this
rock I call a head and come to terms with the fact that putting my expectations onto others just
doesn’t work. (Unless of course heartache is what I am after.) I have always loved Amanda, probably
always will. As you have now witnessed from our letters, it was real and it is hard to let go. It’s
probably the area where I am most selfish. Amanda has proven that she is capable of handling
problems herself. If she and I ever start a friendship again, I am going to try and be a better listener
and less of a problem solver. Hopefully you will indeed get the releases she promised to send.
Speaking of releases... YEAH, we just had mail call and I received a release form from Behavioral
Health Services, the place that Gray worked. I will fill it out and mail it asap. I will also send you a
copy of the release form.
One advantage to rereading some of these “Letters From NHSP,” is that I have happened upon
some of those questions I mentioned to you throwing into your AMANDA file to ask her questions at
some point so I will rekey the ones I recently read.
1. Was Kassidy’s kitten named “Kitty”? How long did we have? Did we bring to vet for shots?
Did we get from Jennifer? If not, who? Chad states that you asked to get the kitten for Kassidy and
even though he doesn’t really like cats, he couldn’t say no because it was for her and she was “too
damn cute” to say no to. Is this true?
2. Chad describes only being in the presence of Kassidy and Jeff together on several occasions
and during those times, Jeff had very little interaction with Kassidy and she, Kassidy, stuck to you or
Chad. (The point is, it isn’t normal for most people who are around a small child often, not to pick
them up, hug, kiss, greet or whatever upon first seeing them. I don’t care if you see the child once a
day, if you have some sort of relationship with the child, you do these things automatically. No one,
including myself, can keep their hands off my niece Aliza. She is so huggable and lovable.) What did
Amanda observe? She was obviously around Kassidy and Jeff together much more than me.

3. Amanda got after Jeff because he would tell Kassidy to go to the corner and call her “bad girl”
He said it often enough, and Kassidy would repeat sometimes. How often did he say this to Kassidy?
4. Amanda took Kassidy to a Maine DHS office several times for the ASPIRE program.
Obviously, this is a very public place where people would likely notice bruises. How often did she go
there? When? etc.
5. Can Amanda give more info about her ASPIRE benefits, and the plan to convince me that Jeff
and Jen won a $1000 shopping spree when they were really using Amanda’s food stamps? They all
knew that I would never approve of such assistance as my income was adequate, but Amanda wanted
to help with the budget as best she could. Jeff apparently knew about the plan, as he discussed the
“shopping spree” story with me. After Kassidy’s death, Amanda told me the truth about that food
purchase.
Hope this helps some.
August 14, 2010 (190)
You opened the letter asking about the Yankees game that Amanda and I attended with friends in
2000. Let’s come back to this issue when my mother has completed the photo search of all my old
pictures. I believe there is a photo of Amanda and I with a date on it in my collection that was taken
while on that trip to NY City. Jason Shunk may very well be correct. It may not have been the Red
Sox we saw the Yankees play. I know that I have been to a Yankees game at least once where they
didn’t play the Red Sox. I thought it was our 2001 trip though. The dated picture should tell a story.
Thanks for the address for Sandy Gelinas. She actually wrote me a letter on her own that I
received on the day that your letter with her address arrived. I responded immediately.
You asked about Steve Skidds and Tom Mikoski. They both lived with Tristan and me sometime
in 1998 I would say. They probably lived with us for six months to a year. Interestingly, Matt Skidds
is Steve’s older brother. You told me in another letter that you found a Matt Skidds as athletic
director of Coe Brown I believe. I’m sure this is the Matt Skidds that I know, as this is what he was
going to college for. Matt and Steve’s stepfather. Mark Moehler is a family attorney practicing in
Dover. He was also a JP and married Tristan and I. Matt and Steve worked for me for a long time. I
was closer with Matt. Matt was in high school and a shift manager in Rochester when I took over in
1992. Matt, Bruce and myself hung out together a lot in those early years, In fact, right after High
School, Matt moved into Bruce Aube’s house on Winter Street. A short while after Matt moved in,
his then girlfriend, Missy Labrie, (same girl from Holy Rosary Credit Union) also moved in with
Bruce, Jess, and Matt. I haven’t spoken to Matt since my arrest. I am not sure that any of these
people would be willing to get involved or helpful if we did locate them.
When Steve lived with us, he lived in what became Kyle’s bedroom. Steve and Tom both moved
out shortly before Tristan and I split up. It was time. Steve especially was a good roommate, but I
was now married, the boys were getting older and it was time for me to settle down, Kyle and Brent
each have their own rooms, etc. Tom was higher maintenance, so it was a relief to Tristan when he
moved out. Both Steve and Tom were only a year or so out of high school and I was basically doing
them a favor. They both wanted some independence from living with their parents, (especially Tom,
his parents are very nice people but tended to smother Tom.) So they each stayed with me for
$200.00 a month everything included, except they bought their own food. For a while Steve’s
girlfriend, another former employee in Rochester, Christine Jennison stayed with as at no additional
charge. I didn’t mind the extra cash as this was during Tristan’s college years but that was a small
part of the equation. Tom was one of my assistant managers. He was good at his job. I took him
under my wing so to speak. Steve was a former employee at that time, but I was always hopeful that I
could get him back. He was so talented.

I saw both Torn and Steve one time each after my arrest. By 2001 Tom was married and working for
his father in law who owned a McDonald’s restaurant in Warner NH I believe. Talk about chance
encounters, I was driving back from Bruce and Michelle Truell’s house in Unity NH at 11 PM when
my car broke down. I pulled into the McDonald’s parking lot thinking I was screwed and to my
surprise, Torn Mikoski happened to be there that evening. Tom gave me a ride back to Rochester and
we talked all the way back. He asked me what had happened to Kassidy, I told him. At one point he
said, “I know you’ve got a temper and all but I had only ever see you be good with Kyle and Brent, I
knew what the papers were printing couldn’t be true but it is a relief to hear you say that you didn’t
do it.” Tom did some crazy shit at work and I had chewed him out on several occasions but like with
all my dealings, before I left the restaurant I would sit him down, ensuring that he was thinking about
what I said, not how I said it. Tom felt the need to fit in, and is a very intelligent man. Sometimes,
this combination let to Tom doing things he didn’t need to do, in order to get attention. I believe
Tom’s family may still live in Rochester if you think it good to contact him. Tristan and I attended
his wedding with Angelique and, last I knew, they were still married. Unfortunately, Matt, Steve, and
Tom were never around Kassidy and Amanda.
I’ve always been good with people, or tried to be good with people. I mean by “good,” being
respectful and supportive of their inherent goodness, and their desires to succeed. The key to success
is to develop your own style. Once their style became clear, I would try to find ways to help it
flourish.
My chance meeting with Steve happened at the Rochester Hannaford’s store some months
after my arrest. Steve was very cool towards me which was shocking to me because we had been
very close, I had helped him many times. After he left working for McDonald’s for a better
opportunity at Red Lobster, I was always there to advise him on work and some personal problems.
At this point in time, Alan was wanting me to put together a list of people that had seen me interact
with the Kassidy and or my boys. I went up to Steve and we shook hands. I said, “I can’t believe this
is happening. Hopefully, you know better.” Steve wasn’t saying much. Of course I was being
murdered by the press at this time. I asked Steve if he would mind speaking to my attorney or his PI
at some point, I believe he said, “I’ve kind of been told, It would be better if I didn’t get involved.” I
believe I replied, “But Steve you know me, you know I couldn’t have done this.” At same point he
said, “The only thing I could really do is verify that you were good with Brent and Kyle. and that’s
it.” I could sense there was something Steve wasn’t saying. I assured him that is all I wanted but can
see there is something else he wasn’t saying. He said, “Well, I couldn’t say anything to help you
regarding Tristan, because you were kind of a jerk to her sometimes.” ‘) I think I said, “I know I was
at times and that is exactly the reason I sought a counselor, because I loved Tristan so much and
wanted to learn better ways to deal with my emotions. The last thing I ever wanted to be was verbally
or physically abusive to the woman I loved.” Steve seemed relieved to hear me say this. I think the
conversation ended on a good note, him telling me if someone contacted him, he would verify what
he saw. No one did that I am aware of. Either right after Kassidy died or I was arrested, Steve’s
stepfather, Mark Moehler, came to my house in Rochester to offer his support and talk to my dad. I
believe Mark told my dad this case was going to be much “bigger” than him and he may have
suggested we contact some of the bigger named criminal defense lawyers. Mark was well aware of
my and Tristan’s domestic history. Not only was Steve living with Tristan and I for a time, but when
she left and it was apparent we were heading to divorce, I went to Mark, the man who married us for
advice. He couldn’t really represent me because he knew both Tristan and I but referred me to
someone else. It turned out that I didn’t need a divorce lawyer, as our divorce ended on good terms. I
believe Mark was showing his support to my dad because he had raised Steve since very young and
knew that I had been there for Steve. As I said, I don’t know if Steve, Tom, Matt, or even Mark
would be supportive. If nothing else, it may be helpful to ask them to review the website.

You know, something just occurred to me. Because I was convicted of this horrible crime it seems
like when anyone is approached, all they can think about is any bad thoughts or memories they have
involving me. Certainly there was a lot of good with these people. How do we get them to think
back and share some of the good stuff too. We already know about the monster that the newspapers
created. Maybe it is as simple as open ended questions. My point is that “bad” may be all they
associate me with right now, because as you point out, all they have heard for nearly 10 years was
the bad stuff. “Thanks for sharing those negative things that Chad did. There must have been some
redeeming quality he had, that encouraged you to keep your friendship intact. Can you share some of
those?” I don’t know if I am saying correctly. I don’t want people to sit around saying nice things
about me because my ego needs it. I want them to think back to the Chad that they knew, who I think
overall was a pretty good guy. If we can get them to thinking about that guy they knew, we may get
them to be open minded, willing to check out the FACI’S on our website, and possibly even
supporters.
Steve’s bedroom was upstairs in what would become Kyle’s bedroom. Tom lived downstairs
in the cellar room.
You asked many questions about Jeff. When I saw him, how often was he at our house, how often
did we speak, etc. This is a hard request to fill. I know that Jeff came to a party at my house
sometime in 1999. I was still with Tristan. We had a bunch of people over. I think I invited him
because he happened to be standing there in the Rochester McD’ s lobby when I was speaking to
someone else about it. Other than that I didn’t really have any contact with Jeff in a social setting
until I met Amanda. I ran into Jeff in my restaurants often. I would say an average of one time a
week. If I didn’t happen to run into him, I would contact him by telephone at least one time a week.
Jeff required constant followup and feedback. Often when I ran into Jeff in the restaurants I would
lead him around and point out problems with the landscaping. Jeff and I didn’t have any of the same
friends socially. In thinking back to Jeff and his landscaping, I think one of the big problems for Jeff
was he would start six different jobs in six different restaurants. Leaving one restaurant half
completed and starting another one. This was frustrating to me as well as the restaurant managers.
This wastes a ton of time; very haphazard.. For example, he may have started landscaping in
Portsmouth. For whatever reason, he would finish half of it and then move onto Larry Lane’s
restaurant in Newington. I would be in Rochester with the landscaping looking horrible. I would call
Jeff up to let him know I was unhappy, and he would drop what he was doing to come right up to
Rochester (vs. telling me he would make it his first stop the next day or something) thus, we have 3
restaurants looking like crap.
I believe in 1998 Jeff went to the company Christmas party as the date of Melissa Brundage.
Other times in 2000 that I can think of Jeff being at my house. He came to Kyle and Brent’s
combined birthday party. Once he came to help me move some weights and a bench in my garage to
Bruce Aube’s house. (He was already in Rochester doing landscaping work at McDonald’s.) You
know about the double date to Applebee’s on June 2, 2000. The trip to Auburn Margarita’s and the
trip to Newick’s. I know that Jeff had been to my house on several occasions when picking up or
dropping off Kassidy. Jeff was at my house in the Spring of 1999 or 2000, perhaps both, to do a
Winter “clean-up”. My yard was full of pine trees and there were hundreds of broken limbs, twigs
and pine needles. I wasn’t there for these events. You already know about the 3 wheeler trip to
Maine and how we all sat around dining room table after trip discussing various topics including
discipline of Kassidy. (I have already written about this). I went to Jeff’s apartment the night of Nov.
8th and once only several days before that.

Amanda had just started her job, and I was in the area so I was going to Kittery to pick up Kassidy
and surprise Amanda by taking her to lunch, or if she couldn’t go to lunch, I knew she would love a
quick visit from Kassidy. Something strange happened though, I made the arrangements with Jeff to
pick Kassidy up but when I got there, Amanda was there with Jen. She had messed up her schedule
or something and wasn’t due into work for like another 30 minutes. So I ended up taking Kassidy
anyway and we met at the Perfumania parking lot. Amanda got into my car and we took Kassidy
through the Kittery McDonald’ s drive-thru to get a happy meal. I believe this is in my discovery
somewhere. This was the incident where I described Amanda seeming to get upset because I was
paying more attention to Kassidy in the backseat than Amanda who had to be to work in like 20
minutes. I said something like, “I can’t help it. She is cuter than you are.” Amanda wasn’t really
jealous of Kassidy. I think it was her way of saying that she wanted some attention before she went
off to work, or maybe it wasn’t work but an interview. Either way, I knew that Kassidy was with Jeff
and I planned to surprise Amanda. Boy I wish we could nail down this date, because it would be
another example of us taking Kassidy out in public vs. our alleged hiding her at Jeff’s house.
Do we know the exact date that Amanda started at Old Navy? It was likely her first or second day.
As I recall, Amanda had an orientation scheduled prior to her actual start date. Perhaps this is when it
happened. Regardless, it would have been one of those first nine days of November. I wanted to take
Kassidy to visit Amanda at work because Amanda was just starting her job and I knew that along
with missing Kassidy, she would love the opportunity to show her beautiful girl off to all her new
friends and co-workers. What an ice-breaker Kassidy could be. That plan didn’t work out that day,
but I planned to do it again soon. Unfortunately, we never had a chance for another surprise visit to
Mama’s work, so Kassidy could say “Hello” because she died soon after that visit. Incidentally, that
first trip to Jeff’s house was the only time I was ever inside it, (prior to trial viewing). Several times
we talked about going to Jeff’s but he never wanted me to go there. He always said how it was small,
etc. Even the day I got there, I made it into the kitchen area briefly and was quickly escorted out.
Jeff always seemed envious of my having a house, and told me he loved it. It kind of felt awkward. I
would say things to try and encourage him. Such as, “It’s just a place to live, the bank still owns half
of it. You are just starting out in business. Give it time and you will be able to purchase any house
you want.
I hope this helps some.
August 15, 2010 (191)
You asked in your letter who Renee Champney of Springfield Mass. is. She’s my cousin. She is
the daughter of my mom’s sister, Andrea, and Andrea’s husband Gary. I asked my mom to put
together a list of all of the relatives on her side as you have requested. My dad is doing the same.
Facebook is likely new to her.
You asked about Keri McCormish. She was the breakfast manager in Rochester for many years.
She worked 5-11 am or 5-2 most days. She had already worked in Rochester for a number of years
before I arrived and was still there when I left. She saw McDonald’s for what it was, “The big people
eating machine.” Keri would have been an outstanding restaurant manager if she ever chose to do
that. She had a family, and was only interested in having set hours. This was fine by me, Rochester
breakfast was fairly slow and I knew the restaurant was in great hands until I could get there between
Keri and Melssa Allard. In fact, that was the only shift I didn’t have to worry about
during my first six months as a restaurant manager. Keri lived in a Maine town that was close by
with her husband Scott, and I believe they had two young daughters. The core of every successful
McDonald’s is these ladies. They always get the day started off on the right foot. They don’t panic,
and they are capable of making decisions. Keri was a very private person but I got as close to her and
Melissa as can be in a professional setting. These ladies as well as Marge, who passed away after my
first several years in Rochester, were like the older sisters or even absentee moms that

I could bounce things off. They all knew Tristan from her days working at the restaurant. After Kyle
was born and Tristan or I would bring him in, these ladies fawned over him, spoiling him with ice
cream cones and treats. I was very disappointed in myself when I was arrested for the domestic
altercation with Tristan. It was these ladies that I had become so close to that I was embarrassed to
face. I remember having a hard time looking Keri and Melissa in the eye when I described what had
happened.
But I was honest with them and didn’t shy away from my responsibility. I’m sure they lost same
respect for me after that, but I think they appreciated that they heard it from me, and not from
someone else. Both Melissa and Keri had seen me dozens of times with Kyle and Brent and knew the
kind of dad I was. In addition, Mandy, Melissa’s daughter, had seen me with the boys often and no
doubt shared her feelings. I don’t believe that either Keri or Melissa would think I could have had
anything to do with killing Kassidy. However, they are, like me, children lovers, and I have no idea
what they think since my conviction. I never spoke to either of them after my arrest. Who knows
now? They both knew of my domestic situation with Tristan and both saw me getting fired up
during the early years in Rochester. I think they are definitely people that would sooner think of the
bad stuff in Chad because it is what they have heard for so long but there was a lot of good.
Hopefully, if we can ever speak to them, they will acknowledge this too and be willing to look at the
website with an open mind. The Chad they knew was not this monster.
Yeah, you are probably correct. Perhaps Jeff did resent me using him as my personal “go for.” I
guess I assumed he would only look at it as a way to earn a few extra bucks but he may have had
some other feelings about it. He was the owner of a landscaping company, so he may have thought,
“Who the hell is Chad to treat me as his personal ‘errand boy’?”
Yes, in 1999-2000 Jeff’s business was called Marshall Bros. Landscaping. Jeff named the
company in honor of his deceased brother, who died long before the company was formed. It’s kind
of an odd situation. I know I am not the only one that said to Jeff, “So when do I get to meet the other
brother of the landscaping company?” Seems as though he wanted to be asked that question. Maybe
it’s a way for him to point out that he is a “good guy” because he honors his brother in such a way.
You are correct. That is an interesting slogan on Jeff Marshall’s website. “Dirty Deeds, Done Dirt
Cheap”. Another interesting thing about this slogan is that it is the title of an ACDC song. It’s a song
that many power lifters use to psyche themselves up for a big lift. Certain songs can give you an
adrenaline rush and the theory is that it can give you that extra UMPH required to make the lift. I
wonder how much of a fan Jeff is of ACDC. Personally, I like a lot of ACDC’s music. I thought
during my school days that ACDC stood for Against Christ Devils Child.
Brian Foster is an ACDC expert. All through school they were his favorite band. Maybe this is
something we should ask him about it. Obviously, music is just music but many people feel that it
influences people, especially children, to do crazy things.
I wrote about Matt Skidds in last letter and I do believe that the one you found in Northwood is
likely him. Matt had kind of broken away from our group in 2000. I don’t believe that he ever met
Amanda or Kassidy. Also, Matt never lived with me. It was his younger brother, Steve. I remember
that Steve’s girlfriend and another longtime employee in Rochester lived with us for a bit too. She
left Rochester shortly after graduation and lived with her mom in Dunbarton NH. None of these
people met Kassidy or Amanda that I can recall. Wait a minute, there is a chance that Matt went with
us on the overnight camping trip to Bruce’s parents in Pittsburgh NH.
You mentioned that Jeff Jacobs appears to have married a girl named Shelly. The name sounds
familiar, but I am not sure if it is the lady that I escorted to Stephanie and Mike’s wedding. I am
guessing probably not. Becky may be correct. Jessica Edmonds may in fact be Jessica Edmands.
They were in the same high school together.
The Robert McDougall that you have found IS the Robert McDougall that I worked for. Bob is
now Jeremy’s direct supervisor and watches over restaurants in northern Vermont and NY. He is as
“company man” as there has ever been.

Something just occurred to me while thinking of this letter from NHSP project. Are you planning
to write a “foreword” or something similar to the paragraph that I wrote at the beginning of my
interview, annotation project? I just think it might be good for readers to know where you came up
with this idea and why. Also they should know that I have been writing these letters to you for
several months now and had no idea when answering your questions that they would someday end up
in a form such as this. I just think it is important that until recently I was without knowledge that this
idea was taking shape. I think readers should know that I was answering your questions
from the heart rather than “pandering” to the audience. Give it some thought.
As always, I hope this helps some.
August 18, 2010 (192)
You asked about my relationship if any with- Jeff Grover. You said Glover/ Grover. I went to high
school with a Jeff Grover. He was a year ahead of me I believe. He also worked for a while at the
Keene McDonald’s with me back in the 1980’s. He and I were friendly probably hung out a few
times, but weren’t really friends. The only other think I recall about Jeff is that he and I were once
seeking the attention of the same girl after high school.
Your next set of questions was about the tanning bed in my house. Boy you are hitting on obscure
topics tonight. What prompted this question? I got the tanning bed either right after or right before
Tristan left our house on the Milton Rd. in 1999. I got it from Larry Lane. Larry and his wife owned
hair salons in Dover and Rochester. The bed was a super heavy duty one with a face tanner. I used to
help Larry anytime he needed it in his shops after hours. They wanted to change the beds out. Larry
and I used to do odds and end things, repairs, etc. (I wasn’t kidding when I told you Larry and I were
close.) Anyway, their new beds arrived and Larry asked me to help him set them up. When we got
there we set the new beds up and removed the old. Larry asked me if I wanted one for my house. I
said, “Sure” and asked him how much he wanted for it? He said, “You are always helping me out,
don’t worry about it. You can have it.” I felt weird about taking a gift like that but he assured me that
he didn’t want anything and was just going to get rid of them anyway. So Larry and I hauled the bed
to my house, and then I had my friend Jeff Jacobs come wire it up. I used it a couple of times. It’s
good to get a base tan before summer so you don’t burn but it wasn’t my thing. But Amanda, she
loved it. I’m guessing, but I would say 3-5 times a week she tanned for 10-15 minutes. I’m not sure
which friends of hers also went in it but I’m sure it was most. I didn’t care, Amanda loved it. I
believe the bed is still at my grandparents’ farm or in storage. Know anyone that wants to buy an
industrial tanning bed? I don’t believe any of my friends used it. Maybe Jessica Edmonds once? I
know Travis’s sister and another girl that used to work for me and lived with Travis for a while,
Renee Gagne, used the bed.

Changing gears. Oh my! The light bulb goes on. The second you told me the Special Olympics
started on June 2, 2000, the day came back to me and I honestly have no idea how I forgot this. It
was a major source of contention for Amanda and me. I remember the details of this weekend like it
just happened. As you are already aware I went on a dinner date and to a concert with Amanda on the
night of June 2. I was expecting this to just be a dinner date and nothing more. I was basically doing
a favor for Jeff and his girlfriend, Jennifer, who was Amanda’s older sister. At that time, I was seeing
several girls and one of them, Rose, had just graduated from UNH. Rose had plans for that evening
to go to a party with her girlfriends and I was going to pick her up around midnight. After I had
dinner and concert with Amanda, Jeff, and Jen. Well as luck would have it, I instantly liked Amanda
but still had plans with Rose for later that evening. So I dropped Amanda off in Portsmouth, and
went to UNH to pick up Rose. The next day, Saturday, the 3rd, is when we had our Special Olympics
duties. We would serve lunch that day to all of the athletes. My job was to pick the U-Haul truck up
in the morning and load up all the supplies needed from the Dover McDonald’s. We headed to the
field house, bagged up all the lunches with another 20 volunteers. Served the lunches to all athletes
and then watched some of the competitions. By 3 pm or so we left the field house and headed back
to the Dover McDonald’s. This is the only part that is fuzzy. I’m pretty sure I picked Kyle up at
Tristan’s mom’s and had him the rest of the weekend. You know what’s really funny is that I
remember Tristan calling my cell phone very late on that Friday night right between me dropping
Amanda off and picking Rose up. Tristan was out somewhere with her girlfriends and the boys were
being watched by Tristan’s mom. Tristan and I were not talking a lot back then and a call like that
from her would normally send me into a tailspin.. Tristan wasn’t calling for any reason other than to
chit chat but I was very vague about what I was doing. I went through six months of hell without her,
and on this night when I just dropped one beautiful woman off and was on my way to pick up
another, I finally realized, I didn’t need to chase Tristan. I was going to be ok.
The reason that this event caused such a problem for Amanda and I was that I admitted to her at
one point that after our date that first evening, I had plans with someone else. Amanda viewed this as
I was cheating on her. I didn’t think of it as cheating. Amanda and I were supposed to go on one
couples’ night out, date. I wasn’t planning on falling in love with her. I forget now exactly how or
when the subject came up that I had plans in the evening after our date. I viewed what I was doing as
being honest. Within a few days of going on that date with Amanda, I stopped seeing all of the other
people I had been casually dating. I fell for Amanda hard. For some reason she wasn’t interested in
focusing on that and the fact that I was trying to start our relationship out on an honest note. She just
kept focusing on what was in her mind, “Cheating”. There was no doubt that Amanda was on my
mind all of Saturday and Sunday, but had she not called me that Sunday night, we likely would have
never been together. When she called and she and Cathy came to spend the night, I was as good as
done, “Stick a fork in me, because I’m falling for this girl hard.” After that Sunday evening, Amanda
was a constant and we were pretty much inseparable.
You asked about the McDonald’s of Lee, Epping, and Exeter. Lee and Epping were owned by
someone else. Exeter was our store but it was supervised by Larry Lane. We always helped out in our
restaurants if there was some type of disaster. I know that in Rochester there was a gun manufacturer
that blew up. It was Thompson Arms or something like that, We provided sandwiches, coffee,
pastries, juice, etc. to all the fire fighters. I think this was in the late 90’s. I can’t think of any major
things that happened in 2000. but if it was in our area, we were contributing.
The restaurants that I supervised were Rochester, Rochester Wal Mart, Greenland, Portsmouth
Rte. 1, Hampton Rte. Hampton Beach, Methuen I, and Methuen II. I also supervised Kittery for a
time after we purchased it, but I gave that up when I got the Methuens.
Regarding the newspaper’s police log of Jeff Marshall being arrested in Portsmouth on May 8,
2000, I am not positive, but I believe this may have been the incident around the time that Jennifer
broke up with Jeff. He told me that he chased some guy down that he saw Jen with and punched
him, but I didn’t realize it was so close to the time that I went on the date with Amanda. If this is that
incident, this was when Jeff went to live with Jackie for a while before returning to Jeff.

August 18, 2010 (193)
Just a bunch of misc. things I wanted to hit on today. Hope all is well for you.
I recently sent you an article about Rodney Peete and his son, who is autistic. I agree completely
that even if Kassidy was, it had NOTHING to do with her death. However, there were a number of
people that described her to the police and others as being slow, spacey, etc. I thought this article
may offer an explanation for some of that possibly. Our usual goal is to understand as much as we
can about Kassidy and everyone else around that time period. Food for thought.
I’m including a couple of articles that when I read them I thought they offered some insight to me.
One of them was about depression. I thought I had life by the “balls” so to speak when I was out
there. Great job, great house, great wife, great kids, what would I possibly have to be depressed
about? I never dealt with depression until I came to prison. I highlighted some sections that I felt
pertained to me. I’m always on the lookout for things that can give you more insight into me.
The second article talks about misbehaving. Nothing serious, just letting your hair down and
enjoying life. Reaping the rewards of all the hard work. I’ve been writing a lot recently about the
transition of me from my time with Tristan and moving onto Amanda. I went from save, save, save,
future, future, to “Hey, let’s have fun and buy a bunch of toys.” I just thought the article was good. I
highlighted some things that I felt pertained to me. If nothing else, an article like this is good for
everyone that has problems balancing things. to read and pick up tips from.
I read another great quote today that I thought I’d share with you. “Freedom of speech and
freedom of action are meaningless without freedom to think. And there is no freedom of thought
without doubt.” Bergen Baldwin Evans- American Author 1904-1978.
The last thing I want to share with you is that I got a letter from my new friend Becky. In it she
said some things that I haven’t really been able to put my finger on. She was talking about some of
the negative untrue things that people had said recently. She said, “Just remember, people talk smack
to either make themselves look or feel better about themselves. You are an easy target because you
cannot defend yourself. No doubt, this will try your patience.” In closing her letter she said, “You are
a good man. Keep in mind part of you is what made me who I am today. Yes,
that’s right, you had more of an influence on me than you know.”
I have a hard time with compliments. This one blew me away because it hit at the core of my
being. When it comes down to it, all I have ever wanted in life was to affect people in a positive way.
I’m not sure of the statistics today but nearly 20 years ago when I started out as a restaurant manager,
1 in 5 American’s first job was at a McDonald’s Restaurant. That is a lot of high school students.
Because of this I approached my job with the same intensity as parenting. I had been entrusted with
this wonderful gift and it was my goal to impact each and everyone in a positive manner. Teaching
about having pride, a good work ethic, how to solve problems, set priorities,
etc. It didn’t matter if I was helping some student with his homework or providing a listening ear for
problems at home or a relationship, I cared about all. The door was open whether you worked for me
or not. This is the person I tried to be. I guess this is why some of the things that are being said
bother me so much. I know it’s impossible to “reach” everyone but damn, didn’t I reach someone? I
guess I now know, I reached at least one.
Talk to you soon,
August 19, 2010 (194)
Thanks for the advice on Kyle and dealing with the things he may read or hear that are true and
not true. Your advice is right on par with what I was thinking. It’s just unfortunate that he has to be
exposed to those things a month into being 13 years old. It just goes to show, how many victims this
tragedy has created. He’s a very strong individual and goes with the flow. As his father, I just want to
protect him from everything.

You asked about the 1999 Asst. Managers Christmas Party held at the Bull Run in Shirley Mass.
This was an annual event. The reason I can remember that Tanya Edwards was there as Travis’ date
is because Tristan had just left a week or two before that and she was supposed to be there with me.
The last place I wanted to be was at that Christmas Party. I felt my guts had been ripped out of me, I
was depressed and just wanted to be alone. I just put my “game face” on and went. I recall sitting at
the same table that Travis was at with Tanya. I believe that Larry Lane and I chartered a bus for
all the assistants and their dates in the seacoast area. The bus made a pick up at the Newington
McDonald’s. The Bull Run was quite a hike from the seacoast and there was going to be a lot of
drinking. We didn’t want anyone drinking and driving. Most of my assistant managers from my
restaurants were in attendance. I am trying to think of who they may have been in 1999. Doris
Franchescini, Darryl Nali, Possibly Elaine Shunk, Torn Urrutia, Keri Fortin, are a few names that I
can think of. Gee, I wish I had my my mgt. flow charts, they would all be listed. I can’t even think of
the names of any of my Methuen assistants. I know I had two in Rochester that I can’t recall their
names. Maybe if we ever get hold of Tom Urruitia, he may be able to help.
That’s pretty cool that you were learning how to fly a plane at the Shirley airport. You sure have
had some neat experiences in your life.
You asked about what I wrote in letter #68 about Kyle being enrolled at Cross Road in August or
September of that year. I am sure I was referring to Kyle being enrolled in 2000. When he was 3
years old not in 1999, when he was two. Prior to Kyle going to Cross Road, the only place he went
for daycare was to Chad and Linda Dalessandri’s. Chad and Linda started caring for Kyle when he
was an infant. Maybe the confusion is that Brent started at Crossroad’s Kindergarten in 1999. We
loved what Brent was learning there and the structure so the next year, when Kyle was 3 we also
enrolled him.
I’ll try to work on some of those other names of my assistant managers. It’s bothering me. For
some reason, I keep thinking that one of the assistants in Rochester was Frank Gentry or something
like that. Now that I know you want it, I’m confident that some of them will come to me. I am pretty
sure that Suzanne Lavalley was one of my assistant managers at that time but I don’t believe she
went to the Christmas Party. Suzanne was a shift manager when I took over Rochester. I worked
closely with her for 8 years. She had three children of her own that were entering their teen years.
She absolutely loved Kyle and took him for overnights a few times. Probably in 98 or ‘99 she and
her husband bought a house that was 2-3 miles up the road from our house. She always drove by the
house in her white Lumina Van when I was out playing ball with the boys. I didn’t have much
contact with her after this happened but at least then I don’t think she believed a word of it. Her
husband was a nice, very quiet man. After I left McDonald’s, Suzanne was going to have her
husband, Bill, try to get me a job as a mason’s assistant. Bill was a mason by trade.
August 19, 2010 (195)
You asked about Stephanie Lane. I knew her briefly. She worked for a short while as a shift
manager for Melissa Brundage, when Melissa was running Greenland I believe. If I remember
correctly, she moved to the area from some other part of the country. She had a little bit of
McDonald’s experience as I recall. Funny, I didn’t realize she was only 18 at the time. Perhaps she
wasn’t and was just counting her experience prior to joining Napoli group. I am quite certain that she
is now married to Larry Lane.
We aren’t supposed to date people that work for us, but it seems that many people meet their
spouses this way. I guess it happens in a lot of places, You work with someone and you are around
them so much, that feelings develop. That is how I met some of my previous girlfriends and certainly
Tristan, who would become my future wife. When Tristan and I started really having feelings for
each other, I thought it best we not work together. Thus she went to school for a different profession.
You asked about Barbara MacKenzie. Yes, I believe that she, as well as a few of the other main
office ladies, and Jack Loftus contributed money to start an education fund for Kyle after I came to
prison. Very kind of them. One of the nicest things I have ever seen done.

You asked if I could recall any words that Kassidy said. I can recall many. Her vocabulary was
increasing every day. Prior to her death, Kassidy was doing a lot more stringing words together. For
example, I wrote about in a recent letter she would sometimes say to Amanda, “Where’s Chad?” She
loved the game where we would point to things on her own or our face and she would name them. As
well as doing the same for things around the room. Some of the words she said very clearly others
she was still working on mastering. Following are some of the words I recall- ball, wall, doggie,
Kato, jump, cookie, juice, Mandy, nose, ear, hair, lips, teeth, eyes, head, belly, baby, pop, (for freeze
pop or popsicle), door, table, run, bird, soda, please, kiss, hug, Tinky Winky, doll, yes, no, etc. There
are many words that I can’t think of right now. I am sure if you ask Amanda this question she could
come up with a whole bunch more. As you can probably imagine, this is a tough task. As I’m
thinking back to the words Kassidy knew, I can’t help but here her say them. It kills me that I won’t
ever hear her say them again. Kassidy had the cutest little voice. This SUCKS!
I’ll go through the secretly taped recording by Jeff and try to get it back to you soon.
August 19, 2010 (196)
You asked about a statement I made in letter #63 “I can only recall one time where I suggested
Amanda not take her to a daycare provider....” You know, I am not even sure of this statement. As
you noted March 20 was a very busy letter day for me. The only concrete instance that I can recall
advising Amanda not to take Kassidy somewhere was when Amanda took Kassidy with Emily
Conley’s unborn child to the doctor’s I believe. This was one of those times when Kassidy came
home from Jeff’s with a bruise on her head from Jeff’s dog knocking Kassidy over or her falling off
the bed when Jeff said, “Mama’s here.” The thing is, Amanda had already taken Kassidy out I
believe. It was more for her awareness, I think. Amanda had already gone out in public with Kassidy
to the doctor’s. I was just giving her a heads-up to think before future trips out. I didn’t want anyone
looking at Amanda as abusing Kassidy. As far as we knew, those bruises from Jeff’s care, and out
own, were accidental. This instance was from something that happened with Jeff, not me. For some
reason I do recall that Amanda did have an interview with one day care place. I am not sure if she
went or not. Again, most of the time, I was working. Sometimes she would fill me in on her day
when I got home, other times she didn’t. As I recall, she didn’t want to put Kassidy into that daycare
as it sat right on a very busy road. Amanda didn’t like the idea that Kassidy would be playing close
to the road where cars drive by at 50 mph. This is one area that both Amanda were on top of. Our
house sat right on a main road, where the cars would go whipping by. We NEVER let the kids
outside to play without one of us being right with them. I hate pine trees and had a plan to remove all
of them in the front lawn, but quickly changed my mind when I started having children live there. At
least two times people had driven on my lawn and smashed into one of the trees. Not to mention the
lady that ran Kato over and the accident in front of our house. Again. These are better questions for
Amanda so can you put them in your file for her so you can ask if/when you speak with her. “Did
Chad advise you not to go to a day care or a doctor’s with Kassidy because of something he had done
to Kassidy or Jeff?” “Did you have an interview set up at a day care?” “If so, did you go?”

You asked about my statement in letter #66 about me helping out with causes that were important
to me. I donated to many causes that I thought were worthwhile. I donated personally as well as
professionally in my capacity as area supervisor. I know you are interested in some examples. Most
of my donations went to things that benefitted children or families. When we opened the Rochester
playplace we invited the children of the local orphanage down the night before the grand opening to
be the first to play in it and have dinner. Every year, we collected coats for tots in the restaurants. I
would bring the boys down to donate their previous years coat as well as purchase a new one for the
cause. Stephanie Chick was big into the Jaycees and every year they had a Christmas Party for
underprivileged children. Jason and I got involved in 1997 or 1998. We both went into work on a
Sunday to make 90 or so happy meals for the kids. At these parties the children would get a winter
coat or some other item if they did not need a coat. They also each received a gift. I would purchase
games and things for this event. During the holidays there was always a local can drive starting
around Thanksgiving. At one particular location in Portsmouth there was tractor trailer truck used to
collect groceries. I would go into the local supermarket and purchase a cart full of groceries and
wheel it over to the tractor trailer every year.
We were always donating Orange Hi-C to local non-profits, student activities and churches. Along
with other items, cookies, Be Our Guest Cards, etc. I didn’t do anything extraordinary. Just donated
to the things that I felt were worthwhile. I would have liked to give more of my time to things and is
something I planned on doing with the Brent and Kyle when they were old enough. I envisioned us
working side by side in the local soup kitchen for a few hours a week.
I did not do my own taxes. There was an accountant a few buildings down from Janet’s (Lane)
business, Hair Everywhere. I can’t remember his name at this time. It was right on the main drag in
Rochester. I’m sure he put something down for charity. I had deductions. If I can get hold of a
Rochester phone book at some point, I can tell you the accountant’s name, As with everything else
that is missing, all of my returns were in my home office file cabinet, the one that my former
“friend”.and tenant, stole.
August 24, 2010 (197)
Good afternoon, as is always the case, I am falling behind you. I really wonder if you require
sleep. If I could just expand my typing hours, I know I could give you a run for your money.
Unfortunately, these typewriters are very loud and I have 23 other men that live on my pod,.which
isn’t much bigger than an average living room. So as you say, I’ll just continue to do my best,
Actually, I’m about 10 envelopes behind right now and some of that is due to having to take a few
days off to be in a play last week. One of my roles was as Ralph Cramden of the Honeymooners. I
know you have mentioned that show before in your writing. Being on stage is way outside my
comfort zone but, as you and I have discussed, sometimes the best parenting is done when we
demonstrate. I really want Kyle to get exposure into the arts. It’s an area where his mom and I didn’t
do much while growing up. So, I figure if I took a chance and did something I am not comfortable
with, it may inspire him. We’ll see.
The other thing I am finding is as we get deeper into this, your questions are becoming much
harder to answer. Understandably, they are becoming more “detail” oriented and my memory isn’t
coming back like I had hoped and as it initially did.
You sent me the obituary of Edwin “Gene” Howe a former employee in Greenland. I don’t
remember him specifically. For many years, we worked with several different agencies for the
special needs. We hired these folks to come in and work 10-15 hours per week. They would fill prep
work type positions, making salads, rolling fajita’s, cleaning the dining room, etc.
You asked about the grand opening of Hampton Rte. 1 when we purchased and rebuilt it. I will try
to get you an exact date of the grand opening. In the meantime, there was a ribbon cutting ceremony.
We always had one when we opened a restaurant. We also raffled off same prizes. It

used to be a car, but I believe we stopped that just prior to opening Hampton. Usually Peter Napoli,
the operations manager, in this case, Bob McDougall, and the area supervisor, me, would be in the
photograph of the ribbon cutting along with the restaurant manager and some local group of children,
the mayor, etc. This photograph would have appeared in the local newspaper. We really “overkilled”
these grand openings. We would typically run specials every hour. We would have all the area
supervisors and most of the area restaurant managers there on the first day. For the first week, we had
at least double the normal employee that it would take to staff the restaurant, pulling in the best
employees from area restaurants to help train.
I’m glad that you were able to get in touch with Crystal. I’m glad that she recalled bathing
Kassidy. With regards to her and Amanda walking around Hampton Beach with me during the busy
Seafood festival, I am pretty sure what I told you accurate. (I’m assuming you pulled it from letter
#60.) I’m pretty sure it was Crystal and that her son, Devin, was with Crystal’s mom. I do recall I
was down there with Amanda Kassidy and Bruce/ Michelle Truell once. Maybe it was them at the
Seafood festival. It was definitely towards the end of the Beach Season for both of them.
With regards to Crystal at Hampton Beach with us, this is what I recall. Hopefully, this will jog
her memory and then we can work on a date. Amanda, myself and Kassidy drove to the beach. I had
to work for a while, so Crystal was coming down a little while later. We all hung out for a bit on the
McDonald’s patio, then we walked around for a bit on the boardwalk. I’m almost certain that the
girls all left together and I worked for a while later. Crystal drove them in her car wherever they were
headed. I met Amanda later at our house.
With regards to the Seafood Festival at Hampton Beach. There is one main road that runs along
the ocean. It has large sidewalks and two lanes for one direction traffic. They completely shut the
main “strip” down for the Seafood Festival and set up all vendors in the middle of the road. Then 100
to 150 thousand people pour into the area to try all the area restaurants’ seafood creations. We all
started walking from the McDonald’s patio and walked the strip headed toward Rye beach whichever
direction that is. Perhaps I am crazy and it wasn’t Crystal. I can think of several times that I an
confident that I saw Crystal, at least two times at our house in the summer months when she came to
meet Amanda as they were headed off somewhere with the kids. I recall on one of these times she
had her son, Devin, with her and they came in for a while. I recall playing with Devin and Kassidy
on the living room floor for a bit and running around with him. He was a little “sparkplug” that
Crystal didn’t think I could tire out. As Crystal recalls, she and Devin stayed over one night in
August and Devin slept with Kassidy. I think this may have been the time I met Crystal and Devin.
At least back then, I think Crystal liked me. Who knows what she thinks now after the conviction. I
always liked her. She was nice to Amanda and good to Kassidy. I didn’t find Crystal to be
pretentious like some of Amanda’s other friends.
I am surprised to hear that Crystal told you about a second burn to Kassidy with a curling iron at
her house. I don’t recall ever hearing about a burn to Kassidy’s hand or arm. I know I don’t recall
seeing a burn on her arm. I just remember the burn on the top of her foot.
On the subject of lying, I remember one of the first times I found out that Amanda lied to me and
I hated being lied to. I had a bad feeling about being lied to, and recall specifically arguing with
Amanda in our bedroom. I said, “This is the second thing you’ve lied to me about something in like a
week. I’m so into you but really hate liars” at first Amanda was very tearful and apologetic. Then as I
tend to do, I kept harping on it, I was hurt. Why is this girl that I love lying to me. Eventually
Amanda got right into my grill am said, “Deal with it Chad, that is what people do, they tell each
other stupid little lies.” I’m like, “Well, that is not what I do, especially not with the person I claim to
love.”
You asked about Jeremy gambling with Bruce and I. I thought I told you in an earlier letter that
Jeremy did gamble, in fact he was the guy that introduced us to the bookie. The gentleman that we
picked up our money from worked at Banana’s and the pick ups were every Thursday. Jeremy had
been betting for years. This was all new to Bruce and I. Jeremy had his own account with the bookie.
Bruce and I kind of worked together which isn’t really encouraged. Bruce and I both had an account
with the bookie and took turns calling the bets in.

Thanks for the responses from Tim Goodnow. I did get his letter that you spoke about and
already responded. I do my best to respond to all letters from people within two days.
Before I forget, at this point, the best date that I can come up with for Crystal still for Kassidy is
the weekend of Oct. 7-8, 2000. This is if in fact it was a weekend. If you look at the chronology, it is
the only thing that makes sense. Weekdays could have been later.
I almost forgot, you asked me in a recent letter to think of movies, books, and perhaps songs that
could depict my relationship with Amanda. I’m including the lyrics to one such song. One of my
favorite artists is Rhianna. She has a duet with a rap artist, Eminem. I am guessing you have heard of
both though probably not their music. The song is titled I LOVE THE WAY YOU LIE. To get a true
sense of this song, I STRONGLY urge you to take 3 minutes, go to my facebook page and click on
the link to the video that Courtney has set up. It is a bit more violent than Amanda and I but the
passion, the passion is unbelievable! The video features the two singers as well as Megan Fox and
Dominic Monahan? Movie and TV stars. Eminem can be a little hard to follow if you haven’t
listened to him before. (Having shared your taste in music with me, I am guessing you haven’t.) But
you have the lyrics to follow along with and I think this video can show you in three minutes far
better than I can ever describe. As I watched it the first time, I thought about the two great loves of
my life, the two ladies I felt such passion for, Amanda and Tristan. It’s eye opening. As I grow older,
I am able to look back at patterns in my life. It never ceases to amaze me how complicated we human
beings are. The video is love and dysfunction, melded perfectly.
While you are at my Facebook page, I think you should “friend” me if you haven’t already. I
don’t think it is a great place for sensitive communication but there may be a time in the future where
you want to get some general message out quickly or something specific like having Courtney
contact one of my friends as you recently suggested with Amanda Mills. Much more effective to do
it directly than write it to me then 5 days later I write it to Courtney. I just read that Facebook has
500 million members (worldwide) I am beginning to see the potential here. I came up with an idea
yesterday and mailed Courtney 7 days worth of simple postings from me. Most of these people I am
finding are on Facebook several times a day and it may be good that I “reach out” to them often. It’s
also not a bad idea if you see the messages I am sending, which you will if we are friends.
August 25, 2010 (198)
You started off the letter talking about your research into one of my previous letters and found
that I had told you about going with Amanda, Jen, and Jeff to Newick’s and later all four of walking
in Prescott Park and the docks. It’s funny because I was thinking about the extra details I provided
during my recent second mention of it just before receiving this letter from you where you mention
that very thing. (How often a second telling results in more details.) I believe this happens because
I’ve read that our brains store everything that we ever learn somewhere. The trick is finding it. Our
long term memory continues to work on a problem long after our short term memory has forgotten
we’ve asked for it. I guess prison isn’t all bad, I learned this in that New England College Class on
Human Growth and Developnent.

Anyway, I have a third memory from that evening. I remember having a great time that evening.
It was the one time I can recall being around Jeff where he didn’t seem awkward. By this I mean, say
crazy things to try and fit in. When he’s being himself and not trying to impress, I actually found him
to be likable. I actually had hopes after that evening that we would become close as couples and be
able to do things together. I mainly hoped this for Amanda. I knew her relationship was just starting
to be close with Jennifer after what she described as not being close growing up. I would have put
my “game” face on and done it for Amanda either way but Jeff and I had very little in common. So,
prior to this evening I held out very little hope of these evenings being fun for me. I believe I already
told you that after the walk through the park and out onto the pier, Jeff had enough and wanted to go
home and watch TV. The evening was just starting for Amanda and I. You could tell that Jen was
having a lot of fun out and wanted to continue on. She tried talking Jeff into it, but she abruptly
stopped. They were walking about 10 feet behind us at this point so I can only guess Jeff said
something that we didn’t hear because her entire demeanor changed. I felt badly for her because it
was obvious that they didn’t go out much. Amanda and I invited her to continue on with us and we’d
bring her home later, but without a second of thought, she said, “No, I better go home.” I guess I
never really thought much about this until now.
One thing I am pretty sure about is that this was very early on in our relationship. I am fairly
certain of this because Amanda did something that night that kind of surprised me, (not easy to do),
and showed me how much of a free spirit she was. I believe Amanda was going to and from her
mom’s in Maine frequently and Kassidy was likely there that evening. It likely was at the very end of
when Amanda was working at Martindale’s Country Club in late June.
You asked about the restaurants I oversaw when I was promoted to General Manager in 1996. So
you understand. General Manager was not a position often used in our company. Typically you get to
the position of restaurant manager and very few make it to the next step, area supervisor. During my
tenure with the company, prior to me, I can only think of 1 or 2 other people that were general
managers. In that instance the general manager is still the restaurant manager of his restaurant and he
oversees another restaurant that is really struggling or may be seasonal. In these instances, the
owners, Pete Napoli, and Rick McCoy, used the position as a proving ground to see if the general
manager has got what it takes to be a supervisor. I think it’s the perfect tool and if I was running the
company, I would have used it much more often. In fact, I would do it with anyone that I was
considering promoting to supervisor. You get to see them in action prior to giving them the “keys” to
5-8 restaurants. Promoting the wrong person to area supervisor could quickly cost the company
hundreds of thousands of dollars. Not to sound cocky, but nothing about my experience at
McDonald’s was typical. There was no doubt that I was going to be a supervisor, but they didn’t
have an area to put me in yet. Larry’s area was growing so my hope was they could split it up prior to
an area coming open because a supervisor ran it into the toilet.
It turned out that we bought a group of stores and they wanted me to move to the Boston area and
run them, but I turned it down. I had a family started and Larry and Bob were company guys, willing
to give me up, but not wanting to. They helped convince Pete there was a need for me where I was.
Anyway, I got promoted to General Manager but instead of overseeing two restaurants, I was
running Rochester, and overseeing the Rochester Walmart which I believe we opened with Elaine
Shunk as the manager. In addition, overseeing Hampton Beach and Kittery Maine which were our
two busiest seasonal restaurants in the company. Both went to sales of over $280,000 in July and

August with Hampton starting at zero’and Kittery having sales of as little as $95,000 a month in
February. One seasonal restaurant is tough enough to run, having two was unheard of. I was still
under the “umbrella” of Larry Lane as the supervisor, but he had very little to do with these four
restaurants. I had good restaurant managers so it was pretty easy. I didn’t need to spend much time in
Kittery. It was run by a guy named David Heon, and Tom Mikoski was his assistant. Hampton Beach
started off really rough because I had some former restaurant manager, hired to run it by Peter, and
she subsequently left. Then we promoted Jason Evans to run it the restaurant with Jeremy Hinton and
Jason Shunk as assistants. There was a large hole they needed to dig out of but they did awesome. I
referred to them as the “Dream Team”. I went through another season as the GM and by then the area
grew enough that we could split it up.
- I just realized something. Something didn’t seem right with what I was just telling you and I know
what it was. I wasn’t as good as I thought I was, I only started with three restaurants as GM. Kittery
wasn’t until the next season because we didn’t purchase it until the fall of 1996. I’m pretty concrete
on this because I was at the takeover meeting with the owner we were purchasing the restaurant
from. Andre Laprade, Larry Lane, and Bob McDougall and I all met at a local restaurant. Kittery
was in Bob’s side of the company. Larry was going to be area supervisor and I was to be the GM. I
don’t believe we had chosen the restaurant manager yet. We had a meeting to discuss takeover
details and then had dinner.
I don’t know if I ever shared this detail with you or not but it was during this meeting that I
found out that Tristan was pregnant with Kyle. I will never forget those initial moments. We were in
the middle of the meeting with Andre and I had just asked him what was the best area High School to
recruit kids from when my pager went off. I looked quickly and I saw that it was Tristan, “No biggie,
I’ll call her when the meeting is over.” Then my pager went off again with our home number and 911
so I figured something important was going on. She rarely paged me like this. I got up to call, fearful
that something happened to her or Brent. When she answered, she immediately asked where I was. I
told her still at the meeting. Tristan sounded very excited. I said, “What’s up?” She said, “I really
need to talk to you when you get home.” I replied, “What are you so happy about, you can’t page me
911 and leave me hanging.” Tristan hemmed and hawed and then said, “I’m pregnant.” It was the last
thing I expected to hear, but I was loving it. “Really, Oh my God. Are you sure? Oh my God. I love
you so much. I’ll be home as soon as I can.” I walked back to the table smiling ear to ear, walking on
cloud nine. I leaned over and whispered the news to Larry when he asked me why I couldn’t stop
smiling. For some reason I had a hard time concentrating after hearing this. :)
I believe that I was promoted to area supervisor in the middle of the summer 1997 or fall. I’m not
exactly sure.
The first restaurant manager of the newly opened Hampton Rte. 1 was Tom Toomire. No idea
how to spell his last name. He worked for the previous owner that we purchased the restaurant from.
Many years prior, he had started with our company. That often happens with McDonald’s people.
We stay around the business. There are many with “Ketchup” in their veins.
August 25, 2010 (199)
You asked if I recall Jen working at Kay Jewelers. She never worked there while I knew her. As I
recall, she landscaped with Jeff and then got her job at Perfumania. Jen was a hard worker, and both
she and Amanda have strong work ethics. Even after she got her job at Perfumania, Jen would work
with Jeff on her days off or after a shift. I still often saw her in the restaurants mowing a lawn,
raking, etc. You could tell Jackie really instilled a great ethic in the girls. I was always impressed
with this.

You asked about a reference to Margaret Bravar, the landlord when I first rented an apartment on
Second Street in Rochester. Interestingly, as I think of it, Margaret is the only landlord I’ve ever had.
Real nice lady. Anyway, you asked when I moved there. I’m not sure of the exact date but it was
sometime in October 1992 prior to my birthday. I know this for a fact because I was repainting the
kitchen after work each evening and Bruce Aube and I started becoming friends so he came and kept
me company. Neither Bruce or I were old enough yet to purchase beer, (both 20) so we asked my
assistant manager at the time, Karen Spinney, to purchase it for us. I was promoted to run Rochester
toward the end of September of that year and spent the first few weeks at the Anchorage Inn. It was a
nice duplex I live in but as Oct. 1993 rolled around, it became less apparent that I was going back to
Keene in a year as I had originally hoped.
Well, you’ve probably come to know me as pretty anal about finances. I didn’t like renting
because it was $500.00 every month going toward paying someone else’s mortgage, no tax
advantages, etc. I informed Margaret that I didn’t want to sign another lease because I will likely be
going back to Keene in several months or if I’m going to stay in the area it makes sense to buy. She
was funny. She said, “I was afraid of that, the best tenants don’t stay tenants for too long because
they usually buy. But I completely understand.” Margaret agreed to let me leave with no penalty and
I stayed until I purchased the house on the Milton Road in Rochester. I want to say that it was spring
of 1994. The only complaint that she had was that I scarred up her driveway. As a man of my word I
assured her I would repair it and did. The scarring occurred after I returned from being away for
about a week, and the ice on the driveway was like 17” thick. I got this great idea to go to the local
equipment rental place and rent a jackhammer. I had a blast carving ice sheets but Margaret wasn’t
too enthused about the divots I created in the tarmac. Live and learn I guess.
You asked about Kevin and Angela Bolduc from my oId Rochester address book as well as
Ronnie and Marcy. Both Maine addresses and phone numbers. Angela and Marcy are sisters, are my
cousins, the daughters of my aunt Cheryl Lavalley and the late Paul Holland. I will try to work with
my mom to get current numbers and emails.
I will ask Jason to contact Chris Davis as well as Rob and Mike Dettleback our old friends from
Keene.
You asked about EBPA/ Healthsource. They were the Health Insurance Carrier that
Colley/McCoy used up until the mid 1990’s I believe. After that we switched to another. As the
carrier, I don’t know if they would have records or not. Why don’t you write back to me now that
you have more information and let me know what you think. I don’t want to spend 30 minutes
constructing a letter if it is useless.
You provided me with some information about Ernest Baud. Considering the age,35-39. I am
assuming that he is the same Ernie that worked for me. I didn’t work all that closely with him but I
remember him as being a good kid. I bet Becky knows him. Perhaps we should pass his contact info.
onto Becky? All of them worked for me as high school kids. Ernie, Tanya, Becky, Travis, etc. God,
Back in the early 90’s, I had some great kids that walked through those doors. 15-18 years later, I
struggle to recall names. I think that is all for now my friend. I will see you in an hour or so. Just so
you know by the time you are reading this, I ALWAYS enjoy our visits but cringe at the thought of
how much work I will have to do after the meeting. :) I know it’s all necessary. It just at times seems
endless sometimes. I’m sure you feel it too. Ok, I’m back to reality. I just wish I could get a good
night’s sleep once in a while. It seems my brain is always working this thing. It never sleeps.
Now if it could just get me better results in the memory department... I never imagined it could
be this much work but as I look at the HUGE stacks of paper all around me, I realize that it indeed
has been for both of us over 400 letters between us with a lot of information.
August 25, 2010 (200) Post August Visit

Hello. There is a ton of information that we went over at our meeting today so I may in fact write
it over several letters. The first topic that I wanted to hit upon was the VSA analysis and John’s
comments to you~ that he clearly sees that I was high stress. I had to chuckle when I heard this. As
in, “Tell me something that I don’t know.” It’s actually pretty interesting. I just recently learned
about stress levels and how most people live in different “ranges”. I am sure being the intelligent,
seasoned men that you and John are, you already know this. I will elaborate in a minute as to how
exactly it pertains to me. First, I wanted to remind you of a few facts about the particular day that I
had my appointment with John. I didn’t share them with John that day but perhaps I should have, as I
am sure they had an effect on my stress readings. Perhaps you can share them with John now.
1. There was a serious beating just prior to the start of our session. It was so serious in fact that the
inmate that was beaten is brain dead and on life support. We are told the administration is waiting for
the family’s permission to pull him off and let him perish. Not everyone is our personal friend in here
but this is very small community with only 1500 people in it. The entire prison was on lock down
during our time together. To be honest, I was surprised but very thankful with the distance John and
his wife traveled that they let our appointment stand. As you might imagine, when activities such as
this happen here, it is very stressful for the inmates and the staff. The guards start overreacting to
everything and the inmates are all on edge. This is a wake up call for everyone that this is in fact
prison.
2. Approximately 45 minutes before John’s arrival I received the letter from you where you
enclosed the email exchanges that you had with Bruce Aube, my best friend of 10 years on the
outside, that basically told you he wanted nothing to do with helping or my case. This was a huge
blow to me and likely a significant stressor. Not to sound like a wimp, but I wanted to curl up in a
ball and just cry. He knows me. He saw me with Kass as often as anybody, knew I didn’t kill her
and was one of my biggest supporters right from the start. I’m still reeling today from actually seeing
it in print. Prior to this letter, when my contact with Bruce wasn’t happening, at least
there was hope. Now it appears there is none. Well, maybe..... This is exactly why I get so uptight
when talking about some of the people who were very significant people in my life around 2000. It
scares the hell out of me. Not knowing seems far better than knowing and finding that some of these
people do not seem ready to help at this time.
3. My nickname in Elementary school was “the professor.” Not only did I look the part with my
horn rimmed glasses. When other kids were worried about what color sneakers they wanted I was
worried about whether or not I told my dad I loved him that morning because “what if he died today
at work? Would he know how much I loved him? Could I go on living if he died?” etc. I was always
the kid that was planning for things in the future. When I was 15, I was planning my first car and
bought it. When I was 19, I was planning for my retirement and started a savings account. At 21, I
started an IRA. When I was an area supervisor I was always planning months down the road, what
is going to happen with each of my restaurants? How many people do I need on staff? etc. My point
is, prior to this test, I was already planning for good results. I was planning on going to the press,
how to contact each person that was in my inner circle and on the fence, “Wow this is going to be so
awesome. Everyone is going to come at this with renewed enthusiasm.” I was planning how to
contact people on the fringe. How to use this infonnation with doubters, etc. I worked it over in my
mind daily about all the good it will do. I knew I didn’t kill Kassidy, so it should be a piece of cake.
By the time it was the day of my appointment, I had worked myself into a frenzy. I sat in that room
worried about the back ground noise from the air vent. Knowing that this was my only chance and
the warden wouldn’t let him back in to do it again. I put myself under such pressure. It had to be
perfect!

4. The pressure I felt about the stupid noise from the air vent was nothing compared to the feelings
I had running through my head as John asked me questions. I tried to do everything I could to relax
and block out everything the cops and prosecutors claimed happened to Kassidy so the truth could
just be detected. However, the minute John started asking about things like, “Serious bodily injury”
or “Did you ever do anything that caused Kassidy’s death” or “Punch, Kick” etc. I would just picture
the most horrible things. The autopsy photos I saw, the bruises on Kassidy’s butt. The huge eggs on
her head when she fell out of Jeff’s truck window and how I DIDN’T BRING HER TO THE
HOSPITAL. WHAT THE FUCK IS WRONG WITH ME??? No matter how hard I tried the
thoughts of her dying popped in my head. I’d push them down so John could get to the truth and he’d
ask me something else and I’d visualize another horrible thing that Kassidy must have endured. A
long time ago, Betsy recommended to me that I should try yoga or some other form of meditation
because she was concerned about the high stress state I stay in. She would be the first to verify I have
never stopped beating myself up for failing to see the signs and not protecting Kassidy. I feel like I
have failed Kassidy, Amanda, Kyle, my parents, my brothers, my sisters, basically everyone I know.
I wish I had taken her advice.
We all inherit certain traits from our parents. I love both my mom and dad very much but if there
is one thing that I wish I had a better balance of the two, is the stress levels they live in. I constantly
live in a stress level of 8 or 9 (of a possible 10 being the highest.) This is what has made me so
successful as a restaurant supervisor, planner, and generally task-oriented person. My mom lives in
this 8-9 range. These are things we share in common: If we aren’t 10 minutes early we are late!
Our children must always be clean and presentable. If we have a to-do list, every item on it will be
complete or we are not going to bed. We play the same thing over and over and over in our heads.
The list goes on and on. My dad on the other hand is laid back. “Relax, if it doesn’t get done today it
will be done tomorrow. Oh well. If you ripped your new jeans, did you have fun? Listen, get some
sleep, you’ll feel better about it in the morning. Look in the mirror everyday and say 3 times. ‘I love
myself, I love myself, I love myself’.” etc.
The job of a fast food restaurant manager can be more stressful than anyone could imagine.
Being the supervisor of 8 such restaurants is unimaginable. It is nearly impossible to have things
going well in every restaurant all at one time. As a restaurant manager, I regularly worked 75 hours a
week because I had to be the best restaurant. Settling for number 2 was out of the question. You
constantly have problems. A piece of equipment breaks and you cannot get parts for a week. The
fryolators die in the middle of a $3500 lunch rush. One of your teen employees is having a crisis at
school while you have three people trying to callout sick, at the same time a bus full of 50 hungry
high school football players is pulling onto the lot. You run out of eggs during Saturday morning
breakfast and the shift manger forgot to mention you were low. You are fresh back from vacation and
you realize you are heading into the lunch rush with only nine crew people and seven of them only
know how to work the cash register. Who is going to cook the food? This is just a small sampling of
the hourly problems you encounter. This was the environment I thrived in. I excelled at finding
systems so these problems didn’t repeat themselves or at least were minimized.
I’ll give you an example from right now. I am typing this letter on an old-fashioned typewriter and
all of these typos and missed commas are stressing me out. I am half considering retyping.
Anyway. I don’t know if any of this gives you and John some insight this matters but I am hopeful
that this will at least give an insight into me and how I process things.
August 26, 2010 (201)

This morning I completed the reading of Letters from NHSP pages 127-144. A lot of good info in
here and descriptions of the photographs you had me identify earlier. This got me to thinking, I don’t
really know what there is on the website for photos. I indentified a lot that I don’t believe we are
currently using. I think you told me that you also didn’t include a lot from 2001. This is fine.
However, there are some photos from 2001 that I think are important to display. For example, there
was a photo of me in my parents’ living room with Kyle sitting on the sofa I believe wearing my
sock around his head as a bandana, me laying on the floor with Malana on top of me and I’m
reaching up to hold Nicole’s hand. I just think it is a great photo that shows the closeness of family
and who we are. Another example. I think some of the photos of Amanda I had taken in January
2001 at Vanessa’s, and again of us in April 2001 at Robin Hood Park, show dramatic fluctuations in
Amanda’s weight as she battled depression over Kassidy’s death. The state is sure my motives for
being with Amanda were selfish. However, there was a real need. I’m not kidding when I told you
for those first few months she was in such a funk I had to literally spoon feed her to keep her going. I
don’t believe she would have been able to handle it if she had lost me and Kassidy all at once. I don’t
mean to sound cocky. It was just a huge loss with Kassidy, I was the guy she loved and trusted, and
she had no family support. Obviously, I loved Amanda very much and wanted to be with her as well.
But more important than my strong love for Amanda was the basic human decency to be there for a
woman grieving the incredible loss of her daughter.
The photo numbers in these pages add proof to these events. I am quite certain that even today
Amanda would tell you the same thing. Speaking of Amanda, we had a brief conversation on the
phone last evening and you asked me to remind you in writing. The next time you speak with her,
whether it is in October or if she contacts you prior, can you please let her know that she can write
me herself if she has questions. I am always going to care about her and help her anyway possible.
She’s the only other woman I’ve wanted to marry and spend my life with. At this point, I finally feel
that I have the right person [YOU] to help get me out of this mess and I just want her to do what she
ALWAYS promised to do, help us get the truth out. She is the only other person that knows the
details like I do, it was our lives! I have very little credibility and need her help. [Also] while you
have her, give her a brief background on your letters from NHSP section of website and let her know
she may want to go check out pages 139-140. There are some great memories there of Kassidy that I
know she would enjoy.
Letting her know I’m not angry at her will likely ease her guilt a bit and make communicating a
bit easier. If she actually starts communicating to me, I know she will follow through and help. As I
have always said, this will make it real to her and she will want to get the truth out so I have a chance
at getting home to Kyle.
The memories of Kassidy on 139 and 140 are the type that Amanda will really cherish.
While on the subject of Amanda, I am going to attempt to identify some of the missing photos of
Kassidy that Amanda may still have or were destroyed in the fire in Vernon. You can put it right in
your Amanda folder along with the previous paragraph because you mentioned at some point
verifying them with Amanda. These missing photos could be worth 1000 words.
1.
I recall several photos that Amanda took of Kassidy and Kyle playing at the house.
2.
There were some great photos that Amanda took in the boat. I recall one where Kassidy was
sitting on the back bench seat by herself as we were stopped in the middle of Baxter Lake.
3.
I’m positive there was a photo that Amanda took standing in the bow of the boat where I was
driving and had Kyle and Kassidy on my lap helping me steer.
4. There was a day that we took Kyle, Kassidy and Brent to Hampton Beach. My mother recently
gave you a photo of the boys climbing on the rocks. Amanda took the photo with Kassidy
beside her. I took a photo of them together.
5.
There are several missing photos of Kassidy in the high chair. Amanda was always snapping
those photos. I remember we had a few cute ones with food all over her face. In one of them,
Amanda ran to get the camera because she was licking the ice cream bowl and had some on her
nose.
6.
There are at least 2 photos of her playing with Kato that I remember.

7.

Jackie already contacted you about the missing photos of Josh and Kassidy at Water Country
that Amanda took.
8.
There are the missing photos of Kassidy and Malana together in the kiddie pool.
9.
There are the missing photos of Kassidy and Josh together when he stayed at our house in
Rochester. Amanda was always snapping photos. I thought I should buy stock in Kodak that
summer. :)
10. I’m pretty sure that Amanda had a photo with Kassidy sitting on my lap on the 3 wheeler or the
riding tractor.
11. I’m fairly certain we had a photo of Kassidy and Ashley, Bruce and Michelle Truell’s daughter
playing together at the Truell’s house, backyard.
12. There was at least one photo of Amanda and Kassidy snuggled up in our bed that I took.
13. Amanda took photos of Kassidy in her car seat wearing sun glasses.
14. There are several more photos missing from the day at York’s Wild Animal Kingdom.
15. I’m pretty sure that Amanda had a photo of Kassidy and I playing together on the floor from
the night Amanda came home from the money mgt. class in Portsmouth. This was the evening
I described in a letter to you very early on where Kassidy actually wanted me and pushed
Amanda away when she came to play with us. First and only time that happened.
16. We had some of Kassidy at the playground in Rochester.
17. I remember a really cute one of Kassidy sitting on the couch watching cartoons and had her
Teletubby, Tinky Winky, right with her.
18. I’m sure Amanda had some of her sleeping. Kassidy was like the most adorable sleeper.
19. I know Amanda took some of Kassidy on the trampoline. They both loved jumping together on
the trampoline.
20. I remember there were several photos of Kassidy framed that Amanda had placed on the
fireplace mantle.
21. I’m not sure where we were, but Amanda had one of Kassidy sitting on my shoulders. This is
how I carried her a lot.
More: I know there were others, Amanda and Kassidy out with Amanda’s friends places. etc.
This is what I can think of in about 10 minutes. I’m hopeful that Amanda can give you more
examples. I’ve been immersed in “2000-land” for so long that these quickly came to me. Likely I
will think of more at some point. I will say one thing though. I was upset at how few I was in with
Kassidy. I remember Amanda had this huge envelope while we were camping in Vernon They were
all the photos she had taken, and some her mother had given her, etc. We pulled them all out on the
bed one evening to look at them and I remembered being upset. I actually think I started crying.
There were only like 5 pictures of us together.
I was sad about it because I loved her too and the weight of the fact that I’ll never be able to
take more photos of us together was like pressing down on my chest. Amanda was very sweet and
comforting about this. Hugging me and reminding me that I had taken a lot of the photos and that
Kassidy loved me. “What we keep in our heads and our hearts is what’s important.” Amanda did
have a knack for saying comforting things.
By the way, on those 2 pages that I asked you to inform Amanda about, 129 and 130 of NHSP
letters, there is a spot in there were I again affectionately refer to Kyle as a “little shit” it had to do
with him realizing that his mother didn’t like him playing with her ears but his little hand inevitably
making its way back to them.
With regards to FamilyStrength, I don’t believe we made any final plans at the visit. If you can
get me their address on Central Ave in Dover. Where I am working with a typewriter I don’t want to
write to Concord only to find I need to write to Dover. The less retyping the better.

You asked me to reread a section of my deposition in the civil suit that Jeff filed against me. I
spent about an hour looking for it. Unfortunately, I’m not sure which deposition it is in and I didn’t
have the Appendix. But it doesn’t matter. I know the answer to the question. You asked about Jeff’s
landscaping contracts and whose actual decision it was to cancel them. I kind of flip-flopped
between Larry Lane and myself as being responsible. To understand the answer you almost have to
transport back to that time period. My reasons for not clearly accepting responsibility are several:
1. As we have previously discussed, I had nothing but venom for Jeff and his audacity to sue me.
I was going to fight him every step of the way. I was being as difficult as I could and wasn’t going to
help him screw myself over in anyway.
2. Going right along with #1 above, you have by now come to know me as a person who is
ALWAYS thinking of the future. Before I answered any question unless it was of the most simple
nature, such as my name, I thought about the question, where it may be coming from, why are they
asking it? How do they plan on using it to screw me over later.” Questions like this, that I didn’t
really understand why it was asked or how it may be used later I fumbled on a bit. Truth wasn’t my
main objective here. Being a pain in the ass was. However, I did not want to lie under oath so I
would instead try to find some clever way around it. The only problem is, I’m not really that clever.
3. Going alone with #2&3 above, My attorney experience prior to this was Alan Cronheim, who
is a very bright man and I felt completely comfortable with. (apparently too comfortable). Anyway, I
started this case with Jeff completely alone, with no lawyer experience. I had several “jailhouse”
lawyers advising me. I don’t know if you know anything about jail house lawyers but many of them
are bright but most are paranoid. They were all giving me different advice. As a guy that tries to
gather tons of info. before making a decision, this confused the shit out of me. I then told my family
to find me a lawyer that could help without breaking the bank. That is how Mr. Fisher became
involved. He is a great man but his style is FAR different than what I was used to with Mr.
Cronheim. There were times where even though I had representation, I still felt as though I was in
this huge ocean by myself. In Mr. Fisher’s defense, I wasn’t the most trusting person. I had just been
given this huge life sentence and I felt my lawyers in some ways helped “cook” me. Mr. Fisher was
all about truth, though. Just get in there and tell the truth he would say. The problem was that no one
since Nov. 9, 2000 had done this, so I was always fighting this huge uphill battle.
4. Back in 2004 I didn’t even think about my conversation with Jeff prior to his being let go
where I warned him that it was going to happen. That conversation was a loyalty thing between him
and out of respect for Amanda because Jen was her sister. I had answered the actual question by the
attorney and didn’t even think of the prior conversation back then. Of course six years ago, I had no
idea how important that conversation between Jeff and I could potentially be. It wasn’t until recently
when things were being “fleshed” out that I saw how my conversation about the contract nonrenewal could have potentially led Jeff to be angry at me, and, by extension, Amanda. (He already
seemed jealous of me, and he likely felt that l owed him and should have saved his job.) Had I known
the possible importance of having this on record back then, it would have been.
Ultimately, Larry, and I had decided he was done doing landscaping for us and his contracts
would not be renewed. Larry may have been the one to actually tell him, officially, but we all had
decided.
We talked at our visit about anger, my temper or the perception of, what kinds of things would
“trigger” me to act out in unhealthy ways, etc. I think it’s important to note that I am not the same
person at 38 years old that I was at 25 or 28. Obviously as we grow, we learn different and better
ways to handle things. Certainly, I have had plenty of times for reflection and have started describing
my triggers in several previous letters. In those letters I also described all the areas of my life where I
had the utmost patience and complete control of my emotions. This usually had to
do when I was playing with the kids or trying to teach them something. I could spend hours trying to
show them how to do the same task, such as hitting a ball or tying their shoe, over and over again
without ever losing my enthusiasm or smile. Going back to my triggers. Thinking back to every time
I lashed out at someone I cared about or loved, I think it all comes dawn to a few simple things,
1. When I’m lied to

2. When I feel threatened or loss of control
3. When I was drinking alcohol and should not have been. There may be a 4th one but I can’t think
of anymore at this time. I will try to provide an explanation for each. Please note this is an
explanation not an excuse.
1. If a stranger lies to me, I don’t care. I just know to write that person off but when it is someone
I love or have let into my “inner circle” it can bring me to, ballistic faster than anything else. It has to
do with my core values I believe: The people that you hold dearest, you tell them the truth.” I will
bend over backwards for my friends and loved ones and expect nothing in return except to respect
me enough to tell me the truth. In actuality, it isn’t the anger that is dangerous for me it’s when I am
hurt that I could lose control of my emotions and the ability to always control how I directed the
anger. In the example I shared with you about a friend smashing up my front fenders on my RX-7. I
had bent over backwards to help that friend the entire time I knew him. He was a kid that had a very
sheltered existence growing up, was home schooled and had no idea how to act in social settings. He
thought the only way to make an impression was to do everything in excess of everyone else. I
opened my house to him when he couldn’t stand it at his house yet couldn’t afford to go it alone,
I lent him money when he needed it, I tried to help him get healthy, giving up smoking and making
better food choices, I tried to help him budget, I even lent him my car when he smashed up his and
couldn’t afford a new one so he wouldn’t lose his job in Mass. (He was no longer working for me.)
When he came home with dents in the car I let it go for a few days hoping that he would do the right
thing and come tell me. He had already admitted to another friend that he did it. We knew he did. He
was a horrible driver. He had a genius level IQ, but his problem was that he thought he was smarter
than everyone else. He was bragging to others how he planned on convincing me that someone hit
the car when I took it out. This was enough, at this I planned to confront him. (Knowing what I know
about myself now I would never put myself in this situation). I calmly sat down with him in the
dining room and asked him if he had anything to tell me. He said no, (I forgot to mention, he had a
serious history with lying which he freely admitted to.) I asked him if he got into an accident with my
car. He looked me right in the eyes and said, “No”. To me this was the equivalent of saying, “You
are a piece of shit, I have no respect for you or anything you have ever done for me. You are a punk.”
Not only did he look me directly in the eyes and lie, he was so smug about it, leaning in and smirking
as he did it. This was more than I could handle, I reached over the table, grabbed handfuls of his shirt
and lifted him, slamming him into the wall. I then said, “I know you are lying. I know you already
admitted it to someone else. You have one more chance to tell me the truth before I punch your fat
ass out.” With this, he told me the truth.
I am certainly not proud of how I handled this and wouldn’t do it the same today.
After this brief scuffle was over, his smugness was gone and I was calm I sat him dawn across me
at the dining room table. I apologized for losing control. I explained to him that I felt very hurt that
he could look me in the eyes and lie. I explained that I had invited him in as part of my family and
reminded him that he and I had discussed over and over again the only thing I could not tolerate was
him lying to me. I asked him if I had ever treated him poorly or ever gave him a reason (like fear)
that he couldn’t tell me the truth about anything? He replied “No” to both. I went on to explain that I
had always been in his corner and supported him against all odds.
Now you may be wondering why I have shared all these drawn out details. It’s my best attempt to
bring you into my mindset in those moments. Looking back I always think I can “save” everybody. I
never want to give up on someone and am always interested in helping them reach their potential,. I
could never see it then but should have been asking myself, “at what cost?” Tristan had been after me
for months to kick him out.
He was a horrible tenant. He made tons of messes for her to clean and I couldn’t even see how my
unwillingness to give up on this 20 year old man was causing major stress in our marriage and undo
stress on Tristan. This was my “project” not hers. She was my wife and I certainly wasn’t showing
her very much respect. The kicker is Tristan and another person were home. Tristan knew I was
planning on confronting him and she said, “Why bother, you know he is going to lie to you.” I said,
“No, he was just trying to act cool. That is the “misfit” part of him. I have Faith he will tell

me the truth.”
He and I remained friendly after he moved out. Several times we had him and his wife over for
dinner. We went to their wedding etc. I didn’t care about the car. It was the hurt of being lied to by
someone I trusted. This is but one detailed example.
Some of my situations with Tristan and Amanda also involved me feeling hurt about being told
something that wasn’t true and not handling it properly. In their defense, I wasn’t always the best
listener with them. I am a much better listener now. Unfortunately, we cannot go back in time. The
bottom line is whether I was lied to, felt threatened or was drinking alcohol I am the one that made
the poor decisions on how to handle it. At times back then I wasn’t mature enough to see that
violence, especially with the person you want to share your life is NEVER ok. Back then I would
say, “You hurt me so badly.... that I lost my shit.” The reality is so what if someone hurts me. I don’t
have a right to put my hands on them. There are other ways to handle my hurt and anger that don’t
involve hurting or scaring those that I love. The one program in this prison that I really enjoy and try
to always absorb from is AVP Alternative to Violence. I want to be a good example to Kyle and part
of this is practicing what I always preach to him, “think twice before you act once.”
With regards to #2 feeling threatened or losing control. An example of this may be something like
when Tristan told me she felt like she wanted to leave. It seemed out of the blue (the first time) and
hit me like a ton of bricks. I am a planner, the guy that had our retirement planned. “This can’t
happen to us.” My world went into free fall. I was like, “Oh shit, I better get my head out of my ass
or I’m going to lose this woman I love and my two baby boys.” Three days later she came home at
2:30 a.m. when she was expected to be home at like 7. Every possible worst thought went through
my head. I was drinking when I clearly knew I should not have been and completely lost my shit
culminating in me dragging Tristan up the stairs to show her our boys and remind her of our vows.
With regards to #3 Drinking alcohol when I shouldn’t be- Above is a perfect example of a time I
shouldn’t have been touching the stuff let alone the worst of the worst for me, vodka. I could be a
real funny drunk. Life of the party. But if I had something bad going on or something weighing
heavy on me, I was the biggest asshole. My reasoning skills disappeared. I lost my ability to think of
consequences. I am hopeful that the above helps you understand my mindset and “triggers” better.
Again, these are not excuses. I should have handled all of these situations better. In the future I know
I will, and I have.
You asked me at our meeting to provide you with a sequence of who lived in my house in
Rochester after I left for Keene in December or so of 2000. I’m quite certain I did this in a much
more detailed version several months ago. I suspect as you keep editing letters you will run into it. I
wish I just knew the letter number. I recall spending a fairly good amount of time trying to think of
the order and dates. Perhaps if you run an OCR scan on the name, DJ, Mandy, or Travis it will pop
up. Generally without the dates, I believe they lived in this order. Travis lived with Amanda and
I. After I left, Travis’ sister and her boyfriend along with Rene Gagne lived there. After a while
Travis was back to being by himself, but he couldn’t afford the rent. They moved out and the place
sat empty for a few months. I then met David Haycock (DJ) at Strafford County. He lived there for
like a year, paid the first month’s rent and didn’t pay again. He robbed me blind, trashed my house,
trashed all the paperwork we need and finally had to be evicted. Me and Trust... Actually, if I’m not
mistaken, Mandy Allard and Amanda lived there for several months before DJ moved in and after
Travis left.
You asked how I chose Holy Rosary Credit Union over other area banks. I’m always shopping for
the best deal. I liked their carbon copy checks, they didn’t charge for checking and they paid 1/2% to
3/4% more interest than any other bank. You had to be referred by another member or work for a
business that had an affiliation. I liked this. I had 50 employees in Rochester so I wanted to be able to
offer this benefit to our employees. I was always looking for any additional benefit that I could offer
to our crew. If I could work with a local business I would. Discount to a gym, I would

trade McDonald’s coupons with the local theatre manager so I could offer them to our employees. I
would run contests for highest register hour, Drive-thru customers, no mistakes from the grill crew,
etc. I basically did anything I could to boost morale. A happy crew is a fun and productive crew.
These people will tell their friends it is a great place to work.
I’m not sure how we got onto the subject of it but you asked about how I communicated things to
my crew as the restaurant manager. Communication has always a huge thing with me. It seems so
simple, yet as a supervisor, it seemed like one of the biggest obstacles I would see with certain
managers. I always found that if you have an area in the restaurant to work on, if you communicate
this area to every single team member, you will solve the problem much faster than if you try to do it
alone.
As a restaurant manager, it started with my mgt. team. I tried to have an entire restaurant mgt.
team meeting every Monday from 3-4 PM. The first line of communication is the 10 or 11 people
that are running the shifts, especially the ones when you aren’t there. We’d review the previous
week’s profit and sales figures, upcoming promotions, our hiring needs and what kind of people we
were looking for, problem areas, crew morale and contests I wanted to run that week, etc. I also tried
to have a weekly memo to the crew. I would do things such as talk about upcoming promotions,
problem areas such as food cost and what they can specifically do to help this week or cash registers
coming up short, I would recognize outstanding performers, store records broken, birthdays, contests
I wanted to run on our busiest days, etc. I also used this forum-to let them know things like, we are
now affiliated with Holy Rosary, and that they can open an account there if they want simply by
saying they work for McDonald’s. If I couldn’t get a memo out, I always had messages by the time
clock, signs in individual work stations, etc. My motto was, “You cannot over communicate”. I often
attached the memos to the paychecks and especially when I first started, I tried to personally hand
them out so I could look the people in the eyes and personally thank
them for their hard work this week. It’s funny in thinking about it. These weekly memos are how I
became great friends with Stephanie Chick. Shortly after I started working in Rochester, Stephanie
took over running TKO Printing from her older brother, Keith. Stephanie was real pleasant and
commented on all the positive changes she had seen at the restaurant since I took over. I made it a
point to see her 2-3 times a week my entire stay in Rochester. One of the sweetest people you’ll ever
meet.
You asked about Martin’s Drive In.-I don’t recall going there often. I liked Lone Oaks much
better. The only time I can remember going there for sure with the kids was one time after Amanda
and I took Kyle and Kassidy out on the boat at Glen’s house. We stopped in to get the kids a soft
serve cone. I think Amanda and I shared a cone. If I’m not mistaken, Amanda went there a few times
with Kassidy. I think she liked the lemonade there.
I don’t know what is at this site but I thought you might want to check it out. It was set up by the
families of a few inmates here. It’s www.judicialmisconductofNH.com
I was thinking of the things that Crystal told you during your 45 minute conversation. I think they
were pretty significant and I am wondering if we can somehow use them on the website. I’m thinking
we could have a section- THINGS SAID ‘TO MORRISON THAT WERE NOT PART OF
ORIGINAL RECORD. I think it is pretty significant that one of Amanda’s friends would speak up
and say I was nice and that Amanda was really excited to have a nice guy that was willing to help her
raise Kassidy. Probably even better is her recollection of bathing Kassidy 2-3 weeks prior to her
death and not seeing any bruises yet the police were trying to convince her otherwise. They did this
with many people. It’s nice to see that one person didn’t allow themselves to be bullied. What is
really remarkable is that she was an 18 year old kid.
How about Mrs. Edgars confirming that I approached her about taking Kassidy in. I know, you are
going to say, “Well, it would be better presented as an affidavit.” It’s just something to consider, you
are doing the research, people are telling you things, Let’s get it out there for people to read.

In a previous letter you asked about Tristan and my honeymoon. We didn’t have a traditional
after-the-wedding honeymoon. We had decided approximately a week before our Nov. 24, 1996
wedding that we were going to get married. In that time, we planned a full wedding with 90 guests, a
bridal party, a dinner in Rochester’s finest establishment, DJ, Videographer, etc. I was real busy at
the restaurant in Nov. so we planned to take a later vacation. We ended up flying to Miami when
Tristan was 7 1/2 months pregnant and taking a 7 day Caribbean Cruise on Royal Caribbean’s largest
and newest ship at the time, Grandeur of the Seas. I wasn’t sure how I would like a cruise. I assumed
I wouldn’t really care for it. Boy I couldn’t have been more wrong. We had a blast. It was a 900 foot
long floating city. The food was unbelievable. The shows were amazing. Tristan and I were like the
shuffleboard King and Queen. She was adorable running around with a huge “Kyle” belly doing
every activity possible. Probably the best was at one of the ports we were going to rent jet skis but
we saw this banana boat ride thing that looked like a blast. I didn’t know if she would be able to go
on it in her condition. Tristan was game for anything. This was a huge Banana looking thing that was
inflated and towed behind a speed boat. About 10 people straddled it like a horse and the only thing
you could hold onto was a small handle in front of you. We sat in the way back where it bounced you
even higher as it got going. The boat operator made a joke that this was sure to put Tristan in labor.
After that, we went snorkling. We visited Puerto Rico, The Bahamas, and several other ports. It was
the best vacation we had ever taken. We talked about doing it again with the boys
when they were a little older. Unfortunately it never happened. It was amazing and so relaxing. The
water the scenery, the environment, Tristan, all beautiful. Well, I think that is it for now. My back is
killing me only 6 pages but with this stupid typewriter and all the thinking required before typing a
line, it took about 6 hours.
August 27, 2010 (202)
You asked about “hot coffee” lawsuits or other lawsuits in my restaurants. As you can imagine,
McDonald’s is often a target of lawsuits. Unfortunately, many people see the golden arches and think
of pot of gold. We were a very large franchisee. In fact, I believe we were the largest in the country.
This being the case, we had the luxury of having certain people that handled certain aspects. I was
aware of when my particular restaurants were being sued. However, at that time it was typically Jack
Loftus that handled those types of problems. He worked with the attorneys representing us and if
things went to court he was often our representative. In fact, I can only recall going to court one time.
In either 1999 or 2000. In Rochester we found an interesting way to clean the playplace balls in
between the monthly cleaning where we contracted with a company that came in and washed them
one at a time with a machine. We had a car wash right next door to the restaurant. I found an out of
state company that sold these large mesh bags. As you can imagine those 4000 balls in that playpit
get a lot of use from young children. Having young children of my own, sanitation was very
important to me. So once a week or so, we’d load the balls up into these net bags, use a pressure
sprayer to apply disinfectant and soap and then throw the bags in the back of a pickup and run them
through the car wash. This one time, one of the bags got knocked out by the car wash brushes and the
bag ripped open. There was a car behind our pickup truck full of balls and the guy sued us claiming
our balls got lodged in his sports car undercarriage somehow and ruined his transmission. His story
was ridiculous. We actually went to court on it and lost or settled. I forget which. It was like for
$2,800.00
I believe the most common lawsuit we faced were of the slip-and-fall variety. My role as the
supervisor was typically to investigate the incident, and whether we were, in fact, at fault. If so, what
can we do to prevent repeats in the future? I used to get upset when we would sometimes settle with
people on bogus claims. I thought that it set a bad precedent. Jack agreed, but his hands were tied. If
there was the threat of negative publicity, the company would want no part of it. Losing sales could
quickly add up to losing more than the settlement. Often Jack would settle because it would have cost
more to defend against it.

Before I forget, there was a program on ABC last evening, Thursday Aug. 26, “Secrets of your
Mind.” The entire program was about Brain Imaging/Brain Scan. The entire program was about brain
scans done on murderers’ brains and what the science is telling us. I caught a couple of names of the
lead doctors that have been leading the field for years in case you want to look them up. Adriane
Rain of U Penn I believe and Dr. James Fallon. Some of it was about psychopaths and serial killers
which may not apply here. What I thought was of particular interest was one of these doctors could
look at dozens of these scans and pick out with 100% accuracy, in a few minutes time, all the people
that had been convicted of murder, just by looking at their scan.
It appears all of these violent people have something in common. They all have much less or
zero activity in their prefrontal lobe and orbital cortex. The orbital cortex, the program explained, is
the area that controls impulses. They claim to be able to do a scan of a young person’s brain and see
if they have the genetic make up to be a killer. This all got me thinking... Obviously this is a different
type of brainscan than the ones we have discussed with new fMRI lie-detector technology. However,
they seem to have one thing in common, i.e. the new brain scan technology. I found it interesting but
with your mind you likely would have gotten more out of it.
In response to your question, neither Amanda or I ever went to the East Rochester Swimming
pool.
Likewise, the “Celebrate NH Festival” in Hopkinton from June 7-11 doesn’t ring any bells.
Good Idea though to try and hit on events that may bring back memories for me of that time
period. No idea on the Rochester Chamber golf tournament on Tuesday June 6. As I got promoted
from restaurant manager to supervisor, I had less to do with the Chamber of Commerce in Rochester.
Even prior to that, my involvement was limited. Typically, this involved reaching out to them when I
needed business references, demographic information, or there was something unusual going on in
the restaurant.
You asked about McDonald’s sponsored ads for missing children. Yes, some of the restaurants
that sponsored these ads were my restaurants. Again, as I described earlier, we were a large company
and in our main office we had our own advertising company called Arch Advertising. In 2000,
Debbie Thompson was the lead of Arch advertising. She was responsible for· our hiring materials,
newspaper ads, radio spots, following the set checklist we had established for restaurant grand
openings, local P.O.P. (Point of Purchase) coordination of all corporate promotions, etc. Debbie
would usually run it by the supervisor to see if we wanted to be involved in things, other things were
important to Peter so they just happened. Still other things were dictated by the corporation. I had
approved 100’s of things in my time as a supervisor. It’s hard to recall exactly which were the things
I was directly involved in. I do recall being involved in this one however. Missing children has
always been something that has bothered me from the time I first started seeing their faces appear on
milk cartons.
I cannot imagine the torture of being a parent in this situation. As you may know McDonald’s are
masters of advertising, using every available opportunity to push their message. When you purchase
something inside a McDonald’s dining room it is served to you on a plastic tray. Upon each tray a
paper liner is placed and your food on top. Most of the time, these tray liners have photos of
McDonald’s products, and are part of a national advertising promotion. At times those tray liners are
what is called “local” which is a regional message. There were special tray liners made for missing
children as well. I recall ordering as many of these as I could get for use in my restaurants.
I honestly don’t know if any child was ever found from our combined efforts, but any small chance
to help was worth it.
You asked about area high school graduations and if I attended any for the kids I had working for
me. I attended a few graduations and graduation after parties for some of the students working for me
when I was a restaurant manger. I also attended as many of their school events as time permitted. I
had several kids that played on local basketball and football teams. I caught as many of those games
as possible. A few of the names that come to mind are Mike Leon, Steve Skidds, and Matt Skidds. I
also went to several schools and spoke to classes about life after school, employment

opportunities, what your community expects. In fact, in the early 90’s I went to Becky and Travis’s
high school, Farmington, several times. It was a great opportunity to see some of the kids I
recognized serving, give back a little and also get a few new employees. By the time I was a
supervisor in 1999, I had over 200 people working for me and had less one-on-one “touch” with the
crew people. I’d walk into a restaurant sometimes and only recognize half the crew. Especially in my
Methuen II restaurant where there was a large Hispanic population. Around graduation time,
donation requests were always up, I know at least in Rochester we would typically lend them our 5
gallon cooler and donate cups and High C syrup. At other times it was food items.
Thinking of all of this, I recall a cool promotion I came up with and started running with the
Rochester High School football coach who was also the athletic director of like 30 years. His name
escapes me right now but he and his wife were regular customers of mine. I took over in Rochester
during the 1992 football season. Hugo Bolin and I worked out a thing where every time his kids won
a game they would get a free Big Mac sandwich. We called it “The Big Mac Attack”. I think that
first year I had him hand them a coupon after victories. Athletes are usually some of the most popular
kids in school. My goal was to change the entire culture at the Rochester McDonald’s which had a
hard time attracting good employees. These kids would bring their coupons in and I would quickly
know who was the “coolest” kids of the bunch. Typically the biggest jock. I would talk to them about
coming to work for me part time. After snagging a few of these kids, McDonald’s became an ok
place to work for all kids and the applications started to flow.
August 27, 2010 (203)
I’m responding to your three letters which contained the Strafford County Guidance Files you had
from Gray Fitzgerald’s work with me. As you mentioned, his writing was hard to read but I tried to
absorb every page. At some point, after I write him, we may be able to get him to “decode” his notes.
You did a pretty good job transcribing them. I think you got a few words or “ideas” incorrect, but I
don’t think they are that important at this point. I think you got the important stuff down, which in
my mind was that I didn’t hurt the kids.
You asked about the goals document where there was a “Tim” listed. I believe this was supposed
to be Tom as in Tom Mikoski. You also asked about getting a housekeeper to help out with the
cleaning duties at the house. I believe I did hire a housekeeper that came in for several weeks. It was
Suzanne Lavalley, my former swing shift manager who had started her own cleaning company. She
was a clean-and-neat expert in my restaurants, so I knew she’d do great with my house. The thing to
keep in mind though was that after I started seeing Gray, Tristan had never come back. The plans I
was making for a housekeeper, etc. was for when my family was there. I was thinking it would be a
great way to relieve some of the stress between Tristan and I. With Just Kato and I living in the
house I really didn’t need a lot of help. I could keep it up. Then when Amanda moved in I wanted to
avoid the mistakes of Tristan and I so I said, “listen, I’ll get a cleaning person to come in once a
week or so.” Amanda said, “That’s silly. I am here. I’m not working. I’ll keep everything up.” She
really did too. I think what prompted the conversation with Amanda was I came home once early on
and she was there and had cleaned the house top to bottom With Tristan and I the problem revolved
around us growing up in different households and having different expectations and neither one of us
being able to communicate effectively. I grew up in a house where my mother had everything
spotless. I mean knicknacks were dusted once a week, etc. Back then, my dad worked 80 + hours a
week on the rubbish route and my mom stayed home, took care of us and cleaned the house.
Then my mom would cane visit us in Rochester and I would get panicky if the house wasn’t
spotless. My mom wouldn’t say much; she would just start cleaning. So that would get me thinking
my wife wasn’t doing a good job, etc. Tristan grew up in a house where a “spotless” house wasn’t
something that freaked her mom out. Often, to find a seat while visiting Tristan’s parents, you had to
move a pile of newspapers or whatever. The reality is, I got all stressed about it for nothing. A
spotless house was my mom’s thing, not mine. Unfortunately, I wasn’t able to identify with this until

I started talking to Gray. The reality is Tristan was busy. She had two babies, she was working part
time, going to school, etc. and I wasn’t much help. Getting a housekeeper was such a simple solution,
why didn’t I think of it sooner. DAMN!!!
Overall, reading the notes mainly just brought me back to that time period. It reminded me of the
hell I personally went through from that arrest in March to the 2nd episode in December. I had done
a complete 180 after the March incident. I came home earlier. I worked my butt off and then got
home to spend time with the family. I asked Tristan a lot more for her opinion, I would surprise her
with little gifts, I tried to help a lot more around the house, and do little things like draw Tristan nice
baths, etc. The thing was, looking back, Tristan’s heart just wasn’t really in it. The best thing I could
have done was let her go but I was so afraid of losing my family, and becoming the best husband was
my obsession. I became paranoid, and didn’t trust her at all. This led to being controlling and
thinking, “If we can just weather the bad patch...”
The March situation was terrible and I constantly beat myself up for it but I don’t believe that was
the reason Tristan’s heart wasn’t in it. Her heart let go before the incident. Tristan and I became very
close for a time after the divorce and she shared with me during a visit early on in my prison sentence
that she had been doing some self exploring and was finding she has a feeling of being trapped in our
marriage. She had Brent very young and I think she just wanted to be free when our situation
happened. We both agreed at one point that a marriage between us now would likely work because
we had both grown so much.
August 31, 2010 (205)
You asked about the times that Amanda’s brothers came to stay with us. I remember Josh being
there at our house both times, but I only recall Scotty being at our house one time. Not to add more
confusion, but thinking back and looking at the evidence, Josh may have been at our house three
times. We have a dated photo of Kassidy at Water Country. Josh was there for this. I remember it and
we know it because Jackie was asking for the photo that was taken of Josh and Kassidy together at
the water park. I’m assuming if Scottie was there, Jackie would have asked for the photos of him as
well. I just don’t have a specific memory of it. Also, my mom stayed sometime in July and
remembered seeing Josh there as he was staying. I believe she told me Scottie was not there. Mom
specifically remembers Josh interacting with Kassidy. She told Amanda and I shortly after Josh’s
visit, “He was awful good with her.” I recall that Josh was a very quiet, keep to himself, teen but his
love for Kassidy was unquestionable. So, either Josh was there three times or he stayed once longer
than Scottie did on a combined visit. It is entirely possible that Amanda brought Scottie back to his
mom as he was young, and hadn’t been away from Jackie too often, and likely missed her
tremendously. I’m actually thinking that is what happened. You asked about the weekends after Oct.
21st. that Kyle was in my care (with regards to the time with Kassidy spread sheet) I will consult the
chronology and make my notes there as well as the spreadsheet when I return to you.

You asked here specifically about the time that Jeff brought Kassidy to our house after he had
been shopping with her and concealed a bruise on her face with makeup. This question along with
the above question about Scottie and Josh staying with us, are great questions to add to the questions
for Amanda. It’s hard to accurately come up with these answers because all of these things happened
in basically a four week period, 10 years ago, and seemed to run together, even back then. I believe
what I told you in a letter several months ago and what I am about 90% certain is accurate is that this
happened either after Jeff pulled the, “Mama’s here” stunt with Kassidy where she excitedly walked
off the edge of the bed, hitting her face on the floor, or the time he claimed he was changing her
diaper, and left her pants around her ankles as he went to get a diaper, she rolled off the bed, face
first, and smacked her head on the floor. I am pretty sure that this happened after the teasing event,
because I recall being pretty disgusted that a grown man didn’t have anything better to do with his
life than pick on a baby. I think I used the word “disgusted” when I first wrote to you in the event
that you want to do OCR scan. In any event, all of this stuff happened after the Oct. 15th time frame.
This I’m 99% certain of. Jeff returned Kassidy after an overnight stay I believe and told Amanda he
put the makeup on because he had to go to Wal Mart. He would later tell someone, maybe the
police? that he put the makeup on because he was trying to cover up bruises I had caused but this was
not true. The bruises covered by the makeup occurred while Jeff was babysitting. I recall the Sunday
after it happened I was watching football at Bruce’s, I believe Jeremy was there and I vented to one
or both of them that thought about being disgusted with him having nothing better to do than pick on
a baby. Perhaps it was Sunday Oct. 22nd, the day before the golf outing. We know we were all
together then. I’m not positive at this time and don’t want to guess.
You asked about Tristan seeing Kassidy on Oct. 17th and noticing fading bruises and then seeing
Kassidy again on the 30th of Oct. You weren’t sure of your source of Oct.17th. Perhaps I can help.
Could it have been that Tristan reported seeing Kassidy two weeks prior and noticing bruises and
then again “yesterday” when she stopped over to the house, during her conversation with DCYF? In
any event, this is what I recall. During one of those days that Tristan stopped at the house (Oct 17 &
30) and on one of those days I was in the garage doing something. As with everything, it was 10
years ago so hard to say for sure. Without a copy of Tristan’s DCYF report handy I am not positive.
In the report, she may have mentioned if I was there. I tend to think it was the 30th that I was there.
Because I’m pretty sure I had Kyle that evening. Tristan was just showing up more and more at our
house which frustrated Amanda and added stress between us. She wanted me to move on yet was
showing up like this. She didn’t want me, but it seemed like she didn’t want anyone else to have me
either. As I’ve told you before, Tristan didn’t care about any of the girls that I saw before Amanda,
but she could tell that I really cared for Amanda and I think this bothered Tristan. I was getting the
feeling then that Tristan was just trying to stir up shit between Amanda and I. In hindsight, and from
some of the conversations I had with Amanda later on, Tristan was doing just that. Who knows, I
might have had similar reactions if I had become aware of a new man living with Tristan. I recall
being in the garage when Tristan asked me about the bruises on Kassidy’s face. She had just come
from the house where Amanda and Kassidy were. This likely accounts for the different excuses
Tristan told DCYF she had received. (from Amanda and I) I recall being irritated that she was
asking me. I recall at one point, perhaps then? telling Tristan that I was moving on with my life as
she suggested and perhaps it was time that she stopped coming over so much. If it was the 30th that I
said this to her, Tristan reported to DCYF the next day. Hmmmmmm.
I have often wondered if Tristan was contacting DCYF to be spiteful. Tristan and I were very
much able to communicate by then and she had no fear of me. I don’t think for a minute that Tristan
thought it was me bruising Kassidy. It just wasn’t in my character, in spite of what happened
between her and me, and she knew that. I just honestly believe she wanted Amanda gone and
thought if she stirred up shit, I wouldn’t think Amanda was worth it. In any event. Kassidy was
bruised, I had caused some of it, and Tristan did report it to DCYF and if they had done their jobs, it
may have been embarrassing and I may have gotten into some trouble, but Kassidy would likely still
be alive! No matter what her motivation, it was good that Tristan made that call to DCYF.

Tristan was not at our house on Oct. 31st. I drove the 5 miles or so to her mom’s house and we
“Trick or Treated” with the boys there. Tristan’s mom lived in a neighborhood with houses all
around and we obviously didn’t at our house in Rochester.
You asked who Derek Bennett is. I didn’t really know his girlfriend. Derek was the next door
neighbor of Bruce Aube as they were growing up. Derek was several years younger than Bruce
growing up and in fact, was a senior and the star player of the Rochester High School football team
during my first year in Rochester. It wasn’t until several years later that I met Derek. He used to
come over and watch football from time to time with us at Bruce’s. More so after he graduated from
UNH. He went camping with us at least once that I can recall. We were all together at Bruce’s
parents’ land in Berlin early 2000. Me, Amanda, Bruce, Travis, Jason, Tom Urrutia, Derek and his
girlfriend, Bruce’s parents, Terry, Bruce’s younger brother, Derek’s mom. We had a blast, campfires,
wiffle ball, running through the woods. Not my best weekend socially, I was on probation and 100
miles away from Rochester so I took advantage of no surprises from probation officer and stayed
intoxicated pretty much the entire weekend. I was a happy drunk that weekend but a drunk
nonetheless. I did anything for shock value or to get a laugh out of my friends.
As I’ve always told you, I was the guy that didn’t need to drink but when I did, I could put away
more than anyone. An example of doing some crazy stuff is all of us “kids” stayed up pretty late
drinking by the fire. Bruce’s parents and Derek’s mom retired to the camper early. This was after
drinking all the previous day. Of course, I polished off a 5th of whiskey myself and was the first one
up in the morning. I went by the fire that had been started and Derek’s mom was laughing and telling
me I better give my liver a rest for the day. Half an hour later, everyone else was up and for effect I
ate a bowl of Cheerios with a can of beer instead of milk. They were all hung over and I was raring
to go. Everyone got a good laugh then or feigned disgust which of course, is what I was looking for.
It actually was pretty gross. I can’t imagine it set a good long term impression with Derek’s mom.
Derek was a good guy. Pretty laid back, an amazing athlete and not a hint of conceit about it. I really
liked him. Didn’t know him extremely well. He may be curious and look at website.
You asked about Kassidy and the gumball machine. Yeah. I remember how Kassidy loved that
machine and its gum. We’d give her coins and help her turn the knob. She’d put her hand under it to
catch the balls and smile. She’d say, “Gum, mama.” Too cute.
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You asked who the friend was that referred me to Strafford Guidance that I mentioned in my
intake summary. I didn’t have a friend that specifically referred me. I guess I was thinking that
Tristan and I were going to go for marriage counseling at one time. Either that or I was just
embarrassed that I had a problem, and needed to go so I used the anonymous “friend” as Marcia
Brady had done years ago on an episode of the Brady Bunch.
I didn’t voluntarily sign up for the 20+ week course for the Domestic Violence Program. That was
court ordered. I didn’t even know those courses existed prior to going to court. I didn’t feel that I
had gotten all that much out of that court-ordered group. It was a bunch of men sitting around in a
circle, support group style, talking about their relationships. It was mostly a bitch session. I thought it
was a bit of a joke. I voluntarily sought out and signed up for my sessions with Gray because I then
really felt I might have a problem and wanted to learn more about myself. The last thing I wanted to
do in the world was hurt someone I loved. After two sessions with Gray, I felt like I understood more
than I ever had during the 6 months I spent in the DV group. I was finally starting to learn about
some of the things that made me who I am, core values, and how to self evaluate. I don’t know
exactly how I ended up with Gray. Likely it was he was the therapist there with an opening or my
issues were something that he specialized in. Whatever it was, it was perfect. I immediately felt
comfortable with him. It felt safe to be open and honest. For a person seeking a counselor for the first
time I imagine this is pretty important. Otherwise, you may be turned off to entire experience.

You asked about Cate Rafferty and Carol Taylor who had names on my forms. I don’t remember
them at all. I do remember Bruce Bissette. As part of the DV program we could attend DV groups in
either Dover or Rochester. Scott Hampton, the same Scott Hampton that the state tried to get to
testify against me at my trial, was the faciliator of the Dover group. Bruce Bissette facilitated the
Rochester group. These two men couldn’t have been more different. Scott was egotistical,
condescending and loved to point out how bad we were. When you listened to Scott preach at us, you
got the distinct impression that he had a room full of imaginary women sitting in the back
row. Bruce was just the opposite. Genuine, caring, overall nice...guy that talked to us rather than at
us. Bruce it seemed was really concerned with helping us to change our thinking. I went to the first
several groups in Dover but when I found out about the group led by Bruce in Rochester I quickly
switched. Thereafter I only went to Dover when I couldn’t make the Rochester group, or when I
wanted to “double up.” I had to attend a certain number of court-ordered sessions. I could go once or
twice a week. I got some things out of Bruce’s group, but should have been able to get more. I likely
would have, if the group dynamics been a little different.
It seemed like many of the 15 or so guys were whiners and “victims”. It got on my nerves to listen
to the same stuff over and over from the same men. Every now and then someone would say
something pretty profound and meaningful. I probably could have learned more also if I wasn’t so
arrogant about being there. I didn’t belong there with these men. I was better than that! I guess it’s
like an alcoholic, you can’t change until you know you have a problem. I needed to grow up.
Yes, I contacted Strafford Guidance Center after my second episode with Tristan. This scared the
shit out of me. This was unprovoked. I was drunk and the months of effort I had been putting in with
what I believed was no return from her came to a head. I loved this woman. Why couldn’t she choose
our family over him?
I’m sure I scared her as well. I loved her and wanted my family. I didn’t want to scare her or have
her afraid of me. That was the first time I had ever seen fear in Tristan’s eyes. That was enough for
me. I knew then that I would never go there with her again. Unfortunately, I didn’t get a chance to
prove it. With me it’s always some event that effects change. (As I have previously described with
Alex Patel and Larry Lane).
I’ll hold off on guessing about the NY baseball game now that you have new photos.
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It’s great that Janet Lane came through for us again. Michael Dubois is in fact the CPA that I used
to do my taxes in Rochester. I will get the letter out as you requested. It would be great if you do
actually get a chance to meet her sometime.
You may get a better sense about Larry from her. We never had ill words, and were very close for
8 years. Even if he feels I’m guilty, I wish he would tell me. At least then I might understand why
and be able to correct some fact he has wrong. The silence from him is a killer.
You asked for the name of Travis’s sister. The sister that I was friends with and that lived in my
house was Tiffany Green. They have different dads and because of this different last names. She was
a nice girl. I remember the last time I hung out with her and Travis together was in the summer of
2001. I had to go to Rochester for a visit with the kids and ended up spending the night at my old
house. We had a few beers that night and I remember at one point her and Rene Gagne hugging me
and saying, “Oh Chad, you are the sweetest guy. How could the police have gotten this so wrong?” I
believe Tiffany and Renee both intended to write letters to Judge Nadeau on my behalf but never got
around to it. By the way, Rene and Travis were not a couple. Renee lived in one of the bedrooms at
the house for a short while with Tiffany and Travis after I left.
You asked about the girl I was seeing, Rose prior to Amanda. Yes, I believe that Friday, June 2,
2000 was my last date with another girl other than Amanda prior to Kassidy’s death. We saw each
other for only a month, got along well, but it ended weird. There was another girl that I was casually
dating at that time along with Kim Grace who may be helpful. Her name was Christine. I’ll see if I
can come up with a last name for her.

I think Kim Grace may be the best bet overall. I spent a lot of time with her on and off. She had
seen me with Kyle on numerous occasions. She was much like me in one respect, in that she had a
former long term boyfriend who was never ready to make the plunge into marriage but he had a
daughter. Long after they split up, Kim would go take the little girl out, do things with her, etc. I
always admired that about her. Kim really understood my love and desire to maintain relationship
with Brent. During my last conversation with Jeremy he informed me that Kim is still working for
Napoli Group, and is in fact supervising a patch of stores that were purchased in Maine several
years ago. I’m happy for Kim. She was a very talented and hard working manager. I miss her
friendship. She helped me a lot after my split from Tristan. When I get a chance I will write to Barb
to see if she can help me out with an address for Kim and I’ll write to her. Here is an interesting one
for you. Kim dated me and I introduced her to Larry Lane when I met Amanda and thought Larry
and Kim were better suited to each other. Larry and Kim didn’t work out in the long term and as I
understand it, Kim dated Jeremy’s brother Jay for a while. (At McD’s, you work so much that often
you meet your spouse or S.O. on the job.) She is now dating a man named Mike Choy. Mike runs a
restaurant for the company in Mass. somewhere. When I first met Mike he was this hot shot high
school kid working for Sal Napoli when Sal was running Ayer, Mass. as a newly promoted manager
and I was asked by Peter personally to go to Ayer and give Sal some on the job training because Sal
was being fast tracked. Sal was like me and “got it” with surrounding yourself with great people. The
first time I worked with Mike Choy I said to Sal, “That kid is your future.” Sal said, “Yeah, isn’t he
great?” Within a year Mike was out of high
school and an assistant for Sal in one of his restaurants. I didn’t see Mike often after that time I spent
working with Sal in Ayer, but when I did, we were always friendly. I loved the kid and would have
taken him in my area in a minute. He would have fit right in with the attitude of my area.
You asked about Kyle being with me on that weekend of June 3-4. I picked him up Sat. after work
from Tristan’s mom’s house. I may have brought Kyle back to Tristan’s mom’s on Sunday, June 4th
prior to Amanda rollerblading down but if I did, it was likely for a different pre-arranged reason.
While I wouldn’t want Amanda to meet Kyle after one date, Amanda and Kathy arrived very late,
around 10 or 11 I believe. Well after Kyle’s bedtime. It is possible that Kyle was just up sleeping in
his bed when Kathy and Amanda arrived but for some reason, my gut is telling me that I spent Sat.
night and all day Sunday with Kyle and then took him back to Sharon’s because I had something
going on early Monday morning in one of my restaurants and had to get right to it. I didn’t sleep
more than an hour that first night with Amanda. Me, Amanda and Cathy sat up for like two hours
talking and listening to music in the living room. Then we went to bed. I think they originally
intended to go home that evening, but when they decided to rollerblade in Sanford for a while, it took
them much longer than they expected to get to my house, etc. When I got into bed and started
cuddling with Amanda there were way more important and fun things to do than sleep.
This gives me an idea. Dick Bisbee, my former McDonald’s Corp. field consultant that you found
now working in Chicago was a huge computer nut. It is likely that even back in 2000 he had his
entire calendar done on a computer. Would you mind calling him again and seeing if he kept any of
his calendar info. and can tell us what days in that 160 day period he spent in my or Larry’s areas?
This will likely lead to more placement of me and possibly more memories. So far, every time we
contacted someone about dates it has led to something. It will just help us better fill out the
chronology because it will show at least some of the days where I was and the dates. We just want to
show what store I was in and hope it will lead to more memories. I think we’d have better luck with a
phone call than letter.
The eight restaurants I gave you were the ones I supervised. When I said 10 I was likely counting
the general manager stuff. Sorry about the confusion. Eight is still 2- 3 more restaurants than the
average supervisor. At that time, Sal and I were the newest supervisors and I had more restaurants
than any other supervisor. My understanding is that this is now more the norm for the supervisors.
Cutting area supervisors was talked about even back then. I think I was kind of the experiment

to see if supervisors could handle more restaurants. What were they thinking about using me as the
example? Didn’t they know I was superman? :) On a serious note, Pete told us then that cutting even
one supervisor would save the company well over $100,000 dollars a year between salary, benefits,
expenses, and company car. Sometime in 1997 I believe, fall, I was promoted to area supervisor.
With regards to the Psychology Today articles, I’m glad you like them. I have to admit, I don’t
have nearly the time to read that I once did. This guy in Maine is always asking me a million
questions... :) My reading now mainly consists of scanning headlines to see if I can find anything
that may be helpful to the case. In addition, (always the manager) I have enlisted the help of three
voracious readers here who I have discussed the types of things I am looking for. They bring it to me,
and I read it and see if it has any merit to send onto you. Actually, while on the subject, I guess I got
kind of a compliment today. We were recently talking about how I have not gotten my job back yet.
Today my boss as well as the administrator of the entire Industries Program had a meeting with the
major and captain today and my boss went to bat for me as I expected he would but one of my
friends overheard the industries administrator walking the two officers out of his office. Apparently
Mr. Nichols said, “I really see no reason not to bring him back to the furniture shop but even if the
warden won’t allow it, I would like to get him back to work up here for me. Evans has this knack for
motivating people and helping to put them in the places where they will be most productive and learn
a skill.” This is interesting because I didn’t know Mr. Nichols knew me other than to say hello. But
he kind of nailed it. I’m not this great business guru or something. I just always seem to have this
ability to motivate people, make them see that they are important to what we are trying to accomplish
and help them see they are capable of more than they think.
I’d be nothing if I didn’t have the ability to surround myself with great people. The things that
Mr. Nichols had to say about me are a bit of a compliment but they are bitter sweet. It’s nice to hear
that he sees my talents. However, he ultimately wants to use me to help the state make more money
during my unjust incarceration.
With regards to threesome. I understand your point and am fine with you leaving it in now. I just
was mainly concerned with protecting the other people’s identity. It is my life that is under a
microscope not theirs. I was loving life and having a great time. M.C. was the only participant with
Amanda and I in 2000. I loved Amanda and she was all the woman I needed and then some.
However, when the ultimate male fantasy presents itself...
You mentioned the nice comments from Becky while responding to my letter #193 and
mentioned the interesting question of why people were so willing to speak ill of me. I’m not sure if
the question was for me or not, but I have an answer I think.
I certainly have my own “warts” as a person but for the most part, always believed I have done
far more good than harm on this earth. When you get convicted of something so horrible it just seems
people are willing to come out of the woodwork to say nasty things. Perhaps they are blowing things
up in their minds so they don’t have to think of the “Chad” they knew, perhaps, some people always
thought I had this potential. Possibly some do it as their way of trying to understand the horror. I
have no understanding for the people that have completely fabricated, other than maybe they do so
hoping to fit in or grab a minute in the “spotlight” I’d be more than happy to share the spotlight with
anyone that wants it.
You asked about Kyle and Brent’s day care arrangements in 2000. Kyle stayed with Chad
and Linda Dalessandri up until he started pre-kindergarten at Cross Road in fall 2000. If my mother
came to visit, she would have Kyle with her during the day. She loved every minute she could get
with him. In 1999 Brent spent the summer at Chad and Linda’s. By 2000, I was seeing less and less
of him and I believe Brent was alternating between Chad and Linda’s and Joe’s house. At that time,
Cross Road went up to first grade and they were starting construction to expand so they could offer

second grade in future years. At that time, Tristan made all of the decisions for Brent but consulted
me even though we were not together. Tristan knew how much I loved Brent and always wanted
what was best for him. Cross Road was affiliated with Tri City Christian Academy in Somersworth.
It was a private school that I believe went to eighth grade. It was run by Mrs. Edgar’s husband. We
liked what Brent was learning and decided to send Brent there starting with second grade. I know
that I dropped Brent off to school a few times that year. I know at least once was because Tristan had
to be to work early so she dropped him off on the way by the house. Brent had one school event that
Tristan, myself, and Joe attended in between the start of school and my November arrest. It was a
little singing, variety play. It was great to see Brent involved in something like this because he is so
shy. It was also nice that Tristan, Joe, and I could attend something with no animosity and just being
there for Brent.
I am not 100% positive but I am pretty sure that when we get the copies of my checks we will
find at least one for the monthly tuition to Brent’s school. I may have given Tristan cash. She and I
pretty much shared Brent’s expenses even though we split nine months earlier. As we have
discussed, Tristan leaving didn’t mean I stopped loving Brent and wanting the best for him. At that
time Joe was not giving Tristan any monetary support for Brent. He did for a short while when
ordered by a court order but that ended. I was proud of Tristan’s determination but she wasn’t yet
making great money so I took care of all of Kyle’s expenses and much for Brent. I attended at least
90% of Brent’s baseball games that summer. My folks even came up for a few of them.
Tristan used to get so frustrated with Joe. He only showed up for one or two of Brent’s games
that year and often had the excuse that he forgot about the game or didn’t have the gas money to
drive down. He was living in Wakefield NH at the time. Sometimes I hate writing about things like I
helped pay for Brent’s child care or school tuition after Tristan and I were long split up. I tell you
because I know you need to know as it fits in with your theories about who I am as a person but
I dislike it because it has nothing to do with the reasons I did things like this. I don’t like the feeling
that I am hanging a sign around my neck that says, “Hey look at me, I’m a good guy, I did something
nice for someone.” There are a lot of people that do nice things for people. I did it because I loved,
and love, Brent and it was the right thing to do. If this tragedy had never happened, no one but
Tristan would ever know that I participated. So, in a: way, I feel that I am betraying Tristan a little.
She is the last person that would ever stand there looking for a handout. Tristan had recently gotten
out of school at that time and just wasn’t making enough money yet to do everything on her own that
she wanted. I don’t mean to imply in anyway that she wasn’t independent. From the court hearings
that we went through with regards to me seeing the boys at Family Strength, I know that Tristan felt
my motives for involvement with Brent were genuine and pure. I just feel cheap putting this on
paper. Anyway, I saw Brent on and off in the summer of 2000. Mostly when I did see him it was in
the beginning of the summer. That is when his baseball games were, etc. after that, it was sporadic. I
don’t believe I had him for an overnight after July. His old bedroom kind of morphed into Kassidy’s.
I was always worried that he would see her sleeping in their and think I had replaced him, which I
hadn’t as my love remained strong for him always. I don’t know, it’s another battle I was fighting in
my own head. I knew my family was changing. I didn’t want Kassidy to feel left out and wanted her
to have a room and I didn’t want Brent to feel left out and also wanted for him to have a room.
Sometime around late July or August I was thinking of making him this cool bedroom in the cellar
because he stayed so infrequently but then I was like, “no he’s too young to be down there.” It was a
pointless argument I was having with myself because he wasn’t staying over anyway. I don’t want
you to think I am totally crazy. I’ve probably always been a little oversensitive, caring about some
things that others didn’t give much thought to. I’d ponder it over and over. If I ever get a chance to
sit with Gray again I will have to ask him about it.

Something happened when Brent was about 2 1/2 that literally brought me to tears. This was
around the age Brent was when Joe and Tristan split up. I knew this split up was tough on Brent. He
was the cutest little shit:) God, did he love his mama. He would cling to Tristan like nothing you’ve
ever seen. In the very beginning of their split Brent literally would spend like every other night with
Tristan and I or Joe and his parents. This went on for several months and it always bothered me that
Brent was like, living out of a backpack. One particular evening Brent was sitting on Tristan’s lap in
the living room with his head leaning back on her chest while she stroked his hair. He said, “Where
am I staying tonight mama?” She calmly said, “Tonight, you stay at your dad’s baby. He’ll be here
soon to pick you up.” Brent looked up and said, “Mama, can I stay with you?” I had to leave the
room. I know there are worse things in the world, but this rocked me. I went to the kitchen with tears
running down my face. Jesus Christ, I’ve got a lump in my throat and tears welling as I think back
and type this!! (Ok, I’m back) We hugged and kissed Brent goodbye a few minutes later and Tristan
could obviously see something was wrong with me. She asked me what was wrong and I just _sort of
started yelling. (not at her, just yelling.) “This is enough! We have this fucking beautiful baby boy
living out of a God damned backpack! He needs stability, and a normal arrangement where he can
unpack. We have to go for custody and make it normal so Brent can know where he will be.”
Within a week we were in Steven Brown’s office. It tells you how much pride Tristan had, in
that she wouldn’t take a dime from me. When I asked her how much of a retainer we needed she
said, “Nothing.” She had already borrowed it from her dad. So anyway, getting back to 50 typed
lines ago, there was no way I wanted Brent to think that I had stopped loving him or gave up.
After our brief phone call tonight and getting back to my typewriter I figured I should add
another page to this, as this was the letter where you originally asked me about the deposition of me
in the Jeff Marshall civil suit. I answered the question already in a previous letter because we spoke
about it during our visit. However, I didn’t have the deposition pages handy. However, I now see that
you sent them in the envelope and may be able to add to my answer, make it more complete.
In this particular session Jeff’s attorney, Steven Brown, was a little confusing with his questions.
I can see now that part of the confusion stemmed from him having incorrect information. (Either it
came from Jeff or Mr. Brown was trying to confuse me from the get-go as a strategy. It started out
right on page.138.
Q: Now what about Jeff’s landscaping work? I think at some point, you said you personally scaled
him down to 3 restaurants?
A: Yes
Q: That was your decision?
A: Yeah.

(This was in 1999 after Jeff failed miserably in 1998. We scaled him back.) The entire next page
goes on about if I made decision alone or my bosses involved. It was irrelevant for us as it was 1999
rather than 2000. Both Brown and I seem confused by page 140, he is describing a 1999 event and
then asking about 2000. We banter back and forth and Brown confuses me at the top of page 140 by
trying to pigeonhole me by saying, “Is it your testimony today that you told Jeff that he was off the
property?” This was confusing because that is not how we ever ended a contract. Brown made it
sound like a hostile removal with police involved. At the top of 141, even though I was trying to be
as difficult as I could. I said as part of my answer, AT THE END OF THE NOVEMBER SEASON
OF 2000, HE WAS NOT GOING TO DO ANY LANDSCAPING FOR ME IN 2001 AND HE
KNEW THAT. If Jeff was aware that he wasn’t doing any stores for me in 2001, he could have only
found out from me. Two pages prior (138-139) I said under oath that McDougall and Napoli didn’t
end my contracts. I did. I just had to find someone else capable. It is common sense that if you have
no plans to renew a contract for the following season that you would tell contractor very close to the
end of the current season so as not to further negatively impact their performance once said
contractor realizes they are in a “lame duck” situation. Our landscape contracts officially ended in
November. However, we usually had landscapers do their last work in our restaurants around midOctober. We kept the contracts open only in the event that something comes up. I’ve already told you
that I was holding off telling Jeff we weren’t renewing his contract until after he helped me get 3wheeler in Maine. Hopefully this new information further bolsters it in your mind that Jeff knew,
from me that he wasn’t doing my restaurants in 2000. Wouldn’t it have been grand if I directly, after
my boldfaced above answer, I had finished the statement saying, “Jeff knew he wasn’t doing my
restaurants in 2001 because he did a horrible job and I was trying to do him a huge favor, letting him
know ahead so he could line up other work to make up for all the McDonald’s contracts he was
going to lose. I was doing this favor and telling him 6 months earlier than usual that we had plans to
go with another landscaper because he lived with my girlfriend’s sister.” Unfortunately, I was trying
to be difficult. I had no idea in 2004 that instead of being grateful that I had given him a “heads-up,”
Jeff may simply have resented me for making the decision. It is pretty clear through reading my
answers in this deposition especially (141) that my conversation with Jeff was in my head. If only I
hadn’t been trying to think so much and out smart the lawyer...
Further on, I was questioned about Dover, which wasn’t my restaurant and if Jeff was still
landscaping during my trial. I was trying to protect McDonald’s by saying as far as I knew he was
still landscaping some of Larry’s stores in 2001. This way Jeff wouldn’t be able to collect off McD’s
claiming they fired him, threatening him against testifying against me. What the hell did I know? I
was in Keene, and then jail.
Last question in this letter you asked me to clarify the statement(s) advising Amanda not to take
Kassidy out with marks on her that Jeff caused. Yes, it appeared that I was protecting Jeff. It
certainly appears in the beginning of my interviews that I was trying to protect Jeff, without actual
facts, only gut feelings, and didn’t want to accuse. I think in this instance, it was Amanda I was
trying to protect as she was the one out with Kassidy. It was her daughter, and her that would be
accused.
August 31, 2010 (208)
Ok, this is going to be my last letter of the evening. I’ve been going at it for about 9 hours today
and the people in my little living area are about to lynch me. These typewriters are LOUD. I keep
trying to tell them justice calls. :) The sucky part is that even with all my typos, I can only average at
best about 1 page per hour. It takes a lot to think of an answer that is often very long and then type it
line by line, I guess I could write everything out first but that seems like a bigger waste of time. It
may come to that because I can sure type a hell of a lot faster than I can think.

This letter started out with a lot of information about my boat. I assume most of this is on hold
while my dad searches the farm for the hull number but I will pick through and answer what I can. I
will send the forms back to you as I think my dad is going to contact you anyway when he finds it. I
have a great idea. Why don’t you email a photo of the boat to Brandon as he has worked at a Marina
for years and it was he that found the boat for me through one of his friends, I believe. He can tell a
lot about it just by the look. (example the year) You can send him this section as well as he had it for
a while at his house, was familiar with the boat and overall is the man with boats. As I recall, it was a
1985 or 1986 16’ Glastron ski boat with an 85 horse power outboard Johnson motor. It was set up to
tow skiers and was fast and a blast. You want to talk about stress relieving... I think I paid $1600.00
cash for it. It was a pretty great deal. The trailer came with it and was only a couple of years old. The
boat also had a fold down vinyl top that I never used because you felt claustrophobic if it was up. I
had a complete file, including bill of sale, registration info, etc, but you guessed it. It was in the
missing file cabinet.
“Hey Brandon, How you doing bro? I miss you... Thanks for all the love and support.” Ok.
Memories of the boat and who went on it etc...
When I first bought it I kept it on a trailer at my house and I would go launch it in Baxter Lake
by Glen’s house. After a week or so, Glen offered to let me keep it docked in the water at his house.
That worked out perfect because I bought it late in the season, July August area and it was the first
boat I had owned since I was 17 so I wanted to get used to it on a small lake, Glen’s was great
because the kids were small and very close to my house so some weeks we went 2-3 times right after
work. Glen only lived 10-15 minutes away from me. He was an experienced boater, and the lake
was small so I didn’t really have to worry about the kids if something happened in the middle of it.
Most nights, we had the oversized pond to ourselves. The first night that I test drove it on
Winnipesaukee it was me, Amanda, Kassidy, Brandon and the owner. After that, I believe that
Brandon came down once and went out with me on Baxter lake. I believe that Bruce and Jeremy
went out with me one time. I went out with Jeff and Glenn several times, this was shortly after I
purchased it. I believe Deb and her sister went out with us and her daughter one time. I know
that Travis went out with me once in the very beginning of September with two Irish girls, One was
a girl that Travis was dating throughout the summer and her friend. We stopped in the middle of the
lake and swam for a while. I would do that on occasion for Kyle too. We’d stop and he’d jump in.
That child was fearless. I think I brought my dad and brother out once in 2000 also but am not sure.
Typically on most nights, it was Amanda, me, Kyle and Kassidy. There was a seat right next to
the driver’s seat where Amanda would often sit holding Kassidy and I’d have Kyle in my lap helping
me steer. We switched it up sometimes but Kassidy had very little interest in driving. There was a
long bench seat in the back of the boat and Amanda would sometimes sit in the back right in the
middle with Kassidy and Kyle on either side of her. I had some great photos of this. All three looking
at me smiling. They liked sitting there on hot days as I could sway side to side, change speeds and
get the water splashing them. As you can see the boat rides low in the water so you could reach over
and touch it. Other times they would ride in the bow of the boat. Sometimes Amanda would drive
and I would hold the kids. It was a blast. Sorry I can’t get more specific with dates and things.
Hope this helps some.
September 2, 2010 (209)

Good morning. I received a rare treat this morning in that my roommate had to go to work at 4
a.m. so it seemed the perfect opportunity to start typing early in our cell. You started the letter asking
about a congratulations letter I had received from Jean Corriveau. You are correct. She was a former
teacher I had in 5th grade at Fuller Elementary in Keene. It was a surprise to receive this card in the
mail from Ms. Corriveau back in 1997, after the Union Leader “hero” award. She was always one of
my favorite teachers and seemed to take a special interest in me. I kept in touch with her from time to
time prior to leaving Keene in 1992. She was pretty happy for me when I got elected to the Keene
Board of Education. She thought I was, “just the person that will make a difference.” It was teachers
like Ms. Corriveau that I wanted to ensure future generations of Keene students would have the
honor of learning from. Ms. Corriveau was a tough teacher that ran a “tight ship” with lots of
expectations, but you always felt cared about. It’s funny, as I reread this card now, her last line shows
a pattern of my life. She wrote, “I’ll bet your face got red.” It is something that you and I have talked
about several times, humility. I’ve always tried to do things for the right reasons. Occasionally, she
would find out about something I had done and make a big deal in front of our class. I would get all
red-faced.
I know. Your next question is going to be, “What types of things did she find out about?” It was
so long ago, I can only think of a few things. One time during that year, I found a wallet at the school
with $40.00 in it and turned it into the principal’s office. This was a huge sum of money to a 5th
grader back in 1982. Turns out it was some other student’s lunch and snack money for the month
that his dad had just sent him the day before. Another time she made a big deal out of seeing me on
the back of my dad’s garbage truck one Saturday morning around 5:30 a.m. Basically telling the rest
of the class that I was working while they were resting on their day off, I was out learning the value
of work. Another time I guess the school “lunch ladies” bragged to Ms. Corriveau that I stayed after
school to help them clean the entire kitchen after several students had gotten in and trashed the place.
(I guess this was my intro. to food service.) Probably one of the most embarrassing things I recall
happened a few years later when I was an 8th grader at the Jr. High. I can’t recall if it was her or Mr.
Gemmell, my other 5th grade teacher that I was visiting. (Many of us would go back and visit our
elementary school teachers from time to time. It was cool to see them after we were in the “big” Jr.
High).
Anyway, in 8th grade we had a chance to go on a heritage tour to Washington DC. To pay for the
trip we had 4 big individual sales drives. We had to pay for the $250 trip ourselves earning money
from these sales drives. We sold candy bars, magazine subscriptions, candles, and super bowl subs.
We would get a % of each item sold. The cool thing was once we reached our $250, and we went
above and beyond, we could get a check before going to Washington for spending money. I was a
pretty motivated salesman. I think we got 10 cents per candy bar sold and I had 3/4 of my trip paid
for after the first sale. Magazines were next and I sold more subscriptions than had ever been sold.
My trip was now paid for and now I had significant spending money accumulating. I went on to nail
it with the other sales. (Selling always a passion). Anyway, at the end I had enough for my trip and
over $300 in spending money. All students were listed on a chart. If you didn’t quite make the $250
your parents had to write a check for the difference. There was one student that had only about $47
credited toward his trip. He was an odd kid that no one liked much. Even still, we all knew he was
from a single parent home with very little money. I felt bad he wouldn’t be able to go on the class
trip. I went home and asked my parents if they cared if I offered up the extra money I made to pay
for his trip. They didn’t care, so I talked to the class advisor. For some reason they wouldn’t let me,
some type of policy I believe and some agency was going to help the kid. Anyway, my conversation
with the teacher and the donation were supposed to be anonymous but somehow Mr. Gemmel/ Ms.
Corriveau found out about it and brought it up to their current class while I was visiting. I know they
were trying to use it as an example for the good but “geez, didn’t they know I was the cool 8th grader
and we didn’t “do nice?” Wow, guess I remembered more than I thought after I started typing. This
note brought me right back to elementary school and junior high.

You found some scribbles on stationery from Children’s Inn & Restaurant and asked if I was a
patient of Boston’s Childrens’ Hospital. Yes, I was once when I was 4, I was at the hospital for 10
days for a surgery. And then again when I was 17 or so having surgery on my elbow. (A result of a
motorcycle accident several years earlier with my older brother Ron). For the trip when I was 4, I
remember a few things. For instance, they had these cool wooden carts they would push us around in,
I made a friend there, same age as me, getting some operation. I also remember having a very pretty
nurse named June. Wow, I was attracted to the ladies starting at age 4. :)
You enclosed a newspaper photograph and asked about the Business Appreciation Award Jason
and I accepted on behalf of McDonald’s in Rochester. Funny timing, I wrote to you in a recent letter
about Jason and I volunteering and helping the Jaycees with their annual Christmas party for children
and other events. I was the area supervisor then and Jason was the restaurant manager of the
Rochester McDonald’s. I believe I told you that he and I went into work on a Sunday to make all the
happy meals necessary to feed the participants of the party. We also purchased some gifts for the
children. We were both fathers and these were things that were near and dear to our hearts. As the
supervisor, I had the ability to donate what I wanted. There were other activities that we helped with
from time to time. I thought the Jaycees were a pretty good group, doing a lot of good around
Rochester. Stephanie Chick, as well as my neighbor from second street, Janel Bowden, encouraged
me to become active. I always intended to but was always so busy at work... The photograph you
included from the newspaper story, has same interesting people in it. Standing right next to me in the
photo is Rachel Chick, Stephanie’s mom and a wonderful person. Seated third from left is Janel
Bowden, along with her husband Jim, my first neighbors in Rochester. They rented the other half of
the duplex I lived in. Very nice people. Seated beside Janel is Jim Bonneau, one of his sons was a
Rochester Fire Captain at that time. Jim Bonneau, Jr. was the restaurant manager of the Newington
McDonald’s. Jim Jr. was a very humorous man and was one of the first to welcome to the seacoast
area. We both worked for Larry Lane. Jim was very religious. He didn’t drink, didn’t swear, all
rarities among McD’s managers. The rest of the people in the photograph I recognize as customers at
McD’s but don’t have any specific memories our relationships with them. Both Jason and I
thought the award was a little over the top for our small contribution, but it was some good publicity
for McDonald’s so we went. Jason did work for me in Rochester for several years. First, he was my
assistant manager and when I got promoted to general manager he would basically run Rochester in
my absence. It was such a well run restaurant that I didn’t need to spend much time there. When we
later terminated the manager of Hampton Beach, Jason went there as the restaurant manager and did
a great job finishing out the season for us.
Several months ago you sent me photos for identification. I believe one of them was what I
deemed the “Dream Team” It was my mgt. team in Hampton that Summer. Jason as the manager.
Jeremy Hinton, Jason Shunk, and Matt Skidds as the assistants. While living in Rochester Jason lived
in a couple of different apartments. In August 1998, Jason’s daughter, Malana, was born.
Malana’s mother, Michelle Denico, was someone Jason knew from Keene, and they dated briefly.
Jason ultimately moved back to Keene to be closer to Malana. I believe in 1999 or early 2000, Jason
made the move. Jason was a very talented manager and professionally it was tough to see him go.
However, as his brother, I was glad he was following his heart. Jason didn’t have the same love for
the business that I did. He had a better perspective of the company for what it was. He is also
someone who works better on his own rather than the restraints of structure. Jason silently did
a lot of creative things but when you pointed them out, he would brush them off as “no big deal, why
are you bothering me with your approval and compliments” attitude. He is truly much like our father,
truly a gift giver doing things for the right reason without ever expecting to hear about it. He actually
would prefer not to. He has done some amazing things with Kyle. If you pressed him on why his
answer would be short and to the point. “It’s what you do” or “Chad would too.” never looking at
you while explaining, just staying involved in whatever task at hand. I’m lucky to have him.

You asked me if I knew any more details about Jeff’s assault of Scott Cormier on the evening of
April 22, 2000, which you read about in the Portsmouth Herald. I didn’t know much about it at that
time. It wasn’t the type of thing that Jeff was likely to disclose to the people he did landscaping for. I
first found out about it through Amanda sometime after she and I dated. I don’t know exactly when.
Amanda was always nice about Jeff, but in a way guarded. I recall at one time I was actually saying
something positive about him, and she said something to the effect of, “Well there is another side of
him that most people don’t see.” I believe this is how we got onto the subject of how he sometimes
treated Jen and going “psycho” with some guy that Jen had dinner with. I guess the incident started
when Jen went to dinner after work with a couple of friends. It was described to me as more than Jeff
happening to “show up” coincidentally at the same place that Jen happened to be. I believe it.
Portsmouth has more restaurants per person than any other place in the state. Combine the fact that
Portsmouth literally has hundreds of places to eat. Throw on top of that my personal discussions
with Jeff where he admitted to driving by his ex’s houses all the time, calling them, etc. during our
discussion about my initial feelings of loss with Tristan. I believe the 3rd person mentioned here,
Cecile Andrews, is Jennifer’s friend and Jeff told me he had a relationship with her, too.
Starting with Dr. Clark, my Rochester chiropractor information I had forgotten until you
mentioned here that Kathy Wiles had referred me. Kathy was an employee of mine in Rochester. She
only worked from 5 a.m. to 9 a.m. Monday through Friday, but she was awesome. She could handle
the entire grill area alone for those 4 hours. She was super fast. I was complaining one day about this
other chiropractor I had seen and she recommended Dr. Clark. He wasn’t Dr. Anderson but he wasn’t
bad.
You provided me with a list of dates of my appointments with Dr. Clark. The appointment
dates themselves don’t tell me much but the pattern does. I was supposed to see him once a month
for an adjustment. Ever since that motorcycle accident with my brother Ronny, I had back issues.
The problem was, I was very stubborn and didn’t like to go so I would wait until things got dire. You
can tell when “my back went out” as I had several appointments in bunches. You can see it happened
in April of 2000 and again in July of 2000. That July episode was particularly bad as I had 5
appointments and then was a “good boy” and showed up for my August monthly appointment. What
is interesting about this is July is one of my two busiest months of the year which adds enough of its
own stress. In addition, anyone that is around me when my back is out will tell you I am in extreme
pain, moody, stressed out, easily irritated, etc. Kassidy lived with me that entire month- no bruises,
no abuse, such a happy, smiling baby as we all adjusted to our melded lives.
The Monday November 6th 2000 appointment I remember making. My lower back was a bit
tweaked from something I had lifted incorrectly at work. (My usual back issues were in my mid to
upper back.) It wasn’t too bad, but I didn’t want it to go “out” as I was going away that weekend with
Amanda for our supervisors’ weekend in Maine. I was really looking forward to that time with her
and didn’t want my back to go out during that trip.
Ok, that was all of the above questions for this letter. Now I have something else that has been on
my mind since our brief phone call the other night. During the call you mentioned my upcoming visit
with RB and some comment she made in an email to you about being the future “Mrs. Chad Evans.”
My feelings on relationships in here are this: - I see them as being extremely tough and unfair to the
woman involved.

I have shared this view with several women, including Amanda when she was convinced we
could make it work and was told, “It’s nice that you care but you don’t get to decide for me what is
unfair.” I also know that like it or not, I still have feelings for Amanda. We were unfairly ripped
apart and there was never closure. So, with this in mind. I am not looking at anyone else like I want
to get into a relationship of some sort. However, I am still a man, and one who is very passionate and
enjoy the companionship of a woman. I’m human and miss having someone to share my life with.
I’ve been pretty good about being able to turn off my “feelings” in here but the reality is I still have
them. I’d be lying if I told you that I didn’t miss being able to look into a woman’s eyes that is not
related to me, hold her hands, kiss, etc. Bottom line is there are a lot of reasons that I do not intend to
get into a jail relationship of any kind. I believe Becky was kidding as that is her sense of humor.
Especially after visiting with her, I didn’t sense anything more but I’ve been told by my sister that I
can be a little “thick” when it comes to recognizing if someone is flirting with me.
I’m an innocent man, ripped out of the prime of his life for a crime that I didn’t commit by some
overzealous cops and prosecutors. I don’t want to sound “poor me” here but it hasn’t exactly been
fair to me either. I say this, never losing sight of how unfair it was for Kassidy.
September 2, 2010 (210)
Lots of new photos to identify from that old tub at my house. As with the previous photos, they
are bittersweet. Nice that I have the memories but tough to look at in here. I miss these people and
the great times we had. Ok, I will label them P1, P2, etc. as you got the tub from Pam.
Photo P1- Bruce Aube and Matt Skidds on a ferry to visit the Statue of Liberty. Bruce and I loved
going to NY City on vacations. We went several times together in the 1990’s. This particular trip had
to be in 1995 as I was with living with Mary Paquette at the time in Rochester and she couldn’t get
the time off from work. On this trip it was Bruce Aube + Jessica Edmands and Matt Skidds and some
girl he was seeing at the time named Maureen as well as myself. As always I was the crazy one of the
group and would do things for a laugh one night we had visited a bunch of bars and when it was time
to head back to the hotel, I told the guys I was staying out by myself not done partying yet. “I’ll meet
you guys in the morning when the ferry brings you over. I’m pulling an all nighter. We are in the
city that doesn’t sleep.” etc.
Photo P2- Me riding the bull in Wall Street. As above, I was the guy that would do anything to get
a laugh.
Photo P3- During this same trip to NY City in 1995 we stopped at Basketball Hall of Fame in
Springfield Mass. I love that place. Such history. Bruce, Jessica, Maureen and Matt in front of the
HOF entrance sign.
Photo P4 During same 1995 trip to NY City, we went to Empire State Building which had a
Guinness Book of World Records Museum on the ground floor at the time. I had always loved the
Guinness Book and read it almost every year as a child. It is interesting because Kyle, without
prompting, picked one up when he was 5 or 6 years old and had the same fascination with them. It’s
neat to see him have some of the same interests that I have had and I’m not there to influence them.
I’m standing beside the entrance to the museum. This is a life size statue of Robert Wadlow. He was
the tallest man to ever live. He was 8 ‘11” tall and died in 1940 I believe. It’s been 15 years or so
since I’ve looked at a Guinness Book.
Photo P5 Photo of the NY sky line as we traveled on the ferry to Liberty Island. Notice the twin
towers in the background, the middle half of towers hiding behind a large cloud.
Photo P7 Jessica, Matt, Maureen and Bruce on top of Empire State Building. It was unbelievable
how windy it was up there and we were told it was a mild day.
Photo P8 Inside view of the Statue of Liberty looking up. Pretty neat. It gets a little warm in
there as you slowly make your way to the crown but it is a cool part of history. You wonder who all
the people were that have been there before you. I always loved the old Life or was it Time magazine
cover from the 1950’ s that show people hanging out the windows of the crown and standing in the
torch. Now there are windows in the crown and at the time we were there, you couldn’t even go into
the torch because it was so weak. Of course, hearing that it was dangerous, I wanted to get up into it.

Photo P9- Matt Skidds and Maureen in our hotel room. We usually stayed at this one particularhotel in New Jersey and took the ferry over. The name of it is on the tip of my tongue. You found the
name of it in my old address book and said you could send me info. about it if I wanted. We liked the
location and there was a great Italian food restaurant next door that we were sure was mob run. That
was exciting for some hicks from New Hampshire.
Photo P10- Can’t really tell from the photo, might have been a play. Hard to tell.
Photo P11- Aaahhhh. The NY skyline at night. Really neat to look at!
Photo P12- Maureen, Matt, Bruce, and Jessica on ferry over to New York City from New Jersey
in the morning.
Photo P14 This is the first playplace we opened in our company so it was a big deal. This is me
holding the sign in front of the Rochester McDonald’s sometime in 1995. We basically created the
manual on how to operate these things. Quite a thing they were. I believe Rochester was the 2nd or
3rd one to open in New England.
Photo P15- This is a new restaurant grand opening. At first I thought it was Hampton Rte. 1 but
it is not. We opened that store in May, 2000, and we are wearing Winter coats in this photo. I also
have a mustache in the photo and I didn’t have one in 2000, so I’m not sure which restaurant this is.
Most of the company supervisors worked in new restaurants during first few days of operations.
Pictured here are Peter Napoli, one of the two owners of the company, Larry Johnston a supervisor of
McDonald’s restaurants in the Lakes Region and our company’s longest serving employee. He was
with Rick McCoy from the beginning. Anne Gildea, supervised the restaurants in the Haverhill Mass.
Anne no longer works for the company. We still exchange Christmas cards every year. Jim Bilodeau,
was the supervisor of restaurants in the Salem NH area. and me, the supervisor of restaurants in the
seacoast area.
Photo P16- Another sign at the entrance to the McDonald’s in Rochester as we were gearing up
to make the addition and install the indoor playplace.
Photo P17- Me sitting at one of my assistant managers tables during our annual Christmas party
at the Bull Run in Shirley Mass. To my left is Matt Skidds and his date, My arm is around my wife
Tristan, beside me. Beside Tristan is her childhood best friend, Dorothy Urrutia with her husband
Tom. Standing behind me is Dan ______ who was training to be an assistant manager in Rochester
for a while. His last name escapes me at the moment but his date’s name is Marcy. She was an
employee of ours in Rochester for a long time. Great at her job, great at helping us train the new team
members we hired. After this terrible tragedy happened she showed up at my house and was in
complete disbelief and supportive. I will think of her last name. I believe this was the 1998 Christmas
Party.
Photo P18- This is the same year Christmas party as Photo P17, 1998 I believe. Only this is the
restaurant Managers’ Party. This was held at the Sheraton in Nashua, NH every year. We all partied,
danced and then stayed in the hotel for the evening. This is one of the tables for my area. from left to
right are Jeff Marshall who went as the date of Melissa Brundage who I believe was running
Greenland at the time. Standing is Jason Evans, Manager of Rochester. Behind me is Doris
Francescini, Restaurant manager of Rochester Wal Mart. Beside me is the beautiful Mrs. Tristan
Evans. Behind her is April Blaise, who is now married to Jeremy Hinton. Sitting to Tristan’s left is
Jeremy Hinton, At that time, Manager of Portsmouth.
Photo P19- Recognition at the Company Christmas Party for Larry Lane, Sal Napoli, Bob
Broughton, and myself for placing 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th, in yearlong Raysway contest named in
honor of McDonald’s founder, Ray Croc. This was pretty good as it was my and Sal’s first year out
and I believe we were competing amongst 13 area supervisors areas. One poorly run restaurant will
sink you. Pictured left to right Rick McCoy, Company Co Founder and owner, Myself, Larry Lane,
Sal Napoli, Bob Broughton and Peter Napoli who was part owner at the time.
Photo P20 I’m not sure exactly if I was accepting service award or Raysway check. I think I
won second place in Raysway that year for supervisors. It was always a big surprise revealed at
Christmas Party. Picture left to right: Peter Napoli Sr. Vice President, Bob McDougall, Vice
President/ Director of Operations and my direct supervisor and Owner Rick McCoy.

Photo P21 Picture of sky line as we ride ferry between NY and New Jersey. Not sure which trip
this was.
Photo P22- Friends and I loved to camp. During one of our camping trips we sat around fire and
hammed it up. This photo is of my former girlfriend Mary Paquette and Matt Skidds with
watermelon on his head. I’m guessing 1994.
Photo P23- P25 is same camping trip as P22. We decided to take a little dip in the morning after
a long night of campfire activity. I believe this camping trip was up off 193 in northern NH. Water
was pretty cold and this is why only 3 of us are in it. I believe my girlfriend at the time, Mary, took
the photo. I am the thicker guy facing the camera. Travis has his back to the camera and the other kid
worked for me but I can’t recall his name at the moment.
Photo P24- snapped a photo of me and if you look way up you can see the profile of the old man
on the mountain. It collapsed several years ago. That’s the great thing about photos, captured forever.
Photo P25- Great group photo of everyone on this particular camping trip back in 1994. This
photo taken at the base of the Old Man of the Mountain. There is a small park at the base where you
can take photos. This is on our way back after a great week of camping. Everyone in this photo with
the exception of Mary, worked for me in Rochester. We all worked together and played together. It
was a blast. Left to Right: Stuart Rainey, my first hire in Rochester. Travis Hunt, Tom Urrutia, Terry
Aube, kid that was my second hire can’t recall his name (same as P23), Jason Greenlaw, Steve
Skidds, Christie Jennison, Jessica Edmands, Matt Skidds (behind Jessica) Bruce Aube, Me, Mary.
Interesting article that you sent me about Natalie Maines of the Dixie Chicks Band supporting
the West Memphis Three. I don’t think it ever hurts to have a little star power support. Perhaps some
day, we will be so lucky.
September 3, 2010 (211)
You asked about the panoramic photo of Amanda and I taken inside a bar in NY City. You
didn’t number this photo but it is I believe the same one that I identified as photo 136. That
description I gave back then is accurate. I am pretty sure this is the original photo that was taken. I
believe that April or Elaine had a camera that took panoramic photos. I have no reason to doubt the
date other than I thought we drove to NY City on Sunday morning, went to a Yankees game and out
to bars Sunday evening. I thought we left Monday night. In any event that was a very busy week for
us with things going on all week. I have a pretty good idea that Kyle was with my parents,
vacationing in. Keene and Kassidy was with Jackie for the week. I know I took a few days off from
work to go to NY City, but worked parts or most of the other days.
For instance, I know I was working on Wed. Aug 23rd in Hampton Rte. 1 because I gave two
extra tickets to that evening’s Creed concert to a kid that worked for me there. The next day, I
couldn’t go to Water Country with Jeff Porter, Amanda, and Jason because I needed to work. That
Friday evening Amanda and I had that dinner function at Exeter Inn and I worked during the day. It
was a busy week for me. I remember describing that early on to you, most years in August I didn’t do
much, but on this particular August it seemed like we were out doing stuff every night. Not much
time for sleep with all that we had going on. If we weren’t at these concerts and things, we were
doing things with Kyle and Kassidy. I felt bad that we had so much going on that month without the
kids.
It was going to be great when they were a couple of years older as we could then take them with
us to enjoy much of these activities.
Ok onto photo ID’s in the packet.
Photo P26-P33 & P34-P36 the date stamp is off by one day. It should have been 6/16/00 because
you had already looked up the Hampton Beach Casino Ballroom Schedule for me and we know from
that, this is the day that Amanda and I went to see 3 Doors Down on 6/17/00, Saturday you have
notes in chronology that Amanda went and picked Kassidy up and I did Kyle.
Photos P26-P33 are all taken by me or Amanda inside the Casino Ballroom and are of the band 3
Doors Down. We saw them twice that summer and loved their music.

Photos P34-P36 are of me “hamming” a little bit for Amanda. The date stamp is off by a day as
with photos above. I had just gotten out of work when Amanda snapped the photo you mentioned in
front of my main hallway with a green shirt on. I had taken my shirt off, preparing to shower while I
waited for the clothes I would be wearing for the evening to fluff in the dryer. I walked through the
dining room and Amanda was sitting there with that damn camera pointed at me saying, “woohoo.”
The first photo she just snapped. The next two I “hammed” it up for the camera because Amanda
wanted photos of me with my shirt off. I had forgetten about these photos. Memories.
She and I had a great evening. We always did.
Photos P37-P46 are of the closing/ relocating/ grand opening of Hampton Rte.1. This was the
first grand opening restaurant that I was responsible for. There is a set format that we follow but it is
still a tremendous amount of work. Something as simple as having construction signs designed and
made up can become complicated quickly.
Photo P40- Anne Gildea one of my Co-area supervisors in the foreground, with a good look
at the kitchen as well.
Photo P42 Photo of two of my restaurant managers Jeremy Hinton and Tom Urrutia
Photo P44 The gentleman with gray hair and glasses and back to the camera is Tom Toomire the
restaurant manager of Hampton Rte. 1.
Photo P46 is the children’s dirt track motorcycle I arranged to purchase from a neighboring
business as a grand prize raffle.
Photos P48-P53 Yeah, here is the “Harley Party” that you ask about in this letter. And again, I
can see that the date stamp is off by one day as it was in the earlier photos I identified in this letter.
8/13 was a Sunday. The party was on a Saturday evening. 8/12/00 so you can mark this down in the
Chronology, Chad, Amanda, and their friends, Bruce and Michelle Truell went to Freelancers
motorcycle club party in Newport NH area. Amanda took all photographs. We listened to bands play
music, danced around and drank some adult beverages until the morning. It was fairly close to Bruce
and Michelle’s house so we drove there and all crashed for a few hours before having
breakfast and heading home to Rochester. You can see from Jeff’s secretly taped conversation of
Amanda that Kassidy stayed with Jeff and Jen that evening.
Photo P48- Michelle Truell with her cousin. (I can’t recall his name).
Photo P49 Bruce Truell leaning on opposite side of tree as a man who fell asleep standing up.
Bruce had a great sense of humor and was always doing funny things.
Photo P50- Bruce Truell and me mugging for Amanda. We were waiting in line to get the ladies
some drinks.
Photo P51- Bruce and Michelle Truell, me and Michelle’s cousin. We had a blast that night. If I
remember correctly I spent the day in Hampton Beach working my “tail” off so this was a greatway
to unwind. Great friends, great girlfriend, great party. I hope some of this information is useful and
the photos help enhance our website.
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In this letter you have included some more photos for ID and some questions. You’ve done a
pretty good job sorting the photos only confusing some by including them together, but because of
the similar backgrounds I can see why it happened. As is the case with Photo’s P54-P67 Two
different events and places. I’ll break it down.
Regarding my mother’s friend Liz. I am glad you had a chance to speak with her. Nice lady. Liz
came to stay at our house in Rochester a couple of times with my mom. One of the times she brought
her daughter, Jacquelyn. Another time she came alone. I can say with 99.9% certainty that Liz met
Amanda on that first trip in July where my mom came to stay for several days. I have a distinct
memory of Liz, my mom, and Amanda spending some time roaming the Hampton Boardwalk while I
worked one day. They came into the McDonald’s a few times in the afternoon to show me things that
they purchased.

I recall that Amanda purchased some clothing items for Kassidy. Kassidy was not with them as I
believe this was that time when I believe my mom was just meeting and getting to know Amanda. I
wrote about this back when we were originally trying to figure out the chronology for my mother’s
July trips. This is the trip where Liz left early to get back to her daughter and Amanda went to Maine
to get Kassidy. We took my mom back to Keene several days later and she sat in the back seat with
Kassidy. Anyway, back to the beach. I took an hour in the late afternoon off and we went to lunch on
the upstairs patio of the restaurant right behind the McDonald’s restaurant. I’m thinking
this had to be Wed. July 12 because the beach has fireworks after the 4th every Weds.
We already have a note of this in Chronology that Amanda went to get Kassidy on the 14th so
Liz must have left to go back to Keene that Thursday. I’m not sure if Liz met Kassidy on this trip but
I know that she met and spent time with Amanda. My mother remembers it as well. Perhaps she will
be able to jog her memory at some point about their beach activities.
You asked about me wearing glasses in a few photos in this batch. I have worn glasses on and off
all my life. When I was in first grade some people called me the professor because of them. I had one
eye that worked against the other and had bifocals from an early age. As I grew older I developed
another problem while sitting at a UNH basket ball game in 1993-1994. I noticed that the players on
the court were blurry. I went to my long time eye doctor in Keene and got glasses. I still suffer from
this today, not being able to see things clearly that are 15 feet or so away. I should were glasses but
don’t partly because I hate them. Probably something to do with getting picked on for them so much
as a kid. And, partly because most of what I do that I would need them for is sports related and I’ve
never adapted to wearing them while playing a game. The glasses they issue here are hardly user
friendly for sports, etc. I sweat so much during physical activity that even when I try to wear them,
they fog up or slide down my face. I have glasses now. Don’t wear them. There were no eye appts.
in 2000.
You asked about photos P68 to P75 another awards celebration. Same places as previous photos
but different clothing. Our annual company awards were given out at the holiday parties around
Christmas. Our parties were held at the same place every year. Asst. managers, Bull Run Shirley
Mass. Restaurant managers - Sheraton in Nashua. We were either given service awards for our time
with the company, promotion acknowledgements or awards for placing in our company-wide
Raysway contest. Almost every year, from the time I was an assistant manager in Keene in 1991,
until I left in 2000, I placed in the annual Raysway contest where we recognized the best in the
company regarding QSC, Quality, Service, Cleanliness), operations, training, profits, etc. Being the
best was something I prided myself in and there was a nice bonus check for winning as well. We got
recognition and a bonus starting at the asst. manager level. As Dan’s assistant in Keene we won the
contest in 1992. Keene hadn’t placed for at least a decade prior to that. When I started running
Rochester we finished, second and 1st. As the area supervisor, we finished 4th, 2nd, and I believe I
was headed to 1st in 2000. Peter hired a photographer to take these photos at our parties. We would
later all be mailed copies.
Photos P54, P56, P62, and P64 all belong together. These were taken at Vanessa’s apartment in
Keene. Sadly the first of them show the different emotions that Amanda went through seemingly by
the minute.
Photo P54 Amanda is in Vanessa’s bedroom with an innocent smile and a look to me like, “are
you really going to take this damn photo?” I am guessing this was sometime in Jan. 2001. She would
sit looking cute like this and 20 minutes later she would be crying hysterically with grief over losing
Kassidy.
Photo P56 +P57 I believe is a great depiction of Amanda attempting to bake a pie. I’m excited
because she is doing something vs. sitting there staring at a wall and she is upset because it didn’t
come out “right.” She let me snap a photo of it but not her face because she was crying. Stuff like
this happened often for a period. I wish I knew then how better to help her. I would have done
anything to take away her pain.

Photos P55, P58, P59, P60, P61, P63, P65, P66, and P67 all go together. They are all of Me,
Kyle and Brent taken at the Family Strength office by Tristan during one of our visits. All pictures
are tough to look at. These are especially tough but some great ones.
Photo P55 is a group hug with me Kyle and Brent. I was sitting on this couch waiting for the
boys to arrive. When they came in they barreled through the door and jumped on me when they saw
me on the couch. From the volume of photos that Tristan took on this visit, I would guess this is one
of the early ones at Family Strength office.
Photos P58, P60, P61, The boys and I are trying our hand at “Operation.” Brent was very steady
and I remember Kyle had a good time telling me which bone to remove next. Just when I would get
the bone almost out, Kyle would grab my hand, forcing me to hit the side and “buzz.” He loved
making daddy “buzz.” I’d look up and he’d have this million dollar smile and start giggling.
Photo P59 is one of my favorite and hope you will use it. I believe that Tristan is reading us a
story and Alex Patel snapped this photo. Kyle is sucking his lip which means he is ready to nap or is
content (in this case content) and Brent is curled around my arm. This photo of Brent captures him
beautifully as a child. He was a little more reserved, a little less bold, a little more timid of the two.
Having his face partially buried on my sleeve, he was content and feeling protected. I saw him do
this often with Tristan. In this photo, it is almost as if to say, “You can’t get to me, world, my daddy
is bigger than you.” What is amazing to me as I look at these photos is that Tristan and I had been
split up over a year at this point and Brent was clearly still close and comfortable with me. I guess I
just feel a little validated, like, “Here is your proof world that my relationship with Brent is as close
as I have been telling you.”
Photos P63 & P65 go together and are awesome representations of the wrestling and horseplay
that I have described to you on numerous occasions, Morrison. Wow, a picture is really worth a
million words in this instance. You can see in Photo P63 that Kyle is in his animal, mean guy,
football player pose ready to pounce. I’ll tell you these two worked together like pros. They quickly
figured out to attack me from different angles. Kyle would take the point, coming straight at me and
when it appeared he had my head, Brent would circle in and attack from the rear or the side. This is
exactly what happened in photo P65. Alex Patel observed all of this without concern. It’s one of the
reasons I was sure she would have been a powerful witness for me. The only way I can imagine the
conversation that Alan said he had with her is if the state had gotten to her somehow.
Photo P62 is a photo of Hannah Mannson, Vanessa’s daughter. Hanna was 6 or 7 years old I
believe when Amanda and I were staying with them. She and Amanda always were playing together,
singing karaoke, playing dress up, etc. Amanda took this photo after she had made up Hannah’s face.
Amanda loved playing with Hannah but it was also tough for her because obviously those were the
things she envisioned doing with Kassidy.
Photo P64 was a photo of Parents magazine. You asked who’s it was, who took photo, etc. As it
is also in Photo P65 I imagine that Tristan took it. I’m sure the magazine was mine and I brought it to
show Tristan something. She and I had always subscribed to these types of magazines. I always had
the attitude of “knowledge is power.” If we can learn some new technique from them, great.
Sometimes there is a cool activity to try with the kids, etc. I’ve always been sort of a geek when it
comes to this self-help stuff. I used to buy these parenting seminars on tape and listen to them in my
car sometimes as I was headed from Rochester to my southern stores. I was always trying to be a
better parent, partner, etc. I would listen to them about relationships, winning attitudes, etc. as well.
Tristan used to call me “nerd boy.” She was joking about it of course. I loved my wife, my kids, and
despite my actions sometimes, I wanted to be the best that I could be for them.
Photos P66 + P67 are great photos of Kyle and Brent in Family Strength office. The boys look
happy.
Photos P68-P74 are from our annual Christmas Party. I am guessing 1997 as I believe in photo
P69 Myself, John Bass, and Sal Napoli are being recognized by Rick and Pete for our promotions to
area supervisor.

Photo P70 with all of the restaurant managers who are being recognized for Raysway contest.
The previous year, my last as restaurant manager, we came in first so I stand next to the owner, Rick
McCoy.
Photo P71, Great photo of Janet Lane, Tristan, and myself. We had a blast at Christmas Parties. I
always enjoyed hanging out with Janet at these things as she could be the life of the party.
Photo P72 collecting a Christmas gift from the bosses.
Photo P73 Me taking photo with my former coworkers in Larry Lane’s area. Left to right Steve
Slipp, Manager Exeter McDonald’s, Jim Bonneau, manager of Newigton with his wife, Diane. Craig
and Gina Warner, Gina managed Dover McDonald’s. David Heon, manager of Kittery McDonald’s
and his wife Julie. Standing: Janet & Larry Lane, Chad Evans.
Photo P74 the cocktail hour prior to start of the Christmas Party. Seated L to R: Melissa
Brundage, Manager Portsmouth, Diane Bonneau, Tristan Evans. Standing: Diane Robinson, manager
of Greenland at the time with her date, Chaz, and Jim Bonneau, manager of Newington McDonald’s
which, by the way, was the second restaurant in our company.
Photos P76-P86 a trip with the boys to Canobie Lake Park in Salem NH. We had a blast that day.
The girl in the photos with us is a crew person that worked for me in Rochester. I believe her name is
Jaime and she was at the time, Tristan’s sister, Tiffany’s best friend. Those two went everywhere
together. I wanted her to go with us because she knew the boys well and I trusted her. They were at
such different ages and I figured they would want to go on different rides. The lines could get long
and kids that young aren’t always the most patient. Between Jaime and me, we could be at two places
at once. The only thing I am sure of is that the date on the camera is not correct. I recall going very
early in the season. I know the camera I had kept at the time kept chewing through batteries. I also
know that there is no way in God’s green earth that Amanda would have been cool with me going
with this girl helping me instead of her. The next clue is that the kids look smaller and younger than
they do in the birthday photos from Kyle’s party a month before. Photo P78 has a picture of a stroller
in it. I doubt I would have it if Kyle was three. I’m thinking this trip may have been May or very
early June. Which makes more sense. While I question the date, I clearly remember the fun we had
that day. I love this photo of Kyle at Photo P81. He had just ran off from Jaime and was hiding
behind a car on her. I had him and his little Blues Clues sandals in sight. I wish I had Jamie run the
camera a little to take same photos of me with the boys.
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Hello. It’s Sunday morning. I’m kind of thankful for that. This means that I won’t be receiving
any mail today. I’ve gotten approximately 16 envelopes with 470+ photos to identify from some
friend in Maine who thinks I’m a machine. :) I had a nice visit with Kyle, Nicole, Aliza, and Kevin,
Aliza’s dad yesterday. Today, they are heading to the annual Guilford, Vermont Fair. It’s a small
one-day agricultural fair that we have always attended with our grandparents. Nicole has never
missed one and Kyle is carrying on the tradition. This is Kyle’s 13th year. Two of the cutest photos
ever of Kyle and Malana were taken at this fair. One of them was taken with them sitting together in
front of a sunflower, near the cow barn and one of them with walking away from Nicole at 3&4
holding hands. Both of them, easily greeting cards. In fact, Nicole made one of them into cards. Our
family has a lot of history with the fair. For many years the fair was held at my grandparents’ farm
before the town bought land for a fairgrounds and other recreational uses. I believe that was back
when my dad was growing up.
Onto the photos and your questions:

Photo’s P87-P91 are photos of Kyle and Brent as we spent the day at Larry and Janet Lane’s
house that they recently built in Barrington NH. I’m not sure of the date stamp, as I noted in an
earlier letter yesterday when commenting about taking the kids to Canobie Lake Park. Kyle in
particular looks small. Also Amanda and I were together in August and I don’t know where she
would have been for two straight days if not with us. Amanda met Kyle very early on and was there
for the impromptu party for Brent and Kyle where the trampoline was given, so it wasn’t as if I was
keeping them away from her or something. Anyway, I might not have the date correct but I know I
worked at night for some reason so I wanted to spend time with the boys. Larry and Janet had been
inviting me over with the boys to swim. I’m fairly certain Janet and Larry had split up by the time
these photos were taken. I called Larry that morning to take him up on his offer and he called the
sitter he had watching his girls and informed her that I would be stopping by with the boys. I’m
really thinking these photos along with the Canobie Lake ones, may have been taken in June when
Amanda was still commuting back and forth from Auburn Maine. Gee, I wish I knew then how
important these dates may someday become. It’s possible they are correct but I doubt it.
Photo P87 Brent with his back to the camera, photo taken by me.
Photo P88 Chelsea Lane, Larry and Janet’s oldest daughter with her arm around Kyle. It’s funny,
I had known Chelsea and Taylor since they were Kyle’s size and now they were as enthralled with
Kyle as I was by them at that age.
Photo P89- Brent getting ready to jump in. We had a blast that day.
Photo P90 is Kyle getting ready to head up the stairs for a snack. I can’t see her face but can’t
recall any other children there that day, so this must be Taylor Lane looking on.
Photo P91- Kyle in the kitchen getting ready for some pizza that the babysitter had just prepared.
Geez, Kyle is only 3 years old and already a “house” look at those shoulders. It’s funny looking at
the pizza on the counter reminded me of how much Larry and I were alike when it came to our kids,
guests, etc. I had planned to run out to the local pizza/sandwich shop around lunch and pick up lunch
for everyone. When I asked the sitter what she would like, she replied, “Larry already called while
you were swimming with the kids and asked me to make pizzas.” He had “kits” I believe. That was
Larry and I; we didn’t like to leave much to chance.
Photos P92-102. Yeah, another date you can add to the chronology. Lots of great photos of me
and the gang camping at Bruce’s parents. Date stamp is in correct order, someone took time to set it.
Likely this was Amanda as she took most of the photos. She is in one but there are at least 3 others of
her missing. I took one of her playing wiffle ball with us. She hit very well. Also there was a great
one of her sitting in my lap. I’m guessing that she has these photos. We wanted to repeat next yr. w/
kids no booze.
Photo P92 is of me trying to hit one of Bruce’s nasty curve balls as Jason and Travis visit. That
is one of my Rx-7’s they are leaning on. I think I may have lent this one to Travis for a bit while he
was working in Hampton. The previous one, gray and a similar model was the one that Tom Mikoski
got into an accident with. I owned 5 Rx-7’s in my lifetime. I loved the cars. They handled well, quick
and fun to drive. Amanda took photo.
Photo P93- Bruce preparing his next pitch. Amanda took photo
Photo P94 L to R: A family friend of the Aube’s, Mr. Aube, Mrs. Aube. Bruce’s parents.
Photo P95- This is Bruce winding up and delivering his devastating curve. It starts out coming
right at you and by the time it hits chair it breaks four feet. Nasty!
Photo P96 April and Jeremy cuddled up while Tom Urrutia and another friend, I think his name
is Nate, look on. I believe Amanda snapped photo.
Photo P97 Jason, Tommy Urrutia, Jeremy, Travis (back to us) and Amanda (Red shirt barely
visible) decide on dinner plans.
Photo P98 Same group as P97, better shot of my honey, Amanda. Wish we could find those other
photos of her there. Only problem with her, is she is wearing NY vs. Sox cap.
Photo P99 Same group as P96 Amanda took photo.
Photo P100 Jason and Travis, discussing the finer things in life. Photo by Amanda.
Photo P101- Tommy, Travis, Me, Jeremy drinking adult beverages and hamming it up for

Amanda and that camera she loved.
Photo P102- A few hours later Jeremy, Me, and Tommy enjoying some of the Chili that Bruce
and I concocted. Bruce and I loved chili and came up with some good recipes while tailgating at
Patriots games.
Photo P103 and P104. Great photos of Amanda coming down the Water Slide at Water Country
Portsmouth NH. I initially got excited when you told me they had a developed date of Aug. 16,
thinking we could put another date in the chronology but I quickly realized this wasn’t the date
photos were taken. As happens often times, these photos sat in the camera waiting to be developed or
waiting for the rest of the role to be taken. A lot of times, Amanda would take 5 or 6 rolls of film in
to be developed at one time. In this instance, I’m guessing this photo was taken by Amanda’s
brother, Josh as this was the day in July that I bought tickets for Amanda to take her brothers and
Kassidy while they were visiting but I couldn’t attend because I needed to work. Water Country
was only a mile or so from my office restaurant in Portsmouth. They had a great day. I was hoping
that we would have the photo that Jackie was requesting of Josh and Kass in this bunch but it appears
that Amanda removed it and put it with her other Kassidy photos. Even if the best we can do is date
them to July 2000, still great photos.
Photos P105-P108 great photos of Kyle in Keene. Likely he was staying with my parents for the
week and I was there to pick him up on the weekend. All photos by Pam.
Photo P105- Malana and Kyle getting some cuddle time with daddy A.K.A. uncle Jason.
Photo P106- I love this table. Malana and Kyle getting some quality coloring time.
Photo P107. After working all Saturday and a two hour drive to Keene, I’m wiped and taking a
nap with Kyle is peacefulness at its best. He’s happy to play with daddy’s ear and suck his lip as he
sleeps.
Photo 108P Ok, I don’t know what my excuse is here for needing a nap. :) I’m sure I was out
with Kyle and Malana all day pulling them up the hill at Robinhood Park in a sled, making “Frosty”
the Snowman, etc. Not to mention, while in Keene my mother never stops feeding me these tasty,
heavy meals. Hey, any excuse to lay with Kyle will do. Two hour drive home I have to get rested up
for....
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Photos P109-P112 were taken by my mom I believe of Kyle, while they were visiting my aunt
Jackie’s house in Hinsdale NH. You can see this is the same week that Kyle spent in Keene from
previous letters photos P105-P108. I’m not sure of the beagle’s name. It may have been Annie. As
you can see Kyle really liked her. Jackie also had 3 huskies that Kyle loved, (see his sweatshirt). Yes,
Jackie was married to uncle Richie for many years. I believe he may have passed by the time of these
photos. He was a Windham County, Vermont, Sheriff for a number of years after retiring from
driving a truck in NY City.
Photo P113 goes with photos P105-P108. Kyle and Malana cuddling up with daddy, a.k.a. uncle
Chad after spending the day outside raising heck. I believe soon after, Kyle and I were on our backs
napping on the couch.
Photo P116 is from same time period, 1999. I believe we just came in from playing. Kyle just
loves daddy’s ear. He’s not sucking his lip yet so he’s not ready to crash. I was in a deep depression
over Tristan leaving. The only thing that was comforting was time with the kids.
Photo P119- Is Kyle either helping auntie Nicole cut daddy’s or uncle Jason’s hair. Hard to tell
from the angle. I’m sure my mom took the photo.
Photo P114, P115, P117, P118, P120, P121 all taken by mom on the weekend of Jason’s
birthday at my house in Rochester. They all came up to spend the weekend at my house which was
great. Because of my mom I’m guessing, birthdays were always a big family thing for us. It was
great to have everyone up in this big empty house, in February, 2000.

Photo P114, Too cute, Malana and Kyle taking a bath together in my upstairs bathroom. I can’t
wait to share this picture with them later in life. :) I believe mom and I did the bathing that evening. I
actually think I snapped this photo. Amanda and I had a similar photo of Kyle and Kassidy several
months later.
Photo P115- Jason gets a little help making a wish and blowing out candles from Malana and
Kyle. This photo shot from my living room area in the dining room. The room you can see into is the
kitchen. I have my back to photo and am talking to someone.
Photo P117 + P118, It’s present time for Jay as Brent, Kyle, and Malana look on.
Photo P120, Brent needed a nap after the meal. He’s laying on my bed. I told you my mom
makes some heavy meals. I love the way Brent sleeps. Hard to tell in this photo but he almost always
sleeps with his eyes half open. Tristan and I were always taking pictures of this. Here Brent has got a
little “Al Bundy” going on with one hand down his pants.
Photo P121 Jason reading some birthday cards while Malana and Kyle look on.
Photos P122-P134 are from Bruce and I taking a Hall of Fame Tour. I like to refer to it Chad
“pulling his head out of his ass tour aided by Bruce.” For over three months I had been depressed and
miserable about the failure of my marriage. For much of Jan. 2000, I didn’t even sleep at home. Most
nights I would pass out on Bruce and Jess’s couch. Bruce likely tired of seeing me in this state said,
“You know what, maybe it would do you good to get away. Let’s go on a Hall of Fame tour.” I said,
“Sounds great, let’s do it.” We both took an immediate vacation and took off for a week, we decided
to hit Hall-of Fames and wing the rest of the trip, stopping where ever we felt like it. We started out
headed for Cooperstown, New York to go to the baseball HOF, and our way saw signs for the
Boxing HOF and stopped there in NY. From there we headed south toward the football HOF in
Canton, Ohio, next was the Rock N Roll HOF in Cleveland. While in Ohio we stopped at William
McKinley home and monument. We also went to Amish Country and spent a day eating the best
homemade food and buying gifts. I bought the coolest handmade sand digger toy for Kyle for he and
I to finish together. We ate at nice restaurants and fastfood. Yes, we even ate at McDonald’s. We
visited different museums and finished up with the basketball HOF in Springfield Ma. We had a
blast. After this, I realized life goes on. As you can see from shirtless photos Amanda took 3 mo.
later I was alive.
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I just realized because of the holiday we have no canteen this week. I hope I make it on
typewriter ribbon. I get approx. 12 pages from one ribbon for $4.00 but they only let us purchase two
ribbons at a time. Maybe I will have to cut down on being so wordy.
Photo P135- Great photo of Glen, Deb and Jeff Jacobs. The rest of the photo, I didn’t know the
people well. Glen is on left with shovel and baseball cap, Deb, his girlfriend at the time, is in the
middle with yellow shirt and Jeff Jacobs is on the end with reddish sweatshirt.
Photo P136 dated June 5, taken by me. This is a great shot of Kyle on deck of my friend Glen
Varney’s pontoon boat. After I Left work I picked Kyle up at school and headed to Glen and Deb’s
with Kyle for a cookout and boat ride. I didn’t have my boat yet.
Photo P137 This is Deb’s younger sister and Deb’s daughter playing with Kyle. They were super
attentive to him and very sweet. Why can’t I recall names? Danielle I’m sure was one of their names.
Photo P138 and 139 are all photo’s taken by me of Brent’s 7th birthday at Chuck E. Cheese.
Photo P140 is one of my favorite photos. The normally shy Brent decided to join his brother on
stage to dance around with Chuck E. Cheese for a minute. This was taken at the Newington Chuck E.
Cheese.

Photo P142-P165 are of Kyle’s 3rd birthday at my house in Rochester. This is good for a couple
of reasons. We had some of these photos in the batches several months ago but didn’t see my family
members in it so I assumed Kyle had another party in Keene. Seeing my mom, and yes, Liz Cox,
tells me that this was his birthday party and they were there. The other thing it tells me is Amanda
must have had her job in Auburn at Martindale Country Club as she and Kassidy were not there. It
also confirms the letters that I wrote you from a few days ago, that Liz Cox, was at my house, she did
meet Amanda and it had to be the following Weds the 12th that Amanda, my mom, and Amanda
came to the beach and watched the fireworks with me on the roof. Liz left early and Amanda and
myself took mom home to Keene on the weekend. Mom rode in back with Kass.
Photo P142- Jaime ( from Canobie Lake Park Photos) jump with Kyle and Tristan’s sister,
Tiffany on the trampoline. Must have been a Friday evening birthday party.
Photo P143 Brent “hams” it up for the camera. I think Tristan and I took turns taking all of these
photos.
Photo P144 Jaime, Tiffany, and Tiffany’s boyfriend, Dennis McElvery (sp) one of my assistant
managers watch the festivities.
Photo P145 Kyle gets ready to open presents as grammy and Dot and Tommy’s daughter,
Michaela look on.
Photo P146- Mom and dad help Kyle cut the cake. Brent tests the frosting.
Photo P147- Dad as happy as can be, my baby just turned 3.
Photo P148-P149 We look on as Kyle rips into the gifts.
Photo P150- Kyle checks out a game that gram holds up for him.
Photo P151 Cool, this is photo of handmade toy I talked about in previous letter that I bought for
Kyle during Amish country trip with Bruce. Kyle immediately brought it to the sandbox to start
digging. Nicole called this a legacy gift. One of those gifts you stain together, carve your initials in
and pass down to generations. He loved it.
Photo P152 One of my two best friends, Bruce Aube hanging out. He was having fun in spite of
how he looks. I was the first of our group to have kids. He was always supportive.
Photo P153 Kyle thinking “How many gifts do I have to open before I can start playing?”
Photo P154+P156 the kids are ready to eat. In spite of the corn being grilled too long.
Photo P155 Liz Cox and my mom talking on the front steps. Photo by me.
Photo P157 perhaps significant. Far left you can see tail end of my company car. Maroon Ford
Taurus. This is the car the police would later impound. This was my second company car, the first
being a 1997 green Taurus. Company cars always purchased new. Right beside my car is Liz Cox’s
red car. Tom Urrutia holding daughter Michaela. Brent and Dot’s son Shawn look onto cake cutting
and if I am not mistaken, the young girl that is half cut off in the far right of the photo is Jacqueline,
Liz Cox’s daughter. Which would mean that she also met Amanda if in fact this is her.
Photo P158 Liz and Bruce take in the action from the back row.
Photo P159 Aunt Tiffany playing on trampoline with Brent and Kyle.
Photo P160- We all watch as Kyle opens. I’m drinking milk. Can’t have chocolate cake without
milk.
Photo P161- Tiffany and Jaime look on. I can see from this photo how you could think that
Amanda may have been Jaime, they have some similar features but Jamie’s hair much darker.
Photo P162, P163, P165, everyone enjoying a good jump and the kids already learning
some tricks.
Photo P164. Brent getting ready to swing. You asked about this swing set. I believe we got this
swing set before Kyle was born. I was talking at work one day about wanting to purchase a swing set
for Brent and wasn’t sure if I should purchase one of the old metal ones or the new wooden ones that
were all over. John Seppy was married and had a stepson that had out grown his swing set. John said,
“Chad, I was just talking to Lisa the other day about getting rid of Thomas’s swing set. You can just
have it.” I said, “Are you sure? Let me give you something for it?” John replied, “No really,
you are doing me a favor by taking it otherwise it was just heading to the dump.” It was a great swing
set and served us well for years.

Photos P166-P169 were taken by me of the Burger King in Methuen that closed down for a
remodel. Things like this are important to know and we take photos of all available communications
and signage. Dates are crucial as dramatic sales swings can result. Which can present great
opportunity for us to steal some of their SHU (Super Heavy Users, people who visit our restaurants
3-4 times a week). If a competitor closes and we are aware, we can add extra staffing necessary to
handle a 30-40% increase in sales. If we are unprepared, customers won’t get served quickly, the
crew will have poor morale because they are being over worked, perhaps some quitting. And we may
not have another chance to impress these customers. McDonald’s spends millions of
dollars a year in advertising to get customers into our restaurants and it only takes one bad
experience to turn them off forever. We can never be “asleep at the wheel.” BK does things much
different than McDonald’s too. Almost never would we close down for several months while
remodeling. Typically we work around it and close for a day or two if we have to. Locked doors
equals sales lost forever.
Photos P170-P171 Yes you have sent me these photos before and I had responded. In the black
and white photo it is Larry Lane with his arm around Tristan. In that photo Left to right is Dick
Bisbee, Art Rico, Gina Warner, Larry and Tristan.
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Photos P172-P179 are photos that Tristan took of Kyle and Brent while at the beach. From the
looks of it this is York Beach or possibly Rye. I wasn’t with them and this is why there are no photos
of Amanda or Kassidy. Tristan and I did a great job of co-parenting then and sharing photos of the
boys when we took them places. There is a photo with the same date stamp of the boys standing in
front of a camper. That is at Tristan’s parents’ house and it ‘is an RV that Merle, Tristan’s dad
purchased. The boys look cute in the little hats Tristan bought them, out having a blast.
Photos P180-P187 I believe are all photos of Hampton Rte. 1 before and during grand opening.
What is interesting is I took a lot of photos of the landscaping as I was anticipating problems
with Jeff and wanted to be able to refer back to grand opening photos so there couldn’t be any
questions but for how it should look. This was May of 2000. We never entrusted Jeff with doing
the landscaping for a grand opening. We typically brought in Andy Valerie of Leominster Mass.
Andy did Pete’s personal landscaping and all the restaurants on that side of the company. So Jeff or
another local landscaper would then take over the regular maintenance. Can’t remember if we had
Jeff do the landscaping in Hampton that year but fairly sure. Either way, in May I was thinking I
would be stuck with Jeff the next season also so the photos of grand opening would prevent bullshit.
Photo P180 Hampton Rte. 1 dining room L to R: First gentleman not McDonald’s employee,
Tim McCoy-Ops manager of company, Steve Skidds Manager of Exeter, John Collins, our
controller, Frank Morse in background, Peter Napoli, Bob McDougall, my direct boss.
Photo P184 L to R: Jeremy Hinton, Me, Peter Napoli, Tim Doyle. Back row: I only recognize
Anne Gildea, another area supervisor.
Photos P188 + P189 Bruce and Michelle Truell taken at their house early 2000.
Photos P190-P193 more photos of Hampton Rte. 1 grand opening.
Photo P190 seems to be duplicate of P184
Photo P191 is the ribbon cutting ceremony. We always invite officials from the town as well as a
local childrens’ group or classroom to help us. They hold the ribbon and then are treated to lunch and
cake inside.
Photo P192 Same of the crew in Hampton Rte. 1. The only people I haven’t previously identified
that I recognize is the short girl in purple was a crew trainer named Crystal, and at the far right is
restaurant manager, Tom Toomire.
Photo P193 we are standing in front of the Hampton Rte 1 restaurant during the grand opening.
Peter Napoli, Sr. Vice President. Chad Evans, Area Supervisor. Tom Toomire Restaurant Manager,
Bob McDougall, Vice President. Plenty of room on the sides of the photo, not sure why these guys
were crowing me in so I look like Frankenstein.

Photo P195-P196. The front and side of a McDonald’s restaurant toward the end of a season. I’m
fairly certain that I took these during a trip to Keene to show Jeff what I expected. Keene was
landscaped by Andy Valeri and had won numerous landscaping awards. I wasn’t getting much bang
for the buck in the restaurants I had Jeff doing.
Photos P197-P201. I am 99% certain that this is a photo of my office in the back of the
Portsmouth McDonald’s (Sal and I had identical shelving units built) The thing that is a little
confusing is that none of the stuff on the shelves is mine. We built my office and then actually sold
the restaurant for a short while to an operator that was selling us two busier restaurants that he
couldn’t handle. Then within a year, we purchased Portsmouth back as he got out of the business. He
installed the security camera and monitor. I think that may be the point of the photos. Along with
showing the mess they left. Details may be off slightly but general theme is correct.
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..There is a ton of work in here. Please take your time in reviewing, especially the photo
descriptions. Many of the people we have discussed are photographed here, so you’ll be able to put a
face with the name, and a little of the story. I hope you read all the photo descriptions. You never
know when you are going to find a gem.
OK. Some particular photos to bring your attention to:
P59 Me with Brent and Kyle. Priceless how Brent is holding me. 1 year after Tristan and I split.
Tell me we weren’t close.
P65 Me wrestling with Brent and Kyle as I’ve described numerous times, and this was at the
FamilyStrength office. (of all places)
P113
Great photo of me with Malana and Kyle.
P140 Great photo of Kyle and Brent dancing on stage at Chuck E Cheese, on a birthday. Tristan
and I decided to take Brent to Chuck E. Cheese for his 7th birthday, on June 21, 2000. Dot and
Tommy Urrutia and kids and Tiffany and kids in attendance.
P147
A nice photo of me 7-7-2000. Happy with life.
P262 Brent & Kyle in glasses waiting for me. Too cute.
I don’t know what photos you are planning to use, but the above definitely should be used.
In addition, the following below may have one ore more from each collection to use.
Photos P227-233 Brent’s kindergarten graduation. Photo P233 shows Brent getting his certificate,
along with Director, Mrs. Edgar.
Photos P220-226 Great family photos. Castle in the Clouds. Tristan and I took the boys with my
parents in the Summer of 1999.
Photos P234-P237 Brent’s 3rd Birthday party.
P235 his dad and mom with him.
There are photos of people with whom I worked in Rochester.
P142 Jaime______ Crew kid lived close to me. Saw me with the boys numerous times.
P156-157 Liz Cox and her daughter, Jackie.
P257 Keri Fortin, Sam? Michelle McKeowen? I think I have the names correct.
P254 Sam again.
P261 Michelle “Missy” LaBrie
P267 Diane Robinson. Former McDonald’s Manager and very supportive, pre-trial.
P274 Dan and Marcy. Girlfriend and boyfriend, both long term McDonald’s employees (at least 3
years each). I cannot remember the last name of either. Marcy was very supportive. After my arrest,
she came to my house a few times, and said that she didn’t believe any of it. She was around me
with my kids, etc., and may have seen Amanda and Kassidy visit me in Rochester - pre-trial.
The letter I included to “Anne” on Aug 15 is to Anne Gildea, my former McDonald’s colleague
that lives on Hampton Beach. Anne is from Ireland and I sent her the book, “In the Name of the
Father.” I mailed the letter inside the book and I haven’t gotten my property slip back yet, so the
book and letter may not even have been mailed yet, or perhaps were just last week. She’s very
bright. It would be good if she’ll check the website.
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You asked about the multiple skits we formed into one play here, in particular, The
Honeymooners skit where I played Ralph Cramden. It was a short, 5 minute skit and was written by
an inmate. Much of it pertained to prison humor and had little to do with the TV show other than we
all tried to jump into “character”. No skits with real relevance to my current plight. My point of
doing the play was to inspire Kyle to take a chance and do something, anything, outside his comfort
zone. I’m a firm believer in practicing what you preach so I figured I would take the first step into
uncomfortable territory in hopes that he will follow. Best way for him to expand his horizons is to try
new things.
With regards to my request that you go to my facebook page and watching/listening to the
Rhianna/ Eminem video for “Love The Way You Lie. “- I thought this could depict certain aspects of
me and certain aspects of my relationship with Amanda better than anything I could describe and this
is why I asked you to take 3 minutes and watch it. I was going to call you a stubborn mule when I
read that you were going to “pass” on doing so. Then upon a second reading I see that you have no
way to listen to it.
Ok, you’re not a stubborn mule, my bad. :) Well, if you get a chance watch it. I’ll bet that even
without volume, you can “see” much of the emotion I describe. It’s pretty amazing how some artists
can really tell a story.
In your response to my letter 198 you describe me as tantalizing you with my description, “...
Amanda did something that night that kind of surprised me (not easy to do), and showed me how
much of a free spirit she was... “ It was later in the evening at least 9 p.m., and quite dark. We were
walking on a section of the docks that was very quiet with little traffic. The tide must have been out
because the ocean was at least 20 feet below the docks as I recall. All of the sudden Amanda
announces she had to go to the bathroom so without a second thought she hops over the wood
railing and lowers herself a foot or so and proceeds to “water” the ocean as I act as a shield. She
showed great athleticism jumping the rail and a fun, carefree spirit. Some people would let
something like this stress them out. Not her. She was adventurous and game for anything. I’m sure
we could have found a bathroom but there was none nearby and she was sure she wouldn’t make it
so what is one to do?
You asked about Richard Piroso, Janice Jennison and Christie Jennison. I don’t have memories
of Richard specifically but after you mentioned that he installed a phone at my house in Steve’s
bedroom I recall meeting him. He was a very quiet guy and seemed very nice. As I recall Christie’s
mom, Janice was a long time telephone operator and I am assuming she met Richard working there.
Steve Skidds worked for me for several years and lived with me prior to Christie moving in. Christie
was a long term girlfriend of Steve’s and she moved in for a while after graduating from
Spaulding High, right around that time, I believe Christie’s mom was moving to the Dunbarton area.
Christie also worked for me in Rochester for a number of years. In fact, in letters that I have not
answered yet, Steve and Christie can be seen helping me paint the Milton Rd. home in Rochester
after I purchased it. In fact, one photo P368 is of Steve and Christie getting ready for their prom in
my kitchen back when I had all the cupboard doors off for hinge replacement/ painting. We were
close. I am sure Steve and Christie were at the house during several parties. I know that I had met
Christie’s mom, Janice, several times at the Rochester restaurant but I don’t believe she was ever at
my house. Real nice lady. The only thing I can say is I knew some of these people during my early
years in Rochester and also during what I will describe as my young and dumb period. But Christie
should also be able to verify that I was an employer that cared about his employees and was always
trying to help them personally. Steve and Christie stayed in what would later become Kyle’s
room. 1996-1997 area. Christie and Steve broke up and I think the last time I may have seen her is
during her college graduation from NHTI. She went to school with Tristan. I hugged and
congratulated her then. That’s the last I recall.

Photo P202 + P203. I’m guessing this is the 1996 or 1997 company Christmas party. I’m fairly
certain these go with an earlier batch and are from me winning the annual Raysway contest. I may
have been promoted to supervisor already as the contest results are for the previous 12 months.
In photo P202 L to R: Owner, Rick McCoy, my old supervisor, Larry Lane. me, Sr. Vice
President Pete Napoli.
P203 Rick McCoy, me, my new boss, Vice President, Bob McDougall, Peter Napoli.
Photo P204, I believe was the 1996 or 1997 assistants Christmas Party. These three ladies were
assistant managers that worked for me. I recall taking this photo in the family room of Gina Garcia’s
house in Rochester. What is significant is I hired all three of these ladies as part time crew in
Rochester and they all went on to have great success with the company once they got a little
“ketchup in their veins”. L to R: Doris Franscini, Gina Garcia, and Melissa Brundage, When I left in
2000, Doris was the manager of the Rochester Wal Mart restaurant and Melissa was running the
Greenland McDonald’s. Unfortunately, I transferred Gina to help out in the Newington
McDonald’s and she left shortly after, sometime in 1997 or 1998 I believe, but she did make it to
first assistant manger which is one step below restaurant manager. I refer to this as “homegrown”
talent.
Photo P205 We are, I believe, at the 1996 managers Christmas party. L to R: Dwayne Walker
and his wife. Dwayne ran Tremont St. McDonald’s in Boston. Sal Napoli, Tristan, and me. This was
the year I believe that Peter “anointed” Sal and I as the futures of the company.
Photo P206 + P20’ I believe these photos were taken in 1995 when we first opened the Rochester
Playplace. Look at the message on the reader board just below the main sign. If I read it correctly it
says, “Hiring AGGRESSIVE day shifts” This message isn’t as clear as most we used but you had
limited letters and space. The point is, I tried to use the board sort of like “Charlotte’s Web”, putting
something specific and attention grabbing in place. I was aggressive and I wanted energetic and
people with initiative to join my team. If you were lazy or afraid to talk to our guests,
don’t bother applying.
Photo P207, Gina, me and Doris at the assistants Christmas Party at the Bull Run in Shirley Ma.
This goes with photo P204. I had to have been at least GM or I would not have attended the
assistants’ party.
Photo P209-P215. Photos of a day at Canobie Lake Park. I took Kyle for the day along with my
mom who was staying with us in Rochester. Brent was somewhere with Joe and Tristan was working
as I recall. We met up with Jim Kennedy Jr. and his wife and son who was 6 months older than Kyle.
Jim came up through the ranks with me from the 1980’s. He came to Keene for several years as the
assistant while I was still in high school. We really enjoyed working together. In 1999 he was the
restaurant manager of the Methuen II McDonald’s that I supervised. When we worked together in
Keene many referred to us as similar in style and he was in fact just a big version
of me. As you can see in photos P213 beside me and P215 behind me, he is in fact a large man. We
worked out together a few times, he is also quite strong. Our sons had a blast together that day.
Photo P210 is a good one of them together.
Photos P216-P219 was a system wide contest that McDonald’s was running in 1993. Cathy
McFadden was one of the winners and there was a reception held just outside Boston. I don’t recall
much about the contest but as one of several company managers that had employees who won, I was
also in attendance. One of the longtime Boston news anchors was the keynote speaker, Jack Williams
(I believe). The photos were developed in Boston I believe because that was where the Corporation’s
advertising partner, Arnold Advertising, was located. They sent us the photos.
Photos P220-P226. Awesome photos awesome day. There should be a bunch more of these

photos. My folks were up visiting us in Rochester and we decided to take the kids to Castle in The
Clouds in Moultonborough NH. I love this place and after touring it, wished that I could purchase it
and move there with Tristan and the boys. The house was built by Thomas Plante around the turn of
the century. He was a very short man and a lot of the house had features to accommodate him. Kyle
and I find this secret reading room that you had to duck to get into. The place is just beautiful. At the
time we were visiting, there were these trolleys that carted you around. The property had a
functioning water bottling plant to tour, horseback riding, Lucknow Breweries, and this trout pond
with the largest trout you’ve ever seen that will jump right out of the water for feed pellets. Great
memories.
Photo P220 I took a backyard photo of the property you can see Tristan at left.
Photo P221 Once you make the long drive up to the castle there is a path that you can follow into
the woods to get to this water fall, Dad hugging Brent, Tristan holding Kyle. By the date of the
photos, I’m guessing the family was up to celebrate Brent’s birthday which was later in June.
Photo P222 Front view of the Castle.
Photo P223. I believe this was the dining room ceiling. The house had so many amazing features.
There is even a guest bedroom for President Teddy Roosevelt who was a personal friend of Mr.
Plante.
Photo P224 Brent and Kyle sitting between Gram and Gramp as we ride the Trolley to the next
destination. Tristan and I were in the next bench.
Photo P225 Brent, dad, mom, and Kyle feeding pellets to these gigantic trout.
Photo P226 Mom, Brent, Tristan and Kyle get a glimpse of the fish as they come jumping
out of the water for pellets from the dispenser to the left of mom. The boys kept bending under the
bottom rung and trying to touch a fish as I threw handfuls of food. As I thumb through many of these
photos you have sent me it has brought back many memories and feelings. While this is expected, it
can still be overwhelming.
As I was going through these photos I thought of some peoples description of me as well as one
description that you offered to a supporter in an email where the question came up about me being
intimidating or aggressive. I’m paraphrasing here but you replied something to the effect of, “Though
Chad is smaller in stature, he is very muscular and strong and perhaps that led to a feeling of
intimidation.” So with these thoughts in my head I looked again at the photos that Amanda took and
you labeled P34-P36. It’s weird, I had some pretty good size but I cannot tell you how happy I felt
around the time of these photos. It’s just bizarre. These new photos you found have added a time
line perspective for me that I hadn’t really previously looked at and again show how fast things really
changed.
In December 1999 I am devastated by the loss of Tristan. By March 2000 I go on the Hall of
Fame tour with Bruce and decide life goes on. Around late April, I started dating various women
hoping to find someone to share my life with, because it was apparent Tristan isn’t coming back. All
through dating, I still hold out hope to regain my family. I’m moving on but I’m still hurting. June 2,
2000 I meet Amanda and sparks fly, right off I believe I have found the girl I was meant to spend my
life with. I still have a lot of baggage as I am trying to resolve things with Tristan, how the time split
with the boys is going to be, etc. but I am feeling for the first time like I want to start LIVING.
Fifteen or so days later Amanda takes these photos in P34-P36. I’m feeling like a million bucks. It’s
just bizarre how quickly things can change and how often appearances can color our perception. It
makes me think of all the times I either pre judged someone based on something I saw or thought
they were one thing until I really got a chance to know them.
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You asked about Tristan’s last name, Wentworth, and if perhaps she is related to the Wentworth
luminaries. I honestly don’t know. I know there have been several prominent Wentworth families in
NH, even several Governors. I don’t know for sure if she is related to any of them. I’ve thought it but
never asked.

You also included a copy of Gerri Harvey’s letter to Judge Nadeau on my behalf and asked if I
had written the comments on the side before or after you sent me the letter earlier this year. These
comments were written this year. I was pointing out what I thought was important. I do not recall
seeing this letter prior to you sending it to me this year.
Photos P227-P233. Oh my God. Brent is so cute in his cap and gown. I took these photos along
with Tristan. I was so proud to see shy little Brent getting his diploma. You asked if Mrs. Edgar was
in any of these photos. I believe she is the lady with her head partially cut off in photo P233 as Brent
is collecting his certificate from, I believe, Mrs. Edgar’s husband, though I’m not positive about him.
There was a great photo of Tristan and I on either side of Brent in his cap and gown. Can you please
send me a copy of that if you run into it?
Photos P234-P237 OMG! So cute. Photos of Brent’s 3rd birthday party in June 1996 taken by
me at Jokers play center in Portsmouth NH. This was approx. 5 or 6 months into my relationship
with Tristan. She wanted to have a party for Brent but didn’t want to have it at our house because Joe
and I didn’t exactly get along and she didn’t feel that his family would show up if it was held there.
(Long story) Anyway, I suggested finding a neutral place and we would just pay for the party. This
day was about Brent, not about Joe and me having a “dick swinging” contest. I wanted Brent to have
whoever made him happy there. As it turned out, I was the one outnumbered on this neutral ground,
as most of Joe’s family did come. But it was OK. The day was about Brent.
Photo P234 “Auntie” Dorothy looks on as Brent opens presents.
Photo 235 Tristan helps Brent unwrap. Brent’s grandpa Lincoln is in background, Brent’s dad,
Joe Lincoln is at far right.
Photo P236 Joe’s sister, Stacy Lincoln, who also worked for me in Rochester, watches Brent.
Tristan and Brent watch as his cake is coming. Brent is so small and adorable in these photos. The
child in red beside Brent is Shawn, Dorothy’s son. Dorothy and Tristan have had all their children
within six months of each other.
Photo P236 great photo of Tristan and Brent together.
Photos P239-P241 more photos from our day at Castle in the Clouds. Morrison, you have two
photos labeled P241. One is of Tristan walking up bridge at Castle in the Clouds. The other is of
people dancing at our wedding.
Photo P241 (Wedding dancers) L to R: Tristan, her brother Randy, Her brother Ron in white
shirt, her college friend that was in wedding party. One of her uncles, Larry Lane.
Photo P242 Tristan’s extended family. Tristan’s family not very close. I met many of these
people for the first and only time at the wedding. Far right is Tristan’s gram and mother, Sharon.
Photo P243 Tristan, Chad, Jason leaning away.
Photo P244 We’re doing the Macarena. People I recognize Larry Lane and daughter,
Chelsea, Tristan’s uncle, me, one of my cousins, Tom Mikoski. In the blue dress sitting is Gram
Evans.
Photo P245 wedding party, Merle, Tristan’s dad foreground.
Photo 246 Guy in funny hat, Tristan’s brother Jason, his wife Mandy, Standing is Tristan’s
brother Ronny. It’s neat we both have brothers with the same name isn’t it?
Photo P247. More dancing. It was actually a great wedding. There are a ton of better quality
photos somewhere. In addition to having a professional photographer, we had cameras located on
every table and there was some great shots taken.
Photo P248 My dad staring in the direction of Merle, Tristan’s dad. Seated is my uncle Donny
who is married to my aunt, Cheryl Lavalley.
Photo P249 the cake cutting. If I remember correctly, Tristan wore a little cake around the mouth
when it was my turn and then I of course paid for it. Everyone got a good laugh though.
Photo P250 can’t tell who Tristan is dancing with but it looks like I’m dancing with my
brother???

Photo P251 I’ve got a circle dance going with friends, I believe one of them is Bruce while I
believe that Tristan is dancing with one of my cousin’s husbands. I’m not sure who the lady in the
blue dress is. One of Tristan’s cousins I believe. We had a really great day. The wedding and
reception was held right at the Governor’s Inn in Rochester. The wedding was held Nov. 24, 1996.
After partying for 4-5 hours at the Inn we moved the party back to our house in Rochester and stayed
at it all night. Luckily I always had a well stocked bar in those days. I woke up the next day to a
house full of people and went to work. Tristan and I wouldn’t go on our actual honeymoon for
several months. That is when we went on the Caribbean cruise.
Photo P252 +P253. I told you we loved to go to New York on our vacations. This was during
one of our vacation trips there, Sept. 11, 1999. This plaque to Babe Ruth is in a part of Yankee
Stadium called Monument Park. It is down by the Yankees bullpen. If you get there early enough
you can tour the park where there is monuments in honor of all the Yankee greats. This is the most
storied franchise in all of sports. I think this was another trip with Jeremy, Bruce, Possibly Tristan
and Jason. New York is always a blast.
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Photo P254-P257 Goes along with photo 160 identified with the batch last spring. Every year or
two we were eligible as part of our agreement with McDonald’s to have a visit from Ronald
McDonald. As I recall, there were 7 or 8 Ronald’s throughout the country. We always used the one
from the Boston region.
Photo P254 This was one of our best crew kids at the time, Samantha McDonald/MacDonald.
Likely someone at McDonald’s would know. I don’t believe she went to the high school across the
street, I think she went to one of the smaller ones in the area, perhaps Nute, or Farmington. She may
be a good person to contact. We were considering her for management.
Photo P255 Great photo of Tristan, Kyle and Brent with Ronald in the back sink area.
Photo P256 Jason Evans, the restaurant manager, with Ronald.
Photo 257 A group photo with Ronald at the front counter while there is a lull in business.
Starting at Jason in the background is Kerry Fortin in front, me ducking down, Tom Urrutia, behind
me, Samantha (same as photo P254) at Ronald’s left and the shorter girl next to Sam was a girl
named Michelle McKeown I believe. We did make Michelle a manager. The thing that is killing me
is I’m not even sure her name is Michelle. It may have been Nicole. She would be great to contact.
Someone will know who she is.
Photos P258 to P261. All photos of some of my key people in Rochester. I can tell from different
things in the restaurant these photos are from 1995. I’d almost bet my life on it. I took all the photos.
Photo P258, Gina Garcia hard at work writing the crew schedule. I can tell looking through the
window behind her that the blue steel frame is in for the playplace but nothing else.
Photo P259- The guys I liked to refer to as my “Grill Gods” these three shift managers could
produce some food fast. I loved having them in the grill when a bus load or two showed up. L to R:
Matt Skidds, Tom Mikoski, Bruce Aube.
Photo P260. I think Matt Skidds, Mr. Charisma. I think he was just out of high school. I
remember my first month in Rochester Saturday mornings were super busy and unorganized. Matt
and Bruce would go in at 5 am to open the restaurant and prepare for the day. I went in occasionally
to help them. I’d walk in around 5:15 (the restaurant opened at 6 a.m.) and Bruce would be prepping
the grill area while Matt was doing the “front of the house”. Every weekend Matt would have his
little boombox cranking out Bobby Brown’s “Humping Around” or “My Perogative.” He’d be
dancing around acting all foolish, it was hard to not start the day in a great mood watching these two
clowning.
Photo P261 is shift manager Michelle “Missy” Labrie. Her family was from the Wakefield, NH
area. She is also the manager that I told you a few months back that went to work at Holy Rosary
Credit Union and would be a good person to get in touch with. At the time of this photo, Missy was
dating Matt Skidds. These people were my extended family.

Photo P262 Oh My God, look how cute the boys are so cute wearing their sunglasses. It appears
they are sitting in front of the shed near the house. I believe they were waiting for daddy to come
home and take them to hit balls at the school. I think this photo was summer 1999, possibly early
2000 but by their size I think more likely 1999.
Photo P263 Ah, the vegetable sprayer. Tristan is doing a little morning clean up. She’s spraying
and I think I was just threatened that if I take her photo I will get sprayed. Tristan never promised
something and then not deliver. She soaked me. That kitchen sprayer could tell some stories the
amount of times it has been used against me. I believe this photo is from 1999. I think my mom is up
for a visit. I see a pack of Marlboro Lights on the far counter under the Cutco knife set. Neither
Tristan or I smoked.
Photos P264-P274 June 21 1998 we are celebrating Brent’s 5th birthday in our front yard. I’m
pretty sure I took most of these photos.
Photo P264 Tristan’s dad, Merle Wentworth enjoying some cake on front step.
Photo P265+P267 is a photo of Diane Robinson holding her and Jaime Hinton’s son, Cameron,
as they enjoy the party. At the time Diane ran my Greenland McDonald’s. She is now living in Gonic
with her husband, Rick, and is a manager of the Rochester Burger King.
Photo P266- Brent unwrapping with “Papa” in the background, Tristan and other kids looking
on.
Photo P268 Kyle saying, “I know I am not one yet but I still get a piece of cake right?”
Photo P269, Not sure name of person on left, on the right is Sharon “Nana” Wentworth.
P270 Brent still unwrapping. Lots of things for everyone to play with.
Photo P271 Tim Goodnow enjoying some cake and ice cream.
Photo P272 and P273 More of the kids enjoying Brent’s birthday party.
Photo P274 Dan, Marcy, and Diane watch as the party goes on. Marcy was an employee of
Rochester McDonald’s for several years along with her boyfriend, Dan. Marcy was very supportive
after Kassidy died. She stopped by the house several times.
Photo P274A Kyle in his chair during his first birthday party. “Finally, I got to try the cake, not
bad. Waiter, can you get me something to clean up, I’m a bit sticky.”
Photo P274A to P285 Kyle’s first birthday party. Notice in the photos “Shorts Wholesale
Supply” across the street is white. It is gray today.
Photo P275-P281 Kyle gets his first birthday cake and his first chance to rip open birthday gifts.
Kyle has a crowd of onlooking children to help him as needed.
Photo P282 More presents to unwrap, you can see the rear end of my first company car, a green
Taurus. Sharon, Merle, my man and Diane Robinson watch Kyle.
Photo P283 rare photo of my mom. I got her when she wasn’t looking.
Photo P284 Kyle is one year and two days old. He is running to daddy as I get home from work.
That was the best thing about getting home at night, Kyle and Brent running to see me and being able
to “breathe” Tristan in as I kissed her forehead. It sounds crazy but when you meet the person you
are supposed to be with, even their scent can have this effect on you. I guess I am one of the lucky
ones. I have had two women do that for me, in my lifetime.
Photo P285 Dot holding her daughter Michaela, Brent, and Merle, all getting ready to go home
as Kyle’s party ended.
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Photos P286-P289 Pictures of Kyle just over a year old walking around the living room. Look at
those blue eyes. The wood-framed glass coffee table and the rest of the living room were completely
replaced with all new furniture and the all glass coffee table in January of 2000 or so. There is an
upcoming photo of it in one of the letters that I have yet to answer. The complete make over was like
a transition to a new “me.” At first I did it in the hopes that Tristan would see that I didn’t have to be
such a stick in the mud. We could live more for the “now” and not just the future. She could redo the
house any way that she wanted.

On the fireplace mantle you can see large photos of Brent and Kyle on either side and the wood
frame photo in the middle is a photo of Tristan and I on our honeymoon cruise along with Elizabeth
and George our friends from Miami that were newly married in 1997 and also on their honeymoon.
On the coffee table in P287 you can see a small yellow ball. Even at this age, tossing and swinging at
balls was one of Kyle’s favorite activities.
Photo P290 taken from the drivers seat perspective in the back seat of my Taurus so I took the
photo. The boys were so cute sleeping that I couldn’t resist. I can see a corner of the garage in the
background out the window. I think we were just returning from hitting balls and running around the
playground on Brock Street.
Photo P291-P296 are not of my grandparents farm. They are actually of this really cool little
farm museum in Milton NH. My parents were up visiting and Tristan and I decided to take the boys
to this museum for the day. I knew my dad would especially enjoy this as well. Both Tristan and I
had farming in our history and wanted the boys to understand their heritage. There was a bunch more
photos of this series.
In photo P291+ P293 Brent is running in one of the fields, trying to get me to chase him. We
played tag for a few minutes and the tree he was holding was safety. Hard to believe I was once
faster than him.
P292 Kyle catching some zzz’s on his way to the new restaurant we ate at after the trip to the
museum.
P294 Cool to see all those old milk bottles and explain to Brent that this was how milk was
delivered to houses years ago as opposed to going to the supermarket like we do now to pick up a
gallon.
P295-P296 Old woodworking tools in the farm workshop.
Photo’s P297-P302 were from a promotion that McDonald’s ran. This was in the middle of the
TY Beanie Baby craze and we had mini Beanie Babies as prizes in the happy meals. People went
crazy. From open to close we were slammed. This was the most successful promotional event that
McDonald’s had ever run. We had a company from which we could purchase McDonald’s items
directly. I purchased a ton of this stuff, T shirts, hats, lapel pins (P298+P300). I would use them as
crew incentives to keep morale up and also as raffles for our customers. People were insane for this
stuff. We’d hang a T-shirt above the front counter indicating a free raffle fill out a new ticket
everyday. Same customers would offer $40 on the spot for the T-shirt. Lapel pins are a big
collectible in the McDonald’s world.
Photos P303-P314 These are all of Christmas at Nana and Papa’s house in Milton NH. If these
were actually taken 12/24/2000 then Tristan took them and gave me a copy as I wasn’t allowed to see
the boys at this point unless I was at Family Stregth. If the photos were taken December 1999. I
likely took them. We typically had Chistmas like this at Merle and Sharon’s on Christmas Eve and
then we’d travel to Keene and spend Christmas Day at my parents. I was typically the photographer
for such events.
Photo P303- Kyle and his cousin, Tyler, unwrapping.
Photo P307 Tristan’s brother, Jason, and his wife, Mandy.
Photos P308+P309 Great photos of Kyle and Brent with Aunt Tiffany and their Nana, Sharon.
Kyle had his little growl face on.
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Photos P315 to P320 Odd that these photos from May 2002 made it in with this bunch. I think
that I have seen a few of these as Amanda sent them to me while I was in jail. These are of her and
her friends at some place in Maine I believe.
P316 is Mary Bullard on the left, I don’t recognize the girl on the right but she appears to be the
same girl in Photo P317+P318. I’m curious who they are as well. Perhaps you could email them to
Mary Bullard and she can identify for us, the two people we don’t know, the location, etc.
Photo P318 appears to be Amanda on the left, Mary in center and unknown girl.

Photo P319 is Mary Bullard. I miss Mary. If you do end up emailing her to see who the girl and
guy are in P317 and then again with her in 320, please tell Mary I said hello again.
Photos P321-P323 We are preparing for the bagged lunches for the Special Olympics at the
UNH Field House.
P321 You can see all the brown the brown bags that the ladies are diligently filling. I did most of
the lugging of boxes, keeping them in supplies as they bagged the 2500 or so lunches.
P323 is a photo of “Betsy the wonder truck”. I purchased this beater Toyota pick-up right after
graduation from high school. Jason, myself, and our friends loved to go 4 wheeling and often went
all around the Keene area. Lots of great old trails to explore then. This was truck was great. It had a
hood ornament “man” made with nuts and bolts welded to the hood.
P324 Some of my favorite crew in Rochester.
P324 Shreylet (spelling) in the drive thru area waiting for her shift to start.
P325 Shreylet talking to Bruce as he counts the deposit and prepares cash drawers for the
evening.
P326 Michelle McKeowen (sp), Shreylet, and the future Mrs. Chad E:vans, Tristan Wentworth,
waiting to punch in for work. These three were awesome with customers and fast. We could put them
anywhere. Of course, I thought Tristan with her two year old son, Brent, was beautiful. Behind the
ladies, above the sink, you can see one of the signs that I had written to inform the crew of
something. Likely it was proper dish washing and sanitation procedures because of its location. I can
see my signature. As you and I have discussed, I often communicated with my crews like this.
Photos P327-P334 Me taking my managers to Six Flags in Mass. and enjoying their company.
Photo 327 Tom + Dot Urrutia, Tristan, Keri Fortin, and Melissa Brundage wait outside a ride.
Photo P328 Chad, Jeremy, and Tom Urrutia go up this awesome water boat ride.
Photo P329+P330 Tristan, Keri, and others wait to go up the “Tower of Terror.”
Photo P332 + P334 Tristan snaps a photo of us coming down from the water boat ride.
Photo P331 +P333 Keri, Melissa, Larry, Dot, Tristan, Tommy, and Jeremy walking around
enjoying the time together. What a trip.
Morrison, you included my caption for photo #61 with this letter. Can you fix it? Greenland is
spelled incorrectly, it should be two e’s, it’s not Dawn Fortin, it is her sister, Keri and her title was
Asst. Mgr. Hampton Beach.
Photos P335-P336 From the kids T-shirts, I believe this is White River Jet., VT. Grand Opening
celebration. Our busiest restaurant was just over the border in West. Lebanon, NH. I believe this was
sometime in 1995.
Photo P337- 338 Company Christmas party 1994. I was not yet area supervisor.
Photo P338 Janet and Larry Lane along with me and Mary. Within two years I had become
Larry’s “right hand” and as Jim Bonneau puts it, “added spice” inspiring the area back on top.
Photo P340 Last year before big company split w / NY “Colley” group going on their own. I’m
getting recognition here for Raysway win I believe. Peter Napoli, owners Gene Colley and Rick
McCoy, me, Bob McDougall, Frank Morse.
Photo P341 Seated, second from left, Lynn Shields, then Craig + Gina Warner, Diane Bonneau.
To my left standing is Arnie Grant, Jim Bonneau. The rest previously ID’d.
Photo P342 Me, Larry Lane, Jim Bilodeau area supervisor. Sal not yet with company.
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Photo P344-P347. I can’t recall what I am getting dressed up for. Perhaps my wedding? Maybe
someone else’s. Can’t recall at this time.
Photo P345 I’m having a can of “liquid courage” wherever it was I was headed.
Photo P346 Kato tugging his rope, whenever he was near daddy and that rope he wanted to play
tug of war. Great dog. I miss him.

Photo P347 You asked about plow in the background. It went to my John Deere garden tractor.
Hey, you can take the boy off the farm.... I miss my little tractor. It was the one mentioned in the
deposition that Jeff bugged me to sell him, and then he never paid for. I always found it relaxing to
plow the driveway with my little tractor or ride it around sucking up leaves and pine needles and
mowing the lawn. As time went on, the promotions started and the kids got older, I had less time for
these activities Before I bought the three wheelers, I would take the kids for rides around the yard
on the tractor, letting them “drive”. It was a blast.
Photos P348-P363 Our house, full of animals. I think most of these photos were taken back in
the days when Mary was living with me in Rochester. 1994 or so.
Photo P348 Mary’s kitten. I forgot his name. If I remember right, he disappeared one night. .
Photo P350-P352. Mary’s cat, Jasper. He was an awesome cat. Very smart and cuddly. I enjoyed
his company very much and as you can see in Photo 352, I would share a little dinner with him every
now and then.
Photo 349 I’m getting a kiss from Kato, the world’s cutest puppy.
Photo P353, Kato posing for the camera. He knew that he would someday be on calendars. He
was. We made a Kato calendar one year. It came out awesome.
Photo P354 Kato sharing with a dog that we had gotten from Suzanne Lavalley for a short while.
This is the only other dog that I had seen Kato around that he didn’t try to kill. I can’t remember the
dog’s name. He only stayed with us a month or so and Suzanne took him back. Her kids really
missed the dog and it was just as well because he kept going to the bathroom everywhere.
Photo P355 Kato is laying across me on our bed. Kato was a bed hog and here is clearly telling
Mary, “You can snap all the photos you want but there is no room here for you. Only me and daddy.
Photo P356 I’m at Mary’s apartment in Derry relaxing as I wait for her. We were going out
somewhere.
Photo P357 Babbit the rabbit wandering around in what would become Kyle’s bedroom. This
photo was taken shortly after the house was purchased as the walls in that room were blue. I would
soon replace the carpeting and paint the walls white.
Photo P358 My poor baby Kato laying next to me right after he had his surgery on his leg and
rods inserted from being hit by car. He looks so sad in this picture, “Look what happened to me on
Daddy’s watch.”
Photo P359 Babbit’ s indoor home. We let him loose often but we couldn’t let him just room free
overnight because he would chew wires and stuff.
Photos P360-P363 Jasper and the kitten playing. I love the photo in P362 of the kitten preparing
to attack Jasper. Kittens, full of such Bravado, You gotta love it.
P361 shows the crate that I purchased to train Kato in at night.
Photo P363 Yes, you correctly identify, these are the stairs and the carpet runners that Kassidy
would lay back on and slide down the stairs, several years from these photos.
Photo P364 Goes along with photo P356 1993 photos taken by Mary’s sister. We were headed to
dinner and a function of some sort.
Photo P365 Me standing in front of the kitchen refrigerator. May have been heading to work?
Even then you can see we kept the cereal on top of the refrigerator. I think this picture was taken
shortly after we installed the ceramic tile floor in the kitchen. The entire house had nice hardwood
flooring throughout except the kitchen, which had these wide oak floors with linoleum. I wanted tiles
there. Like everything, it was quite a project for me to pick them but once I did, I was very happy
with the selection.
Photo P366 and P367 Photos looking into the dining room and the living room. Mary had done a
nice job decorating the rooms, having a friend of hers make the curtains from material that Mary and
I shopped for and picked out in Dover.

Photo P368 Steve Skidds and Christie Jennison all prepared and ready to go to their senior prom.
I am guessing 1993 or 1994. All kitchen cupboard doors are removed for painting and hinge and
handle replacement. In the bottom right corner of photo you can see a coat sitting across a glass
kitchen table. This is the table that Kassidy would run into while playing with Kato several years
later. Also you see the second place I indicated to you that we kept cereal, upper left cabinet above
stove. Cereal was a popular item in the Evans house.
Photo P369 Steve helped me do a lot of the painting when I first bought the house in Rochester.
He was a great painter and a good kid. Christie came over many nights to visit as well. Neither of
them lived with me yet. Both of them were happy when I hooked up with Tristan a few years later as
they liked her very much. They all worked together at McDonald’s.
Photo P370 is a shot of the outside of the house. I took it because I wanted to re-side the house. I
wanted to lighten it up and replace with vinyl or some other type of siding. You can see Betsy, the
wonder truck, in the drive way. The garage is directly in front of where the truck is facing.
Photo P371 Great close-up of the house. The bottom left window is downstairs bathroom. The
window beside it is in the kitchen. The window directly above and also on the front of the house
above the door is our bedroom. The other two windows above the living room picture window are
into Kyle’s bedroom.
I hope these help some.
P.S. I like this three hole punched paper for this photo project. I don’t have much room to keep things
here and this paper is great because I can store these photos right in a notebook afterward. So this
small mistake worked out great. Thank you.
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Photo P372 is former Governor Steve Merrill’s Inauguration breakfast, early 1990’s. This was
held at the State House. Our owner was a Republican and we seemed to sponsor Republican
Governors. We provided a breakfast at the State House where all state employees could come and
meet the new Governor. This was obviously a big event with thousands in attendance, so we pulled
in resources from all around the state. The girl pictured with the Governor was one of my employees
in Rochester. I was also there and another girl was serving. I believe it was Jessica Edmands. I also
had several “grill” employees who we dropped off to help cook in the Concord area McDonald’s.
Photo’s P373 and P374 show the newly opened McDonald’s Playplace in Rochester. I’m quite
certain this was 1995.
Photo’s P374 + P383 is a daily inspection that I required be done. The playplace was for children
but on occasions there were adults that may go through unnoticed. We didn’t want to take any
chances that a young child could get hurt. Not to mention, things sometimes come loose, items get
lost, etc. This was a chance to check it over prior to opening and make sure it was safe for that day’s
operation.
In Photo P383, I am showing one of our playplace crew members how to do the inspection. Who
better to show what I expect and what I am looking for than me?
Photo P375 Rochester Shift-manager and later assistant manager, Suzanne Lavalley. Suzanne
was great. I’m guessing this photo was taken in 1995 or 1996.
Photo P376 Doris Francescini dressing some burgers in Rochester’s grill area. I would
guess 1995 or 1996.
Photo P377 Some of my shift and assistant managers are getting ready for our weekly mgt.
meetings. I loved the addition to these party rooms in the playplace because they provided great
meeting rooms as well as party rooms for children’s parties. Standing is Doris Francescini. Seated in
blue is Laurie Gagnon, long hair with back turned, Suzanne Lavalley, possibly Tanya Edwards next
to Melissa Brundgage.

Photo P378 does not belong with the others in this area. This is me taking a customer’s order at
the Keene McDonald’s 1988-1990. The large man behind me is Jim Kennedy Jr. I believe. Jim was
my boss at this point. I was still in high school. Jim would later work for me running my Methuen II
restaurant. The picture on the far wall is of Dan Frazier, the restaurant manager. We always hung a
photo of our restaurant managers on the wall for our customers to see and know who to address if
needed.
Photo P379 Some of the Rochester mgt. team. Travis Hunt, grabbing a muffin. I’m not sure who
the crew person is, Laurie Gagnon and Christie Jennison.
Photo P380 + P382 Me posing for a picture in front of the Rochester walk-in Freezer and corner
of the crew break room. I’m not sure who I had take the photo, but I recall that I had to turn it in for
something. I’m sure it was for something to do with the company-wide newsletter from my build,
I’m guessing 1995-1996
Photo P384 A few from the Rochester playplace toward the front of the restaurant.
Photo P385 Bruce Aube in the Rochester grill area doing his specialty, cooking up some eggs.
I’m guessing 1996.
Photo P386 another weekly managers meeting 1996 or so, L to R: Tom Mikoski, Doris
Francescini, Dot Plaisted, Missy Labrie, Michelle McKewon, Laurie Gagnon, crewchief that we
started training, and Melissa Brundage.
Photo P387 + P398, The grand opening of the playplace. We invited the kids from the local
orphanage in to be the first children ever to go through the playplace. A night before the grand
opening, we kept it closed to the general public and let these kids have the entire playplace to
themselves for 3 hours. Complete with Happy Meals for dinner and Ronald McDonald cake for
dessert. The sisters pictured were happy. We were so excited for the kids. They had a blast. As a
manager, this is one of the most rewarding experiences I had and was glad I arranged. I’ve always
had a soft spot for these kids. At Christmas, I always left a box of gifts on their steps.
P388 Tom Mikoski preparing some burgers in the Rochester grill area.
Photo P389 is a photo of Travis Hunt mugging for the camera while Laurie Gagnon looks on.
From the drive-thru jackets I would guess this is 1995.
Photo P390 Another shot of the Rochester Playplace being built. I’m guessing 1995.
Photo P391 Christie Jennison prepares salads for the day. 1996.
Photo P392 The Rochester Playplace is complete.
Photo P393 Melissa Brundage, one of our crew, and Eric Bamford swing manager, mug for the
camera.
Photo 394 another shot of a managers’ meeting. L to R: Crewchief we were training, I think his
name was Tim, Melissa Brundage, Dorothy Urrutia, Travis Hunt, Tristan Wentworth or Tanya
Edwards (hard to tell in this photo) Suzanne Lavalley, Tom Mikoski.
Photo P395 a good shot of one side of the Rochester Playplace. I can’t begin to describe how fun
it is to crawl through these things. I used to love chasing Brent through the tubes and playing with
Brent and Kyle in the ball pit. My knees would be raw but what a blast.
Photo P396 Photo of Tom Mikoski and Travis Hunt in Rochester preparing some burgers. By the
grill set up, I would guess this is 1997.
Photo P397 Eric Bamford, Michelle McKewon and another crew trainer posing for Chad and his
crazy camera. As you can see in far left of the photo, I have notes hanging above and off the time
clock. This was key “real estate” to get your message out to the entire crew. What’s selling? What
are we promoting, what are the problem areas we all need to work on? etc.
Photo P399 Laurie Gagnon and the crew trainer whose name I could not recall from P397.
Photo P400 and P401 Me in blue coat red pants, brother Jason in red jacket black pants, Mary in
green coat, white boots, and Mary’s friend, Sue, in all red. We had a condo at Sunday River, Maine
for a weekend. I believe it was 1994 or early 1995. We had a blast. The snow was great. There was a
pool in the area that was heated and half indoor half out. People skied right by us as we sat in the hot
tub with snow flakes coming down all around us. It was magical. They were all great skiers.
I was a bit of a novice but still had a blast.

Photo P402 Larry Lane and me at one of our company Christmas parties. This was one our
company anniversary parties, I’m guessing the 25 year party, because we both rented tuxedos. Larry
and I were very close then as you can see from this photo.
Photo P404 is Peter Napoli, Bob McDougall, me and Frank Morse. I’m either getting a 5 year
service award or recognition for Raysway as an assistant. I was an assistant. This was at the Bull
Run in Shirley Mass. I worked in Frank’s area at this time.
Photo P405 Corey Pace, Me, Jason, and Tom Seymour are having drinks after a company
meeting somewhere. When I started in Keene, Tom was the area supervisor that Dan worked directly
for. Corey was a swing manger from Gardner that Tom had high hopes for, and had me go help train.
Corey now runs the Keene area, that Tom once ran.
Photo P403, P406, + P408 were all taken in 1991. They were taken by Dan Frazier when he was
told that the National McDonald’s magazine was going to be running a feature story about me, the 19
year old assistant manager that ran for and was elected to the local board of education.
Photo P409 a photo of the Rochester McDonald’s pre-1995 when the ground was broken for the
Playplace addition. I took this standing against the fence of Spaulding High’s football field.
Photo P407 Hiring boards that I saw in Ayer when I was there helping Sal. I loved the idea so I
took a photo so I could duplicate it in my other restaurant (s).
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Photo P436 Awesome photo of me and Kyle together holding his favorite movie. I believe this
photo was taken early January 2000 right after Tristan and I split up. Kyle absolutely loved Tarzan
and we watched this movie at least once everyday on those first few months after my split with
Tristan when she was only allowing me to see Kyle on the weekends. Kyle would sit in my lap and
play with my ear while watching Tarzan and then we could move on to doing other things. When we
first split up Tristan was so angry with me that she was initially punishing me the way that she knew
would most affect me. I understood her anger. Hell- I was angry at myself. I tried to roll with it the
best I could. Eventually, she started talking to me again and admitted to me that she was so angry she
was doing that, but night after night she listened to Kyle cry that he wanted his daddy, “when he
wouldn’t stop, I realized it was Kyle I was hurting.” I thought this was pretty big of her to admit and
was so glad that she could see it. Tristan is a very “hard, tough” woman but every now and then
something pierces the armor. At the top of the photo you can see in the window over the sink the
supplements I took. Which was a different question you asked. Chromium Picolanante, Xenedrine,
multivitamin, fish oil pills, protein powder. I believe my mom or friend, Kim Grace took this photo.
Photo P437 this is a plaque from the football Hall of Fame in Canton Ohio, showing the greatest
wide receivers to have ever played. This was taken during the HOFT (for Hall of Fame Tour when
Bruce and I visited several sports Halls of Fame) getting my head out of my rear end tour that I
went on with Bruce Aube in March of 2000. I had dreamed since Kyle’s birth of taking him and
Brent there when they were old enough to appreciate. Unfortunately, it never happened. THIS
SUCKS!
Photo P438 Ah yes, the gumball machine. All of the kids, Malana (pictured), Kyle, Brent, and
Kassidy loved this machine with its colorful gumballs. The kids would see it and immediately run to
us for a coin. I think they liked the immediate gratification of putting a penny or nickel in and getting
a gumball out. It always amazes me how the kids get so excited over the simplest things. I’m sure
this photo was taken by mom in their Keene living room. When Kassidy was alive, it was in our
dining room.

Photo P439 Great photo of the newly remodeled living room. This was part of my complete
“change” that I spoke about when identifying previous photos. This was all the new furniture I
purchased and all the re decorating that Kim Grace helped me with. This is also a great photo of the
new glass coffee table. This is the same coffee table that Amanda talked about in her interview where
she and Travis witnessed Kassidy slide off the sofa and bump her face on just days prior to her death,
leaving a bruise under one eye. As I described, the table really blended in. It was beautiful, but I
can’t tell you how many times I walked into it with my shins. All of this furniture was purchased
soon after Tristan and I split up. Initially I hoped it would signify a change to her. Then I just kept
making changes because I liked them.
Photo P440. I believe that Kim Grace took this photo in my kitchen as we were preparing to go
to dinner. Mustache was gone, I had lost some weight, I’ve just recently returned from the HOF tour
with Bruce.
Photo P441. I was at the Rochester Walmart. I had the camera that day to take photos of some
signage and additional areas that I wanted to add signage to let customers know about our
McDonald’s inside Walmart. We had a photo to burn so the manager at the time, snapped the photo.
I believe it was Doris Francescini.
Photo P442 another photo of the football HOF in Canton Ohio, a collage of greatness.
Photo P443 I am in one of our northern McDonald’s. I liked the small sign and the attached
reader board and wanted to look into getting one for Greenland. However, I wasn’t impressed with
the message on the reader board and presented this photo to my restaurant managers at a meeting to
let them know that these types of messages to our guests and potential employees are useless, flat,
and a waste of precious space. “If you can’t think of something catchier than this, just advertise a
value meal.”
Photo P444 Great photo of my two babies, Brent and Kyle, taking a snooze on the living room
sofa. You can tell it’s dark looking out the window. The boys were all tuckered out having played
ball, tag, etc. with me all afternoon and evening. Great photo of them wearing daddy’s T-shirt as a
night shirt. This is something I did with my dad’s shirts as a child. I know my brothers and sisters did
also. It always made us feel closer to our idol.
Photo P445. Great photo of Malana and Kyle grabbing some shade on my parents’ pool deck in
Keene. This photo is significant, and important in that it verifies a few things. My parents had Kyle
at their house during the 4th of July as this was a very busy work holiday for me at the beach. I also
had plans with Amanda, Glen, and Deb to go out on Glen’s boat on a bigger lake. I imagine we did
that on Sat. the 3rd or Monday the 5th. I was pretty sure that Kassidy was with Jackie and now we
know who had Kyle. I also have a feeling that when my mom came up to celebrate Kyle’s birthday
on July 6th, she and Liz Cox came up and brought Kyle with them. (My mom doesn’t drive and there
is no photo of my dad midweek so it is likely he didn’t come up, and my mom was on vacation.) The
other thing that this photo tells me is that I am correct in my recollection that my mom and Liz didn’t
watch the fireworks from the roof of Hampton McDonald’s on the 4th of July, it had to be the
following Wednesday that they spent the day at the beach with Amanda. I know that while at the
beach the three ladies did a lot of playing old time games at the arcades. It’s interesting to look at this
photo and see how much larger Kyle was than Malana though only a year separates them. Kyle is a
few days away from his 3rd birthday in this photo.
Photo P446. This goes along with previous photo that we previously highlighted of me holding
Kyle at Brent’s Little League game. I took this photo of Brent taking a break on 3rd base. I think his
shoe came untied. I believe you have this day listed in chronology.
Photo P447 appears to be another one of Brent’s seventh birthday at Chuck E. Cheese.
Photo P448 Awesome photo of my niece Malana with her dad, Jason, on the pool deck in Keene.
Photo P450 Great photo of Malana with gram and gramp on the pool deck in Keene. Nice to see
a photo of mom, they are often hard to get. Mom sent me these photos knowing I would want a set.

Photo P449 Kyle and Brent appear to be wrestling in my parents’ living room in Keene. This is
nearly a year after Tristan and I split up and my parents still took Brent, too, whenever they could get
him. Sometimes they would take the kids like this on a weekend. In this case I have a feeling that we
all may have been there. (Me, Kassidy, Amanda) because if I recall correctly the day before we have
photos of me and Kyle together at Nicole and Brandon’s in Belmont helping them out with the
house. Perhaps not, maybe my parents had the boys and I went and got them on Sunday evening.
Photo P451 This is a photo of Kyle and Brent at Tristan’s parents in Milton. We had earlier
photos of the boys at the beach walking through the rocks looking for shells that Tristan took. The
RV in the background is one that Merle, Tristan’s dad, purchased. Merle is much like me in that we
will purchase things that we plan to use or can see a way to fix up a bit in preparation for resale.
Photo P452 Me sitting on top of a ladder waiting for someone to hand me some supplies. I’m
guessing that Nicole took the photo.
Photo P453 My cousin, Michelle Cote, and her new husband. I’m not sure where it was or who
took photo.
Photo P454 photo of Kyle and Brent I believe getting ready for some apple picking. Not sure
exactly where. That is gramp in the front seat. The boys loved to do things like this. I don’t believe I
was there for this trip. Perhaps this is the date stamp being off by a day problem or the boys had the
day off.
Photo P455 The “braintrust” at a restaurant grand opening. I’m guessing this was 1997 perhaps
Townsend Mass. Not positive, L to R: Jim Bilodeau, Chris Bilodeau, Jim Kennedy Sr., me, Chuck
Dickerson, Larry Lane. Everyone here are area supervisors except Chris, who ran the Gardiner
Mass., McDonald’s. Chuck Dickerson, the large man behind me works for Jeremy Hinton now and
supervises the Concord, NH area McDonald’s.
Photo P456 adorable photo of Kyle having a drink and snack with his cousin, Tyler, in the little
Adirondack Chair set I purchased down the road from my office in Portsmouth. I thought this chair
was so cute and the kids would look adorable in it when I bought it. As you can see, I was correct. I
think I took this photo.
Photo P457 A new cooler I purchased sitting on the kitchen floor. Kyle climbed in and was
driving, as if it was soap box derby. He loved to climb into things. Tristan took the photo I am sure.
Photo P458 Great photo of half time at a Patriots game at Bruce’s house. As I have described, we
went out at half-time and played football. I was waiting for Bruce to hike me the ball. You can see
that I am in full Patriots gear, shirt, shorts, etc. The blue pick up that Bruce and I would borrow from
his dad a few years later to go pick up a 3 wheeler I purchased in Mass. You can see my dad in hat
leaning against the garage that was loaded with the gym equipment that Bruce and I worked out with.
You can also see the back of Mr. Aube’s head.
Photo P459 Great photo of Brent and Kyle sitting in that Adirondack Chair. The kids loved that
seat.
Photo P460 I’m coloring Easter eggs in my mom’s kitchen to hide for the kids. I’m thinking,
1998. We often colored them with the kids, I think on this year we were preparing an egg hunt for
them.
Photo 461 Asst. Managers Christmas Party at the Bull Run. If I am not mistaken, this is a photo
from 2000 where I recently wrote to Travis Hunt about. L to Right: Frank Gentry, me, Travis Hunt,
Tanya Edwards, another asst. trainee. Standing: L to R: Frank’s wife, Tom Urrutia, Doris Fransecini.
This was my Rochester table.
Photo P462 so cute! Great photo of Kyle and Malana sharing something. They must have been at
our house in Rochester as part of my 28th birthday party, due to the date of the photo.
Photo P463 One of our summer outing cruises. I’m guessing this was 1993 or so. We sometimes
went to a club in Haverhill Mass. Other times, we went on a cruise on Lake Winnipesausake
Photo P464 Me or Jay driving Malana and Kyle or Brent on the log skidder on the Vernon, VT
farm property. It’s hard to tell who it is in the photo. We both loved to drive the kids. As you can
imagine they liked it also. It was a lot of fun to drag a log through the woods or grade a road with
them.

Photo P465 The family in my grandparents farm in Guilford VT uncle Henry, gram, gramp,
Mary, I to r back: dad, mom, Nicole, Jason, me, Ronny. I’m guessing 1994. Great photos, great
memories.
Photo P466 My first deep sea fishing trip. 1988 or so. L to R: Me, Dan Frazier, Chris Bilodeau,
Andy Valeri in black (He is a company landscaper that did all our major work), Jason squatting
down, brother Ronny behind him, dad in blue T-shirt. Making memories. I think we went out of
Gloucester, Mass. We chattered a boat for the day. We did it again in the future. Another plan to do
with the kids someday, another memory that didn’t get made.
Photo P467 This is a photo of me on an 8th grade trip from Keene Jr. High. I told you I was a
clown. I was trying to stand out as a tourist because I thought it would be a riot. You should have
seen the looks I got that day.
Photo P468 I have a feeling that this was taken at the motorcycle club party Amanda and I
attended with Bruce and Michelle Truell. We established date from earlier photos.
Photo P469 A photo of the door yard at my grandparents’ farm in Guilford. You can see the
200x three wheeler in the background. This is the 3 wheeler that I picked up first, with Bruce in
Saugus Mass. area. You can see Kyle laying on camping equipment and wearing a helmet. We just
went for a little ride around the farm and were camping next door. Not sure if this photo was taken
late 2000 or early 2001. Kyle is dressed warm so it could have been either.
Photo P470 Great photo of either Tim or Jay (it appears) tossing a wiffle ball to Kyle. Picture
standing a good distance away from Kyle. As you can see, he has the bat cocked and ready. Anytime,
anyplace, anywhere, he was ready to play ball. I recognize this location but it escapes me right now. I
believe it is in Keene.
Photo P471 Late 1980’s or 1990 photo of a Ronald McDonald visit to Keene McDonald’s. I was
an assistant manager then. A few key people from the photo that I recognize: Henry Woods, Diana
Gowey, Lynne Vien, Jeff May, Billy Budd, Dan Hyatt, and Pat Healey.
Photo P472 Great photo of Amanda and I believe Mary Bullard when they were friends in high
school. I think Amanda told me she was 14 or 15 in this photo. Several years before I knew her and
prior to Kassidy being born. I always liked this photo of Amanda. There were several others that I
had that she had given me of her growing up. So cute... I loved seeing the photos of her as she was
growing up. I guess I should make a copy of this photo and mail one to each Mary and Amanda
someday. I’ll keep a copy for myself and give Amanda back her original. Plenty of time in the future
I guess.
Photo P473, photo was taken by a hired photographer during the grand opening of our Westford,
Mass. McDonald’s in 1995 or early 1996. It was the first McDonald’s we ever opened with a
playplace right in it. On the left is one of my assistants in Rochester, Gina Garcia. On the right is the
future Mrs. Evans, Tristan Wentworth. Tristan had really long hair then that she had to keep tied up
while working. Tristan and Gina stayed right in Westford for a few nights as I recall.
Photo P474 Jeremy eating some of the chili that Bruce and I made during our trip to Bruce’s
parents’ property in Pittsburg NH. We recently dated from other photos. Great trip, great time with
friends.
There was a question that you asked as part of 258 that I did not respond to.
Answer: Christie Jennison lived at my house for a short while and stayed with Steve in what would
later become Kyle’s bedroom upstairs. The only two people to live in the basement were Tom
Mikoski and later, Travis Hunt.
I hope this helps some.
September 14, 2010 (225)

I’ve been unable to type for a few days because I was out of typewriter ribbon. Because of the
holiday last week we didn’t get canteen and I underestimated how many pages you get out of a
ribbon, (how few I should say) I average about 8-9 pages so that is a lot of ribbons I need to get
through all of those photos, etc. Unfortunately, in here I cannot go to the local CVS when I run out of
something. We have to make do. The canteen often runs out of things. I am dreading the time they
run out of typewriter ribbons. My friend in Maine will be scratching his beard, wondering if
I quit on him or something.
A few misc. things before I delve into this letter’s questions.
I received a letter from our friend and supporter in Rochester, Sandy. We’re corresponding about
Hollywood actors and she informed me that she didn’t like Charlie Sheen because he was just
arrested again for domestic violence. “I hate that stuff. Yes, I know about you and Tristan but at least
you realized you had an issue and sought help to change. I can respect that.” I found her comment
embarrassing and encouraging at the same time. Embarrassing because it’s a tough subject and
another indication that we have put my entire life on the website. Encouraging, because something in
Sandy’s words made a light bulb go off in my head. I am pretty self-loathing at times and my own
worst critic. I have a tendency to dwell on negative things about myself. How I reacted to Tristan was
not ok. I realized this and wanted to change. I never tried to hide my stupidity to my friends, and
candidly admitted what I had done. I was desperate to not make the same mistakes. I think Sandy
was saying that I am not all bad. At least, I’m not the monster the state tries to make me out to be. I
took steps that many men don’t take to improve themselves. Now the question is, how do we get the
rest of the world to see this without it sounding like I am bragging about myself because this is
certainly not something to brag about?
FYI, as our September Rochester Committee meeting approaches I just wanted to remind
you that we spoke during our visit about you personally calling and trying to touch base with Chad or
Linda Dalessandri. I did write to them several months ago but received no response. I know they are
on your mailing list but.... They are very intelligent and would be great additions to the team. Perhaps
they haven’t seen all the updates to the websites or maybe they have and would like to share an
opinion. These folks watched the boys for a while and saw my interaction with them on many
occasions. I think it is worthwhile to reach out to qualified childcare providers who would have an
opinion and also degrees in the field.
I am enclosing several news articles. a couple of them worth mentioning here. The first is an
online article titled “Parents Who Clash are More Likely to Spank Kids.” This is an article that Mrs.
Kelley recently reviewed at one of our fathers’ support groups. The article is very small print but has
some facts and statistics that I am certain you will be interested in. While not exactly on point it
speaks to the view that society has: if you are abusive to a partner, you are more likely to be abusive
to your children as well. This got me to thinking and looking at this from an angle that I hadn’t
previously. Things were far more volatile and crazy with Tristan than they ever were with Amanda.
Going with the percentages it would be more likely that I was abusive to Brent and Kyle yet, even
Tristan who I was abusive towards, balked at this idea. I would barely raise my voice to them. I know
I have the abuse label hanging on me from some of my dealings with Tristan, but things were much
different with Amanda. My frustration with Kassidy and resulting loss of patience resulted in me
palming her cheeks, apparently too firmly, and leaving finger tip marks on several occasions. This
was totally unacceptable, especially after the first time; but far from any hitting or the types of things
the police believe happened to Kassidy at my hand. I realize that our lives do not always follow
averages, but it just illustrates to me again how wrong these people have it. There is no disputing that
I was far worse with Tristan, yet I never touched the boys. So then what? We are stuck with Det.
Linscott’s hypothetical statement to Tristan, “Maybe Chad just doesn’t like girls.”

Another article was about a Concord man who was arrested and had threatened to kill his wife.
When I read the article, it was quite disturbing. Apparently the couple is going through a divorce, and
he felt she had been cheating. He drank 1/2 bottle of liquor.... The thing is... As unacceptable as this
is, I can relate to what this man was going through. Your world gets turned upside down. You lose
all perspective, and feel like you are going crazy. At that moment you can’t see that things will get
better with time. It’s horrible that things sometimes go down this path. I wonder what makes some
people better equipped to handle these things. I am appalled as I read this yet I have been there. It’s
sad really. I know it’s a problem for another day but it just seems that the schools and parents should
be educating children better on how to deal with these emotions, and what is acceptable, etc. Almost
like a healthy relationship class before all of those “emotions” get involved. I know it something that
I am always discussing with Kyle. What are positive ways, to deal with stress and anger, asking
questions like how he is going to handle the inevitable, a beautiful woman breaking his heart, etc.
Ok onto letter #268
You asked about me removing the T-ball from Kyle’s room after it hit Kassidy on the 8th and
wondered if I threw it into Brent’s/ Kassidy’s room before Travis arrived and before Travis started
pitching balls to Kyle. I am 90% sure that this is the case. I was a little upset right after it happened
because I realized my mistake. I should have never thrown that damn ball. But as we have discussed
in the past, I had thrown it before with no problems. It was that 1 in a million shot. I believe that I
immediately tossed the ball into the hallway after it hit Kassidy and then when I headed to the
bathroom, I kicked it into Kassidy’s room. As I say, I was pissed at myself.
You asked about the possibility of Kyle hitting balls with Travis that evening using a yellow bat
vs. the brown one he used with me. I guess it is possible but I am pretty sure that he didn’t use the
yellow bat. I think the two yellow bats we had were outside. I really believe that Travis said yellow
bat a year after his initial statement to the police when he was testifying because that is what most
wiffle ball bats are; yellow, long and skinny. You can see Travis with the yellow bats while camping
at Bruce’s parents’ property in July. It’s what society knows. The small brown plastic bat was just
something made for children.
You asked me to estimate when Amanda’s third trip to Texas began and ended. Hard to say. I
wrote in detail about it once. Amanda sold her car to Bruce and Michelle and left several weeks later
Jeremy and I were picking her up at Logan. I’m guessing April or May. Just prior to when Mary
Bullard stayed with us I believe.
Sincerely,
September 14, 2010 (226)
A “mismash” of several different weddings here in these photos.
Photos P410-P413 and P415. This is my friend from Keene, Ken Valenti Jr.’s wedding to Becky.
Ken and I have been friends since grade school. It started with our dads. My dad owned big garbage
removal trucks, Ken’s dad was a mechanic for big trucks and tractors. Ken and I drifted apart in. Jr.
High and become good friends again during the last two years of high school. Because Mary
Paquette was my date, I believe it was 1995. The ceremony was held at the “Cathedral of the Pines”
in Rindge. The reception was held in Keene I believe.
Photo P410 I’m dancing with Becky’s veil as Cheryl, Ken’s little sister, and Patrick? and another
member of wedding party look on. I’m “cutting a little rug” and getting a laugh from the onlookers.
Always a clown.
Photo P411 a photo of the wedding party. Hey, for a change, I’m not the shortest person.
Photo P412 Leaving the “Pines” after the ceremony. And people wonder why I like purple. Look
how great it matches my mustache :)
Photo P413 is Ken and Becky. I believe Mary took all of these photos.
Photo P415 a good photo of Mary and I prior to Ken and Becky’s wedding in my parents’
kitchen in Keene.

Photo P414, P416-P421 I believe all belong to my cousin, Marcy Holland’s, wedding. It’s funny,
20 years earlier Marcy and I were ring bearer and flower girl for Shayne and Bobby Holland’s
wedding. Now here we are, at the age of marriage. The circle of life.
Photo P415, not sure when the wedding was I’m guessing 1994-1995. Marcy is dancing with her
stepfather, Donald Lavalley. Donald is married to my mother’s youngest sister, Cheryl. Cheryl had
two daughters with Paul Holland, Angela and Marcy. Unfortunately, Uncle Paul passed away years
earlier in a car accident.
Photo P416 Marcy and husband Ron arrive at reception.
Photo P417 Me with my aunt Jackie at the reception. Jackie is my mom’s oldest living sister.
Photo P418 Nicole, Jason, and our cousin, Diane’s husband watch the festivities.
Photo P419 Nicole and my girlfriend, Mary, as we are ready to leave for wedding.
Photo P420 A rare photo of the Evans family in front of our house in Keene. Mom, me, Nicole,
Jason, and dad. Behind us are all the flower pots mom prepared for the pool area.
Photo P421 My beautiful cousin, Tammy, her mom, my aunt Donna, and cousin Brian at the
reception. My aunt Donna is my mom’s second oldest living sister. While growing up, they lived in
Putney VT, and Jason and I would love going there for weeks at a time during the summer. Jason,
Brian, Timmy (now deceased) and myself loved to go on hikes and sometimes get into mischief.
Timmy was a hell raiser. He died when I was a freshman in high school. I miss him. I can hardly
believe he has been gone nearly 24 years.
Photo P424- If I am not mistaken this is a photo of Jason and Ronny taken at the Daybreak Cafe
in Rochester. It is this little restaurant that we always went to eat breakfast at when my family was up
for a visit. I’m not sure what year this would have been.
Photo P427- goes with P424, the other side of the table at Daybreak Cafe. Dad, mom and Nicole.
Missing is Tristan and I or Mary and I. One of us took photo.
Photo P426, P429, and P432 are photos of my parents’ 25th wedding anniversary dinner at a
restaurant in Keene. We kids wanted to send them on a cruise but that wouldn’t have been my mom’s
thing so we settled on a new screen house, swing and picnic table for the pool area. I believe that I
took all of these photos. I’m pretty sure Tristan and Brent were in attendance as well. I believe it is
Tristan that is cut off in photo
P429, wearing the pink shirt sitting next to my mom. Brent was right beside her. Kyle wasn’t
born yet. I’m 99% positive this was the event. May 1996
Photo P426 Dad and Ronny deciding on what to order.
Photo P429 Mom, Gram Martin, and dad. Backs to the camera, Jason, Nicole, Gram Evans.
Photo P432 Great photo of Grampa Evans getting those last bites of fish at dinner.
Photos P422, P423, P425, P428, P430, P431, P433, and P435 all of my cousin, Angela Holland’s
wedding in Maine. I’m guessing Saco Bay.
Photo P422 Sister’s Marcy and Angela at Angela’s wedding. They were each other’s Maid of
Honor.
Photo P423 Nice Photo of Mary and I at Angela’s wedding. I always had a blast at these things,
seeing relatives and friends you hadn’t seen in a while.
Photo P425 Angela being walked down the “aisle” by her stepdad, Donald Lavalley.
Photo P428 A nice photo of Gram Martin, mom, dad, and me at Angela’s wedding.
Photo P430 Marcy coming down the “Aisle” I can’t remember who got married first, Angela or
Marcy. Both were married in that 1993-1995 time period.
Photo P431 Angela, Kevin and their wedding party.
Photo P433 My aunt Cheryl, Angela and Marcy’s mom being walked down the aisle.
Photo P435 Marcy being introduced and walking toward the head table over the dance floor.

Photos P475 and P476 are of my Uncle Ritchie and Brent on Ritchie’s deck in Hinsdale, NH.
Brent was around 5 years old in this photo. For a number of years after his retirement from truck
driving, Ritchie was a Deputy Sheriff with the Windham County VT. Sheriff’s department. Ritchie
was great with kids and Brent was same proud to go for a ride in Ritchie’s cruiser. I believe this was
a trip to Keene that I took with the boys alone because Tristan was enrolled in classes. Ritchie was
the person that got me interested in guns and gun collecting as a youngster. He had a large collection
and would always take me out for target practice. Uncle Ritchie was from NY City and I always got
a kick out of his accent. When I was growing up and he came to the house from the “big city” he
would always wink and say, “How you doing Pal?” I was always “Pal.” Ritchie was cool like the
Fonz. Unfortunately, Ritchie passed away.
I hope this helps some.
Sincerely,
September 15, 2010 (227)
Many photos you found of Kassidy on Ancestry.com. Likely because of the transference but
many of these photos are grainy and hard to see as compared to the photos you have scanned for me.
I had seen many of these photos and some of them were duplicates of what was destroyed in fire in
VT. I’m glad to see that there are more photos of Kassidy than I thought. That is great for Amanda.
Still too bad that so many photos are missing from the last 6 months of her life.
J13 was taken by Amanda during their trip to Water Country with her brothers. I believe July
2000 while they were staying at our house. You sent me recent photo of Amanda going down the
water slide from same trip. Developed August 2000.
J16 and J17 are Amanda, Kyle and Kassidy reaching over to do same petting during our trip to
York’s. I am glad to see these photos and remember them well. I had told you in an earlier letter that
we took at least a roll of film that day. Many pictures are still missing. Obviously some of the photos
Jackie had. Some were found at our house, I can think of several specifically that are missing. There
were a couple of great ones that Amanda took. One of me was of holding Kassidy in one arm and
Kyle in the other in front of the tiger enclosure. I wonder if Jackie had that one and perhaps
destroyed it, because I was in it. There was also one of me bent over holding Kassidy and Kyle’s
hands open as little deer came up for grain. I remember that it spooked Kassidy a bit. We had several
photos over by the deer enclosure. I also recall a photo in the parking lot of the park where Amanda
was standing with the kids. Also, there was a photo that Amanda took of Kyle and Kassidy sleeping
in the backseat as we drove down the highway after our day at the park was complete. Let me give
you an idea of how happy I was with my life at that point.
As we were leaving the park I got a 911 page from Dick Bisbee at the Greenland McDonald’s.
He had stopped in for a surprise visit and the store was extremely busy and understaffed to handle it.
This was the first time ever that I didn’t drop what I was doing and go directly to the problem
restaurant. I didn’t panic and didn’t put the job before my family. It was weird because this is not
how things were done at our company. I said, “Dick, I am off today and out with my family at
York’s Wild Animal Kingdom. I will call one of my area restaurants and get some help sent over and
start out in Greenland tomorrow morning to find out what happened.” This was a huge step for me
getting my priorities in order. To Dick’s credit he said, “No problem Chad, your restaurants are
always great, I will just help them get through the rush and go to Larry’s area now that I know you
are off for the day. Enjoy the time with your family.” The corporation was more family oriented than
our company.
J21 I always liked this photo of Amanda feeding Kassidy. I wish it was clearer here.
J27 another great photo of Kassidy and Amanda that I have seen.
J30 A great photo of Kassidy and Scotty. I’ve seen it. Christmas 1999 I’m sure. I wonder who
that is handing a gift off in J32. Doesn’t appear to be Amanda or Jen.
J10+J12 This is Paul Conley holding Kassidy.
J35-J38 of Kassidy were taken of Kassidy while living in Rochester.

J35 I believe is the photo that you and I identified as Amanda taking in our dining room. You
blew up the picture frame on the wall above her head and asked me to identify the pictures in the
frame.
J36 I think I identified to you as taking it at our house. I believe I indicated by Kassidy’s face
structure this was taken in July or August. I absolutely loved this little outfit on her and we almost
always snapped photos when she was wearing it. It seems like every child has this one outfit while
growing up that you love and can’t get enough of.
Photo J38 was also taken by me at York’s I believe in the goat petting barn area. There are
several other photos from this area missing. There was a great one of both Kyle and Kassidy close up
petting the same goat. There was a photo of Kyle chasing one. He wanted to ride it. There was also
one each of Amanda and I in the fenced in area with the kids. I recall she and I rested, leaning over
on the wooden fence talking as we watched Kyle and Kassidy here. We had such a great time here.
Oh, another photo that I know was taken that day and appears to be missing. There was a spot where
you could take a ride on an elephant and a camel. We had the kids lined up to ride the elephant and I
snapped a photo of Amanda standing with the kids. It was close enough that you could see everyone
smiling. I believe that Kyle went on the elephant but Kassidy was scared to death and immediately
started crying for mama.
J41 and J42 Amanda loved this sweater on Kassidy. It brought out the color in her eyes. In that
J42 photo that was taken at Nicole and Brandon’s in Belmont on October 20th, Kassidy and Amanda
both look pretty happy. It’s hard to believe that right after this the major trouble started. Jeff
spanking Kassidy so hard he left bruises, Kassidy falling out his truck window, drinking Windex at
Jeff’s, coming home all dehydrated, etc. I kept telling my lawyers that everything happened so fast.
Jeff gave what we believed were plausible excuses, “Kassidy fell off the bed. The dog, Jake, knocked
her over.” etc. I guess this photo is proof that things did happen fast. 19 days from this photo and 17
days from the “shitstorm” starting where Jeff spanked Kassidy’s bottom black and blue, she had
died. Sad and crazy.
J44 This is the house in Auburn that Amanda lived at with her mom and stepdad, little brothers
and Kassidy when I first met her. I can’t make out who is standing in front door. It’s very blurry but
that door led right to the living room. Amanda and Kassidy’s bedroom went straight back next to the
living room. Looking at this photo it would be the back left room in the house. There was a good size
field behind the house and this was where I camped out with Amanda and Scotty on one of the nights
I stayed there. I recall when driving from Rochester I drove right by the country club where Amanda
worked. Martindale?
J43 and J45 are a little confusing. They look like the front of J44 which I am sure is where I met
Amanda but there is a barn attached. Which I also recall being in Auburn because they had some
ducks in a barn out back that Amanda, Scotty, Kassidy and I went to feed. Not sure which of these
two houses I met Amanda’s family in. They both seem to have elements I recognize. We can’t see a
driveway view of J44, I wonder if there was a barn on backside of that as well? In any case, the
description I gave for J44 is correct and I was only at one house. The only time I ever went to
Springvale was to pick up or drop off Crystal once.
Thanks for the interesting articles about the West Memphis Three. They had some powerful
supporters in Johnny Depp, Eddie Vedder of Pearl Jam and The Dixie Chicks. I am a big fan of all
three. Sadly, star power and the truth have not yet set them free.

Looking at all these photos reminded me of something I wrote to you a while back. If the
opportunity for dialogue with Jackie presents itself again, maybe it would be a thought starter to ask
her specifically if she can recall me playing ball with Scotty in the backyard, taking him to sleep with
Amanda and me in the tent? and also her inviting me to come back soon and be sure to bring Kyle
next time. Ask her if she recalls me showing interest in Josh and Scotty and also picking Kassidy up
and holding her when she fell in the kitchen. Somehow, some way I’ve just got to get her thinking.
In her mind, I hope that she will compare what she witnessed of my interaction with the kids. The
cops and this trial vilified me to her, but when she first walked into that Police Station in Kittery, she
immediately thought it was Jeff that had hurt Kassidy. If she will somehow go back to her own
thoughts and perceptions of me, I think she may be able to see me for the person I am. She is a key
person, not only with Jen and Amanda, but as Kassidy’s gram. I know she is hurting. I would take
her pain if I could. I just need her to go back and look again at what happened.
September 16, 2010 (228)
I hope your meeting at Bridgewater State Prison went well. It always sucks to hear of other
people in a similar plight.
Photo 4 is a great picture of my mom with all of her living sisters at my Aunt Donna’s house in
Vernon, Vermont, back in the mid 1990’s. I’ve been identifying so many photos lately I thought
you’d appreciate this. The ladies are in birth order from front to back - youngest to oldest. Cheryl,
Pam, Sandy, Andrea, Donna. Jackie was not in the photo.
Photos 5-7 are of Mom’s birthday at my house in May, 1998. In the photos you can see Tristan,
Brent, Kyle, Mom, Liz Cox and daughter Jackie and the top of Nicole’s head. Probably most
interesting is the corner of photo 7 before all the troubles started. You can see my built-in liquor
cabinet in the dining room. I originally bought the house to party and have a good time because of so
few neighbors and location. I always had a full liquor cabinet, ready to entertain. I rarely drank
alone, but was happy to have a cocktail with guests.
The last thing I’ll address here is the bombshell dropped in letter #275 that I just received tonight
about the fingernail clippings. I won’t elaborate much here. I’m in a bit of shock, to say the least. I
must have talked to Alan 20 times in person and various letters to have DNA tests done and he never
mentioned that such a test had been conducted. In discovery, I was given, it only said they were
clipped. No report.
You mentioned that the blood could have been Kassidy’s from touching wounds I supposedly
caused the previous night. (That will be the state’s answer.) No only did she have a bath as you
mentioned, that Travis, myself and Kyle verified, but she also had no open wounds to bleed from.
All her injuries were internal, as I recall, except for the cat scratch under eye from November 6th or
7th, 2 days prior. Here is my theory, and you can check my memory against Dr. Baden’s testimony.
The only place Kassidy seemed to be bleeding from on Nov. 9 was her frenulum (lip area). We were
told the blood on the Wendy’s napkin and on the bed sheet was “purge” after death, by Dr.
Greenwald, if I remember correctly. If it’s her blood under her nails, it didn’t get there after she
died. If it’s another female’s blood, other than Kassidy’s, that’s another whole deal. The reason I
was always adamant about getting these tests done was that I knew whose DNA/blood they wouldn’t
find under them. Poor baby. I gotta close for now.
September 21, 2010 (229)
You included a list here of people that saw myself, Amanda and Kassidy during the period of
June 2 to November 9, 2000 and were never interviewed by the police. I think you did pretty well
compiling the list. The only other names that I can come up with in addition to what you have at this
point is, Jeff Jacobs, Glen Varney and his girlfriend at the time, Deb, and Charlene Truell (Bruce
Truell’ s mom) All of these people saw Kassidy with me and Amanda at some point during that 160
day period. I’m pretty certain that Glen Varney saw us at least once in that last 140 day period.

Ron Evans, Tim Goodnow, Liz Cox, Dorothy + Tom Urrutia are others I can think of. I will keep
working it over in my mind. I am sure there were others. As is often the case in a new relationship,
we spent a significant amount of time alone getting to know each other and with our “inner” circle of
friends. If had been a longer period of time, more people would naturally have been exposed as we
became more social.
You asked about the trip from Bob McDougall’s office to the Kittery Police Station after I was
notified of a problem on the afternoon of Nov. 9th. You again wrote about it in letter 271 for which I
have not yet responded. I will attempt to give a full account here so that it makes sense. Basically I
think what you were trying to get at is that someone, somewhere tried to make a claim that I wasn’t
in a huge hurry to get to the Kittery Police Station after I was contacted. You mentioned that this
was brought up by someone in my trial. I don’t specifically recall this but have a feeling this may
have been done during one of the Maine Police officer’s testimony or during the opening or closing
arguments by one of the NH AG’s. I’m fairly sure that I addressed this once in a letter or meeting
with Alan so I will include what I recall from that as well.
Yes, Bob McDougall’s office at the time was in the basement of one of the Hudson McDonald’s.
I know you provided the Mapquest from 251 Lowell Rd. but it may have been the 75 Derry St.
McDonald’s. Even 10 years ago, I didn’t know the address. I just knew I got there driving a bunch of
back roads from Windham. We could find out easily enough by contacting Barb McKenzie. Bob’s
office was in the basement of the original Hudson McDonald’s which happened to be in a shopping
center parking lot.
Bob would hold monthly EOM (end of month) meetings with his supervisors, similar to how we
would have them with our restaurant managers. We would review area goals, individual restaurant
problems, upcoming promotions, the condition of restaurants, major expenditures needed, contract
issues, monthly profit sheets, brainstorming, what each supervisor is doing in his area that is unique,
etc.
Regarding calls from Kittery P.D., I didn’t bring my cell phone into the EOM meeting. This was
10 years ago, and cell phones were in use, but not the life line of today. I was still wearing my pager
at this point and I believe that I got a 911 page around 2:25, plus or minus, from a number in Kittery
I didn’t recognize. (Jen, Amanda, Jeff, all had my pager number) I made a quick call to the number
from Bob’s office and I got a voice mail at Kittery Police Dept. I figured something was up so I told
Bob, “I’m getting a page from Kittery Police which is where Amanda and Kassidy are, and I may
have to leave. Bob kind of “shooed” me with his hand telling me to go take care of my family. I
grabbed my boxes of EOM paperwork and reloaded them into my car. I saw my phone, so I checked
the messages. This is when I heard the urgent message left by Jeff around 12:35. At this point I tried
calling Jeff, calling information to get Amanda and Jen’s work numbers, calling Jen at work, etc.
You mentioned from the Chart of Calls policeman acknowledging at 2:27 that he got my previous
call. So, from Bob’s office when I called the 911 page I didn’t recognize and got a voice mail. I must
have left a message. At this point I was preparing to drive out of the parking lot when Larry Lane I
believe came running upstairs and out to my car. In my haste to leave Bob’s office I forgot to leave
him with my area bonus sheets which he needed. So I dug through and found them. (Remember, at
this point, I had no idea what was wrong.)
I believe I arrived at my meeting in Hudson on gas fumes, so after leaving, I stopped at a local
gas station to fill up. While pumping gas at the service station I was on my cell phone at 2:38 p.m.
(Chart of Calls) when Jeff made his accusation about batting balls with Kyle and Kassidy the
previous night. (Still nothing was clicking with me.) An officer comes on the line next and I start
pressing him for more information. It’s been almost 20 minutes since I have received my 911 page
and I knew nothing! He tells me there was an accident. I believe he told me that it involved Kassidy
and that she was not ok. (Panic sets in. I still have no idea that she is dead.) I assure the cop that I am
headed in that direction from Hudson NH. I tell him that I imagine I will be there in 1 1/2 hours. I
hang up and head for Kittery via Portsmouth.

In letter 271 you indicate that Mapquest says a trip from Hudson to Kittery Police Station was 58
miles or one hour 12 minutes. If I left Hudson around 2:40 PM (from the service station) and arrived
at Kittery PD around 4:10 give or take, that is 1 1/2 hours which is off Mapquest estimates by 18
minutes. I would hardly call that, “dragging my feet.” When you add in the fact that I stopped by my
Portsmouth office store to drop off soup cooker and quickly fixed a grill that wasn’t working I’d say
that my time is just about right. On top of this, one thing that I just remembered, I was in contact with
Tristan at this point and met and followed her to the Kittery Police Station as I wasn’t sure how to get
to the Kittery Police Station. As it turned out, it was quite easy to find, but as I recall, I waited for her
for several minutes at a parking lot on Rte.1, just prior to the Portsmouth traffic circle so I could
follow her to the Kittery Police Station. As you likely remember from an earlier letter, Tristan and I
were not supposed to actually have contact, so she didn’t go inside the police station with me.
(Again, we had no idea that Kassidy was dead and were taking precautions for us to be seen together
which would have caused problems for me. Tristan and I were getting along fine and had been seeing
each other regularly for many months but the restraining order was still in effect. Once I called
Tristan from the Kittery Police Station, she called her mom to pick up Kyle and Brent and she came
inside.
I will say, I do not recall specifically stalling to get to the Kittery Police Station but once I got to
my Portsmouth store and started talking to Jeremy, I wasn’t as eager to get there. I don’t know why I
didn’t see this myself, but Jeremy pointed out that it was odd they were asking me to go to the police
station instead of to the hospital if something was wrong with either Kassidy or Amanda. I had had a
bad experience with the police during my situation with Tristan and this thought came rushing to my
head. I became very paranoid. I recall after that calling Bruce Aube and asking him what he thought.
Bruce was always my voice of reason. He agreed with Jeremy that it was a little weird that they were
asking me to go to the police station but reminded me I have a tendency to work myself up. (Bruce
would later tell the police about this phone call I believe. Bruce said I had tendency to make things
worse than they were and was sure I was over emphasizing my concern.) After the Tristan situation
and the cops actions in that case, Bruce did understand my paranoia of the police. (Another perfect
example of why I should have been more on my toes before I went into that interview room. I think
the shock of finding out about Kassidy dying from the police in the KPD lobby, put me in shock.) I
was so numb.
In any event, I have given you a very long answer to a simple question but I wanted to make sure
you understood it. It’s just like the state to claim that I was dragging my feet getting there as if I had
something to hide. What they fail to mention is that I sat in the Kittery Police Station for 3 hours
before they even interviewed me. So even if it did take me 10 minutes longer to get there than they
thought it should, what does it matter? I certainly didn’t have enough time to drive all the way to East
Rochester then Portsmouth, and Kittery, if that is what they are trying to imply... Maybe, instead of
playing games, if they had told me that Kassidy had died during the initial phone call, I certainly
wouldn’t have been farting around bringing a soup cooker to Portsmouth. I waited for 3 hours to be
interviewed with the intention of helping. By the way, it was after Jeremy made his astute
observation about me going to KPD vs. hospital that I asked Travis about seeing me with Kassidy.
With all that had happened the night before (ball hitting Kassidy) and the condition that I picked
Kassidy up from Jeff in, and my new paranoia from Jeremy’s question of why KPD vs. hospital, it
makes sense that I would make this comment to Travis. I certainly didn’t ask him to cover for me or
to not tell anyone that I had spoken to him about what could be a sensitive subject. I knew in the back
of my mind that I had palmed her cheeks before and left those finger tip bruises, but I knew the
previous night I did nothing but baby her because she was acting so tired and different. If I had
known that Kassidy was dead, I certainly wouldn’t have been saying to Travis, “Hey you’ve seen me
with Kassidy” or whatever because I would know how that would have looked. The police keeping
the detail of Kassidy’s death from me was actually very bad for me and certainly added to my
conviction.
You forwarded the email you sent to Philip Utter. I am not overly familiar with him but I know
his partner, Cathy Green has one of the best reputations in the state.

She’s always mentioned along with Sisti about her ability in big cases. I have heard two other
names in the Seacoast Area. Stephen Jeffco and Lincoln Soldati. How about Sisit’s old partner, Paul
Twomey?
I’m a little disappointed that Alan cannot do more for me. Alan has a brilliant legal mind and
perhaps no one better to write motions and plan strategy. Has some courtroom presence and comes
off as honest and sincere. NH is a small state with a lack of known “big time” lawyers. I’m not sure
if we could find one in state or will have to go out of state. Either way, it will be tough finding one
pro bono. How did Dennis do it?
You asked two other questions in letter #271 so I may as well answer them here.
You mentioned cancellation of two Claudia Whitman books. Sending the receipts won’t help. No
officer here is willing to use common sense (no matter how much they agree that many of the
policies are silly). They just won’t go against a posted rule or PPD. Sending used books all comes
down to chance. Two of the books you sent me were used but looked fairly new and came with
invoices and I got them. I would say the best thing to do is ask vendor to email you a photo of the
book. If it looks to be in great shape, take a chance. Otherwise, the other option may be for you to
provide me with the name and author and as long as non-fiction I may be able to get on inter-library
loan. There is one other option that I will check into and get back to you on. Buying new books
seems like such a waste of precious funds.
You provided me an excerpt from letter #135 where I provided you my best guess as to my
schedule for the day of Nov. 8th 2000. You asked if it was possible that I was off with my timing for
Hampton Rte. 1 as it appears that there is a call from there to Amanda at home around 1 PM. It is
quite possible. You asked about it not making geographic sense to go to Hampton before Greenland
and back to Hampton. You are correct, it wouldn’t make a lot of sense but things like that happen at
times in the restaurant business. When an important piece of equipment breaks down, I have to run
and repair it. When a field consultant shows up, etc. However, I can’t find where you have found
this call to our house from the Hampton McDonald’s. Is it possible that you have this call here in
error?
Speaking of errors, several times you have asked me if I called Jennifer’s cell phone and I don’t
recall knowing that she had one. Anyway, while looking in the Analysis of Jeff Marshall Sprint Cell
Phone Records that you put together for Nov. 8th and Nov. 9th, page 2 you have 207-450-7032 listed
as Jennifer Conley’s cell phone. (This is a number I called several times according to sprint on their
actual bill.) I believe that this IS Jeff’s cell phone as the “Chart of Calls” indicates. Do you
remember where you came up with this being Jen’s cell phone? 207-450-7032 was Jeff’s cell and
207-439-4515 was Jeff and Jennifer’s home phone. Not a huge deal but this question has come up a
few times so I think you may have confused yourself.
Sincerely, :)
September 21, 2010 (230)

Responding to letter 273. This letter contained the June-December 2000 Holy Rosary Credit
Union Statements you sent me for evaluation. It’s funny, I did my own cursory analysis before
reading your letter and we both had similar notes. Unfortunately the statements didn’t tell me much. I
was hoping that I would somehow magically be able to stare at a check amount and magically 10
years later I would know what I spent the money on. Didn’t happen. For as many things as I’m sure
I know the answer to, at least that many questions popped up about certain amounts of deposits or
checks. One good thing about this trip down 2000 land “memory lane” is staring at these statements
reminded me of my habits then and when I explain to you, hopefully it will help you understand a
little more of me. I didn’t like to write very many checks. I did most of my purchasing on credit
cards. It made every expense easier to track plus I “earned” rewards from the credit card companies.
I typically only wrote checks for things that couldn’t be paid for with credit card, for example paying a credit card bill, childcare, a small auto garage, a doctor’s office, etc. In fact, if I counted
properly, There are 78 checks in that 6 month period that we would need a copy of if we wanted to
trace every expense at $5.00 per check for Holy Rosary to copy for us, that would be a charge of
$390.00
I was expecting something closer to $1,000.00 I am still not sure that it is a worthwhile
investment but it is less than half of what I thought it would be.
Also, I liked clean “lines.” I had money direct deposited to my savings account strictly for the
purposes of covering monthly investment obligations. I didn’t want any of this “cluttering” up the
checking account and making it harder to read when balancing, etc. When I got promoted to
supervisor my paychecks became bi-weekly. I kept out enough cash to do what I needed to do for
myself, Amanda and the kids. If I needed more money (which rarely happened) I would write a
check for “cash.” I never owned an ATM card because I never wanted to see that mess all over my
statements, I didn’t like ATM fees and I was always paranoid that I would forget to mark an ATM
withdrawal in the ledger and thus possibly bounce a check. Colley McCoy didn’t match my
investments in any way. The company was way behind the times in that area, and starting a 401K
was one of the biggest things that I was pushing for. The only thing they did for me was I got a
$2000 IRA bonus at the end of each year. To me this was like a cash bonus because I had been
maximizing my IRA all year. The $310 direct deposits from my checks into my savings accounts
was to cover my monthly automatic withdrawals for IRA, Brent and Kyle’s Education IRA’s, my
universal life insurance policy and Tristan’s IRA (not sure when or if I stopped deducting to her
IRA). I believed in using a strategy called “dollar cost averaging” for investments. Especially when
the goal is long term, like retirement or college, Instead of trying to “time” the market where you
catch “highs” or “lows” (DCA) is purchasing the same amount of shares on a set date weekly,
monthly, bi-monthly, etc.
The theory is that over time you will pay the lowest amount because it removes all emotion from
investing. In addition to this $600 a month going towards investments, I was enrolled in automatic
stock purchase plan. Because I was an employee of McDonald’s, I could purchase the stock and not
pay any fee for such purchases. I think I had it set up to purchase $50 worth of stock per week. The
stock did well and I looked at it as a good insurance policy for the future to help pay for the kids
college, weddings, first cars, etc. Today with online brokers you can purchase stock of your favorite
company with minimal fees but this wasn’t the case 15 years ago when I started this. Every extra
dollar you pay in fees is less potential to earn. Not the smartest idea I am sure, but I usually kept
enough cash at home for misc. spending- groceries, dinner, movies, gifts for the kids, $500 for the
misc. 3 wheeler, etc.

You asked about 3 deposits made in June of 2000 one on 6/13/00 for $2,438.69. I have an idea
that this was my quarterly bonus for my restaurants doing well. The other two deposits were on 6/26
and 6/27 for $1,236.23 and $1,749.18 I have an idea that they were two paychecks from two different
periods, I didn’t deposit a regular check earlier in the month. I have an idea, that I kept several
hundred from each check and deposited the rest. Perhaps one of them had an expense check added in.
I wish I remembered the amount of my regular check... Anyway, I would sometimes do crazy things.
Like on Sept 29th. I made two deposits one for $653.84 and one for $500.00. I’ve done this a few
times. It is likely that I was going to make some large purchase with the $500.00 and it fell through
so I deposited it. Either that or I got out in the parking lot and said, “oh crap, what was I thinking? I
need to deposit more.”
You asked about a July 20, 2000 E-trade. E-trade was the online stockbroker that I used at that
time. (I soon after switched to Scottrade, comparable service less than half the price.) I can’t
remember how much, I want to say I had between $8,000 and $10,000 invested in the stock market. I
could make individual buys or sells for $14.95 each with E-trade. That wasn’t a bad price back then.
I’d fart around trying to make a buck in the market. I did ok.
More importantly, you asked about a 7/27/2000 withdrawal for $1,200.00. The second that I saw
this withdrawal I was immediately 99% sure that it was for the boat. Yeahhh another clue! I am
pretty sure that I paid $1,600 total for the boat so I must have had an extra $400 or so cash at home
that wouldn’t have cut me short. I told you I got that boat before September:)
You mentioned the new Pioneer Science Fund in November and December. Yeah, another
piece of corroborating evidence to go along with my memory and notes in daytimer that I spoke to
Darren in October about my unhappiness with accounts and making some changes. I wish I had
specifically written Kassidy’s name in the daytimer section because the college IRA for her and
getting financial info to present to managers at a meeting was main purpose for the call. While on
phone he agreed to send me Pioneer Science prospectus. For Kassidy, he was sending me several
prospectuses with more aggressive funds. As previously mentioned, it was going to be a Christmas
present for her.
You asked about Juliana Garcia being a “joint owner” on my account. Interesting story. Juliana
was a second asst. manager in my Methuen II restaurant when I added them to my area. Getting the
Methuen restaurants added to our area was exciting because it could help to take some of the strain
off from Rochester when it came to staffing the beach. The only problem was much of the Spanish
population down there used public transportation. Early on in 2000 Juliana agreed to work at the
beach all summer long which was great because she would be able to bring up to 3 people a day with
her from Methuen. The only problem was she didn’t have a car. This being my problem as the
supervisor, (staffing the beach), I agreed to purchase her a car. Either May or June 1999 or 2000 I
bought her a used car. I believe it was with the understanding it be under $2,000. I ended up seeing
something on a lot in Rochester, may have been a Ford Probe or something like that for $1,900.00.
We checked it out, she liked it, and I bought it. I added her as joint owner on my account so direct
deposits could be made from her check to my account to pay it back. As a “joint” it was set up so that
she could not make withdrawals. Anyway, Juliana never ended up working in Hampton and only
worked for us for a few months. I think I got most of the money back for the car but can’t recall
exactly.
This was not my first situation with buying cars to get people to and from Hampton Beach. A
year or two before that I purchased a Ford Taurus that Tristan used at times going back and forth
from the tech in Concord. In the summer, I would let several key Rochester crew that I trusted use it
on a rotating basis to get a carload to the beach everyday. Thank GOD there was never an accident. It
is a “dicey” situation but sometimes you have to do what you have to do. I was a company man.

You asked about the trampoline that I bought for Brent and Kyle. When did I get it, and where,
etc. Did I ever mention that BJ’s Wholesale Club was my favorite store? he he!! I was wandering
through BJ’s one night in either May or June and There was this huge trampoline hanging from the
ceiling. It was the biggest one I had ever seen. Immediately I said, “Yup, the boys need this.” I’m
sure I purchased it with my credit card. I always used my credit card at stores like BJ’s. Like I said, it
was much easier to track your expenses. I borrowed someone’s truck, possibly John Seppy’s, and
bought the trampoline within a day or two. I stored it in the garage until the boys’ birthdays got
closer. Larry Lane helped me set it up for them. What a blast. That was the best gift I could have ever
purchased. We all had a blast on that thing. Kyle still uses it today.
You asked about two deposits. One on Aug. 2 for $2,000 and one Nov. 6th for $1,600.00
Because of the even amounts I am guessing these were bonus checks. My area did very
well for me. Yes I had manual deposits for my checking account vs. automated. I know this sounds
crazy, but I liked doing it this way. I liked the people at Holy Rosary and I enjoyed seeing them. The
credit union was only a few miles from my house and wasn’t really a big deal. Plus, if I
automatically deposited my check, that would be a lot more withdrawals by ATM or writing a check
for cash that I would have had to do and I didn’t want that. Besides, I think there is some value in
working your butt off all week and actually letting the money you earned pass through your hands.
It’s a valuable lesson for the boys and I took them to the bank whenever I had them and
needed to go. Of course, they liked the lollipops but they were also seeing, “you work hard all week
and then you’re rewarded for your efforts with a paycheck. What can I say, I am old fashioned.
I hope this helps some.
Sincerely,
Letter to Chad from M.R. September 22, 2010
Chad,
Hello!! I am not even sure if you will remember me, M.R. I worked in Rochester McDonalds.
I’m sure you are thinking why is she writing to me? LOL (laugh out loud) I think that too! I can’t
explain to you why- but ever since reading an article about you in Foster’s, I have been so compelled.
In the article it talks about the website your attorney has created. I have been to it numerous times.
Reading bits and pieces and looking at pictures each time. When you were first arrested, my
initial thought was, you have got to be kidding! Not Chad! And the more I read your page the more I
feel the same as I did back then. They were obviously wrong. It’s amazing the injustice they did to
Kassidy- by convicting you they never got the person who should be charged.
On your website there was a spot that said “Contact Chad.” And I have thought of writing for
many months- and go to your website every few weeks or so and read, and every time think I should
write- I should say hello- and every time I talk myself out of it, T. and T. will think it’s weird if they
find out. J. will tell D. and he will be rude about it. So I don’t. I thought I will wait until October and
send a card. But like I said I just feel SO compelled to write. If you could please not mention this- I
think maybe they will feel the same way I do- how strange writing to someone you hardly know!
I wanted to write and say hello- help lift your spirits, a familiar face from the past so to speak. I
hope you’re well, or as well as you can be! I read that you’re taking poetry classes and did a play.
That’s awesome! It’s nice they keep you guys involved in activities. Do you take college courses
too?? They must have many programs for you to be a part of huh?
I hope this letter finds you in good health and I hope you get the new trial you deserve. You
don’t
need to write back but certainly can if you wish. I wanted to include stamps for you but read I can’t.
Sorry.
Best of Luck and well wishes!
Chad to M.R. September 26, 2010

It was great to hear from you. I have to admit, when I first received your letter at mail call last
night, I looked at your return address and said to myself, “Uh oh, hate mail again. I haven’t received
any of this in a while.” Instead, when I read the letter I received the best kind of surprise: support. I
cannot describe how happy I am that you wrote. Thank you for trusting your instincts. Thank you for
questioning what doesn’t make sense. Thank you for believing I’ve been telling the truth since this
tragedy happened. And, thank you for having an open mind and the willingness to spend some time
on the website. As was all of the Foster’s Daily Democrat reporting I thought the article you
mentioned reading was biased. They seem to me, insufficiently interested in printing the truth.
However, it appears a few good things came out of the article: your letter to me and I’ll get to the
second in a minute.
I do remember you. Though I didn’t know you well, I ran Rochester in some capacity for eight
years. Being that Rochester was the first restaurant that I was directly responsible for, I always had
my finger on the “pulse” there. Tom always spoke highly of you. You were one of the future “stars”
as we sometimes liked to say about people with huge potential. As you know, Jeremy was one of my
two best friends and because of him I became friends with D. Jeremy always spoke very highly of
you as well. I recall hearing how adorable your daughters were. After sleeping on it, the details are a
bit fuzzy but I recall being at D.’s and (your?) apartment in Portsmouth in 2001 with Jeremy just
looking for a place to get away from the incessant following by the police prior to my trial. You are
indeed a familiar face from the past.
Thanks for the compliment about Kyle. It’s neat to hear how he liked to play with your ear as
well. What a neat memory that child has created. Of course I agree with you and thought he was one
of the cutest little boys ever but I’m a bit biased. :)
Fortunately, he has a beautiful mother and got many of her best features. He is now 13 and as
handsome as ever. He’s smart, articulate, outgoing, caring, and has these piercing blue eyes. Kyle is
everything that I could ever hope for and then some. Our situation is not ideal but we make the best
of it. We have great visits together where we laugh and play games. I try to be creative and do
everything I can to stay “current” and on top of everything in his world. I have great family support
that has made it a priority that Kyle and I maintain our bond. For this I am forever grateful. The
poetry class and play you mentioned that I participated in here were some of my examples to Kyle on
taking chances and sometimes doing things FAR outside your comfort zone.
I believe one of the most important roles I have at this point is to model the man I hope Kyle will
grow into. (As best I can anyway.) I’ve certainly made my share of mistakes and bad judgments.
When those topics came up, I am honest with him and hope that they will somehow help him in his
life. My dad always says, “words are easy, deeds are hard.” I try and keep this in mind always.
They do offer college classes here but they are quite expensive compared to our monthly pay
from our prison jobs of $20-$60, so I don’t take many. But there are a lot of self improvement classes
and I have participated in many of these groups. I figure that -if I learn even one little “nugget” of
information that I can share with Kyle then the entire 10 week or so program as worthwhile. The
program that I am most involved with is the family connection center. It is like a support system for
incarcerated dads. They do what they can to help us stay connected to our children.
Parenting seminars, allowing us to read books on tape and make cards for holidays as well as
other special occasions. In my opinion, it is the best program in the prison.
Speaking of photographs, you mentioned that we had one of D. misidentified on the Website.
Presenting the truth is important and part of that is being accurate. We’d like to fix the mistake if
possible. Unfortunately, I have no internet access. My Facebook page is run by one of my supporters
in Nashua and the website is administered by Morrison Bonpasse, the former attorney that is
uncovering the truth, detail by detail. I believe that Morrison has every photo numbered somehow. If
you wouldn’t mind sometime, could you let me know via letter or Morrison via email through the
website what photo it is. Thank you for finding and pointing out the error.

The biggest challenge to this campaign is changing the public’s perception. Too few people are
willing to do what you have done- QUESTION. Prior to this experience I myself was often guilty of
believing what I read in the newspapers and heard on the television without questioning. I believed
that jury verdicts “must be” correct because they heard all of the evidence. The trouble is, I forgot
that juries were human, thus fallible. Juries can be affected by emotion and logic doesn’t always win.
On top of this, I’ve learned that juries don’t hear all the evidence. A defendant is lucky if the jury
hears a quarter of the facts and evidence. Trials seem to be chess matches more than a vehicle for
truth. Sadly, in this instance it was about Kassidy’s life rather than a win or loss. It never appeared to
me that the police or prosecutors were all that concerned with truth. It’s my view that every member
of society has a moral obligation to ensure the correct person is being punished for a crime.
Unfortunately, it is a long process to convert people’s thinking on an issue, especially when as
with this case, society has been given “half truths” for so long. Dealing with the media is a double
edged sword. We need them to get the truth out but I can hardly trust them to do it without a slant.
Rarely have I ever found reporters who will stick to the facts.
This brings me to my next point. As part of our campaign for justice moves forward we have set
up a committee that meets once a month or so. Our first meeting in Rochester is this Wednesday,
Sept. 29 at 6:30 p.m. I realize you likely won’t receive this letter in time and even if you do likely
need to “mull” things over before deciding to get involved. I just wanted to extend an open invitation
to come anytime. You will ALWAYS be welcome. We will eventually need all the help we can get
to make the people of NH aware of this injustice for Kassidy, Kyle, Amanda, our extended families
and yes, me. If you feel comfortable with being added to the email list, which is private, Morrison
would be happy to send you meeting agenda’s, case info. etc. I’d certainly like to add you as one of
my Facebook friends but that is more public and I totally understand if you aren’t comfortable with
that. You can decide.
I certainly don’t want to seem pushy. I apologize if I am rambling. Getting a nice letter has me a
bit giddy. Some days it feels like these cement walls may as well be 1000 feet high.
At the beginning of this letter I spoke of a few good things coming from the Foster’s article. One
was your letter. The other was contact from a woman in Rochester named RB. Becky worked at
McDonald’s for a short while in the early 90’s. Becky reminds me a little of you in that she is also a
mom of four young children, heard these charges ten years ago and immediately said, “no way”, and
also used the word “compelled” when she started reading the information presented on the website.
In fact, if you check the quote section of the website, I believe that Morrison captured Becky’s actual
quote where she used the word “compelled” when she jumped into this campaign. Becky is now the
driving force in the seacoast area. She and another friend are hosting the meeting in Rochester on
Wednesday evening. Becky has encouraged me to share her phone number with any potential
supporter who might like to meet or get directions to the meeting in the event they have a desire to
attend at some point. I like to think of Becky and Morrison as my “second wind.”
I would encourage you to keep checking the website as we keep adding new stuff. In fact, as I
write this, Morrison is working on adding the audio to the John Walsh show where Kassidy’s mother,
Amanda, spoke several years after Kassidy’s death about my innocence and lack of justice for
Kassidy. I know that new photos will be added soon.
I think it is great that you are a mother of four. I’m sure they bring you unimaginable joy. I also
understand that four children require a great deal of time and attention. Whether you decide to get
involved or not, add yourself to them email list or not, or just send me the occasional letter, I am
appreciative. Your comfort level is important to me. I would love to hear more about your life if you
have a chance or decide to write again, what you’ve been up to, how old your children are, what’s
new around, etc. I feel like I have written completely about me here.
Please don’t hesitate to ever ask any question either direct or via email through Morrison. I will
answer ANYTHING you ask truthfully, even the hard ones. I love quotes and in closing I’d like to
share one that I heard recently from a woman who was SURE of my guilt until recently. “All truth
passes through three stages. First it is ridiculed. Second, it is violently opposed. Third, it is accepted
as being self evident.” -Arthur Schopenhauer.

I hope you and your family enjoy the approaching fall season. I really miss seeing the leaves
turn. Rochester, in particular has always had some beautiful colors. I always enjoyed driving through
some of the back roads in the area to see nature at work.
Sincerely,
M.R. wrote to me, 30 September....
My husband asked me why I wrote to you and I said I can’t explain it. I have wanted to for yearsand more so in the last few months! I said I wanted you to know someone else was behind yousomeone else believed in you. And he said; “Well, if you believe in him, then I guess I understand.” I
replied with “With my whole heart” It’s strange to say- I wasn’t there- I don’t know. I never saw or
met Kassidy. I never even heard of that little girl until she was gone. But looking at pictures she was
beautiful! She looked a lot like her mom!
So here is my first question, and I am sure I will have many! From what I have read there was
something very obviously wrong with her. You’re a dad; you knew the way she behaved and acted
was not normal. I know she wasn’t your daughter- but why did you guys never look into that? They
said her fat turned into liquid from being abused, which by the way made me cry! It had to have been
noticed that she was declining! I too was once a young mother! Not much older than Amanda having
my first child. I guess there is a lot I don’t understand, but would like to. Do I believe you ever
intentionally hurt her? No way! But do I believe everyone in her life let her down? Heck yes!
Another thing I don’t understand, as I am sure you don’t either. I read the initial interview with
Amanda’s sister, Jen. They said that by the time Kassidy was at the hospital she had been dead for
hours. They say she was dead for hours yet Jeff called Jen twice while she was at work- once her
eyes were rolling in her head- then she was fine? How is this possible? Why was this not questionedwhy did he call Jen and why was she not concerned enough to leave work? I read Jeff’s initial
statement today. I also recently read that she was just in a diaper ... Where were her clothes?
It’s funny too how they made it a point to say you called her retarded. In Jen’s interview, she
said that Jeff said that all the time. As well Jen made it a point to tell you to call her Kassidy since
you referred to her as the baby during your interview- didn’t everyone? I also read about that lady in
TJMaxx- did she really call you “baby killer?” That’s awful! And embarrassing. But who is it for
anyone to decide how others grieve? Because her daughter passed away she isn’t allowed any joy?
How does that make sense? I notice a lot in the case is SO confusing! UGH!
So that brings me to my next point; due to this case I am a very paranoid mother. When I bring
my sick child to the Drs. are they going to think I abuse them? If they get hit in the face- will they
think I did it? When my daughter was 20 months old she got 3rd degree burns at the babysitter’s
house. She required treatments at Shriner’s Children’s Hospital in Boston. She had very visible
scarring for a few years. I remember this one time taking her to the hospital when she was sickmaybe 6 months later or so- so the scars were still pretty fresh. The nurse came in and lifted up her
shirt to listen to her breathe- you could see her eyes widen and she didn’t say a word- put her shirt
down and walked out of the room instantly the Dr. came in and lifted up her shirt and wanted to
know how long a go that happened- was she seen at the hospital- where was she treated? I know
what they do is for the best interest of the child but I immediately felt like I had done something
wrong. Things like that have happened a lot. I was at my mother-in-law’s house one time- maybe a
year ago- I can’t remember which girl it was but one of the girls slammed a door knob into my sons
face( he was 2 at the time) No one would tell me what happened. I am sure you can image how it felt
when I brought my son to the hospital- blood running down his face and a gash in his mouth- the
doctors wanted to know what happened .. I didn’t know! There are many times I get nervous taking
them to the hospital, though I do so, because of bruising and such. I have boys- they get hurt ALL the
time!
I don’t think you seemed pushy at all in your letter! In fact if I were you, I would ask the same; if

you believe in me, then at your pace help me! The fact that you got hate mail and you thought mine
was, and that you even read it, is sad! What do people say? Do you keep in contact with Amanda
still? What about Tristan? Do you hear from any of them? I would imagine the no-contact order or
whatever it was called on you and Amanda must be gone at this point.
I was wondering- you think there must have been something to make the jury think you hurt
Kassidy. Not just making eye contact, which I do that, often! What was the smoking gun so to speak?
Why has it been so hard to get you a new trial? So sorry many questions! And I’m sorry if I jump
from subject to subject and back again! I tend to do that even in normal conversations ha-ha!
I did come to a few of your supervised visits with Kyle. I remember going to the family services
building next to a friend’s apartment to bring Kyle. I can’t remember if we brought Brent. I
remember sitting there and seeing you play with Kyle and it broke my heart when we had to leave.
The day you were found guilty, I found out I was pregnant with my first child. A friend picked me
up and brought me to the store to make me take a pregnancy test. I remember another friend called
me after your trial to see if I was ok at work and all I could think was it had to be good. Today has to
be a good day. My former boyfriend always thought it was strange, that I asked about you often and
wanted to know how you were. From the very beginning I always wanted to know more about this
case. I always wanted to know the why’s and the how’s. I always wanted to know the real truth I
never felt like I got from the paper and news.
Every time I hear about an overturned case I think of you! In CNN today they talked about the
West Memphis 3. Three teenage boys were accused, tried, and found guilty of murder of 3 young
boys. The one on death row is now appealing the case. Another I read yesterday was about a high
school senior accused of murder- put in jail and it later came out he had nothing to do with it- and
had an alibi! All these make me think of you! Just keep trying!! Don’t give up! 10 years is already
too long! I will keep watching your site- and hope to have many letters between the two of us. And
as always I hope one day to see you where you need to be, home with your son! I hope justice for
Kassidy prevails and you are freed.
I know you like inspirational quotes, so I found one for you! “To find what you seek in the road
of life, the best proverb of all is that which says: “Leave no stone unturned.’ “ Edward Bulwer Lytton
I responded to M.R. on October 5, 2010....
Hello. I was so glad to hear from you again. I honestly didn’t know what to expect after I mailed
my letter to you. I’m very glad that you decided to pull your initial letter from your purse and mail it.
From all the deciding back and forth and thinking about how others may perceive the letter,
including me, it seems our minds work in a similar fashion. I really hoped that after I wrote to you
that you would write back at some point. Again, you have made my week.
Let me start by saying, WOW. It is clear from the questions that you ask that you have certainly
been reading the information on the website. I only wish you were one of the original investigators.
Perhaps the outcome would have been far different if someone had used logic and common sense as
you have done. Please don’t worry that your letter was “all over the place” as you say. I read it as
passion and excitement jumping off the page. I’m going to do the best I can to address your questions
and paragraphs in order, so that you can follow along with the copy you likely saved on the
computer. Please bear with me. I am using a regular electric typewriter and it only types one line at a
time. I live on a pod with 24 other men and sometimes the noise is overwhelming which leads to lost
thoughts and typos. Many of the case-specific things you write about in your letter are things that I
have addressed in some form in my communication to Morrison. He has set up a section of the
Website called ~ “Letters From NH state Prison” so I encourage you to read them as time permits.
Morrison calls this section the book that I wrote. Approximately 100 pages have been loaded onto it
so far, with another 200-300 to come. I’d love to hear your thoughts on the section.

I’m sure as a mother of several children, time is a precious commodity. I honestly don’t know
how you moms do it. You amaze me. I’m glad that you told your husband about our correspondence.
From what you describe, he sounds very respectful and supportive of you. I think that is great.
Honesty is a key foundation to successful relationships I have learned. It appears that both you and I
have been hurt in the past by relationships were honesty was an issue. The last thing I want to do is
cause problems for anyone. As you indicated at the end of your letter; my goal is to get the truth out
and get back to Kyle. Please extend a thank you to your husband for understanding.
You are right, Kassidy was beautiful. She had these beautiful blue eyes, the cutest smile and the
blondest hair. She gave the best hugs and her eyes would light up at the mention of food. I’m getting
a lump in my throat writing about it. Whenever she gave a hug she would rest her head on your
shoulder and say, “ooohhhhhh.” It was adorable. Other than Amanda’s Emerald green eyes they did
look a lot alike. I would sometimes refer to them as my two beautiful ladies.
In your first question you asked about Kassidy’s behavior not being normal and why didn’t we
check into it. This is a complicated question, to which there is no easy answer. Kassidy was very
bright in many ways but in others, many people, myself included, thought she might be
developmentally delayed. In hindsight, 10 years after the fact some of the symptoms I was curious
about show up on the autism spectrum and it makes me wonder. Much more is known today than 10
years ago about the spectrum. In fact, I recently read that 1 in 129 children are on the spectrum. (This
creates an entire other set of issues in my head, if true, and I will save for another day.) Amanda and
I did discuss some of the behaviors (delicately) but not much came of it. I don’t want to make
excuses, but to understand why I wasn’t more forceful on the issue you have to look back to that time
period. Amanda and my relationship was new. As it turned out, there was a 10 year age difference
between us, which always seemed to put Amanda more on the defense. (As if I never thought she
knew what she was doing). I was starting this new relationship with her, and meanwhile, I was going
through divorce proceedings with Tristan. To say my head was in a million different places, is
describing it lightly. On top of that I had made some mistakes with Tristan that I was desperate not to
repeat. Basically, I was being a selfish coward.
This is only part of the answer. From the things that you describe, fat liquifying, health declining,
etc. I think you are referring to the time directly before her death. I remember at the time telling
people at the time, “It happened so fast. Amanda and I didn’t know. We kept getting these excuses
from Jeff like, “The dog knocked her over;” “She fell off the bed;” “She fell out the truck window in
the driveway;” “She was running and fell without putting her hands out;” etc. Most of it sounded
careless but there was enough of it that we had seen ourselves or sounded plausible so we didn’t
think anyone was intentionally abusing her. Some of those things happened at our house, too. For
example, our dog, Kato, had knocked her over when playing, which resulted in a bruise. Kassidy was
a bit pigeon-toed and would fall at times. A doctor told Amanda during an appointment that Kassidy
would outgrow that. (What was concerning was several of us had seen her fall and not instinctively
put her hands up to protect her face. This should have been a red flag.) Also, Kassidy was so fair
skinned and seemed to bruise so easily, that we were less alarmed than we should have been. In fact,
at one point Amanda and I had a discussion and thought Kassidy must be anemic because she bruised
so easily. (Anemia ran in Amanda’s family. At least that was what I was told.)

I must have thought about it 1000 times since Kassidy died, always thinking, “Wow, it happened
so fast, how could we be so stupid, so blind?” It wasn’t until Morrison got involved with his detailed
methods did we see how fast the decline actually was. In a period of 19 days, Kassidy went from
perfectly healthy to death. The last photograph we had of Kassidy was taken on Oct. 20th 2000 at my
sister and brother-in-law’s house in Belmont, NH. Amanda was holding Kassidy. She was happy
healthy and had a nice smile in the photo. She didn’t have a bruise on her. (You can see the photo at
the top of every page on my website.) We were up there so that I could help with the rebuilding of
their house. We went to dinner after that at a local Mexican food restaurant. 19 days later, the
morning of Nov. 9th Kassidy died at Jeff’s house within 4 hours of Amanda dropping her off to be
babysat. In between those 19 days so much happened. It should all be broken down in the chronology
on the Website. In my mind, nothing was more critical than Jeff’s telling us that Kassidy fell out his
truck window between Oct. 26-28. When Jeff finally brought Kassidy home after this incident,
Amanda and I spent the night taking turns holding Kassidy and walking with her. The plan was to
take Kassidy to the doctor’s in the morning if she wasn’t better. She was better but regardless, with
the two large eggs on her head we should have taken her.
It was like this the night prior to her death when I had her at the house with Kyle and for a short
while my housemate, Travis. She was acting so strange. Just when I would say, “Screw this. I’m
taking her to the doctors,” she would improve and act normal. You correctly sum it up in your last
line of this paragraph: No matter what the situation, we failed her. During those last 19 days, we
should have taken her to the hospital. We should have stopped letting Jeff watch her, whatever were
the causes of her injuries there, etc. Amanda and I should have stopped playing “armchair” doctor, as
when we said to each other, “Oh, she got the flu from Kyle,” and “I’ve seen her fall like that too,”
We failed her. It’s the hardest thing I have to live with. Even if I were to leave here tomorrow, I will
forever be haunted by this failure.
Great question about Jen’s interview. Are you sure that you weren’t a fly on the wall during my
last visit with Morrison? We were just talking about her interview, the things that don’t make sense,
the fact that in her first interview she basically confirmed what I had told the police, that Kassidy was
eating cereal from a baggie that I prepared before she left our house that morning. etc. Most glaringly
to me has ALWAYS been, it’s almost impossible to believe that Jennifer, Kassidy’s aunt, would
actually leave the house for work (without calling the cops on me) if Kassidy truly arrived in the
condition that Jen describes in her second and third interviews. Then she is going to get two phone
calls at work, one of them where Jeff states Kassidy is in distress and Jen isn’t going to get frantic
and leave work? If what Jen said about Kassidy’s arrival were true, and Kassidy was dropped off
basically “half dead” there is no way she would remain calm through Jeff’s phone calls, yet this is
exactly what Jen’s boss, Heather Hamilton testified to. She said something to the effect of, “Jennifer
seemed irritated with Jeff, but went back to work.”
The word “retard” is a horrible word and one that I still struggle with using even today. I’m
trying to remove it from my vocabulary. I have used it many different ways and not all derogatory,
but the word just seems it so it has to go. I picked up the word in high school. Instead of “Bad,”
“sick,” or some other word, everything was “retarded”.

“Wow, that jump you just took was retarded.” (high), “I love Jim Carey. He is so retarded.”
(funny). I can’t recall ever calling Kassidy retarded and meaning it in the traditional sense of the
word. In those instances I would say “slow” or “developmentally delayed.” The example I shared
with Morrison that will eventually show up in the “Letters” section of the website is this. Once while
I was cuddling with Amanda on the sofa Kassidy came in from the dining room with a sheet or shirt
over her head. All that we could see was these little legs walking toward us and hear her giggling.
Amanda and I were laughing and I said, “Amanda, your daughter is so retarded.” (funny) In
hindsight, I wish I had NEVER used the word. When your life gets put under a microscope, where
every spoken word gets scrutinized, every action gets questioned, you find you have many regrets
and things you wish you had done differently. I don’t know if you have had a chance to read my
police interview on the website. Earlier this year Morrison asked me to annotate it with things I
would say if in that situation today. I was allover the road in my interview. I had just found out hours
earlier that Kassidy had died. I couldn’t think straight yet I wanted to be helpful. As I reread it I
thought I was cold and distant, referring to Kassidy at times as the baby or that baby instead of the
girl I loved. The only thing that kept running through my head as I was being grilled by those officers
back in 2000 was, “My God, this cannot be happening. Kassidy can’t be dead. I just was counting
and doing her ABC’s with her last night. I just kissed her this morning. This is a mistake.” I knew it
wasn’t, but I was in shock. Then I had them accusing me which was so wrong and had me even more
frustrated and flustered. I understood they had a job to do but they were wasting valuable time with
me. “Find out what really happened to her.” I couldn’t think straight. I even referred to my beloved
dog Kato as a girl. There were a bunch of mistakes and mis-statements in that interview.
Yes. It’s true. Some woman called me baby killer while I was shopping with Amanda at TJ
Maxx. I believe she was a friend of Jeff Marshall’s and knew Amanda. We were there shopping for
clothes for Amanda and Kassidy for the funeral. We were hardly having a great time as the person
described. I likely said something funny in an attempt to make Amanda laugh, as you can imagine,
she was a mess. To your point, who is to decide how someone should act in those situations. As a
parent or a parental figure as I was, you do what you can to survive the next 10 minutes and in 10
minutes it starts over. You are correct about another thing. This case is very confusing. That is the
goal of the website, to put everything out there clearly, good and bad, so that people can understand
it. The toughest part is trying to come up with where the police came up with their rationale.
I’m especially sorry for the paranoia this case has caused you when dealing with doctors and
other things involving your children. If there is a silver lining, you are much more aware than I was
with Kassidy and because of this, keeping your children as safe as possible. I am always so worried
about the boys. I remember for the first two years that Kyle came to visit me here I would check
every inch of his body and question every bruise. He was a little boy into everything, of course he
was going to have bruises.
Regarding hate mail. I haven’t received any in a while. I received a few letters after the Foster’s
article. Usually just name calling. Telling me that I should kill myself, rot in hell, describing ways
that I could kill myself, etc. I understand their feelings. If I was guilty of the things the police allege
I did and the newspapers then reported, I would agree with them.
I haven’t spoken to Amanda in several years. I know she believes in my innocence and wants
justice for all involved. Seeing me here is very difficult for her. She has done it on and off in the past.
We shared a very intense passionate love for each other that was cut short by this tragedy. As you
can imagine seeing me in jail is a constant, in her face reminder of Kassidy and the extreme loss in
her life. On top of that she has expressed to me the overwhelming guilt she feels for many of the
things she told the police about me that were not true. They did one hell of a number on her during
those interviews. She was 18 and grieving. She did a lot of agreeing with them to get out of that
interview room with the expectation she would be able to fix it later. She has tried to fix it several
times since then through interviews, etc. but won’t forgive herself. It was the hardest for Amanda
when she had to leave the visiting room after visit and I stayed here.

You asked what the Smoking gun was that ensured my conviction. To put it bluntly: Kassidy.
She was a beautiful 22 month old baby that the police and prosecutors believed to have been
brutalized, and I was the person charged with killing her. Someone had to pay. If Jeff had been
charged, he likely would have been convicted. Unfortunately the police conducted a shoddy
investigation and ignored many potential sources of evidence. I also believe this was a very
confusing case, and my lawyers failed to simplify some key areas for the jury to understand. I think a
large percent of the population believe that the police don’t make mistakes and certainly if I was
charged with this horrible crime, I must be guilty. Certainly some of my own actions added to it. If I
could palm Kassidy’s cheeks firmly enough to cause bruising several times, then I guess that means I
am capable of beating her to death as well. It may have helped if I testified. It’s funny on a pure
evidence standpoint. I remember Morrison saying once after he had been working on the case for a
few months. “I have been working on this case for several hundred hours now and find it confusing. I
have not seen nor do I understand what evidence the jury used to convict you.” Unfortunately it
wasn’t evidence. They spent a bunch of time in my house and found. ZERO evidence of any physical
abuse. In my opinion this would be impossible not to find some evidence for the amount and type of
abuse they allege occurred at my house, in my car. My conviction was based on emotion and
incorrect statements, but not evidence. Unless you consider evidence to be talking an 18 year old girl
into saying whatever you want her to say. Actually, there is an interesting phenomenon where people
who are interviewed by the authorities want to be pleasing to them. We can tell from body language
what types of answers are pleasing and we start tailoring to this. Part of it is the natural tendency to
want to be helpful the other part is if they are being pleasing to the police the police will be happy. If
the police are happy they will keep the focus and pressure off the person being interviewed.
It’s neat that you recall coming to a few supervised visits where I saw Kyle at the Family
Strength Office in Dover. Did you know Jeremy lived two buildings over? I had forgotten all about
the fact that Tiffany brought the boys a couple of times when Tristan had to work. I remember
Tiffany bringing a friend too. Isn’t it neat that it was you. I feel like such an idiot that I can’t really
picture you or remember what you look like. I was so focused on the boys there that I didn’t pay
attention to much else. Isn’t it weird, I cannot picture your face right now but I remember you
standing in the hallway right behind Tiffany as she was trying to coax Kyle into leaving. God it
killed me when he left those visits. I just wanted them to last and they flew by. Hopefully I will have
a chance to meet you again someday. A much over due thank you for taking part and bringing Kyle
to visit me in Dover. I hope I wasn’t rude or anything to you guys then. I remember getting upset a
few times when the boys had to leave. Especially if they were crying. That ripped me up. Oops, I
now see further in your paragraph that you knew Jeremy lived next door. :)
It’s so funny that you wrote about the West Memphis 3. Are you sure you haven’t been talking to
Morrison? He just sent me several articles about them. They have some pretty incredible support.
The Dixie Chicks, Johnny Depp, Val Kilmer... I hope as you do, that one day I will be one of the
overturned cases. For the first time in a long time, I have faith it is going to happen. I hope you will
be there to help me celebrate when it does.
You are right it is really tough relationship wise too. I have always been a romantic. I miss
having someone to share my life with. Someone to hold my hand, share my dreams. Someone to
surprise with a little gift or an expected bunch of flowers or card at work. I miss being able to cuddle
or wake up with Amanda in my arms. I miss knowing every little detail about her and finding
creative ways to show her how much I loved her. I know she has moved on and I am happy for her.
It’s just hard. What happened isn’t fair and I think we could have had a great life together. Hopefully
someday, I will have the opportunity to find someone else that is willing to take a chance and share
their life with me. Likely I will always have this hanging over my head even if we are vindicated but
someone will hopefully think I am worth a shot someday.
Well anyway, I think I have answered everything. I hope it makes some sense to you. If not I’ll
try harder with your next batch of questions. I really enjoyed hearing from you. Also, thank you for
remember I loved quotes. It was great. You really are a thoughtful person. I hope to someday be able
to repay your kindness. I hope you have a great week.

September 23, 2010 (231)
Response to your #267. When your were responding to my letter #206 you asked specifically
about Scott Hampton. He was the facilitator of the Dover DV (Domestic Violence) group for
Strafford Guidance I believe. Scott led ALL of the Dover sessions that I participated in. As I
mentioned, I didn’t like his manner of presentation and quickly left for the Rochester group led by
Bruce as soon as I found out about it. Scott presented in a “shame” based manner. I don’t really think
the guys there needed that. We already felt like assholes. I know that I beat myself up enough and
was more interested in solutions than anything else.
I would guess that in the entire 26 week program I went to 6 or 7 sessions in Dover. Scott led all
of these sessions and definitely knew me. During the Scott-run sessions I always felt that he was
looking at us as the scum of the earth. He stood on his “soap box” and preached to us. I’m glad that
Scott wasn’t allowed to testify at my trial. It would have given him a large platform for his “agenda”.
The best way I can describe him is “manhater.” I’m sure you have heard the term used before but
likely it was being said about some female feminist. It sounds harsh. I’m just calling
it like I see it.
You asked about the school event that I went to in the fall of 2000 for Brent at Tri City Christian
Academy in Somersworth. I’m inclined to believe that this event was sometime in October 2000. My
reasoning for this is school started in September and it would take some time to teach the kids their
singing and acting parts for the variety show. Also, there was a note in my Oct. 2000 traveling day
timer (calendar) that mentioned leaving Tristan a phone message about Brent’s school tuition check.
(Tri City was a private school. Tristan and I liked the school’s reputation, teaching methods, and staff
and wanted to give Kyle and Brent the best education available) I have a recollection of giving
Tristan a check or cash at the conclusion of the event, when we got back to our cars. In attendance
were myself, Tristan, Kyle, Joe, and perhaps, Joe’s parents. I was happy that we could all be there for
Brent and act civil to each other. It’s how things should ALWAYS be for the kids but we didn’t
always accomplish. Neither Joe or I were vying for Tristan’s affections at this point, and we were
there because of our love for Brent. This likely helped. I know Tristan brought Kyle there and as I
recall, I was driving up from one of my restaurants in the southern part of my area. I would have
liked for Amanda and Kassidy to be there, but it was an odd time. Amanda and Tristan got along, but
there was no real love between them. I had the custody thing going with Tristan and like a lot of
things during that time period, I avoided anything that could potentially upset or offend her.
Eventually my custody agreement would have been set in stone, my divorce to Tristan would have
been finalized and things would be different. I would have been able to officially move on with my
new family and not worry about who got their “feathers” ruffled. The bottom line is these things
were for the kids. I have ALWAYS been of the opinion, “Having four parents instead of two could
be an incredible gift to the children if we all do our jobs correctly.” Hey, we can’t have too many
people love our kids right? I recall at the end of the evening there was some discussion about taking
the kids to dinner but we didn’t end up doing so. I buckled the kids into Tristan’s back seat and
kissed them good bye.
You asked about Brent’s Little League games that I attended in June of 2000. The only reason
you knew of that one is because my mom happened to be there with her camera that game.
Unfortunately, you never think that something like this is going to happen and you will always have
plenty of time to take photos in the future. As I recall Brent played like a 15-16 game schedule. Most
of those games in May and June. The kids would play 1-2 games a week. There were a number of
teams so it varied. Most of the games were played at Roger Allen Field in Rochester. The Little
League season was pretty much wrapping up when I got heavily involved with Amanda. I don’t
believe that she or Kassidy ever went to a game with me there.
October 4, 2010 (233)
Response to 274 and misc.

I am labeling this letter #233 even though I am not sure where I left off. It’s been over a week
since I’ve typed a response to you and I don’t know where I left off. While on the subject, it appears
that I have written two letters to you as #225. One of them, handwritten and you responded to as part
of your #285 and a typed version that you responded to in your #290. I just didn’t want you to get
confused when you try to scan them in for the letters project. (Similar to the two Jan. 20th letters
we discussed at our last visit.)
Enclosed with this letter will be my letter to Gray Fitzgerald after reading his book. Also a
second letter I received from AB, a supporter from Rochester and my response. AB is not ready to go
public with her support yet, but it is clear that she is very sharp, has done her homework and has
some clear memories of events that I had forgotten about. I spent some time early this morning going
through some recent letters from you that I had responded to and also all the letters still waiting for
response. In doing so, I noticed several misc. items that I wanted to comment on or question. In no
particular order:
Chronology addition- Unfortunately I could not find the most recent Yankees schedule that you
sent me so I cannot tell you the opponent at the game we watched, but we now know from the
panoramic photograph of Amanda and I at a bar in NY City that we were there to watch the Yankees
play a game on the weekend of Aug. 20, 2000. The date on the photo says Aug. 21 but I believe that
the date of the photo was off by one day and should have been Aug. 20. As Jeremy explained several
months ago, we stayed right in NY City vs. the NJ hotel we typically stayed at because it was a
weekend and the weekend rate in Manhattan was actually cheaper than the weekday. I believe we
drove there on Sunday, had dinner went out that evening and left for NH the next day. That would
mean we either saw a Sunday or Monday game. Perhaps emailing Jeremy that we have nailed down
the weekend will help jog his memory. I am quite certain that we did not go out Monday evening as
the photo depicts, as we were heading home then. Either way, it is another two days we can fill into
the chronology. August was a pretty busy month for us.
Letters 264 and 265 were about the photos of Kassidy that you pulled from Ancestry.com. You
mentioned that those photos are no longer on the site but you have them downloaded and will save
them to our site. My question is: will they display on our site clearly? For some reasons the photos
you sent me from that site were all very blurry. I don’t know if that is how they show up, if it was a
printer problem of some sort or if it is something that was caused because the photos have been
shared with so many sites. If they are in fact as blurry on the site as they were on the printed copies
I received we should consider not using them.
We spoke at our last visit about the two Jan. 20th letters (mentioned above). I’m hopeful, as you
are, that is a single incident of lost info. I’m sorry I couldn’t help. For the letters project, I make
corrections right on the paper and mail back to you without keeping a photocopy for myself because
I make my changes so close to the margins that a photocopier wouldn’t pick up the additions. Had I
kept copies here, it would have been no problem.
You asked if I wanted you to purchase more of the paper that already has been “3-hole punched.”
Thank you but the plain paper was fine. I was just saying that the 3-hole paper mistake couldn’t have
happened at a better time because it was when you were sending me all of the Pam and Jackie series
photos for identification, and I was planning to 3-hole punch and save the photos anyway.
I watched a movie last night titled “HOTEL RWANDA.” It was made several years ago and
was about the terrible genocide that happened there in the early 1990’s while the rest of the world sat
back and did nothing! It was a gut wrenching movie, and if you haven’t seen it, I recommend it. The
reason I bring this up is that one of the reporters had a quote in the movie that immediately struck
me. He was describing some of the horrors he had photographed. When he was asked about if he
thought his pictures would make a difference to the rest of the world when they saw them. He looked
the person who asked the question in the eye and said something to the effect of, “No, I don’t. I
think people will look up from their dinner table and say, ‘Oh that is so terrible’ and then go right
back to eating their steak.” It is likely a common fear shared by many when you have to be
dependent on others for things such as your life, safety, and freedom from a wrongful conviction.

I just reread the case you sent me as part of your letter #262. It was on the subject of actual
innocence. The case, Greg Gaylor v. Starbranch, Soldati,and Jeffco, was filed by a NH inmate. I just
thought it was kind of ironic, because when you asked me two weeks ago during our visit for names
of reputable NH attorneys I named two from the seacoast area in addition to Alan. Lincoln Soldati
was one and Stephen Jeffco was the other.
I forgot to ask how your meeting with Claudia Whitman went when you met her and another
inmate at the Bridgewater State Prison. I’m just curious. Sad to hear about others in similar situation
I find myself in. When will the truth start mattering more than wins and losses? You are correct, in
that the American public is becoming more aware of wrongful convictions, but it still takes far too
long to get them corrected. A large percent of society puts tremendous faith in our police and courts.
Many of these folks still don’t believe that these mistakes happen.
In your letter #285 you mentioned one good news/bad news aspect about going to good schools
is that you meet people who become rich and famous. How about alumni of the same schools that
were in a different class???? I believe the founder of Facebook, Mark Zuckerberg, went to Phillips
Exeter. He is very rich and pretty famous. He recently donated $100 million to a struggling school
district in New Jersey. I wonder how he feels about donating to the wrongly convicted? Hmmm....
Has Mrs. Edgar responded yet to the email that you sent her about the photographs? Hopefully,
your meeting with Susan Nagelsen went well. I’m sure you will fill me in. I have not received a
response letter from David Rothstein, about the names of the students who I met with, and who will
be working on my appeal. I know that you emailed him right after and he responded that he would
pass the website onto them. I think you and I view these students in a similar manner. If they check
out the website and became interested, they could be future resources. Who better to blow something
wide open than a recent college graduate with lots of energy and a fresh set of eyes. I guess the
lesson in this is for you and I to communicate better to avoid duplicating efforts and also to
determine which of us is the better person to tackle each issue. In this instance, it would likely have
been me as I have been working with David for several years and am his current client for federal
court appeal. I don’t want to ask again and seem desperate or annoying so I step back for a bit and
see if I have another opportunity to meet them.
After our discussion at your visit and giving it more thought, I am ok when you get to editing
letters again to include on the website, I’m ok with including the information I shared with you about
the tragic mistake and loss of Amanda’s personal possessions, most significantly, all the photos and
video of Kassidy that were accidentally destroyed in the fire in Vernon, VT. It was clearly my fault
and was upsetting to so many people that I wanted to provide no reminders but it was clear from your
letter that you understand the sensitivity and you make some really good points of why we should
include this information. The bottom line is, it is part of the story.
While on the same subject, in letter #285 you are responding to something I asked you. It was in
regard to some of the articles written about my case. I have a mistrust and distaste for the media. I
think they are the number one vehicle presenting incorrect information and generating hysteria in the
general public on many issues. It’s hard to ever get people to look at the facts if you have been
wrongly convicted largely because the media has “fed” them information that is one sided and a large
percentage is highly inaccurate, for so long. I feel it’s ok for people to know my opinions on this
issue. If a person reads this far into the letters section they deserve to know how I truly feel. If it
happens to be a reporter that reads it, I say, “There is no reason to personalize as long as you have
integrity and printing the actual truth matters more than selling some newspapers.
Having said this, I don’t want you to think I don’t listen to or appreciate much of what you have
to say. In fact, I have been giving a lot of thought about our conversation about my use of the word
girls as opposed to referring to females as women. It’s so weird how different a single word can be
perceived. I appreciate your feedback on the issue as the last thing I want to do is insult someone.

Looking back over some of the past letters I wrote you, I was unaware how often I referred to
females as girls. I am going to make every effort in the future to use the term woman instead. I
appreciate the clarification. I would regret it if I didn’t at least take a second and explain why I
believe I use the term girl instead of woman. First, most of the women I write to you about were 17,
18, and 19 year old girls when I knew them. Time kind of stands still when you are in prison,
especially when I haven’t seen many of them since then. I am often writing about the past and in the
past they were girls. I’m nearly 40, yet I still find myself feeling like a young 20 something at times.
Second, I guess I have a mental block. Using the woman sounds so “old” to me. Most females I
know want to remain young and girl sounds much younger. I can certainly see how calling a 50 year
old woman a girl can be insulting to her but ...30 something ... I guess it just goes to show how little I
truly know about women. Anyway, point taken. Insulting people is never my goal so now I will be
more aware.
Ok, with all my miscellaneous notes out of the way, time to begin answering your questions from
#274.
I have not heard from Anne Gildea. I likely won’t hear from her until Christmas. With Anne this
case means very little, and she’s had a month to check out the website if she is going to. If you want
to try and contact her about our working relationship or whatever, it won’t hurt anything. Likewise, I
have not heard from Glen Varney since I wrote him a letter. You may want to try and call him again.
I don’t know. I wouldn’t suggest it other than we spent quite a bit of time together in the summer of
2000. He likely saw Kassidy no less than 10 times between me taking kids out on boat and cookouts
and things at his place.
You asked about the surgery I had while at Children’s Hospital in Boston as a 4 year old child. I
believe the name of it was Hypospadious. I was born with a condition that affected my urinary tract. I
believe I was in the hospital for 10 days so it was fairly serious, even in the 1970’s.
Regarding Becky and other women members of our team, thank you for your clarification and
input. I’m ok with you sharing any opinion you have. I just always want to understand where it
comes from.
Oh wow, right here in your letter 274 you are responding to my #210 about the Vermont fire
story. You said here, “I’m inclined to treat it like everything else: innocent man, hopeful, if not
confident of being cleared, seeing Amanda out of love and concern but fearful of apprehension,
overreacted, along with brother, to fear that the police were coming.” My explanation of what
happened along with your summary here pretty much tells the story. As I said to you many times
before, “Anything that could go wrong in this case, did...”
The Wikipedia pages you sent me with photos of the game, “Operation,” are in fact the game I
played with Kyle and Brent. I can’t believe you have never played the game with your grandchildren.
You don’t know what you are missing, my friend. The boys loved this game. Especially when they
were able to successfully pull out a bone without making the nose light up and the game buzz and
daddy couldn’t.
You asked about the “Parents” magazine that Tristan took a photo of at the Family Strength
office during one of our supervised visits in 2001. Yes, I brought the magazine with me to the visit.
Tristan and I communicated very well then regarding the boys. I was a subscriber for several years
prior to this. I would bring the magazine from time to time if something in it pertained to the boys,
and if I wanted to pass it off to Tristan as she also read then. I brought it at least once because I
wanted to point something out that the “experts” were saying to Alex. I cannot recall the issue but
I remember it being a little confusing to me and I wanted clarification because I think she told me
something slightly contradictory.

I should have seen that this was going to be your next line of questions... :) You asked about
magazine subscriptions, and books I read about relationships and parenting, tape programs,
newspapers at home or work, etc. Where to begin... Well, let me start by saying that I have always
tried to read a lot. My motto has been “knowledge is power” since I was little. It’s kind of funny.
Tristan and one of her girlfriends would be studying for a college exam from time to time in the
living room after the boys were asleep, asking each other questions. I would be sitting in my office or
occasionally walking through the living room and blurt out the occasional answer they were
struggling with. Tristan would look it up, see I was correct and call me “nerd” with a big smile.
Those were the days... Anyway, most of these answers I knew because I read a lot. When I got
involved with Tristan, and it was clear things were becoming serious I would purchase parenting
magazines at times while at the grocery store.
She had a young son, Brent, and if I was going to be a father figure I wanted to do the best job
that I could. I got good ideas of things to do, parenting tips, etc. Tristan and I subscribed to some of
the best. “Parenting,” “Parent,” and “Child” after Kyle was born. There was a bookstore at the Lilac
Mall and I shopped mostly in the “parenting” or “self-help” section. I read quite a bit after Kyle was
born.
I know that my mom recently found a tub of some of my old books and things and is setting it
aside for you. Much of that stuff was picked over after I came to prison. I wanted everyone to have
something that was mine. Hopefully there will be some of it in there so I can give you exact titles.
We will revisit again after you’ve browsed.
I have always been interested in self-help information. Since my earliest days as a McDonald’s
manager I have been listening to cassettes of people like Richard Tosti. I think my interest started
when, as a young child, I found some business tapes in my father’s dresser. My dad was my hero and
if he thought it was good to listen to them then I should too. Sometime in the 1990’ s Peter Napoli
brought all of the supervisors and several of the restaurant managers tickets to an all star cast of
speakers at the then-named Fleet Center in Boston. It was awesome. I can’t remember
all of the speakers, but I enjoyed it immensely. Drew Bledsoe, Zig Ziggler, Ben or Jerry from the
Ben & Jerry’s Ice Cream franchise (I think Ben. He was awesome) Christopher Reeves, possibly
Tony Robbins and many others. I remember purchasing several tape seminars. One was on
enhancing your relationship with your spouse and one 10 tape program was on parenting, I believe. I
used to listen to them in my car in between restaurants as I was traveling. It’s always been important
to me to be the best person I can be. It didn’t matter if it was as a father, brother, son, employer,
friend, etc. If someone had a suggestion that I felt made sense, I would try to incorporate it into my
life.
Kyle has always been with my parents on Labor Day weekend as he has yet to miss the Guilford
Fair. I am not sure when school started for him at Cross Road that year. Asking Mrs. Edgar is
probably your best bet. It’s funny that Yokens was a favorite of your in-laws when you were in
Portsmouth. After I came to prison and Amanda was living at our house in Rochester, she was
working as a waitress at Yokens.

Ok, about my comment calling you a stubborn mule.... (LOL) The reason I wanted you to watch
and listen to that Rhianna/Eminem video for “LOVE THE WAY YOU LIE” was because of the
extreme passion displayed between the characters, but also the violence. She’s spitting at him one
moment and kissing him the next. It goes to the extreme on both ends of the spectrum. Amanda and I
were never as violent as what was depicted, but there were times where I could have punched a wall.
The video was a good depiction. Hard to describe. No biggie. You have the lyrics and they are
passionate enough. You talked about the two electric meters at my house. I don’t believe that there
was ever a split of my house into two apartments. I’m pretty sure that the second electric meter was
because when I purchased the house there was an electric hot water heater and I think it had its own
meter. Either that or there was something about when the electric service was updated to 200 amp
another meter was put in. I’m pretty sure it was the hot water heater though. Yes, there was a small
metal awning over the side door when I purchased the house. It was very cheap looking and once
during a wind storm one of the slats came off. It was my ultimate plan to re-side the house with
vinyl, so I ripped the entire thing off and was going to have a wood and shingle awning made.
Joe Lincoln’s sister, Stacy, worked for me. I am not sure what her last name is now. You can try
to contact her if you’d like. I don’t know how she’d respond. You can try Joe Lincoln if you’d like,
but I don’t expect anything good to come of it. He and I did not like each other. Hopefully, though,
he would tell you the truth, that I was always good to Brent. After my arrest, he had the upper hand,
and we met at the Dunkin Donuts in Rochester where he acknowledged that I was always good with
Brent. I requested the meeting with Joe because I loved Brent and missed him. I wanted him to be
OK with me seeing him at the Family Strength meetings. I have to give him credit he never put up a
stink about it. I wish I had treated him nicer and been less judgmental. He isn’t a bad guy and has
done well by Brent over the past 10 years.
I’m not sure which Michelle Labrie, from your list, to start with. Raymond Labrie in Wakefield
is likely related. I’m guessing she is at least 30 now. Only 4 listed. I guess you could try them all.
You can let her know that Travis, Renee, and others are on board.
Gina Garcia (maiden Fortier I believe) would be ok to call. I’m not sure about Jim Kennedy Jr.
Becky likely wouldn’t know Samantha but Renee and others will.
October 5, 2010 (234)
Questions for Amanda
While reviewing the later half of the letters project I found many references to questions that
needed to be asked of Amanda for clarification purposes or general knowledge. Certainly some of
these would be great in a deposition. Most are questions that you have asked me. Many of them, I
just don’t know the answer. I will put what I recall of the event in italics. In any event, I wanted to
put them in one spot so that you would have them together for when you make contact. Obviously,
some questions are more important than others. I know that you already have many that I provided
that would be helpful. Please enclose these in your “Amanda” file.
1. Do you recall Jeff bringing Kassidy home with make-up on her face covering a bruise?
(Letters from New Hampshire Sate Prison page 240 “Mama’s here” Kassidy fall from bed) My
recollection of the event is that Jeff brought Kassidy to our house sometime in October and she had
make up in a couple of spots on her face. I don’t know what had caused the bruises. Jeff had to go
somewhere in public with Kassidy and didn’t want to be questioned about them. I believe Jeff had
Kassidy overnight and was returning her home. Amanda was home working on the survey project as
I recall. Jeff had to come to Rochester or Dover for some reason and that is the reason he was
dropping Kassidy off vs. Amanda going to get her.
2. What did you do with your brothers, Josh and Scott, when they stayed with you and Chad in
Rochester in the summer of 2000? I recall Josh staying longer than Scottie. I know we walked to
Lone Oaks to get ice cream all together. I know I purchased tickets so that Amanda could take them
all to Water Country. I couldn’t attend as I was busy at work. We have some photographs of that

trip. I also know that we grilled on the BBQ and ate dinner together in the dining room. This was the
time that Kassidy heard Amanda’s brothers call her Mandy so she repeated it. Amanda said, “No, to
you I’m ‘mama’ “ Amanda went to the kitchen to get one of the boys some more juice and Kassidy
whispered quietly, “Mandy” and we all burst out laughing. We played ball in the front yard I also
recall giving Amanda some money and she took her brothers shopping. I think she bought them
clothes or sneakers. She was pretty happy to be able to do something nice for them. I’m not sure
what she did with the boys during the day most days. You will have to ask her.
3. Amanda summarize Dec. 2000 interview with NH AG’s and Jim White. Interview was
paraphrased rather than recorded. (Pg. 217 of letters).
4. Did you go to both the York and Portsmouth Hospitals upon finding out something happened
to Kassidy? (from Jen?)
5. What do you recall about the night of Nov. 9th after you left the police station and drove back
to Jeff and Jen’s apartment with them? At the time she told me Jeff instructed her to stay in the car
and then he went in to get some clothes as they were going to stay in a hotel that evening. Jeff was in
the house for 15 minutes or so and never came out with clothes.
6. Page 229 of letters- You went to Olympia Sports and met your friend, Shannon, there at some
point with Kassidy? Do you recall when that was? Who else might have been there, (another child)
or anything else about that visit?
7. Melissa Chick testified at Chad’s trial that she had watched Kassidy once during the summer
(August) and during this overnight visit, she bathed Kassidy and noticed bruises all over her
stomach. Chad recalls that you and Melissa were not in communication with each other through
much of the summer and in fact, you didn’t even see her until after she started working at the “Y” in
Sanford. Melissa started working at the Y in Sept/ Oct. Do you recall when you first saw Melissa
during that June to November 2000 time frame? If it is true that Amanda didn’t see Melissa until she
ran into her and Tracy Foley at the Y around the time of Chad’s birthday, then Melissa could not
have bathed Kassidy during the summer.
8. Letters page 236- I know that you testified that Chad NEVER hit you. In fact, Chad has
described your play as more violent than your disagreements. Chad said that the two of you loved to
wrestle on the bed, chase each other around the house, splash water from the sink, pillow fight, etc.
He describes you as being very fun loving and tough. Is this a fair characterization?
9. Page 211 of letters. Trip to York’s Wild Animal Kingdom. Chad believes that after you left
the park you and he took Kyle and Kassidy for a drive to York Beach. Do you recall this? Chad had
several photos of your day at York’s in his possession. I also found that your mom had several others
from the same outing posted on ancestry.com. Chad says there are still a dozen or so missing from
that day. Do you have any idea where some of those photos are?
10. As part of the Aspire program you went to the Maine DSS office from time to time. Chad
recalls that you took Kassidy on those occasions. Do you recall when the last visit there might have
been?
11. There was some discovery information that you either had a doctor’s appointment or an
actual appointment with a daycare that you canceled at Chad’s request. Do you recall if or when that
may have happened? (Nov. 1 time frame. page 194 of “letters.”)
12. Chad recalls that your friend, Emily Conley, was pregnant and that you went with her and
Kassidy to one of Emily’s pre-birth doctor’s appointments. Chad believes that Kassidy had bruises
on her cheeks and that he cautioned you about taking her into a doctor’s office in that condition.
Might this be the origin of the allegation that Chad tried preventing you from taking Kassidy in
public and this is the alleged reason Jeff and Jen watched Kassidy?
13. You took three trips to Texas to stay with your friend Cathy Nurenberg. As I understand it
the first trip was paid for by the state of NH. And then they paid for your return so that you could be
interviewed by the AG’s office in December of2000. It’s the second and third trips I am unsure of
Can you recall any details from the next two trips? I’m not sure how the second trip was paid for but
I believe Vanessa took her to Logan Airport early one morning. Amanda couldn’t stand being away
and came back soon after. Not sure how. The third trip, I knew nothing about. Amanda sold her car

to Bruce and Michelle Truell and they brought her to the airport. She then called me and I wired her
money to come home about a week later. We missed each other and it was killing us to be apart.
Jeremy went with me to pick her up.
14. Chad has a vague recollection of you and he catching a movie at the Lilac Theatre after
Travis moved in to the basement. Chad felt the kids might have been in bed and Travis stayed with
them for the evening. Do you recall at all?
15. As you know, we are fighting for an innocent man’s life. Photo’s help tell the story. It is
obvious from the photographs that there was a lot of love and passion between you and Chad. These
photos certainly contradict the state’s implication that your relationship was about control rather than
love.
16. I recently met Chad and Linda Dalessandri, the owners of Linda’s childcare in Lebanon
Maine. They informed me that they watched Kyle until he started going to Crossroad’s in the fall of
2000. I know that you sometimes brought Kyle to Cross Road in the fall of 2000. Do you recall ever
bringing Kyle to daycare in the summer of 2000?
17. When we spoke previously, you couldn’t recall when you had taken Kyle to the doctor but were
sure you had at some point. Do you have any memory if Chad was with you and perhaps Kassidy?
I’m fairly certain I took Kyle to the doctor once and she or Mandy Allard were there with me. I
believe I had to get to one of my restaurants and at the conclusion of the appointment Mandy or
Amanda took Kyle home for me.
I know there are other questions but these are some that I thought of or stuck out to me as I was
reading the letters. Hopefully we can obtain some helpful information.
October 6, 2010 (235)
Response to #276
You asked about my conversation with the nurse in regards to Kassidy’s injuries. I believe I
stated that Dr. Baden stated Kassidy died of injuries that were inflicted the morning of her death. I
would have to check back to Dr. Baden’s exact testimony in the transcripts to see his actual words
but this assertion was the basis of my defense. I recall clearly that while sitting in the interview
room off the side of the courtroom with Dr. Baden, either during a break or while waiting for him to
be called to testify, he said, “The child died from injuries inflicted on her no more than two hours
prior to her death.” This is a very strong statement. Where I am not sure if Dr. Baden stated the same
during his testimony under oath it should be looked into. You asked if he possibly said,
“may have been inflicted” or “likely had been inflicted.” I will stipulate to “likely had been inflicted”
if you prefer. I don’t believe I heard the words “may have” nor do I think they are strong enough to
capture Dr. Baden’s reaction while sitting in the interview room. It’s hard to describe but during
breaks is when I did my best listening. The courtroom was full of people, reporters, and
cameras trying to catch my every move. Often during the proceedings I found myself in a haze,
thinking, “can all of this really be happening?” no matter how hard I tried to listen. Focus was a
problem for me under those circumstances.
You asked about the motorcycle club party on Saturday August 12, 2000 that Amanda and I
attended. Was that the first time you recall Jeff or Jen having Kassidy overnight? I believe it was the
first overnight for Kassidy, since I met Amanda. Most of the time, Kassidy went to Jackie’s to be
babysat for overnight stays. After Jackie had her surgery in late August, 1 think Jen and Jeff had
Kassidy more often for overnights when necessary. Other than that Oct-26-28 period where Jeff kept
Kassidy (when she “fell” out of his truck window), I can’t think of another time they had her for
more than one overnight in a row.
You asked about times when Travis may have babysat Kassidy for a short while. I identified one
in an earlier letter- the time I had to run to the Rochester McDonald’s to start a piece of equipment. (I
believe it was a fryolator.) I was back within a half hour. The other time that Travis MAY have
watched Kassidy and Kyle is while Amanda and I went to the movies. This would have been when
the kids were already in bed. We mostly rented movies and watched them at home but I do recall
going with her once to see a movie.

We would have seen the movie at the Lilac Mall Cinema. I have looked over the list of movies
that you sent and. checked off the movies I recalled seeing. Unfortunately, I cannot recall if I saw
them in 2000 or later on video. If Travis did watch the kids for us it would have been sometime
between Sept. 15, 2000 - Nov. 1, 2000, because this is when Travis lived with us. We never took the
children to a movie because at that time we both thought they were too young. The first movie Kyle
ever saw in a theatre was “Shrek” the following summer. It’s a great memory I have. I took Kyle to
see “Shrek.” I loved watching him experience this. Popcorn and peanut butter cups in his lap and big
eyes staring up at the screen in amazement. I’m sorry I can’t be more helpful than narrowing down
the date of when Amanda and I would have seen a movie at the Lilac Mall.
Early last week I was responding to a September 24, 2010 letter that I received from a friend of
mine and after I wrote the letter it occurred to me that I shared some information with her that I never
had you. At times it’s easier in the course of conversation to open up to a friend than it is when I am
responding to your inquiries. Upon proofreading it, I thought about my life being an “open book” and
realized that I really should share it with you too. Nothing major but it may provide some other clue
into the workings of my mind. The friend and I were corresponding about abuse and I was
expressing the terrible feelings I have about some of the ways I treated Tristan. It’s easier to look at
things in hindsight and wish that you had done things differently. The problem is you can’t. Even if I
leave here tomorrow, I have to live forever with the knowledge that I lost control of my emotions at
times and. hurt the woman I loved. I felt such passion for Tristan and wanted everything to be
perfect. Abuse is abuse no matter if it is verbal, emotional, or physical, it is always wrong. Any type
of abuse boils down to a person thinking it is ok to force their will upon someone else. Who the hell
was 1 to do something like this? Even when I felt that I had the best intentions I needed to have the
ability to step back and look if I was infringing on Tristan’s rights. It pains me greatly to say that I
failed Tristan in this area. I wish I had the tools and insight I have about myself now, back then.
This is one of those key areas of my life that I need to find a perfect balance in order to help
Kyle. He is such a great kid. I want him to avoid some of the stupid mistakes and poor decisions that
I made. I certainly want him to understand that domestic violence or violence against anyone is not
ok. Thank God, Kyle and I are able to talk open and honestly. I will never lie to him and. as hard and
as shameful as it is. I will use my mistakes as an example for him about what is not acceptable. A
big part of life is making and then learning from your own mistakes. It is my goal to stand on the
“sidelines” as much as possible as he grows but this is one area I hope to help him completely avoid.
The thing that I had never shared prior to disclosing to my pen pal and now to you Morrison, is
how the things that happened between Tristan and me still haunt me. Sadly, Tristan and I are no
longer close. Within the last 2-3 years we have drifted apart. I’m not sure what exactly has caused it.
Many former spouses become angry once you go to prison because they are left to do the majority of
supporting and raising of the children themselves. Others get used to the way things are. You are
gone a number of years and. you and your interaction as they knew it are no longer part of life. Still
others relive past abuses and anger festers inside them finally coming to a head. I suspect my
relationship with Tristan has fallen apart because of all three. It wasn’t always this way. Tristan was
my biggest supporter. For the first 5+ years, she brought the boys up to see me, knew this was
bullshit. Despite my history with her, Tristan knew I would never hurt a child, etc. Tristan and I
even spoke several years ago about how different things would be if we were married now. I had a
lot of growing up to do and I was glad that she was able to recognize that I had done some. That all
seems like it was a million years ago now. All I can do is keep trying and showing her that I am a
different person than she married 14 years ago. She has forgiven me for my mistakes but I cannot
forgive myself.

I have a hard time letting it go and forgiving myself for my mistakes. I have a hard time dealing
with the fact that I was a person that could lose control and hurt the woman that I love. I hate that I
lost her trust, no doubt made her feel badly about herself, and that I mistreated the mother of my
child, the lady that I stood before God and shared vows with, in any fashion. It’s been 12 almost 13
years now and I still wonder what made me think even for a minute that my actions were acceptable.
I know it was many years ago and I can’t go back and change those moments in time so I have to
move on, but I can’t. I was supposed to be better than this. On occasion my mind will just go back to
these events like they just happened 5 minutes ago. It’s haunting. A chill crawls up my spine and I
get all choked up. I want to get on the phone with Tristan in those moments and apologize again.
“Please forgive me Tristan, I am so sorry. I loved you so much and failed to show you. I’m so sorry
for every bad word that escaped my lips or action that was anything but loving.” Tristan and I don’t
talk anymore so I can’t. Likely, even if I did, it would just make things worse. This is my baggage. I
don’t want to burden her with it and if she isn’t thinking about it or feeling residual pain, thank God!
Ok, so you can see that I am totally loony, forgiveness of myself has always been a problem for
me. Maybe it’s because events like the failure of my marriage and some of the things I did to Tristan
and how I acted shouldn’t be forgiven. Other things, like the example I am about to share, perhaps
forgiveness is a problem because a lesson should have been learned and it stays in your mind
so you never repeat the same mistake.
When we were small children my grandparents would take my brother, Jason, and I on “Sunday
drives.” It was the excitement for my grandfather after he spent the entire week working hard on the
dairy farm. They would load us into the car and we would tour the countryside, or at least as far as
the gas tank would take us. Jason and I didn’t mind these trips because we got to spend time with
Gram and Gramp, and they always took us to lunch. One particular Sunday, When Jason and I were
approximately 5 & 6 years old, we stopped at a diner to eat lunch. Gram told us if we ate all of our
lunch we could order dessert. I was so excited. I finished lunch and ordered a piece of pie. Jason
however, had one bite of hamburger left that he couldn’t finish so he wasn’t allowed to order
dessert. He started crying and with big tears in his eyes he asked me if I would finish his bite for him
I was pretty oblivious. I was happily eating away at my piece of pie and couldn’t possibly eat a bite
of hamburger now or I wouldn’t be able to finish the pie. So Jason didn’t get dessert that day despite
how hard he cried.
In hindsight, my grandparents weren’t mean in any respect. Actually they were some of the
kindest people in the world. They lived through the Great Depression and were likely trying to teach
us a lesson. But, at that time it was painful. It dawned on me sometime after we left the diner that I
had failed my little buddy. Jason looked up to me in every way and because of my selfishness I
couldn’t help him out as big brothers are supposed to do.
(Ok Morrison, here is where the loony comes in.) It’s been over 30 years since this Sunday drive
occurred and yet even today, I get a lump in my throat when I think back to it. It doesn’t make any
sense. It was just a dumb hamburger. I have talked to Jason about it probably 100 times since then.
Each time, he rolls his eyes and says, “Geez Chad, it was forever ago. I forgive you, forget about
it.” Tears form in my eyes and I start giggle- laughing as I start to explain, as you only do when you
know that you are being irrational and feel a bit silly. I express my remorse and finally Jason and I
hug and laugh. I can’t forgive myself for feeling like I failed my baby brother. I can’t forgive myself
for ever hurting Tristan in any fashion, and I can’t forgive myself for failing Kassidy.
Of course, there are other failures in my life that I regret but these are the three that come to my
mind the most.
As I said in the beginning, nothing real earth shattering here but I felt like I was being dishonest
with you by not sharing it with you and instead sharing it with someone else.
Sincerely,
October 6, 2010 (235a)
I received your letter #295 tonight. It is really a sad situation with Jackie. I wish I could just sit
with her face to face.

After last night’s letter, I got to thinking. I don’t know exactly what I was expecting, but it seems
odd (at least a little) that the majority of my supporters that are not related to me are women. Many
mom’s with young children. I guess this is the last demographic I expected help from.
If we want to get help from people, we cannot understate the impact that these DNA test results
will have. The more info we find out about them, the more I am convinced of their value.
Kassidy had blood under every single fingernail! The only abrasion Kassidy had, before she left
our home on the morning of the 9th was the small scratch under her eye that the kitten did, and which
Amanda witnessed several nights previous. Also, there was the soreness on her lower lip which I
saw after giving her a bath the previous night and which led me to skip the brushing of her teeth. At
the time, that sore, whatever it was, or its source, was not bloody.
October 11, 2010 (236)
Thank you for sharing some of the communication you have had with Jackie Conley. I’m not
even sure how to refer to her. I feel that I should be referring to her as Mrs. Conley out of respect, but
she was introduced to me as Jackie, so I guess that is what I’ll use. I read what she sent with such a
heavy heart. I could feel Jackie’s grief leaping off the page. It’s obvious from her writing and values
that she is a different person than I was led to believe. I’m ashamed to admit that I let Jeff and his
horrible stories about Jackie affect my opinion versus forming my own. I wish I had gotten
to know her better then. I hope to be able to speak to her someday. So much misinformation. Even
from the small amount you’ve shared with me, I feel I’ve learned so much that I never knew. Some
of it would have been very helpful to know 10 years ago and would have likely altered history a bit,
and certainly some of my decision making.
I had no idea that Jackie was so involved with Kassidy’s life from the time she was born. It was
obvious from the two times I was at their house in Auburn that Jackie loved Kassidy very much but I
thought it was just a natural grandmotherly love. I had no idea that Jackie had been such an integral
part of Kassidy’s life, raising her for a time. The only thing that Amanda shared with me was that
after giving birth to Kassidy, she suffered from post-partum depression and that Jackie helped her in
the beginning. Thus, this information shed some light for me. When Amanda and
Kassidy came to live with us in Rochester, Kassidy wasn’t only getting used to me, a new house, a
potential new sibling in Kyle, but also time alone with Amanda as well as the loss of someone who
was a motherly figure to her in Jackie. No wonder there were some things I had never experienced
before when we started living together at the end of June beginning of July. Poor Kassidy’s world
had been turned upside down.
It would have been helpful to know also because it may have changed my approach somewhat.
As you and I have discussed many times, Kassidy was Amanda’s daughter and I left most of the
decision making to Amanda altogether. There were times I would interject, or give my opinion, but
typically it was left at that. Obviously, I knew Amanda was a first time mom but I assumed she had
been doing it for 16-17 months.
2. At the time, I believed Amanda was older than she was. Who am I to tell some 20 year old
woman every step of how to raise her daughter? I honestly didn’t know that Amanda was so
inexperienced. I should have stepped up more especially when I sensed from time to time that things
weren’t right. I failed Kassidy. There is no doubt about it. I don’t want this to sound like an excuse
because I don’t mean it as one. It’s more of an explanation of my thought process and what I have
learned in hindsight but I’m well aware that my focus should have been Kassidy’s health and
welfare, above all.

I was hesitant at times to talk with Amanda about some things. Partly because of my past and
partly how she received things. I suspect it was our age difference that I was unaware at the time that
was as large as it was that created problems. At the ages we were in 2000, 10 years was a much
bigger gap than 7 or 8 in stages in life, goals, experience, etc. Amanda is a spirited woman to start
with and doesn’t like to take anything she perceives as criticism from anyone, especially when she
may already be sensitive to an age gap with her boyfriend. I think she wanted to prove to me she was
old enough for us to make it work. I never liked upsetting Amanda, and telling her how she should
do something was a sure way to accomplish this. The reality is, Amanda likely looked to me for
guidance, and I should have found a way to provide it that was not offensive to her. I can think of a
ton now, “Hey, maybe we could try this...” or “What do you think of this idea?” Unfortunately, in
2000, it appears that I had my head too far up my ass to think outside the box.
My bad on characterizing the message Jackie left on our answering machine as nasty. I wasn’t
aware that Amanda just dropped Kassidy off and didn’t explain that we were going to Martha’s
Vineyard for 3-4 days. We made the plans several weeks in advance of the trip and I made
arrangements for Kyle, and Amanda was making them for Kassidy.
I recall asking Amanda if she had spoken with her mom approximately a week before we
departed and Amanda assured me she had. Now knowing that this is how things transpired, it’s
understandable that Jackie was frustrated. In fact, I believe in Jackie’s message she was reminding
Amanda that Kassidy was her daughter, which would make sense with the responsibility Jackie
wanted Amanda to feel.
With regards to playing ball with Scott. I certainly wasn’t trying to insinuate that I knew Scott
better than his own mom knows him. I was just trying to say we had fun playing ball together.
Especially I thought, that first time at their house in Auburn. Scott was a great kid. I had a blast
pitching to him and helping him with his swing. It would be hard for me to tell at 6 or 7 years old that
he was the “outdoorsman” type. It’s too bad I didn’t have the opportunity to get to know him better
as I loved these activities like: hiking, camping, 4 wheeling, biking, etc. We all would have
had so much fun I’m sure.
I have to agree with Jackie’s assessment on money. There are much more important things in a
family than money. I was raised in a similar fashion as she described. We were always loved, cared
for, clothed, and well fed. We did not have every material thing that we desired and that was ok. I
certainly wasn’t trying to offend anyone when I spoke of Amanda happily purchasing a few items for
the boys. I wish I had known those letters were going to be published as I likely wouldn’t have
written this knowing it could create hurt feelings. My point of sharing that with you, Morrison, was
as an example of Amanda’s generous nature and her feeling good about being able to “give back” so
to speak. I know that Amanda appreciated all that her mom had done for her all her life and was
happy to be able to do something that she thought was helpful. I made a pretty good living then, and
was pretty happy to share it with those that I cared about. I’ve always gotten the most joy from the
small things in life and to me that involved doing for others. Watching Kassidy’s eyes light up when
I would sneak home with some Chocolate Munchkins for her. Seeing Amanda smile when I would
bring her home her favorite rice pudding or leave a Drake’s Cherry Pie on the front seat of her car.
Watching Kyle jump up and down when I would pick him up from school with a package of Swedish
Fish. These are a few examples of the things that were small but meaningful. Gifts no matter how big
or small weren’t about the item. Rather, they were about showing the person you love how well you
know them.

Until your letter I had no idea that Jackie believed Amanda was living with Jen. I was also
unaware that Jackie did not approve of Amanda living with me nor Jen living with Jeff. Things with
Amanda and I moved very quickly. I fell in love with her hard and fast. Amanda never shared with
me any displeasure on her mother’s part. Had I known, I would have likely insisted we slow down a
bit. It was important to me that Amanda’s parents approved of me. Especially if I hoped to have any
type of future with their daughter. This is precisely why I felt uncomfortable staying at the Conley’s
home in Auburn the first night that I met them. I was concerned how they would view this. I know
Amanda and I were both adults and it was the year 2000, but I had a lot of traditional values. On both
occasions that I stayed at their Auburn house, Jackie was a very gracious host. The last time I was
there Jackie kindly invited me back and told me to bring Kyle the next time so they could meet him.
This made me feel comfortable. I was happy that she wanted to meet my son. I thought that was very
nice.
I wish many things. Among them, I wish I had made this happen.
You asked about Amanda going to visit her family around October 1st to see the new house they
were moving to. I do recall Amanda going up at some point. I’m glad Jackie remembers it was the
last week in September that she was with Kassidy. Kassidy certainly looked happy in the photo
holding her stuffed bunny. I remember at the time Amanda made the trip, asking if her family needed
any help moving, because it would have been no big deal for me to take the day off and round up a
couple of friends to help. Amanda informed me that they were all set and didn’t need help. I think
it’s important to note that after Oct. 1st or so is when Amanda started to do the survey work for
Bruce Aube, and that is when Jeff started watching Kassidy much more frequently. This is when
problems started happening. My biggest wish, as I have discussed with you in the past, is that I could
have been more focused on Kassidy then. It seems like I was having my attention pulled in so many
different directions then, my own self-doubt, anxious over pending divorce, planning for the future,
RVR’s at work, I was paying attention to everything except the most important thing... It probably
doesn’t matter much, but I would want Jackie to know that I always encouraged Amanda to stay in
contact with her. Occasionally, throughout the summer, Amanda would say something such as she
missed her mom. I ALWAYS encouraged Amanda to go visit or to go pick Jackie up and bring her
to our house for a stay. I was working a lot and I knew Paul was on the road. I thought it would have
been great if Jackie came to stay with us. We had plenty of room and it would give me a chance to
get to know her family better. Amanda would just reply that she was going to call her mom or go
visit her soon. I did the same when Jackie had her surgery. I thought
the proper thing for us to do was to go visit and offer to help in anyway possible.
Unfortunately, the suggestion was never acted upon. I’m sure Amanda called, but we never made
the trip, regretfully. Even when Amanda and I were seeing each other in 2001, in violation of my bail
condition, I always encouraged Amanda to stay in contact with her mom or go visit. Even in the
worst of times, I always encouraged Amanda to keep those bonds because God only gives us one
family. If this experience has taught us anything, it is that you don’t want to be left with regrets.
I’m glad that Jackie found Alison Vachon helpful and comforting during that terrible time in her
life. The only problem I have with anyone from the AG’s or Victim Advocate’s Office is that once
Amanda got away from the police pressure and down with her friend Cathy in Texas, she became
certain that I had nothing to do with Kassidy’s death.
Once this happened, they abandoned Amanda and didn’t help her at all. Amanda gave birth to
Kassidy and these people were acting like, “We’ll be there for you and help you as long as you tell
the story we want told.” How they treated Amanda wasn’t right.
Jackie is correct, I didn’t tell her the truth about the bruise on Kassidy’s lower jaw area, when
she called. Jackie caught me off guard when she called, and I didn’t know how to respond. At first I
didn’t even know it was Jackie I was speaking to. She called looking for Amanda and I had never
spoken to her on the phone before. In fact, it was the first time I recall Jackie calling our house. I
remember she was very soft spoken. Anyway, it was cowardly on my part not telling her the truth
and I regret it. My actions were very wrong. First by doing it, and then not being forthright about

it. I was never as concerned as I should be about the bruises on her jaw or the bruises that she had
here or there coming back from Jeff’s because, 1. Most of the excuses sounded plausible 2. Amanda
assumed Kassidy was anemic, because she said her mom was anemic, and described her mom as
bruising very easily. In hindsight it seems ridiculous that we never brought Kassidy to the doctor to
be checked for anemia. It sounded legitimate so what was my solution? “Hey, I think anemia is
caused by low iron in your blood let’s make sure we are feeding the kids enough red meat.” I don’t
know where the heck I got my medical degree from.
I also agree with Jackie that there is far too much lying going on by MANY people. Jackie
deserves the truth. I know my word won’t mean much to her but if it could give her any measure of
peace, I would certainly answer any question for her.
Regarding putting Kassidy into her bedroom for a time out or nap... Ultimately, I have to take
responsibility because I believe it was me that put Kassidy into her bedroom the first time. I recall
that Kassidy wanted a cookie and Amanda replied, “after dinner,” which was almost ready. Kassidy
become very agitated and even my attempts to distract her with a toy were not successful. Kassidy
started pulling at her hair and screaming. I had honestly never seen anything like it before. All that
kept going through my head was Jeff’s claims about how spoiled, “that kid” is. Jeff would often say
things like, “Jackie spoiled the shit out of her and she needs discipline.” This tantrum certainly
appeared like one from a spoiled child. (Shamefully, I must admit, I was taking parenting
observations from Jeff who had no children.) This was fairly early on, and I thought he knew
Kassidy much better than I did. Jeff certainly had been with Jen much longer than I with Amanda
and he had established relationships with each member of the family where I never had the chance.
This became very clear when the police started doing their interviews and sharing with the
interviewees who they felt was responsible. None of these folks really knew me. Anyway, at this
point, I have no idea what I was thinking. It’s not a very good excuse but as with the times Jeff
would tell me stories about Paul and Jackie, filling my head with all kinds of garbage, he could be
very persuasive. He allegedly had seen with his own eyes how “spoiled” Kassidy was.
Anyway, I picked Kassidy up and brought her to the corner for a 30 second time out. She
freaked even more and threw herself onto the floor. This was in the kitchen where we had very hard
ceramic tiles. I didn’t want her to hurt herself so I scooped her up and carried her upstairs and put her
on her bed. After a minute or so she calmed down and I went in to pick her up. Anytime there was
any form of discipline such as a time out for her or Kyle, it ended with them sitting on my lap where
I could calmly explain why I gave the time out or whatever. I’d follow this with a kiss, hug, and an “I
love you.” Amanda laughed at me saying that Kassidy couldn’t understand what I was saying. I said,
“I know, but she will in time and it’s important to me to be consistent and always explain things.” I
wanted Kassidy to know that it was always about the action and not her personally. I loved Kassidy.
(It was impossible to meet her and not love her. She was adorable.) I wanted her to understand that
love was always unconditional even when certain behaviors weren’t ok. I always wanted what was
best for Kassidy. Was bringing her to the room right or wrong? I don’t know...
I had been sent to my room before as a child and also sent Brent and Kyle in the past when I felt
it necessary. I guess at the time I thought I did the right thing. In hindsight, I’m not so sure. Perhaps
Kassidy was too young and I shouldn’t have used my childhood or Brent and Kyle as the benchmark.
Maybe I should have tried harder to distract her thus, focusing her attention somewhere other than,
“no cookie.” It’s easy to sit here and second guess but at the time I did what I knew.
Looking back, I ask myself, “Who cares if she was a little spoiled, would that be the end of the
world? It’s not like we couldn’t have worked on it over time. What would it have hurt if we just let
her have the damn cookie before dinner? I mean, she was an awesome eater anyway. The magazines
and stuff telling you how to raise your kids aren’t always right either.” Hindsight is a tough thing. I
know I sit here wishing that I had more of the tools that time and reflection seemed to have given me.
All I know for sure is that I loved Kassidy and tried to do the best I could for her.

After this first incident I know that Amanda on occasion would put Kassidy in her bedroom for a
time out. As you may recall, I wrote earlier that I believed that Amanda was doing the vast majority
of the parenting of Kassidy since birth. Where Amanda was just learning, it appears that I taught her
this.
Oh, and this whole sock-in-the-door thing that I have heard about has been blown way out of
proportion. The door needed to be shaved down to close properly. The door wouldn’t close so we
always had a sock in the door so that all the other household noises wouldn’t wake Kassidy up if she
was taking a nap. The door wouldn’t stay shut without the sock. There was a crack in the door so we
could always hear her when she woke up.
I will say that I think people have overstated how often Amanda put Kassidy in the bedroom for
a time out. It happened occasionally but usually only when Kassidy was having the worst of tantrums
or was over tired. Actually, I’m sure I brought her up on a couple of occasions. For the most part
though, this was a last resort thing and lasted for minutes. I can’t speak for when Josh or Scott were
at the house because I was really only there with them for a few hours at night but the majority of the
time Kassidy was only brought to her room for naps and bed time. Occasionally Kassidy would fuss
and cry. What child doesn’t? That is part of growing up. Most evenings, one of us would lie there
with Kassidy and/or Kyle until they fell asleep. In fact, on Nov. 8th I did just that with Kassidy. This
reminds me of something I never told you. I remember when I put her to bed she didn’t go to sleep
right away. We laid there for a few minutes went around the room pointing things out and she named
them. She was so good at that. It appears she had favorite dolls at both houses. At ours, it was the
Tella Tubby, Tinky Winky. She had Tinky tucked under her arm. A few minutes later I kissed her on
the forehead and said goodnight.
There were many nights that Kassidy woke up crying. Occasionally, she would wander into our
bedroom herself but most evenings I or Amanda would get out of bed and bring her in to sleep with
us. I loved watching her in those moments because it was so calming for Kassidy. She would face
Amanda and grab a handful of her hair, As if to say, “Mama, I’m here.” Amanda would pull her
close and Kassidy would sleep peacefully for the remainder of the night between us.
I would think that it may be somewhat comforting for Jackie to know Amanda and Kassidy’s life
at my house wasn’t anything like the picture the prosecution painted.
It was their job to present me as the worst guy in the world and get a conviction.
I certainly made my share of mistakes and bad decisions, but life on the whole was far different
than was portrayed at my trial. Amanda loved Kassidy and always kept her clean and dressed up.
She received a lot of attention everyday from both of us. Whether it was doing spin art, coloring,
playing on the floor, running around outside, sitting on the swings, “horsey rides”, jumping on the
trampoline, playing fetch with Kato, practicing flash cards, etc. We were always hugging and kissing
and saying, “I love you.” And we were always sharing surprises and treats. This may sound odd but
both Kassidy and Kyle were so damned cute that you couldn’t walk by them and not touch them. A
quick touch of the shoulder, peck on the forehead, etc. On more than one occasion Kyle would wipe
my kiss off and say, “Daddy, stop kissing me.” with a big smile on his face. Kassidy had the cutest
giggle when you kissed her neck.

Unfortunately, nothing will remove the pain that Jackie feels. I’m sure it is especially tough as
November 9th quickly approaches, I know it is for me. When I think back to seeing Jackie in the
lobby of the Kittery Police station, I had just found out Kassidy had died minutes before she arrived.
When I had my brief exchange with Jackie and hugged her and uttered, “I’m so sorry.” I’m not sure
if Jackie knew yet that Kassidy had died. The police waited until I arrived to tell me and I assumed
that they would do that with everyone. I was sorry. I was sorry for her and sorry for Amanda. I was
sorry that they were no doubt going to have an unnatural ache in their hearts for the rest of their lives.
This is where my feelings of sorrow were coming from. I never had a chance to really talk to Jackie
that day, and never again. As part of the police master plan I was sitting in the lobby until just before
Jackie arrived and then they ushered me away from everyone else into isolation. I was overcome
with a cloud of disbelief at that moment in time. Even now, writing about it, it’s so haunting. It’s
like I’m transported back to that moment. I just couldn’t understand it. Except for the ball-bruise, cat
scratch and table-hit bruise, Kassidy seemed fine that morning when Amanda left the house. The
previous night, Kassidy was doing her “ABC’s” and counting numbers. I hugged and kissed her in
the car as her little fingers were digging into the cereal baggie I filled for her. How does this
happen???? The entire time I was in the Kittery Police station these questions kept circling through
my head. It didn’t make sense.
I know it is difficult in this situation for people to be objective but before the police decided I
was the person responsible (almost immediately), even Jen verified in her interview many of the
things that I stated. For example, Jen saw Kassidy eating her cereal before she left for work. This is
one of the things that the police tried to convince Amanda would have been impossible.
I don’t mean to digress Morrison. It’s just so difficult. Logically, it makes no sense.
There is no way in God’s green earth that Jen, Kassidy’s loving aunt, would leave Kassidy and
go to work if Kassidy had truly arrived at her house with something apparently wrong. Amanda,
myself, and Jen went about our days after our interactions with Kassidy thinking she was over tired
and had an unsightly bruise around her eye where I stupidly played ball with Kyle in the house, and
with Kassidy on my lap. There is a reason that none of the three of us weren’t overly concerned, and
it has nothing to do with that ridiculous story that the prosecutors cooked up about Kassidy being
half dead when Amanda brought her to Jeff’s. Even the biased interviews where the police were
clearly steering people at me being responsible don’t support it.
I’ve gotten way off track as I often do when writing to you. It’s hard not to when you want to
stand at the top of a mountain screaming the truth, yet no one wants to listen. I guess I’m hopeful
that someday Jackie will allow me an opportunity to lay out the facts getting beyond all of the “he
said, she said,” stuff. Even if I have to spend the rest of my life in prison, I think Jackie deserves to
know the truth about what happened to Kassidy. I dream of being able to one day look Jackie in the
eyes and apologize for my shortcomings and feelings of failing Kassidy. To have the opportunity to
answer any question she may have open and honestly without someone with an agenda trying to
define things. Then she could decide for herself what is true and what isn’t.
I will close for now. I just felt compelled to write after your recent letter. I truly regret that I
didn’t have the opportunity to know Paul, Jackie, and the rest of the family better. It certainly was
my intention. It’s sad that I’m learning more about these folks 10 years after this tragedy than I did
10 years ago when I lived with their daughter. My mistake. Now, it seems all we share in common is
pain for the loss of Kassidy as another anniversary passes. I know my pain cannot compare to what
Amanda, Jackie and Josh, in particular, feel. However, it is still biting to the core.
Sincerely
October 9, 2010 (236a)
I don’t recall Kassidy sleepwalking. She would often sleep in her bed and start crying, and one of
us would go get her and bring her into our bed. Other times, she would come running in. I know
Amanda and I had the presence of mind to at least put the child safety gate at the top of the stairs so
she couldn’t fall down the stairs.

I’m pleased about your correspondence with Jackie. She has some interesting things to say. I
will try to give you some brief feedback here, as I want to get this into tonight’s mail, so I have less
than one hour.
I believe that some of Jackie’s comments are tempered by her bitterness for me, as I am, after all,
the man convicted of killing Kassidy. For example, Scott and I had fun playing ball at my house.
You cannot play ball with a child and not see whether he or she is having fun. However, I agree that
it wasn’t something that held his attention for hours on end. Interestingly, Jackie mentions nothing
about me playing ball with him that very first time at her home in Auburn. It was in the backyard.
Jackie and Amanda were sitting there watching him hit, and encouraging him and cheering him on. I
remember his giggle and excitement when he connected with the ball and bat. Ten years ago he was
only 6 or 7. It was hard to tell then that he was going to be the woodsy-outdoors type that early, as
Jackie describes.
After Jackie’s email I do recall that she is correct about Scottie wanting to go home. I think
Amanda was supposed to bring him home to Jackie sooner than she did. As I recall Scottie had never
been away from home overnight and missed his mom. Jen wasn’t with us at all during that time. I
think Amanda was just enjoying the time with her brothers. In hindsight, she should have listened to
her mom regarding Scottie. With regards to Scottie’s claim that Mandy and I argued. It doesn’t
seem accurate to me. #1 I always tried to be mindful of not arguing in front of the kids even when I
was with Tristan. #2 What kind of impression would I be setting in front of Amanda’s siblings?
Kassidy could have been crying in the other room. Amanda had a habit of putting her into her
bedrooms for time outs or naps and Kassidy would sometimes have a fit. I was only home at night
when the boys were down.
With regards to Jackie thinking Amanda and Kassidy were living with Jeff, I’m surprised. I
thought Jackie had been to Jeff’s apartment and had seen that there wasn’t much room for two more
people and another bed. Also, Amanda had been staying with me from June on. When I stayed at
Jackie’s in June, she knew that Amanda and Kassidy were staying with me because Amanda said
they’d be back at my house after she got out of work the next night. They were certainly living with
me long before Jackie’s surgery. If Jen and Jeff had Kassidy for overnights, it was after this.
Speaking of Gerri Harvey, was a 30-year school nurse who wrote that she saw Kassidy crawl
into my lap and rest her head on my chest on November 5 and that Kassidy showed no signs of abuse
or fear of me. Has Jackie seen the Gerri Harvey letter?
Jacki is right about our hug in the Kittery Police Station. She hasn’t acknowledged what she said
to me, but we hugged. I had just been told about Kassidy and was coming out of the bathroom, I
believe, when she arrived. I remember I had been crying. I had forgotten that I said, “I’m so sorry,”
to her. I was. I had just gotten the news that Kassidy died and I was so sorry for the pain she was
going to feel. (I don’t know if I knew, yet Jackie knew.) No matter what, when we all left the police
station that day, all of our lives would be forever altered. Kassidy deserved far better than she
received. I was feeling so sorry for that.
Jackie was also correct. Amanda and I were pretty selfish and wrapped up in ourselves. We
should have been paying more attention.
Jen took up the “crusade” for Kassidy with Jackie where Amanda seems to have learned to cope
by distancing herself. Jen verified a lot, with her comment about cereal. Also, I’m hopeful that
Jackie will someday see that there is no way that Jen would have left Kassidy on the morning of Nov.
9 if she truly arrived half beaten to death. It defies all logic. No way for Amanda, the mother, either.
That story is one that the AG’s cooked up for Jen and Jeff as their theory. That is also when it
became real strong that they were watching Kassidy because she couldn’t go out in public. We have
a lot of evidence to dispute that.

It’s news to me that Amanda told Jackie she wanted to move out and certainly news that Amanda
said that I didn’t want Kassidy around my family. I brought Kassidy to Belmont several times to be
near my family, i.e. my sister, Nicole, in addition to the trips you mentioned to my parents’ in Keene
and their visiting me. It kind of doesn’t make sense and may be another example of Jackie’s grief
talking and ill feelings toward me, because of my conviction. She says Amanda was all happy to be
shopping and buying Kassidy clothes and Christmas decorations (where did Amanda get the
money?) and in the same breath didn’t want to live with me anymore. I wonder if this is one of those
things that gets talked about after the fact.
Jackie has some integrity and there is no doubt she’s hurting. I wish Jen would say more, as no
one thinks that she killed Kassidy. We just are interested in truth.
October 12, 2010 (237)
After reviewing your most recent work on “Letters” I had an idea to note the page number where
certain important facts are mentioned. Often times we are both trying to refer back to something
involving this extensive case and aren’t sure where to look or where it may have been mentioned.
Unfortunately, I didn’t have the foresight to do this at the beginning of the “Letters” project and
didn’t start until I got to page 145 or so. I’m not sure how helpful this will be if at all but I know it
will provide a point of reference for me. Of course, all of these page numbers will be off slightly if
you inserted that important Jan 20th letter you found that was missing back in the beginning of this
project rather than tacking it onto the end where I believe we have completed through June 30, 2010.
I don’t have a complete set of these letters as I have been editing my copies and sending them back to
you for changes. I don’t need a set at this time. On the site is sufficient.
LETTERS• Page 145 Photo #’s 145+ 146 great photos of Kassidy in August of 2000. No Bruises. Our
schedules very busy in August. (See Chronology) Kassidy spent a lot of time with Jackie.
• Page 147 photo #168 me giving Brent and Kyle Horsey Ride- Similar to my descriptions of times
with Kassidy Photo #169. Me holding Tristan, Brent, and Kyle in chair. Reference my April 14,
2010 letter #100 Grand Jury “Chad told us to tell the truth.”
• Page 153 October 2000 Daytimer calendar information reviewed.
• Page 155 Kassidy note in Daytimer (Darren Janakis plans to set up account) Friday Oct. 27, 2000
note about Brent tuition due for school (my continued involvement with Brent after Tristan and I
separated 11 months earlier)
• Page 157 reference to me calling Kassidy a “fucking bitch” at table, according to Jennifer.
• Page 158 Jeff acknowledging Kassidy fell from his truck. His friend Tom McNeil, who Jeff points
to as a witness, saw nothing.
• Page 159 My contacting Vanessa in October and then again the morning of Kassidy’s death Nov.
9th. DCYF timing. Onestar phone company information- polygraph question. My call with Jeff
• Page 160 “What did he do to my baby?” Question from Jackie upon seeing me and hugging at
Kittery Police Station. Her question was aimed at Jeff
• Page 161 Bat Progression: Big Red to Brown to Yellow. My playing ball with Scottie. Important
question- Why grab her cheeks again if I knew I had bruised her????
• Page 162 What are some of the tests that can be done to establish easy bruising or not?
• Page 169 Angela Blodgett’s statements of my guilt to Amanda at the BEGINNING of her
interviews. (Leading to and ensuring an outcome) If Jackie becomes more interested in the truth,
this might be a good thing to share with her. Police were not pursuing the truth. They were
pursuing their theory.
• Page 171 Key Documents- When did people FIRST see bruises? Kassidy’s deterioration after the
fall from Jeff’s truck. 13-14 days after that fall, Kassidy was dead.
• Page 172 “interviewees become people seeking to please the police, saying what the police want to
hear. It is viewed as being helpful and also keeps glaring eye of police off from them.” Are there
any studies for this? How do we let the general public know that this happened all throughout the
interviews?

• Page 173 State had plenty of opportunity to “re-convince” Amanda of my guilt after I went to jail in
August of 2001. In fact, that was a full 4 months before my trial. We had no contact, yet Amanda
stood firmly with the belief that I had nothing to do with Kassidy’s death. This is a belief that she
came to soon after her interviews and while on her own in Texas. I was in jail then and she was
away from everyone’s pressure. Since then, for the last nine years, Amanda has consistently
maintained this view.
• Page 175 Kassidy diaper change. Claims by others about Kassidy’s cleanliness.
• Page 179 Kassidy Cereal. Amanda’s meeting with AG’s and Jim White Verify that they said,
“C’mon Amanda. It couldn’t have happened the way you describe. Say that she was laying there.”
• Page 181 Explanation of teaching Kassidy vs. training Kato. Sharing/time outs/always with love
and best interests at heart. All discipline followed up with explanation. Finish with kiss, hug, and
an “I love you.” Page 184 similar description.
• Page 187 May 5th My letter #121 Kassidy last 24 hours of her life spreadsheet
• Page 197 My May 11 letter #129 Conversation with Tristan on Anemia, etc.
• Page 198 My letter #129 Responding to Morrison’s # 158+159 Additional Polygraph Questions.
• Page 201 My letter #130 Response to Morrison’s #155 Dissection of Jeremy’s statement at my
sentencing.
• Page 202 Geri Harvey’s letter to Judge Nadeau. Dissected similar to Jeremy’s. Should we add
section to site for letters for and against Chad that are received. How about potentially important
letters back and forth between Chad and friends?
• Page 206 Mention of Chart that Morrison created that shows I spent 8.5 hours alone with Kassidy
for month prior to her death and in the last 24 hours of her life I was alone with Kassidy for 30
minutes.
• Page 207 autismspeaks.org. Jenny McCarthy article.
• Page 212 my letter #135 Melissa Chicks claim that she watched Kassidy in August and saw bruises
all over her stomach. Yet Melissa Chick verifies that she started her job at the Y in September
during her 2nd police interview. She was mistaken. Amanda had not seen Melissa all summer until
she met her at the Y one day. Verify this with Amanda
• Page 217 Bullet points about my relationship with Elaine Shunk, how I had helped her
professionally. She was a friend and I went to her wedding to Jason. Etc.
• Page 219-220 It would be helpful to add Morrison opinion section of the website.
• Page 221 Discussion about Tristan and Amanda letters.
• Page 222 Morrison discussion about going to Sisti’s office. Two photo album’s of my house. Did
we see contents of trash? Banana Peel, grilled cheese remnants in trash, freeze pop wrapper. Balls
scattered throughout the rooms, photos of sink, coffee table. Link all photos to website so viewer
can see evidence of what I described during my interrogation with the police.
• Page 225 Photo #250. Photo of Kassidy sitting in chair at Jackie’s. Jackie identified as snapping on
Oct. 1st during my trial
• Page 226 Jackie Conley- Remember hug in KPD and her initial gut feeling that it was Jeff?
• Page 229 Shannon Gagne interview with Ron Rice. Police told her Kassidy had multiple broken
bones and many other things that didn’t add up. Shannon had some background in medical field.
• Page 229 my letter # 149 Response to Morrison’s #176 Innocent Defendant’s Dilemma
• Page 236 My response to __ upon being questioned. (can’t read my writing)
• Page 237 Tongue twisters during interviews, being in a fog. Clarifications of things meant.
• Page 240 Mention of Kassidy’s Condition- Petite Mal Seizures possibilities. Talk to Attorney
Sandman. Jordan’s spaciness, staring off into space for several second intervals got its start with a
1 foot fall onto a hard surface as a baby. Could this account for Kassidy’s behaviors and what
people were mischaracterizing as “spaciness” or “slow”? Jeff gave at least three different versions
of story about Kassidy falling from his truck. (out the back window into the bed, Out the side
window hit the running board/ground, out the side window never hit the ground.) The only
consistency on his part was acknowledging that she fell.

October 19, 2010 (238)
Response to #292
You indicated from a conversation with Chad and Linda Dalessandri that Kyle had been going to
them during the summer of 2000 right up until the time he started at Cross Road Kindergarten. I had
forgotten about it, and even questioned the accuracy of that recollection until I saw some canceled
checks recently from the summer of 2000. (The canceled Check Spreadsheet you sent me in a recent
letter). After giving it some thought, the statement is accurate. Kyle had a good routine going with
Chad and Linda, established friends and was learning a lot. Tristan and I split custody and we both
worked so while we were at work we would both drop Kyle off at Linda’s Daycare. Kyle was our
responsibility, not Amanda’s. Though Amanda would watch Kyle on and off for several hours and
occasionally take him places, for the most part he stayed in his established routine. It may seem a
little odd because Amanda was already home with Kassidy, but we just left Kyle in his routine. It’s a
bit contradictory to what Amanda’s friend, Cathy, stated, i.e. that I was in control of Amanda and she
was different around me.
If I truly had control over Amanda, I suspect I MAY have had her watch Kyle, thus saving the
weekly childcare amount and using that money for other things. Chad and Linda’s home daycare was
approximately 3-4 miles up the road from our house on the Milton Road. I suspect that Amanda may
have picked Kyle up or dropped him off at Linda’s from time to time but the majority of the picking
up and dropping off was done by Tristan and I. I doubt that Chad and Linda ever met Kassidy.
Amanda and I both had a bad habit of pulling up to the door at Chad and Linda’s and Cross Road and
running in real quick. In hindsight, leaving Kassidy buckled in seems like a terrible idea. I guess our
logic was that we’d be inside picking up Kyle for less than a minute, the car was always visible from
the front door/window, and Kassidy was comfortably sitting there so why bother her. I know that on
Nov. 8th when I was picking up Kyle from Cross Road, I drove right up to the front door and left
Kassidy in the car. Sort of like tossing a ball in the house. Stupid and not well thought out. Nothing
would probably happen but why take that chance....
You asked about Chad and Linda delivering Brent to Cross Road. The previous year, 1999, we
signed Brent up for school at Cross Road. The daycare at Linda’s was second to none, but it was time
for Brent to go to school. The problem was Tristan was either working an early shift or just finishing
up college. Linda’s daycare was open for more hours than Cross Road at the time. So we would drop
Brent off in the morning and then Chad would drive him to school for us. They may have even
picked him up for us at times.
During the summer months Amanda wasn’t working so there was no need for Kassidy to be in
Chad’ and Linda’s Daycare. Again, hindsight tells me it may have been beneficial, even if just a few
days a week. It would have helped Kassidy with her socialization skills, getting the chance to play
with other children her age. Not to mention, Chad and Linda had a lot of structured activities. The
obvious biggest benefit would have been Kassidy would have been in quality daycare. Thus, her
exposure to Jeff would have been minimal and hardly at all without Jen present. A side benefit,
Amanda may have enjoyed getting out and getting a job or volunteering somewhere a few hours a
week, thus giving her a sense of accomplishment and making her hours with Kassidy even more
special. I know that by the time Amanda got the survey job for Bruce and then the job at Old Navy,
she was very restless. I have a sense that this was because she was used to working since her early
teens and enjoyed the sense of accomplishment she received from it. It’s natural to appreciate every
second with your children especially when you’ve been separated from them for several hours.
The subject of Kassidy going to Chad and Linda’s never came up regarding Kassidy until shortly
before Kassidy’s death. By that time, Amanda was planning on working in the Portsmouth/ Kittery
area and she wanted Kassidy to be in a daycare close to where she worked. Amanda wanted a Maine
daycare because of the Aspire Program, which was from the Maine Dept. of Health and Services.
Sincerely,
October 19, 2010 (239)

Response to 293,298, & 300
You asked who coordinated the logistics for the foreign students who worked for the summer at
Hampton Beach. We worked closely with the Hampton Beach Chamber of Commerce and we also
advertised for years with the universities in Ireland and contacts over there that arranged the trips for
the students to come to work for the summer. We knew approximately when the students would
arrive. We didn’t need to help them find housing or anything like that typically because the students
had been coming over for years and through their own networking, they were well aware of where to
go.
You asked what my birthday present was from Amanda that Oct. 15th 2000. I assume you are
asking because of the fact that Amanda had to drive to Buckfield to get her money from her mom.
You know, the funny thing is, I have been wracking my brain and I cannot recall. I know it fit into a
gift bag. I believe she gave it to me when we were alone. It’s kind of strange. I can usually recall
with greater ease a gift I gave to someone than a gift I received. I imagine this is because I used to
get such pleasure out of shopping for and selecting the perfect gift. It has always been more joyful
for me to give than receive. If I wanted something, I would normally just buy it. I was never much
for surprises, but man, did I like to see someone’s face when you were able to give them a surprise
that you knew they enjoyed. Surprising Amanda was the best. She always seemed to appreciate the
thought that went into it as much as the gift itself. I wish I could remember what Amanda gave me.
For sentimental purposes, it would be cool to remember.
You asked what newspapers and magazines I read to stay on top of the news. I skim through the
Union Leader and Concord Monitor daily for articles of interest. I read the sports section of the
Boston Herald religiously. I am a huge sports fan, love all Boston teams and find their reporting to be
the best. I have always had an interest in finances and read the Wall Street Journal. With news in the
money world changing by the minute, and everything now tracked online, the WSJ isn’t as useful or
as informative as it once was but I still enjoy it. One good thing about having so many “neighbors” in
here, there is rarely a lack of something to read. The tastes in here are pretty eclectic. This allows me
to satisfy most of my interests. Regarding magazines, I regularly enjoy reading, Parent, Parenting,
Family Fun, Esquire, Details, Kiplinger’s Personal Finance, Men’s Health, Men’s Fitness, Smart
Money, Sports Weekly, and Rolling Stone.
While looking at some of the phone records you sent me in letters 303 and 304, I found myself
searching back in our stack of information for the Oct. Chase Gold Card statement we reviewed 6+
months ago. While backtracking, I came across letter #74 which is a letter I wrote you after one of
our visits. I read it quickly and couldn’t recall seeing anything on this letter listed in our “Letters
From NHSP” project. This got me wondering if this was another letter that may have been missed as
was the case with the Jan 20. letter that you found recently. Obviously, our concern is something
informative being left out. Unfortunately, I don’t have a complete copy of the letters here so I can’t
check if you edited the letter and left something in or not. A solution I thought of was to ask Sandy to
go through the letters through June 30 and making a list of all the letter numbers that she sees you
have pulled information from. If she finds that a letter number is missing it means that either you
accidentally excluded it or you excluded on purpose because you didn’t find even one thing useful to
inform the public. (This I would find hard to believe.) Obviously, this won’t help with the dated,
unnumbered letters from the very beginning, but it is a task that will hopefully save you a bit of time
researching and Sandy has asked me several times if she could help in any way. So, I hope this
sounds like a good idea to you.
Sincerely,
October 19, 2010 (240)
Response to #277

Thank you for the New York Times article about false confessions and the accompanying law review
article by Brandon Garrett. I don’t know if you have had a chance to read the entire article but it is
very informative and at the same time, mind blowing that this can happen. The obvious question is
how do we share this information with our supporters and other members of the general public?
While there was never a direct confession in my case, I think this information certainly applies in that
the root of most of these confessions is uncertainty coupled with police pressure for interviewees to
“tell them what they want to hear.” It is very clear that many people that were interrogated by the
police during their “investigation” into Kassidy’s death, were pressured by the police, steered in the
direction the police wanted them to go in and many of the interviewees went as far as outright lying.
For someone that has never been interviewed by the police, it can be hard to fathom how intimidating
it can be to have these trained investigators, who we are taught to honor as authority figures from a
young age, questioning you.
Not only do you want to be helpful because a tragedy has occurred; you want to avoid being in
the police “crosshairs” for even a minute because it is a very uncomfortable place to be. As you
explained in the past, people want to give the police the “right” answers and be pleasing to them. We
almost turn into “yes men” for a variety of reasons. Prior to this experience, I would have never
believed it. However, when I read the interviews now, it is glaringly obvious. How do we display
this effectively for others to see?
A few statements in the article that I read that stuck out to me. “Postconviction DNA testing has
now exonerated over 250 convicts, more than 40 of when falsely confessed to rapes and murders. As
a result, there is a new awareness that innocent people falsely confess, often due to psychological
pressure placed upon them during police interrogations.”
“Jim Trainum, a former policeman who now advises police departments on training officers to
avoid false confessions said, ‘you become so fixated on ‘This is the right person, this the guilty
person’ that you tend to ignore everything else.’ “ I CALL THIS TUNNEL VISION AND IT
CERTAINLY HAPPENED IN THIS CASE!!!
“Eddie Lowery, a victim of a false confession after hours of grilling by police and being
informed by them that he had failed a lie detector test, had this to say after losing 10 years of his life
in prison: “You run into so many people who say, ‘I would never confess to a crime I didn’t
commit.’ Lowery doesn’t argue with them because he knows they did not experience what he went
through. ‘You’ve never been in a situation so intense, and you’re naive about your rights,’ he said.
‘You don’t know what you’ll say to get out of that situation.’ “ THIS CERTAINLY SEEMS TO
HAVE HAPPENED TO A NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN MY CASE!!
This law review article is loaded with examples like this. It is disheartening to see that in the
greatest nation in the world with supposedly the best legal system, such atrocities occur. Needlessly,
more victims are created after the initial tragedy. It’s hard to believe in this day and age that such
errors can happen but they do. I am afraid they happen far more often than the 250+ exonerated
inmates would suggest. How do we raise awareness? How do we get our police to slow down and
follow the evidence rather than succumb to the emotion? How do we stop the insanity?
October 22, 2010 (241)
Response to #302

You submitted a spreadsheet of receipts for Strafford County guidance and asked about the two
sessions per week pattern. As we discussed previously my counseling started in Dover under Scott
Hampton. I believe those Dover sessions were on Monday evenings. I really did not like Mr.
Hampton’s facilitation style. When I found out that there was a similar group in Rochester, run by a
gentleman named Bruce Bissett on Tuesday evenings, I went to those classes as often as my schedule
would allow. I have a vague memory of the program being 26 weeks but what was really required
was 26 sessions. It appears from the spreadsheet that I attended two sessions per week as often as
possible to get through the program more quickly. I felt Mr. Bissett was a much better group leader,
mainly because he spoke to us rather than “at” us. Overall though, I had a low opinion of the group.
It seemed like a lot of “fluff’ to me where men got together and talked about their week rather than a
structured curriculum where we learned more about our behaviors. It wasn’t a total waste, but I recall
that when I was looking through much of the Strafford Guidance info you sent me there was a letter
signed by Bruce Bissett dated Sept, 28, 1999 noting that I fulfilled my requirements. The thing that
stands out to me is there was a list of all the topics we supposedly reviewed over the 26 weeks of
class yet, I couldn’t recall touching on the majority of them. This told me the program was organized
enough to have a curriculum but lacked the structure to follow through. In any case, I never felt that I
learned enough about myself and what made me who I am and this was one of the primary
motivators in seeking out one-on-one counseling with Gray Fitzgerald.
You asked about DCYF employee Laura Gaedtke. As you can probably imagine, after DCYF
failed to do their jobs and check on Kassidy after a report was made nine days earlier, the agency
went overboard in their efforts to protect Brent and Kyle who were never in any risk of harm. If I
sound skeptical and bitter it is because I am. Obviously, Amanda and I were not paying enough
attention to Kassidy, and all that was going on, but if these people had done their jobs, Kassidy likely
would still be alive today! Laura Gaedtke was the case worker assigned to Kyle and Brent. I met with
her on a few occasions and I believe that she observed a visit or two with the boys but for the most
part my contact with her was limited. I know on several occasions she gave Tristan a hard time about
things, perhaps because she was being so cooperative with my attorneys and supportive to me, but I
cannot say with 100% accuracy. I, as well as Tristan, believed she was just the figurehead told to
apply pressure from someone. If I remember right, she tried to meet with the boys at Tristan’s
apartment and wanted to just be able to show up at Tristan’s whenever she wanted to check on the
boys etc.
At one point, Tristan got an attorney, a woman named Barbara Bradshaw to represent her and the
boys’ interests because these people were trying to walk all over her and take liberties they shouldn’t.
Basically, these people were treating Tristan like she was part of the problem when she was actually
part of the solution. However, because of Tristan’s unwavering support at the time, they treated her
with hostility. I’ve always felt bad that she had to go through that. Tristan was a good mom, and I
was a good dad. Because the police chose to go after the wrong person, everyone around me suffered
right along with me for a time. The entire thing is ugly. Unfortunately, if you are the one “chosen” as
the person responsible you have very little recourse. Getting back to the subject at hand, DCYF had
very little to do with my case other than showing up in family court against me. The majority of my
dealings and actual visits were at the Family Strength office supervised by Alex Patel.
I know of no other inmate here who is currently being aided by the Innocence Project. I will
continue to ask around.
I was told recently by a friend that Tom Urrutia is the manager of the Portsmouth D’Angelo’s
sandwich shop where Travis Hunt works. You may recall that Tom worked for me for a number of
years and was promoted up through the ranks reaching restaurant manager of the Rochester
McDonald’s. I had been friends with Tom for many years and he is married to Dorothy Urruita
(Plaisted). I know you are busy and will not be making further contact with friends at this point but
thought this may be important for you to at least know in the event you need to make contact.
October 22, 2010 (242)
Response to #305 & Misc.

You asked about the checklist that I formulated while working with Gray and Amanda’s reaction
to the checklist. Shortly after I developed the checklist, I posted it on my bedroom wall right next to
the light switch. This way when I started my day it would be the first thing that I read. I don’t believe
I was a monster or anything like that, but I wanted to always be the best father that I could be to
Brent and Kyle. I wanted to fix my shortcomings as a human being and part of being a great dad is
constantly evolving. “Aspire to grow and be the example you want to see” is a quote I read once in
one of those parenting magazines, and it has always stuck with me. I am not sure when exactly it
happened, but Amanda read the checklist once and kind of laughed about it. To be honest, that made
me feel a little badly about myself, as in, “What kind of freak needs a checklist to be a better
person?” I can’t say with 1,000% certainty but I believe that at one point later I came home from
work and Amanda informed me that she was taking that “thing” off our bedroom wall.
“You don’t need it anymore.”
I’ve been thinking more about this media contact we have been debating back and forth. I know I
recently told you to go ahead and start checking into it which is still fine. However, at my visit on
Wednesday, my dad made a pretty valid point and I thought you should at least be aware of it so you
can factor it into your decision. My dad felt that we should hold off for a short while longer, waiting
for the response from the state of NH on seeing their records, what they try to hide, and how they
deal with this DNA request. We have dealt with Delker for ten years now and are not as optimistic as
you may be about getting cooperation. We need to inform the good citizens of NH that not only has
the state withheld DNA evidence for 10 years now they refuse to help get an innocent person out of
prison.
At the same time, I do the first interview. Etc. I think my dad’s fear, and mine as well, is after I
do an interview, then what? That may be our one shot at getting the media’s attention and if so, we
need to maximize it for all it’s worth. I don’t know that we can afford to “hope” that the media will
be interested in speaking to me for the first time and then also run a few stories about how the AG’s
office is refusing to cooperate with a wrongly convicted man in prison. We may need the media’s
attention to put pressure on the AG’s office to cooperate. I don’t know what the right answer is but it
is something to think about in this game of chess, but it was the lawyers’ thinking of justice as a
game that helped get me wrongfully convicted.
Going along with this information, I can see that The AG’s office recently wrote to you that they
would need 90 days to honor your request. Our number one priority right now is lining up an
attorney, the Innocence Project, etc. I think the fact they didn’t turn over information is a “Brady”
error (The federal case law that supports it). I can have friends here do research if necessary. Perhaps
we have to research statute of limitations in NH and Federal Law. This is too huge not to do
something with it and as you know, could be key in getting a new trial. I fully expect that the state
will claim this report was “accidentally” not forwarded or that they forwarded it and we lost it. In any
case, they are likely to claim that it was “harmless error” because all the other evidence
overwhelmingly proves my guilt. This is where Dr. Cyril Wecht’s report is so powerful because he
basically states that this case was a
very close call and there is nothing overwhelming about it. Also, this makes it VERY IMPORTANT
that we get an updated, signed, sworn affidavit from Amanda on what she actually witnessed, what
she said that was true, what she said that was false, etc. She was the chief witness against me, all
“facts” ran through her to people like Jen, and Jeff so Amanda’s old statements will be the bulk of all
of this “OVERWHELMING” evidence the state will claim that it has.
Sincerely,
October 22, 2010 (243a)
Response to #307
Regarding the letter that I sent you regarding your correspondence with Jackie. I’m sure it has
been tough on her. I wish she didn’t have to feel what she has no doubt felt for a long time.
Unfortunately, the police weren’t honest with her so someone needs to be ....

You asked about John Kingsbury. I’m not sure who he is.
Yes, I agree that McClelland School would have been the school that I voted at.
You asked about the Rochester Fair that started on Sept. 15, 2000. I did go with Amanda. We
went with another couple that I had recently befriended. It was the only time that Amanda or I did
anything with this couple. I really only knew the woman. She was a friend of Stephanie Chicks and
managed all the Dunkin Donuts stores in the area. Her father owned them. Her first name was
Christine, I believe. I went with Christine and her then boyfriend, to Stephanie and Mike Bolduc’s
wedding. I wasn’t with Amanda at that time and hung out with this couple at the wedding. We
always talked about getting together and we finally did. I believe I ran into her at Dunkin Donuts and
we made the plan to go to the fair together. It was a night that Tristan had Kyle. I’m not sure where
Kassidy was. I suspect that Jen or Jeff watched her for several hours. They were a young couple with
no children at that time and that is why we didn’t bring the kids on that particular trip. I will have to
give this some more thought. I know the names will come to me. For some reason, I think Christine’s
last name may have been Wentworth. No relation to Tristan. Amanda and I were supposed to take
Kassidy and Kyle some other night but it never happened for some reason. Likely, I got hung up at
work or something like that. Damn-another missed opportunity and chance to build some memories
with the kids.
Yes, interesting about Phil Horner and his situation with testifying and Sisti. Sounds like Mark
Sisti had standard advice on that issue, i.e. “Don’t take the stand.”
I loved the Olympics but I cannot recall a particular event I saw.
I wanted to close out today and tell you I had the best birthday I could have had here and
received the best present possible. My friend, Jeff Gelinas, surprised me last night with a
questionnaire he created and sent out to my sister for Kyle to fill out without my knowledge. Kyle, is
just starting his teen years and as you can imagine he hardly ever responds to my letters, so it was a
real treat to see that he filled out these questions for me. I’m enclosing a copy of it for you. Look
how cute some of his answers were. Apparently my son knows me better than I thought he did. I
can’t tell a joke to save my life and he rated me as only a 5 in this area. (needs improvement). It’s
the first thing that have brought me tears of joys in a long time. What a nice thing for Jeff to do.
Sincerely,
October 26, 2010 (242a)
Responding to #310 & Misc.
1. Since we are dealing in TRUTH, I think it is important to paint an accurate picture and show
ALL of the truth. We have filled the website with factual information. A big part of this case is the
decision that the police made of WHO they were going to pursue.
2. The Voice Stress Lie Detector analyst identified my timidness when entering that interrogation
room, knowing that my hands were not “clean” in all my dealings with Kassidy.
3. Things that Jeff stated directly to me, such as all the admissions on my trip up to Maine to
purchase Amanda’s 3 wheeler, should be usable for the website.
4. With the new DNA evidence we have along with other things, I am becoming more and more
confident that we are going to get a new trial. Which means, all the legal “games” between lawyers
will begin again. Thus, we need to be on the “defense” as well as the “offense” that we have pursued
since you came on board last December 2009. (I have to protect myself.) With all the admissions I
have made in my letters to you about the violence between Tristan, facts, etc., I have basically
“kicked” the door in on the domestic violence between Tristan and I and likely it could be used
against me in a retrial.

I know that we talked about and started doing something similar in the past but I am wondering if
it would be a good idea or even possible to find a list of the employees who worked in the Kittery,
State, and Rochester PD’s during the time of this case. We had been thinking of talking to everyone
that was involved but what about the people that were not involved with the case but may have
overheard something. Especially in Kittery and Rochester where the police forces are relatively
small, is there even one person there that didn’t believe in this and is willing to take a look? Is their a
former employee who may not be afraid to speak out now that he is no longer with the force? The
only way I can think to get a list of such employees is to search town reports from 2000 to see who
was on the payrolls for the police forces and compare with 2010. Is this research something that one
of our committee members me be able to do?
I know that you requested another drawing be done of Kassidy showing a firmer grip.
Unfortunately, the day after I paid for this third drawing to be completed, the artist was lugged to
SHU. If this inmate gets back into population, he owes me a drawing. The good news is, even
though the one drawing doesn’t depict the firm grip you wanted, I think the picture we do have
provides an excellent visual aid and will give readers an idea of the hold, far better than any
description I can provide.
Again, I am not sure, but perhaps, the movie that I went to see with Amanda at the Lilac Mall
movie theater while Travis watched the kids was “Meet the Parents.” It was from the Oct. 16 list in
the Foster’s in your letter #307. I have a vague memory of Travis watching the kids and a memory of
seeing that movie with her. It may have only been a plan to have Travis watch them one night, I just
can’t recall for sure. You’ll have to verify with Travis or Amanda.
October 29, 2010 (243)
Response to #308+#309
You referenced several phone calls for which you needed more information. The first two were
from Chet Evans home in Keene NH to Jackie Conley home in Buckfield, Maine. First call was
made at 5:57 p.m. for three minutes. Second call was made at 6:01 p.m. for 7 minutes on November
14, 2000. I am not sure who made this call because I cannot recall Amanda or myself being at my
folk’s house at this time. However, it is possible. I know at one point my dad spoke to Jackie Conley
offering his condolences for Kassidy. With two quick calls together I suspect there was an accidental
hang up by one of the parties.
November 14, 8:55 PM A call from home of Chet Evans in Keene NH to Cathy Nuremberg,
friend of Amanda Bortner, in San Antonio, Texas. 6 minutes- Again this one confuses me because I
cannot recall me or Amanda being at my parents’ house around this timeframe. I know that several
members of my family went to Kassidy’s funeral that following weekend. I suspect someone may
have been calling for a location of the service.
You also listed multiple calls from my Sprint Cellular Phone Bill to Jeff Marshall at various
points throughout September and October 2000. This was good to see. Unfortunately, it seems to be
another area where my lawyers failed to do diligent research. During the trial, the prosecutors asked
Jeff about my calls to him on November 8th +9th and I believe Jeff responded that it was very much
out of the ordinary that I called him because I HARDLY EVER DID. The reality is I called Jeff
much more frequently than these 11 phone calls you have identified from my phone bill. I suspect
that my restaurant phone bills would show double the number of calls. As I have stated to you in the
past, Jeff needed very close follow up for his work in the restaurants. Typically, if a call lasted two
minutes or less, I believe I was leaving Jeff a message about a problem I observed in the landscaping
of one of the restaurants or something I wanted to follow up on. Longer calls would indicate two-way
discussion. Not all calls were strictly business. Because of our “family”
affiliation (dating sisters), we would occasionally engage in small talk. Ex. “How is Jennifer doing?”
Most of our small talk and visiting was done when I would meet Jeff at one of my restaurants. I’ve
never been a big lover of the telephone. I prefer face to face meetings and tried to use the phone for
its intended purpose to send and receive messages, as often as possible.

There were several phone calls to Glen Varney’s house. Often I would call Glen and either make
plans or check on the boat, see if I could stop over, etc. Most calls here on this record are short and
often were just messages being left. Glen did work in my restaurants and I would sometimes leave a
follow up message about a job well done and thank him.
Three phone calls on this particular letter stick out to me.
12:24 phone call on Friday Oct. 20, 2000 from my sprint cell phone to Darren Janakis my
financial advisor for two minutes. I believe this was a voicemail that I left for Darren. Whenever
Darren and I spoke it was for longer than two minutes unless we were scheduling a time for me to
come in and meet with him. In October, Darren and I spoke about several issues. 1. The financial
mgt. Class for Amanda and Nicole. 2. Changing out/opening new accounts for Brent and Kyle to
replace some underperforming funds. 3. My need for some basic financial planning tools for a
presentation I was going to be doing for some of the company junior managers. 4. Sending me
several mutual fund prospectuses so that I could start a college fund for Kassidy. The goal was to
have one open by Christmas and have it be part of a Christmas gift for her/Amanda. It is likely I left
a brief overview of all my requests and desire to set up a meeting in near future after I received
requested information and had a chance to review. This is the organized fashion I typically worked
in, and any manager who worked for me from that time period could verify.
6:57 p.m. phone call Monday Oct. 23rd phone call from my cell phone to Jeff Marshall’s at his
home 9 minutes. This call is HUGE! Assuming our information is correct in the chronology this is
the evening that Jeremy and I would have just returned home from the Colley McCoy golf outing
earlier in the day. I had spoken to you about calling Jeff and reprimanding and threatening him for
spanking Kassidy so hard through her diaper that he left black and blues on her butt. However, I
didn’t remember when the call was made. This call appears to be it. Jeremy and I had returned home
that evening after our golf outing and we both observed fresh bruises on Kassidy’s cheek! lower jaw
area that were not there that morning. Jeremy stayed over at our house the night before and that
morning he awoke, came upstairs, observed Kassidy sleeping with Amanda and I, and woke me up
as we were running late. When we came home Jeremy asked me about the fresh bruises on Kassidy’s
cheeks. I responded that I didn’t know how they got there, but “look at this” and proceeded to show
him the black and blues on Kassidy’s butt. He exclaimed “Holy Cow” I told him Jeff did it and asked
him if he thought I should get involved (Knowing that the previous night when Amanda showed me,
she basically asked me not to get involved because she didn’t want to cause trouble for Jennifer).
Jeremy said, “If anyone hit my kid like that I would kill them.” This made my decision easy.
Amanda then came into the room and informed us that she was with Jennifer doing a fall clean up
that day. Amanda was upset because she felt that Jeremy and I were talking about her and I was
showing Kassidy’s butt. Shortly after Jeremy left and I was headed to Bruce’s I called Jeff from my
cell phone. I started the conversation reminding Jeff of our trip up to Maine the previous weekend to
pick up a three wheeler and Jeff admitted he “patted” Kassidy on the butt because she kept getting
into things. I said, “Gee, I guess you patted her.” Jeff replied, “Yeah, I hit her so hard that my hand
stung.” (I believe he thought I would find this amusing.) I lost it for a minute and replied something
very close to, if not exactly, “You dumb shit. Her butt is covered in black and blues. I have half a
mind right now to drive down and kick your ass all over Kittery. If you EVER hit her again, I will
beat you senseless. Kassidy is a baby. Babies explore and get into things. If you can’t handle
watching her tell Amanda that you don’t want to anymore but hitting her is unacceptable. You did far
more than ‘pat’ her butt as you described to me on Sunday.”
When I finished my “rant’ Jeff apologized to me for hitting Kassidy. I said, “Don’t apologize to
me. You owe Amanda and apology. Kassidy is her daughter and she freaked about this. Apologize
to Kassidy. She’s the one you hurt. Jeff told me he would apologize. I then instructed him to keep
my call to him between the two of us as Amanda wanted to handle it herself I just wanted to express
my displeasure as well and add a hint of consequence if he did it again.

There was a 4 minute call to Jeff at 2:07 p.m. that day and I think it was me alerting him to
something in one of the restaurants that needed attention. In hindsight, there are far better ways that I
could and should have handled this. I should have demanded after such rage that Kassidy not go back
to Jeff’s. Yes, I had left bruises on a bony area near Kassidy’s jaw by holding her cheeks in an
attempt to get her attention, but he spanked her “fleshy” butt area so forcefully through a diaper that
it left bruises!! I should not have physically threatened to harm Jeff and instead called the police on
him. Where relations with he and I were strained already because of the different ways he and I
treated our respective girlfriends, his jealousy of my lifestyle, position in the company, income, etc.
This threat by me likely just infuriated him more.
3:07 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 24. Four minute call from Chad’s Cell to Jeff Marshall home.- I’m
fairly certain this was the call where I alerted Jeff that his contracts would not be renewed the
following year. I was doing it as a courtesy being that he was “like” family dating Jennifer and I
wanted him to have plenty of advance notice to line up landscape customers for the following spring.
I informed Jeff we would still be using him for the remainder of the year and that he would have the
opportunity to snowplow in the restaurants if he desired. I had known this information for several
weeks, but I knew Jeff wouldn’t take it well. I held onto the information because I knew I wanted
him to help me with his truck to pick up a three wheeler I was planning to purchase. Deep down,
because of what he had done to Kassidy the previous weekend, malice was my true motive in telling
him at that particular time. I wanted to get at him in a way that I knew that I could hurt him. What a
fool I was for thinking I was one upping Jeff. 3-4 days after this particular phone call Kassidy came
home with two large “eggs” on her head after “falling” out of his truck window. Eleven days after
that Kassidy spent the last 4 hours of her life with Jeff.
Shame on me for being so smug and thinking I was so clever then.
Ok moving onto your letter #309
I think you did a very good job with the rough draft of the letter. I am glad it was you that took
this task and not me. I wouldn’t have known where to start. I made some additions and tightened up
some small things that I thought made it flow better. You can look it over and decide, Most of it is
tiny stuff. Some of it required moving some paragraphs around a little. I hope I didn’t make it too
confusing. I probably should have just retyped the damn thing instead of confusing you.
Where do we draw the line with providing actual details of incompetence on both the police and
lawyers parts and merely alleging it? I wonder if we should also add a line about certain witnesses’
statements being taken and never being turned over to the defense. Adam Tuttle wrote to you about
being interviewed by the police briefly yet it wasn’t in the discovery. Shannon Gagne told Ron Rice
the police met with her and told her Kassidy had multiple broken bones (which inflamed her) yet,
this interview and statement is not in the discovery. Amanda started out being interviewed in one
room in Gray, Maine and when she was finished going “off” about Jeff Marshall, she was moved to
another room where the police “seamlessly” started the interview over. These are relatively “small”
witness issues in the case, but should be added to the overall theme of incompetence, hidden agenda,
etc. I just want to make sure that we put out the best possible letter, with quality information, that
they will read and hopefully act on. I’m nervous to say the least.
I hope your ribs are healing better by the time you read this. Ribs are never fun. Don’t worry
about the card.
Unless I request an inmate to make one, we typically get them free from the chapel. Hey, being
wrongfully imprisoned has to have some benefits right?
At our last meeting I meant to take a photograph with you. We’ll have to remember that for our
next. We’ll title it “The Two Bearded Guys”

I reread Amanda’s “My Life Story” after our visit. Whew! Tough stuff! I am hopeful she will
give you the ok to use it, as I believe it could be incredibly powerful for people to read. I know you
will do your best to make this happen. These are the things that Amanda had been saying for the past
10 years, after her initial statements to the police. It goes along with that law review article you sent
me with letter #277 that I just recapped. So many people feel this incredible pressure by the police,
and they say what they need to say in order to get the hell out of there, and feel they can fix it later.
It’s funny how some people’s stories don’t change and others develop “Amnesia” shortly after the
most horrifying event in one’s life. If possible, it would be good if Amanda had a chance to read the
letter I wrote prior to her meeting with you. If not, perhaps you can deliver it at meeting along with
that complete drawing if you still feel it good to present it to her.
One thing that I have reflected on is your statement at our visit as well as through our letters that
they, Amanda and Jackie, don’t communicate. It’s really a sad situation and obviously has roots in a
time long before I knew her. A lot of judging seems to be going on. Even if you think your child is
wrong and needs to be held responsible for something, you don’t stop loving or supporting them. I
keep thinking back to Amanda’s stint in jail. It was my mom and dad making the 4 hour round trip
commute to have a 30 minute visit with Amanda in jail. They loved her and tried to keep her spirits
up.
October 31, 2010 (244)
Response to #314 and Misc.
You asked about the quiz that my friend Jeff asked Kyle to fill out for my birthday. I don’t know
that there is a need to do anything with it. I just thought it was pretty special and wanted to share it
with you. It’s not often things in here can really brighten your day and make you feel as if you have a
reason to jump out of bed and put your pants on. Kyle’s responses did it for me. If anything can be
gained from it, perhaps it is confirmation for you of the relationship and close bond I share with
Kyle. I think sometimes as a parent it’s good to get a “report card” of how our children think we are
doing. Are they “receiving” the messages we are trying to send?
I imagine many people would find this odd but it’s the parent I’ve always envisioned being. I
firmly believe that if you want your children to follow the rules and boundaries, talk to them rather
than at them. If they are part of establishing what they believe to be fair guidelines, and potential
punishment for breaking them, they are much more likely to honor them. I haven’t always set the
best example, but I try hard. I know that I make mistakes and when I do I will openly talk about them
with Kyle and perhaps what I learned from them. I guess Kyle’s responses were a sign to me that he
sees me for what I am. I hope we always remain close and that Kyle feels that he can always come to
me with anything. Whether he just needs someone to listen or give advice, I’ll be there and never
judge.
You wrote here about Lawrence Vogelman. After our visit I was disappointed with his response.
I went back to my cell and spoke to my friend, Jeff, about it. He made a couple of good points. 1. As
you stated, this is only one attorney’s opinion. Jeff said, “Let’s face it Chad, many people are
motivated by money and where there is none here, and Vogelman has no personal connection to you,
the report may sound less than it is. It takes a special kind of person to take on a case Pro Bono,
caring about innocence and justice above all else.” 2. The second thing Jeff said was, “Perhaps
Vogelman was looking at the report by itself rather than the overall case context and thinking it
wasn’t an overwhelming piece of evidence. I know when you first told me about the missing 1 page
report and its results, I wasn’t thinking it was this huge deal. What changed my mind was when you
explained how it completely undermined Jeff’s testimony and the events that he testified to during
those last 4 hours of Kassidy’s life. Perhaps, attorneys need to know the facts of WHY this report is
so important.” You may have explained why to Mr. Vogelman, Morrison, but if not, it is something
to think about with future lawyers. It was generous of Mr. Vogelman to give you an hour, but this is
a tough case, with so many elements to try and explain in one hour.

With this new information about the report, should we try to reconnect with Attorney Utter or
leave that alone for now? Another thing to consider is gathering up the former Attorney General, Phil
McLaughlin’s, statements about this case and approach him with the missing report. There is a
chance his office never saw this report. With multiple state police agencies and two state AG’s
offices involved, it is possible they never knew. (Perhaps easier for someone here to “swallow” if it
can be attributed to honest mistake.) How much would this report have meant to Mr. McLaughlin
had he known about it? Would it have made him look more carefully at Jeff Marshall’s statements?
Would it be a problem for him that this evidence contrdicts Jeff’s version of events? Mr.
McLaughlin likely still has friends working in the AG’s office, and his support could be helpful. He
may be more willing to help knowing the egg can land on Maine’s “face”. I don’t care who takes
blame or responsibility as long as someone looks at this.
In a recent letter (308) you sent me a guide that you started with suggestions on answering
certain media questions. This gave me an idea. I know you and I are very busy but there is something
that I believe we need to work on together. Part of having the committee reach out to past friends and
family members is giving them the tools to do the job. You are EXCELLENT at engaging people in
a dialogue about the case.
The work you have been able to do with people that start out on the fence or outright against me
is nothing short of Amazing. I have learned many things myself from your communications with
others. For instance, anyone that is willing to speak, even negatively, gives us an opportunity to
convert them to the truth. It’s the people that won’t speak or shut us out completely that we won’t be
able to count on. I communicate with most of the supporters and I get a sense that this case is
overwhelming and intimidating for them to bring up to “warm leads,” to say nothing about strangers.
I am in awe at how much time three of our Rochester supporters- Becky, Melissa, and Sandy have
spent reading and absorbing facts about this case from the website. Their knowledge is baffling.
However, I get the sense that they all lack the confidence to approach someone and start a
conversation about this case. If I were them I would be thinking. Where do I start? Do I know
enough of the facts? What if people ask me a hard question? Am I going to hurt Chad if I don’t know
the answer? How do I bring up the conversation? If someone asks me, “Why do you believe Chad is
innocent”, what do I say? etc. etc. As you know Morrison, some of these questions have very
complicated answers. Some of them .... can be answered simply from the heart. Some of them could
be a combination of the two. For example: here are two questions of “Why should I check out this
website?” and “Why are you so sure this guy is innocent?” Perhaps you and I can come up with a
few things that point to it, so these members have a guide that helps instill confidence, and then they
can share their own personal experience or the fact(s) that sold them on it. With all of the above in
mind, here is what I am thinking: Where I am going to talk to the media finally, now seems to be the
perfect time to mobilize our supporters and try to drum up more. Talking to friends as you mention,
talking to strangers, etc. I believe at the next Keene and Rochester meeting we should try to have a
guide in the works for answering some of the tougher questions. Perhaps some tips on how to
approach. Discussion on how dialogue, even negative to start, creates an opportunity.
The importance of professionalism, not personalizing anything said, and responding in a fact
based manner, will help win people over to at least look at site. How to approach strangers to get our
petition signed, etc. I think spending a little time doing role plays so everyone gets a little experience
under their belts is a good investment. Perhaps I can call during each visit and you and I can do the
first role play out of the gate and then we can provide index cards where they all get a chance at
supporter approaching a non-believer or person that knows nothing of the case. I certainly don’t want
to make anyone feel silly but I think helping to instill confidence will pay this investment of time
back tenfold.

I hope I am expressing this effectively in this letter. It may seem silly to you but I don’t think so.
Most people lack your natural gift with this type of thing. I see it as a real “elephant” in the room that
people bring up to me in round about ways rather than head on. Let’s not lose sight of the fact that
this is a horrific case that all the supporters believe in their hearts I am innocent of. However, it is
still a hard thing to ask people to “hitch their wagon” to. Many supporters have already faced ridicule
for supporting me. You have too. The only difference is prior to now, your relationship with me was
never personal. How do you handle the ridicule? How can we make it easier for everyone else? etc. If
you think talking about this, providing some sample questions and answers, role playing, etc. would
be demeaning to anyone or too “elementary,” please, blame it on me. Anyone that truly knows me
and my style of parenting, life, business, friendship, etc. will likely see it as my attempt at setting
them up for success. Let me know what you think.
At a recent visit you and I talked about my trip to Martha’s Vineyard with Amanda. You asked
for details that I remembered and informed me that in a conversation with Amanda she recalled,
initially, that it was cold. I found this memory to be sad but informative. Not to sound too selfabsorbed but it’s sad in that the memories I create with people are my legacy (for lack of a better
word.) Everyday, when I wake up and put my pants on I am faced with the prospect that I may never
again share a free moment with another human being. For the past 10 years I have faced this reality.
This isn’t something that I am personalizing and Amanda is hardly alone. Many of my friends have
seemingly forgotten that I existed, forgotten details about some of our great times, etc. The hardest
one to swallow is Kyle. I have so many great memories of Kyle and the things that he loved to do.
We had a blast doing a variety of activities. Unfortunately, I came here when Kyle was so young,
that he has almost no memory of me being free. Luckily, we have many photos. I just hate it. I want
so much for my son. I have such great memories of my dad growing up. My poor baby has few.
Getting back to Amanda’s recollection of the Vineyard, it was a wonderful trip and I know she and I
had a great time. Perhaps after I provide you some of the details I recall you can share my
recollections with Amanda at some point and she can add to it. It’s likely that the details I provide
will jog her memory.
The thing that I found informative about Amanda’s memory of our vacation, is that it verifies
something I have written about several times and we’ve spoken about. That is, you will often be
required to use the details I provide as thought-starters for people when you bring up something to
them. I in no way am attempting to lead them. It is likely that if I have a particular memory it is
going to “jog” something for the person you are sharing it with. They are certainly free to correct it,
disagree, etc. I provide the details in the hopes it will create more meaningful dialogue. It requires a
lot of energy to think back to something specific from 10 years ago. I list what I recall with the hopes
that it makes it easier for the person we are questioning. Ultimately, the goal is to get them to add
something to the memory.
I guess the bottom line is I have been stuck in this “ground hog day” for the past 10 years while
everyone else is out making new memories. It’s not surprising that they struggle with details about
the year 2000. On top of that, working with you for the past year I have spent long stretches
immersed in “2000 land.” My memories should be a bit more detailed but certainly not infallible,
based on the number of additions and corrections others have been able to provide.

Martha’s Vineyard. As I recall there are several towns on the island: Edgartown, Oak Bluffs,
Ocean Heights, Vineyard Haven, and Tisbury. We did activities and saw the sights in all of them as I
recall. Unfortunately. I cannot recall specifically which attraction was where. I believe upon arrival
to the island we took a cab over to the condo that we were staying at in Edgartown. That first day we
drove around for a bit, saw some of the gingerbread houses and got a brief overview of the island.
We walked through some of the local shops, visited an art museum and had dinner at an upscale
restaurant close to the water. After dinner we went for a walk on the pier, looking at the ships and
also walked among the huge old houses to check out the centuries-old architecture on what we were
told were the old sea captains’ houses. It was a beautiful night, perhaps a chilly breeze but I recall the
weather being quite nice for the time of year. I can’t recall if we went early season or late. On our
way back to the condo unit (as they called it), I recall stopping at a store that did some type of art as
you wait. I can’t remember if we purchased anything but for some reason I think Amanda may have
picked something small up for her mother or Jen. When we got back to the room, Amanda and I took
turns giving each other massages with this massage oil I purchased for the trip. She loved having her
back, arms, and hands, massaged and I loved doing it. I think we went to bed fairly early that
evening.
The next morning I awoke and went to grab breakfast from a local cafe and brought it back to
Amanda while she slept. After we ate, we got dressed and decided to go exploring. We walked
through some of the back streets of Edgartown, looking at the old homes, churches, etc. We also
went to the local museum. As I recall, it was quite small, but included some neat island history. We
had lunch in a local restaurant and spent the afternoon walking through the local shops that we hadn’t
seen the night before. That afternoon we went back to the condo game room and proceeded
to play foosball and other games. We had fun. That evening we walked several blocks and went to a
delicious Italian restaurant. After dinner we walked back to the condo and went to sit in the hot tub.
I believe it was the next morning that we decided we wanted some more adventure. We had been
taking taxis everywhere, but we wanted to rent a car and explore ourselves. We found that we could
rent mopeds or a jeep. While they both had their merits, (I really wanted to see Amanda on a moped),
we settled on the jeep. It was beautiful out, so we put the top down and went cruising. We found a
section of beach we could actually drive on and almost got stuck, we drove over to Vineyard Haven
and had lunch at the Black Dog Tavern and then drove to the Black Dog Bakery to get some of their
“world famous” pastries. They were pretty good, but I think I’ve had better. From-there, I believe we
drove over to Oak Bluffs and found this very old cemetery back in the woods. It was pretty eerie.
After that, we found this nature preserve, bird sanctuary, it was very large. I was surprised to find all
of this nature on the island.
We must have spent an hour walking through all of these overgrown paths. We were the only
people there. We were walking through all of this overgrown forest and came out in this clearing. I
thought we had found paradise. It was this private beach with no one for miles. We explored for a
while and looked for shells. The only traffic we saw was the occasional boat passing the island every
20 minutes or so. We found huge rocks and laid out for a bit while the sun beat down on us. It was
awesome. Of course, as a young couple, sitting in the middle of our own private paradise with
no one around, we laid out a blanket and enjoyed each other’s company before moving on. We had
dinner back in Edgartown and then went souvenir shopping for the kids.

We definitely had to be there off season because we were both a little deflated that they had
nothing small enough for Kassidy. We couldn’t even get her a T shirt that she would have been able
to wear before she was 5. Of course, we had no idea this would be our only trip to the island together.
I am pretty certain that we stayed one more full day. We started out driving the jeep up to Ocean
Heights. Beautiful roads and scenery. We saw the lighthouses and had lunch on this patio that sat on
the edge of a cliff about 100 feet down. It was gorgeous. We then drove to Edgartown and off to this
vineyard tour. We took the whole tour, seeing how the wine was made, grapes were pressed, and the
barrels used storage for aging, etc. It was really cool. We did a wine tasting there and ended up
finding a bunch of wines that we liked. We purchased between 12 and 15 bottles. Some we were
going to use as gifts and some for ourselves. I remember the grape vines were right there and
Amanda and I were the last two to leave for the day. We reached over the fence and tried the grapes.
Very bitter. Then we had fun chasing each other around, trying to hit each other with them. It was
fun. We went back to the condo, had dinner and then took one of our new bottles of wine to the hot
tub to share.
We both had a lot of fun on the trip, mainly because it was one-on-one time and there was a lot
of beauty to see. However, we both agreed it was for more of an “older” crowd (at least off season)
We both would have liked something with more night life. We agreed our next vacation would be a
bit more in our age group and a place that Kyle and Kassidy would have fun.
Share my recollections with Amanda when you have a chance. She may be able to add to my
memories. If nothing else, maybe it would a good trip back to “2000land” for her which will aid us
hopefully. It’s got to seem that not all our work or requests of her will be hard. That fingernail stuff is
pretty heavy. Light is also good.
November 2, 2010 (245) (Response to your letters 311, 313, 316, and 317 and Misc.)
You mentioned in a recent letter that at some point you intend to go back to the Strafford County
Courthouse to check the trial exhibits and asked if there was anything else there that I might want
you to check on. I can only think of a couple of things right now.
1. I am curious about the phone call charts. I believe these were charts that they put together. I
am curious if they pulled from all bills or simply used my Sprint cellular bill. You have done
EXTENSIVE work on these phone bills and I believe that we have put together a much more
accurate picture than what the jury saw.
2. The second thing I can think of is I think it might be good to compare the official exhibit list
with the physical exhibits the jury saw. This might take a bit of time but it may be worth the effort. I
guess the bottom line is we are looking to see if the jury had any “extra” things other than what was
listed. (I am guessing that even if something was “slipped” in, it was likely slipped out later). You
may recall that Jeremy told Alan and John Morgan about his conversation with a juror who
approached him at his restaurant. The juror very clearly stated, “We had items in the jury room that
no one else saw.” I specifically recall that some of it had to do with phone bills. For example, they
had several days’ worth of phone bills that showed no phone calls from me to Jeff so it indeed looked
odd that I would call Jeff 3-4 times on the night of November 8, 2000. As you know from our work
and recent letters to me, I had called Jeff much more frequently. My cell phone bill only shows half
the story. When I first found out about this information years ago, I immediately thought about the
restaurants’ phone bills. I paid for my own cell phone bill at that time with McDonald’s. Much of my
communication with vendors and service providers was done once inside the restaurant, where the
company paid the bill. Cell phones have come a long way in our society but back in 2000, they were
a bit more expensive. A study of my phone bills then would easily show that I typically used it as a
tool to send and receive messages, keeping my calls relatively short rather than “chit chat”,
especially during “peak” hours. The restaurant phone bills would certainly show more calls to Jeff.
3. The only other thing I can think of and they might not be there because certain items were
never used, but I am wondering if the things like, napkins with Kassidy and Jeff’s DNA are in there,
the bed sheet with a blood stain, the yellow sandwich wrapper, Kassidy’s finger nail clippings, the
rape “kit” that was tested, etc. If they weren’t used at trial are they kept somewhere else?

Letter #311
In reviewing my July letters for inclusion to the website I can see you have come up with several
additional questions from some of the information provided. The first thing you asked about was the
boat trip when I took Kyle and Kassidy out alone for an hour or so. I believe it was an early weekday
evening and I would guess sometime in August. As I recall it was fairly warm out. We always
brought, light jackets for the kids because early evening on the water can be chilly when you are
going fast but as I recall, that evening we were all wearing shorts and t-shirt type outfits. The other
thing that makes me think it was August was I believe Amanda was doing something with Cathy
Nuernberg that afternoon. She was going to take Kassidy with her, but I was going out to the lake
anyway so I told her to go ahead and I would take Kassidy with Kyle and I. As I recall, Amanda and
Cathy mainly hung out during the beginning of my and Amanda’s relationship so that would make it
more likely August than October time frame. Again, I could be off. This is one of those details that I
always considered inconsequential so I haven’t thought of it much other than from a creating a
memory standpoint over the years. It very well could have been Amanda was with Emily Conley.
The main thing I recall is that I was out with Kyle and Kassidy alone. It was warm, a brief time on
the water, and we stopped to grab a pizza, I believe, before heading home to meet Amanda.
Next, you asked about my letter # 174 where I stated, “Melissa Brundage started working for me
right at the start of college.” I was referring to the start of Melissa Brundage’s college career. It was
in the Rochester McDonald’s that Melissa was hired to make salads and role fajita’s. I was the
restaurant manager at the time so I believe that it was 1995 that this happened. Becky Boudreau went
to school with Melissa, so if they were in the same class my year would be correct. I cannot recall
what degree it was that Melissa was pursuing in college but if I am not mistaken it was the local
community college she was attending, McIntosh in Dover.
Next you asked about my letter #176 where I wrote about the 2000 managers’ and assistant
managers’ conventions. I have spoken to Jaime Hinton and he is seeking verification, but I believe
the restaurant managers’ convention was in Philadelphia that year. It would have likely been for two
days, three nights in July. The assistant managers’ conventions were typically held in October at a
hotel and convention center in Bedford, NH. This would have been two days I was tied up. It might
be even more important to find out the dates of that assistant mangers convention as it was October
that noticeable changes occurred in Kassidy. (Hindsight). All of my restaurant managers and
assistants had the opportunity to attend their respective conventions. We always viewed these
conventions as a few days away, getting some down time, entertainment and a chance to learn about
new products and initiatives from the corporation that year. I’ve been to so many conventions over
the years, I would just be guessing at who decided to attend on what particular year. Some managers
enjoyed them, and others wanted to stay in their restaurants or take a couple of extra days off. I very
rarely ever told a manager they could not attend because of poor operations. Typically if that was the
situation, I would try to send them extra help so they could attend and then we would work on fixing
the problem together.
Letter #313
Bruce no longer lives on Winter Street in Rochester as far as I know. I believe he lives in
Barrington with his parents who built a beautiful house there in the mid 1990’s. Mr. Aube likely still
owns that house. No idea who lives at the Winter Street address.

You asked about a Hampton phone number that we are trying to track down from 2000. There
were two phone calls from 603-929-6231 to my home on November 8, 2000. One at 11:14 a.m. for 2
min. 11 seconds. And another call from this same number to my home on that day at 1 :05 p.m. for 3
min. 34 seconds. Sorry, I just don’t recognize this number. You said today this number is for
Personal PC repair at 60 Schooner Landing, Hampton NH. I purchased my home PC from a former
restaurant manager, Jim Bonneau, who started his own computer company. My suggestion is to call
this number and see how long Personal PC has had control. it. Perhaps someone tried to contact a
previous owner of the number and Personal PC knows who that is. It’s the only thing I can think to
do. I can’t recall ever getting my PC repaired in Hampton. It really baffles me and I would like to
know who it was. Nov. 8, 2000 is an important day. I wonder if it was me calling from a number or
someone else trying to contact me.
You asked at our recent visit to elaborate a bit on certain things that I wrote in my poem to Kyle,
THE GIFT. The point of the poem was to find some of the most outrageous things I have
experienced in life and show that they don’t even hold a candle to the birth of Kyle.
• In my teen years I had a Corvette and my friends had very fast motorcycles. Foolishly, I felt
invincible then and drove them both very fast at times. I cringe when I think about Kyle making the
same decisions. My poor parents. I am sure I caused more than one premature grey hair.
• The collective sales of the restaurants in my area were around ten million annually and I had
between 250-300 employees in those restaurants.
• I’m not a big fan of heights, but I have climbed some very tall trees in my life. Typically on a dare.
• When Tristan and I were in the Caribbean on our belated honeymoon vacation, one of the activities
we tried was snorkeling around a submerged airplane. There were many colorful and beautiful fish.
Several of them being very large. When I came upon one that was nearly my size, it was time to get
out of the water.
• I’ve jumped off a 50’ cliff to the water below. I wasn’t an extreme adrenaline Junkie but I enjoyed
the rush from jumping into the water. As a teenager I climbed some bridges with friends and jumped
into the water below. I used to camp with my friend Mike Symonds and his family somewhere in
Plymouth, NH and we climbed some cliffs, daring to go ever higher and jumped into a river below.
In my late teen years, while working at the Keene McDonald’s we would sometimes go swim at the
old rock quarries in Acworth NH. The rope swing itself was many feet above the water. One night
upon consuming some “liquid courage” I climbed to the top of the rope and jumped. Again, the
mistakes of youth. I’m not sure if it was exactly 50 feet but it sure seemed it.
• I have seen both “Creed” and “Metallica” live in concerts 5 times.
• Finally, the poem had a line about dating, “I once dated 5 women in the same week and didn’t mix
up their names.” Shortly after I came to the realization that Tristan and I were no more. I started
casually dating several women at once. I had dates with all of them in one particular week and kept
everything straight. All of that came to an abrupt stop when I went on my first date with Amanda.
She just blew me away.
#316

Thank you for forwarding the email exchange you had with Mary Bullard back in July. Whew!
Tough stuff. Both reading about how Amanda-treated her as a friend and Mary’s impression of why
Amanda was pursuing me ($). I remember that summer when I found out about Amanda’s true age
from Mary. I don’t know if it really hurt me more than the feelings that Tristan ‘was cheating or if it
was me trying to make a point. Back then I was hurt with the ease that Amanda was able to keep this
from me for so long and how little it seemed to bother her. When someone lies to me, it shakes the
foundation that I want to build and makes me question “Well, if she can lie to me about this, what
else is she lying about?” Of course, on top of all this, I was arrested and staring a life in prison in the
face at my upcoming trial. I could see the writing on the wall immediately with the “cradle robber”
thing. 28 year old man dating 20 year old woman sounds a lot different than 28 year old man dating
18 year old girl. The difference doesn’t mean as much when you are 38 and 28 but the psychological
barrier to those teen years I feared would be troubling. Reading it was another example of why it is
good to get other people’s perspectives. Mary reminded me about the entire discussion starting about
Amanda’s schooling and how she craftily tried to work her way around it, “same age as people in my
class”.
The other thing that struck me was Mary’s recollection of Kassidy’s first months being similar to
Jackie’s recent emails. I was always so trusting of Amanda, taking everything she told me at face
value. It seems the observation I made about Kassidy not only having a new home when she moved
in with me, but Kassidy’s entire world being turned upside down because now she basically had a
new mom in her life because she had to get used to being with Amanda as well, may have been
accurate. I don’t know what is true exactly and what isn’t. I just know that it is a little embarrassing
how “blind” I was then. I guess there was a reason I sometimes felt pushed by Amanda. She certainly
knew what she wanted, at least initially. I had seen in some of my discovery where Amanda talked
about my money, but I always quickly dismissed it as “not her.” We truly loved each other. Well, at
least I loved her. It was nice to see that one of Amanda’s friends, Mary, saw it for the true love I felt.
I don’t believe Amanda is all bad. I know that she stayed with me long after I had no money and she
has a conscience and wants to help some now. I guess I just now realize she wasn’t the person I
always thought she was.
Yes, I would like to write to Mary. I ALWAYS liked Mary a lot and thought she was really
good to Amanda even when Amanda wasn’t being very nice. I appreciated that Mary would be there
for Amanda when I couldn’t be. Amanda needed someone to be with her and she was burning
bridges left and right then. You can let Mary know I appreciate her help and support and would like
to send her a friendly letter. If a letter would cause a problem between her and her spouse, could I
email it to you to email to her?
Letter #317
Interesting observations with your granddaughter. Sophie? I thought Kassidy did very well in the
vocabulary area, but it wasn’t as though all of her words were crystal clear. If I gave you that
impression, it was my mistake. Still the observations you make are interesting. I am watching A1iza
very closely as well.
You are correct. Comparing my record with Jeff’s may not be the thing to catch peoples’
attention. HOWEVER, it will catch someone’s attention. It is part of the complete picture of who Jeff
Marshall is and more about this case. It was handed over as part of my discovery and if we can just
put it “out” there with no opinions by us, I want to let people read it and come to their own
conclusion. A NUMBER of people have asked me about his past criminal record and why the police
may have chosen me. You and I are aware that part of their selecting me was some of my mistakes,
but we are also aware that the statistics in cases like this are well over 80% that the perpetrator is
someone in the house. Sharing his record will add to people’s question. “Why wasn’t this guy looked
at more closely.” Great point about avoiding the idea that if you beat one you’d beat the other
connection. We don’t need to make that comparison. We just want to show that Jeff, like me, is not a
saint. Does this make more sense?
Sincerely,

November 5, 2010 (246) (Response to your 318)
Thanks for the photocopies of the Colley-McCoy newspaper cleverly titled, The Hamburger
Press. I had long forgotten about some of the stories and events that took place in our company. It
was great to see the photographs. Many of your questions pertain to these newspapers, so I will
answer to the best of my ability. I see many of the articles and photos you questioned me about are
from the mid 90’s and later. Were there any from 1991 or 1992? I believe there was a write up about
my election to the Keene Board of Education. I now you have asked me about that period and I
didn’t have a lot of information for you. I figured there might be something in there that would jog
my memory. McDonald’s Corp puts out a national magazine that goes to all of the 10,000 or so U.S.,
restaurants. There was an article in that magazine about my election to the school board as well.
Obviously, to be mentioned in the national publication was much less frequent for me, so it was a
proud moment. I know I was an Assistant Manager in Keene at the time and Peter Napoli called to
tell me how proud he was of the job I was doing, how I was representing McDonald’s in the
community, and having a story printed about me in the nationwide magazine. I know, you want to
see it right? I do believe I kept a copy for a while but ...
There was a nice photograph of my brother, Jason, winning the 1998 Outstanding Restaurant
Manager award. I had forgotten all about him earning this honor. Jason was a very talented manager.
As both his supervisor and his brother, I was very proud of him. At that time there were over 450
restaurants in the Boston Region and I believe at the annual managers’ convention held in the
summer months the corporation would announce the award winners. I believe the corporation
recognized approximately 30 outstanding managers in the Boston Region. In any event, it was far
less than 10% of the restaurant managers in the region recognized. What made this award such an
honor was that it was awarded by the corporation, and not our company. Not only did Jason have to
live up to our high company standards, and his supervisor’s particular quirks, he also had to impress
the McDonald’s field service team. Anyone can put on a “dog and pony show” for a day but these
award winners were doing the job for real every day. You could see it with how happy and welltrained their crews were when you walked into the restaurant. You could see it in how clean the
restaurant was, the quality of the food and the fast friendly service you received. It didn’t matter if
you came in announced or unannounced, these managers were the cream of the crop and had their
“stuff’ together. I had pretty much won every honor and award that McDonald’s or our company had
to honor with the exception of this one. So, it made it even more special that Jason did. I was in the
photograph because I was Jason’s supervisor. (Either that, or they allowed me to be in the
photograph knowing it was as close as I would ever get to one of these plaques.
There was a great photograph of some of the Rochester crew during the Beanie Baby kick off. In
the photograph that I took you can see Jason the restaurant manager, our younger sister Nicole, one
of his shift managers, My boss Bob McDougall, Joe Carey & Art Rico of McDonald’s Corp., and
Tristan’s younger sister, Tiffany Wentworth. The Beanie Baby promotion was the most successful
Happy Meal promotion that McDonald’s has ever done. Many of our restaurants were mobbed from
open to close. Some were having 70% sales increases while the promotion went on. The fact that Joe
Carey and Art Rico were in Rochester at the start of the promotion is another indication of the
outstanding manager that Jason was. Art Rico was I believe number 2 in charge of the entire region
at this time and Joe Carey was right below him. They wanted to get involved and “help” in a few
restaurants during this promotion. As I previously indicated, we wanted to keep the corporation
people out of restaurants as much as possible. They were very nice but because of their position, they
created a lot of stress whenever they popped into a restaurant. They so very rarely were in your

restaurant that it might be a year or so before you saw them again so if it was a bad visit, that was the
last impression they were left with. Bob was spending the day with the Art and Joe and carefully
mapped out a few restaurants that he could hit and not worry if there would be adequate, properly
trained crew working, the QSC would be excellent, etc. Rochester was one of the two or three in the
company that Bob took them to visit. It was great to see Tiffany. She, like her older sister, Tristan,
was very talented at McDonald’s, and could have easily gone as far as she wanted. I have always
loved Tiffany. She is a great aunt to Kyle, Brent, and Aidan. It is neat to see her here. She was a
teenager then. I forgot that she, Nicole, and Jason worked together.
You asked about a great photograph of Nicole that was taken in 1997 or 1998 I believe, when
she was a swing/shift manager in Rochester. This photograph was included on a page with several
others under an article by Lynne Shields about preventing customer complaints. The topic of the
article was about doing what we can on a daily basis as we start our shifts to prevent our guests from
having a poor experience. It makes very little sense to spend millions of dollars every year on
advertising to encourage people to visit our restaurants and then do a poor job of meeting their needs
when they give us the chance. 100% satisfaction was always our main focus. Unfortunately, as with
any business there were times that we fell short. I believe these particular people, including Nicole,
had their picture taken because they handled a customer complaint in such a manner that the
customer felt strongly enough about the positive experience to send a comment card to our main
office in Windham, NH. Nicole was outstanding with our guests. Always friendly, upbeat, and
empathetic. She was great at turning a disgruntled customer into a satisfied guest. McDonald’s was
involved with many studies that showed many unhappy customers would just leave without saying
anything.
I tried to instill a mindset into the managers and crew that I worked with that a customer that will
come up and tell us when they are upset is doing us a favor and should be treated as such. These
folks were not an interruption of our work, they were the purpose of it. As previously stated, most
customers don’t provide feedback. Of those that do, it is 6-7 times more likely that it will be negative
feedback. With this in mind, it is remarkable that for these people who were photographed, there
were customers that felt so strongly about their experiences to take the time to write a positive
comment about them and how they went the extra mile.
You asked about the summer 1999 visit from Ronald McDonald. Ronald has an hour long magic
show he puts on for the kids. There are several Ronald McDonald’s throughout the country. The
Boston Region is so large that I believe we have our own Ronald. As part of the licensing fees that
the corporation collects, each restaurant can have a free Ronald appearance once per year. Typically,
we’d schedule a Ronald visit 3- 4 months in advance so we have plenty of time to advertise the
appearance with our customers. As you can imagine, Ronald is quite popular with the kids. We
would often try to maximize the exposure, planning the visit when around a restaurant anniversary,
grand opening, etc. The show at Hampton Beach was a bit different than a typical restaurant. At the
beach there isn’t a lawn or any place for Ronald to do a show. Our advertising agency booked him to
perform on the Hampton Beach main stage called the “Half Shell.” Our restaurant was only 200 or so
yards from the stage. It was very successful, as I recall, it was a nice day and many children got to
see Ronald perform. We gave out balloons and other trinkets at the restaurant to the children that
came in after the show.
You asked about Suzanne Lavalley. Suzanne did manage the Rochester Wal Mart for me for a
time. “Suz,” as we called her, worked in Rochester when I first took over as the restaurant manager
back in 1992. She was swing/shift manager back then and mostly worked the closing shift 3-4 nights
a week. Suzanne is a great woman and was always fun to work with. Very laid back and didn’t excite
easily. I worked one on one with Suzanne a lot to help her develop her skills. One thing you could
count on with Suz, she was always going to give you her best effort. I would love to write her. We
just need to find a valid address.

It was sad to read the article I wrote for the Hamburger Press memorializing Marge Myers.
Marge was a great lady and I could always count on her to tell it to me “straight”. She was like the
backbone of Rochester when I first took over in 1992. She was the longest tenured employee there
and everyone in town knew Marge. I took over a very challenging restaurant. Not only was the
restaurant severely understaffed, it was clear that Peter Napoli hadn’t made any significant upgrades
to the physical plant in years. When I asked Peter about all of the out-dated equipment, he indicated,
“We are going to make some upgrades as soon as you make me some money in this restaurant.” It
was a high volume restaurant and in his opinion should have been making a lot of money rather than
costing him. What made the challenge doubly hard is I was replacing a very popular manager with
the crew, but one that the owners had deemed ineffective. I was 20 years old and wet behind the ears.
The manager I was replacing was in her late 30’s, early 40’s, as was the core of the crew. Our mgt.
styles were completely opposite, as were our priorities. I recall thinking that it was going to be a
tough “sell” to win these people over. I remember after my first couple of weeks part of me wanted
to get the hell out of there and back to the safety of Keene, the restaurant and city I knew. That is,
until I overheard Marge one morning. Someone was complaining about my “style being different”,
“expectations too high”, “too much hooting and hollering”, etc. I heard Marge say, “Aw, give him a
break, he’s still a kid and we’ve all been hard on him, but he keeps coming back everyday. Chad’s
growing on me. In time I think he is going to turn this restaurant around and make everyone’s job
easier.” I think Marge gave me confidence but also must have talked to some of the “senior” crew
because my job suddenly got easier.
Marge used to bake the best treats and never forgot to bake a cake for your birthday. I remember
one year I was going to bake her a birthday cake. I was all proud to have picked up a cake mix, baked
it and frosted it myself. I was proud as a peacock to bring it in. Marge ate a piece and complimented
me on my effort then she said, “You cheated though, you little shit. It’s a yellow cake and that could
have only come from a box. That isn’t baking.” Keri, Marge, Melissa, Suzanne, all enjoyed chiding
me. I think they asked Tristan when she came in for a visit if I had asked her to bake Marge’s cake.
Anyway, I asked Keri, our breakfast manager and second most tenured employee for a “real” cake
recipe and brought a new one in the next day. I miss Marge. I miss all of them. They were like my
second moms.
You asked about the Raysway contest. Our cash prize was always awarded at the annual
restaurant managers holiday party. I typically placed somewhere and was awarded a cash prize. I
know the winning supervisor and manager each received a $1700.00 bonus. Second place $1200.00
and so on. The only thing that I thought of as I looked at these photos that I hadn’t shared with you
previously was that I may have been the manager, but I couldn’t have won it without the help of my
mgt. team and crew. I used some of the prize money to reward the crew in different ways. For
example, whenever I had a party I used the Rays Way winnings I’d earned to pay for the food,
beverages, etc. I also would buy little McDonald’s type gifts, pins, mugs, etc. for the crew. I recall
several times purchasing pizza for the entire crew. It was a small gesture to thank the crew for all of
their help.
You asked about the enclosed article about Feb. 9th 2000 outing at Gunstock Ski area for over
100 employees. The only problem was you didn’t include the article so I don’t know what it said. I
can tell you from memory that I wasn’t on this particular trip. We, in the northern part of the ColleyMcCoy Company ran a cross promotion with Gunstock Ski area. Every year, we would make serving
tray liners promoting Gunstock Mountain and all that it had to offer. We also kept discount Gunstock
coupons on our front counters for Gunstock Mountain. In return, they would give us a certain amount
of free ski passes for the year. This was a great partnership that I believe Bob McDougall developed.
I would keep ski and tubing passes on me throughout the winter months and reward an employee
with them when I caught them doing something right. I tried to always reward excellence, because I
found over the years that it invites more of the same behavior. Obviously, it was my job to help
correct mistakes or things that the crew or restaurant managers were doing incorrectly. However, it
was more pleasurable for me to focus attention on the opposite.

In 2000 Larry used that night at Gunstock as kind of a crew outing. We used to have Christmas
parties every year in each restaurant, but they were becoming very expensive to do so in the late 90’s
we started experimenting with different things. I believe Larry got as many of his employees together
that were interested in going skiing that evening and my restaurants helped cover his for the night. A
year or two earlier we had a combined party for our areas at the Works Athletic Club in
Somersworth, NH, I believe.
November 7, 1010. (247) (Response to your 321)
Just a few questions you asked here. In response to reviewing August letters you pointed out how
I indicated that Kathy Nuernberg liked the same music that I listened to. You then went to Kathy’s
facebook page and saw that she listens to “Smashing Pumkins,” “Staind,” etc. It’s neat to see that she
and I still have similar taste in music. I love both of those bands. In fact, you may recall that when I
wrote about my first date with Amanda I took her to a concert after dinner. It was to see “Staind.” It
wasn’t really Amanda’s type of music at that point but she enjoyed it. Small world. You asked what I
recalled aoout going to a Packers Game on Oct. 27, 1997. I’m pretty sure that I went with Bruce
Aube, Jason, and Matt Skidds or Jeremy Hinton. Jeremy is a NY Jets fan, but he would tolerate the
Patriots for us. :) I recall that it was pretty cold that evening but that might have been because we
were way up top in nose bleed seats in the old Foxboro Stadium. The wind would whip right through
there. It was a blast. If I remember correctly, the Patriots lost to the Green Bay Packers a year earlier
in the Super Bowl. I believe we were going for my birthday. I think the Patriots lost but I am not
positive about that.
You didn’t ask about this but I have been thinking as you might imagine about this blood
underneath Kassidy’s’ finger nails. God, what did that poor baby endure? It just sucks. I can’t begin
to describe some of the images that go through my head. They get me very angry. A couple of things
I thought of for when the state tries to came back with “it could have happened the night before”.
#1 The police suspected it was me from the word go. They did a THOROUGH and
EXHAUSTIVE search of my house for many hours and came up with zero physical evidence of
abuse much less, a spot of blood. These people left no stone unturned in my house.
I recall when my house was released back to me there were these small circular pads all over
with dust and stuff on them. Apparently, they were going so far as to search for evidence of finding
pulled hairs from Kassidy’s head. (remember the hair loss?)
They found ammunition in my basement and even had gone through every box in, my attic. I
believe they checked the walls, doors, and corners for skin, saliva, or blood. They found photos that I
had buried in a drawer, I believe they even had one of those blue lights and detected semen stains on
my bed sheet. My point is they were there in my house and found NOTHING. (Obviously, because it
didn’t happen there.) If there was something to be found, they would have found it. I believe I shared
with you that I was RELIEVED when the police told me that I couldn’t go to my house and they
were going to search it. I was relieved because I knew everyone left my house fine that morning. I
was relieved because finally they were going to INVESTIGATE rather than sit here accusing me,
and trying to get me to admit something that I didn’t do. “Finally, they will see there is nothing there
and move on, trying to find out what actually happened to Kassidy.” What I did not understand at
that time was that they were 1,000% focused on me and it wouldn’t have mattered what they DID
NOT find.
#2 I gave Kassidy a bath that evening. I changed her diaper, and put lotion all over her body. I
certainly would have noticed if her finger nails appeared “dirty” with red/brown stains. If I had
noticed something like that, I would have spent more time washing them. Kassidy was a very clean
baby. Amanda always had her dressed nice and clean. I certainly wouldn’t have left myself open to
Amanda being able to criticize my lack of bathing skills. The point I’m getting at is I didn’t see
anything under her finger nails. I know Kassidy was in the bath tub for at least 15 minutes that
evening and had her hands submerged playing for much of that. Perhaps, it would be a good idea to
do an experiment of our own to see if blood would stay under fingernails after a 15 minute bath. I
will think of how to tactfully ask Nicole about something like this.

Sincerely,
November 9, 2010 (248) (Responding to your 322)
In the most recent set of storage tubs with my belongings in Keene, you found some information
and had several questions. You found an employee stock purchase plan from GAP for Tiffany Green.
Tiffany is the younger sister of Travis Hunt. She lived with Travis for a while at my home in
Rochester after I moved to Keene. I can only guess that this was in with some of my stuff because it
was in my old office area and when my folks cleaned out the rest of my belongings after my
conviction, this paper was amongst my stuff. Most of my stuff stayed in my home until long after my
conviction. I guess as a family we kind of counted on the fact that I wouldn’t be found guilty for
something I didn’t do. I mean, this is America, the best country in the world and we don’t make those
types of mistakes do we? (At least, this is what we thought then.) Even after the conviction and
Travis and his sister moving out of the house, a great deal of my personal belongings stayed at the
house when DJ Haycock moved. He was another “friend”. They were just going to keep my house
going for me until I got out. We again were showing our confidence in the court system to “get it
right.” “Ok, the jury made a mistake, they are human and a lot of baloney was thrown at them.
Surely, the State Supreme Court will see through it .... “We were naive to the role the Supreme Court
really had in a case. It wasn’t about innocence or guilt at that court, it was about were the rules
followed. As you can imagine, more legal games played, the facts seeming to be a small issue and
the layman not understanding much of the legal jargon.
You enclosed a list of some of the books that you found in tubs 1 and 3. I know I had other
books that aren’t listed. After we gave up on me coming home fairly quickly, and realized it was
going to be a bit of a struggle and a lot of hard work ahead of us, I was able to finally convince my
mom that it was ok to let some of this stuff go. To me it was just “stuff.” To her, I believe, that in an
odd way, if she gave some of my things away it was like giving up on me and giving up on the hopes
that I would be coming home. I think Mom finally came to see that it made me really happy to see
the material things I had collected in my lifetime, being enjoyed and useful to the people that I loved.
I can’t tell you exactly what books are missing, but I know I had an 8’ wood bookcase in my office
that was full of books, All that I had browsed, most that I had read, some that I had intended to read.
As I look at the list of books that is left, there are a bunch of them that I wish I had here to read. I
enjoy reading a lot of non-fiction. I’ve always found books to be a good way to give you an edge in
life. I love history books, books about money, books that help give you an edge, sports, nutrition, etc.
I have no idea how detailed you want me to get so I am going to pick out some of the books that
you mentioned and maybe give a line or two of what their significance was to me. I noticed there are
a number of titles involving personal finance, the stock market, money advice, etc. that neither my
friends or family members seemed interested in reading. It appears not everyone shares my
enthusiasm on learning all things money. (It is a dry topic for many people)
Common Sense- I love this workbook for the simple financial facts it provides. Real world
examples of how we can make small, simple cuts from our daily lives and over time increase our net
worth by millions of dollars. I first saw this book in the 1980’s when an A.L. William representative
was trying to recruit me to work for the company. This particular copy I received from Shirley
Rogers shortly after I saved her son, PJ, from the burning RX -7 car wreck. I had used excerpts from
the book many times to help explain basic budgeting and personal finance to some of the younger
managers that worked for me and couldn’t wait for Brent and Kyle to come to an age where I felt it
was good to share it with them.
Drive. The Story of My Life-By Larry Bird- There were several other books about Larry Bird
and the Celtics. I love basketball, the Boston Celtics and anything Larry Bird. I had Larry Bird
posters, framed photos, etc, all over my house. Larry represented the greatest underdog in the world
to me. Here was a guy that everyone said was, too slow, too clumsy, too stupid, not strong enough,
can’t jump, etc. and he only turned out to be one of the greatest players in NBA history. All because
he worked harder than everyone else and wouldn’t take no for an answer. “Quit” wasn’t in his
vocabulary. He was great to watch.

Bigger Secrets- I worked mid level mgt. for one of the most successful corporations in the world.
I have always been fascinated by trade secrets, silly facts, etc. Lots of little things in books like this
to find something to engage people in conversation with. As a restaurant manager I hired hundreds of
people in some years, many of them teenagers looking for a first time job. Many of these kids would
be so nervous, and often it was their first interview. I might talk to them about some off the wall
topic in the very beginning of the interview to put them at ease and get them talking. I wanted to help
teach these kids how to promote themselves for now and their future. In order to do that, I first
needed to get them talking.
Cigar Aficionado’s Buying Guide 1997- As I have written in the past, Bruce and I would sit
around and start talking about wanting to try something. We decided we wanted to smoke cigars so
we went and bought books, went to buy humidors and cigars from different smoke shops, etc. When
we wanted to learn about wine, we purchased books to study, found out where we could attend a
tasting, bought several different bottles and experimented, finding what we liked. When Bruce and I
decided we wanted to be single malt Scotch drinkers, we did the same. (Only we found we didn’t
care for this too much.) We wanted to learn to become better power lifters so we bought books on the
subject, did some research, experimented and found what worked for us. This cigar book I guess, is
just an example of how we chose to go about things in my nearly 10 year relationship with Bruce.
Winning at Work Without Losing at Love- I’ve always had an interest in self help topics. I knew
the entire time I was married to Tristan (and before) that I worked too much. I wasn’t the most
talented guy but always had the heart to want to be the best at everything that was important to me.
Unfortunately, I purchased this book too late and ended up losing Tristan anyway. Not that I felt that
a book would solve every problem I had, but perhaps, it could give me some useful tips. I was one of
the youngest men in our company ever promoted to area supervisor. I also wanted to be the youngest
promoted to vice president of the company. I wanted to be the best dad in the world to Brent and
Kyle. I wanted to be the best husband and provider that I could be to Tristan. I had everything laid
out ahead of us, if we could just get through those first few years that were going to be the toughest
with Tristan in school ..... I was smart but not as smart as Larry Lane or Jeremy Hinton. I was
efficient but not as efficient as Dan Frazier or Bob McDougall, etc.
However, the thing that I had going for me was no one was going to out work me.
The New Creative Divorce-How to Create a Happier More Rewarding Life During- and AfterYour Divorce- Ok, I had come to the conclusion that Tristan and I are over. It sucks but life goes on.
“How do I do it and be the best dad that I can be to Kyle and Brent?” “How do I wake up everyday
positive, becoming a better person than I was the day before?” Thoughts like this are what brought
me to purchase this book. I don’t believe that I read the entire thing. As often happens when you
purchase something, it is a little different than you expected when you crack the cover.
Success is a Choice- Ten Steps to Overachieving in Business and Life- Always looking for an
edge.
Not for Sale at Any Price- How We Can Save America for Our Children- Prior to Brent’s arrival
in my life and the birth of Kyle I was pretty ignorant to many of the things in the world around me. I
lived a lot in the “here and now” even though financially, I was always saving for the future. But I
didn’t pay attention to much in the newspapers beyond the sports, I wasn’t aware of some of the
atrocities going on in the world, such as the genocide in Rwanda. I wasn’t doing a lot of recycle/
reusing. Beyond being elected to the Keene Board of Education, I wasn’t doing a lot politically or
keeping aware of the most pressing issues. In many ways I had a myopic approach to life. Then these
two beautiful boys enter your life and you realize, “Holy Cow, I’ve got to do more. In many ways,
this world sucks and I want them to have something after I’m gone.” Children really do wake you up.
I can’t recall the content of the book but I know the title is what inspired me to pick it up.

ZOO BOOKS - ELEPHANTS The boys loved these books. Likely, the reason this one was found
in my stuff is I kept it on the bottom shelf of my office book case with all the Sports Illustrated,
workout, and other magazines. Often at night the boys would crawl up into my lap at my desk and
we would read a little before bed. First Brent and later Kyle also. They both LOVED Elephants. I
remember there was a page in the book that showed a picture of all the food an elephant might
consume in a day. If we weren’t looking at all the pictures in this Zoobook for the l0th time, I would
turn the chair the other way and play an educational game on the computer with them. I had these
really cool McDonald’s CD’s that had all of the McDonald’s characters doing different things. Some
of it was word games, counting, find the object, etc. I know that my mom played these computer
games with the kids after I came to prison.
Here are more books listed but I don’t want to bore you to death. As I started to read through the
list, the topics I noticed missing where most of the books I had accumulated on parenting and some
of the books I read as a child. I kept many of those books with the intentions of passing them onto the
kids.
You asked about the composition book that had some art work, drawings, inspirational sayings,
sign language, fortunes from fortune cookies, photographs, etc. I don’t recall ever seeing this
workbook. As I recall, Nicole made it for me when I was in the Strafford County Jail, to help me
keep my spirits up, keep fighting and also to record any thoughts I might have that could help my
lawyers with the case. Unfortunately, the county jail wouldn’t allow her to send it to me. Too bad, it
was a great idea and very thoughtful. Yes, Nicole used to teach sign language to some of the classes
of children she taught. I believe Nicole also taught many of the girls at Girl’s Inc. in the Laconia area
basic sign language as well.
I love the two photos that were included and you were asking about. Both photos of Kyle at
Nicole and Brandon’s in Belmont while the house rebuilding was going on. One was of Kyle
walking down the plank that was used to get in and out of Nicole and Brandon’s house. I believe that
doorway was on the backside of the house. I believe it is either me or Brandon you can see faintly
behind him. This ramp into the house wasn’t very steep but Kyle LOVED to climb things. He would
go in and out of the house multiple times just so he could go up and down the ramp. The other photo
is of Kyle climbing a sapling, using the hand-over-hand method and his legs too shimmy as I taught
him. These pictures were taken at two different times. Kyle is wearing different clothes. In the photo
of Kyle coming out of the house on the small ramp, he is wearing a red striped button down Polo
shirt which were school clothes, so this would have been a week night that we headed up right after
the Kyle got out of school. I am inclined to believe this may have been taken on the same day the
important photo of Kassidy in Amanda’s arms was taken, Oct. 20th, 2000.
Oh boy, you found volumes 4, 5, and 6 lists of the CD’s I made for Amanda. A little corny I
guess and some of the songs I chose were a little “syrupy,” but I loved her and wanted her to know it.
I would download music onto my computer and burn CD’s for her of songs that I knew she liked and
songs that reminded me of her. Most of them had some special meaning in them. Back then, it was
quite a process to burn CD’s. Each one would take me several hours to create. The CD burners were
slow and most of the music had to be downloaded from CD’s. I didn’t need a lot of sleep and often I
would get up out of bed in the middle of the night after she fell asleep and make them. I would leave
one in her car for her that day, etc. I often did little things like this to show my affection for her. Yes,
as you guessed, there were volumes 1-3 also. Not sure where the copies of the CD’s I kept
disappeared to. As with most things, it was bittersweet to see these. It was a reminder of the great
times that once where and an “in my face” that I’m not able to share my life with someone special
anymore. I can’t describe the pleasure I formerly received planning surprises and doing little things
to show Amanda and other special people in my life how much I loved them.
As part of letter #322 you included an article that you found in one of the storage tubs of an
interview that Jennifer Saunders of the Fosters Daily Democrat did with Jackie Conley. You are
right. It was tough to read, as well as many other items in this tub. In fact, I don’t believe that I ever
read this article until now. I believe I may have scanned it back then, but often I would become so
emotional that I couldn’t read too much closely.

The minute I saw something that wasn’t true, misinformation, what I thought was poor reportingwhere the media was just trying to inflame the public, or someone else’s pain involving Kassidy’s
life and death, it became overwhelming to me. This article had elements of all the above in it for me.
Back then I wasn’t just shouldering my own grief over the loss, but I was also trying to help Amanda
through hers. We weren’t supposed to even be talking, but we both needed to be around each other to
get through this horrible tragedy.
It’s ironic that the article mentioned that Amanda would be turning 19 soon. I don’t specifically
recall reading that then or recognizing it but even if i had, I wouldn’t have believed it. I recall reading
that Amanda was 18 in another article and asking her about it. Amanda flat out told me the papers
were wrong. I knew the papers were making tons of careless mistakes in their reporting so what was
one more? I don’t believe I second guessed it. It wasn’t until that summer and that whole situation
with Mary that I found out truly that Amanda was lying to me about her age. What started out as a
simple fib for her, turned out to be a huge thing. It was innocent at first and I am pretty sure had none
of this happened, she would have told me on her own. The problem is, it caused huge unforeseen
problems.
Who knows, I was hard headed and didn’t want to believe that Amanda would lie to me over
something seemingly so small. That’s the strange thing. Often, it was petty little things where
Amanda would fib and the big things she was very honest about. The problem with this is, if you are
the one being lied to and you catch one or two small things you automatically question the big. As
you and I have discussed in the past, I have come a long way on this issue. I don’t personalize as
much and realize from reading it in various places that the average person lies much more often than
you would suspect. I also now understand that lying about some of these “small” things with
Amanda were survival mechanisms. Also, I understand that my feelings about Amanda lying to me,
were similar to the feelings of the police about my and Amanda’s “trampoline story” lie.
Some other comments from Jackie that I found interesting: I was happy to see her defend
Amanda and tell Saunders how much Amanda loved Kassidy. It was clear from reading it that Jackie
really was grieving, but also in the “dark” over many things. For example, Amanda and I went to
Martha’s Vineyard in September and never went to a NY Mets came. Amanda and Kassidy lived
with me much longer than Jackie described to Saunders. Also, Jackie said that she didn’t care for me
personally. I found that a little interesting because she was always so nice and friendly, always
inviting me back when I went to Maine to visit. What was even more interesting to me was what was
NOT in the interview. Recently, Jackie claimed to you via email that Kassidy said, “Chad bad, Nah
Nah” during that last stay with her. Here I was back in 2000, charged with Kassidy’s death. Jackie
not only never told the police that Kassidy said, “Chad bad, Nah Nah” but it would seem the perfect
opportunity, months after Kassidy’s death. To share this with a reporter while it was fresh and Jackie
didn’t. With all the other things that Saunders reported it, I doubt she would have censored out this
assertion. This leads me to believe that time and my conviction have instilled this in Jackie’s head
rather than reality. I also agree with Jackie that this was senseless. Jackie is also correct in stating
that Kassidy was a beautiful girl and up until a point in October, an overall, happy, healthy child.
You provided a copy of a car battery purchased from VIP on 11/11/00 for $49.00. I have no idea
why this receipt was saved other than it was kind of my procedure to save most things and file them
in an expense file that I had for each month. Either that, or I kept the receipt separate because I
needed that to return the core to VIP. The good news is this receipt reminded me of something. I am
99% sure this receipt is for a battery in Amanda’s car that my dad went with me to replace. I thought
it may be an alternator that was sucking juice out of Amanda’s car, but it was in fact the battery.
Anyway, Amanda was frazzled after Kassidy’s death. In addition to having a dead battery, she
locked her keys in her car somewhere. I had to call Tristan’s father, Merle, who owned a seacoast
area locksmith company to unlock her car. I can’t recall where it was but my dad and brother or
brother in law, Brandon, went with me to pick up Amanda’s car and bring it home.

Amanda contacted me from her parents’ in Buckfield several times and one of the reasons
myself, Bruce, Brandon and Nicole had to drive to the Gray Maine State Police Barracks and pick
her up was because she didn’t have a car. It’s weird but Amanda was, in essence, making an escape.
Her family, including Jeff and Jen, were basically holding her hostage and she wanted out.
Sincerely,
November 16, 2010 (249) (Response to your 333)
Hello. I am skipping a couple of letters to respond to this one as it seemingly has info that is
more time sensitive in need of response. I am glad that you had a chance to speak to Melissa. I agree,
she is VERY intelligent, has a wonderful memory and is very articulate. Several times Melissa has
pointed out things to me that show how focused she is when she reads the facts of this case.
Whew. Tough to look at the photos of Kassidy’s hand. I didn’t sleep very well last night after
seeing her little fingers. I often think about her. It’s things like this that foster those relentless
questions in your head, “what would Kassidy be doing right now? Would she be in the school band
or sports? Would she still be a healthy eater?” etc. etc. When I looked at the wart, it did appear in
those “rings” around the top of her finger but it sat on the side more than I recalled. Perhaps that is
why she always played with it, because it irritated between the fingers. I see what you are saying
about what appears to be blood under the third fingernail. To be honest, in the photos you scanned
for me it looks like there is blood under all her fingernails. One thing I can tell you for sure is I
DEFINITELY DID NOT SEE ANY OF THAT THE NIGHT BEFORE WHILE GIVING KASSIDY
A BATH!
I have not seen all of the post mortem photos. I know it may be necessary but I would rather
avoid .....
In your response to my #247 you said it was the first time I mentioned lathering Kassidy up with
lotion after her bath. I guess I never thought it was any big deal because it was part of the routine.
After a bath we ALWAYS rubbed Johnson and Johnson’s baby lotion all over the kids. It may have
been baby oil. But I thought it was those famous pink bottles of J&J baby lotion. This may sound
weird, but it seems like up until a child turns two or so, they can retain that “baby smell” when you
lather them up with this lotion. More than my word, you can ask anyone that was around me how
much I loved that smell. It’s like so fresh and innocent, you know? Anyway, around the time that
children get out of diapers, the lotion seems to lose its staying power. Travis may even recall me
using the lotion/oil that evening. I sat Kassidy down to get her clothes, and I believe I grabbed the
lotion and diaper at the same time. I laid Kassidy down on her towel and rubbed the lotion all over
Kassidy’s body after drying her off, and prior to dressing her in PJ’s and fresh diaper. We typically
had A&D ointment and baby powder in the diaper bag along with diapers. As I recall, Kassidy’s butt
didn’t have a lot of problems with rashes, but it’s good to have these things on hand in case. I know
your next question is: “Did you observe anything out of the ordinary?” I really can’t recall seeing
anything significant on Kassidy or anything that stuck out to me as being odd. Maybe some fading
bruises stuff on her legs or whatever. Things that were typical of a kid falling or whatever, I guess
you could say. I cannot recall seeing anything on Kassidy’s stomach, this I am fairly certain of.
It’s funny to see that you are asking about the assault on inmate A.R. here. I ran into my
counselor in the yard the other day and I briefly wrote about it in the letter I sent you. The assault
happened around 11 am. Tony was found around 11 :30 am that morning. I know this because the
entire North Unit where it happened was locked down soon after. Often what happens here is that we
find out about things quicker than many of the staff. It doesn’t surprise me to find the State Police
were not notified until 3:30 pm. Assaults are not uncommon in prison and only the most severe are
reported to the police. Once Tony finally made it to the hospital, they determined it was severe and
called the State Police. (He’s been on life support for 4 months now). The other thing that you have
to remember is that we are in a controlled environment here. We are locked in this cage and can’t
really go anywhere so it’s not as if the police have to drop what they are doing and get over here.

At the start of the interview, VSA test, I knew a very bad assault had taken place in North Unit
(the “sister” unit, that is attached, to South where I live.) but I don’t believe I knew yet who it was. I
overheard the officer in the chapel/mental health area, announce who it was to a staff member. No
matter who the inmate is that gets assaulted here, it is always very stressful because this is such a
small community that we live in. It always leads to tension in the inmate population and overreaction
by the staff when it was typically their lapse in a security protocol that allowed something of this
magnitude to happen. To describe this place as reactive vs. proactive would be an understatement. I
didn’t share this information with John at the time for the same reason I didn’t share that I had just
read the letter from you earlier that day where you indicated from exchanges with my former best
friend, Bruce, that he wanted nothing to do with our efforts. It’s kind of a private matter, I didn’t
know John like I knew you, I was a little embarrassed about my feelings, and I wanted the test to
proceed. If you need more info on this, let me know.
I hope you had a great two days with your granddaughters. I have always found that time with
Brent, Kyle, Kassidy, Malana, and now Aliza always recharges my batteries.
I hope your meetings with Chris Dornin and John Healy go well. Interesting stuff from John
Healy that you sent me. I’m looking forward to our visit.
November 19, 2010 (250) (Response to your 323 and post visit)
I received the Eric Mart package that you dropped into the mail on Thursday evening, November
18. I had a meeting with a counselor this morning. We had a good conversation and she was helpful
with some of the emotional things that have been going through my head with some of our most
recent discoveries. She knows who Eric Mart is and said he is very well known throughout the state
and would be good to have on our side. She has no problem with him or you sending tests for me to
take directly to her and requests INSTRUCTIONS. If she needs to administer that is fine. She is
familiar with MMPI tests and didn’t believe she needed to supervise me taking that but will if we
prefer it. She asked that you package any and all information and send it to her attention at PO Box
14.
Regarding the autopsy photographs, my counselor was less committal and preferred to think
about it. I suspect for two reasons. 1. As my former mental health counselor, she is aware that I’ve
never wanted to see them and may be concerned about my reaction to seeing them. Possibly one of
those risk vs. reward things. Is there really a value in me seeing them, etc. 2. I think she is concerned
about subverting DOC mail policy. She agreed that under no circumstances should something like
that be mailed directly through the mail to me. Our mail is scanned by regular correctional officers.
This type of photo could create huge problems. She said she would get back to me after some
thought. My concern is, I don’t want the counselor to go to the warden on this simple issue asking for
another favor because we may need a more important one down the road. It may turn out that the best
option is ask Bob Fisher to send them in as legal mail to my unit Lt. who is the utmost professional.
Let’s wait and see what the counselor has to say and then depending, I will proceed on to talking
to my unit Lt. Lt. Brown, I am confident, would not want just anyone seeing these photographs and
will be accommodating. I also think it may be a good idea to let Mr. Fisher know of our most recent
discoveries with the DNA report and my lie detection results. I’ll ask my dad to fill Mr. Fisher in.
This way, if we need to use his services for these photos he will see where we are going.
I am enclosing a basic personality type test that I originally received from Mrs. Kelley from FCC
here at the prison. I am confident it is not what we are looking for, but you asked me to look to see if
I had anything. You can send it to Eric Mart or not, whatever you decide. You asked a while back
what you suggest we do with the questionnaire that Kyle sent me for my birthday. I still don’t know
but if you think it is helpful at all, you can share it with Dr. Mart. You already indicated that you sent
him a copy of the book I created for Kyle, Merit Badge to Manhood. Maybe he would like to see
how my son views me as a dad. If we are already going to send him stuff ... The back page may be
the most interesting to him. I don’t know, just thinking.

One thing we didn’t get a chance to discuss is the use of Ron Rice’s interview with Amanda and
MY LIFE’S STORY by Amanda. I am hopeful that she will be in contact with us soon but if not, I
wish to proceed. Amanda has already given you the verbal ok and indicated not to remove anything
from it as it was “all true”. My thought is, soon we will have media attention and I think this
information is a key part to our campaign. In light of the law review article you sent me on false
confessions, I think it is important for people to understand the extreme pressure the police put
Amanda under and the fact that soon after her statements where she “told them what they wanted to
hear.” Amanda retracted, admitted that she wasn’t truthful and has NEVER gone back on that in 10
years. I haven’t spoken to Amanda in over 3 years.
Several letters ago you sent me a copy of your monthly statement to my family as well as a chart
showing my future obligation to you when I am released from prison. I appreciate the update. More
than that, I appreciate that you have such strong belief in my innocence that you agreed to work for
such a paltry sum. You are certainly worth a lot more than you are currently earning. I also am
grateful that you see enough in my character to know how much my word means to me. I made a
commitment to pay an additional amount per hour if/when I am released and I will certainly honor
this. I am confident in my earning power in the “free world”. Now we just to get me out before the
bill becomes too high.
Regarding the VSA testing. We didn’t get back to it during our discussion at visit, but there was
a letter that I wrote along with my proposed VSA questions to be asked that you were holding off on
including in the letters project until we heard something. I think it is ok to add those now. Also, I
suspect you will want to include John Alden’s report on the website. Can we read it before you do
that? To maximize the value of this test for the general public, I think we should include some
supporting documentation about the validity and credentials of VSA testing. When you originally
sent me the VSA information 5 or 6 months ago you included quite a bit of information promoting
this method of testing. I suspect you got it from the internet or Mr. Alden. I believe I read a paper
that said the military and/or the FBI were using this “advanced technique”, etc. I understand the
entire opinion thing, each company thinking theirs the best, etc. but we got a positive result, let’s
maximize it. You know the state would. This was sold as the “latest and greatest” so let’s put it on
there for all to see. You also know the state, non-believers, or the media will try to “poke holes” so
let’s put some credentials out there on this science to help our cause. It will be hard for Delker to say
it is “junk science,” if a reporter asks if we back it with credentials that show it as better than the
polygraph (which they use.) I just want to beat them to the punch.
I wanted to mention it to you at our visit but I forgot. I picked up a book that a guy on my pod
was reading about female serial killers. FEMALE SERIAL KILLERS- HOW AND WHY WOMEN
BECOME MONSTERS By Peter Vronsky I read the first 60 pages or so and was fascinated by the
information. It included a lot of information on males that kill also that I thought you may find it
interesting so I copied and highlighted several pages. It included information on the MACDONALD
TRIAD: Arson, cruelty to animals, and bed wetting that we spoke about very early on and S.B. wrote
an info page about that I sent you with the Ron Rice info. Several months ago. It included info on
motives, childhood trauma, psychopaths, etc. It was interesting and worth the 20 minute read
nonetheless.

The last thing I wanted to review before getting into some of the questions in #323 is the
upcoming meeting in Rochester. We discussed briefly that we should help our committee members
with how to approach this topic. I spoke with Becky and asked her to provide specifics about some of
the harassment she has received. She wasn’t able to articulate anything specific but it was clear that
much of the pressure she felt was from friends and family around her, looking at her as if she had 3
heads every time she brings my name and the case up. I think the TOP 10 list we came up with at
visit is a good idea and I also think that your theory on 255 people have been freed by the innocence
project and all had been convicted by 12 jurors that were sure of their guilt. We all have a moral
obligation to justice .... Etc. All of this will need to be explained in order to help those that are trying
to help us. I then thought about it a little more and it seems that Becky alone wasn’t the only one
facing this dilemma. Melissa also mentioned she has no problem trying to engage a stranger. It is the
people closest that she is unsure of. One thing I shared with Melissa that you may share with our
committees is an idea my dad came up with and uses from time to time when approaching someone
about the case:
For people that know Chad and have heard nothing but negative for the past 10 years plus and
may think because of his conviction that he is automatically guilty: After the subject has been
broached perhaps saying something like “A lot of negative has been said about Chad in the press
over the past 10 years.
Can you think back to an actual positive memory you had of Chad or a positive quality you
admired?”
Hopefully this will get the person to think about the Chad they knew rather than the monster
the police and media helped create. We know for a fact that the conviction alone altered the
perception of both Becky and Sandy. Fortunately, they were strong enough personalities to look
further when the website went up. Many people put blind faith in the courts and assume they are
getting the truth. Often what they are getting is legal maneuverings and games. I’m hopeful that such
an approach will start a dialogue where the supporter can get into specifics about why he/she believes
I am innocent. The evidence supporting this, the new things we have discovered, (DNA, Lie
Detection Passing, etc.) lead people to the website, remind them that it is all of our moral obligation
to make sure the guilty are punished, and the innocent are set free, etc. It’s just a thought. It is also
effective, as you have done, to challenge people to provide some detail of something they witnessed
that leads them to believe I am responsible for Kassidy’s death.
I think it all starts with the quote that Shawn provided “All truth passes through three stages.
First, it is ridiculed. Second, it is violently opposed. Third, it is accepted as being self evident.” I
think our support team is getting stuck or will get stuck in the first and second stage and we need to
help show them how to lead the general public to the third stage.
While going through the 4 tubs of material that my mom had packed away you found a memo
that I had written to all of my restaurant managers informing them what I expected out of our time
together at an upcoming one-on-one meeting in their restaurants. You said, “What’s especially
interesting to me are the comments at the top and left side of the first page made on 10/14/00. Can
you tell me who whose writing this is?” Reading this memo was a trip down memory lane for me.
It’s too bad my ex-tenant stole my home file cabinet as I had drawers loaded with this type of
communication to my managers and crews.

It’s funny that you found the handwriting on the top and side by my boss, Sr. Vice President,
Director of Operations, Bob McDougall as the most interesting thing. When I reread the memo line
by line, I thought it would be the detailed nature that I went about my work that would stand out to
you. I was driven to help my managers succeed and this memo is an example of how I approached
my work. In thinking about it though, I think I can see why you would find it interesting. My boss
was confirming that we all had a very busy, hectic summer. This is usually the case in the NH
Restaurants. Kassidy was fine living at my house during the months of June, July, August, and
September, which were my busiest and most STRESSFUL months. She had no bruises, and seemed
pretty healthy, etc. None of that started to occur until the October time frame. Now, coincidence
doesn’t require a conclusion of causation, but the police tried to tie the timing of the bruising to the
time that Amanda and Kassidy moved to my house. However, the gradual move-in was in midSummer. The coincidence in timing that occurred in October was that this was when Amanda started
having Jeff watch Kassidy much more frequently. October and November were not my busy months
therefore, were less stressful blowing a hole in the police and prosecutors theory that I killed Kassidy
because I was stressed-out at work. I agree the dates at the bottom are important for the chronology.
At McDonald’s, Friday night is typically the biggest dinner rush of the week. More people eat
fast food on their way out for the evening, not wanting to cook after a long week, etc. I spent Friday,
Oct. 20th in Greenland my lowest volume restaurant and a restaurant that was a “travel” restaurant,
therefore had the opposite business pattern of a traditional restaurant. Friday night dinner rushes were
almost non-existent in that restaurant. Therefore, adding even more credibility to the Friday Oct. 20
photo of Amanda and a healthy Kassidy in Belmont, I would have had no problem leaving that
particular restaurant early for the day on a Friday evening.
I hope something here is helpful.
Sincerely,
November 19, 2010 (251) (Response to your 326)
Going through more of the storage tubs you found an Officer’s Manual for the Keene Chapter of
the “Order of Demolay”. Demolay was an organization I was involved with for a year or two as an
early teenager. It was a group for young men that was associated with the Mason’s. I got involved
through a friend of my dad’s and had several friends in the group. I was among the youngest in the
Keene Chapter at the time. We had different positions in the organization. We were expected to
uphold certain standards, get involved with community projects, maintain professionalism, Etc. I
recall that we once had a summer outing where we went and competed at a camp somewhere in NH
against other Chapters around the state. Some of the events were in athletics, others were in team
building, leadership, etc. It was a great organization. I am not sure why I left. I recall there was some
turmoil in our group and many of us left around the same time. Actually, come to think of it. One of
my friends from Demolay was a kid named Eric Hood. Eric was several years older but always nice
to me. It’s an awkward time for all but two people in a group to be 16 while you are 13. Eric never
left me out and always made me feel included. Eric also dated a high school friend of mine, Ellen
Lounsbury. Last I knew, Eric was a police officer in Marlborough, NH. A small town right outside
of Keene. Eric had a nice sports car along the time I had my Corvette in high school. We liked to
play around with them when we had the chance. He used to love driving my Corvette.
I did go to NY and see the play “Cats” back in 1995. I am fairly certain that I went to the play
with my girlfriend at the time, Mary Paquette, along with Bruce Aube and Jessica Edmands. It’s a
hazy memory. I really enjoyed it. We, (Bruce and I) discussed going back again to see other shows in
the future but it never worked out. During one particular trip to New York we went down to see
“Rent” but the show was sold out.

You asked about Teletubbies. Kassidy loved the Teletubbies, especially Tinky Winky. (The
purple one.) She had a Tinky Winky doll that Kyle had given her and carried it everywhere. Jackie
spoke in her Foster’s interview of Kassidy being buried with a Teletubby. This was the one. I don’t
have specific memories of the Teletubby computer game, but I do recall having McDonald’s
character children’s games as well as others that I did with Kyle and Brent on my lap at the
computer. We were starting to do them with Kassidy too. She was great with identifying colors and
things and liked watching the characters like Grimace and the birdies, crossing the screen. I believe
my mom has the CD-Roms and just gave them to you.
The book list in this tub just reminded me that I liked John Steinbeck as well as many other
classics as a child.
Bethany Church materials from 2002 were, in fact, Amanda’s. She loved that church.
Becoming a Better School Board member. I kept this from my Keene days on the School Board
because my plan was to eventually run for School Committee in Rochester. I always wanted to be the
best contributing member in anything I committed myself too. I took this very seriously.
Sincerely,
November 23, 2010 (252) (Response to your 335 & Phone Call)
On Jeff’s and my trip up to Maine to get one of the 3 wheelers I had purchased, Jeff made
several comments about Kassidy being spoiled and needing discipline. This is where Jeff shared with
me some of the things he had done to discipline Kassidy. I sat in awe of some of his statements and
thought they had to be untrue, and he was saying them for effect, as if I thought it would be amusing
for some reason. (Putting pillow over Kassidy’s face to muffle her crying.) He said at one point, “The
dog and cat love it when Kassidy comes over. They must say to themselves, ‘cool, she can take the
beating we would have gotten.’” I looked at him incredulous. A while later, Jeff again made a
comment about his dog, Jake. He talked about how stupid Jake was, always underfoot. Jeff said,
“The other day, I booted Jake in the ass and sent him across the room.” Again, I thought Jeff was
saying these things at least partially for effect. I recall saying to him, “I can’t believe you kick your
dog.” He said something to the effect of, “That’s nothing, I torture the cat.” With this, he laughed and
didn’t elaborate. I didn’t ask and to be honest, didn’t want to know. I had a dog at home I loved very
much and I couldn’t imagine kicking Kato in the ass so hard he flew across the room.
During this same 2-or-so hour ride, we circled back to the conversation about Jeff’s feelings that
Kassidy had always been spoiled by Amanda and Jackie. He called her, “a whiny little bitch,”
sometimes. When I gave him my own look of disgust, Jeff backed away a bit as he typically did and
said, “No, I’m serious though, you’ve seen it yourself, Kassidy is a bit spoiled. They run to Kassidy
and pick her up the second she fusses. Sometimes, kids need a little spanking when they act up. My
mom used to beat my ass when I needed it and I turned out fine.” I believe this is where Jeff admitted
that he “whacked” Kassidy on the butt when she was acting up and getting into stuff at his house. I
didn’t say much, as he had known Kassidy much longer than myself, giving me the impression that
he had been involved with her life since birth. I guess, I just assumed that he had spanked Kassidy
pretty age-appropriately. I personally didn’t believe in spanking, but many people do. It wasn’t until
later on when Amanda showed me Kassidy’s black and blue butt that I believed that Jeff went off the
deep end and I was ballistic!

You asked about my attempts to save a man’s life in prison, Laine Raiche, (spelling) when he
went into cardiac arrest. I am not sure how you even found out about this. It was a tough day. I had
never seen someone die before. I believe it was back in the 2005 period that it happened. Laine was a
character. I had only known him for several months when he passed but in that time, I grew to like
Laine a lot. Laine was a nice gentleman in his mid 50’ s. I’m not sure what he was in prison for, but
he was one of those gregarious people that we all meet at some point in our lives. He liked to be the
“life” of the party. Laine would often talk about the connections he had, his rich family, and all the
things he had done in his life. It’s a front that many people put up but it sometimes causes problems.
Laine had a good heart, at least the emotional part of it, and I tried to look out for him because a lot
of people in this environment look at such people as easy prey and try to take advantage. At night on
the pod Laine would let his facade down and I saw him as a man deeply disappointed in himself for
coming to prison and how he hoped to get out soon to get back to his wife and children. He loved his
daughters very much and always had one of the inmate artists drawing cards for his wife and
daughters. It wasn’t until long after he passed that I found out he and his wife were estranged.
People either loved Laine here or didn’t. He ended up rubbing a lot of people the wrong way. So
towards the end, his circle of friends was pretty small and that is how it happened that I was there
when he died. Laine was a very large man prior to coming here and had lost over 200 pounds prior to
incarceration. He was depressed here and eating incessantly. He had shared with me that at one point
he was over 500 pounds and the doctors said if he didn’t lose weight it would kill him. I would go
out at night to walk with Laine and try to get him to eat as healthily as possible. On the day he died,
he and I were out in our unit recreation yard playing catch with softball gloves. I threw a ball slightly
high and he had to jump a little to get it. When he came down he landed on the blacktop and started
shaking. At first, I thought he was kidding about my bad throw, but it quickly appeared like a seizure.
Laine’s face started turning blue and started screaming for help.
I yelled for an inmate to throw me a pillow so I could raise his head off the ground in hopes it
would unblock his airway. A minute or so later as a bunch of inmates gathered around, one of the
guards came running. They quickly cleared the yard and all of the inmates had to leave the area.
Within 5 minutes one of the nurses showed up and begin working but realized after approx. 5
minutes that the oxygen tank was empty. They sent the fastest inmate, Jim Parker, running to the
infirmary to get a new tank. 5 minutes later he sprinted into the unit. Approximately 15 minutes later,
20-25 minutes after Laine went down the ambulance arrived and they took another 10 minutes to lift
him on the stretcher and shackle him before they left for the hospital. At this point, he appeared dead.
I was on my pod, very upset because it was me who had encouraged him to exercise and therefore
felt I had caused his death. We were told by corrections staff that Laine’s heart had exploded before
he hit the ground and that is why they weren’t rushing around. I didn’t believe it. I was there and he
was alive on the ground when I was sitting there holding his head. I think it was an excuse as I had
never seen them hurry on an inmate’s behalf.
Laine’s parents came to visit him every week. I believe he said they lived on Governor’s Island
on Lake Winnipesauke. Unfortunately, I didn’t have their address. But Laine had given me his wife’s
and children’s address in the event that he got lugged to SHU or something, I could write or call
them and tell them what was happening with him. Many inmates set something like this up as a fail
safe. I believe I was receiving one-on-one counseling with my counselor at the time and we
discussed me writing to the family. Prison is a lonely place to die and I wanted his family to know
that Laine wasn’t alone. I hoped to ease their pain a little. I sent Laine’s wife and children a
condolence card. I wanted them to know that Laine thought about them non-stop, loved them very
much and was always bragging about how great they were. I told them I was with him at his time of
passing. Basically, I was telling them, I was a witness to how slowly the prison responded and I
thought his death could have been prevented. I gave them my contact info. if there was ever anything
I could do for them. I never heard from them. I don’t have their address anymore and am not even
what town I sent the letter to. It may have been Manchester.

It sounds as though you have a good handle on Amanda’s state of mind and all the doubts that
have been drilled into her over the past 10 years by others. As you mentioned, for a long time it was
her and my family as the only people that believed in me. It has no doubt been difficult for her with
people coming at her from different angles. However, I would have hoped that our time together and
the closeness we shared would have made a lasting impression on her vs. the situation we are now in
where she is remembering some things that just were not so. I am hopeful that you will be able to
nurture the relationship and she will recall the Chad that SHE knew, not the monster everyone has
tried to create.
For example, after our conversation last night I was intrigued by what she told you on the phone
about her writing of MY LIFE’S STORY so I went and reread it. What is interesting is this was a 10
page document and almost up to the halfway point was background information about Amanda’s life
prior to me, that I had no knowledge of, and certainly would not have been able to give her any
advice. In fact, the only information that she and I really ever discussed from time to time was items
that can be found, on pages 7 & 8 (described below.) We occasionally discussed what a horrible job
we felt the police did investigating and couldn’t understand why they were not interested in the truth.
We would also discuss from time to time the different times that Jeff watched Kassidy. She and I
both tried to come up with accurate lists of when Jeff was with Kassidy. I did a little page breakdown
of Amanda’s letter to help illustrate it better:
Page 1 Amanda describes her family history
Page 2 to top of page 3, Amanda provides details about her stepfather molesting her.
Page 3 Gabe Synder described as a boyfriend and father figure to Kassidy
Page 4 Robert Sheehan Bottom of page 4 Amanda meeting me and her initial impressions.
Page 5 Recollections of Kassidy and her behavior at the beginning of Amanda’s relationship with
me. (Interestingly Amanda shares memories here of me taking Kassidy downstairs to eat breakfast
and also going into bedroom to get Kassidy when she woke up crying. These are similar memories
that I wrote about at a different time and are examples of the “good” Chad. Similarly, how Amanda
and I both described my loving the smell of a clean baby and Johnson’s Baby Oil.)
Page 5 Bottom to Page 6 Jen + Jeff’s relationship.
Page 7 Chad & Kassidy Discipline (Some of this is not very flattering to me and if I were influencing
Amanda, it probably would not have been included. This was Amanda’s
document.) Interestingly here Amanda says, “That entire month before she died, I was in and out of
DHS office quite frequently with her”
Page 7 Amanda talks about the terrible job the police did investigating. Perhaps this is where she
believes I interjected because it was something that we did discuss from time to time.
Page 8 Amanda is ripping into Jeff. Here is also where Amanda gave her ideas of when Jeff watched
Kassidy. At one point she may have asked me to think of others or I gave my opinion and this is what
she is failing to recall.
The bottom line is my recollection is that Amanda STARTED writing this letter in Texas at the
suggestion of her therapist. She verified this with Ron Rice back in 2007. She was completing it
while she was living with Vanessa at Park Ave. in Keene. I recall walking into the room. Looking
over Amanda’s shoulder and giving a suggestion or two perhaps after she asked me a question and I
am quite certain it had to do with all the times Jeff watched Kassidy. Amanda kind of shooed me
away saying. “I can do this. This is my letter with my thoughts and I don’t want anyone to be able to
say you put words in my mouth or pressured me about Jeff.” (Amanda and I had obviously discussed
on many occasions Jeff’s poor treatment of Kassidy and our failure to see the signs). I thought that
was a good approach from her and left the room. I was thinking of contacting Vanessa because I
believe she could verify this, in the event that you are doubting what I am telling you.

The writing style is very much HER style of speech. Our writing is very different. Amanda’s
vernacular, sentence structure, expressions, etc. are far different than mine. As we discussed, it was
perfectly acceptable for the police to lie, rehearse, and intimidate witnesses but God forbid if I were
to suggest anything to a perspective witness. I would only be doing such a thing with evil motives. It
just seems that Amanda has forgotten that I am not the bad guy. I understand that she is weighted
down by her own guilt of the many lies she told, so to alleviate that, she is piling it on me right now.
“If Chad hadn’t done this .... then he wouldn’t be there” etc. I do this type of thinking myself from
time to time where I will be totally absorbed in the feeling that I failed Kassidy and was solely
responsible. Then when that weight is about to “snap me in two”, I will swing the other way and say,
“Damn it, I didn’t abuse her. I have to stop blaming myself.” Or “This was Amanda’s daughter. She
should have also been helping me pay more attention.” Etc.
With regards to the mug incident. I believe you may find the reference you are looking for in her
4th interview. The one where she was paraphrased by Jim White. Either it’s in there or that is where
she told her attorney it was discussed. I am pretty sure it happened. Rarely do I react completely
unprovoked. That’s the amazing thing about all of this. Everything I have ever done (and then some),
is on full display, but very few people are willing to talk about what they may have done to me to
provoke such reactions. Like, I don’t know if Amanda will ever be forthcoming about slapping me,
which both Mary and Vanessa witnessed, in 2001. I wonder if she recalls when she threw a pile of
laundry and a half full can of beer at me, either. Throwing stuff was kind of her thing. Our
relationship was more physical than some.
I’m out of time but will write more later.
November 26, 2010 (253) (Response to your 339 & 340)
You asked about Brandon’s letter to the judge and his recollection that I had Kassidy on that
Sunday before her death because Amanda was doing a house cleaning job. I have been wracking my
brain and can’t think for the life of me how Brandon got that impression, but it wasn’t from me. The
only thing that makes sense to me is that he was confused. I was pretty sure that at that time, Nicole
was cleaning houses in Laconia, and Amanda lived with Nicole and Brandon for a short while and I
believe she and Nicole talked about doing some jobs together. Perhaps this is where the confusion
came in. You mentioned the possibility of my telling him a “white lie” about why she wasn’t with
me. I don’t recall telling one and the only reason I can even think of that sounds somewhat valid is I
didn’t want Nicole or Brandon to have any ill thoughts of Amanda. I’m watching her daughter as she
is out shopping and having a grand time. I certainly wanted everyone to think well of the woman I
loved and as you can see from Brandon’s letter, it appeared to him that I was more serious about
parenting than Amanda. However, this is pretty weak, and I don’t believe is accurate. I’m just trying
to come up with the only thing that is fathomable for a white lie, if I did tell Brandon this. Brandon’s
letter to the judge was pretty accurate and detailed but there were a few other inaccuracies. Most
importantly, his impression of how long Kassidy had lived with Amanda and me in Rochester.
As you can imagine this bothered me, so I contacted Nicole to see what she remembered, if
anything, about the explanation I may have given for Kassidy being with me. She recalled both
Amanda and I telling her at different times about going shopping. She also recalled that I didn’t have
Kyle because I made a weekend switch with Tristan. Nicole was very loving with the kids and was
disappointed when I showed up on that
Sunday and didn’t have Kyle as well as Kassidy. It remains a bit of a mystery.
Interestingly, in your letter 340 you asked about your proposed change with the Aspire program
food stamps and Amanda, Jen, and Jeff’s collective story about Jeff winning a $1000 shopping spree,
to explain the purchase of a large amount of food. I am ok with the change you proposed until you
verify it with Amanda.. In addition, I obviously contacted Nicole out of the blue with my question.
When Nicole started talking about Amanda shopping she momentarily confused it with Jeff, Jen, and
Amanda’s grocery shopping spree, Jeff’ s “win” Nicole said, “When Amanda lived with me she told
me how badly she felt that she let Jeff talk her into lying to you about the food stamps she was
getting.” Nicole and Amanda occasionally talked about random things when they lived together.

I received my first issue of Justice Denied. Some interesting things in there. I am guessing that
you also subscribe? If not, I can forward them to you. I also received the Book FREEING THE
INNOCENT. Thank you for your help in getting it. It doesn’t seem to be the resource I was hoping
for in a cursory inspection. Most of the info seemed pretty basic and stuff for the new inmate corning
in. Many of the stuff we are already doing. There were a few ideas that I liked. For example, they
gave a resource for a forensic tape expert. James Griffin of Jackson, Mississippi. That got me to
thinking it may be helpful to have him or someone verify Jeff’s 911 call for sincerity, the secret tape
recording of Amanda, etc. I will take notes as I go through and read it. If anything is interesting. I
will pass it on.
Sincerely,
November 29, 2010 (254)
I was able to meet very briefly with Maggie Bishop, the head of DCYF in NH and two of her coworkers, I believe I gave you their names in a previous letter. I cannot recall their names at this time
but I know that one of them was the head of the child protective unit.
Let me start by saying that I HATE myself representing myself in these situations. I rehearse
what I want to say over and over and still mess it up. I don’t know why I struggle with this so much.
I am an innocent man and these are just people that wake up and put their pants on every morning
just like me. My opportunity comes up and I forget some of what I want to say, start stumbling,
stuttering, etc. It just sucks. I found Mrs. Bishop very easy to talk to. I think my problem was that
Mrs. Kelley’s boss, Christina Toth, was in the room while I was, staring at me. It was a little
intimidating and I think it was because Ms. Toth was in the room.
I went into the room, looked them in the eyes, shook their hands, introduced myself and stumbled my
way through, “I don’t have any current issues. I mostly wanted to put a face with the name. Several
years ago we were in a similar position, being blamed for a child’s death that neither of us had
anything to do with. (absent mindedly I didn’t mention it was my girlfriend’s daughter, Kassidy’s
name, her age, that she was living with me, etc.) I then said, “Obviously, there was a lot going on
back then, bruises were observed on Kassidy and someone called DCYF. 10 days later we dropped
Kassidy off at the babysitter’s house and 4 hours later she was dead.” (I wanted to say here, that
obviously neither your agency nor Amanda and I realized Kassidy was dying or we most certainly
would have reacted differently.) etc.
The above is an example of what ALWAYS happens with me. I didn’t loosen up until I was able
to relay an issue that another inmate was having. Mrs. Bishop was here and plans to come back
again. She is trying to change the image of DCYF and keep fathers involved in their children’s lives.
She plans to come back to the prison from time to time to hear our concerns. She seems very sincere.
I relayed that I have an advocate working on my behalf that has made some discoveries that point to
my innocence and is planning to go to the Innocence Project at some point. I relayed that as part of
our work together you are trying to piece together important details from my life. I explained that we
would really like to see any DCYF case files and explained that we emailed Gayle Richards and
received no response.
Ms. Bishop laughed a little and said that Gayle hasn’t been working for DCYF for several years
and advised that you contact Byry Kennedy. (I know, you have.) Ms. Bishop said, “If your advocate
has no luck contacting Byry, have him contact me directly” She seemed sincere. We couldn’t really
get into case specifics and there seemed to be a clear distinction in her mind between her agency and
legal cases but I still felt encouraged that she seemed approachable. Whether she cares about the
plight of an innocent man in prison is another story. I didn’t really get a chance to share with her our
web address, etc. Ms. Bishop said that she will be sending her contact information in to Mrs. Kelley
and all that met with her will get it. I will pass it on when I receive it.
Sincerely,
November 30, 2010 (255) (Response to your 332 & Misc.)

You responded to a handwritten letter I sent you and asked me to elaborate. I wrote, “One of the
saddest things about this case is Jim White and the prosecutors told Amanda on several occasions
that after they got me they would then go after Jeff for his abuse of Kassidy and also her stepfather
for molesting Amanda. This of course, was when Amanda was cooperating and telling the ‘truth’ or
at least, the truth that would fit with their theory.” This is a GREAT question to ask Amanda. I
probably should not have used Jim White’s name because I am not 100% sure it was him that said
this to Amanda. It very could have been her first handler, Angela Blodgett. As you know, when
Amanda was originally making her statements to the police she would be telling them whatever and
then immediately leaving there and coming back to me. I believe that she felt trapped. They got
Amanda to say a lot of things in the beginning and then when she wanted to fix whatever she said,
the police would immediately turn it on her and she didn’t know how to deal with that. Also as you
know, Amanda did a lot of agreeing to be pleasing to them but also to get the hell out of those
interview rooms. I can’t recall if it was right after some of those interviews or throughout the winter
months of 2000 that Amanda shared that the police knew that Jeff had mistreated Kassidy and
Amanda’s stepfather had molested her and they would take care of that after they took care of
Kassidy’s alleged murder. In a conversation more towards spring 2001 Amanda confided that the
police told her that they planned to charge Jeff and her stepfather after my trial. I believe it was when
Amanda was staying at Vanessa’s. I am assuming it was over a phone conversation with one of the
officers because I didn’t know of any meeting where she left to meet them. Of course, I didn’t
control Amanda’s movement so it could have happened. At the time I thought it was something
valuable to share with my attorneys, but I couldn’t exactly tell them because I wasn’t supposed to
have contact with Amanda so how would I know this?
My cynical side thinks this was very manipulative of the police because it seemed like they were
telling Amanda what she wanted to hear to keep her on their side, knowing that she still cared about
me. (It was evident through her interviews and the conversations Amanda had with the police while
not in the interview room.) It should have been about justice. When Amanda upset the police/
prosecutors by not saying what they wanted her to say, they didn’t ever go forward with the
investigation of Jeff or Amanda’s stepfather. Either way, this is a question best answered by
Amanda. She was pretty upset by it because overall, she most cared about justice for Kassidy and she
shared more than once that she believed the police didn’t “really care about justice and what
happened to my baby.” She will remember how many people made this false promise, who, possibly
when, etc.
While on the subject of Amanda. I understand this is a process. When I broke down the letter
Amanda wrote MY LIFE’S STORY page by page, it was only meant to show you that I felt it was
ridiculous that I was telling her what to say as she indicated she could only “read a few pages.” The
entire first half of the story was life prior to me that I have no knowledge of and I could only see two
areas that I might have possibly answered a question for her. Amanda had enough of the police
leading her and I wasn’t about to start. I was confident that she knew the truth. The last thing I
wanted anyone to say, including her was that I was pressuring her. I constantly told Amanda “JUST
TELL THE TRUTH.” I guess it was hard for me to listen to your comments on the phone about the
things she told you. Amanda is the last person that I thought would turn her back on the truth and
also on me. I understand she has had incredible pressure on her over the past 10 years but damn, the
truth is the truth.
You asked if I wanted to read the book “Skeletons Don’t Sleep” by Jeff Halderson. It’s not really
important to me that I read it. I’ve never been a victim of sexual abuse growing up. As you say, it is a
big and SENSITIVE issue for Amanda and I had her in mind when I saw it. I completely understand
your priorities. I’d read it if you thought it beneficial but I have enough other things to keep me busy.

You asked in this letter about my lack of awards in 1999 and 2000. (Previously I had always
placed in the Raysway contest from the time I was an assistant manger.) Yes, as area supervisors we
are eligible for wins in the Raysway contest. I think I placed 3rd or so during my first year as a
supervisor in 1997 or 1998. 1999 was a big transition year in my area. This is the year that Hampton
Rte. 1 was added as well as the two Methuen Restaurants. The Methuens were previously supervised
by a really nice guy but one that was not very motivated to win Raysway so there was much work to
be done in order to raise the standards, profits and QSC. Whenever, you absorb more than one
restaurant into your area in a calendar year it creates a lot of extra work not only for the supervisor
but the rest of the area restaurant managers to acclimate the new manager into how this “patch” runs.
Every area has its quirks, every supervisor has his pet peeves, etc.
During the calendar year 2000 we, as an area, were all headed in one direction and if memory
serves me correctly I had two restaurants placing in the top 10 and overall, as a supervisor, I was in
first or second place. I would have been awarded and recognized at the December 2000 Christmas
party. In fact, when I met with Bob and Pete in November 2000 after my arrest, they already knew
the results of the Raysway package and gave me the bonus money. All recognition as a supervisor
after my arrest was wiped out as far as I know.
You also asked me in letter #334 if I was interested in reading False Justice which would be
available in January. This book does sound very interesting and I would like to read it but I am not in
a hurry. I don’t know if it is worth spending $18.90 on it if in 6 months or so you can order it for me
on Alibris for less than half price. I figured out a way to use Alibris’s service and take advantage of
their excellent second hand prices. I’ll explain at our visit on Dec. 16th. Hopefully one of us will
remember to discuss. The book review was very interesting. Is this the type of thing that we should
provide a link to our site?
In letter #333 you sent me some info on John Healy’s work in the Brian Chevalier case. I found
one of his quotes about Brian to be particularly interesting. I think it was on page one. “No mother in
the world would knowingly place her daughter in such danger.” Of course it is subjective but the
same could be said for Amanda. Amanda loved Kassidy and I can tell you this, she certainly wasn’t
afraid of me and she certainly didn’t sit around and watch me beat her daughter to death as some
would like to believe. I think you already know this but if not, please add it to your Amanda question
list so you can hear the answer directly from her. Also, I liked the piece toward the end of Mr.
Healy’s information that provides some case law and above it he obviously stated. The following is
the “duty of police, prosecutors and all of us.” I believe it goes to our moral and ethical
responsibilities as human beings to make sure the right people are punished for crimes. Mr.
Healey hit it on the head when he said something to the effect of: “Tools weren’t applied by the
police. When they use these tools, things change.” (Techniques, proper procedures, objective
interviewing, SCAN, polygraph, etc.) Should we include any of this on our site?
Before I commit to anything further I would like to discuss with you all the things on my mind
and plan to do so when we meet on the 16th for a visit, as you suggested. So please hold off on
making any commitments or lining anything up until after we discuss. There may be a better option.
The exception being Dr. Mart’s personality stuff if that becomes an option. Have we heard from him
yet?
It was interesting last night to read Brandon’s reply to your question about Amanda house
cleaning on Sunday Nov 5th. By now you have my response, (which crossed in the mail), and you
can see it was similar to mine.
In letter #335 you included a few scanned photos of Jeff’s house which got me to thinking, are
you still planning to send me all the scanned photos of my house? I’d love to see any of the trash in
my office, the kitchen, the living room, etc. I know I have seen some of the upstairs bedroom photos
at trial but that is all that I recall. You asked for me to provide any comment to the photos of Jeff’s
house that you submitted.
Three things stick out to me in these photos.

1. It appears that Kassidy ate approximately half the cereal that I had packed in the baggie. Kassidy
had a very good appetite and I am a notorious over “packer” of food. I always wanted to make sure
she would have enough food if I packed it and I think Amanda was the same. I know that she had
started eating the cereal the minute she hit her car seat in our driveway in Rochester. Jen also verified
that Kassidy was eating cereal I believe when she left for the morning. This flies in the face of the
state’s theory that this would have been IMPOSSIBLE because Kassidy would have already been
half dead and incapable of eating.
2. Kassidy pants are off and laying on Jeff’s bed. Jeff claims that he never moved Kassidy. She laid
in the same spot that Amanda plopped her on the bed that morning until he discovered Kassidy
wasn’t breathing. To my knowledge, there were no dirty diapers found and absolutely no reason
given as to why Kassidy’s pants would have been off.
3. I was only inside Jeff’s apartment one time prior to the jury viewing so the layout of the kitchen
isn’t all that familiar to me. But if I am not mistaken, diagonally behind the small cat is the door to
the basement in plain view. This is the same basement in this tiny apartment that the Maine State
Police forgot or neglected to search. If we are ever able to make contact with Will Peirce again, it
might be a good thing to show this photo or any others of the kitchen to him to see if he can identify
the basement door for us.
In letter #339 you provide a list of the children’s computer games and CD’s that we had in our
house and asked which games I may have played with Kassidy. I believe I gave you some
background but after reading the list I may be able to provide some more detail. The majority of the
games I already had for Brent and Kyle prior to Kassidy’s arrival. It was important to me that the
kids were always learning new things and one of the ways is to play games and have fun. Whether it
is a board game where they learn how to count, how to share, how to take turns, learn about winning
and losing, etc. Or it was a computer game where they may learn about colors, shapes and sizes, the
keyboard, etc. it was important. Missing from the list is the Telletubby CD that we talked about. I
cannot recall ever personally playing with Kassidy and the Telletubbies but I’m sure Amanda did.
Kassidy was quite young and as you can see from this list most of the games we had started around
the age of 3. Kassidy was just starting to show interest in the computer for short periods just prior to
this tragedy. The CD’s that I recall using with Kassidy where the McDonaldland games. They were
very colorful and easy to do. She would sit on my lap and we would watch the characters go across
the screen. I would identify them for her and she would repeat their names, “Grimace, Ronald,
Birdies, Fry Guys,” etc. She loved to say “birdie” smile, and point when she saw Birdie on the
screen.” I think I stayed mostly in the Silly Games with Kassidy because they were fun, and easy.
Sometimes it involved counting, other times, involved finding something, like someone hidden on
the screen. I believe I also did Sesame Street numbers with Kassidy. I can’t recall which one but I
remember one night I had one of the animated videos on with her in my lap playing, and watching it
on the computer. It didn’t hold her attention for very long. I think I remember it so well because
Kassidy was sitting back with her head resting against my chest. I loved it when she was cuddly with
me. It’s been 10 years and it is hard to remember specifics of what games, what the games did, etc.
But it’s hard to forget special moments of contentment when Kassidy was sitting with you, even if
you can’t remember exactly when it was.
Sincerely,
December 3, 2010 (256) (Response to your 337)
You sent me a short bio on attorney Robert E. Raiche and asked if he looked like Lane Raiche.
From the photo, it appears that they could definitely be related. Lane was in his mid to late 50’s and
also had gray hair. Of course, this doesn’t mean much, but it appears that we are headed in the right
direction and he may in fact be related to Lane.
In letter #326 you submitted a list of the contents of tub 2 and 4 that my mom sent you of a bunch
of my misc. possessions that she kept. I just realized as I was rereading this letters that I never
responded to some of the books and information included on the backside which was tub 4.

The Stonyfield Farm Yogurt Cookbook- I loved that Stonyfield Farms was a local company and
their yogurt was some of the best you could purchase. When I saw the cookbook I considered it a
must-have. Even though I didn’t do much of the cooking, I loved the healthy recipes. Many of which
called for use of yogurt instead of oil, butter, sour cream, etc. Even today, I get enthused when I see
the recipe section of a newspaper and cut them out to send to family and friends. I look at something
that looks wonderful and I say to myself, “I’ll send this to Nicole so I can try it when I get home.” I
think my first 2 years of freedom will be spent in the kitchen, trying out-all the recipes that I have
sent her over the years.
Loose Leaf Binder Fresh Produce- Interesting story here. I was in the Rochester Hannaford
Brothers doing some shopping in the early 90’s in the fresh fruit and vegetable section. This was my
favorite section of the store. It sounds crazy but I loved looking at all the colorful fruits and
vegetables. These were “whole” foods provided by nature. I loved the smell when you held a fresh
Bartlett Pear to your nose and the texture of a coconut on your fingertips when you picked it up. At
one point I saw this fruit that I didn’t recognize. So I went to the produce manager to ask him what it
was, how you ate it, etc. (I believe it was a starfruit.) The manager brought me over to this cool loose
leaf binder that they had in the middle of the department that showed where a fruit or vegetable was
from, how you cook, it, etc. I loved the book and had to have it. I believe the manager agreed to
make me a copy of it for $20.00. Lots of neat information in the book.
Play with The Teletubbies- You’ll have to check with Amanda but I believe this is the CD that I
saw her sitting with Kassidy at the computer with. If I remember correctly there was also a VHS tape
the kids used to watch.
Misc. Folders of bills 1996-1998- Again, it’s too bad that I had the tenant problem with my
“friend”, DJ, because I had a complete 1999 folder of bills in my office for 1999 and hanging files
for each month of 2000. The reason these 3 years worth of month by months bills are still around is
they were in storage in the attic, I believe, and were moved around. I had a system that all bills,
receipts, etc. went into a month-by-month hanging “tickler” file and at the end of the year I would
move them into the separated brown storage folders.
Many hanging files of McDonald’s info.- I had (3) 42” filing cabinet drawers full of this
information. I wonder why some of this stuff was saved by DJ and others he tossed. I know some of
my awards and Raysway accolades were in some of those folders and it wasn’t marked properly.
Unfortunately, sometimes I would throw something in a file that wasn’t properly marked, knowing
where I put it. Now 10 years later, I can’t remember. Someday, when my mom gets those folders
back, I will have her look through them to see if she can find it.
I just read Brandon’s letter to Judge Nadeau. Wow. Pretty powerful stuff. I had never seen it
before. He was off on a few details but overall, pretty observant. I never knew he paid that much
attention.
Sincerely,
December 3, 2010 (257) (Response to your 346)
You were asking about the “Creed” concert on August 23, 2000. I think I confused you because in
the chronology section, I informed you that I was in Hampton Rte. 1 working that day. I know this,
because I gave two tickets to that evenings “Creed” concert. I didn’t mean to imply that I gave the
tickets away and therefore didn’t go. I had two EXTRA tickets. Often when I saw a concert
advertised that I knew that I would like, I would buy extra tickets knowing that Amanda and I would
be going and I would figure out the rest later. Often, I would purchase 6 or 8 tickets at once intending
to invite, Bruce and Michelle, Nicole and I or Jason, other friends, Deb and Glen, etc. Sometimes,
that day wouldn’t work and I would either give them to someone else or sell them. It’s very easy to
unload concert tickets. “Creed” was very popular then and I had a young shift manager in Hampton
that was doing a good job for us so I gave him the tickets. I can’t recall his name, (possibly Mike), I
worked with him for a very short while. I believe that he was just leaving for college. He was very
happy and promised to pay me back to which I replied, “Don’t worry about it man. It’s a gift. Keep
working hard. I’ll probably run into you at the show.”

I’m curious why you ask who Steve Beckwith is and how you came across that name? Steve was
my sister, Nicole’s, former boyfriend prior to meeting Kevin, her husband. I met him several times as
he came to visit with Nicole. I got along well with Steve when he visited but don’t know much about
him. Knowing that I am overprotective of my family, people are pretty guarded when it comes to
what information they share with me here. Translation- I don’t know much about Steve so if you
would like to know more you’ll have to contact Nicole. They were together for a couple of years but
I had already been in prison for 5 years or so when I met him.
I will review the proposed next letter to the states of Maine and New Hampshire and get back to
you as soon as possible. I can already see some changes that need to be made, some of which we plan
to talk about on our next visit. I am glad that you received the edits I provided for the Melissa Roub
letters and my responses to her letters. I’m sorry. I know it is painstaking work I don’t anticipate
more letters to edit in the future. These letters in particular had a lot of good observations and I felt it
was important to include them. By the way, you had already edited one of Melissa’s letters and my
response to it. Those edits that you did were fine. You don’t need to redo with the ones that I
provided. I wasn’t sure which one of the letters you had previously done, that is why I did all of
them.
Thanks for enclosing the 2004 obituary of Laine Raiche. I don’t see Robert Raiche listed as a
brother. Perhaps he was related in some other capacity. I believe Lane told me that he had a brother
and uncle that were attorneys. I can’t recall his former wife’s name but I recognized all of Lane’s
children’s names as he spoke about them often. I believe the address I mailed the card and letter to
was of his former wife and daughters Kerri Lane and Tiffany in Manchester.
In a letter that you sent me last night (perhaps #348 or 349) you mentioned trying to find Diane
Robinson at the Rochester Burger King. My mom’s boss, Jaime Hinton, the manager of the Keene
McDonald’s, told me several months ago that is where Diane now works. Diane and Jaime had a son
together 17 years ago, Cameron. My apologies. I have always known Diane with the last name of
Robinson. I am quite certain that she still lives in Gonic, but I have no idea what her new husband,
(10 years), Rick’s last name is. It doesn’t surprise me that you cannot find a Diane and Rick
Robinson in Gonic. I will try to find a name and address and get back to you.
Sincerely,
December 3, 2010 (258) (Response to your 347)
You asked me about being a member of your board of directors when you incorporate BonPasse
Exoneration Services. Not sure what exactly that is or what you would need me to do but if you think
I would be a good member for such a position I am honored that you’d ask. I would agree to do
anything that might be helpful to your work for me and others.
I did not get a response from Anne Gildea’s letter. I figure next week I would send her a
Christmas card. I have a letter that I put together to send with this year’s cards. I will send you a
copy. I spoke to Becky earlier this week about trying to make contact with Janet Lane, Diane
Robinson/and Suzanne Lavalley. Let me think about who would be best to contact Anne.
I did not write to Barbara Mackenzie about Kim Grace. I spoke to Melissa Roub last week and she
is still VERY close with Kim. Kim indicated to Melissa that she doesn’t believe for a minute that I
killed Kassidy, but didn’t want to get involved. Melissa didn’t want to discuss it further on the phone
and indicated that when she comes to visit me in a week or two you will explain more to me.
You asked about my trip to Boston Children’s Hospital back in 1975 for an operation. I have no
idea what month it was, and will talk to my parents and get back to you so see if they have any
recollection. Likewise, you asked about the summer motorcycle accident that I had with my brother,
Ronny, when I was 11 or 12. I will contact Nicole and see if she can get to the Brattleboro Public
Library and do some microfilm work.

You asked about my continued belief that Amanda was 20 in 2001 vs. 19 until that August day in
Vernon in 2001 where I found out the truth from Mary. I mentioned to you that I saw an article, I
believe it was when Amanda was 19, that indicated her age and when I questioned her she said, “The
papers had it wrong.” When you became aware of this, you then went back to some of the articles
shortly after my arrest and found several that included Amanda’s age at 18. You included some
excerpts from these articles for my inspection. You then asked how it was possible.
1. I collected many articles and didn’t read all of them. In fact, often I would start reading and get
so upset that I never made it past the first paragraph. I should have been reading them so that I could
help with my case, but I couldn’t handle many of the lies that were being printed about me. And
when I would bring this up to Alan or Mark, they just told me not to worry about it, they weren’t
trying this case in the media, and when it came up in the trial they would deal with it. I believe that
my family was doing something similar, purchasing a paper when they saw some headline, intending
to read it “someday.”
2.
I am quite certain at one point I saw one of the articles that indicated Amanda was 18 and
asked her about it. This is when she told me, “Well they are wrong.” I took what Amanda told me at
face value.
It hardly seemed that this was my biggest problem at that time but if you think about it, why
would I doubt her? I myself had witnessed many untruths in the papers and also in the police reports.
It seemed pretty obvious to me that the papers were incompetent and completely feasible they
messed up. Just look at the excerpts of the articles that YOU sent me. In addition to them
CLAIMING Amanda was 18, EVERY ONE of them after my arrest printed something in the caption
that wasn’t true. (I was in shock and mourning her. I could care less what the newspapers had to say.)
-18 November 2000 Union Leader “Evans represents danger to others especially Kassidy’s
mother and her family ... Bortner, his 18 year old live in girlfriend, maintains that Evans has HIT
HER..” Amanda didn’t tell the police I hit her. Amanda also told you and Ron Rice on separate
occasions that I NEVER hit her.
-November 22, 2000 Fosters “Friends and family members of the child’s mother, 18- year old
Amanda Bortner, have stated they knew or suspected the child was being BEATEN in the WEEKS
and MONTHS leading up to her death.”
-January 6, 2001 Union Leader- “Court records say Evans had BEATEN Kassidy REPEATEDLY
for THREE MONTHS, THREW HER AGAINST WALLS and BROKE HER LEG AND ARM IN
SEPARATE INCIDENTS LAST SUMMER AND FALL.”
-January 5, 2001 Keene Sentinel- “ ... The child died after MONTHS of abuse that HER MOTHER
AND TWO BABYSITTERS WERE AWARE OF AND DID NOT REPORT.”
(Notice in this same Keene Sentinel article Sgt. Matthew Stewart of Maine State Police made a
statement that they “did not expect to bring charges in the state of Maine regarding the death of
Kassidy Bortner or any other offenses against her.” Is it any wonder that Amanda got disheartened
when a statement like this was made. Conveniently after they got what they needed from Amanda
with her four interviews.)
Anyway, that’s enough, I think you get my point. It may have been “common knowledge” as you
say, to the media that Amanda was 18 but the truth certainly wasn’t common to them. When you
look at the exaggerations and lies above is it any wonder that I wouldn’t believe something even if it
was printed. I had seen incorrect ages many times in my life. I recall earlier on that the police had my
date of birth wrong on something. I assumed on Amanda’s interview sheet that when it showed the
date of birth as XX-XX-82 it was a typo. God knows they had enough of those. I probably should
have been paying more attention. I just assumed she was born in 1980 or 1981. I have always been
on top of so much, but I wasn’t on top of this. You asked if my family knew how old Amanda was.
No, my family was just getting to know her during that first 6 months. How would they know?

Something that you may have forgotten about, during that time in 2000 when I was with Amanda
I was on probation, I didn’t drink nearly as much as previous years and rarely in public unless I was
out of town. Even then, it might be one or two beverages. My family knew I was on probation. I
certainly wouldn’t be out with my mom to dinner and order a drink with her knowing this. If I’m
drinking soda or ice tea, then likely my date (Amanda) would follow suit. My mom is the only one
who would have likely caught an age thing and without me ordering alcohol and Amanda not being
able, I can’t think of a reason that it would come up.
You asked when I met Jennifer. I only met Jen a couple of months prior to meeting Amanda in
June of 2000. I had seen Jen with Jeff from time to time but I don’t believe I spoke to her until May
or so of 2000. Jen never shared her age with me that I can recall but I remember upon meeting her in
the Rochester McDonald’s parking lot I was making some small talk and said, “We’ll all have to go
out for a drink sometime.” Jen was smiling at me and said, “That sounds great”. Jen didn’t say,
“Sorry, I can’t, I’m not 21.” Jen looked older than 21 and I assumed that she was. Honestly, I invited
them out because Jen was kind of hot, and Jeff was a goofball. I wanted to see them interact. I’ve
always been intrigued by people. I was curious what the attraction was. I know this sounds horrible
but it is what it is.
Yes, we must have been off by a week on the Bruce Aube vacation trip.
Regarding Amanda’s brothers. I think we’ll have to look at it. I am pretty sure that they went to
Water Country in July not August. I think Amanda went to Water Country in August with my brother
and Jeff Porter.
Please change the note in Chronology to Tristan and Chad planned a birthday party for Brent at
Chuck E. Cheese together for June 21. It was only Tristan, me, Kyle, Brent, Dot and family and
Tristan’s sister, Tiffany in attendance. No Amanda or Kassidy. That was prior to Tristan knowing
Amanda, I think.
December 3, 2010 (259) (Response to your 341)
Interestingly, you started your letter with the date and time of Kassidy’s death being incorrect.
Earlier today as I was typing to you I was writing about what I thought was the newspapers
“mistakes” regarding Amanda’s age. Along with all of their other errors in those articles. It seems
like this case is just FULL of mistakes.
I’ll do what I can with the bruise charts you have included and return them to you. I do not recall
any bruises from the fall in the driveway. It’s possible but nothing that bruised immediately. Kassidy
was very light and the fall was not very far to the ground. What concerned me about the fall was the
manner in which she did it. She fell face first without putting her hands out to break her fall. This is
unusual but several others talked about observing this. But even on the occasions that she did that in
the past, she would usually cry or whimper for a second as she picked herself up or one of us ran
over to pick her up. On the evening of Nov. 8th, the night prior to her death, she just laid there in the
driveway, not making a sound, not making an attempt to pick herself up or anything. I guess that was
what alarmed me most and prompted me to call Jeff again. Now, 10 years later, I’m of course even
more observant and I watch Aliza’ s every move when she comes to visit. At 13 months she walks
fairly well, but has the predictable falls as she tries to get her legs to coordinate with her mind. When
this happens with Aliza though, she always puts her hands in front of her or behind her to brace her
fall. Instincts take over. When I think back to Kassidy, I believe she originally put her hands out to
break her falls. At least, I never noticed her not putting her hands out in the beginning, when she
lived with me. Later on I noticed it, I believe Jeremy did, I know Travis did, Nicole, perhaps
Amanda, etc. My point is, I wonder if this happened as a result of a head injury to her. I wonder if
this was a result of the “fall” from Jeff’s truck. I am quite certain the
observation was seen by most around October. What changed for Kassidy?
Amanda mentioned to you on the phone about the bruise caused by Kassidy being on my

shoulders and coming down the stairs. I had a very low overhang and I didn’t duck enough and
Kassidy hit her head causing a bruise. She immediately started crying. I felt terrible. I had taken
Kassidy downstairs like this 50 times before and Kyle and Brent hundreds of times before her
without something like this happening. Anyway, I cannot say with 100% certainty if this was close
enough to November 9th to still see bruising but I’m pretty sure it happened just a few days prior.
Ok, that sentence didn’t make sense. I’m not 100% sure but pretty sure it was a few days prior to her
death. The reason I am confident about this is that a lot of weird shit was happening right around that
time and on the 8th when I had Amanda on the phone from work and I described the ball accident,
and Kassidy falling in the driveway, I also had in my mind that Kassidy had been on my shoulders
and bumped her head, hitting her head on the kitchen table while she and I played fetch with Kato,
etc. These things were in my head when I was bitching at Amanda about Jeff and me not wanting to
watch her myself because she keeps getting stupidly hurt with me. While it’s true that Amanda was
there when these things happened and knew there was nothing malicious, I think
I was losing my confidence. I had things down pat with Kyle and Brent, but all of a sudden bad
things were happening with Kassidy.
In this letter you provided me with Eric Hood’s address. You should have received my letter to
him earlier this week.
From letter #338, you included some sad but great info. about the recently decided Margaret Earle
case. Some of the similarities are eerie. Should we provide a link to my site? Should we inform the
committees about this? How can we use such info. to wake the public up that these things happen?
Sincerely,
December 3, 2010 (260) (response to your 343)
You included Brandon and Nicole’s police interviews here and talked about the significance of
the timing of my visit at their house with Kassidy, the Sunday before she died. As I reread Brandon’s
interview I noticed a line where Brandon said, “I guess she was working” referring to Amanda.” This
was 4 days after the event. I likely discussed Amanda shopping with Nicole only. This is not
uncommon for me. It seems Brandon may have assumed Amanda was working. He obviously didn’t
say to the police, “Chad told me Amanda was working.” Which he may have done seeing that it was
so close to the event had Brandon and I discussed this.
At Brandon and Nicole’s house that day, in addition to Steve & Gerri Harvey, were myself
and Kassidy as well as Brandon’s grandfather, whom Brandon spoke to you about or the judge in his
letter. (I can’t recall which at this time). Unfortunately, Brandon’s grandfather is also deceased.
Brandon’s friends often stopped over to help but I can’t recall if his friend Pete or others stopped by
that day. While on the subject, when you have a minute, could you please email Gerri Harvey.
She was helpful with some of that medical stuff when you spoke/emailed with her. It might be nice
to keep her in the loop letting her know about your great DNA discovery and also the great lie
detection test results.
You asked about one bruise that Brandon mentioned in his interview on Kassidy’s cheek.
I looked at Nicole’s interview and she mentions the same thing, seeing one bruise on her cheek. I do
not believe this was an eye contact bruise. Nicole indicated she asked me about it. I might not have
willingly told someone I did that, but if my sister asked me directly, I doubt very much I would lie to
her. I believe I was told Kassidy obtained that bruise by Jeff’s dog knocking Kassidy over. As I recall
it was in the middle of her cheek and not some place I grabbed. When I palmed Kassidy’ s cheeks
trying to get her to look me in the eyes, I would hold her near the lower jaw areas.
On the occasions that I either held her too firmly or too long, it left 2-3 small bruises on the right side
of her face, and one small bruise on the left side of her face where my thumb was. So the short
answer is no, I don’t believe the bruise that Nicole and Brandon observed was one of the “eye
contact” bruises. I could be wrong but the evidence suggests otherwise.
Thanks for the copies of Roger Amsden emails. Small world, him knowing Brandon and

Gerri as well as Brandon’s little sister Katherine. It’s funny, even with Nicole and Brandon the police
were VERY leading. How does anyone in this country think fair trials are possible when the police
won’t even let people make their own statement without leading or pressure? It’s tough when the
deck is stacked against you. I was glad to see Brandon held his ground. I have been thinking about
our upcoming committee meetings and how we need to do some role playing of situations so that the
supporters are comfortable going out and starting conversations with strangers, using our business
cards, getting signatures, etc.
I’ve been thinking about conversation starters, etc. I shared a few with my dad. Anyway I am
reading a book right now, White Like Me by Tim Wise. It’s a book about racism and has to do with a
group I am working with other inmates to get started in the prison. There was a great quote. in there.
“I’m not interested in anybody’s guilt. Guilt is a luxury that we can no longer afford. I know you
didn’t do it, and I didn’t do it either, but I am RESPONSIBLE for it because I am a citizen of this
country and you are responsible for it, too, for the very same reason.... Anyone who is trying to be
conscious must begin... to dismiss the vocabulary which we’ve used so long to cover it up, to lie
about the way things are.” James Baldwin “Words of a native son.” 1964
December 10, 2010 (261) (Response to your 353-355)
Letters #353-355 from you were all photographs from my house or what the state alleges is the
crime scene. I have browsed through the photos and will comment on certain ones where something
catches my attention. I know you have a certain procedure you use for photo ID’s but you may want
to pull these photos out and read the observations simultaneously. I anticipate making some
observations from the photographs that you may not be aware of prior. This may or may not be
helpful for you to get a better “picture” of things on the morning of Nov. 9, 2000 in our home at 191
Milton Road. As you can imagine, seeing some of these photos of my house and the life I had for the
first time is tough. I recall seeing photos with police markers of Kyle’s bedroom and the trash tipped
over, but that is it.
Photo CH4 This view was taken from entrance door of kitchen. You can see glass kitchen table
that Kassidy hit her head on at one point while playing “fetch” with Kato and I in the kitchen. A
better, almost side, view of the table can be seen in the photo above, CH5. From this angle you can
also see the shut cellar door as well as the built-in cupboard that housed much of the supplies used
for Kato, grooming, leash, vitamins, etc. One of Kassidy’s diaper bags is sitting on the table. Which
is interesting because Kassidy left for Jeff’s that morning, so obviously, another bag was used. As
you can see there is a bunch of clothing items on and around the table as that is how I left it the night
before upon arriving home with Kyle and Kassidy.
Photo CH9 shows the multiple cereal boxes we all ate on the refrigerator and an empty slot where
I removed the Reese’s Puffs that I packed up for Kassidy that morning and never returned to the
fridge. (me half-assing it again.)
Photo CH10 I had recently purchased some soda and juice at BJ’s. Typically, I stored this on a
shelf downstairs in the basement, but for some reason hadn’t made it that far. Seeing this big bottle of
juice reminded me of how much Kassidy and Kyle enjoyed “Splash,” which was several types of
juice mixed together. Sometimes, it includes vegetable juice also which as I recall, they didn’t like as
much.

Photo CH12 Interesting photo of my sink. In it you can see ONE clear glass coffee/hot chocolate
mug, which leads me to believe that Amanda was correct when she indicated to you during your first
phone conversation that it was a coffee mug that SHE TOSSED at me. I must have been drinking hot
chocolate that evening when I was scoring the survey sheets she was working on for Bruce, in the
living room. Also I see Kyle’s cereal bowl from breakfast along with the empty yogurt container.
Absent are the previous evening’s dishes because I did them after the kids were in bed. I recall trying
to feed Kassidy a grilled cheese and a banana that evening. I’ll bet if there is a photo of the inside of
the dishwasher which you can see pictured in photo CH11, we would find the fry pan. There is also a
small pizza box on the cover. There was a Mobil gas station convenience store 100 yards up the road
from my house. They made great pizza and also sold it by the slice. I think Travis may have gone
there after returning for work. Perhaps, I asked him to pick up a slice for Kyle. I have a faint memory
of it. Maybe he would have better memory of it. I know I would not have gone there to get a slice of
pizza leaving the kids alone in the house so I am certain Travis was involved
somehow. Also, you can see the corner of Kassidy’s highchair tray hanging over the sink. After it
became apparent that she didn’t have an appetite that evening, I took the tray to the sink and washed
it off. I let it sit over the sink to dry off and never brought it back to the dining room. (Typical of me,
start something with great intentions of going back, but I get wrapped up in something else.)
Photo CH15 shows the Reese’s Puffs cereal on the counter right where I left it after packing them
in a baggie for Kassidy to eat at Jeff’s. Kassidy sat on that counter, directly in front of the cereal box,
exactly where the bagel wrapper is. This is where Kassidy chose her cereal and sat while I packed it
for her.
Photo CH17 +CHI8. Different views of the dining room. My office, the kitchen, and the living
room all had doors into the dining room. You can see in photo CH 18 Kassidy’s highchair in the
corner of the room. In CH17 you can see my former liquor cabinet. The cabinet is now filled with my
workout supplements (that I wasn’t using much any more), vitamins, vases and in the bottom of the
closet, a big green tub that Amanda kept some toys for the kids downstairs, the crafts they did
together, spin art, etc.
Photo CH20. On the corner of the dining room table I see what I believe is one of the kids Sippy
cups. (Green bottle) The tall ones like this Kyle would sometimes use. This is what I believed was
the thing that Amanda tossed at me during our 2-minute argument about the relative difficulty of our
respective jobs. It’s still a mystery whether it was the coffee mug/cup or the kids’ “Sippy” cup, but I
am pretty certain it happened.
Photo CH23. The top of my office desk if you were snapping the photo from my office computer
table. On the corner of the desk you can see the caller ID as well as my business/ speaker phone with
the built-in answering machine. I always worked best when my desk was a bit messy. “Organized
Chaos,” I called it, but I can’t recall it being this cluttered. When I got back into my house, there was
no doubt that the police had gone through my desk with a fine tooth comb, pulling tons of stuff and
papers from drawers, etc. and piling on top. I believe this photo may have been taken after they did
that. One clue for me in this is I hardly ever used pencils and I kept the electric pencil sharpener in
the top right drawer. In this photo, the sharpener is in the middle of the desk. It looks like on top of
the desk there is a kid’s Halloween book. I may have been reading that the night prior to one of the
kids. See blow up in CH24 for more detail
Photo CH26 is a side view of my bookcase. I bought that bookcase natural and finished it soon
after I bought the house. You can see many of the books on it that we have identified, as well as
many books that have been given to others. There are also stacks of magazines, ranging in topics
from sports, to business to parenting. If a magazine had several articles that I thought I could use at
some point, I would save them. If it was just one article, I would tear it out and discard.

Photo CH27 shows a good look at my office computer table. Again, more organized chaos. I did a
lot of my computer work at home in the evenings when everyone else was asleep. After Tristan left, I
learned that I needed to slow down and enjoy everyone else a little bit more during the waking hours.
I also used this computer to play educational games with the kids. First, Brent and Kyle, and we were
just starting with Kassidy. You can see many of the game CD-ROMS on the shelf in photo CH33. I
also taught myself to type a few years earlier using that Mavis Beacon program. The photos at the
top of the table are L to R: Brent holding Kyle, my family in front of the Daybreak Cafe in Rochester
when they came for a visit, and a bodybuilder friend of mine from years earlier, who lives in Florida.
In the corner of the room you can see the 5-drawer filing cabinet that contained so much of my life
and is now missing.
CH30. Yes that is my high school diploma, from Keene High. Not sure why it’s there. For many
years it was packed in a box.
CH36. You asked about the 17” monitor in a box. I had forgotten about that. I think the other part
of the computer may have been sitting in a box on the living room floor. I had recently purchased a
brand new computer as part of a Christmas present for Kyle and Brent to use when at Tristan’s. In
2000, Tristan didn’t have one at her apartment and I wanted the boys to be computer literate, Brent to
learn to type early, and play learning games. The only thing that seemed off to me is that I didn’t see
a photo of the tipped-over trash can in my kitchen, nor did I see a photo in here of my office trash. It
would be great to see them as I believe they add some corroboration.
Sincerely,
December 10, 2010 (262) (Response to your 354)
You submitted many more photos for identification. I don’t know why officer Cody would
indicate the photos were taken by NHSP on Nov. 16 as it seems clear to me that most were taken on
the ninth. I will try to indicate any that may have been taken on the 16th.
Your recollection and commentary on where Amanda and I were on the 9th and 16th was pretty
accurate. After Amanda spent the night at the Anchorage with Jen and Jeff on the evening of Nov. 9,
I picked her up briefly on the morning of the 10th with Nicole. I brought Amanda back to Jen and
Jeff, and from there, they brought Amanda to Buckfield, and basically the entire family held her
hostage. At least that is how Amanda made it sound to me when she would call me at Bruce’s and
beg me to come pick her up. Kassidy had passed and the only person she wanted to be around was
me. Finally, after what I believe was her second interview, which took place at the Gray, Maine State
Police Barracks, I, along with Brandon, Bruce, and Nicole went to pick Amanda up at her request.
For the next several days we stayed at Bruce’s. We just didn’t want to be at my house. Then the
police worked Bruce over pretty well and I believe he asked us to leave. At that point Amanda and I
went back to my house and my family stayed with us. On the evening of the 16th, I was
arrested. I was upstairs in our bedroom with Amanda and my family was all downstairs in the living
room. As I recall Amanda stayed with Melissa Chick AFTER my arrest for a night or two and prior
to leaving for Texas after Kassidy’s funeral.
You also indicated in this same paragraph that you are not aware of a time that Amanda ever went
to Buckfield during that early period. It is just as I said above. Amanda spent a couple of days in
Buckfield. As you may recall, this is where the illegal taping Jeff did of his conversation with
Amanda and Jen took place. Also, I can recall after one day in Maine our friends Bruce and
Michelle Truell were going to drive to Maine and pick Amanda up because Amanda felt so trapped.
Amanda would sneak the phone and call me, call Michelle, and relay how everyone was trying to
convince her that I killed Kassidy and that they were hiding the phone from her, wouldn’t let her
leave, etc.

Photo CH38-CH43. Great shots of our living room. You can see the actual computer I had
purchased for the boys days earlier for them to have at Tristan’s. In photo CH43 you can see the
blanket that I used along with throw pillows to divide the couch when Kyle wasn’t willing to share it
with Kassidy. He got a minute time-out that evening and stood in the corner next to the downstairs
bathroom. He then came back into the living room and willingly shared with Kassidy. They both
watched a little bit of TV, possibly part of a kids movie prior to bed.
Photo CH44 seems important. You can see part of the glass coffee table with the large candle
sitting on it. Days prior to her death, this is the table that Travis and Amanda witnessed Kassidy hit
her head on as she was sliding down from the couch. What also seems significant is the spacing of
the photos on the fireplace mantle. The left photo is Kyle, there is a big open space where Kassidy’s
photo was and on the right side of mantle is Brent. A better, though distant, photo to see the obvious
off-centered spacing (where a photo is missing) is photo CH38. This makes me wonder if the police
took the photo of Kassidy off the mantle for ID purposes or something like this or if perhaps this
photo was taken on the 16th. I would sooner guess that they took the photo of Kassidy. I believe the
photo of Kassidy was the one we identified of her sitting near the white fence. Amanda would know
for sure.
Photo CH47. 3 framed photos. Not sure if there is one of each of the kids in these or if it is
Brent/Kyle and combo of the two.
Photo CH50. Again, too many magazines. This pile is on top of the hall movie cabinet. This must
have been photographed after the cops went through them. Amanda would have freaked if a pile was
so messy like that close to the living room.
Photo Ch 52. This is the downstairs 1/2 bath. As you can see from dark blue spot near window,
this is where Kyle did some of his best sponge painting work on wall.
Photo CH54. This is the magazine rack in our downstairs bathroom. I subscribed to a lot of
magazines and was often behind. This is where I did some of my best “paperwork.” I had a little bit
of everything in this rack.
Photo CH55. This shows the sink and vanity of our downstairs bathroom. What is tough about
seeing this is the blue sponge painted walls. After Tristan and I split up, I redecorated much of the
house. In early 2000, Kyle and I broke off pieces of sponge and dipped them in paint, doing the
entire bathroom like this. My mom and sister were up helping us too. It was a lot of fun and a great
memory.
Photo CH56. The stairs going to our upstairs bedrooms. You can see the three framed collages of
family photos on the side wall. Many memories in these stairs. These are the stairs that Kassidy
would slide down on her butt, also at times on her back. These are the stairs that I carried her down
most mornings. These are also the stairs that I played one of Kyle’s favorite games on. I would put
the child safety gate at the top stair and he would gather up every ball in the house and throw them at
me down the stairs as I ran from the living room to the bathroom. If I caught his ball I got a point, if
he hit me, he got a point. I played it with Brent too, and Kassidy was getting in on the act before this
tragedy happened. It was so fun to see how excited they got when they chucked the ball down the
stairs and then ran and hid so my balls wouldn’t hit them when I threw them back up. It was a great
game of dodge ball. Looking at the light at the top of the stairs, in hindsight, it wasn’t the smartest
thing I had ever done. But it was a great memory and one I wouldn’t trade for the world. I think the
kids liked it because they were getting away with something. They didn’t have to worry about getting
yelled at. If they chipped the wall, so what, “Daddy will fix it.”
Photo CH58. Linen closet on left looking down the stairs on right. You can see the framed photos
and more importantly the low overhang that an adult over 5’ 9” would hit their head on if they didn’t
duck. This is the overhang that Kassidy hit her head on when I had her on my shoulders and didn’t
duck far enough.
Photo CH59-61. Views of my and Amanda’s bedroom. Close up in CH61, Amanda and I both
loved the scent of Yankee Candles. Especially Vanilla. You can see above the bedroom stereo
system Kyle’s footprints framed. The open door next to framed footprints is to a large walk-in closet,
changing room. It was like my junk/gift closet.

Sincerely,
December 10, 2010 (264) (Response to your 355)
Photo CH63. You can see the back of diapers on our bed where Amanda changed Kassidy right
before leaving for Kittery on the day of Kassidy’ s death.
Photo CH65. Our bedroom stereo. Amanda and I both liked to listen to music some nights when
we were going to bed. She would also use the stereo when upstairs. On top was a stuffed animal I got
for Amanda.
Photo CH68. My and Amanda’s bedroom. Laundry all over the place. It was hectic as Amanda
started her new job outside the house so some things piled up. I don’t recall it ever being this bad. I
wonder if this is after the police went through the laundry baskets and hamper. You can also see
corner of the Lazy Boy chair in our bedroom. I loved to read books to the kids in this chair.
Sometimes, Amanda and I would just cuddle in it at night and talk.
Photos CH70-CH72. more of our bedroom. The small white pads on the floor in CH70 are similar
to the ones I found all over the house when the police were done vacuuming or whatever for
evidence.
Photo CH74. This is that “catch all” closet next to my bedroom. I had everything from Christmas
gifts, to ski equipment to camping stuff, to photo albums crammed into that room.
Photo CH77. I believe this is a picture of Kassidy’ s bed.
Photos CH82-CH85. The toy shelves in Kassidy’s bedroom. Seeing all the Play Doh reminded
me of how much the kids loved to play with that stuff.
Sincerely,
December 12, 2010 (265) (Response to your 349)
In letter #342 you gave me some good info about the email services available through ICS. I
passed it onto the inmate committee that meets with the warden and commissioner. I know the
commissioner is in favor of us getting it, but things like this are slow.
In letter #345 you asked if you had sent me the Roger Amsden info and his connection with
Brandon, Katherine, and Gerri Harvey. I read it with great interest. Small world.
In #349 you asked about the photo of the Babe Ruth plaque that was taken at Yankee Stadium, 911-99. I’m sure that we were in NY for a couple of days. I can’t ever recall going there for a day trip.
We did stay in the hotel in New Jersey that we previously identified. (The Palace?) When we went
we liked to relax, see the sights, sometimes even revisiting places we had already been. I know that
Tristan went on at least one trip with the group of friends you listed, I just can’t recall specifically if
it was this trip .. In addition, Matt Skidds was on one of the trips with Tristan. I specifically recall
standing on the second floor of the Hard Rock Cafe and snapping a photo looking down of everyone
sitting around a table. I’m surprised you have never run across this photo. I have visited “Monument
Park” several times while at Yankees Stadium. I’m sure that Kyle and possibly Brent were at my
parents in Keene for several days. My parents would routinely take both Kyle and Brent when they
were little and Tristan and I were going somewhere for a few days. I couldn’t wait until the boys got
a little bit older to take them on these trips to NY so they could see and appreciate the spectacular
history and places to visit.
I liked your letter to Nicholas Toumpas, Commissioner of DHHS. You are correct. The NH
Kassidy Bill doesn’t seem very relevant to Kassidy. I recall that it started out differently, at least
according to some of the articles in the newspapers. I believe this is why, as the bill evolved, it didn’t
stick as much as the Kassidy Bill. I do recall there was something in the newspaper or on the
television news as the bill was being signed into law showing a photo of Jen and Jackie with the
Governor in Concord. One of them, Jackie or Jen, gave a speech at the press conference or whatever
it is called when the news media is there as a bill is signed into law.
Sincerely,
December 12, 2010 (266) (Response to your 352)

Interesting exchange with Mary White of the NH Bar Foundation about the Charles W. Dean
Fund. What a run around. I liked your email back to her. It’s good to see you “holding their feet to
the fire”. I recall hearing about this happening more often than it should, where a person creates a
grant with honorable intentions only to have “someone” take it upon themselves to change or alter
the intent years later. I wish you luck with your pursuit. Your tenacity will serve that project well. I
know you are a little disappointed with the lack of media attention that we have been able to grab up
to this point but keep your chin up. I am a little surprised but still have confidence that we will get at
least one opportunity at some point.
With regards to the lie detection test. We just got the results. It will resonate with someone
eventually. In the meantime, I think maybe we should revisit the “advantages” to the VSA testing
that we read about early last year.
I know you don’t watch a lot of TV but there are at least 3 channels dedicated to home shopping
and another 3 strictly for “infomercials”. This tells me that people are interested in the latest and
greatest product, technology, etc. This VSA test was a big win for us. I think it’s ok to “sell” it.
Opinions are subjective and we aren’t providing any information that wasn’t represented to us as
true.
I finished reading, “Freeing the Innocent” and will be mailing it to you soon so you can make
copies and email them to our committee members as you indicated. I also received two issues of
Justice Denied that I need to send to you. Property mislabeled them as books so I need to remove
them from my list. As you suggested, I went through them and highlighted/ wrote out several articles
that I thought it might be worth your taking a look. One article in particular that I think might be
worth copying and including on our website and also emailed directly to our committee members can
be found in Issue 43, Sumner 2009, page 19 “15% of Prisoners Claim Innocence.” I think this is
pretty significant because I believe there is a misconception out there that “ALL” inmates claim they
are innocent. It may help to give society some information to combat this poor assumption. If these
numbers are accurate, it is very telling. I read somewhere that the Innocence Project believes that 37% of the prison population is actually innocent. If only 15% of the inmate population is claiming
innocence, then the numbers are not that far off. This should lead a reasonable person to decide we
should give these innocence claims more attention.... After you have reviewed the Justice Denied
Newsletters, if they are not something you want to keep, I’m sure
Sandy Gelinas would enjoy reading them. She seems interested in this type of thing.
Ok, on contacting Wayne Chick. The reason I included the statement about his wife, Rachel, not
feeling like I was getting a “fair shake” by the Foster’s reporting is because I know from personal
experience the type of clout Mrs. Chick carries within the family and Mrs. Chick would not have
shared it with me if she didn’t feel this way.
Interesting that you spoke with James Griffin in Jackson, Miss. It may be useful as you mention,
for Amanda’s Gray, Maine interview, to have some of those tapes checked someday to see if
stop/starts occurred. You mentioned “I don’t see the utility there.” Are you indicating a utility online
or some place to check the tapes ourselves? What I found really interesting is Becky Pardue posted
specific questions in online “help” rooms or chats and people responded. This is how she found tape
expert. Would we have any luck finding expert help such as doctors there?
Sincerely,
December 14, 2010 (267) (Response to your 356)
This letter you sent me contained what the state considered the crime scene photos of my house.
You have designated them CH55-CH120. Your first question here was asking if I have received
photos CH36A-CH54? I did receive these photos last week the only thing that may be a little
different is I received photo CH36 I saw nothing designating it as “A” . If you put an “A” that leads
me to believe, there may be more than one CH36 photo??

You asked how I would announce myself if I came home and no one is in the kitchen. It rarely
happened that someone wasn’t in the kitchen when I came home. Especially if Kato was in the
house. Kato would get all excited jumping up on the kitchen door and whining until I got out of the
car and up to the door. Usually by the time I got to the door both the kids and Amanda had stopped
what they were doing and came into the kitchen to greet me. This was a real highlight for me. It was
great after a day of work to have Amanda, Kyle, and Kassidy waiting at the door to greet me. I’d
usually scoop the kids up, one in each arm and lean in to kiss Amanda after I kissed both Kyle and
Kassidy. I’d set the kids down and they would run off back to coloring or whatever they were doing.
On these occasions I would pull Amanda in close, kiss her forehead and hug her close. We’d talk for
a minute, about dinner plans or whatever and then I would follow the kids to wherever they ran off
too, patting Kato along the way. Amanda did a lot of spin art with both Kyle and Kassidy and
sometimes Kyle would immediately tug my hand to the dining room table after our quick kiss and
hug greetings to show me what he and Kassidy had done, what craft they may be working on, etc.
On the occasion that Kato might be tied outside and music was loud in the house or a vacuum or
something was going I would usually call out, “Amanda” or “Baby, I’m home” She might yell out
“I’m upstairs vacuuming” or “I’m in the basement (Laundry)” When the kids heard my voice they
would usually run into the kitchen. Kyle, all excited, followed by Kassidy.
It’s one of those small things that often gets taken for granted but man, what a great feeling to
have the kids so excited to see you. Even if it’s just a minute or so before they are off, back to what
they were doing, it made getting up every morning worthwhile. It’s sort of like that great feeling I
described to you once when Amanda called me on my cell when I was in Greenland. I was having a
stressful, shitty day, and in a matter of seconds it improved when Amanda said, “Hey, someone has
been asking for you all day.” And then Amanda proceeded to put Kassidy on the phone and I could
hear Amanda say to Kassidy, “Say hi”. Kassidy said “Hiii...” in that soft little voice of hers with the
extended “I”. Amanda got back on the phone and excitedly said, “Kassidy has been walking around
the house all day saying, ‘Where’s Chad?’” I was grinning from ear to ear when I got off after that
two minute conversation. To me it was like validation that despite our struggles at times, Kassidy and
I shared a love for each other. In a deeper sense, perhaps Kassidy’s trying to find me indicated that
she had accepted me as a stable part of her life.
At that time, I probably would not have said, “Is anybody home?” If I saw Amanda’s car in the
driveway I knew that they were there. Also, the kids were so young at that point we obviously knew
their exact whereabouts. It wasn’t as if they were off to a friend’s house after school. Most nights
Amanda would call me or I would call her in the late afternoon or right before heading home to see if
I had to stop and pick anything up, if she or the kids needed anything, etc. So they all pretty much
knew when I would be home.
You asked specifically how Travis may have announced himself upon coming home the night of
the 8th of November 2000. I believe I heard Travis’s car pull into the driveway. He was living with
us for a while so Kato was pretty used to the sound of his car so he wouldn’t do the multiple “freak
out” bark. Instead, Kato likely gave a single bark when Travis opened the door. If Travis had a guest
and Kato heard an unfamiliar voice he would have gone into “freak out” bark mode and sprinted to
the kitchen. I believe the stereo was playing music and Travis came in announcing a loud “Hello,” as
he walked toward the living room. Kyle likely yelled “TRAVIS!” Kyle loved Travis. I believe I said
something like “I’m upstairs in the bathroom with Kassidy.” Travis then proceeded up the stairs.
Travis came into the bathroom and Kyle announced that he had hit Kassidy by accident with a ball.
Kassidy seemed fine at that point and I showed Travis her eye. It was a little red where the ball hit
her. I asked him to watch Kassidy for a second as I ran to get her J&J Baby Lotion, PJ’s etc. (I can’t
recall exactly what it was of hers that I forgot, but I know it was something.) Travis and I then
discussed something about work but Kyle was pretty hyper and wanted me to throw more balls to
him, so Travis helped me out and went into Kyle’s bedroom and played with him for a few more
minutes, pitching Kyle a bunch of balls. Travis is a pretty friendly guy, rarely in a bad mood. Most
nights he would come say “Hello,” talk to us and or Kyle and Kassidy for a minute prior to going
down to his bedroom to change and get ready to shower.

Occasionally, Travis would just come in and head down to his bedroom before coming up and
saying hello to everyone. We didn’t talk “shop” a lot at home because it would have been unfair in a
way to Jeremy (I was Jeremy’s boss, Travis worked for Jeremy but lived with me.) On occasion I
would ask Travis questions or he would offer things about his day. I think that is kind of natural. I
recall that he and I were discussing the night operations in Portsmouth because he was working
alternating shifts of 11 a.m.-7 p.m. and 3 p.m.-to-closes, and I wanted to see how he felt things were
going then. Portsmouth had my best restaurant manager and wasn’t a busy night operation so I didn’t
spend a lot of evenings there unless I was getting caught up on paperwork in my office. I knew that I
could depend on Travis for an honest answer. As a supervisor, I always felt it was my job to help a
restaurant in any area necessary. Sometimes, a restaurant manager may tell you what they think you
want to hear vs. ask for help if they need it. I know a lot of it has to do with pride and wanting your
immediate supervisor to know that the restaurant is in good hands, you can handle the job, etc.
On the evening of the 8th, after I finished up with Kassidy’s bath and Travis and Kyle had
finished hitting balls, Travis headed down to his bedroom to get ready to go to Irene’s for the
evening. While I gave the kids a snack, I believe that Kyle was sitting in the living room watching a
kids show eating his snack while Kassidy sat on my lap sucking out the freeze pop when Travis
emerged from the shower. Travis came into my office to say “Goodbye,” before he left, and I am
99% certain he and I talked briefly about the upcoming “Disturbed” concert at UNH. Travis and I
had similar tastes in music. I’m also quite certain that Travis walked to the Mobil gas station 100
yards from the house and came back for a few minutes before heading off to Irene’s for the rest of
the night. I believe Travis made some kind of smart alec comment like, “Don’t wait up, Dad,” when
he left the house. Travis wasn’t used to seeing me at home. I was always on the go, and most of his
interaction at our house was with Amanda and the kids.
Photo CH85. Our upstairs bathroom vanity, toilet, and on the side of the sink, you can see the
built-in shelves for all your bathroom and toiletry needs.
Photo CH86. Great photo of the rubber dinosaurs that Kyle and Kassidy LOVED to play with in
the tub. As I recall Kassidy, was more partial to the dinosaur with the long skinny neck. Kyle, typical
boy, preferred the triceratops with its menacing looking horns and the tall green meateater. I believe
the green one had a hole in its mouth and if you squeezed its stomach it would squirt water. That was
always a hit in the bathtub. There were other toys in the tub. I believe because of Kassidy’s age she
enjoyed playing with the cup we kept on the edge of the tub as much as anything else. Kyle was the
same a year earlier. We also had these squishy fish that we kept under the bathroom sink (picture
CH85). As I recall they were plastic, small, colorful and had holes in them were water could fill up
inside and then you could squeeze out.
Photo CH87. A close-up of our Sesame Street children’s “potty” seat. This is the seat that Tristan
and I used to toilet-train Kyle and Amanda was planning/starting to use with Kassidy. All kids toilet
train at different ages. I know we were introducing the concept to Kassidy of the toilet being where
big kids go to the bathroom vs. diapers. She was still young yet so we weren’t pushing it on her. In
hindsight, it may have been good if we had gotten her potty trained and out of diapers. Kassidy
would have then been accepted by Mrs. Edgar into Crossroads with Kyle and still be alive today.

Photo CH88. Our upstairs bathroom toiletry cabinet/closet. Even looking at something so
mundane as this is difficult. This was my life and I loved it. When I see that large, half full bottle of
strawberry bubble bath on the bottom shelf I am reminded of how much Kyle and Kassidy loved
bubble baths and the way Kyle would pretend the dinosaurs were poking their heads out of
mountains or into clouds as he pushed them up out of the water into a huge mass of bubbles. On the
side of the cabinet you can see the paper cup dispenser full of paper cups that we taught Kyle and
Kassidy to use after brushing their teeth to rinse out their mouth. I can’t tell which characters are
these cups from the photos, but we routinely bought cups for them to use of current children’s
characters: Elmo, Rug Rats, Telletubbies, etc. Amanda did a nice job of keeping them full. Just
seeing something this simple brings back memories. As you can see the dispenser is quite high above
the sink for children. We were typically there with them during teeth brushing and would hand Kyle
or Kassidy a cup. I had experimented with the cups lower at one point but they became a toy to play
in the tub or toilet with so I elevated the dispenser. It didn’t matter much, Kyle was like a spider
monkey, even at 3 years old. He would stiffen his forearms to propel his body up on the sink counter
and grab a cup for him and Kassidy. I thought it was so adorable when he would grab her a cup.
“Here you go, AKassidy” and then grab his. As you can see by the stocked cabinet, I had choices
then of what type of razor, deodorant and cologne I wanted to use. Much different than my situation
today. The little things you take for granted ....
Photo CH 89. A view from the hall looking into our upstairs bathroom.
Photo CH90. The tub where we showered and bathed the children. This is the tub where I bathed
Kassidy the night before her death. As you can see, the room is well lit and Travis could clearly see
Kassidy’s naked body that evening.
Photo CH91. The downstairs hall closet right next to the stairway. We mostly hung our jackets in
this closet. This is also the closet door I would lean against while playing dodge ball with the kids at
the top of the stairs. In the back of this closet is the security alarm panel for the house.
Photo CH92-CH93. A view from the top of the stairs looking down into the basement.
Photo CH 94. A side view of one-half of the basement. You can see our treadmill and the cabinet
that I kept all of our automobile chemicals and needs. There is a child safety gate there. I believe
Amanda used this gate in the doorway when she was tanning and had Kassidy in the basement with
her. Amanda would bring a few of Kassidy’s toys down for Kassidy to play with on the floor while
Amanda tanned. Amanda would put the gate up in the doorway so that Kassidy couldn’t go up the
stairs. Not that Kassidy likely would leave Amanda’ side but. .. It was one of those beds that you lay
right in and a cover comes down over you so you can’t see outside for the 10-20 minutes you lay in
it. As you can see our basement stairs didn’t have a backing kick plate and we didn’t want the kids
climbing them without us.
Photo CH95. Photo from the doorway that lead into the section of the basement that contained the
tanning bed. I never really thought of it until looking at these photos but our basement basically was
broken up into 4 “rooms.” Only Travis’s bedroom was actually walled off with a door, but the rest of
the sections were definitely separated. I will identify each section in upcoming photos
Photo CH96. This is the small “room” in the basement that was to the right of the cellar stairs as
you came down. It was walled-in without doors and contained the tanning bed on one wall and my
work bench on the other. We’ll call this “room 2.”
Photo CH99 is the other side of “room 2.” This was my work bench area. I wasn’t all that handy
with projects. But this is the place that I liked to come down and tinker occasionally. Especially
when my dad was visiting.

Photos CH97, 98, 100-CH102 - I’ll designate as “room 3” in the basement. In Ch 97 you can see
the garage door that lead to the outdoor walk out bulkhead. It was a feature that I had never seen in a
house prior to this one. Brent, Kyle, and I routinely liked to catch mice in there. You can see a bunch
of boxes packed up in that corner. As I recall, some of that was stuff I was transitioning from one
office to the other. We sold the Portsmouth McDonald’s at one point and for a while my office was
displaced. Some of the other boxes were clothes, old toys and such that we were planning to donate
to The Salvation Army. In CH 98, it is the complete opposite wall as the garage door and we had a
large storage cabinet full of food and household supplies. As I’ve described, I loved BJ’s Wholesale
Club and often tried to stock up while there. I liked to keep plenty on hand in the event that we had a
power outage or blizzard or something. These things never happened but I was prepared if they did.
Photo CH100 is right between the two walls in “room 3.” In Photo CH101 and CH102 you can
see the clothesline that I set up to temporarily hang my work clothes on as they came out of the
dryer. I formerly ironed my work clothes, but found it time saving to just hang them coming
right out of the dryer which prevented wrinkles.
Photo CHl03. Directly across the washer and dryer and near the backside of the stairs is the
furnace. The electric hot water heater that is there is obsolete. I converted the furnace to heat the hot
water immediately after purchasing the house. You asked earlier why the second electric meter
outside the house. You can see our window air conditioner units stored on the floor by the old hot
water heater. Typical Chad: Start a project without finishing. Not sure why I never removed the old
hot water heater. I always intended to, and something else came up.
Photo CH104-CH109. These are inside views of “room 1” in the basement which was Travis’s
room. This room was at the bottom of the cellar stairs and went from wall to wall across the
foundation of the house.
Photo CH1l0. This is the driveway side door of the house that we used to enter and leave the
house. On the night prior to Kassidy’s death this is the door that I parked right in front of. Got her out
of the car and sat her down. Then I ran around to Kyle’s side to let him out because he was having a
fit and wanted to get out. When Kyle and I walked back to the passenger side of the car, Kassidy
was laying face down on the driveway. It didn’t appear from the position of her hands that she had
even put them out to break her fall. She just laid there, not making a sound. This was approximately
45 minutes after I picked her up from Jeff’s. Kassidy’s actions here should have been a tip off for
me to take her to the hospital. A few minutes later, she was acting normal inside and I didn’t. I’ve
always regretted that my first call was to Jeff to question her behavior at his home vs. calling for an
ambulance, or taking her to a hospital myself.
Photo CH111- This is a backside view of my RX-7, the car that Travis had been driving.
Photos CH112- Ch119 are views of Kassidy’ s bed. As you can see it wasn’t made that morning
as we got up late and Amanda and the kids headed out the door soon after. Kassidy usually slept
toward the middle of the bed and Amanda or I typically put one of her pillows on the side of the bed
or lined up a pillow or thick blanket on the floor in case Kassidy fell out of bed. Once, approximately
a week or so prior to her death, Kassidy rolled out of bed headfirst in the middle of the night. She
immediately started crying and I went and picked her up and brought her into bed with Amanda and
me. She had a small egg right in the middle of her forehead for a day or so from that.
Photo CH120 are of the games and book shelves in Kassidy’s room. Some of the toys were trucks
and things from when Brent was there. I had plans of moving one of those toy shelves out and
moving the doll house we spoke of into its spot once Kassidy opened it at Christmas. Many of the
toys, stuffed animals, and things that Kassidy played with everyday were downstairs in the large
rubber “toy box” tub in the living room.
PROPOSED QUESTIONS FOR ME TO USE WITH VSA EXAM 1. Did you truly love Kassidy
Bortner?
2. Did you punch, kick, slap or otherwise hurt Kassidy on the night of Nov. 8th?
3. Did you punch, kick, slap or otherwise hurt Kassidy on the morning of Nov. 9th before she
left to be babysat by Jeff Marshall?
4. Did you want Amanda all to yourself, think of Kassidy as a nuisance, and make it your goal to

get rid of her?
5. Did you inform Jeff in October of 2000, that his landscaping contracts with McDonald’s would
not be renewed the following year?
6. Did you truly love Kassidy’s mother, Amanda Bortner and have plans of a life together’?
7. Did you do anything to cause the pinprick type marks on the bottoms of Kassidy’s feet?
8. Were you in fact the person who first found those pinprick marks on the bottoms of Kassidy’s
feet upon her return from being babysat by Jeff?
9. Did you do anything that caused Kassidy’s death?
10. Did you try to persuade Amanda in anyway to help you or lie for you while you were seeing her
in violation of your bail condition?
11. Did you believe that Kassidy had serious injuries and intentionally withhold medical treatment’?
12. Did you routinely play wiffle ball with Kyle?
13. Did Kyle hit a Tee-ball, pitched by you, which accidentally struck Kassidy in the face, while
playing in his bedroom on the night of November 8th?
14. Many have questioned the truth of this story and the ability of a 3 1/2 year old child, is it your
belief that Kyle was athletically more gifted than most children his age?
15. Did you call Jeff Marshall on November 8th with suspicions he was hurting Kassidy’?
16. Did you abuse Kassidy in the car after picking her up at Jeff Marshall’s home on the evening of
Nov 8th, 2000?
17. Did Jeff Marshall really tell you all of the things that you allege in your letter to your attorney,
Alan Cronheim?
18. Upon arriving at the Kittery Police station on Nov. 9th, Did Jackie Conley truly, embrace you in
a hug and ask, regarding Jeff, “Oh my God Chad, What did he do to my baby?”
19. Did you ever hold Kassidy’s face under a water faucet?
20. Did you ever grab Kassidy by the throat?
21. Have you ever observed Kassidy fall and make no attempt to put her arms or hands out in an
attempt to “break” her fall?
22. Did you ever grab Kassidy in a manner forceful enough to fracture or break a bone?
23. Did you ever shake Kassidy?
24. Were you being truthful during police interrogation, when describing behaviors Kassidy was
exhibiting upon picking her up at Jeff’s house on the evening of Nov. 8th
25. Did you ever directly call Kassidy a retard?
26. Did you enjoy spending time with Kassidy and having her around?
27. Have you ever hit Kassidy or Amanda?
28. Did you encourage Amanda to seek medical attention for Kassidy
1. when she came hack from Jeff’s after falling out his truck widow,
2. to have her feet checked when she kept falling, and
3. to have a large wart removed from one of her fingers?
29. Did you speak to your financial adviser shortly before Kassidy’s death about setting up an
education IRA for her?
December 17, 2010 (268) (Response to #357 & 358)
We had another parenting seminar this morning with Dr. Leo Sandy. The topic was on raising
moral children and incorporating discipline. It was interesting because much of what he talked about
I had recently read similar thoughts in the great book you sent me by Dr. Eli Newberger. I was
expressing this to Dr. Sandy and he said, “Oh Yes, Dr. Newberger is one of the country’s most
renowned experts on Child Abuse. Dr. Newberger is a pediatrician at Boston Children’s Hospital and
teaches at Harvard.” This is information that I already knew but it was interesting to here that Dr.
Sandy was so familiar with him. Dr. Sandy went on to say, “In fact, Dr. Newberger’s wife, Carolyn,
was my dissertation advisor at Boston University. She is a child psychologist and she is tough.”
Small world isn’t it?
Photos CH121-CH128. Additional photos of the game shelves in Kassidy’s bedroom

Photo CHl29. Is the top of the bureau in Kassidy’s bedroom.
Photo CH130. Is a photo of the floor in Kyle’s bedroom.
Photo CH132. A small inflatable football that was in Kyle’s room.
Photo CH133. Oh my gosh. I forgot about Kyle’s Sockem Bopper gloves. These were inflatable
“mitts” that Kyle would put on his hands and I’d let him “sock” me when we were wrestling. Kyle
would get all hot and sweaty when we were wrestling and always break out in giggles. I would then
throw the “Sockem mitts” on and have him stand at one side of his room while I stood on the other.
He would throw his stuffed animals, plastic balls, etc. at me and I would block them with the mitts as
if I was a ninja. It was a little game we played and he would get the biggest kick out of. I know we
put the mitts on Kassidy once to see if she wanted to play but she didn’t seem to like having her
hands in something where she couldn’t control them.
Photo CH135. Appears to be a Tee-ball but I am unsure. I thought I had kicked the ball over into
Kassidy’s room after she got hit with it, but Travis and Kyle played ball for a few minutes after
Travis arrived home. It is possible that during the ball collection process they got the ball again. The
tough part is we had other balls that said Franklin on them, and if I am not mistaken, we even had
some old McDonald’s Happy Meal toys that were soft squishy balls of all sorts that said Franklin or
something like that across them. I think the best way to tell if this is in fact the Tee-ball is to go back
to Sgt. McGee’s testimony on the stand. I think he makes a point of identifying the ball. I’m sorry,
we had so many types of balls and I just don’t want to misidentify if this is in fact the important Teeball we are looking for.
Photo CH137. Oh My God! Snappy Numbers. This is the pop-up book that I read to Kyle and
Kassidy the night before Kassidy died. As I recall, I had them both laying together in Kassidy’s bed
and then carried Kyle with the book over to his bed. I was trying to kill two birds with one stone but
Kyle wasn’t having it. I had to read from another book in order to get Kyle to settle down and go to
sleep. Amanda used to do the Snappy Numbers book with Kassidy. It’s sad. I don’t even remember
the pop-ups anymore. The only kids book that I really remember is the “wide mouth frog” book. I
had to read that book over and over to Kyle. Linda Dalessandri will likely remember the frog book’s
title as she is the person that pointed out that it was Kyle’s favorite. I used to read it to him everyday
that I visited Kyle while he was at Chad and Linda’s and then I purchased a copy of the book for our
house. Believe it or not, Kyle’s bedroom floor was spotless that night when we arrived home. I was
pretty sure Amanda was going to give me hell when she saw it, but I didn’t want to pick it up after he
was asleep for fear I’d wake him. I instead went down to help Amanda with her survey project. As it
turned out, in the scheme of things, it didn’t matter that Kyle’s bedroom floor was trashed.
Photo CH138-CH155. Various photos of Kyle’s bedroom floor. As you can see, balls all over the
place that he sprayed all over the room in the course of hitting them. You know what I don’t see in
any of the photos is the bat that Sgt. Magee held up in the newspaper photo you sent me. That was
definitely the bat Kyle used to hit the balls. I can’t remember if I took it from him so he would stop
playing or what. I believe that McGee indicated the bat was found in one of the kids’ rooms.
Photo CH156-CH160. More photos of Kyle’s bedroom, his toys, the mess we made, etc. Most of
the stuffed animals he had kind of outgrown and it was Kassidy that now played with them, i.e. the
Elmo shopping cart, teddy bears, etc.
Photo CH156 is Kyle’s Lego table. The top lifted up and the Legos were inside it. I loved
doing Legos with the kids. Kassidy would even get in on the act, putting blocks on the table. Amanda
or I would ask, “Can you find a red one?” and Kassidy would do so. Then Amanda or I would smile
and say, “Good girl” and then show Kassidy how to stick it to the table. This made Kassidy smile
and eager to pick up the next block. God, I miss those times. These may be good memories to verify
with Amanda someday. Amanda may be able to recall other things we did.
Photo CH161. Picture of one of the diaper bags we used for Kassidy. This is the one that I picked
up from Jeff’s the previous night I believe. We used this smaller bag when Kassidy was going to be
at Jeff’s for a short while. On the morning of the 9th we packed the bigger bag as Kassidy would
have been with Jeff longer, with more food, drink, diapers, change of clothes, etc.

Photo CH162. My and Amanda’s bed You can see the diaper wipes box is on Amanda’s side of
the bed. She changed Kassidy’s diaper that morning before she left with the kids.
Photo CH164. Isuzu truck. I had a truck in my dooryard. This may have been it. It was mine but
can’t recall the make. It was full of junk and I didn’t drive it. It was one of those things waiting for
the junkyard I believe
CH 16 Series Photos
CH 16-1. Smoking- Nasty habit, didn’t allow it in the house. This was on the side of the steps for
smokers use.
CH 16-2. Our silverware drawer. The police were looking for the items that caused the pin pricks
on Kassidy’s feet. They were NEVER going to find it because it didn’t happen at our house. I am the
person that discovered them one night while carrying Kassidy up to bed.
CH16-3. This is the dog brush in the small cabinet next to the cellar door and refrigerator. All of
these photos show they are looking for something that caused the pin pricks on Kassidy’s feet.
CH16-4. this is the downstairs bathroom drawer. This is the rabbit fur brush that I used to groom
Babbit when he was alive.
CH 16-5-8. These are all photos of the downstairs bathroom vanity. And cabinets.
CH 16-9 all. The location that the police found our meat tenderizer in the kitchen next to the
stove.
CH 16-10. Hair brush found behind the loveseat. Again, not a match for Kassidy’s feet.
CH 16-11. A pin type toy on a shelf in Kyle’s bedroom.
CH 16-12. This is the top of our bedroom stereo. They were checking Amanda’s hair barrette for
the marks on Kassidy’s feet.
CH 16-15. Our cleaning supplies underneath our upstairs bathroom vanity
Ch 16-16. Cleaning supplies under down stairs bathroom sink. Toilet brushes don’t match
Kassidy’s feet.
CH16-17. Cellar, room 4 photo of wire brush. No match for Kassidy’s feet
CH16-19. Another one of Amanda’s hair barrette’s on my office desk. Again, no match
CH 16-20-21. My mom’s and sisters clothes’ bags for when they came to stay with us after
Kassidy’s death. The police were checking their hair brushes for the same thing.
CH 16-22. Wire brush that I used to clean our grill after grilling family meals. No match to
Kassidy’s feet.
CH 16-23. The case of AK 47 ammunition that was found in my basement in the way back corner
of my work shelf. It had been buried there for years in a crate and I had forgotten about it when I
removed all of my firearms, ammo, etc. Out of all the photos I was most curious to see inside trash
cans in office and kitchen as well as living room coffee table. Were there any that you recall seeing
of the inside of our refrigerator?
You asked during our visit about Jeff’s comment to me about the daycare that Amanda went to
visit in Kittery that was to close to a very busy road for her to be comfortable leaving Kassidy there. I
recall that I was in either the lobby of the Greenland or Portsmouth McDonald’s when Jeff came to
meet me about some work that I wanted done at the restaurant. We made small talk for a minute. As I
recall, Jeff had watched Kassidy earlier that day. Somehow we got onto the subject of Kassidy and
Amanda trying to find her a daycare. Jeff said something to the effect of “Amanda went to one in
Kittery today, but it was too close to the road. I told Amanda that this was a good opportunity to get
rid of her.” (meaning Kassidy getting run over by a fast passing car.) I looked at him with an
appalled expression that he would joke like this. Jeff could immediately tell that I was not amused
and said, “I’m only kidding”. I looked back at him with disgust and asked, “What would make you
think that is funny?” I just shook my head and changed the subject. I’m pretty certain it was at the
Portsmouth McDonald’s and I wanted Jeff to do some clean up work. In the PlayPlace, Jeff was
doing some cleanup of our indoor PlayPlaces once per month. These tubes attracted an incredible
amount of dust. I’m 99% sure I had told him a week or so prior that he wouldn’t be doing the
landscaping the next season. However, Jeff still wanted to keep me happy because he was still going
to be doing the snow plowing.

Sincerely,
December 21, 2010 (269) (Response to your 365)
I have written the letter to Glen Raiche as you suggested and a copy is enclosed.
Interesting newsletter from Gray Fitzgerald "Peace With Justice". It's funny that this was in this
letter because I just started working in the engraving shop here at the prison. We engrave everything
from plaques to name badges for the general public as well as state agencies. It is really a neat
operation. Anyway, as I was looking around the walls at the different materials available and
examples of the type of work we do, I noticed a sample name tag from NH Technical Institute that
said: FITZGERALD, GRAY NHTI. I immediately wondered if he was a teacher or lecturer of some
sort at the technical college here in Concord. Small world. It saddens me that I haven't heard back
from Gray yet. I thought he and I had a great working relationship and I know that he has done work
with inmates in Georgia prisons. It is situations like this that make me wonder if the majority of the
general public is just looking at the outrageous circumstances of Kassidy's death and becomes so
disgusted that they don't care to look beyond and see that an innocent man is being punished.
Interesting on the lyrics of "Dirty Deeds Done Dirt Cheap." I have heard the song many times but
have a hard time understanding many of AC/DC's lyrics. I guess if I was running my own business
and had been involved in such a terrible tragedy, I would be more selective when choosing a motto.
Regarding the photos of my house. There was a photo of my kitchen trash can, full, looking down
into it. However, I am quite certain there was a police photograph displayed during my trial that
showed the contents emptied onto the kitchen floor. That is where the police found (and
photographed) Kassidy's half-eaten banana. It may be worth making a note and looking for it the next
time you are at Dover Superior Court, looking through trial exhibits. It just adds to the credibility to
what I have said and may provide a visual to the website readers, (similar to the cereal box), that for
the most part, the evening before Kassidy's death was "business as usual" in the Evans and Bortner
household.

During our recent visit we were discussing the parks at the Rochester commons as well as school
playground on Brock Street that Amanda and I enjoyed taking the kids to play. I know I have
provided you details in the past about taking the kids there but I don't recall specifically sharing what
KASSIDY liked to do there. We always brought toys with us. Usually a wiffle ball bat and balls,
Frisbee, football, a kick ball, occasionally, Kyle's Sockem' Boppers, bottles of bubble liquid, plastic
digging tools (rakes, shovel, etc.), a doll or two and snacks. Kassidy typically started off at the park
taking in her surroundings, staying very close to Amanda, before following Kyle's lead and running
around. We would always try to get her to hit Tee-balls. She would for a minute if Amanda or I were
holding her hands on the bat but it wasn't something she stuck with for long. Kassidy spent a lot of
time running around in the sandy area around the jungle gym watching Kyle go through everything.
Kassidy enjoyed going down the slide as long as she was in between Amanda's legs and sitting in the
child swings and being pushed gently. Otherwise, she enjoyed sitting in our laps as we swang. I am
not sure what it is called but the playground at the back of the Brock Street School had a large
sphere-shaped thing with a bunch of triangles that the kids climbed on. Kassidy enjoyed climbing on
the lower levels of that. The sphere-play object was a neat thing that I had never seen prior to that
playground. The kids could climb all around it and even go through the bars and inside it. Amanda
would blow bubbles and Kyle and Kassidy would giggle and chase them. Then when the kids got
tired they would sit and Kyle would blow them while Kassidy sat in Amanda's lap and watched.
Kassidy was still so young and she hadn't figured out at this point how to blow on the plastic circular
stick and make the bubbles come out. She sure enjoyed popping them though. I recall at least once I
held Kassidy up to the "monkey bars" after we watched Kyle cross them and Amanda and helped her
swing her hands across from bar to bar. We made a bunch of noise, encouraging her, saying things
like, "big girl" with big excited grins. Kassidy smiled from ear to ear. Kassidy and Kyle also liked to
play "chase" they weren't quite at the age for us to play tag but we would often chase them from one
apparatus to the next. They would look back at us over their shoulder as their little legs carried them
as fast as possible, to see if we were making "ground." Kyle and Kassidy would break into a high
shrieked laughing fit as we quickly caught them from behind and snatched them up into the air. I
can't recall exactly how many times we took Kassidy and Kyle to the parks to play but each time was
a blast. We often did the same activities in our door yard but the park, even though only a few miles
up the road, represented open space to run.
You also suggested during our visit that I read the book written about Ron Cotton. I thought I had
the title and author but realized I sent it out when I had to remove a bunch of paperwork from my
cell. If you can provide me that info. again. I will see if it is available on interlibrary loan.
We talked briefly about my job as a Colley-McCoy area supervisor or eight restaurants. We
discussed the fact that I had two meetings with Peter Napoli. The first you knew about where I took a
leave of absence to deal with my pending legal issues and the second one was several months later, I
believe, as summer 2001 was approaching. By now I had my bearings. I always knew I had nothing
to do with Kassidy's death and I wanted to resume my life. I wanted and needed my job back. I called
Peter up and he agreed to meet me. I knew it wasn't a good sign when he didn't want me to go to our
main office in Windham, NH. He instead met me a few miles down the road in a hotel lobby. Peter
listened to what I had to say, and said, "Geez, Chad, I would love to put you back to work but we
really need you to clear up this legal stuff first." Peter also shared during our conversation that he had
read some of the reporting on my case. No doubt someone was providing

the stories to him because he wasn't a big reader of the Foster's Daily Democrat, I recognized some
of the stuff he was saying as being directly from Jennifer Saunders stories. "I've been reading some
horrible things that don't seem possible from the Chad I know." I told Peter that the paper was
printing a bunch of lies and that I was confident the truth would come out at trial. Peter said
something to the effect of, "I hope so." I was upset because it was clear that Peter was like most
people who have never been in trouble and believed the newspapers don't print information unless it's
true. I wanted to jump outside my body and scream, "How can you believe this stuff. You know me."
It's the battle we face with friends and strangers alike. Peter and I settled on me being brought back
immediately if I was cleared. This is similar to what Melissa confirmed in her third or fourth letter to
me.
Last night I received a letter from you where you asked me to write to the Governor and request
pardon paperwork. I will write, asking for the information but I am hesitant to fill it out and I believe
this is an area where you and I disagree.
1. Why should I ask for a pardon for a crime that I didn't commit? I need forgiveness from Kassidy
for failing her not this state for its failure to do their duty, which was to actually investigate her death
rather than pick a theory and run with it.
2. This Governor will NEVER even give me a hearing. The only positive that can come is some
negative publicity for asking. What's more, as I understand it, we can only go before the Executive
Council one time. If we go prematurely that option is gone for the future when we may have more
info to make a stronger case. Such info could be help from Dr. Mart or Dr. Newberger. As I said, I
will ask for the info but we'll talk first, ok.
Sincerely,
December 24, 2010 (270) (Response to your 363+364)
The back is an odd place to get a bruise and we know that Kassidy had several in her autopsy.
Perhaps Amanda and I just assumed Kassidy received them sliding down the stairs as we described
.... Also, we know from the autopsy that Kassidy had a tear in her frenulum and was bleeding about
the mouth at Jeff's. We also now know that Kassidy had her own blood under her fingernails. Also, it
was so close to Kassidy's death that the red blood cells didn't have time to form a bruise as explained
by Dr. Baden. Upon reading the above information and in an effort to test my theory, I found two
trusted friends to help me with an experiment. I slapped them in the face without warning to see their
initial reaction. Independently, they both raised their hands to the area where they were struck. I
hypothesize Kassidy's hand movement to her mouth area would be even more extreme because at her
age, her only reaction would be to protect her face and cool the sting if her face hit something, thus,
getting blood under her fingernails. I realize that this is a crude sounding experiment. So now I am
left to wonder, injury in the face, bruise on the back. Good things to remember to ask Dr. Newberger
if we can attain his services at some point. I'm sure you already have a Dr. folder set up somewhere
and can easily add these things.
About Jeff. He had a very fragile ego and often, after I had to speak to him about something I was
unhappy with at a particular restaurant, he would sulk. At times, Jeff would call me an hour after
meeting to see if I was "still mad at him." This was odd to me because this started right at the
beginning of my working relationship with Jeff. I wasn't mad at Jeff. I just wanted the opportunities
I pointed out to be fixed. There was no emotion involved. It was strictly business. To explain
another way, if I owned a business and I was providing a service and for some reason the person I
was working for was dissatisfied, I would simply apologize, listen to their expectations and fix the
problem. I wouldn't be calling to ask them if they are "still mad at me."

The other thing that I found interesting about my letters to my attorney, Bob Fisher, in Jeff's civil
case against me, is that they verify much of what I have shared with you and they were written 6+
years ago. For example, I talked to Mr. Fisher about Jeff being aware that I wasn't going to be
renewing his contracts. I relayed how Jeff and I began a personal relationship. I discussed how Jeff
confided in me that his mom "slapped" him around as a child. I know later that Jeff would say that it
was his father that was abusive, but that is not what he shared with me. And certainly, if you could
see the way Jeff's mother acted at my trial, you would likely have a clearer picture.
It is interesting that you drove by Jeff's old 51 Roger's Road apartment and saw the outside
bulkhead leading to the basement. What an incompetent investigation of that tiny apartment! You
once asked me what I believed the police may have found in that basement. You now know that the
police took multiple photos of my house on Nov. 16, 2000, looking for an item that caused the
abrasions on the soles of Kassidy's feet. Why didn't they look for such an item at Jeff's, including his
basement?
I'm glad you met Jason Shunk. I plan to write him after the first of the year. You mentioned a
small math error you found in my letter to Eric Mart. I wrote, "within 11 days and several more
incidents.... " I was pretty sure I was accurate so I went back and reread the Eric Mart letter. I found
the paragraph you were referring to and saw that how I wrote it was the problem. I wasn't very clear.
I wasn't referring from the date of that great photograph that Nicole took of Kassidy and Amanda on
Oct. 20, at Nicole and Brandon's in Belmont. The 11 days I was referencing from was when Jeff
brought Kassidy home during the evening of Oct. 28, after Kassidy "fell" out of Jeff's truck window.
My bad, I will try to be clearer in the future.
Sincerely,
December 26, 2010 (271)
Ray DuckIer responded to my letter asking for more information so I worked for several hours
this morning to craft the perfect letter. I have not mailed it to Mr. DuckIer yet because I wanted you
to look it over because it includes some information about Amanda. I suspect that you won't want to
include it but I feel it's important because it all helps in our quest for truth.
I think it still honors our goal of respecting Amanda's privacy because I only quote.from her
2007/2008 meeting with Ron Rice and mention nothing of your ongoing communications with
Amanda. While putting this letter together for Mr. DuckIer, I re-read Ron Rice's Sept 25, 2007 letter
to Alan Cronheim and his January 29, 2008 letter to my father for the first time since I sent them to
you nearly a year ago. I highly recommend you re-read these letters as they include some powerful
information provided by Amanda regarding my contact with Kassidy and why she pointed the
"finger" at me. Much of it is consistent with what Amanda has shared with you. I also recommend
that you re-read Mr. Rice's October 18, 2007 letter to my father. It includes some pretty good
information about the case overall.
May I also suggest as strongly as I can without making a demand, that you have photocopies in
hand of Ron Rice's September 25, 2007 letter to Alan Croheim (pg. 15) and Ron Rice's January 29,
2008, letter to my father prepared for your next meeting with Amanda. (At least the part that pertain
to her.) I am mindful of Amanda's reading situation but I feel it's important that we provide her with
the details of her tape-recorded interview with Ron Rice. It's been nearly 3 years and I doubt Amanda
remembers all the questions that Mr. Rice asked and she answered. At least by providing the notes
we are giving Amanda the chance to refresh if he chooses too. In fact, it might be nice to also provide
Amanda a copy of the letter I wrote to Mr. DuckIer so that she can see the efforts we are making as
well as the fact that you and I are only referencing her 2007 comments.
Dr. Wecht's report is "ripe" for are-read if you haven't done so in a while. I hope you like the
letter to Ray DuckIer.
Sincerely,
December 28, 2010 (272) (Response to your 367 & Misc.)

I found out some news that I believe you will consider good. It appears NH has had a wrongful
conviction in the past. Perhaps we didn't know about it because he wasn't helped by the Innocence
Project and that is where we got our info from. I don't know much about it but was told by an inmate
that has been here for 24 years that there was a gentleman named Rick McHugh (McQue?) that was
here in the early 90's convicted of murder. McHugh TESTIFIED and was found guilty. While here
he maintained his innocence. Somehow, the news program, "60 Minutes," got involved in the mid
90's and helped bring attention to the case. There was a man in Florida, possibly inmate,
that was on his deathbed and admitted to the crime. There was a crucial piece of evidence, something
to do with vehicle tire tracks not matching up that helped secure his freedom. Not much to go on I
know, but it's a start and also shows that NH DOES make mistakes.
I'm going to apply for the pardon paperwork with the Governor's office as you requested so that
we have a dated letter at our disposal but I don't think it is a good idea to send it in right now for
several reasons. Most reasons can be found right in the NH Pardon Process article you sent me by
David Martorana:
1. Senior Asst. AG Jeff Strelzin said, "A request for a pardon is seen as a last ditch effort to be
forgiven of an existing sentence." I don't believe we are in LAST-DITCH EFFORT mode yet. As a
citizen of the state I can tell you this is EXACTLY how such requests are viewed (especially when
requesting while incarcerated.) I understand that inevitably some unknowledgeable state rep is going
to say, "Gee, have you applied for a pardon yet?" You have to understand, this state has over 400
reps. This is far more than any other state in the country. In NH, this is basically a volunteer
position. I have worked with inmate committees here trying to get things like "good time" reinstated.
Unfortunately, many of these reps are not aware of what's going on or have the faintest idea how to
help. I believe our first step should be to work with them to put pressure on the Governor to reopen
an investigation. When a rep asks if we have filed for a pardon yet, our response should be, "Pardons
are seen as a latch ditch effort and therefore not ripe at this time. We are presenting facts and would
like the case reinvestigated." My concern is this: If we go the other
way, and seek the pardon first we won't even be given a hearing. And then when we go to these state
senators and reps it will be to easy for them to say, "Well, I don't know what I can do to help, you
went for a pardon and the governor obviously saw no merit in it." By doing things in this order we
will have hurt ourselves. I don't mean to say that we don't have some smart, well-intentioned people
in our state legislature. I just think they are often uneducated on the issues of how the Gov't.
runs. Ward Bird had over 120 state reps sign his petition and the governor/AG still hemming and
hawing over the petition request. Can you imagine if Ward Bird had gone to the executive council or
the Governor first? DENIED. We have to line up support first.
2. This brings me to my next point, we need to line up support if we have any hopes of a pardon
being successful. Each time you go for a pardon hearing it becomes less likely. Maybe Amanda will
get more involved, maybe Dr. Mart or Dr. Newberger will come up with something helpful. Maybe
after a few of these interviews, things will change and Jackie or someone will "see the truth."
3. Former NH Attorney General stated, "Pardons ARE NOT granted on grounds of INNOCENCE
but they (Executive Council) feel the person has served their punishment." Our entire basis is on the
fact that I am innocent. If we do not show people that I am innocent, there is not a person in their
right mind that will think I have served enough time for the abuse the state alleged and will focus on
that Kassidy endured. This state judges, and Governor, give much deference to jury verdicts. Jeff
Strelzin summed it up when he said, "Pardons undermine the jury's decision and gives little peace
of mind to the victims of the case. It undoes what the jury did." Unfortunately, these people focus to
much on it "undoing what the jury did" and not enough attention on whether or not the jury got it
right.

4. This Governor is against pardons, having only even granted a handful of hearings. So if you
are going to go before him, it better be pretty powerful. Speaking about Pam Smart, Lynch said,
"Pardon and pardon hearings are not a substitute for the court system. Ms. Smart has taken every
opportunity to appeal and every time the courts have rejected her arguments. I feel, and it is clear that
the Executive Council agreed, that she presented no evidence that warranted us rehearing the very
issues that has already been duly considered by the courts." The article went on to say that until
Smart has acknowledged her crime and admitted guilt, then there will be no forgiveness of her
sentence. (Even then, there won't be. I'm sure.) I'm not about to admit guilt or acknowledge my
crime, because I didn't kill Kassidy and I am certainly not interested in having a hearing just to have
one. If/when we get to the point of having a pardon hearing, I want a real shot at getting one. Oh
yeah, Lynch also said, "Pam Smart was FAIRLY convicted by a jury of NH citizens and she received
a FAIR and just sentence in accordance with NH laws." I know I don't need to explain to you that
"fair" is often more important than "right" when it comes to society post -conviction. Courts all
across the country are hesitant to overturn. There is the "expectation of finality."
Last word on the issue- "Pam Smart has been making the same case. Everything she's had heard
has been rejected. The petition request is really the last chance." said Strelzin. We aren't here yet are
we (last ditch?) I'd rather go in with some support, perhaps some state reps, maybe more evidence on
our side, some positive Dr. reports or more tests, positive press, a full petition. Etc. I'm sure we will
have some lively discussion at our next visit.
Sincerely,
December 28, 2010 (273) (Response to 370)
Thanks for the close up photo of Kyle and I together. I still prefer the one I pointed out where I
am wearing a green shirt or the one where I am standing outside wearing a purple Special Olympics
shirt while standing with Bruce and Tristan. Still some confusion on bats and balls so I will do my
best to help clear up: This photo identification stuff is so confusing. I believe you must have
identified the white Tee-ball correctly as the ball that hit Kassidy, but I am fine with you saying,
"probably". We did have a few Tee-balls at the house but I cannot recall a second one in the house.
Certainly, I don't recall the red and green Strossaburg Tee-ball. If Magee says it was in the house, I'm
sure it was; but I am 99% certain it was the white Tee-ball that hit Kassidy and the reason I wanted
you to recheck Magee's testimony was because I thought I recalled him identifying and playing with
the Tee-ball on the stand. The Tee-balls are hard balls just not as hard as a baseball. If you look on
the bookcase (white) photos from Kassidy's bedroom there is a well-worn baseball in there. That
baseball is extremely hard and is definitely not the ball that hit Kassidy.
Likely, the Franklin ball you identified was the Tee-ball. I wish I could feel the ball, it would be
so much easier. I noticed from the Franklin Tee-ball page you sent me from the internet, it had
several different styles. We don't have a model number or exact Tee-ball type from the photo we
have do we? How about if we emailed the photo we have to the folks at the Franklin Ball Mfg.
company. Do you think there is a possibility they will identify it? You are correct, the trial had the
ball issue very confused. It wasn't clear to very many people I don't believe. As I sit here and think
about it, and I go back to the photos of balls all over the two bedrooms, I also recall a red and green
tennis ball that was in Kyle's wheelbarrow of balls.
Photo Ch126 is the hard baseball I was speaking about above. It was NOT thrown.
Photo CH135 w/ Marker 11 next to it is likely THE Tee-ball
Photo CH149 w/ Marker 17 next to it, I believe is actually a tennis ball not a Tee-ball. Perhaps
that is why you cannot find a Strossaburg T-Ball. Check for Strossaburg Tennis Ok, I now see your
notes on Magee page 42 item #11 is a "baseball. It's a hardball. Well, a spongy hardball." This IS
THE TEE-BALL. (yeah) now all we need to do is email it to Franklin Ball Company and see if they
can identify the model.
Photo CH1S4 believe it or not, I tossed that damn basketball to Kyle and he hit that, too. I don't
know what the hell I was thinking.

The bat issue is much simpler for me to explain. The brown Fisher Price bat that Sgt. Magee is
holding up IS THE BAT THAT KYLE WAS USING THAT NIGHT. I think what is confusing you
is I explained a progression of 3 different bats used by the boys.
If you refer back to our original photo 80 you will see Kyle with the ~ RED BAT This is the bat
the boys started out using. It has a bigger "barrel" and it is easier for them to make connection with
the ball. That photo was taken June 11 just prior to Kyle's 3rd birthday. After hitting balls all summer
long, by Nov. of that year Kyle was killing the ball with that red bat and was now using the Fisher
Price BROWN -. If you refer back to photo 80 for a minute you can see Brent waiting for his turn to
hit Tee-balls. In his left hand and seen behind his back is the traditional WIFFLE BALL. This would
have been the next bat Kyle graduated to hit with. This is the type of bat almost always referred to
with wiffle ball and the bat Travis spoke about at my trial. Millions of these wiffle bat and ball
combos are sold each year. If you look behind me in photo 80 you can see we had 2 fat red bats and a
blue milk crate that held the balls during the summer months as we literally played almost daily.
December 28, 2010 (274) (Response to your 371)
You asked about the questions I put together for the VSA test. Yes that is the list of questions I
put together. As you can see, I wasn't skirting anything. Yes, this is the list of questions I brought to
the meeting, hoping to be asked. In fact, I created the list a day or two after our first meeting with the
VSA examiner and immediately mailed them to you. You then scanned them into the computer and
emailed them to him for consideration. You may recall we did this rather quickly because after our
initial meeting there was a possibility that the VSA examiner would be able to return the very next
week. As it turned out, it was several weeks before our second meeting, but we were unaware of .it at
that time. If you know the date of our initial meeting you will likely have sent an email within a few
days to him.
You asked about question 13. Yes this was my mistake. I typically played wiffle ball with Kyle
and that is what we ALWAYS called it. We had like 15 wiffle balls, a few Tee-balls and other things.
The question right before it I had asked, "Did you routinely play wiffle ball with Kyle?" I just think I
had wiffle ball on the brain. I believe I caught the error on a later review and may have even sent you
a corrected copy. (perhaps your email history will show the correction) I know since this testing I
thought of several more questions that should have been asked and why. I mailed them to you as part
of my "letters" you didn't happen to set them aside did you? Unfortunately, I wasn't smart enough to
keep a copy separate for myself but the questions were pretty important.
You asked me what an annulment is by NH Law. In letter #367 you sent it to me. It was under
those Pardon statutes. Automatic Restoration of Rights Section II. Part B. statute 651:5 You may not
realize you have it. I will photocopy and send it back to you.
Thanks for photos CH37 and CH36 A+B. I had not seen these before.
I don't know what your plans for the VSA testing questions I produced are but perhaps we should
fix question 13 to read Tee-ball before posting anywhere. I may have requested already, can you
email a copy of my SECOND Ray DuckIer letter to Amanda. I think it would be good for her to see
the types of things I am writing to the media, how it pertains to her, and the fact alone that I am
talking to the media. Amanda was ALWAYS the one advocating for the media. Even though she has
moved on with her life, I think in general principal and truth for Kassidy she will appreciate the fact
that I am trying.
Sincerely,
December 28, 2010 (275) (Response to 372)

You spelled Barbara's last name correctly Thorngren. Not sure if she knows Gray. Glad to hear
you liked my letters to Jake O'Donnell, first one to Ray DuckIer, Jeremy, Jack, and Amanda.
Regarding Amanda's, when you call her next week to try to set something up prior to leaving for
Europe, you may want to let her know you emailed a second letter from me. Otherwise, she may not
check it until June. Also, I wrote earlier this week, there are two Ron Rice Letters pertaining to
Amanda's interviews that she should have copies of. If you need me to copy and send them to you so
that you can hand them to her at the next meeting, let me know. We should give her every
opportunity to read what she said. If we get them to her, we've done our part. That interview should
be on the website somewhere. Pretty powerful stuff.
So we will be meeting on Thursday Jan. 6 and Tuesday the 11th? Why did I think one of the
committee meetings was the 13th? You are still planning to go look at the trial exhibits at Strafford
County at some point right? I can't recall off the top of my head but I thought there were a few things
I thought were worth looking for there? Do all jury exhibits match with numbers (anything extra) 2.
call charts the jury could see.
Yes. Lt. Brown is a good man, and one of the rarities in here that thinks "outside the box". When
you get back from Europe I'll try to arrange for him to come down sometime during a visit. He
knows a little about my claim of innocence. I will fill him in more.
MCS stands for MEDIUM CUSTODY SOUTH. This is the housing unit I live in. Thanks for your
description of how you link photos. It is interesting. Certainly it makes sense for people to be able to
click on something as they read the letter to see the photo I am describing as well as have the photos
displayed in their own section.
Speaking of photos- Have we loaded any of the "P" Series or "CH" series on the website yet? Is
the petition front and center/easy to find? I am hoping after an interview we will get a lot of hits. I
know you are busy but it might be an area where you want to focus some extra attention. "User
friendly" is key. I hear it is excellent so far. Nice job.
Also on photos, maybe we should pick a couple that show Amanda and I cuddly and together at
least to put up in the short term after we get a big hit from interview. A picture is worth a 1,000
words and I think it is important to show people the relationship Amanda and I had. Perhaps the one
you formerly had at the top of the page of Amanda and I hugging in front of the dining room mirror
while she snapped photo. Also, a nice one of me and her together on couch. What do you think?
Even if up only a few weeks?
Sincerely,

